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ad ■ li January 1st, 1945.

Memorandum A‘o Clipping Service:

thirty time thirty thousand hav'e I dashed off mental 
notes since the arrival of Saturday’s mail, along with the 
registered report, which came to hand in good order. May 
I say thanks and thanks again, fhere is a wonderful sensation 
that comes with a labor of love, ewpeeially when that 
labor is a joint one, even though in mileage there appears 
to be? some separation, although spiritually it is obviously 
identical. ' < *

Everything about the report appealed tpome no end, all 
am 1 willing to accept, if you find the outlines as sketched 
therein satisfactory. As for acknowledgements and future dis
bursements, those are something which I trust may be 
eventaully ample and in such a fluid sate as may be dsawn upon 
by either party without thought as to whose aoccount is con
cerned, since it will be so pleasant to feel that it is joint.

Jhey had a consultation of physicians for the Madam 
on Saturday. Influenza had her down, and they had to guard 
against pneumonia. This morning, X am told, she has 
asked for a'good breakfast, so if her desire for food has 
returned and her fever has disappeared, I suppose we may 
assume she is on the mend again and will probably be alright 
again within a few days, '

her daughter screamed and yelled at her that I was 
seriously illl, and got her into a highly nervous state 
on my account, - which was ridiculous, of cdusse. fhe point 
of all the racket was that the daughter wanted to try out 
sulphur g drugs on me. She finally convinced her mother 
that that was all that wqu'ld save me, and so, to quiet the 
poor patient, I said I would* accept the drugs, - which is 
a five day treatment and kno'oks one out completely, as you 
know. Veil, with the Bosenwald thing staring me in the face,
I naturally was goin r, to put myself out of commission when 
there was no need for it, but everything appeared to, hinge on 
my taking of the drugs, and so I did a shadow act, but only 
that. Yesterday, Sister oalled for a sample of my urine, to 
check the progress being made by the sulphur drugs, A 
darkle friend of mine happened to be here atr the time, and 
thinking his would revbal a much more interesting sample than 
my own, I asked him to aocommodat me, whioh he did.
About today, I suppose, there will be an enormous racket from 
down the road, saying that 1 have tricked them. Well
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that will he alright, for the Madam will be stronger today, 
and she <can stand the gaff much better than she could 

on Saturday. I shall merely remark that if they donft 
like my urine, it is too bad. After all I didn’t ask them 
for their old drugs, and I haven’t complained about them 

when forced upon me, and if they must complain about what 
they got in return, well that is times their hard luok.

In Saturday's mail came a note from The Natchez Press, 
saying that that periodical had suspended, as of December 
21st. That will releave me of the difficulties of getting 
a column out weekly, - quite a task under the present set up. 
After all, the thing has fulfilled its usefulness, so far as 
I am concerned, and if and when T oan get somebody to work 
with me in pasting the columns together, - I nan make up 
the connecting paragraphs and pages from out of my head, - then 
another book will be ready for the publishers. I think it may 
eventually turn out to be an interesting bit of Americanna, but 
it isxpx impossible for me to make' the parpagraphs between 
the columns without knowing the salientjpoint in the columns 
that will sandwich in the connecting paragraphs, and so 
I shall let the columns cool on the shelf until an opportune 
time and assistant comes to hand.

Naturally, with the Madam flat on her back and aching,
I shall have to forego doing the Cane River -^egro prospectus 
along the lines 1 had 'originally conceived, since I have 
no one to explore the data in the lie Irevelle scrapbooks for 
me. I shall accordingly concengtrate on a general 
survey of■ the subject, and send the extremely rough draft along 
to Robina for putting into some* kind of shape and mailing. 
Yesterday I tried to work on the darned thing, but the 
Henrys are always in an uproar when their mama gets under 
the weaher, and in the course of the day I reckon there 
were at least 15 people popping in and out of my house, asKing 
what i thought about the “̂ adam, s ould a nurse be summoned, 
where could a nurse be found, did* I think she should go 
to the hospital, etc., etc., - all of which was not very 
conducive to concentration, and of oourse 'it was 
impossible for me at every interruption to recall at which 
point 1 had been interrupted and if I had actually jotted 
down a point or if I had merely been on the verge of doing 
so.

Well, today I shall get me a reader, and sometoho we shall 
jog- along, but I reckon the results will be fearful and 

wonderful, but we do what we oan.

• I must gallop now and get on with the day,!s tasks.
Thanks again for the marvelous report 1944 was a little hectic,
In spot®, but I am thankful for all the 'joys it brought,
and somehow 1 haveta feeling 1945 is going to be even better.
For one thing, it s bound to advanoe one along the Meade Villa road...•••••

a 1

January 4th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Servioej ,
"'Tell them ladies 1 sure does thank them in the highest.

I sure ain't going to do no paintin' tonight nor is I gwine to 
do any sleepin'. By morninin', Mary Frances is gwine to have some
new under things and when I gets done, there'll be a little hem 
in that one dress there, and Mary Frances is'gwine to be all fixed for 
her sohohlin'.*

That is what Clemenoe said when she came by,yesterday and 
with glee went through the splendid collection of things you all sent.

Being as handy with a needle as she w± is with a paint brush 
or a wash tub, she immediately foresaw some warm under wear in 
the bathing suit, and a dozen different dresses for Mary Frances and 
herself in all the good things you sent. As in other places, as 
I understand it, there are but empty shelves here where once dress 
goods were displayed, and even the mail order houses are unable to 
fill orders when the darkies have the money to try a purchase. So 
doubly are your gifts appreciated, and it would have done your hearts 
good to have seen the pleasure that all the pretty things gave the 
good darkie

 ̂• ■; . . •

.Another point that puzzled and delighted ^lemence was the fact 
that the larger dresses fit, her to a "T" while the smaller dresses 
are a perfect fit for ^ary Frances, with merely the necessity of 
a small hem in the latter. "It looks like them things was 
just bought for us~es, and them sure must be nice ladies to 
think of Mary Frances,and me away off yonder."* ■■ i t

So thanks from ^lemence and Mary Frances and me, for joy 
brought to one heart somehpw has a way of making all hearts glad.

•During the past two days I have been more or less alone here, 
save for the Madam and the servants. Following her sulphur 

treatment, which apparently broke up her influenza, a cold 
struck the Madam and her fever bounced backaup to 102, and so 
during the past 36 hours I have been doling out the medecine, - 
as sulphur must be taken at, regular intervals. The codine and 
other curious pills that have been administered to lessen the, 
pains of neuritis caused her to go out of her head yesterday afternoon 
and 1 really had quite a time for a couple of hours. But this

over
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morning, - I pen these lines at 5 a.m., she appears back to 
normal mentally, and although the fever is still with her, she is 
obviously on the mend. Her daughter got mad at her yesterday because 
she wouldn't go* stay 'with her, and walked out of Melrose, admonishing 
her husband to give her mother no medecine whatsoever. But I 
collared the physician in question and advised him to let me know 
immediately if he proposed to follow his duty as a doctor or to 
listen to a riedLiculous raving of his wife. I got the medecine, - and 
that was all 1 wanted.

But** mufif confess to you that all this business is not very 
conducive to concentration on the general subject of*"rural 

racial relations*. But I plung along as best I can, - between 
semi-professional visits, and within another day or so, I shall 
bundle up the several pages and send them along to Robina for 
editing and transcription. At best the prospectus will be far 
from coherent and the way 1 would have it, but possibly it will 
get by somehow, Isn't it strange how this year's efforts are a 
<as panicky as last year's. almost

As for the Madam, her housegirl remains with her at night, 
but the latter has developed a severe cold and throat infection which 
makes her more of a liability than an asset* I have called in two 
of the nenry boys this morning, - and they will have to cast about 
to find someone to stay with the Madam more or le<ss permanently, I 
think, for she shouldn't be left to the care of untutored servants 
when her* health is no better than it has been during the past 
year. As for her prospects, she is practically on the road back to 
herself again, but she should have a responsible person within call 
at all times, - and that is a Henry problem and not mine, - and 
they are going to have a time getting anyone, too, since la fille will 
always put a spindle in the spinning wheel, and the thread is bound V  
to be snarled from week to week, - which is not any province of 
mine.Save for being a little tired, my own aches and pains appear to 
be on the way out, and as soon as I get old Rosentald into the 
mail and there is someone here to sit on the lid, 1 shall take to 
the big road, - probably about 'Thursday of next week, - although 
under the circumstances, the precise date for my departure must of 
necessity be tentative. If things go right, however, someone will 
be here within a month or so to lend balance to the curious set up 
in the big house, and if old Rosenwald does what is expected of him, I 
shall feel free to undertake a lot of things I have in mind in 
the manuscript department.* C v d  ■

I must now hit off a flock of letters on a variety of subjects and
then make a round in the medical department, so you will forgive 
me for breaking off before adding anything more to make this letter 
more dull. Thanks again from wlemenoe and ^ary Frances for all the.
good cheer and warmth to body and heart which your package 
brought with it....*

1 0 7 8

January 7th, 1944,

Memorandum to Clipping Services
••

Wonderfully and fearfully contrived, 
the prospeotus which goes forward in Monc 
editorial reconstruction and typing.

that about’covers 
's mail to Robina for

f!he Madam remains in the bed, with sulphur drugs being admin- 
istered every six hours, and plenty of oodine and Heaven knows what all, 
by way of anti-pain pills,' sleeping potions, etc. I 'think J"111 
be off the sulphur within another day or two, and that will mean 
that * shall discontinue my frequent visits to the big house through
out the night.* With a little extra sleep on my own behalf, * shall 
probably perk up immediately, and when * gat a bit more normal, ± sanii 
give thought to getting into the big road. I presume, however, that 
I shall not get away this week, but probably next week, - although 
I may make it this coming Thursday.

' ■ «V' :r' , ' t r i n  - ' : ^' *' " d d '  ' -"I ' "v l .. ’
, A letter in yesterday’s mail came through from ^arnett Kane, 
enclosing a letter of recommendation for me, - to be sent to 
Rosenwald. It was all very flattering, - from one who understands 
.little save what goes on within his very limited sphere. He reports 
that he is working madly and sees no one. I reckon Louisianna 
Plantations are being cooked up at the point of his pen, and I have 
no doubt it will be a creditable piece of research;;

On the Shreveport scene, Robina reports that the Dormans spent 
New Years in tfcat place, having gone up from Btiarwood to visit 
their brother and his wife, and to spend a night with *obina. It 
seems Caroline and Virginia hooked their trailer on to their automobile, 
and brought a gob of plaiis, - sweet oliver orabapple, etc,, to 
landscape Robina* s yard. Caroline would include a carbapple. But 
Robina doesn’t want to get her grass plot all enmeshed in Miss 
Dormon’s bushes, and so there wae something in the Pulling and Hauling 
Department, as between Caroline and Robina, as to what would be 
planted at all, - and where those items would be placed. Like 
Aunt cammie, Caroline has an eye for an m unoooupied spot where 
a plant or a shrub or a tree might grow readily, - and there the 
thing is planted, - quite unmindful .of .Its relation to the rest of 
the layout. Naturally that's the way man-made jungles are made, - 
and Briarwood is^just about that.

’over)

'
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I think I told you in a recent report that The Press 
suspended as* of De'oember £lst. The editor wrote a nice letter, 
expressing the hope that sometime in the future circumstances might 
enable us to undertake something jointly.

Under separate cover, • within the next day or so, - I shall 
be sending a couple of Gane River primitives. The larger one is 
by Glemenoe, - the smaller by Mary Prances. You might skip 
mention of these to James.' I selected ones that seemed more or 
less typical of their present mood. Por instance, the parasol is 
so typically Glemenoe, that n o ’other feature could be more expressive. 
jknd„.she loves to do them, and somehow they always look a little 
Chinese to me. I know that Earned would be delighted to know 
you have them, but 1 father he would not, da he might rightfully 
feel he should hatfe had a hand in the selection, and for my part, I 
so wanted you to have.'something in this particular vein that I 
didn’t want to leave it to him to make the selection. Therefore
you might as well not mention it to him.
■ < uu ■ ■ ■ • x a \  '■■■.

I saw Glemenoe yesterday. , stopping by her cabin for a 
few moments,’ while out for a little'airing. The place was spick 
and span, but greatly ressemblirig an oriental bazaar, what with 
all the treasures ’’from them ladies” , - laid out and being pressed, 
etc. The bathing suit, converted into a nice warm underskirt for 
Mary Prances, did my hdart much good, as it was deftly transformed, 
and when the chill winds swdep down the river road during Pebruary, 
it will be good to know that *“ary Prances is making her trip in search 
Of education much more warmly clad that had it not been for 
you all.

They took the ^adam off sulphur yesterday, and I believe 
she iq now qn the /nend„ t

* ’ ' . • - 
In this morning’s mail 1 am sending Aobina the ^osenwald 

stuff for her to straighten out, - which will be ,something 
of a task. • f,-.

• *
I am feeling better and will eventually take to *the 

road, but perhapq not until next week. Today’s mail trill 
be a determining factor......... - ,

January 8th, at Melrose. ■

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

Although I posted a Memorandum t is morning. X write
line this 0Venin8» - it is now 8 p.m., for in the ,me n time, an excellent clipping came to hand, and I want to 

respond without delay, although I have nothing very startling to

. . 4 ^s case of the calendars, wherein I^notioe we both
in two diff^ent61*11 friend at bhe same time* but expressed ourselves dlfferer,t manners, - so in the case of the item from
lattiS/Sfli at ?bout'tbe time I had advised that withoutBaton s°u&e know, X was forwarding what I liked to 
think was a somewhat typioal expression of the Sepia *inderilla 
You may judge for yourself on receipt of the same if the one 
pleases you more than the other.

You about the Cardinals. They stay with us all the 
r£end in vafyin^ degrees of musical accompaniment. The 

S M l " -  ĥalf attaohed to he? bannister o? the 
°£ the blg house where the mocking birds vie with the cardinals to make .the most of it. I have a little shelf

c»r^i1nfl?Unken fard?n Side of my £ouse where occasionally a ardinai com® to dine, although X am always getting a bigger batch
JayS than anythin6 ©Ise. The latter are really beautiful 

s a v e o r  t T e i H ^ t T "  Pir&te8 * * * *  ̂  ^  ^

a time, the cardinals are at their best in
bird hAf4 n0ptir1:meIlt* Especially in the afternoons, the male bird begins a conversation with his mate. Usuallv it is -

tW° Pieties. A pause foilow^ and then one hears 
Thevf«nmo+-reSP?ndln?1.with * lon«. slightly more musloal whistle, 
n t M  ™  !hat 6°ing for hours, but usually varied a little

ma5n?r* JMst-tp play a trick on her mate, the female will 
sometimes delay making an,immediate response. After waiting a bit 
the male will whistle twice, again and then wilt. ISmetittefhe ’ 

“ £.sometimes not. But if he h^s to give the 
ouble whistle a third time, he doest it with a venganoe almost

Ji£]>in?v,the Sir in hiB irrit8tion. fhen, with almost raucous fi®8.* response come promptly, and the two of them then
bufines? s?£tf^!” ag” n“  °th6r .tr" 8 °r tUSh68' “ d the whole

lover)

■ .
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You spoke of your original description of the verdivert as 
being crude. You were perfectly wrong, for it coincided exactly 
with what you and only you could have so skillfully detected.
There was ah earthy element, plys smoke, in the batch I sent.
I had dug it a couple of days before, and knowing how fine and 
clinging the soil is, - and how difficult it is to get it all 
cleaned off, what with the incredible entanglement of the roots,
I,.washed and kept water running of the roots for two days. When 
it was time to get the little package off, the stuff wasn't quite 
dry, and so * put it in a chair before my fireplace where a 
big old oak aficL pine log where doing thetr best to help out.
Naturally some of the fine soil remained on the roots and to it 
clung the smoke, and only you would have detected the combination. 
iSventually the soil will shake off* and then, when you dampen the 

roots again, i think you will discover the real aroma, which, in 
itself, is quite sympathetic in perfume to the other two elements.

Under separ te cover, - no I guess in this letter, I shall 
enclose today's note from iSssae Maq, which is of no particular 
interest, and which you may destroy when finished with, if you 
care to. The fact that she invites me to her place is interesting 
jgince it will give me additional opportunity to talk department of 
ocuments with her. ^ince she is leaving for Chicago on the 

16th, 1 think 1 shall put otff my trip to Baton Rouge until the 
following week, - the last in January. This will give me an 
opportunity to get back on my feet a bit,, for my body feels.a 
little old yet, and 1 should like to be in the pink" when T contact 
the l»ouisianna University Tress -̂ oard. I presume 1 shall 
return here, jvia ^atohea, which is certainly round about, in 
one way, - at least it makes two sides, of a triangle instead of 
one, but there are several things I would to keep green there, 
and I am anxious to run out to Washington and wander around 
Meade Villa a little with Mrs. Brandon* She can recall where 
originally all the slave quarters and other out-buildings stood, 
and 1 should very much like to have ,that clearly in my mind from 
one like her, who is probably one of the few people in the world 

who can'hand it on to us. Should things go well, and as we would 
have them, I think’ it would be pleasant to contemplate putting 
some of those' outbuildings back in their original positions.
After all, in putting up a garage for example, it might just as 
well conform to the'original lay out, - especially if it suits 
the needs bf the times. Then, too, I like to think out some 
of the possibilities of other details relative to the place, for 
getting things well in mind not only affords the pleasure of anticipa
tion, but sometimes simplifies things when they come into being.
But even better than these reasons are or is the fact that it 

gives me an opportunity to $hare all these things with someone 
who alone understands and loves them for the same reason as do I, - 
tat they dan be shared.

H

Q $ rfrtd r ^

Janyary 13th, 1945.

\ v

V'XL,

sent
Memorandum to Clipping Service:

This is the month of Celine’s birthday, and thi Madam 
her a oake and some stockings yesterday afternoon.

1 found the old iady sitting on the front gallery doing some 
,. mu. was warm although the breeze was oold. oeline

^ s  r^inforoed Lainst ™ ;  wind \ y  being bundled up in a big 
old bathrobe. Being short, her several layers of clothing made 
her look twice as short.

She fell to talking about ages, and explained why ^  Is 
difficult for people of her years to determine their exact number 
of vears According to her,, in the old days, it was the custom 
of paints to keep the year of their birth from their children in 
order that, as the children reached maturity, oould
exert control over them longer if the children believed themselves H be 15, say, whereas in reality, they might actually be 81.

A8 for herself, ^eline remarked that she knew he^seU tp be 
at least 93, even though folks say I am only eighty-ten •

Her husband, Joe Rooque, came in as we sat chatting, - he is 
only 84. We had moved inside the house because of the breeze.
The floor is mostly dirt, with but a few of the original bricks in 
t L  floor when it was a Convent prior to the Yellow Fever 
scrouge of 1853, when the nuns flew out. , *n occasional 
wandered in and was shooed out, and if the dogs nosed around too 
much, Celine would use her long distaff, to prod them away. They 
weren't at all concerned by her gentle use of the rod, ^er®ly 
glanced at* her as much as to say, Well, alright, if you want me 
to move, I will, but 1 am just doing it to satisfy your whim .

She out the cake and opened some cherry wine, and the three of 
11R drank to everybody's health, and I returned home. Her mind 
seems^ore vigorous than ever, and her ability to chuckle over human 
fESilities is mellowness itself. A wonderful old woman, 

never a child of her own but the foster mother of 45, and still 
harboring a few even now, - at eighty-ten, - extras from other people's
overflow.

Yesterday's mail was thin, although there was a duplicate 
letter of an original sent direct to Bosenwald by Bssae Mae.
It was a grand letter of introduction to the -ane River and of . 
recommendation of me. I sent the duplicate to -obina for 
enclosure with the other stuff being forwarded today.
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X have a new*project in mind on whioh old Rosenwald cane 
spend a few thousand dollars, - if X can sell him the idea.
What with la Haygood threatening to pass by this way this 
Spring, - and what with the prospectus already on the way to 
the Board, that Chicago group is going to have some insight 
to the peculiar racial set up in this locality. At the 
present time, the Convent provides the oftly educational 
facilities for the*children of mulattoes in this area, and 
the grades covered are merely the primary ones.

Beoause of their racial prejudice, the mulattoes simply*will 
not send their children to the ̂ established ^osenwald schools 
attended by the negroes. Accordingly the* children of mulattoes 
must of necessity either cease their education when they have 
finished at the onvent, - unless their parents be rich enough .j
to send them North to school.

What I would like to do is to get hgsgnwg^ to build a* I
sohool for mulattoes here, covering theJT^nergrades and the 
highschool couroes. I reckon this is possible only if Hosewnwald 
will recognize the the Cane River mulatto represents a distinct 
race in* itself, being not so much the descendant of a white and 
a black, but rather a by-product of a long line of mulatto 
ancestors, whioh with the generations has fused elements-of both 
so closely intermingled that it is neither one nor the other but 
something unique in itself., “ I

Of* course the building of a separate school for the mulattoes 
would tend to confirm the racial feelings already rampant, and 
probably would not be smoothing the differences, but perhaps merely 
making them more apparent. *Be this as it may, the faot remains 
fihat several hundred mulatto children in this area, if such as sohool 
is not built, will never get any education beyond the primary * 
grades, I think X shall drop that in old Rosenwald’s lap. The !
come back will be that the mulattoes ought not to be so fussy, - at 
the ex*pense of their children’s educational welfare,* and should make 
the most of the negro schools. I agree to that, but nevertheless 
the mulattoes will not do it, - because of the same racial prejudices 
that keep white -children from attending negros schools in the 
6outh, and it remains for ^osenwald to deoide if it is better for 
the mulattoes to grow up without an education beyond the primary 
grades, or if it is better to concede their racial antipathies and 
attempt to bring racial~ understandings through education rather 
than by refraining from bringing enlightenment through educational 
facilities which the Board might provide.

? j
X have talked to some of the mulattoes regarding the general

idea.
Bill llorenze is fairly representative of forward looking 

mulattoes. He is almost white, has a million dollar personality 
and a wife and five children, formerly he ran the ^elrose saloon 
which was d reduce to a market when prohibition was voted in about , j
a year ago. HQ

Bill says such a sohool would be a God-send. “ith his market 
making but little, and times uncertain ahead, he has no idea 
how he is going to educate his children, save by sending them 
to the Convent, and that it appears he will have no money to send 
a single one of them away to school. The llorenze family is 
old ^ane River stock, - one Seraphine Llorenze having married one 
of the early ^etoyers. Mulatto race consciousness prevents his 
family from sending theifk children to a negro school. Bill says 
one of the mo  ̂acute problems in this unique Cane River situation 
is that too many mulattoes think they are better than the negroes 
merely because they are mulattoes, whereas in reality, there are 
just as many rogues among the mulattoes as there are among the 
negroes. ae stresses the point, however, that since the mulatto 
of fair breadth of understanding feels that his race is dif^rent 
from either the white or,the negro and that the children must 
be educated in a school of their own, - not that the mulatto is 
better than the negro, but merely beoause he is different, has 
a different sense of values, has a different religion, - the mulattoes 
are all Catholic and the negroes all Protestant, and so forth and 
so on. *

Bill Jones is another representative of the more successful 
mulatto. *

* A lot of mulattoes on Cane ^iver consider the Jones as new
comers. Old ^arrolll Jones did *t florae into this region until 
about Civil War times, - perhaps just a little before. Old 
Carrol was a mulatto, - offspring of a white man-and a negress 
'of Tennesseee. Three generations have evolved, and the Jones are 
just beginning to get into the accepted racial status. The Jones are 
rich. Bill Jones’ uncle, ^athew, was so <rioh he could get 
himself involved in debts to the extend of $371,000.00 at 
the time of his death. His brother, young Carrolll, took 
over Mathew's properties. X suppose the present ‘'ones family is 
worth from a quarter to a half, million. ’

Bill and his two brothers, Nolan and Randolph, were eudoated 
at the University of Chicago. On their father's death, they 
took over the Estate, -excellent land, lying above Celine’s 
and running along both sides of ^ane River. Mathew’s children 
were no account and wandered off to California or some place.
Carroll's children were intelligent and industrious. The three 
boys got together', and after looking over the situation, decided that 
the Estate, made up of two or three plantations, could be most 
economically operated, if there were one head to deoide all details. 
Accordingly ^olan and Randolph agreed that Bill should make all 
decisions and that they would abide by whatever decisions he made* 
Remarkable to tell, they have abided by that decision, and the 
Jones properties are solvant and making money, with all three 
boys, - each married to ex-school teachers, giving all their time 
to making a sucoess of the Estate,

(ov^r)
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Bill Jones has. two -or three children. He can afford to 
send them %vth to, school* but would prefer to have them get 
their education here, accordingly he strongly favors the idea of 
a school at “‘elrose for mulattoes. He says it ie difficult to 
estimate the number of pupils that would attend it because there 
are so many mulattoes who have left '-ane-River for various reasons, 
primarily economic, who would strongly prefer to send their 
children b$ck here to the country to be educated, were there 
any facilities for such a purpose.

And po the thing revolves.
I shall continue to explore the field, its possibilities 

and its disadvantages, of which most certainly the recognition 
of the differences is the most obvious.

Apa when la ^aygood comes by, I shall show her the 
mulatto ..area, - at present some BO miles in length, point out 
the aspirationsfof its more responsible citizens and see if her aid 
can be enlisted.

Aunt Oammie things it would be a great thing if it could be 
put over. Apparently no one has ever thought of it before, 
and even though it might not work, it will do no harm to try, - 
and even though it failes^it is bound to make old Rosenwald 
conscious of the fact that there are a few side lights to 
the racial problem that could employ a few more headaches for the 
Board, .and if, by some miracle, the thing .could be established, 
a whole flock of young people could get some education, otherwise 
denied them, and armed with a little more understanding than would 
otherwise *be their lot, their lives in,years to come, • and their 
children's lives, might be the happier if education thus aohieved, 
would give them 'some extra munition to cope with their better adjust* 
ment to the world in which tney find themselves. And that would 
be the important thing, o^ course.

I apologize for rattling along at such a great rate on a 
subject which must of necessity be but of secondary interest, - 
if interest at all, to you. *nd yet I have a feeling on the 
other hand, that all these curious little sidelights on the vaster 
problem of racial relations may hold a few faint glimmerings of 
interest, and even at the chance to boring you, it is a great 
pleasure to share suoh subjects with you. «'■'

kri / Q jU’ . ' , . It ' < ' ' * * * * *  ■

And as a post script to all this, I must confess to you that 
for the most part, the mulattoes interest me much less than the 
negroes. Still, I cannot be unmindful of the very special 
consideration due this peculiar situation in which the mulatto 
finds himself, and,I most certainly would be terribly sel:ish if 
I should let an opportunity slip by wherein there is an eiement for 
the advancement of theseraoially unfortunate people......

v/y ri ac '{.koju-
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“̂ aroh 15th, 1945.

Memorandum to dipping Service: *
u-ply a note and an enclosure this morning.

the latter, there is no especial inte^ef*> ^ut 
like vou to keep abreast of things from “rs. Brandon. You 
may destroy it ,$hen finished with it, as I have no use for it.

A letter from Caroline Mormon reports her 26* \ ° r *°°\*for8. 
infprition to get down this way, only to be stopped by some unfore 
seen oiroumstlnoer " believe influenza is her present 
problem. . »

I tentatively set - W a r y  £6th to rundown toBaton^oug^ 
and shall probably be away for a week. I shall .let y 
a later.report.

The weather during the P^st week has “ ter

sr,.%2: ““tki s r  •-slowly mending, thanks to the sunshine and 6ll » b .
tempestuous Sunday has wrecked her progres. I »
o'est tou jours la fills u p the piece and putting
them"together^agaln *°A "have fone ?t "so oft.S, X ought to .them together agai . notice that each time 1
be accustomed to!Lt ^  Unctions a iLittle less perfectly than
L f°o A  i believe there Is enough reserve to last for years. - 
in snite of the constant on-slaughts, but one never knows,,s s i : * E s r t s s - . f r •«;:3-always accepts as gospel truth the f^ulous aginst

which, fortunately, are currently directed, as usual, ag
her brothers.

bed f g r
‘ ahbitSXtTo°esoa|e "bougey-woogey"1!*some!imeSmL n d  myself on the 
^ bit. P i rmF infYflousiitlv in desperation for

sermons that go on the air between 11 and. 1. f
the times correctly, there is likely to n9tat|f99e> a£d as
morals as soon as the war s *swing downard (downward) is always happens in suoh cases, the swing 
accompanied by waves of religious revivals. y
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»ith this in mind, * am giving thought again to the 
Chase diary. , following the last war, old Ceoile Lux de Mille 
made The ^ign of the Cross, "being the life of Jesus, as 
I recall, - to meet that religious resurgenoe. It seems to 
me the Chase diary provides an all-American religious theme which 
might suit the de Mille purposes to a ^T", were i able to 
contact him.

I think 1 have mentioned before that old *hase, the 
poor preacher who married the wealthy daughter of John ^enderson, 
lived .in almost, feudal lavishness at Mantua, - while not engaged 
in chasing all over Mississippi, Louisianna, Texas and Heaven 
knows where all, as agent of The Bible Society, contacting 
all kinds of people, having all sorts of thrillii^ experiences, 
and ending up by living at elegant Mantua auring the war, where 
he went through all the miseries that the followers of Jesus 
experienced on a different scale.

With de Mille* 1S'known weakness for 19th century stuff 
in America, and his flight into the religious on occasion, 
it seems to me this medium should be perfect^ Now, the 
problems involved in the case, in part, are these: -
How to get the stuff out of the diary, - the stuff suitable 
for a movie script?

~nd that accomplished, how to get hold of de Mille's ear?
■trough f'r. Muier I might contact one of his secretaries, 

ane Mr. ^arr^s, - and I think * shall start that way first, 
i'or some reason, which I know not, I feel I should hold off 
turning the manuscript over to anyone to extract the stuff from 
it without me, - which may be pretentious on my-pa^t, but 
frankly 1 have that Reeling. Then, too, isn t it wiser to 
get the notes I have in mind as an intregal part of the diary 
before attempting to submit it for consideration, since that 
would give me additional claim on the material? And{now 
that the -tress Isn't functioning, would it be wise to try to 
get the Bible ^tory printed for copyright, - before doing 
anything by way of gesture toward Hollywood, - and if Yes is 
the answer, then the time element would be considerable before 
the idea oould be presented, and the propitious moment lost.

I rattle off these ideas as I write, without giving them 
thought, and were you fessx here, we would discuss the problems 
and either pitch in or shelve the thing . In the mean time,
I would ask your opinion on one point: Do you think I am 
wxix right in withholding the manuscript from any collaborator 
at the moment until I think the thing through further, or would 
you think it better to dump the thing into a collaborators lap, 
or might there 'be a worth-while wait to see what old Hosenwald 

does, so that perhaps * might employ "r. ^artin to assist or 
some such..... *-s always, your opinion will be greatly welcomed...
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January 18th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
A report to hand, and a thousand thanks for the detailed 

accounts of a dozen subjects.
It was certainly kind of you to take so much personal 

interest in palling on the agents concerning 5H •
It seems trite to me, and yet perhaps a forward should 

be inserted to explain that item.
The agenoy is at least the second or third point of origin 

to express the opinion that the little hook is too n limited 
in its appea. Certainly those people ;ought to know more 
about such things than I. ,For myself, however, I ieel that 
the thing is designed especially for the reader. It
floors me when one or the other has remarked upon its religious 
appeal, for I cannot see that at all.

If I understand the little story at all, it :is designed 
to illustrate the extreme intelligence of an untutored 
vouth in his first encounter with the dominant power of organized 
society11.Possessed of little or nothing save native wit and 
ldeckyof playing cards, the boy suddenly discovers whoncon- 
fmnt.ad bv the Major, that organized society in that particular

has put a b a n o n ’oards. To avoid loosing his chief and 
oerhausonly stock in trade, the boy cleverly converts hi. 
fnmhlin^ paraphanalia into something quite the opposite, - 
Sa symbol’of the Holy Book, and the Mayor is so convinoed hy 
the oleverness of the youth that he realizes he will get along 
oiricht where ever he may find himself, and sums up his 
admifation by saying "You is free born", - meaning it seems 
to me, that'"any one so m smart as such a youth needs no laws
to either assist or hinder.

what I get out of the story, and possibly I 
have read*some thing*!nto^i t that isn’t there But ifyouread 
it alone those lines, then I am quite sure that at least two 
of us are.at a loss to find anything religious about reiy^' 
ifter all in Quoting from the Scriptures, the boy is merely 
demonstrating h 11 ability to adjust himself to, a new problem

t

I “ (over)
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There is a slight interruption of approximately 24 
hours between this side of the page and the foregoing, and 
I resume this report at 4 a.m.

Mr, Bachelier came in yesterday morning as I was writing 
and from that point on, the day got completely out of hand.
By nooii the Madam was in bed with indigestion where she 
remainedbt&e balance of the day, her physician coming to 
see her at nine o' clock last night, -touring the afternoon,
Mrs. Band drove up from Alexandria with one of her sons and his 
wife. It was good to have a couple of ladies about the place 
to lend a hand, for although with one arm broken, Mrs. Rand 
can do more for the Madam than half a dozen other women

I can't recall if 1 referred to your 'unsuccessful attempt 
to contact la belle ^elene. I had a note from Sssae Mae, - or 
rather the Madam had one Monday, in which she remarked she had 
recently heard from the same lady who was now up to her ears 
in some January list or other. I am hoping your next go-round 
will strike no Similar obstacles, although I can readily 
appreciate your disappointment in this case, since your 

opportunities to get down town are so infrequent.
* ............................. '-’y  J 1 ^  : • < ■*“From where I sit* it appears that I shall take to the big

road on Thursday,next, although there is a chance that it may 
be a day or two later. According to the latest news, the ■ 
General speaks at Baton Bouge on Monday, the 29th, in which 
case, he may or may not come here first, and in the event 
he does not, it is said a car will be5sent from here to pick him 
up after the speech before he crawls bac£ into his bomber and 
returns to Washington. Such flying up and down the road would 
of course afford me an excellent opportunity to travel more 
conveniently than by public conveyance, and at the same time 
I may find an opportunity to^chat with him, too, which should 
prove quite interesting, for it is my understanding he recently 
spent some time in Warm Springs with Mr. Big, and his impressions 
of that personality might be worth hearing.

This morning I am hitting off.a few licks a little 
earlier than is my custom, - having fallen behind in some 
respects during Mr. Baohelier’s visit, and at the same time, 
running î ito some extra pieces of out-going stuff, since the 

Madam hasn t written any letters since before Deo. 26th, I 
think, and T must get some off in her behalf. Then, too, I have 
a couple of ideas I,want to rattle around a little,,too, and thus 
the day starts, - and it's good to start it thus. I . ^ 
enclose a recent letter of no especial interest, I think, but 
thought there might be elements in it to keep you posted.
I'll Be taking pen in hand again shortly, and in the mean time 
thanks no end for your grand report to hand........

1088 4

Tuesday at 5 a.m.

Memorandum for Clipping Service:
Thanks m^eh for the report whi®h came to l̂ and in the 

last post. I351 * ‘ -
. t

I respond but with a leisurely gait, having a blister on the end 
of the middle finger of ray left hand which slows up hammering on 
this keyboard. .....

The enclosures may be disposed of, as I do not need either of 
them. The Haygood item is merely a form letter, of course, but 
I like to keep you informed, even to that extent.

t  <

The $B<i§s indigestion which put* the Madam in the bed last 
week, has eased, and yesterday she spent most of the day on her sofa.
She<does not come down stairs as yet. *"

It now appears I shall leaver here on Thursday, the 25th, as 
planned. That will enable me to;ride down to Baton Rouge in the 
morning, instead of arriving there at 9 p.m., - which is ever so 
much better, - if it works. One seldom-can count on tentative 
schedules at this place. There is a meeting there requriring the 
presence of the son, - *. a,, p who runs this plantation, - and 
a flock of others, at the moment he is in Memphis, but may return 
here Wednesday, and depart Thursday. The General isscheduled to speak 
there on Modnay or fuewaay, and may pass back this way, but I shall 
not contact him while there,*since I have things to do, and because 
I think I shall run up to Batchez on my way back.
?

.1 have nothing on the docket for that place at the moment, but 
I think it a good opportunity to do some “fence building” , and 
I should ever so much like to see Mr. Martin on several counts, not the 
least of which is his acquaintance with the Chase family from way ba 
back when, and because, - should old Mr. Rosentald come through,
Mr. martin might be able to assist me much in a flock of things.

As I write these lines, however, I discover an idea begins 
running about in my head. I know nothing about the Bible Society, 
of which Benjamin Chase was sucha a distinguished early member and 
pioneer in the Great Southwest. I believe, however, that this organize 

. tion is still very much alive and extremely wealthy, I believe they 
publish Bibles by the billion,,and that Mrs. George Kelly of Melrose, 
in Uatchez, is of the family dominating the production of that commodity. 
I shall run out to Melrose while in Batchez and get some particulars.
It is possible that The Bible Society, on learning, of the existence 
of theChase manuscript, might welcome an opportunity to bring
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it out, as a precious documentary history of th? inception of 
the Bihle from Alabama westweqrd trhough Texas, With appropriate 
notes, the thing could be copyrighted, and once in book form, the 
script might more Readily be submitted to old Mr. de Mille.

Well, I am glad I thought of that angle. Perhaps the Natchez 
trip will hold something aside from fence building.

I have had a preliminary get together with some of the 
more civic minded mulattoes, and we are getting some rought figures 
together relative to students, teachers, etc., that would benefit by 
a school at Melrose, should old Bosenwald be in a mood. This seems 
a little pr mature, and yet with la Haygood threatening to pass this 
way At Easter time, it may be well to get particulars in hand as 
soon as possible, - so in case........

I shall write little more this morning, as it seems to go rather 
slowly,fwhat with the mechanical handicap and I must drop James and 
Essae Mae lines this morning, as well as a flock of notes for the 
Madam to this one and that one, before seven o'clock, when I 
expect to do much gardening, - transplanting camelias, cutting down 
trees, planted too close together at some time a decade ago. For 
the axe department, 1 shall have that genius in that specialty, - one 
Mitchell ^allien, a kind of ebony Gary ^ooper, whose family is all 
light-light in coloring, but who, for himself, reverted to Mendlism 
and in spite of his straight hair, is much too deep a chocolate to 
do anything but embarrass and remind his family, - through sheer coloring 
of their negroid Ancestory. X think I have spoken to you of Mitchell 
before. He has that remarkable 6th sense with an axe which Babe Ruth 
had with a baseball bat. One lick at a tree, and the thing ^
strats quivering. With a great block of wood,' on which the 
average person would spend hours whacking away at it to no par
ticular purpose, Mitchell needs take but one swing at the thing, 
and clop the whole thing is shattered. Chinese magnolias, red buds, 
crepe myrtlbs, etc., are marked for destryction this morning,; They 
are large items wfrich are ruining splendid grandiflora magnolias, and 
accordingly must give way in order that the latter may survive.
For transplanting there are other negroes, I welcome this outdoor 
exercise and t e association it provides and the physical tired
ness that follows.

During Mr, Bachelier’s recent visit, I had a good opportunity 
to learn much from him, - an expert on plant life. He usually came 
by this house at 6 a.m., and we spent the day together working in 
the gardens. It wasn't very conducive tp correspondence, but 

it was certainly helpful in the hortioulrual department. Eventually 
I am hoping to be able to put some pf this instruction to* work 
on a few acres'at Meade Villa. From what I have seen of the place,
I should say off hand that camelias,fgardenias and roses ought to do 
especially well in that neighborhood and soil and terrain. Ie 
shall see.,,.

*Ull speak of other points in your letter in a subsequent note, 
pictures for wlemence and all..,.

(I should be back about the 3rd of February. General uenry is 1090 
flying down on Saturday, and that will bridge my absence for' 
the Madam)

January £4th, 1945.

Memorandum to dipping Service:'

Thanks so much for your report which cam to hand in 
the last mail, I shall respond immediately to the several 
points as they come to mind, for being pressed for time, I may 
have to break off before I cover as much asrl should like
tol

It was sweet of you to scout the idea of acquiring the 
Ghase manuscript in the original. As it is prized by its 
owner as a family heirloom, I think acquisition would not be 
possible at a fair figure. ’When the transcript was being made,
I anticipated the possibility of using it in part or in toto, and 

accordingly wrote the owner, asking if I might use it either 
in part or in its entirity. My letter was somehow delayed in 
transit, and when the response oame through, - in care of 
Mr. Martin it was included with a batQh of other particulars, - 
Mr. Martin being'a relative, - and it chanced that the letter, 
granting use of the manuscript in any way I saw fit, was not 
signed. I think this letter, hbwever, is sufficient to hold off 
any claims on the part of the present owner, for it is m$r 
belief that he does not'realize he did not sign it, and therefore, 
knowing that permission has been granted, will not think of 

making any objection. ,
.< In the event that I should be able to interest the Bible 

Society in a portion of the manuscript, i think X could readily get 
another expression of approval from the present Mr, c»hase without 
any difficulty whatsoever.

x ’
There is a great deal of extraeneous material in the manuscript 

as the old man was ultra religious, and frequently went into great 
detail as to what he ought to be thankful for, especially in times 
of great physical pain, since, according to him, God was 
honoring him by persecutions in order that when freed from them, he 
might the more fully appreciate his blessings, etc., etc, ad 
infinitum. Much of that is very dull, of course, and would of 
necessity have to be eliminated;

In seeing Mr. Martin early next week, I shall further explore 
the possibility of'acquiring the original manuscript, however, 
with a view to getting a rough idea as to the price at which it 
might be secured, - if, indeed *f it is available.

(over.
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I enclose a letter from Mary Rhoades, who lives on Roane's 
town property. Her husband, Herbert, was with the Miss. River 
commission for a number of years and knows a lot about land in 
the Vicksburg-Natohez region, - and he is nice. Hardening of the 
arteries has forced him to retire. Mary has written some short 
stories for Liberty or Colliers,.and is currently working on a book 
about The American ^ilsnma. *̂ he has frequently sought my opinion 
on various points. I urge her to finish the manuscript, approaching 
the problem, not from the usual tragedy angle, but for once present! 
ting a case in which the thing turns out happily for everyone con
cerned. It seems to me that too much has been written abou the 
unfortunate angles. After all, people of different races must 
have married sometimes without any great tragedy eventuating, and 
probably played out their lives with about as much satisfaction to 
themselves as most people are allotted, I think a book on such 
a plane would be refreshing and if well done, full of lots of 
hope for vasts sections of readers who are forever "viewing with 
alarm" or shedding tears of despair,'

I was so interested in the clipping from Madam Roosevelt's 
My Day. had not heard of the society which she mentioned, and
should like to know more about it. I am writing for particulars. 
Certainly the points she made were convincing, - the need for 
education not being confined to the schoolroom, etc.

Much to people's amazement, - and particularly to Caroline 
mormon, I have sometimes expressed5myself as believing that the 
ultimate solution of the racial problem, - the world over - is 
the gradual absorption of the various distinctive races into one 
strain. It knocks anti-negro believers down, - they are outraged 
in fact, and yet, 1 must say, that a mixture of the pure strains 
seems to be the most logical thing in the world. After all

see k°w a»y particular race thinks it has a corner on 
all the cardinal virtues; Personally I enjoy contacting people 
representing-a more or less pure racial status, but as the world get 
smaller and the people move into closer contact and equality I can

®ventuality than that the strick lines will dissolve 
+ L ? 1?glQd r&2e G0n8Gi0usness will eventually evaporate.

^ ^ / t s S0IJ?thin6 *0* futlire generations, and not for us to go into a big flurry about.
* « t ■

In passing, I must remark that I am not infrequently'amused
WdaSnin^theaS„?it^9r^fatL?pon glories of *” '4 -damning the mulatto, the while, whereas in reality, members of 

at same individual s family hdve united in marriage with Semites 
pr0<iu2ine children, have naturally brokM down those ’ 

racial lines, so vaunted by the oldster, who, without thinking aool
f t PJn6other t0 W °™D ^  © M *

I

contiued on back of enclosure.
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,  ■Dear Francoisi

%
You have us all in a dither, wondering what has happened to you, picturing T "  

the victim of all sorts of interesting and .otherwise maladies. Cant you drop 

us a litie and set our minds at rest, at least? Every few days, from one place 

or another, it's "What's become of Francois? Have you h ear d from him?" So 

loosen up on postage, and in case you've already been wafted to your heavenly 

reward, at least try to "get through" a spiritual oommunicationi

All is about the same on Ravenna. Alice has come and gone, without quite so
t v v

many parties and so much fanfare as usual, .and the rest of us are quiet as before.
* f

Brent has been sent to Nebraska, and little Roane is poised for flight in pursuit, 

leaving Lalie to grandmother to her heart's content. The Little House, sad to say, 

is in complete confusion, its last stage being definitely wosse than its first. 

However, things are gradually being done, and some day/perhaps the Maharanee of
i  *  ‘ f

Beverly will recline in glorious indolence upon her ickey ay. (I do wish someone 

whe- deoide once and for .all how that darnbd thing is spelled. I get into a tizzy 

over it every tijjie it comes up and never can make up my mind to anything positive.)

The book is progressing by infinitesimal degrees - progress, if any, being scarcely
t  * X  1 •> - ~ A A V

perceptible. In fact, I think I go backward aboui* as much as forward. And most 

of the time I am overcome ,by the futility of my effor^ and the presumption involved 

in making it at all. So you see I*m badly in need of your reassurance as x k  to 

its vital importance*. (Of which it hasnt any, as Ferriday would say.)

The Big Bad Wolf is very quiet .And, haraless and dirty, Ferriday is bubbling with oil 

as usual, being sober temporarily. Roane is dashing about to beauty parlors, also 

as usual, and fretting at the delays on the Little House. And I am getting back to 

the grind right this minute, and hoping meantime, that you really are not ill, and 
that we hear from you soon. As ever, *
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I make the most of this sheet, since a third one might 
be rather too fat for regualr postage.

The big bad wolf referred to in the letter on the revere 
is ^oan's brother, Jim ^'lemming.

The house referred to is a small one on Beverly which has 
been fixed up for picnics, etc.

Of course you know ’̂erriday1 s identity, and Brent is the 
husband of -daone’s niece,

Alice, of course, is Alice Walworth, - and T can't recall 
if there are other characters, but if so, they are probably 

minor. ^
It is sweet of you to think of Jlemence in regard to 

illustrations that might serve her. She would welcome seeing them 
as she probably has never had an opportunity to see pictures at 
all, save the few hanging hereabouts, *'or a while, - until 
she got a definite start, I thought it well to let her work out 
a mode of self expression. How that thfct is definitely established 
I think it would give her a flock of ideas, and even though she raigh 
might copy some at first, - a la *an Gogh, in the end she will 
hit her own method, now that it is definitely established.
She was delighted when 1 scouted the idea to her, ana 
will be grateful inaeed.

* ; * < m  ‘W •••■; •" - V  a  • A  O j  x  <

I was amused at what you had to say regarding la Grignan.
I can just about picture her letters, Bong has she worked her 
espeical victim with the theory that everyone is the world was 
jealous of her, and for 30 years has put that over, and will go 
on doing so, now that the mind is sagging a bit. In reality, 
no one is.jealous of her or ever was, but on the other hand, every 
one is disgusted the way she wilfully wrecks her victim just to 
satisfy her own frightfully selfish ends.

■ Gaming back to ola -or, *hase, * if old Hr. Rosenwala comes 
through,  ̂ shall be able to spend quite a bit of time in 
Hatchez, where I shall work on the item in question with 
Ur.-.Martin. At the same time, I want to work with him 
on the Scrapbook iteda too. Mrs Martin will be splendid for 
the ^hase material, as his sister married Mr. Phase’s son, and 
accordingly all particulars regarding the family, - invaluable 
for annotations, is at his f nger tips.

Well, tomorrow 1 must go, and so there-will be a break.
I am so glad you are going to have a little time all by yourself, 
and may Chicago not hurry to get back to Hew York. At 
Meade Villa, I shall not be alone, for together we shall in spirit 
explore a couple of tomorrows. ........

<\
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February 5th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service«_
Home again, and delighted withal to ha f  *£in touoh of a 

typewriter, putting me in touch with all that really mat r .
- The trip turned out entirely different fromihat « u  'originally 

conceived. I waa disappointed on the flighted with
formulated before getting into surfacertile * wasunforeseen oirrumstances that came to the surfaoe while
traveling up and down the Mississippi Valley. ...

To eet rikht to the point, d. S. U. Press will not publish
this vear Pi regretted that influenza had stricken 

some of the me^be?syo f  the Boald, and that the others were hesitant,

James has been bidden to Oklahoma for aM ? ”*e*®n?hree lllll*1
points. This is to transpire J h i m  to tell*t hpi-iflve I suggested he take the Fabulous 5B with him to ten
them what t L r f t e m  is about in the event they should not understand 

it any more than others who have seen it.
• The Scrapbook is the type of thing they ^ ^ t  ao nioely but

I have reco mended that that be forwarded to ^bs-Mexfill without 
delay, feeling that if they are interested, it might be wel 
have a couple of things cooking outside Oklahoma.

The latter institution wrote a very flattering l®tp®* atout 
the text of one of the folk lore things, suggesting certain lt 
changes, but remarking at the sam® time that wrth these si:publications 
tions, it might well hid to be one- of the more inte^e®;^fr, 1 
of the year, - they refdrred to is as Probably an American Aesop .

I had s good evening with Essae Mae. James was invited, as was 
Miss 0.'s secretary and one of her chief lieutenants, whom Mr. Pipes 
had known in Oohoordia Parish for a number of years, ijor tne 
most^art, 2r. ?ipes sat on their side of ^ M ^ f M X M d i n n e r  
Madam Essae Mae and i held down a sofa °E>P®®“ ®* t h e M s s i b l A  ’ 
we had a long ohat, for the most joart ants etamoves to be made relative to the department of doouments, eto.
The' social bond was oementea and I think we made reasonable progress 
on the pet project, nothing concrete is possible at the moment, 
but there is satisfaction to know things are stewing.

(over)

_ J
*47- "..ij
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In Natchez,* I had three prolonged sittings with Miss Nellie 
Brandon. I had hoped that she might get out to ~eaae Villa with me, 
hut her heart was acting up and she wasn't able to get out of doors. 
Naturally 1 went out by myself and did a lot of looking around.
I liked the place ever so much, and saw it through re-constructed 
plans, The little bayou to the right of the house holds a lot 
of possibilities, and the 40 acres behind the house promises much.
The oil business in that particular area is dying out, I believe, 
so that eventually prices on real estate will return to normal. . I had 
somewhat forgotten the two story brick kitchen behind the house, - 
formerly conected with the main £ouse by covered gallery. I - 

liked that so much, even though it was in imperfect condition. All 
in all, my opinion waS confirmed that it will certainly be a 

delicious place, although at the moment it does seem a little 
barren. I have made dp my mind that what it needs most is magnolias, 
live oaks, oamelias, gardenias and butterfly lilies, and once some 
of those things get going,*it will really be a hermitage of delight,

I ran out to see Miss Myra one afternoon. She was on the 
verge of putting in a lot of camelias and wanted my advise. I was 
glad I went when  ̂did. ’̂he holes were all dug, but they 
were re-filled, and x laid out a formal gardenia garden and* 
a camelia garden which I think is going to be quite nice;

I remained for supper, walking back to town at 9 p.m., 
declining her expressed wish that 1 would let her drive me in.

Back in town, 1 listened to some very interesting manuscripts 
which gave me a couple of swell ideas for suusequent use in a manner 
I shall touch upon later.

Old Miss ^orinne Henderson's sister, Mrs. Florence ^elly, • 
no kin to the ^elrose kellys, - gave me some valuable papers on 
Carmel whuroh, - hard by Mantua, - and they contain some very pertinent 
particulars regarding the ante bellum aspect of the neighborhood, - 
the various oommunicahts of Carmel, - both white and colored, in 
pre confederate days, and all this with other items I picked up 
further convinces me that* the Chase Diary is really going to do some 
things for us'.

In ^aton Roue, Miss Culver told me of a lady whb does some things 
for Life, who is currently inSouth ^ouisianna, but who plans to 
visit her the latter part of this month, ^estifcntly she asked if i 
thought she might bring her to Melrose. I said By All Means, - for 
I shall get her to do the mulatto department, - which should be good 
for the Rosenwald department, - and A shall let*her "discover"
Clemence, which will do no harm, and might lend some publicity to 
her illustrations in the Oklahoma program, should she be struck by 
her form of expression.

On my r turn from Ratohez, I was delighted to discover that 
one of my friends, - Jack *elso,whose real name is Vernon,
Williams, - had procured some Chinese or Peikin geese from 
Minnesota. Jack is a swell guy, tall, thin <and more suggests 
a cocoa rendition of Tut-ank-ahem, - or however, than anyone i oan 
think of. He has three or four children, - one or two of hom are 
distrubingly light, although ^ack is more ox less negro think.
Jack has had in mind to do someth ng about Chinese geese for ever 
so long for they are pretty and look more like swan than any other 
type of goose. They lay eggs with abandon, usually tnree times 
as many as they can hatch, and i think aok hopes that I oan 
set some of my fine feathered friends to interest themselves in his 
porduct. I think 1 can. I might say in passing that the ^inese 
goose has a curious little cround comb on the top of his head which 
somehow suggests a crown, and accordingly looks almost twice as 
royal - if not as regal as a swan. Jack is taking care of the geense, 
having made a pen .for them that gives on ^ane River but restrains 
tr.em from wandering afield, and already he envisions crossing 
the Cinese geese with the African grays, • in order to get something 
that will be mulatto in sveltness but enormous in weight. I am supposed 
to be a silent parneter in all this .business, and it will ceitainly 
be a pleasure for me to recommend them to such people as the Rands 
of Alexandria who have a camp on Catahoula Lake, and to people 
in Natchez who really ought to have something rand that floats on 

' the water and nicely balances the elegance of their imposing- 
porticoes*

On returning here, I was delighted to discover that the 
Madam was ever so much improved. I think Stephen's visit gave her 
a new lease on life, and I am providing her with plenty of stuff 
to look into, - by way of old papers and things, which will take 
up the slack time which weighs heavily upon her otherwise. She 
remains upstairs, which is as well for the moment.

While in Natchez, I also ran across several manuscripts of 
a contemporary Vintage which dealt with the general race question, but 
which approaches it in a slightly different angle and with a much 
more positve view point. These are of merit, have received approbation 
Ly good houses, — Atlantic Monthly Editor, etc, , but have not gone 
into print because of the hesitancy on the.part of houses, - ^acMillian 
is one in point, - because of the uncertainty as to public re-action 
to such subject matter. It occurs to me that with a statement of 
approval on the part of reputable publishers, - old ^osenwald might 
under—write one or two of these items, — say 3 or 5 thousand, — for 
they some times do purchase that many copies of an item, - and 
this would enable the publisher to go ahead, with the guarantee thĉ t 
he will loose nothing, - and then, onoe it has appeared in print, - 
the novel itself may find its own level on the general market. - 
I shall s keep this up my sleeve as something to work on

(over)

%
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Chicago, once other matter I hae in mind are out. of the way.
c ' i

At the same time, - that is wthile in Satohez, I found 
tome one to do some very difficult work for me in the line of 
a short story which unravelled in my mind as 1 whisked through 
St,. Catherine's street, - the negro street of "atchez. I have 
an idea for a short story which 1 oannot, - thanks to physical 
drawhaoks, hit off by myself, and so I am toying with the Idea of 
getting a strong arm in that neighborhood to assist me in the matter.
I am doing a rough outline within a day ;or two, and sending it along 
to be filled in and expanded. I think the idea a good one, and shall 
pass it along to you in a subsequent report. . -

Naturally 1 am pressed for time at the moment, what with a 
lot of things jammed up here during my absence. But X did want 
you to have this preliminary report immediately, even though it be 
sketohy, and I shall take up individual points at later sittings.

In fine, the ", S, U. Press affair is temporarily out of 
consideration for this season. It did give me an opportunity 
to cover several other matter® with the i embers of the staff not 
down sick, and the, knowledge of their opinions and wants will offer
me much when I get hold of Mr. Martin a little later in the Spring, I
hope.

As soon as I know about la belle ̂ ulver's intention to head this
way with the -aife Department, I shall then formulate my plans for
touching at ^atchez again to further some of the projects to hand,
I reckon that might be in ^arch, - say about the middle, or ossibly 
the last of the month of March.

* • ■ , IIn the mean,.time I am going ahead as best I can, accumulating
the stuff at hand, so that X may have it at my finger tips when
an opportunity presents itself.

^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ - * * * * * * -  ~ T" V* | r
I am sorry ■M.oame home with nothing more concrete than x did, 

but x find that the contacts I made, both personal and mental, 
are likely to serve us well, and so, from that point of view, the 
money was well invested.

\ . •• ■ cc W ^  * v' ' * ■' ,lv • I

I must fold this up at this point and get it going. But not
before saying how graceful 1 am for the opportunity of having made 
the round, and now that I am, baok, for the opportunity of 
establishing the contact again via post that means so muoh.

i

February 6th, 1945.

Memorandum for Clipping Service:
I am certainly ashamed of myself for letting so 

much time go by since my last report.
As a matter of faot, the gardening department got' 

out of hand, and as three or four dusky gardeners are 
awaiting words of wisdom and direction from me, in the 
Madam s remote situation in her room, I have given more 
attention to the trimming,'Gutting, transplanting, etc., 
than to setting down the conversations I have been holding 
in my mind with one who is no doubt catching the remarks., 
even they be but of a spiritual nature.
< I haven't done any correspondence for myself since 
mv return, save the one report sent forward a day or two ago.
There were a few "must" letters of a business nature for 
the Madam, but they represent the sum and substance of
my effort® on this keyboard.

» ' '

Lots of times X would gladly have deserted the gardens 
for the typewriter, but sometimes, when trimming and 
fixing be-clouds the understanding of the actual workers,
I am unable to do muoh concentrating on any line*' save the , 
Chinese magnolia or crepe myrtle front. Yesterday I started 
a report, but before  ̂had done the first paragraph was 
interrupted and discovered, on inspection, that one of 
the helpers, - expert in trimming a crepe myrtle down to 
nothing, - which is usually not harmful to the tree, - for 
the bushes at the top put out flowers Proportionately large 
in size as the size of the limbs are reduced, - had mistaken 
a persimmon tree for a crepe myrtle, and had whittled it 
down to about nothing.

Well,* that is that, but 1 shall be able to get baok 
to correspondence shortly without the disturbing element of 
wonder handing ovar me as I desert one job in the open for 
the blessings that ome with communion with one wh0 matters,

(Over)

- v>.
/

■
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During my busy stay in Natchez, I found no tine to 
accept an invitation to chicken dinner at Bedford lantation, 
near Cannonsburg, with friends there who had invited Mr, and 
Mrs, Audioy ***onnef and me to break bread with them,
Cannosburg is to the Dorth -̂ ast of "atchez, - possibly 15 miles, 
and the lady who invited us is the granddaughter of J-homas 
Hall, one time overseer for the instate of Stephen 
Minor of woncord, - and later Planter in his own right, - 
that is ^r. ^all. You may recall that it was he, - 
extremely intelligent but not very learned in books, who 
recognized thê  extraordinary birlliance of mind in Sargent 
Prentiss, and who provided him the moeny to study law, B,
L. 0, Wailes reported Mr. Hall as the "finest planter in 

Adams bounty in 1856".
Wall,'all this, and merely to say that although I 

didn*t go out with the Sheriff, 1 did drop by to see him 
fOf a moment at his office in the Court House, and while 
there he told me a rather amusing story of what had
Come to his attention at Christmas time.

• I

It seems that a few days before the £5th of December, 
a colored gentleman, living in the St. Catherine Street 
locality, had several times attempted to call on a 
colored lady in the neighborhood who had refused to let him 
come in to call, although he had frequently knocked on 
her door. Finally, on Christmas Bve, and dressed in 
his Sunday clothes, he decided to surprise the lady, and 
aooordingly climbed to her roof top by some means and 
let himself down her chimney. His progress was orderly 
at first, for he descended slowly by pressing his knees against 
the sided of the chimeny, supplementing the support of 
his weight by pressing his hands, against the sides of the 
chimney, too.

About half way down/It developed that the chimney 
got smaller, and the first thing the colored gentleman knew, 
he was wedged in, and couldn't get eityer down or up.
He accordingly begand screaming and yelling, and the lady 
in the house, hearing the noicee, peaked up the chimney, 
saw his feet, and thought she would teach him a lessen by 
starting a big old sraokey fire in the fireplace., Well, 
with the chimney stopped up, the billows of smi>ke did not 
go up, but rather came out into hyeroom, and befor she 
knew it, she had co fly out doors.

Mad, and deter ined to teach the gentleman a lessen, 
she telephoned the Sheriff, whose arrival, with deputies, 
b ought forth dozens of colored neighbors.

But the ^herdff could neither reach the man from 
the top of the chimney, nor getting get anything up 

; from the bottom to push him out. It looked as though the 
chimney yjould have to be torn down, when someone thought 
of summoning the Fired Department, The arrival of the engines 

t swelled the number* of colored on-lookers to hundreds,
Sventually a long poll with a big hook on the end, grappled 

I with the collar of the gentlemanTs coat, and with great 
trouble, he was hauled up out of his wedged situation.

Naturally, all this delighted the colored folks, and 
roars of applause whBH went up from the crowds.

Dudley admonished the man for- attempting unlawful 
entry, but the gentleman explained that he merely 

"wanted to play SSteta ^lausto the lady".
As *“udley put it: - "Now what can you do with a 

man like that? Besides, 1 figured that the imposing 
audience would effect much more influence on the man 
than any arrest that "L might carry out."

**nd so< he* advised the intruded against a repetition, and 
returned home, A couple of weeks later, he saw the 
man of the-street, ^he latter came up to him and said:

"Mr. Sheriff Boas, I sure had to git out of that 
there &t. Catherine Street place, -iSverytime on Saturday 
night when I'd try to go to the saloon to spend a nice 
even ng, everytime I'd stick my head in the place, all 
the folks would just roar at me and made me so shame faced,
I'just jus* took my stuff and moved to another place as far away 
from them all as 1 could git."

And that's all of that endless tale, which isn't very 
/ funny, but rather nice, I think, especially as it gives 

you some idea of uudley and why the negroes say that if 
they could only vote and Mr. Dudley would only run for 
Governor, they sure would put him in the Office of Governor.

The ^adam continues to bend, • or rather mend, but 
slowly.

She was delighted to have your nice letter in yesterday's 
post, and was of course glad that you liked the shawl so much.
'The i clippings meant a lot to her, too, and the colored 
cotton item"from Russia pleased her no end. Realizing how 
busy you are, she seems quit,- accustomed to thinking that 
letters are difficult to write, and therefore never seems to 
realize that ones noc addressed to her come this way.
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I had one or two letters of interest, hut seem 
to have misplaced them momentarily so I shall merely 
enclose a couple of no interest, save for the flavor of 
how things run in the post when nothing mucji is stirring*

i'he one from Joe uenr.y, as I recall, is of no interest, 
and the one from Caroline is merely interesting as being 
typical* If you will destroy them both, it will he alright 
as I don’t need theia.

A letter from General Stephen’s aid to the Madam 
refers to a letter I wrote him some months ago, and 
says he is aving it forever as a fine example of something 
or other. It is curious, but I don’t recall that I did 
more than mention the state of the Madam's health, but 
I probably made a couple of errors that made the thing 
curious* I am supposed to knock, off three letters to 
wandering Benrys today, but A shall never make it, - nor 
shall I get this in the mail, unless I fly right now.

■‘•here is so much to be wtittenf - to be aisuussed, hu 
that 1 am praying for a rain to knock gardening out of commission 
so we can get on with more important things*..,*

t

■\ \  V >  . ,
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Memorandum to Clipping Snvice; *
It’s a curious thing, but £ am still a little off center 

from surprise that L. £>. U. Press didn’t lay hold firmly on 
the scrapbook. I guess I must have mistaken fames' report 
as to the first reaction on the part of the President of the 
Board as something that was almost an accomplished fact. *

A determination to bring the thing into publication has 
impelled me to recommend that it go forward immediately to 
Bobs Merrill, and shipment of the manuscript has already been 
made. Several other items will be submitted to Oklahoma when 
James runs up there later in the month, • I imagine about the 
15th or hOth.

It ocours to me that in line with the manuscripts by others 
who have written things on the negro which, for some reason, 
might not be subscribed to by a publisher, unless x under
written by old "r. Uosenwaid, it might be a good idea to have 
some of the items, as illustrated by ^lemenoe, wrapped up 
neatly in cellophane when la naygood arrives at this point.
I think 1 shall write ^ames today, asking him to send some 
of these manuscripts so that 1 may casually toss these into 
the lady's lap when she arrive®. rJ

As muqh might be said for the data on the Prince of Jallon 
and Eliaa Greenfield, - "the Black Swan". I enumerate all these 
things, not so much by way of reporting something new, as to 
keep you abreast with what goes on in the section devoted to 
plans for the impending 60 days. Come to think of it, however, 
la Haygood threatened, as 1 recall, to be here a little before 
Easter, and I guess that is less than 60 days away. I must 
begin getting things arranged.

The Madam^continues to improve slowly, - although she hates 
to admit it. esterday she went through some old manuscripts, and 
chanced to mention that she found a letter of 1839, signed by 
Washington wackson. I appropriated that one. Mr. W. Jaokson 
was the junior partner of Todd, Jackson and Company of Liverpool. 
His American office was in Hew Orleans. He married Anna Mercer 
Cartwright, daughter of old Lr. Cartwright of ^atchez, the lady 
being the name sake of Mrs. William "ewton ^eroer. It is 
Anna Mercer Cartright whom ■“■lice YJalworth is using as* the 
central figure of the novel on which she has been working for 
some time. Alice’s sister, ^ary Whitaker of Baton Rouge,

(over)
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might also be interested in this original letter, as Mr. and Mrs.
Washington Jackson were great aunt and uncle to the ladies Walworth. I

How Mary has a wonderful diary kept by one William Gordon, 
their grandfather, who married Mrs. Audubon1s sister. The diary 
is dated about 1804, and records ^r. Gordon's arrival in 
•‘-ouisianna, and enumerates the places he stopped off, during his 
visit .with Abijah ^nt, on .their way up to ^atohez from 
Hew Orleans. Abijah ^unt is or was the unple of David iiunt, the 
famu, ous Hatchez planter, builder of ^omewood, Dandsdowne,
Woodlawn, eto. Ho one knows much of anything about Abijah, 

who was killed in a duel in "atchez by George Poindexter about 
1810, when David uunt; /became his heir. .

r~ —  —  — " ■■ • ‘ 1
I think x shall use the Washington Jackson letter as a means 

of prying loose the Gordon diary from the sisters Walworth, and 
so things turn. t |

. . . . , »

Up to the present, no one has seen the Gordon diary, although 
it was eagerly sought after by Stanley Arthur"wheH he"was writing 
his life of *udubon. Yhrtr str some rather confidential things 
in the diary, - for instance, 1 recall one paragraph wherein 
Mr, Gordon sets down the fact that in oomming {one m* would be 
enough) dp.the Mississippi, he and Mr, hunt stopped off at a I
fine plantation house, - mulatto, - to §pend the night. They 
were very kindly housed, and Mr# Hunt was greatly attracted to 
a pretty daughter of the family, he subsequently asked his 
mulatto host if he might not take the girl "under his 
portection1, on departing the next morning. That might cause 
something of a ripple among the distinguished hunt heirs. Because 
of the confidential enteries, however, the diary has never been 
outside the family, but x consider it a historic document, and 
am hoping, - with the aid of the ‘'ackson letter, - to be able to 
do something about making a transcript. We shall eventually see.

Prom what little l have heard regarding conversations here 
during the recent visit of the eldest son, it seems that he 
was most pleawantly impressed by his host in his recent visit < 
to ./arm Springs. The fact which impressed him most, it was 
said, was the good humor and jocular mood of Mr. Big. Xt seems 
that the President rolled thimself into his office, unassisted, and 
got up from ak*x his wheel chair to the chair before hie 
desk without any help at all. As the two men chatted, the 
President was continually throwing a light vein on. the official 
papers he had to sign, - claims agains(t the Army, eto., and 
altogether the General came away feeling that his host was 
even more remarkable in his unusual possession of a sense of 
proportion and humour than he had supposed., although he had long 
been an admirer.
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I have a couple of people awaiting my guiding hand, 
and X must get going shortly. In spite of the storms, 

sleet, snow and whatnot that are inundating your neighborhood 
according to current radio reports, we seem to be basking in 

ear^^ Spring sun. Pear trees are starting to bloom.
Altheas are putting out tender green leaves. The Chinese 
honeysuckle bushes freight the air with fragrance. The 
jonquilla are replacing the narcissus and the hyafcinths are 
equally in flower._ ^ap is beginning to climb up into the 
fig and oaks, and if I do not keep the trimmers going strong, 
pring will have out-distanced us in our race against time.

It is a great pleasure to labor on these items, as 
each, like persons, has an individuality all his own. And 
of course they seldom if ever talk back, no matter how much one 
pushes them about, Then, too, they afford a lot of opportunity 
for one to do some thinking and planning as on© tries to 
get things going a little better for them, and that is 
always a pleasure, too.

, + a couple of other thins I wanted to mention,
but shall have to side track them for the moment and get 

j11 t?e &arden department. Somehow there is a double 
^  su°k l&vors, - not only for the immediate 

satisfaction of giving the trees and things a chance, but 
to see in all this a pattern of gardening to be brought into 
flower in the environs of ^eade Villa eventually......

ililif
.
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February l£th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
To hand is your letter, written during my absenoe, 

and it means more than I can say.
As;you may or may not have noticed, the reports following my 

retiirn here, have been characterised by a somewhat unsettled 
feeling, making them entirely unsatisfactory. I somehow felt 
that there was some terrifio demands si being made upon you, 
and with that coursing through my heart, 1 seemed quite incapable 

of expressing myself with the usual clarity. Now that understand 
how your time and your energies must be drained by the good work 
that takes you back and forth to Brooklyn, following your busy days 
at the office, I understand why I felt so unsettled. I don t 
know how one takes care of one's self at such^times, but if there 
be a way, ^ hope you find it.

1 am terribly sorry to learn of the grave illness, and I 
do hope it may not be over a prolonged period. After all, 
the kindest thing in such cases is to hope for a release from 
or for the poor victim. Surely, under the circumstances, the 
hospital is the place, for there drugs may be administered that 
will numb the sense of suffering, and her departure will be 
tie. easier, - and equally important, the health of those who 
remain will not be impaired. -

is it uncle *ndy of whom you speak* I recall your having 
mentioned him several times and am wondering if it can be 
the same person whose whife’is having to go through such a trying 
ordeal. At is good of you, - characteristcally good of you, 
to take the position you do in regard to this matter and its sequence 
Surely something will turn as you would have it before long, and 
the the results may be more satisfactory than appear at first.
In connection with this, 1 am wondering if your brother ever 
married, That romance was so unexpected, I am wondering how it 
turned out.

The enclosed letters came to hand to day, and I send them 
along to keep you in touch with how things turn in that 

.department. Relative to Bobbs ^errill, I thought it well to try 
them on the Scrapbook while Oklahoma is considering the other 
items. Should Bobs ^drrill decide unfavorably then the 
Scrapbook could be submitted to wtlahoma, and by the submission 
time arrived, they would be done with the current manuscripts, - 
either by rejection or by printing. (Over)
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I am glad you found the prospectus to Rosenwal alright, 
is the only one I have and 1 should be glad if you would 

keep it, as it is the sort of thing that A like to share only 
with you* J can’1 imagine ever having need for it, but should /
I, I oould always ask if L might borrow it. Sometime I should 
like to know just how that Foundation operates, for if I could 
understandtngx its functioning characteristics, I might be
able to sell them a lot of projects. I have half a dozen up 
my sleeve, but shall expose them for inspection but one at a time, 

with the first one brought out for consideration only after I 
make the first personal contact with la belle iiaygood,

X am delighted with the illustrations which came to hand 
a few days back* They are elegant, and i shall be * 
looking for -̂ ife any moment. I hage so much enjoyed the copy 
you sent showing so many interesting studies of Mrs. Hoosevelt*s 
hands, and A never tire turning through these t ings, as it 
is about the only companionship x have before bed time.

A note from Mary.Rhodes says thanks far the boost -u
I gave her when i was in iiatchei* With no one who understood 
her point of view, with a sick hus and to support, with a raft 
of grandohiidren in Dew Cleans and somewhere in Shreveport 
to claim certain distracting thoughts, etc., etc*,, her writing 
languished* But now she appears, * or at least declares that 
she has the courage of conviction that someone might be interested 
in het novel, and is working from two to three hours nightly 
on it, » after coming home from.the Office, ^he works for 
the Federal Public Welfare agency, fhe title of her novel 
is "One Small Candle", based on the assumption that one small 
light in the negro world may set a lot of pilgrims straight on 
their journey through life, - I think ** had mentioned a story 
to her of how one unimportant person’s*little candle was the 
fire from which a great beautiful U&thedr&l taper was set aglow, and 
she selected the idea for the title.

fo be perfectly frank, 1 don't find myself to fond of 
Mar^ Rhodes socially* It may be because she is a little cross, 
worn out, probably, by her many labors. But x admire her 
viewpoint on the negro question and her ability to set down 
her sense of justice on paper, and I shall continue to do all 
the boosting 1 oan. t0uriou8ly enough, years ago before 

Lyle wrote Children Of Strangers, she acted as his secretary in 
New Orleans. As his light fades, it would be nice if her 
little candle would flame.

; ^ W  ^ * * I ^  ?

Because of the enclosures, 1 shall confine myself to this 
single page. I am grateful to you for having advised me of the current demands-on your time and strength. Just knowing 
what made me uneasy - without sensing the actual fact, makes 
everything seem so Auch better. I shall be thinking of you 
from day to day, - especiallytwhen day is done, and hoping that 
everything may work around toward rest and some care of yourself soon...

W -; i :s rf.

February 15th, 1945,

#... . - ;Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
Of necessity, this must be a brief memorandum, for 

14 darkeis are milling around on my front gallery, awaiting 
what strange ideas I may have for them to undertake today 
by way of labor.

Since Sunday night, the ^adam has been in bed* It is 
said her blood count is down. She suffers from exhaustion, 
brought on by too much exercise, in company with her son in law 
physician and her daughter last Sunday., As usual, they have 
the fun of wearing her out, and I am left holding the 
bag, so to speak, until they make another round about the 
end of the week.

I undertook a new garden, - mostly lawn, which will 
double the space around the residence of;J. henry, the 
Madam’s son, who live next door.

Yesterday things were going full tilt and today's h 
program will be much the same, I reckon. J, H. is in 
Baton houge or some such place, and so the Melrose gardens 
plus the J. h. Henry gardens fall to me to maintain and to 
create. 1 like it, what with plenty of help, but usually
just the Melrose ga,dens are enough.

■

In the latter, I have Mitchell, the expert Axe, as 
chief deputy. *eter Baptiste, is his assistant. Bill 
Booque is pushing a wheelbarrow about, hauling cotton hu^ 
fertilizer. Dave Raohel is cleaning out grass from the 
smaller pear trees and the magnolias. Bud Williams is 
working on the iris. Puny (Octave) Conti is supervising 
the construction of a gateway and cattle gap, leading from 
the new garden to ti*e Bermuda (Cote Joyeuse) Road.

Levy Williams, Bl.am Brown, Henry Marie Solomon, and one or 
tow, • I should say two or three tothers, are helping too.

Yank Dudley is digging holes for crepe myrtles and 
"altheas and nandina, Billy porter is digging out stumps, 
Fugabou is running a tractor to pull dirt into the low places 
while Jack and Sara aresupervising the transplanting of 
an oak which is probably too large to survive such an 
operation.

I enumerate these names, for somehow like plantations, the mere mention of the ^mither and the Joes give a certain
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flavor to the business.

A letter to hand from James, tentatively setting down 
his immediate plans.

I think he will dispose of his furniture in Baton Bouge, 
and run up to ^orman, Oklahoma, before the end of the current 
month. This will give him an opportunity to'spend some time 
with the Oklahoma Press, and, - I hope, - put through a 
couple, of books. In the mean time, olcL Bosenwald will 
have aoted upon his application for a second grant, and when 
the decision is announced, he will formulate his plans 
accordingly, '"hat he wants to do is to take up his residenoe 
somewhere in the Gane "-iver country, 1 believe.

# ,  f

Somehow I have a feeling that he will not get a re- 
grant, although 1 could be, and I do hope, I am wrong. Somehow 
1 hayet a feeling,, however, that one H. ^ane, who spent some 
time with la Bills avenue when she was in New Orleans, may 
have put a spoke in the was wheils for Hr. P., although 
that is merely intuitive on my part^

I was tired last night at folding up time. My day had 
been quite,full, - 5:30 a.m. , straight through, with only 
an hour at noon time to sit with the Madam for a little 
chat and occasional little visits in between major operations. 
Naturally she wants to have me come by and see her, I under
stand that, but -V must say-, I would do better to take half an 
hour out at noon. At eight, 1 started to fold up my 

beard, but discovered my mind was too busy; and somehow 
the heart, too, was traveling the ether waves, and I t 
though constantly of .another who was having too busy days, too,

11,, although, eary, I figuredtsome communion 
with the .stars would be better, and so I dressed and took 
to1the wane Biver road. It was a marvelous night, - too 
warm to wear anything more than my work clothes, - no 
coat. There was a thin moon and a big bright star, and 
the slenderness of the moon in no way blotted out the 
brilliance Qf the stars which formed ever so pretty patterns 
on the smooth surface of Gane -diver.

i f *
At 11, I came home, thoroughly tired, but a little 

less unsettled, and I slept mightily.

. Much laughter and chatter still goes on along my front 
gallery. I must skip along, but I'll be back shortly.

1109
W m

Saturday Bight.

Memorandum to '■’lipping Service*.
This is a curious time for me to be writing. It is 

rather dark outside, and sprinkling a little. The bour 
is 5:30. ihe big house is in darkness. There are lights 
at H.'s across the fence through the bamboo from the 
big house. The garage is closed and all the niggers are 
up the road a mile or so, where in a tent they have movies 
on Sunday nights, Friday nights and Saturday nights.

i‘he aird&le, Texas, whom 1 call Bora, has just 
accompanied me to the bridge.and back, and what with a 
decorative fire going in ray fireplace and a lot of quiet, 
it looks like a good time for me to say thanks for the line 

report, coming to hand this afternoon. The mail really 
arrives about 9, but Bachelier has been here for two 
or three aays, and this morning x started him back » to 
his farm on ^ittle Biver down Giouterivelle way, and the 
balance of the time up until 4, i devoted to my patient whose 
mind wandered a little and who obviously needed consolation.

First, pff, I want to thank you for telling me so completely 
of how things turn in your office. As though things hadn t 
been wearing enough on the family front without having to go 
through a rumpus at business. But as you indicated, it 
no doubt did "herr Birecktor good to clear the atmosphere 
a little, for it would appear that he is one Who must have a 
few facts drummed into his skull since he apparantly can t 
get another viewpoint without a thorough drubbing. It is 
nice to have the present address, but if he doesn t behave, 
one can always find other means of communication.

I am so glad you have thought through another means of 
maintaining the contact, and i think your suggestion a .Line 
one in the event we should ever have to exchange the present 
810 for a box number, *uite frankly I feel the easy flow of 
reports must always be maintained as an assured thing, for 
without it, I think we should both feel terribly alone in 
the world. Isn't curious what security one feels if one knows 
that at least one soul exists in this world, one who understands 
all, and who, by merely being within reach of the post, 
makes everything in life assume a value that is genuine and 
good. Without that feeling, life certainly would be drab, 
while in possession of it, everything somehow seems so 
preoious.

11 fliiS
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Last night X went to my barber. I was tired after 
working pretty busily all day, plus entertaining Mr. Bachelier 
as I labored, breaking off only long enough to try to 
cheer up my patient a bit. Jack, the barber, ought to 
have been tired, too, for he had been running a tractor 
all day.,, But he seemed just as fresh as at dawn, and 
the six other niggerswho came to be shorn while I was 
being sheared,̂ didn't seem to set him back much, 
illumination is two e kerosene lamps on a table, with the 
victim sitting in an ordinary straight back chair. As *aox 
is tall, this means he has to double up pretty much, but 
he makes it very nicely, his wife and two* or three of his 
children were playing about, - the children not the wife, 
ana somehow the domesticity was mellow and our general 
conversation of Cane ^iver personalities, of strange doings 
of guinea'hens, turkeys, etc'., seeded refreshing. waok 
told me "our 'children'*, - the Chincese geese" were aoing 

nicely and he took me out in the moonlight to see the fine 
chicken yard he had made from their little shack down to the 
river, ^e confided to me that they had laid ;two eggs in the 
poast two days, and would probably keep up that daily doings for 
the next thirty, so it looks as though we should have grandchildr 
dren by the Middle of April, ^is brother Bara, has already 
secured some great African geese, and eventually we shall 
see what kind of mulattoes we may stir up. I may accept 
a pair of/the young Chinese ones for myself, naming them 
something Chinese with a Louisianna twist. Eventually, one 
might establish some water in the bayou hard by ^eade Villa, 
and certainly a pair of whinese geese would look elegant 
there and at the same time delight the soul of the departed 
B. L. C.t slumbering on the far side of the property in the 
family graveyard.

And speaking of ^eade Villa* X would ackonwledge the 
receipt of the photograph and am inserting it in the 
bydnor book. 1 not expected it this year or next, but 
had merely recommended that eventually it go in that volume.
I hope you didn’t hurry it along.

And speaking of tne Wailes department, reminds me that 
earlier this week I had a brief note from Miss Hellie, saying 
she was leaving for ^ort Qibson to spend a day or. two with 
her sister in law whose son, Covington ^ailes, had just been 
killed in the Xacific. UQ was her favorite nephew and I'm 
afraid she will not take his death easily, noble though she be.
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With the drizzle that started this morning, my 
latest fling at gardening somehow seems to ’be receiving 
the blessings of ^eaven, for I finshed all the planting 
I am going to do momentarily in that developement, and 
the moisture should do a lot to perk up the larger 
altheas, crepe myrtles and nandina which have figured exclusively 
in mv current efforts.

in appropriating this section of land, I cut a vegetable 
garden in half, and where once sweet potatoes grew, albeit 
somewhat indifferently, thanks to the shade, one now seems 
or rather see nothing but a prospective greensward, and what 
a splendid pelouse it will be. A fairly good sized live oak 
centers the thing, and a few peoanes will add their shade 
shortly. Two new drives were laid 'out, - one on a curve and 
the other in a straight line,-and the whole of the latter 
two items fa bordered with the above described stuff.
The altheas (possibly spelled althias) will give a nice 
lot of white,’ pink and pjqsi purple blossoms during April 
through September. The crepe myrtle will do a 90 day 

spread from the first of June, » water mellon red and white, 
while the nandina (^eavenly Bamboo) will give green , with 

. magnificient clusters of red red berries throughout the 
autumn, winter and spring months, so there will be color 
all the yecr, • and just enough to set off the big lawn 
dominating the lay out. A new wire fence has replaced the 
high garden fence, while a tractor was disking up the 
gounds and smoothing them off.

X have now turned this section over to the care of 
the elements and who ever may push a lawn mower, and shall 
devote myself this coming week to the garden lying along 
Cane -diver, - between it and the road running in front 
of the ^elrose gardens. X already have &5 or 30 
camelia .japonicas along the ridge where the bank drops 
abruptly some 10 or 15 feet to the margin of the river,
Oread Oaks shelter this spot from the intense sun while 
the excellence of the drainage at this point, plus the 
dampness from the river appears to be making what is 
already planted do rather well. 'A meandering cow some weeks 
back got i to the place and pretty well defoliated the 
camelias, but they are putting out a new set of leaves and 

■ appear none the worse for wear.
This place has always been unsightly because of two 

ancient garages that have disfigured the spot, but H. 
appears so enthused over the job adjoining his house that 
after a little prodding, he has expressed himself as 
disgruntled by the appearance of the garages, and has told me 
X oan move them where ever 1 choose. He has even gone further
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to ask if we couldn’t stand some more and larger camelias on 
the bankrL We could, ^nd so this coming week T shall be 
slaughtering a flock of extraeneous trees still cluttering 
up a section of the bank, arid when the garages come down, - 
lo! there will be a rather nice developement. *>o things 
go in these parts, and I am glad of the out door exercise, since 
under present conditions, I can do little work on this machine, 
what with no reader to tell me where I am at. Then, if old 
Mr. Bosenwald come across, I shall have a lot of vim and vigor 
and so e -money to go to "atcyez with my manuscript to do 
some finishing touches on it with • Mr.! Martin's good help.

I listen nightly to the weather reports emenating from 
your locality, and I am floored by the accounts of the weather.
T'o put it mildly, Hew York must be' a mess, what with layer upon 
layer and more to come

during this past week while the nirth has been contending 
with temperatures hovering around zero, it has been much too 
warm here to wear anything save usual kaki shirts and pants.
Sven at night, while taking my walk to the spillway or the 
bridge, I have worn no’ coat. The pear trees are in full 
bloom, as are the Chinese magnolias and the forsyth^a. If I 
could only bounce some of this in your direction.1 ^ut 
what will eventually be better will transpire when you journey 
this way .to share some of this climate. I reckon snow is alright 
but T could be just as glad if 1 never saw any again 
Somehow, what with contemporary ventilation, refrigeration, etc., 
I think the -South is‘bound to appeal more than ever to 

lots of people who formerly were mindful of its summers.
When I really want to have fun, T take time out to picture 
how that wing of Meade Villa, as shown in the photograph, might 
be equpped with electric fans for summer, butaine gas for 
winter, etc., etc. , for that ought to be la Pavillion de 
Madame, it is pleasant to think how it may eventually be laid 
out and how cosy and secure one might find one’s self situated 
therein.

But this letter seems to be so long thatthere is 
really no end to it, - as in truth there is, since I shall 
go writing along in ray mind when I have left off pushing 
this machine. There are a flock of other points I should 
have touched upon at this sitting, but 1 shall let them 
slide until my next. ‘In the mean time, don’t try to 
do other than send mental reports, for conservation of 
energy is the oraer of the day until things in Brookly get 
settled down and things in the office operate a little 
more smoothly. I think you,know I will understand alright 
and if the typed word doesn t' come to hand, I shall be realizing
that the communication is there nevertheless.... So please
go as slowly as y’ou can and grab off some rest as you may.,..

February &3rd, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping service:
I am behind in my correspondence.

curing
firBt, ^ d mand s£o?e ihriat. jSSt to make it good, 1 developed up, » cold and sore * ,er#d in the intestinal department,

s \ r 2 . & s  u « .  * <•*

ft-”"' SS/.HK ‘ifS’bii'S* «•««getting along ^i|ht, and ner^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  gg tQ
a^ulli^g aome for a few weeks, but she will have toget a 
little sicker before she will consent to go out the f 
gate. t '

I believe her daughter is pregnant again. She usually 
t thp hospital at the inception of such business,

Inl the was thenrffor a few days last week. She Uadam always 
appears remarkably indifferent to such things.

When the Madam’s cold developed a few evenings back*
T telephoned her son in law. He said he would respond
her^brother^idn^t^all^&^^atchitoche^phyScianf0 That^is

t ?old her * didn't know, That I was delivering a message

asaa wefhen^^esterdaydsi‘ersay her daughter, who came 
$§?o5*e shortfall?*1* She u “in618

? “ £■»
orowfblows in, - as usual. - That's the local B M M  «  « •  
more drab side. But there are other and more agreeable an6les,
and the shadowy ones 1 dismiss from my mind.

(over)
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J. M. Henry had his brother, kaynie,. living; in 
Uatchitoches, purehase a number of fine japonicas in south 
Louisiana the other day when kayne was down that way. There 
are pink,onesred and white^ I have set them out on the 
ridge overlooking Cane River*, and addedt to those already 
growing there, tney really look finite nice. That location 
is ideal, for it is pretty, to begin with. *nd then it 
has excellent drainage, which is very important, sinoe 
camelias don't like to have their feet in water. Then 
too there are several live oaks on the banks, and these 
provide a shade through which the sun merely filters, and 
camelias can't stand too intense heat. But more important 
than these considerations is the fact that while the 
gardening looks fairly well, it does more than please the 
eye, for it. .ppears to be awakening a positive interest . 
in gardening on the part of u , henry,, - a whiz at business 
and money making, but heretofore rather indifferent to 
planting of non-productive items, Gradually this new 
interest appears to be awakening and I sometimes shudder at 
the possibilities, for with the money, he controls, plus 
t e labor at his disposal, nothing in Louisiana would be 
safe if he ever took a page from his Mother and began 
planting everywhere he could.' find an inch of ground,.,

An interruption of several hours intervenes at this 
point, and as it approaches time for the post man, 1 shall 
put this in the m$il herewith. I enclose a few letters from. 
James which may or may not include particulars of interest.
I was glad to, note that he got the Scrapbook off to Bobbs 
Merrill, although the lady he communicated with is not the 
one 1 had in mind, but x reckon it makes very little difference.

Shall do better at my next sitting, i hope.
Pi appear to be in full spring, and a robin is singing 

madly on ray picket fence at this moment. Robins usually 
do not stay here in the summer, and so I reckon this 
one is heading in your general direction. I hope a 
couple of bluebirds are making the same trip....
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February £5th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
The Spring weather presists in these parts, and I 

hope a big old thaw in your neighborhood is whisking the 
vestments of Winter away. , ^

We had quite a busy week. The Madam continues in her 
bed, - weak from lack of food and further pulled down by 
a cold, loday a nurse is coming, * whose name of all things 
for a nurse, is none other than Miss Piokle.

Save for general exhaustion and the cold, there appears 
to be nothing else wrong with the Madam,(organically. A 
couple of weeks of nursing, and I think she will be up and 
about. There is an attempt being made to get her up to 
Virginia to stay with the General this summer,,- or at 
least, to visit him a little and thence on to ^orth Carolina, 
in the Ashville neighborhood, but that is merely a hope, and 
will be difficult to engineer. Ghe of course » knows nothing 
of this, and it may or may not transpire.

Aside from lending what aid and comfort I can, pins stirring 
up an occasional egg-nog.for her and generally trying to keep 
her in not too depressed a state, I have been gardening 
pretty thoroughly this week too.

I made another parterre, - or rather completed one 
already laid out more or less vaguely, Most of the planting 
centered around putting out a nandina hedge, * -^avenly hamboo, 
it is sometimes called. A bush that in.these parts grows about 

6 or 8 feet tall, and has luscious red berries all during the 
Winter. I transplanted some rather large althias and^crepe 
myrtles, too, and generally removed the evidences of last 
year's sweet potato patch which had formerly.occupied this 
area. * * "

^long the river bank I set out a flock of camelia japonicas, 
mostly red, white and pink ones# I believe I set them out 
on Wednesday and this »->u.nday morning ■L find them in full 
bloom, so I guess they are doing alright. I picked all 
the flowers from them, and- thought of someone as 1 was doing 
so, someone 1 should have liked to hand them to, - they are 
lovely. One has to divest the plants of their flowers at such
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times, for to let them maintain their blooms puts too great a 
strain on the newly transplanted bush.

J, H. ran down to Alexandria on Friday afternoon, and 
on Saturday morning about 7 a.m., while making a little 
tour of the gardens, I discovered he had brought back 
a sweet olive and three rather large gardenia plants, - about 
three feet high and perhaps as wide. Before good sun up 
Puny and Mitchell had holes dug for them and they were 
pretty well "sot" before the sun was well up.

Sweet -olives are certainly tempermental items, They 
are hardy, and not at all fussy about growing in the full 
glare of the sun, or in the shade or in a dry spot or even 
a damp spot, * if they just make up their minds to like some 
especial place. Lots of times you may seleot what you figure 
out is the most ideal spot and with great care and regard 
for the sweet olive's feelings, you may plant it, hoping 
against hope that the shrub will be pleased. Well, perhaps 
it will and perhaps it ¥̂ ont, and there isn't anything much 
the gardener can do about it, * in the event decides not 
to like the place, but to try and try again. Sometimes 
I had moved the same plant three or four times, and 
the thing, just to be contrary will just sit and not- 
grow at all,* hut after x enough moves, the thing will 
appear to make up its mind that it likes the place, - 
fend the spot may be most inauspicious, and it will start 
climbing, apparantly satisfied either with all the coddling 
it has had, or perhaps just because it is truly satisfied.

We-have quite a few of them here, the largest being 
perhaps 15 feet, and quite bushy. I~know pf a large one 
at Hickory Mill, over in Felieiana, near Miss Sva Scott's 
that is like a tree, with a tr. nk perhaps ten inches through.

The camelia japonica is*equally fussy, but appears ready 
to respond always when the place selected for it is fair.
It can t stand* having its feet in water. It must have 
a severe drainage, loo much sun will shrivel it to death and 
too much shade will stunt its growth, • if it grows at 
all. Always delicate at the beginning, once it has-made up 
its mind to grow, it appears to become altogether hardy, and 
like the swan, lives for a century or more. I believe those 
at ^aurel ^ill must be about 150 years old, as an English 

* traveler spoke of them as being large in 1840. But some 
of the finest gardens in "atahez and Louisiana have been 
overrun by cows, as the fine old plantations have gone down, 
and in the Winter time, a cow will eat almost anything, especially 
if it has fine green leaves like the camelia, although the same 
cow is not averse to chewing the tops of any bush or 
plant if it thinks the branches might be tender or juicey.
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1 have.had quite a lot of correspondence to attend to 
this week, but fortunately there hasn't been much in- 
coming mail, and I' have neglected answering some of that for
this week end,

A note from ^r, Lan Lebaillon from LaFayette, - f°ur . 
miles in the country, - calls for an immediate acknowledgement. 
Caroline ^ormon has long p.omised to give him advise on his 
garden, - and the time for trimming many things in Louisiana 
4 q right now But Caroline, lost in hex .oriarpatoh, has 
not come through and *r. D. is depressed, but withal gentlemanly 
nho-nt it His wife, Mary Bwords Lebaillon, developed a wonderful 
little wrdSi; • perhaps and acre or two, and dying a year ago 
left it&in her husband's care, although he is rather busy as 
a lawyer. In a way I am not sorry that Caroline didn t get 
her finger into the pie, for Caroline s weakness is 
native stuff and she also tends to give so much attention 
to the glories of the individual item that she looses sight 

of the garden itself, - and the,find neither attractive nor restful, - which just about 
lets out any excuse for a garden, in my opinion.

A card from ^ames indicates that he got off from Baton 
Bouge for Oklahoma on Thursday. His may
or may not have; It is Mr. J. PJ, Q*re of Miss hdith 
Mahiers, 416 West Bufaula Street, Norman, Oklahoma. I am 
not certain as to the spelling of thaVcurious street name, 
and I wouldn t swear that it is correct, but x reckon it 
might get a letter there, if one were pressed to communicate.

•

No news out of ^ew Orleans, save for the occasional 
note from little ^iss alberta, threatening to come up ana 
paint, as of April 1st. ihare<is nothing from ^yie of 
course, and one merely wonders, and continues to speak of 
him as in the<past tense.

I suppose Miss Culver and a friend may arrive this 
week end, or pehaps in the middle of the week, ^hat will 
be busy times for me, I reckon, what with all tne talking 
I shall want to do while I have that lady s e^r. Ami o 
things turn, - lots of sunshine, lots of physical exercise, 
a little bit of .education in the horticularal field- 
nothing at all in the mental department on the book side, 
but x cou2it this period as one of those* interims when one mu 
make the most of the physical by w a y e t j f .  
onoortunity when words come through from old • yose^ aia»
It is so wise to keep one's self in control awaiting the 
sound of Opportunity knocking at the door...........
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I think-it was Will Fercy in Lanterns on the Levee spoke 
of gardenias _ possibly he called t&em cape jassemine, as 
being always * sickly but forever alive, fhey seem very 
subject to some sort of a musk or soot like fungus growth 
on the leaves. A white fly makes a kind ofcotton like 
nest on the leaves, too, and if the soil isn't very acid, 
the leaves take on a jaundiced appearanoe.' And yet they 
seem to grow and grow, year in and year out, and although 
they prefer partial shade and considerable dampnessf they will 
thrive even in a dry soil and a blazing sun^ It would 
seem as though the mulattoss must have be especially fond of 
them, for one is always finding them in their gardens, and 
one or two old antebellum bushes still flourish in the 
lie ^revelle graveyard.

On Cane -diver the land is almost too rich for all these 
plants, which seem to do best in the hatchez soil, For 
myself, in making a garden, I like to ..stress the flowers I 
like plus the things that seem to respond most readily to 
the type of soil where ohe finds himself located. Roses do 
marvelously in the "atohez Country and not much over here, 
fhe soil of "atchez, too, was just made for camelias, and 
is counted one of the five most ideal spots in the 
country for them, I believe, - LaFayette, La., St. Francisville, 
which is really a part of the Latchez country, Agusta, Georgia 
and Gnarleston., 5. C., 1 believe are considered the finest 
or should I say best adfcped soils for the japonica, - with 
possibly ^obile,- Alabama, included in the group.

* 7w ' < V .•••hVv . hv‘ v  V/ *  >'• *  -- t * ** 7  u i- ' .  ̂ '' *  ' - • ... / • .. .>;•>

* with a nu se to look after the Madam on Monday, 1 
shall be able to devote more time to gardening. I plan
to trim a flock of pear trees, remove the leaves of the palms, » 
those leaves of two years ago, which'tend to shrivel up 

in the course of time, plant some large yupOns, - a 
bush bearing deep orange berries, -three of which have 
died out from the front headge and must.be replaoed.

*n interruption intervenes, as between this paragraph 
and the one above. It is well, for 1 fear 1 have lingered 

too long on certain aspects of plant life in the South 
which must be dull a best.

* Still, in discussing these things, I do not do so as 
much because of the theroretioal aspects of them as a contem
plative promise of certain tomorrows in the Meade Villa neighbor
hood, and that is something that it does no harm to keep
one's telescope trained on, since wish so often if father 
to the fact.

S i 1
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February 28th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: .
fids may or may not be a brief report. 

breaking in the Fast, and already the bamboo hedge is redolent 
with the blackbirds, tuning up their pipes for the beginning 
of a new day. Almost any minute a dusl^ may ** y
door, followed by a second, third, fourth, fith, etc., for 
more & gardening is in the offing and I baa better e 
present to give a little advioe. ,

It is good to have your letter, even though ** 
news of your illness. I do sincerely hope that everything is 
on the mend by now. I ur0e you to conserve your strengtn 
as much as you oan. Gut all the corners you scan, and keep 
away from Brooklyn, and that exhausting trip whenever 
possible. Sometimes, for myself; it seems selfish when I 
ask myself in the middle of the night, if x should make a round 
to the biA house, - just to be sure that everything is alright.
Selfish, that is to say, when I tell Bjeelf 
dogs lie, and yet I salve ray oonsciience by saying that-the . 
preservation of one’s own health is the first law to be 
observed, and any extra vitality may then be expended on 
others. ' Do, please, try to take care of you.

A mildly disturbing letter came out of hew Q r U w s  
It was from little -iiss Alberta. ,uhe said Lyle had talked with 
her, saying that he had sold his house and asking her to 
write the Maaftm that he would like to come to ^elrose.

Miss Alberta is scheduled to oome up on April 1st.
fhe Madam asked me to respond, explaining to Miss A., 

that she wants her to oome whenever and as soon as she oan, 
but at the same time saying that she cannot take on anyone else.

interruption.
Well,, I shall write the letter, and I think I shall 

side-step any reference to Lyle whatsoever. I certainly hop 
he doesn't resume his residence here too soon. I have enough 
to attend to without taking one another patient. I ®bai± 
of course keep you advised as to hpw things turn on this
subject.

(over)
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The ^adara's nurse, Mrs. Pioltles, - of all names, seems 
to be a very nice person, and she is really pumping liquids 
and food into the Madam. I think the latter is improving 
steadily but slowly, The nurse must take up. another case 
on Monday, so X reckon X shall have to take over at that time*
I think she is quite weak as yet, perhaps because she realizes 
she can relax a little more physically while having someone 
to assist her as she goes from the bed, - at dinner and * 
supper time, to her sofa. «̂ he seems to bend slightly 
c forward and gives the impression of considerable age, - actually 
74, I believe, in ye rs, but somehow these last few days seeming 
older. * :

A few weeks more, and we shall know if she is going to 
resume some of her old time vigor or not. I presume not, - 
at least to the extent of anything approaohing her one time 

vitality.
t

Your reference to the fact that she writes but infrequent
ly irapells me to say that i think she senses nothing as to 
direct communications as between us. < She is so cloudy as^to 
when and how often everyone writes that I think she doesn t 
realize if we communicate directly,or not. ^he frequently 
remarks” how busy you are bound to be and it is my honest 
opinion that all is secure in that department, She 
herself writes almost nothing, - -and during the past two 
months has done nothing in that line, save perhaps to 
one or two of her eons, and I have had to do much of that.
At the present time, what with neuritis and being flat in 
bed, writing, of course, is impossible.

Yesterday I went to the hills in back of berry, - 
the stonghola of the hill-billies, in search of some yupon, - 
I am uncertain of the spelling. It. is a tree or glorified bush 
usually covered with bright orange berries. A hedge of 
them stretches across the front of Melrose, and as three were 
lacking,  ̂wanted to find*■ some to replace the missing ones.
I did so merely to replace and finish out the line, for 

personally I don't care much about anything that is native 
to the hill billy country. I think that is where Caroline 
ana X come to a.parting of the ways in the.flower aepartment.
a he is so entnusiastinn about native stuff, that she 
is forever including it in her planting in the river 
bottoms, *'or myself, I prefer that the hill stuff 
stay in the hills, - yupon, pine, scrub oak, etc. Let us 
in the river bottoms give the gardenias and oamelias their 
big opportunities and leave the native stuff, born in the 
hills, remain there.

You mention Mrs. ^tanely Arthur, ^he is the wife of 
the author of the ^udubon item, and up to now we have 
not had a copy of that volume, although X shouldn t 
search for it especially.

I think the reason we haven't had one is because of 
some professional jealousy, as between Lyle and Stanley 
Arthur which has carried over i,.to the big house. But 
a lot of those gaps have filled themselves in since his 
absence from here has been more and more prolonged.

The man who drove me to the hills yesterday was 
JSzra. Last year a family come to Melrose from out in 
the hills, (interruption.

I was speaking of the hills. On *^elrose lives a 
family, - sjsyled -exican, - who probably have a mixture 
of Spanish, Indian, French and negro in them. A 
18 year old daughter died, leaving two sisters, two stalwart 
brothers, a father and mother. They wanted to bury the 
girl back in the hills from whence they had descended.
They got a good man, Ezra, to take them in a truck along 
with the casket. Negroes aen't permitted to show themselves 
in the hills. xhe hill billies chase them out or better 
still murder them if they can.

accordingly, it was quite a concession for Ezra, 
a nggro, to consent to arive the.party out there.

It was after 6 p.m., when the body arrived on 
the train at berry, and it was 8 or 10 miles up through 
the hills z o  the cemetery. *he family was sure where the^ 
burial ground was. ^he negro had to inquire of hill billies. 
They gloured at him. Eventually after dark they found 
the place, fortunately there was a moon of sorts, ^ut 
on arriving, Ezra found that the family had made no 
arrangements for having a grave dug.

Now it seems in these parts that no member of 
the corps’s family can assist in digging a grave, - "it’s 
bad luck, that’s all". - And so in the sandy soil, by 
the light of the moon, poor Ezr*, with hilly billies 
shouting at him from the brush, had to digg the grave while 
the stalwart young men and the father of the aead girl 
could only sit on the casket and watch him work.

It was one o'clock in the morning before the 
burial was completed and the truck could start back.
Ezra hadn’t been out there since, not until yesterday.
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I am sorry I have told' t is little episode so poorly, 
but X have had many interruptions and several people are 
awaiting me, so so I must fold.

but not before-saying please go slow....

Mar oh 4 th-, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: ,.>,
* I am sure you will find,much of  interest in the 
enclosed communication.

It is good?to~know that Oklahoma is to bring out 
the folk lore book, 1 doubt if it will have much sale, and 
I shall be surprised if it ever calls for a second 
eidtion. ,
;;</• as this volume , or the material in it, was culled 
from the Melrose library, not so, much-f qr its own interest 
as a;n omnibus for the Clemence illustrations, the printing 
of the volume without the illustrations, seems somewhat 
pointless. ' But perhaps there will be the demand for another 
edition, and if the first printing iq so set up as to make 
possible the including of illustrations in the second 
edition, the the cost of the second printing, of course, 
would be comparatively small, giving some opportunity for 
greater expense involved in bringing out the illustrations, 
so that the expense of the scond or illustrated edition, 

would be somewhat absorbed by expenses in setting up the 
* first edition. I must writq **r. Pipes regarding this

matter, so he may call it to. the attention ofr the Editors, 
who probably have thought this point through, but who may 
not have done so.

It is my understanding that Ziba has gone through a 
third printing, which is really quite remarkable for 
a book of its kind. Whatever the fate of the folk lore book, 
once it is printed, is comparatively secondary, so far 

as I shall be effected, fhe importance of the issuance of 
this volume is that it may lead to a third item to be published, 
and if Bobbs Merrill doesn't do the ^orapbook, perhaps they 
might bring out la BeaUmont or some such. I must write 
Mr. Pipes regarding the latter volume. He liked'to call 
*it "Laurel Hill” , name of one of the engines on the Woodville 
Bayou Sara Railroad, but there have been so many plantations 
known as ftaful Hill, - ^r. Mercer's at Hatchez, Dr. 
flutt's at Bodney, etc,, that I had in mind another title.
What with la Beaumont's independence and laudable self 
assurance as a trades woman, thriving in the midst of 
super plantation society, L thought a more descriptive 
title, and one especially suitqd to la-Bauu(Beaumont) 
would be "Pride Without Pillars, - but that was merely my 
own idea and might not be any better than Laurel Hill.

over
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'A telegram from little Miss Alberta indicates that she 
will be up* ,on the Monday night train from Hew Orleans.
In view of her suggestion that Lyle is ready to come, - as 
indicated in an earlier communication, I most certainly hope 
she doesn’t pull a surprise and drag him along with her.
Sut what little Hiss A. might do can never be anticipated until 
she has done it, and so I shall sit somewhat uncomfortably 
until 9:30 on Monday night when she, „ alone, I hope, - will 
des oend from the train.

The Madam thinks, or rather says, that Miss Alberta 
will Mremain for several months”, - which may or may not 
be the truth, - or a good guess. In the correspondence I 
iqkave had with little Hiss A. , there has been nothing to 
indicate such plans, but possibly previous conversation of 
two years ago this summer may lend some credence to such an 
assumption. I hope it may be inline with future events, for 
everyone here, - in his house and I in mine, will
sleep the, moure soundly if someone is under the same 
roof as the Madam, Frankly, ^n folding up, one doesn't 
sleep too soundly if one ear has to be kept stuck out from 
under the covers, wondering if the buzzer is going to 
sound or has sounded.

' As for the Madam's health, it appears to be rather 
better. *̂ he spent much time yesterday in her arm chair, - 
but not dressed. Immediately after the nurse’s departure 
on Friday morning, however, the ^ d a m  gave up eating much, 
and so far as I could see, she consumed little food on 
Saturday, save an egg-nog, which is good so far as it 
goes, but, certainly doesn't go far enough.

Sister and her husband left for Mobile yesterday, to 
visit Bellingrath Gardens today, and will probably be 
back on Monday. Sunday, accordingly, should be rather 
quite around this place, •

e '  *I must write a letter to la **aygood today, making 
inquiry as to what her plans are for Easter time. I have 
a feeling that she isn't especially interested in the negro, 
but rather more concerned with transacting the duties of her 
job, - theroutine duties,-rather than the implied ones. We 
shall eventually see. That may be one reason why I 
think she leans on Harnett Lane for advise, and if she takes 
his.words as Gospel, I have grave mis-givings as to Mr.
Pipes' chances to be granted a second^allotment from old 
Rosenwald, since I am sure ^arnett torpedoed him as much 
as possible when he saw laHaygood in the summer or fall or 
whenever. Her visit here ought to be filled with a couple 
of exciting eye-openers, at least, not to mention honest 
opportunities on the negro-mulatto side, if she is in a 
mood to receive such particulars.

| m  H  I  :
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I don't recall if it is in this enclosedletter or 
a former one that reference is made to "Uncle Ike Diary, 
The reference is of course to the Isaac Erwin Diary, 
which was the manuscript the Madam saved when her _
grandfather, Issaao Erwin'S estate, one generation removed, 
was settled.

At the present moment, the Madam's attitude toward 
Mr. Pipes seems to be very favorable, - as Mr. Kane s de
clines* I know she will be delighted at the prospect of 
Oklahoma considering it for publication, and I have 
written a rought draft of a letter, written by the 
Oklahoma Hress to her, and forwarded it to Mr. Pipes.

There is a great deal of;interesting and valuable 
material in the Erwin -^iary, a d it is rather more 
extensive than most documents of its kind. It is just 
the sort of thing a University ^ress would like to 
publish, as it is documentary and without'much public 
appeal. Plenty of notes'could be stirred up from Melrose 
records and the Madam's memory. The only catch'in the 
thing is the fact that such an item would never be 
productive from the point of view of money, and that is 
something to be cojqbidered. Obviously one must decide if 
the investment of time, - which shouldn t be excessive,- 
would be worth while, particularly from-the point of view 
of the possibilities its publication might lead to, - 
particularly in the establishment of closer relations with 
the press on my own account, for Heaven knows there are 
plenty of other things of more popular appeal that might 
be submitted, should* the University experience some 

„ satisfaction in realizing its desire to bring out a 
purely pedegogioal item with practically no popular 
appeal.

And this lea'ds me to think of The Chase Material.
I think it might do no harm to write the Bible Society at 
this time. Might 1 ask you a favor, - to see if the Bible 
Society is listed .in the telephone book, - Although 
I would not know under what precise adjective it might 
be listed. Possibly it might 'appear under "American 
Bible Society", or some suoh. Should that not prove 
to be the case, it is possible that somebody at The 
Bible House, might be able to set ss us straight on this 
point. That organization, 1 do not recall its precise 
title, is on ■‘■ark avenue at about 57th Street, as I recall, 
I think we used to purchase Bibles from them in the old 
days, "si j'ai bonne memoire".“v ..
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The past few weeks have "been so busy in the nursing 
and nursery departments, that X seem to have concentrated 
mostly on the vitamin section of life as opposed to the 
gray matter section. l*ast week two shipments of 
gardenias, sweet olives and what not were added to the 
undertakings already under way in the camelia department.
On Tuesday we are expect ng a shipment of yellow ohines 
magnolias and a new batch of camelias, so I -reokon the 
early ptrt of the week will be pretty full of such business. 
%at with littld Miss alberta being here, my feeling of 
"must11 as to attendance on my patient, will be lessened, and 
if Lyle doesn t come, X shall feel fairly fcee to operate 
in gardening without having to break off half a dozen times 
a day to lend companionship to the ailing, with 
the good’health I am storing up in this out of door 
acitvity, I should be all "sot" for manuscript con
centration, should olf % .  *osenwald come across and _
M-y. t ^artin*s services become available through Rosenwald
monies.

Using the phrse "all sot", - a typical Cane *iver
negro expression, 1 am temined of the use of a word the
other day by a neg o which X thought rather nice. ^
I was inquiring about a new road being built from ^ane
« River back to xittle River. I wanted to know what
progress was being made to transmit the information to
Charles Mazurette, who'will be returning from his
Winter in ’ew ^rleans shortly. Ahe neg o told me that
the new ro&d would be "slep straight,* excusin' one little
place where the new road goes a little languid". -
I like rlads that "go. languid".

. •

Well, enough for the moment. I have had frequent 
interruptions while jotting down these few lines, so if 
they seem more disjointed than usual, you will under
stand. ’

In these parts, the weather continues warm and during 
the past oouple of days, very rainy, ^he rivers and 
bayous, feeling the Swell of melting snows in the 
Missouri and Mississippi valleys, are beginning to swell, 
and X suppose high water, spending over fields hereabout 
is the next thing in order, but not very inconveniencing.
I think about the subway, and the long journey to Brooklyn 
and X am hoping a touch of Spring in your neighborhood may 
reduce the atmospheric drawbacks and that, first of all, 
von will give some thought to your own gooo. self.......

/
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Memorandum to Clipping Service;
Thirty five thousand times during the past twenty four 

hours have I held conversation with the ^lipping Service.
The surprise of hearing so soon and the manifestation of 
thoughtfulness and affection, expressed in such concrete terms, 
leaves me unable to express myself coherently on the subject, 
although a thousand sensations of gratitude have welled up 

within me, as I  contemplate all that: has gone before and unfailing 
registers a regard by anticipation. It is so good toexperience 
the sensation of liberty of movement, should necessity arise, 
but lots more thrilling is the sensation that someone, at 

'  present, but ever close in spirit, stands immediately within 
#the grasp of the heart and the hand.

The latest report was grand, I only regret the under 
estimate, as expressed in the Report, as to the value such 
paragraphs are to me. Readily can I understand if oommunica- 

• tions from here fill a certain void, for when one stops to think 
of it, my primary contact with all that matters,matters 
today and matters tomorrow, is the source from whence comes 
these Marvelous reports, giving me life and a reason for 
existence,

t f ..... i - y  ; •; . £  P  J H %  %  / > 3 |

The latest news in these parts stems from little Miss 
Alberta whoc arrived last night at 8  p.m. I merely talked 
with her as we came from the station. According to her, - and 
she is dizzy, these are the latest developements: - Lyle is 
ever so much better, ^he can tell if he has been drinking when 
she calls him up. If he is good natured, he is drinking, - 
otherwise, he is cross. He sold his house for $27,000.00.
When he has paid his twenty one tl usand dollars in. or of

J
n

debts, he will have six thousand left. He wants her to ' ' J ’ I I
’rPt]write him this morning, letting him know how *unt U&mraie is.

He wants to come to ^elrose within the next two or three weeks.
• fie is ambitious, - wants to1 write,'  He can have a job any time 

. * he wants in on the ximes Picyune. He wouldn't drink if he were 
in the country. He can't help drinking in Hew Orleans where every 
one tempts him. So there you have the main points of little 
Mies Alberta's ideas, and if you find them somewhat cockeyed, 
then you find them precisely as do I.

' T V  - U ;  /  '

,' v< « p i  ^  * (over)
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There were so many points you touched upon in your 
report that interested me exceedingly that I know not which one 
to refer to first. The doings of the folks in the house on 
the hill is always of interest. It just occurs to me that 
La Grignan's husband has always reminded me vaguely of someone, - 
and now it dawn1s on me, * Gertrude*s hushand.

An apology is in order if I failed, as failed I must, to have 
mentioned receipt of the two issues of Life, the S. j?. B. Morse 
issue and the one on Athens. How right you were in sensing 
that these would hold a lot for me, and I can only imagine 
having failed to mention them because I must have talked so much 
to myself about them that when I sat down to write, I assumed that 
i had already referred to 'them in previous correspondence. I am 
glad if you will mention such items, should I fail to acknowledge 
becausesecond class matter can go astray, and, I want everything 
of that nature that is intended for me. I have these two 
numbers here on my desk, and I love to turn through them, they 
are sorestful, as opposed to so much of the stuff which, of 
necessity, takes first place over what seems to<me the more 
basic things which we'want to keep in mind and treasure.

In yesterday's mail there was a note to the Madam from 
la. Haygood. The letter stated that she was postponing her 

fisit to Melrose from the last of -‘arch until the" first of May.
°he also enclosed a Rosenwald form, asking for the Madam's 
personal opinion of?my qualifications to od the "contemplated 
study . * This was merely a form to be added to the paraphanalia 
to be submitted to the Board,' I assume. It didn't take the 
Madam long to fill out the form,' and confidentially, I dictated 
the whole business. The Madam added a personal letter, in 
reference to the lady's threatened visit. I certainly hope 03d 
Man River isn't here in May, for I want to have that lady all 
to myself, what with the wlemence manuscript, the Melrose school 
and a couple of *other projects which I should like to air 
At that time.

I think you have courage to ask* for one of my incomparable 
« maps, i laugh to myself as I think of how laboriously I worked 
on a, couple such sketches about the time you were penning your 
note* They were so bad that i tossed them into the trash basket 
when done, Rut a shall make another attempt shortly - so brace 
yourself. ' .

You ask about Mr. Pipes, I think a subsequent letter, recent
ly forwarded, may explain all, I am setting my course, in a large 
measure, by the manner in which the forthcoming volume on folk 
lore is handled. In a way, it is all his. In another it isn't.
I shall consider the handling of the item as a kind of barometer 
by which a pathway inclining either toward strictest Gollaboration 
or, on the^ other hand, toward Independence of effort. ( with so 
much dynamite in one epistle, I would suggest immediate destruc 
tion of the Memorandum,...,,.....

March 8th.

Merely a Memorandum:

Time presses, but i want to drop a few pieces of corres
pondence in the mail this morning. None of them are very 
interesting, perhaps, from a news point, but they possibly 
do indicate little glimpses of what goes on.

The note from Mr. Tipes shows, of course, that the 
matter of the Rrwin Riary is about to come to the boiling 
point. I have vaguely referred to the satisfaction one would 
experience if one could only some day contrive to get that item 
in print. By the time the letter comes from the Oklahoma 
Press, the ground will have been well prepared and the thing 
should germinate readily. It will serve a variety of purposes, - 
re-establishment of better relations with Mr. Bipes on the Madam's 
part, a re-newed interest in things generally on her part, 
closer relations, as between the University Tress and Melrose, 
etc., etc.

Caroline's letter, of course, speaks for itself, - 
nothing important, but pleasant as an impressionist painting of 
doings at Briarwood Somehow her letters put me in mind of Turner 
landscapes, - you are no doubt acquainted with the collection 
of the latter at the Metropolitan, - blurred a little but 
distinctly impressive.

The letter from Roan moves the date of her visit from 
March until April. That will suit me better, 1 think, should 
it not impinge upon the advent of old Rosenwald, It is possible 
that by the time she and *.lice blow in, - conforming in part 
to the date of * waxing April moon, I shall know something 
about the grant, and if so, I shall be able to haul a lot of 
stuff to "atchez with me, - manuscripts, on which I can start 
Mr, Martin in his work of transcription.

The little house Roan refers to is one on Beverly, originally 
constructed for a tenant, and later refurbished with a view of 
Lr. filler occupying it. I must take Roan apart for her 
somewhat questionable phrase, "Goblein Tapestry from Grand Rapids 
which should make me feel right at home. I shall assume she 
meant home at Grand Rapids rather than at Goblein, just for 
the sake of starting something.

Again I would repeat that thirty five thousand times 1 have 
conversed relative to as many subjects within the past couple 
of days. 1 shall get to jotting down a few of them shortly, 
at the moment I must get along in the gardening section,,..,.
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March 13th, 1945,w r

Memorandum to Clipping Service: f
♦

The enclosures speak for themselves. . I reckon they 
are not of great interest, but may provide some sidelight as to 
how the correspondence field functions.

I should like to speak of the -dances, * hr. and Mrs. Paul 
King Hand, of Alexandria, Louisiana, whrtiix with whom I 
usually dine when passing through town going to Mississippi.

Dr. Hand is an exceptionally successful physician.
But medecine is hi„s profession which is balanced by his hobbies. 
He has a carpentry shop in his house, and he finishes furniture 
beautifully. He like to garden and is President of t.he 
Louisiana Camelia Society. His collection of books is good, - 
not vast but interesting and diversified.

Blfrs. Rand is swell. ner homey home is beautifully managed. 
Things are comfortable and her food is wonderful. There are 
usually two or three people, aside from the family, for dinner 
and supper. Mrs. Rand never writes a letter but she thinks 
nothing of keeping up with her friends all over Louisiana by
calling on them, Hot even the breaking of her left arm a few
months back kept her from driving her own car.. She has great 
energy without tiring out people with whom she is in contact.

They have four or five children, - several married sons 
and one daughter, * the latter having 3 or 4 sons. Most of
the men are in the war, as was ̂ r. ^and in the last.

A friend of the Rands is Mrs, Maude Pattison, a ’’widow lady", 
a little on the type of la Moore. She is a sister in law of 
Maury Maverick, the Texas Congressman. She lives in Alexandria.

Yesterday I spoke with Mrs. Rand on the telephone. The 
connection was poor, : But from what I could make of it, she 
has been asked by some group or other, - she and Mrs. Pattison, 
to enlist my services to give a talk sometime or other in Alexandria. 
She spoke of a hall where the thing would be held, but T 
pointed out that my voice had no carrying power. I believe she 
said a microphone would be provided, I am not sure if the 
speech is to be broadcast or merely amplified by a public address 
system. They want me to talk on the general subject of Cane
River, and should that go over nicely, as they have courage enough

over
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to believe, there will be a demand for other address on other 
subjects covering Louisiana. I could go for something on the 
Concordia Parish stuff, .since "oncordia is just opposite Natchez.

interruption.
Ytell, that’s about the sum and substance of yesterday's 

developements. ]
In the morning 1 had planned to build a fountain, but 

it drizzled a little and apparantly disolved all my dusky assistants.
And so the fountain business got nowhere, and what with things await
ing my attention today, I reckon x shall put off the fountain build
ing f.̂ r a week or so. ■ : ' : * j, v ■*'

J. a. Henry is in Washington, L. for some fort of a 
Federal. Commission meeting, - he is on so many Boards that 
I never know which one is calling him where. On his return 
I reckon there may be some inkling as regards Bellevue, Hubia or 
whatever, - although I must stress again that that* whole subject 
is, purely nebular and may never come* to light*

In Washington he will see his brother, the General, and as 
the latter seems to be very kindly disposed toward me, it is 
quite possible that he may have something to say about the 
little plot of ground mentioned above. A letter from the General 
to his mama the other day remarked that he would always be j
jealous of the writer of recent reports on that lady’s health. I 
thought it subtle flattery or gracious in expressing his thanks 
for such reports*

Glif Byrd and &uy Halters were here for the week end from 
Shreveport. Glif was adamant about me coming to spend a few ' - ■ i
days with him at his home in Shreveport. He did what he could
to get me to say I would visit him and enlisted the % d a m  s aid to
push me. But £"am not dreaming of going to Shreveport, *fter
all, what witth all the things hanging fire in this area and in
the Natchez region, I don t have to take on the entresol to
Texas, which, in my opinion, Shreveport is. < j

The "adam seems to be doing alright, is much stronger and 
threatening to get down stairs one of these days.

uex interest in scrapbooks grows, and yesterday a big 
article in a, local paper as to the -current Kivers and Harbors Bill 
in the Congress hopper, has spurred her along to include more stuff 
in her books. I think I am not too crazy about the proposal for 
the Red River Basin, making a canal from Shreveport to the 
Mississippi, via Gane River which would serve as an intregal 
part of the system. I don’t think we need barges on Sane River, 
but they might have some interest. —• The Life and Harper copies 
to hand. I am opening them this evening, and know I have a treat 
in store. Thanks endlessly.......

Maroh 18th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Thanks so much for the grand report, coming to land 

in Saturday’s mail, and acknowledging so many ccmmunications re
ceived, as of Monday last past.

Before I forget it, let me hasten to assure?you that destruction 
of the Dormon letter makes no difference. 'The Madam saves a file, but 
she will have forgotten that the item went forward to her, or 
if she ever should recall, T will lie arid say I failed to send 
it and that T have it among my papers and will insert it in the 
file eventually. As for all other communications, you might 
destroy them, unless you should care to return the Oklahoma 
.Press note, which might5 be returned to me. The loss of it, 
however, would make not difference, as there is no need for it 
anymofeloved your account of the examples of "Art11, as coming 
to, hand for eventual hanging, - a hinging to take place in some 
out of the way closet. Thanks the Lord you can catch a glimpse 
of the sunshine of humor in what must be an otherwise rather 
trying experience, finding space to stare anything in an apart
ment. And also, while I think of it, may I thank you for your 
good offices, relative to the Bible Society. It was character
istically thoughtful of you to’do more thkn asked, - secure 
a mere address, and naturally I am delighted to have the 
name of % s s  Margaret Kill, to whom I shall write later today, 
and if possible, I shall put enough punch in the communica
tion to make her sit up and take notice.

After getting off the letter to Miss Hill, I shall make up 
my mind what to do, in case she should ask to se§ the 

mBauscript. It covers such a variety of subjects and dwells in spots 
so endlessly*on purely personal relations, as between old Mr*
Ghase and God Almighty that for a script reader, the thing could 
have a lot more punch in it, if some of the excraeneous stuff were 
deleted. But being possessed of no redder at the moment, and 
confronted .with such a bulky manuscript, - I may just send the 
whole thing along, - in case it is asked for, accompanied by 
a .rough synopsis that may intrigue the script reader to wade 
through the duller parts to find the wealth of Bible disseminating 
with which the Society would be most concerned.
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'̂ he greatest drawback about the manuscript, aside from 
its length, is the fact that so mahy of the episodes appear 

more the creation of a fertile imagination than hard truth.
And yet the oldsters still living in Natchez who remember ^r#
CJhase all concur in declaring that he, of all people, was the 
most honest and truthful individual in the world, and I must 
say that some of the rather outlandish things he hands out as 
Gospel truth have been confirmed in toto by other research that 
I have done from time to time on the same subject , without 
knowing at that time of the existence of the ^hase manuscript,

'*ell, we shall see, and in the mean time, may 1 say 
.Thank you again for all your good offices. c♦ ■ . ' • '■ - 1 - *

A note ̂ from Miss Myr ^mith of -^evereux came to hand yesterday.
I enclose it, and as I have no need for it, <you might 

dispose of it as you will. Pollowin$ my last visit, I gather 
Miss tMyra dnd m s s  Gxd, - a dull lady living with her, have 
taken up gardening in a serious fashion. The gardens of 
Devereux are rather extensive and there is plenty to keep 
those two ladies occupied. I most certainly shall drop by 
to see m s s  Myra when next 1 am in town, nevereux, by" the way
is about half a mile from the end of St. Catherine Street, *

on the direct road to Washington, and as Devereux would' be 
passed everytime one went to and from Meade Villa to Uatchez 
it would always be nice to have su'ch a delicious stopping off place. *■

_ . With the Madam still dining upstairs, Mike Alberta and 
I frequently find ourselves having lunch together downstairs.
Miss Alberta is silly, of course, and frequently I! find I can 
up-set her without even trying. Yesterday, for example,
I casually remarked how glad I am that Socialized Medecine is 
gping to be made available eventually for the countless 
thousands now unable to afford medical care on a pay as you go 
basis. Only after ̂  had made the remark did I realize that 
Miss Alberta is a Christian Scientist, and naturally she is 
all against any kind of Pedral assistance to anything in the 
medical field. "Insult to injury" is about'the only expression 
to cove** my harb in that case, I guess. As Miss A., expressed . 
itr i^/hy should i have to pay taxes to support something 
which is entirely against my beliefs?" I pointed out that 
poverty stricken mothers, - or expedtant mothers, might.be 
worth expending a little money on, in such situation, whereupon 
iiiss alberta pulled that old line about the having of c aildren 
which always slays me: "If people would just Hold the thought, 
they wouldn't have babies?"

On Saturday night we had another wash out of rain. It 
cam& about the time the black birds were preparing to fold up 
their beards and take to the bamboo hedges for the night.
The lightning and showers prevented their early retirement, and 
thousands of them blackened the skies for over an hour as 
they wheeled about the big pecane and oaks preparatory for

•... .

taking to their beds. It would be difficult *o estimate the 
vast numbers that circle about the place each evening and 
each daybreak, - possibly five thousand, possibly 25 thousand.
It seems that they must always sit in the pecane trees just 
before going to bed and just after getting up from their 
bamboo couches in the morning, and the density of their numbers 
is astonishing. Last year, Shreveport had quite a time with 
them. The public Square and °ourt House is surrounded by 
live oaks. People would park their cars there, on d going 
to dinner. Returning to their cars an hour later, they would 
experience the greatest difficulty in locating them, what with 
the incredible amount of fertilizer that had been dropped from 
the trees* People's clothes, In crossing the street, 
were wrecked. Something had to be done, and so the City 
fathers decided to cut down the live oaks. The ldfces, however 
x» on the assumption that guillotining was not necessary to 
alleviate a headache, protested vehemently, - and the trees 
remaind standing.and the birds contiued to use them as a roost.
Jr6 *l5e eP®;̂ tmQnt Lit on the idea of soaking the birds every 
time they settled down for a nice nap. That was effective for 
five minutes, although it did soak a lot of unsuspecting 
citizens* .And then the birds, aft r taking a short turn 
would come right straight baok. ^leotric lights were then*

trees, but the birds seamed to like the mazadas to 
sleef by. Eventually a plan that worked was tried outl

wer® P50SS©<1 into service, and armed with lawn mowers,
t?em about the square every time the birds threatened o settle in tne trees. The noise seemed to worry the birds where 

the fire hose and the eleotrio lights did not. *nd so, at long 
last, bhreveport’s public square is free of black birds who have 
taken up their perches in various suburbs, to the great dis- 
stress of oitizens living in out-lying districts.

"ith sucb displays of the doings of our feathered friends,- 
when out of hand numerically, I can the more readily appreciate 
tne problem of the passenger pigeons that used to darken the 
skies in this region in the early 1800*s. You may have read 
of the passenger pigeons in Audubon's Journal, - I think 
in the Kentucky neighborhood, as X recall.

^ell, the day is getting under way, and I have someone 
waiting to see me, and so I shall have to fold up for .the 
moment, shanks again for your grand letter and for- 
the Bible -ooiety address. I'll be back again shortly.
Don t let the Brooklyn Art get you down...,....,.,..

.

■
■

»
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March 20th, 1945

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
"Ana dawn, with silver-sandled feet", as Oscar Wilde might 

and did express it, is just getting- under way.

I am just hack from Derry, where d, and L took little 
Miss Alberta to catch the 5 o ’clock train for dew Orleans.
She left her painting duffle here, and plans to return shortly,- 
say 10 days or two weeks. *

With this pre-view of the day behind me, I look into a 
busy time from now until bed time, for there is much gardening 
to be done, and at 5 o’clock this'evening, Sssae Mae and 
Miss Ramsay will arrive to spend the night, - and possibly 
longer.

» I need not rehearse how glad I always am at the opportunity 
to cultivate la Quiver. L reckon the .Madam will probably fold up 
about 8 p.m, , as is her custom, and  ̂ shall probably have the

La Ramsay does stuff for The Saturday Evening Post and 
Life, and it goes without saying that L shall push Oane River hard, 
and lit.le Miss ^lemence in particular. I understand that Miss 

Ramsay'starticle with photographs of Louisiana moss appeared in 
the Saturday Evening Lost sometime during the y ar, but I never 
did see it, I reckon shall learn more particulars on that 
point shortly.

Lrom the enclosures, you will note that James appears to 
be working on the Life representative, too. We shall'see what 

- may result from pressure from two widely separated points.
I suppose there may be several references in James letter 

that may not be quite clear. La Braid, of course, is the Madam.
I think he makes some reference to how I digest his mail. This 
is in line with the fact that Mr. Brew or iU,r. Breux, - my 16 
year old reader, usually passed by my house right after school, 
which frequently is just prior to the supper hour, - a time 
when usually take off my long beard and splash through a -- 
bath, following a busy time^in the gardening department. In 
consequence, - to save **r. ^reux’s time and to assure myself 

> that I shall learn the contents of the mail before another dawn 
and correspondence time, has rolled ’round, ^r. hreux reads

ladies on my hands here in this house for a prolonged sittingt- 
I hope.
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the letters while I am engaged in.creating oceans of soap suds.
It certainly is an odd time to press a secretary into service, 
hut under the circumstances, - what with his pre and ante 
supper activities and my own, this seems to he about the only 
time one can positively count on.

*  - -'•* e ' ’  * *  ‘  • • v. -

Mr,. Breux’s first name is Earle, hut when he was about 
5 years old, *. H, Henry, impressed by the hoy's serious demeanor 
and responsibilities, styled him Mr. Breux and **r. Breux or 
sometimes spelled Brew, hasheen ^r. Breux or ^rew ever since.

I think l may have mentioned that his father was the 
Casanova of ^ane Biver. Colored ladiesJ without end, threw 
themselves at Odyssus Breux, and asxxxx save for philandering,
Mr. 0, Breux woula/have nothing more to do with them. ^hen 
one day, "Teena", - so called because she was the 19th 
child in her family, was pursued by this attractive youth. 
a  baby was conceived, and to everyone's astonishment, Odyssus 
besought Teena’s hand in marriage. But leena would have none 
of him, - save the contact already referred to. and in consequence 
of all this carryings on,! Teena begot a son, Earle, m^ reader, 
and Odyssus bemoaned the snub, and eventually, ;*fter came here, 
died of tuberculosis. It is one of the strange love, affairs 
of this region. Later Teena married a man living on one of 
the Prudhomme plantations in Bermuda (La Cote Joyeuse", and 
Mr. Brew lives with his grandmother, Sis Randolph, at Melrose.
He is very intelligent, makes good coffee and reads well. Eventually 
shouldlinderhof come into focus, Mr. Brew might be something 
in the set up.

Did I tell you that I got off a fairly satisfactory letter, - 
by air, - to Miss Margaret Hill, on Monday, I referred to her 
conversation with you, outlined the general nature of 'the Journal, 
with a biographical’ sketch of the Bev. B, Miase, and suggested that 
if it was felt this remarkable document merited a printing under the 
Society'^ auspices, I would send a portion of it for inspection, 
with the understanding that, should the manuscript be accepted,
I would supply the notes, covering individuals and events appearii^g 

in the manuscript. Eventually, - should it be accepted, I shall 
ask for the copyright in my name. * Should she ask that a portion 
of the Journal be sen;t, x shall of course lift out a slice, - 
the section detailing the brief history of the founding of the 
Society in London in the early 18Q0’s and some of B. ChaseTs 
activities as its American agent in the great Bouth West.
In the event the manuscript should be rejected, I think I shall 
ask her to forward it to you, - if you should-care to look at 
it. I should warn you that it is mighty dull for the most part, 
butastonishingly informative and sometimes unbelieveably hilarious. 
What with'all the bulk of the enclosures, I had better fold at 
this point. I think so often of the new domestic arrangements 
and*hope they are getting shaken down, without too much wear 
and tear on the one, whose shoulders support so many burdens......
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< Memorandum to Clipping Service: ,

I  * v  . /  |  ;  /  *  •• ’ ’  V  ! * ' <

I i * High-KoJ Too many visitors, and yet not too many.
I 1 t .

I may or may not have reported putting Miss Alberta on 
the train for hew Orleans on Tuesday morning at 5. The day 

as it unrolled, turned out to be fairly full.
! About 3 p.m., .Caroline Mormon and "ole Virginia" blew in.

An hour later, "Ole Virginia" blew out again, going to 
i town to spend the night, with Caroline remaining here until

| | the following day.- V ; . v* , .
I - - - While Caroline and I were at supper along about 5:30,

’ la belle Essae Mae and Caroline Ramsay-arrived. You may have seen 
some of Caroline Ramsay’s colored photographs and articles which 

| have appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
‘ ‘ Well, w.e had a prolonged sitting., '■* first in the Madam's
room and then later in my house, - with only Miss Culver and - 
Miss Ramsay being invited over here.

1 . " H.kv :t '/M ' -;:>J,k ; .i-• ,-vk* k,.,;v - h. * «
1 We covered a lot of ground, and especially the aspects of
j a future Department of Documents. The sitting lasted until

midnight, when fehq ladies returned to sleep in the big house.
k- 1 :

And then something- typically »al$rose happened. Mattie,
! . the cook, is a field nig ger, and cannot tell time, save by

t e sun. Tuesday night’s moon fooled.her. The Madam, and 
Caroline, Dormon, who was sleeping with her, were awakened 
for their morning beverage. Little Miss Dormon glanced at 
. . 

the clock and fell back on her pillow it gales of laughter.
! It was precisely one o’clock in the morning. >

On Wednesday morning, almost noon, I got hold of -iss 
Ramsay. Bhe is a swell person, together we went down to call 
on Clemence. Miss ^amsay was enchanted at the personality and 
the artistry. I had done what I could to prepare a sale of 
Cane Biver to .lies Bamsay. Miss B. was completely sold after 
her visit to the artist’s home.
, ./.She will return here in ^ay, after a quick trip in April 

to Hew fork, ^he plans to do some portraits of ^lemence while 
| at work, - both manual and artistically engaged. She plans some

of these studies with examples of CiemQriQQ«s paintings as a 
background, ^he plans a lot of other angles. ine idea was 
working alright, i could see that.
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And so, after finishing this brief report, I am writing a ^
letter to Mr, ,^ipes, advising him that the artist whoseillustrations 
the University Press now holds, along with the manuscript for 
the folk lore book, is going to be studied in color and in an 
artilce or articles, along with Uane Biver, v ĥich wil 
eventually aupear. in The Saturday evening Post and in Life, - 
either publication or both. I remark that I pass this along 

him, thinking the publicity angle might interest the Press.
We shall see if this makes a, dent in the Press, and if •‘■'if9 
will come to Cane Biver first from Oklahmma? as vaguely inx 
referred to in ^r. Pipes’ letter to me, or if it will jnst 
Surinp Ut> here at “J,elrose before Oklahoma gets around to 
making up its mijid. If 1 can arrange it, I sl̂ all try to slow 
down Miss Bamsay’s enthusiasm for the Life angle, and turn 
it into the Saturday Evening Post channel, ,While beckoning 
other representatives of Life to come along,, so that both 
periodicals may give Olemence a thorqugh goinj, over, 
things turn in these parts.

I have no news in particular covering Linderhof or llubia, as 
I sometimes think of it, I am afraid it will be impossible to 
contemplate the Alphone strip at the moment, but yesterday J. H. 
referred to thePeier strip again, when I remakred that j- should 
like to plant some oaks and magnolias there to get them started 
before the season ge-tq .along too far. He said he was glad 1 mentioned 
the matter. Prom this I assi^me that the plot of ground is likely 
to fall into our laps .before so very long. In my inimitable 

map, l fear 1 gave the impression of a greater amount of land 
involved than is acutally the case, * but to indica e the spot,
I unintentionally got the thing out of proportion, actually 
there isn’t much more than an acre or two, - I guess, - to the 
West of the Bermuda road, and between it and the river, but it 
is the pri,ze spot on vane Biver, and quite adequate for a good 
look at"the river, the distant hills and oceans of blue sky, - 
all of which cost nothing, but which, if properly included in 
the planting bei% contemplated, ought to make something 
delicious. I shall draw another one of my inevitable and 
inimitable sketches shortly, to further indicate location of things 
as they now stand, ana proposed planting, etc.

There are futher particulars, but no time to get them 
down before today's routgoing mail, ?and so 1 shall Just send this 
along, but not without adding .that my thoughts are busy these 
days, in an enthusiasm for what stretches- ahead in the field 
of a quiet resting place and retreat in the land, of the 
children of strangers where quiet is golden and peace and friendli
ness still flourishes for souls who are kindred, and X, think it 
unnecessary for me to enumerate individuals for whom ^ubia would 
be embellished in preparation for a certain day when.....
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March £5th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:'
Only a hurried note this morning, as time presses.
Thought you would* enjoy seeing the enclosures, as did

K
Apparantly the Olemence things went over nicely,
Bobbs ^errill turned down the Louisiana Scrapbook, 

with the suggestion that it would be better to piece the
several items togeher. I gather that all the editors 
who have seen the manuscript thus far have something like 
Lyle's Old Louisiana that they oannot get it into their 
minds that this manuscript is, indeed, a Scrapbook. Should 
the thing be pieced together like Old Louisiana, then the 
title of Scrapbook would be ridiculous, of course, and one 
would have to rename it "LUSH OLD L0U2AMA or some such, 
and the Scrapbook idea, with it potential sales appeal as 

a tourist item would evaporate, before the thing got on 
the -market, and in the end.1, - after stringing the stuff to-* 

gether, one would have merely another Old Louisiana, and 
the originality and essence of the whole thing would be non
existent.

I have writen ur. Pipes this morning that I would 
forward the manuscript to Bandom House, and after they have 
turned thumbs down on it, send it on to Hastings House,
After all, if a strong enough letter is written, under
lining the Scrapbook idea, - and by including & cover from 
the box of ^hitman Sampler Sandy, it is Just possible 
that the Scrapbook idea might get across. And sorapbook for 
the tour sit trade, I assume, would be a desireable item.
It is certainly curious how difficult it is to get a simple
idea in to the mind of an intelligent mind ( interruption)/

So much for that. for the Olemence ^how, it is good . 
to know that it- has gone over so nicely and that a couple 
of public shows are in the offing. In my note, acknowledging
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particulars, I have recommended the immediate sale of the 
items, as soon as the several Oklahoma shows close, with - 
the'money being, accepted in advance of the final display.
In my mina, once someone has invested money in such a 
(an) exmple of Uane •“■iver primitifs, they or he will feel 
that his inve tment should be called to the attention of 
his friends, and so the black star on the Southern horizon will 
glow with additional fame. Ant incidentally, as the 
publicity attendintg Glemenoe will spread through the medium, 
of the Caroline Ramsay articles in The Saturday Evening Post, 
or in Life, - or in both, so will the pride of the owners 

of a Ciemence in Oklahoma tend to inspire friends and 
acquaintances to do likewise and acquire examples of this 
dusky brush, and sa the public will be prepared fox a volume 
which will carry her illustrations,

t
We don't make much money, but we certainly do stir’ up 

pretty good messes.
On the home front, things appear to be rocking along 

alright,
.There is no opportunity to write more at the moment, 

but 1 shall be back again shortly, and will burden your 
mail with additional details and sketches of the inimitable 
nature with which you are so well acquainted,

tto mere ripples covering the ^ane River Shangrilar, but 
I thinJk a little breeze is stirring. There axe so mahy 
futures to canvas, - so many possibilities to explore,- 
not so much for any pragmatic slant but rather for the sheer 
Joy of talking things over,....... ..

t -  , v . y  v‘ ■  ̂ "  V’r

*

m

March 26th, 1945.

• - Memorandum to* Clipping Service:
The enclosures speak for themselves, and I share 

them with you as they seem to suggest possibilities of 
future lines of undertaking that should give substance 
to current ends toward which we strive.

Thank ueave that the Editor in question seems 
to comprehend the tourist angil, for with such a hurdle 
once passed, there is a possibility that the Scaapbook 
idea may catch in Oklahoma, and eventually encompass other 
States and publishers, - once one of these items may 
have an opportunity to make a place for itself in the 
list of slow but prolonged steady sellers. I was 
especially struck by the-reference to the Mississippi 
Scrapbook, and in responding, I pointed out that 
since the Uncle Ike (Isaac Erwin) item is one that 
will have but a limited sale at best, it would be well 
if we might be able to side-track it to give preference 
to Old Louisiana Uorapbook, Fabulous 52, Pride Without 
Pillars, and the folk lore items as fill-ins.

I should certainly like to get my teeth into the 
Oklahoma Press for a solid half hour, I might not 
do much influencing but I certainly could spill a flock 
of ideas, - one or two of which might stick.

I am rushed at the moment, what with people here 
to give this house a Spring cleaning, and I must 
accordingly fold. More later, and better, I hope.

In the event that ^ubia should become a reality, so 
fa± as possession goes, it would certainly be nice to 
have our mutual friend, the collaboratore, sitting hard by 
to give some suggestion and supervision to var ous 
undertakings, with a view to his eventually occupying 
a maisonette on the place. He has his mind set on 
a strip of property down of Melrose proper, - but 

• that property does not give on the river itself, and 
there are two disadvantages, - a road which is a 
little too close, and a bayou which is more pretty 
to view in passing than to live in, I think. But 
in the event that strip should become available, it 
will be nice to have such a neighbor anyway, should the 
'occupant of la maisonnette, inthe shadow of the Mison 
due ^eigneur, - sometimes called The queen’s house, 
turn out to be the focal point. So many little 
points of seo .idary importance i sl)ali vvrite &bout
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subsequently. In the mean time, things'appear altogether 
rosey,_and may they take on substance shortly. One other 
thing i would add, but it eludes me momentarily, so I 
shall skip.•••••••••••••••••••••
i might add that the reference in the enclosure to 
’’bayou" refers to the author of the volume beginning 
with that word, - Bayous of Louisiana........... I hope I am not bombarding you too heavily with reports.

In the event that their descent is too fast and furious, please 
feel perfectly frank in saying so and 4 can slow up a little.
I certainly don't want to burden you, especially at a time 
when a couple of thousand other circumstances must of necessity must 
claim most of your time. Unless advised to the contrary, however,
I shall ^og along as usual..

Little Miss Kinsey, - remarkable gnome, reported on 
Saturday from hew Urieans. She bad seen her friend but once since 
she returned there from here, and that was the day following 
her arrival back home. She has talked with him several times on 
the telephone but as he speaks very indistinctly these days, she 
didn't learn much directly from these contacts. <She did report 
from those who have entry, however, that he isn't well, in fact, 
according to one of her informants, he is approaching about the 
same condition which characterized his physical self just before 
going to the hospital last autumn. That certainly doesn't 
sound much like reformation, uoes it';

cI reckon you may have read in the papers of the high water 
in these parts. Bed River is spilling over its levees in 
this area, Cane ^iver is up and low lands in the uioutierville 
area are being evacuated of its inhabitants, - a tent city 
being put overx»xx up over night to house the refugees.
'On the radio the other day, I heard it said, - I think it was 
Columbia's World Today program, that the levee of the Mississippi 
had broken near Alexandria, La. This came as something of 
a surprise, since the Mississippi was about 100 miles away from 
Alexandria the last time I knew anything about it. >It is 
a case in point in which errors can be made and curious impressions 
result, I take it that reporting of domestic situations abroad 
may sdmetimes get twisted this way, and no doubt accounts for 
Mrs, Brandon1s impression ^s set down in the enclosed letter.

And may X think you at this point for your nice joint 
faster letter which arrived on Saturday, -‘•’he lady was extremely 
pleased and threatened to write you without delay, She may 

and she may not. Sometimes she intends to do a letter to 
one or the other of her children before sundown, and perhaps 
a dozen sun will rise and sink before she gets around to it.
Seh was delighted to have the clippings, too, although she didn't 
read them to me at the time, as guests arrived. We shall be 
looking for the copy of the ^entury you mentioned. She was 

‘pleased about that, too.

MMNme&r'
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I saw J. R, for a few moments on Saturday before he left 
for Cleans for the week end. He told me that the General 
was departing fer'Ataly and Germany shortly. He said that before . 
leaving hosever the General had written him as regards his 
opinion about Nubia. recording to J. E., the General wrote 
most flatteringly about the prospective owner of that small acre, 
and heartily approved of the transfer. .In his official capacity 
as Administrator, I suppose that will make the act practically 
assured
, From this point on, I think I shall let the matter 

rock on its own momentum,. J. H. already knows that I want to 
plant magnolias this year, and that ^ay is the ideal time 
to do that. I assume that the-'trailsfe£ may be made sometime 
within the next eight weeks, ^hen, A  A HD IF, - that is 1
accomplished, I shall immediately begin negotiations for 
the strip along thq river, immediately ̂ outh of the lapis ^ert 
to guarantee a prolonged view from the North end of the lapis 
Vert, This may be somewhat complicated, what with 3 eights 
of the thing possessed by the ^enrys and.5 eights possessed by 
"Plionsie” and his family. "Phonsie" father in law now occupies 
a small cabin, slap-at the end of the Tapi Vert where - the 
property adjoins Nubia, but 1 think that hazard may be hurdled 
without too much oifficulty*

-after that, I think 1 shall have the paroel fenced in, and 
at the same time the bambsxx magnolias are planted for the 
Hast side of the f&pis ^ert, I shall plant a hedge of bamboo 
along the entire length of the property, paralleling the 
Bermudal Gote Joyeuse) **-oad, and possibly along the South 
Nubian line,.adjoining "Phonsie1s" property, «

This would be something in the nature of a P,*V,a . project, 
but 1 think 1 could do it at practically no cost at all, -after 
all, there are plenty of bamboo .roots on Eel rose, and I might 
as well make the most of them, thereby giving added seclusion to 
Nubia and at th same time increasing the valae of the property 
geneially, ,

It might be better to let the fence go until autumn, 
what with the opening of the, planting season, and consequent drain- 
age of man power for fence building. But of course no planting 
ana be done until what is planted is protect from cows that roam 
the roads at will, and naturally, although things grow fast in 
this area, it is always nice to get the bamboo curtain rising 
and the magnolias on their way to producing their"great irvory 
globes

Roane and "lice are scheduled to visit here about April EOth,
I should like to rj.de tyack with them to pick up some documents 
in Natchez. The. date for the Alexandria broadcast has not be 
determined, go exact date has been set for la ^aygood’s advent,
I shall try to keep my calendar fluid, with only one "must" on 
the docket, - a constant stream of memoranda..... .....

: #1 t&w ~
m
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April 9th, 1946.
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Memorandum'to Clipping Service*3'
a, AA ^ .. t +#> m- 1 ,. ; ' ; W  ' W-W. •. -iVl - ‘ ' f ■

Shis is not so much a report, as an exouse for enclosures.
is I recall, the letter from Mary Rhodes is fairly 

clear as to personalities and places mentioned. The 
individual referred to as moving from North Union to South 
Union is Dr. Butler's daughter, Virginia Butler Dixon.
The Beach Master is her brother, young Fierce, at present in 
.the Navy in the F&cifie, having something to do about landing 
with several of the different invasion foroea on the several 
island*. retuvwlf , - i.

Roane is the lady who comes .off second best in the ether 
references, particularly as regards her little house down on 
Beverly, etc.

I donft recall anything not particularly clear in **»•
Pipes1 letter. The reference to him and me doing «an illustrated 
article on Gene River is pertinent, I think.

/ w v  “ © t i w  E a »’-v ‘U  G,v * ** ~v‘- ’

It has seemed to me hut fair to write him regarding the 
faint possibilities as to Bubia, for when;R©senwald says Ho 
to his current application, - as I feel almost assured Rosenw&ld 
will, thanks to the influence of the author of the Bayous,
Mr. Pipes will be casting about for plans for the immediate 
future* IF, - and it is a big one, * if Hubia should 
coB*e to hand, it would provide him with,a pleasant situation, 
although a little primitive until something is realised on 
Somefof the current things holding their breath, - publications, 

I mean. His presence here* however, would afford me some 
opportunity to do some things during the ensuing year which 
otherwise would have tQ .be .left .undone.., In the event things 
should work out that way, it will be nice to have someone living 
on the place while 1 retain my residence here for an indefinite 
period, - at least until some s m  source of inoome begins 
to perk. Then, too, he will afford a pleasant nucleus around 
whioh & rather pleasant group may eventually grow up in the , 
future.

The only drawbaok, and there is one, - is the faot that 
na cause de la jalousie11 of last summer, his local hostess 
so thoroughly discredited him in the eyes of everyone of the 
immediate household that it will take a little time to wear that 
down. The former hostess, however, seems to have done a right-

-
m
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about faoe, - oven as in the case of j&rs. Moore, while at the 
same time, her antipathy for the author of the Bayous has 
mounted accordingly, hut on entirely different grounds, 
appauantly, i'oday a blistering letter went forward to the 
Bayous, forbiding him to use her or her neighborhood in his 
foth-ooming book. That seems altogether unwise to me, but 
that is in reality no affair of mine.

After hazarding the thought in my last report, - or second 
from the last, the high water oame along and so disrupted the 
mails that i feel quite fsure you were not inconvenienced by too 
many missies arriving, one on top of the other. At the 
present writing, it would seem as though tthe Red Biver levee 
on the baok of ^elrose will hold, by dint of strenuous labor in 
the sandbag department, k’or the first time in a week, the 
rivqr is not rising at Shreveport, 100 miles to the Earth, 
and it is expected that it will no increase much more here, - 
unless the promised rains for tonight should be excessive.

The gardens , or at least thr flowers, are really wonderful 
at the moment, and i so much wish you might be here to share 
their composite perfumes. A lot of tall lilies and xximxx orinoms are at their best, the roses'bushes are 
heavy with blossoms, with faint peonies for .flavor and 
magnolia forsoati for pungenoy, along with airings for 
.intensity and beauty bushes for explosions ofmllk like 
showers, Louisiana is so lovely at this season, in spite 
of its exoe88isses in fragrance and shadings, Somehow it 
reminds me of what, or rather the three words which someone 
once said were the prize combination ever made by s 
Edgar Allen Poe: -

."The viol, the violet and the vine*.
After all, here-we have the mocking bird,and the 

wren for the viol, the violet and tons of other flowers for 
the second requisite, and this, being a dry Parish, we 
have plenty of fruit of the vine, seeming the more precious,
I suppose because it is verboten. - *

Eventually......................

f v  l 5

1 1 4 7

April laAh^fceing frltoj. f

Memorandum:

through the medium of their marvelous perfume,
April 12th, and the flood wat.rs reaohed their highest 

point at Uslrosa. It was well that 1 had moved the oamelias 
from the margin of yesterday’s seepage.
now went under water. Along the river road, usually a dozen 
feet about the surface of the river, the water now lapped at 
the edge of the dusty thoroughfare. A little w ^  down the 
road by the Spillway, a torrent of water had taken the highway 
from its former situation, sweeping J - t ° « i “toriothin| ss 
in the swirling waters, and cutting of* ® $0U8e “
the tent oity of refugees beyond the spiUway itself.
The only communications with “lemsnoe and the tent olty is 
hy boat, and it Is soewat risky to negotiate the flood tide at
the moment,

Euril 12th and a great man died. The Civil War was 
hard ®  the iout“  But because -r. Linooln died, the South was 
wrecked bv Beoonstruotion, when the ‘'overiment passed into the 
W s  of Lsser men. % y ’it please Sod that *istory may not repeat 
itself when similar circumstances are applied to a global pa ter

When world problems, too vast or too complicated for my 
u n d e n t s J S .  Se?e in ihe hands of the President * 
relax from worry on such matters, feeling,as I did, tha y 
were in the hands of one whom mankind could d
death, that feeling of assurance has evaporated, and I am c lie
upon, as a citizen of the world, .to. *
a human instrument of the Almighty to God Himself,

To some of the untutored darkies, the news 
had died meant nothing. To many of them, the name of Boosev.lt 
signified nothing. In their minds, the Goernment or the 
Governor, the President and Uncle Sam are all the same p » 
and the name Boosevelt for many of them is just another name.

Do you suppose on the night of the ofusifiotion, someone 
mentioned the death of Jesus to say. possibly, the brother of 
Lasarus, and the brother, for whom thirst had done 
didn't even recognize Christ's name?

so muoh,
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April 15th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Services
tt ia ao «oOd to receive report, even though.the mail*

are a little leisurely * these days. $he air mail, a®£ •  ?orh hearing a Sunday date line, arrived here on the 
following Saturday. By ^  tlne^nOt^ W M ^ h a W  .lwpMi, X
reokon the truck' servioe for mal1. gatedproperly organized so that communication will beeffeotea
with greater dispatch.

I< enolose a map of the Bed River, area, whioh is probably,
■ * an ffood as many you have already seen This will illus ?rate however S I  lurious way we were suddenly surrounded b* th^floode! I ’have placed an X indioating approximate looation 
of this plaoe. An arrow from the grand ®??™dn£ 6K!f ots s tts s s s  !5?ssaa
watlraoml 2 or 3 mills in breadth. Then the arrow, ^  South of Hatohitoches shows where the levwee orumbled torrent,
rt-p awaut down on us . • on the East bank ox waneRiver from the ^orth*East. '̂ he third arrow, in the olfax 
area indicates where fche levees crumbled again,Rad River to the South ^ast of us, and baoking up the flood to 
connect with the volume of water already beaming down on us "o?th Let. At this writing the water seems about 
sAAtionary.' It laps the road along the,river and comes a._ o-ardan fence in back of elrose,$but there is a C ? r S w % Strrip about 8 miles in length aiong thehighway where 
the water will not come, Tarrying in wldth, - the dry part, from 500 feet to 1,000 yards. We axe^blOQkedofffromthe 
rest of the larisb.and of course everything between thin . rtnmrrmniGtv baok’to^ed River, whence stretches this plantation,varying in dipth from a foot to possibly 10 fset.

“ Down the road, the noisey bag is*making a great racket, s&dpe/j 
n«m.al telling histerioal tales, but although water comes up 

“ o S r S ’thlt t l w n , i t 1*Snevsr reached the highway wh.r. 
she dwells, and gradually, it will receed.

Surrounded as we are by thousands of aoresofflood land, uane Biver sweeping by the place in ^^ift ourwith ----- ^ ^ i ,in bound to see curious sights
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noticed the other day, a dead horse, still hearing his saddle, 
further up the road a neat little house, - from somewhere above 
Grand Boors, oame into view, floating quietly along, as t ough 
it were the most natural thiqg in the world. The thing that 
made it seem so weird were the dainty white ruffled curtains in 
the upper windows, moving gently in the breeze, and the 
potted geranium, in full flower, graoefully decorating the 
window ledge between the gently waving ouratin*.

With hundreds of square miles hereabouts under water, the 
reptile department, of course, is wording over time, since those 
things have no place to go, save in the trees. When the waters 
subside, ^ trust it will make lqts of room for the super** 
abundance with which we are now possessed. As reptiles go*, 
mocassins would never take a prize for their feeauty, and 
when one encounters, - thanks to the flood, a couple of °a* 
blunt-tail nocassins, perhaps but 2 feet long, but three inches 
thick, the dirty gray hide, seemingly moss grown, really isn z 
prettdattle from the low lands, whnever possible to save them, 
were driven up here, and now they are confined within quickly con
structed fences within a limited space, while calves and hogs roam 
the roads at random. une of the mx*x minor casualties in . ̂  
my garden was paintfully evident when a big old sow nosed’̂her 
way through the picket fence,t tromped down by butterfly lilies, 
surrounding the big old, iron sugar pot, - an item some 5 feet across 

and 3 feet deep, shaped like a cup. When A discovered her, 
she had eaten up all my gold fish , and was complacently sitting 
in the midst of the pot, her front feet, resting over the side.
I certainly regretted the loss of the gold fish, but the sow was 
such a sight that * ,nearly fell out laughing.

A cable from &io indicates a flight to Baris on Tuesday, for 
a stay for a month with the possibility of a southern appointment.
I have had no communiQation, - by my own expressed wish, - during g 
the past twelth month, because of an incident following nis 
resignation in Pearl “arbor days* At that time, Vichy, when unable 
to foroe,officers of the ĉ oernment to remain within the organization, 
trumped up charges against all who resigned, and if such people 
chanced to be in this country, false charges against them were filed 
with'B.B.I., which was both ridiculous and annoyihg. With things 
back to normal again, all that business has ceased, I suppose, 
and correspondence may be resumed without a lot of extra reading being 
required by that bureau which, heaven knows, is already too over
worked with real cases and not phoney ones#

Banned in, as we are,at the moment, all tought of running 
over to Mississippi is out until the end of the month at least.
With ;the temporary confusion and unusual demands put on J
I am not mentioning Nubia, particularly as the Estate lawyer is
Secretary of the •“eveee Board, and up to;his hips in pressing
demands right now. I, may skip mention of the business until after
the Natchez interlude, where I might remain for a few day^ longer
than usual. My absence from here might do a lot of talk all
by itself. In the mean time, my head and my heart are busy in
long range plans, where by one or-two people, too long tossed
about on a storm, unsympathetio sea, may find a haaen of peace
and labors of love that somehow will make life the more worth while...

a

April 17th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
x0ur a*r mail report, dated *prll 2nd, oame to hand 

.in yesterday's post. Thank you muoh.
I deeply appreciate your oonoern for our physical safety.

We are quite safe, although considerably lodged in. At the 
moment, i think we are cut off from the outside world by all 
save boats and air planes, - of which an ample supply is 
concentrated in this area. ~ ~

There have been some personal losses, but so far as losses are measured by usual standards. There were 
some papers, - personal ones, - which for one reason or another,
I had housed in the home of a friend, some distance J^om here.
It is my understanding, - although the facts await confirmation,- 
that that house has floated away. If this be true, th°s®papers are gone, but they aren’t of first magnitude in the general 
scheme of things, and one has so muoh to mourn in this April of 
1945, that these little personal things really don t amount to 
a row of pins.

It is heartening to realize that Melrose proper and Nubia 
have proven themselves too high for waters to reach ^ e  gardens 
and the buildings. It is said that in 1849 there was considerable 
high water in these parts, but nothing like it since. After hi 
turmoil is over, the levees will be made stronger than ever and 
probably not even in another century.will there ^e anything 
like.it. Sven,so, it is pleasant to realize that the high 
ground of Melrose and Nubia have withstood, - with dry feet, 
the present inundation.

As indicated in my last report, I have let the matter 
of %bia slide momentarily. What with so many concerns pressing 
those in control, it seems to me untimely to bring up the matter 
at the moment, especially as legal papers could soareely be executed 
at the moment, since getting to.,town isn t top be thought of, save 
on matters of pressing import, - and Nubfa can wait for a 
week or two. My position relative to that.matter is that 
the thing should be terminated, - one way 9r t Be^other,

CL U . 0 5 X O O  U l  x i y i w o A v e j r  ,

the legal formal!tie*.

i;, ■

/ . ' * •
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As the radio announces further floods headed this way 
in. the Arkansas River area, I am wondering what the next 
four months will he like. Within a couple of weeks, I 
am looking for the Gane River section to he drying up, hut 
I suppose high water in the Mississippi will hold up the 
flow of Red River and the Ouchitas (?) River, which may 
delay direct travel to Natchez. Of the latter trip, I should 
much like to make use of it, as a kind of example of retirement, 
should the Nubia matter tend to drag. But we shall cross 

those rivers when the time arrives, and perhaps there may he no 
need for such a crossing.

With the mails so unpredictable at the moment, I am 
wondering if la Hay good may have written regarding her 
intentions to come here* She couldn't make it at the 
moment, hut feel certain that the floods will have sufficiently 
subsided by the 1st of May so that train service will he resumed*

t ~ ■ Ay . . . ■ V ' j .• ~  t ■ ■ -  ' >• c * r ;0 C f

* Rid I tell you that I <wried la Essae Mae, suggestion that 
.she communicate with Miss Ramsey immediately, - assuming she 
had her New York address, with*a view to having life send her 
here by plane to get color film records of Qane.River during 
and after the high waterV I know not if anything will come of 
that, w , 'J \  • M i l  ■ ' u

I haven*t told James that the manuscript he forwarded me by 
express has not come to hand as yet, - the one I wanted to 
call to the attention of la Haygood. I assume express marked 
for Derry is probably being held in Shreveport or 
Natchitoches, since there is no train.service here, and I 
presume it will come through in due time', •“■fter all, Express 
is pretty safe. Then, too, there is no rush about getting 
the manuscript anyway, since no one knows about la Haygood.

Yesterday Alexandria had a 4 inohes*rain, - an inch of 
rain, you will recall, represents 60 tons to the acre. I 
am ce tainly glad the water.dropped down from the skies below 
rather than above us. •

: . *»• X V . t. * . - ’ u - ' ^ ^ I J -X. *- * — J- - - :

Must skip along. I apologize for a dumb letter, but 
thought the fact that one was sent might re-assure you aseto 
the security of our present situation, as they used to say 
in ante bellum days. I shall always treasure the remark regarding 
the wish to share together even the disasters* So often has that 
been manifested in the past, so often.during the present. How 
pleasant to think that they are gradually, one by one, being 
shared now, and that when Nubia comes into, focus, and Meade Villa, 
the hazards will be exhausted and Heaven will be on hand. May 
I add that Nubia is but a convenience in my mind, as a name.
I like Arenbourg so much. The first four letters mean so muchto 
me, - ^eicost-Ettal, - L'^tat, - c'est moi.........

April 19th, 1946*

Memorandum to l̂ipping Servicei

The post manr?|fvkitheyilthr4aA8 thishoame°through on regular 
,£oet^e!’- A P &  fst/to April 18th the time lag, under present 
circumstances, does not seem excessive*

The laet that .this report oame through on a Tair 
X am hoping that out-going ones may enjoy a similar faoility
delivery. m

O

9-:» x

t « „  it iaa oo-inoidental that in the last report, I must say i* jas ™  have remarked that X would& s r j .» * »  »*• .>»* *“ »*
from a fluid stage to an old wet one*

With things "swirling so fast *few days, - and with the realizationthatmail just wasn u
» ? e ° t ^ t UI ** Per^tly

and so many demand, breaking in on the usual and°from
however, X reokon things should be p r i  ^ould think, here on out, we mi ght expeet normal deliveries, i should uninx.

Did I tell you that I wired Essae Mae the other day, asking

accompanying n o t e I W  her X had but Miss Ramsey1 s Morgan City, la., Address - which is General Delivery, where mail is held for her
when she return, to her house boat, tut theeP£as i n ^ f w ^ w k  - word to her risht away was the fact that she was in xiew xox*.,

SS©«!3»«» «•*,*- “"“*•*11by mail to General delivery, Morgan ^ity, La* Really.
Well, that lets the color films of the flood out alright, 

but there is at least th^ satisfaction that Qne had made a gesture 
anyway. .........

over
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There was, in the same letter yesterday, a reference to la 
belle 's recent visit to the Crescent City, made specifically 
to see how things -ere going with Old Man River. *10
Miss A. had reported by letter, 2 weeks ago, that that gentleman 
had told her he was departing for parts unnamed with valet 
secretary. Miss C. telephoned the hotel but was told the gentleman 
had left word at the desk that he was out of town and would not 
return until April 17th. By chance, Miss 0. met a friend in 
the street who reported having been at a party at the hotel 
last Sunday, where the host appeared in a very precarious 
situation, so far as healtlrwas concerned, • a statp not unlike 
that obtaifaing just before he went to the hospital-last time.
The Madam fears suicide eventually or a prolonged period of 
incapacity. Only time will tell, of course, but anyway you 
look at it, it doesn’t appear very rosey.

The local flood situation appears to be improving. furiously 
enough as water falls in one section, it seems to rise in another, 
due to additional breaks in the levees at different* points, i suppose, 
or local showers in one area or another , feeding into a particular 
section. Paradoxically enough, we are beginning to need rain quite 
badly for the gardens,* even though the flood waters are lapping 
qt the edges of the hedges. I like that, - "edges of the hedges .
Well, anyway, on this particular pin-point, it hasn't rained 
since April 1st, and things are dry, dry. An yet, water is so near 
that only yesterday, 1 jumped over the vegetable garden fence where 
a boat was tied,*got in it and rowed for a mile across one time 
cotton fields, and was depressed enough to encounter plenty of 
pigs, dogs, cows and horses in various sieges of exhaustion, - and 
the catcasse§ of those who had suecombed. I rescued a few, but 
it there isn t much point in trying, for the r sistence is 
adamant, and'■'horses, in particular, whiph have been brought 
to dry ground here along the river, if left unfenced, will head 
slap into the water, - walking as far as they can-, and then 
swimming from there on out until they reach the site of their 
former homes, now under several feet of water. There they will 
mill around, the depth too great for them to touch bottom, and 
then eventually sink below the surface of the muddy waters from 
sheer exhaustion. It is a mighty curious business, I must say. . 

While on ther general subject of disaster, however, i must say that 
the tfed Oross has been perfectly efficient and noble in this 
whole matter, and if ever 1 hear that organization ,criticised, I 
thall always think back'to this experience.

It was sweet of you to think of me in<regard to a copy of 
the Times, detailing the calamateous events of the past week end.
I shall treasure the copy, - unless it is lifted for the Melrose 
file. I think the Madam has written about the Sunday edition.
Uur news came to hand by radio and up to now has been fulsome, but 
lacking the lasting and reference quantities that are embraced 
by news print, if only we might, - but eventually we shall, explore 
su h reoords as one...... ..

April 20th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^Lipping Service: < *
. : - ' '
i‘he enclosed letter is from Mrs. Brandon, - nothing 

O' especial interest, save that she is a good egg, and I 
thought the little poem at the end very nice.

A letter today from Miss Aobina, advising that yester
day she had received a flock of letters from ^elrose, - 
apparently quite an accumulation' which had been posted from 
time to time, but held hither and yon by the situation arising 
from the flood.*

If Shregeport mail got through yesterday, then there is 
hopes that you will have something to hand this week end, and 
that thought of that makes me feel very happy, for the long 
absence of news, - especially when the press, although reporting, 
has been unsatisfactory, has made the gap between seem rather 
long.

, ‘ ; . . • r  " .

Jfffom this point on, i should imagine, deliveries should 
be more,prompt, even though there has been no resumption of 
train service, and probably will not be for another oouple of 

. weeks.

interruption.

A letter in yesterday's post from little Misb A., 
indicates she thinks old man river is "in parts unknown", 
flanked by a secretary and valet, and she feels confident that 
he~is getting along fine; As indicated in yesterday's Memorandum, 
however, we, in reality, know that instead of being "in parts • 
unknown" he is actually right in her midst and not doing too 
well. At the Madam's request, I telegraphed her, suggesting 
a oircuitous route through the Western Louisiana hills by which 
means, - "in a roundabout" fashion, she could head in toward 
here, to resume her magnolia painting, etc

Although the radio did not report high winds in Norman,
I think it must have carried off all stationary, since I 

haven't heard from that direction in well over a week, - 
although I suppose there may be messages clogged en route, somewhere 
between Shreveport and Natchitoches.

(over)
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Of the flood situation, there is a local aspect which 
hinges upon geo'graphlo and political points which probably are passed 
over by the press. Some 15 or 20 miles above here, at Grand Rcore, 
there is a sharp right angle turn in Red River, and another 
one at Golfax some 20 miles below this point, that is below 
Melrose. While at Shreveport, River has dropped some 
12 feet, the same river, between the two right angle turns, 
with Melrose about half way between, hasn’t fallen any, and 
accordingly it would appear we might be all set to remain an island 
in this newly created lake for a month or two. Were the 
Mississippi to be lowered considerably, then Red River could 
drain into it,* and our "lake” would disappear. The Government 
however is being pressed by citizens in South Louisiana not to 
*" open the Morgans* spillway on the lower Mississippi. In 
constructing that spillway, the federal Government purchased lands 
from the river to the Gulf for the water to pass over, when 
circumstances required opening the spillway.. But private 
individuals, although the property belongs to the federal 
Government, is or are using that strip of land,for cattle 
grazing, and they don't want their fine herds disturbed.
Their political henchmen are busy screaming how criminal it 
would be to open the Morganza spillway when there is not a 
valid reason fbr so doing. According to reports from the 
weather and engineering divisions, k new crest will arrive 
"below Natchez* about the 2nd of May, meaning of course that 
the river from now until some time after that will be so high 
that Red River oahnot flow into it/meaning further, naturally, 
that millions of acres in this area will retain their present 
aspect of a mill pond.. So things turn in these damp.places.

It was good of you to let me have the notation regarding 
the Button series, inaugurated by The Philadelphians. It sounds 
like another indication of anticipated demand for Americanna 
when the present world excitement is finished. When Water Frase 
has said No to i'he Old Louisiana Scrapbook, possibly we should 
submit it to old Dutton to* say Yes. At the moment I con
template doing the column idea as a piece of Am^ric^nns, whioh 
I have so long felt would led itself to such an opus very readily.
At the moment, however, I must mark time, but eventually that 
can be gone into and whipped'into shape.

I have a feeling we'ought to be hearing from Bill?
Avenue pretty quick. Perhaps I can do better so far as 
interest in a flock of things goes before long.••••••

!\

l

. 1 ' April 23rd, 1945. _
... , . ’

Memorandum to clipping Services
To hand three letters, all at a single sitting, together with 

a copy of the magazine containing the article on old Blennerhasset,- 
and may I say thanks a million fof one and all.

V ft seems as though they have been leisurely id traveling along 
the route, but I am re-assured dnd my heart made glad, just to know 
the post;is functioning again* and that from hdre on out,jwe shall 
probably find communications sliding along more promptly.

« It was sweet to read what you had to say about the several 
items coming to hand at the dose of last month, and I am happy 

beoause you are.
e V* *  : " ' '

In your note, referring to a splinter of a thought, there was 
just a little cloud, justified, no doubt, because of circumstances 
which block the view of a turn in the road a little way ahead.

rlease, - and I urge you with all my heart, don't give those 
road-blocks too much thought. At the moment they intergepe, and can 
not be circumvented, - not at the moment. But as yet the actual 
road-blook hasn't been encountered, - we have merely become -conscious 
that it is ahead and Is something that seems to threaten the 
view at the time when we are in sight of the view itself,. But 
long before then, - or possibly at just about then, the block, - 
by some miracle which I know not and am incapable of imagining, will 
somehow dissolve and the depths' of shadows which have tended to 

be-oloud the sunshine before reaching, - and surmounting, - the 
obstacle, will have turned out to be shadows which we would have as 
well ignored as we passed through them.

This Is my honest opinion, - enormous impossibilities,, - at the 
final moment, give way before the sheer force of thought in all. good 
time. If we Want anything quite a lot, we somehow begin concentrating 
on it, - not the impossibilities that intervene that less stou&ht hearts 
would never have dared to hope for, - but daring to hope, the thing 
is bound to come to pass, if we just keep right on devoting our 
thought to it as though it we an actuality to be realised in good 
time, - and as sure as preaching, the thing somehow occurs, - xMd • 
not always as we would have planned It, not always in precisely the 
manner we envisioned it, but nevertheless the desired thing is-realised 
and, Coming to think about it, it*often happens that those very things 
which, at the moment seem dreadful tragedies to us, in the end turn 
out to be but episdoes which in the end we are even thankful to 
’Gb&for their wisdom or father His wisdom in making them happen, (over

£
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OfI hand, 1 oan think of quite a few things which have happened 

to those I love and to myself, things which at the time seemed to he 
dreadful things, and yet somehow subsequent events have somehow 
given me the light to see that in the general scheme of things, they 
xbxs were so much better that way, and even though we regret some 
of them, - and always will, still, withouth them, our peace of mind 
might have been so different today. *nd what goes for today, goes 
for tomorrow, too.

How often, - and I apologize for making reference to it, do 
I recall that *prolonged conspiracy of silence, - and even more, - the 
circumstances that occasioned it. And yet now, in view of all that 
has transpired since then, how glad I am that since it had to happen, 
it did happen, - the circumstances x causing the conspiracy, - for 

while those were soul-trying times, what peace and thanksgiving 
there is in my soul, - and how much more in yours, - that those 
events, - ‘if they had to transpire, * happened when the did, and 
not a fewyears later when (interruption) - when travel had 
become impossible, or later, when the necesisities and comforts, then 
available, would have not only become impossible, but even the mere 
thought of one, - <even though in perfect health, would have been so 
frought withmisery because of the horrible uncertainty.

Today,* in quite another situation, we think we discern a roadbdbok 
down anotharwise altogether pleasant prospect. • But in reality, the 
roadblock Will automatically take on nothing more of substance in 
the mind tha^ a shadow that will evaporate if we oan but hold faith 
in tomorrow*s sunrise. I don't know how some such things can 
be solved. More than once in the past* ten years have I gone to bed,
feeling that the new dawn would see me up against an impossible
wall, - and yet, somehow, and "by some miraole, the next day 
the impassable barrier turned out to be as thin as paper, or 
the shadow*, threatening to turn aside everyting that seemed' 
important, had disappeared. Hot always that it 'ha's done so 
m  by magic or by its own volition, but so often God seems to 
have managed it so that the much desired prospect was no onger 
hidden from view, and the fhith I had in God and Man burned so 
bright in cosequence that it made my next obstacle so much easier,- 
my faith in good things coming true thatl would be less than a friend
if i did not try to share a little bit of my faith that covers
the same, subject will really come true. Be of good cheer, i pray 
you. Life is worth while if one has something to look* forward to, 
and I am convinced your share of Paradise is still awaiting yoti 
on this side of life. *

f.Kvod O * ; s t i l i s h  difd -  eqotf 03 o e xsa  a v a l  oiu
xhanks for telling me you heard from ^r, Pipes. I haven't, 

and was a little worried, I suppose his corresp ndenoe will come 
through shortly. And thanks for anticipating my wishes in the* matter 
of the articles by ary Rhodes. I think you, too, will like the 
Cherry uape. I think it the best. The Julip character is such 
a perfeot picture of Lyle, he always declared it embarassed him to 
read it. Mrs. bQnnox stanton, former ®rs. ^ames Surget, died about 
the time the article appeared, and ^ennox was just an old Julip..,..

in the Southern Historical Collecti 
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great, great grandmother was also one of the Ellis girls, and 
to the corresodndence, exchange of family secrets, inheritances, etc*, 
were added this third segment of the Ellis, Mercer, Young desiderata* 
Isn't it maddening to realize the existence‘of all these things and 
yet be powerless to do anything to stave off their loss to 
thw world? '

£ut let's speak of happier things* Your nice letter with 
typed enclosures cane to hand in good order and I relished 
every line* Wasn't the withholding from print of Mrs. Roosevelt’s 
article a surprise? And how thrilling was the account o^ the 
discovery of the Titian beneath the surface of a nondescript 
painting* I have always thought' that sometime we might find 
the role of p a i n t i n g s ,  pintail duck, portrait of his wife, etc*, 
which Audubon lost on the Landing at Natchez Under the Hill*
Somehow I have always felt some of these might turn up locally 
as the tacking or the mat of some old chromo that is am e one of the 
1820*s had framed and forgotten, leaving tjfie item or items to 
descecrate some wall in a forgotterr mansion in the Natchez District 
somewhere or other*

t - Y - . V .' i  * . 4 -  - J  , v  / . W  * >  • * 1

. lb my note of yearsterday, I intended to mention one little 
out-cropping of fplk lore, as revealed by Clemence the other night 
when i sat by her lamp light, examining the treasTires which had 
come to her from afar'in the form of. raiment** I thought I had 
dropped a piece of cloth on the floor, where it lay hidden in the 
heavy shodow. But reaching down to catch it up,” I discovered that 
it wasn't cloth, but a coal black kitten* This kitten, so black 
in hue, replaces the pure white one she had during the summer*

We both laughed at my error, and I remarked upon the decided 
contrast in color between the one animal and the other*

”A black cat brings good luck, so the old folks used to say,” 
Clemence confided* "But a black cat alif/e wont do you no good.
What the old folks used to say was that you had to pick the 
black cat up alive by the tail and drop him in a pot of boiling 
water* There you had to keep him until he had cooked-cooked*
And then, a^ter a long, long time, after he had all cooked away, 
the white bones would fall sway, and then you would take out 
the white bones and you would dry them and keep them in your 
pocket where ever yoy went and then you would always have good 
luck* But me, I don t like t eatin' a oat, - black or white, 
like that* I 'd soon trust to my own luck."

interruption
over
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The enclosure from Hiss ^otiha speaks f or itself*

The Madam sent her *a box of candy the other day, and in response 
Wsdetter came through. I send it for this latest account 
of the Dorrnon doings. They certainly lead a charmed Mfe 
and neither mules nor horseless carriages seem to have than
a awoonina- effect on them. We haven't heard from them in weeks. 
Perhaps this episode in Miss «oUija s letter accounts ..or that.

.i Another interruption, and I had tetter -or - i
sitting. This coming week end will see ther v n *ws 
of the new tone opus, I suppose. 1 shudder when X thin 
what things may. - tut fortunately, protatly will not, 
te mentioned in regard to Chaper 16. Dr. Altin, 
a tree specialist of distinction, who spends some time 
here from time to time, working on the peoanes, read 
the chapter the ’other night. Accustomed as. he is to 
hearing people of maturity and tose held in respect, 
refered to as Hr. or Hiss., was under the impression
on reading the chapter that ’"a® hnol^tfather - and the man who established the school at 
Natchitoches, whereas Hiss L.udivine of course never 
had anything do to with the nigtac thing. I must 
gallop..... ;■* *; *,)/*:■ .

■j b  n

April 26th, 1945*

Memorandum to ^Tipping ^ervioe:
: - 3?hef arrival of two more communications establishes the fact
that normaloy has been restored in mail deliveri*s.

1 am certainly thankful. Surely the putting offof 
direct oommtinications was a disturbing element, not only ftom

: tut on. oonu »o«who could glean but soant piotures from the press as bo preoxs y 
what situation obtained at this point, and of oor.k.r
down from here.
"1 /I like itha 'llttle notes that have been coming t o ° *  
late. It's nice to think of half moments being gj-ebbedoff

~ - 4-v̂ vr ortTififlr and It is good to realize that the ris&s 
of9interruption sfalways .present8!® a formally spaced letter are 
thus obviated* • , i ; vl ̂

it is good of you to refer to your pleasure in receiving 
communications^ as It the last of “arch and more ^noentrated 
about the middle of the month. I am relieved °f *h t
the advent of too many m$ght somehow embarrass. f u^css you 
express the desire that I discontinue suoh frequentepistles,- 
or htld them into batches, s shall send them along at about 
theuame rate as of late. aomehow the day gets started better 

qae is able to chat with a kindred spu .
As second class matter comes a day or two after first class,

> we shall no doubt he receiving the Times which you mention in 
yo!r note. I know we are go ng to enjoy it greatly.

As for the clippings that come to hand Lf^®9^ 9 ®e6®! of them read to me, - those addressed to the **ajam and me, ana

them. Accordingly. 1,8m delighted to have the very special ones,- 

fatter8 ̂dlvs leo: The faot is that Mr. Brew has arrivedsolatefrom
school during the past three days, that what with iir. Baohelier 
here and one^Jr two other demands, my time has been sol limited 
at the dose of day that I have read nothing .tut the direo 
communications.
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We have not had an opportunity to explore the BlennerhasBet ,J
article as yet, hut 1 know I am gqing to enjoy it thoroughly, ]
and I am under the impression that we may eventually he able 
to sue it in the Old Mississippi Scrapbook. At the moment, 
the magazine is in the Madam’s room, hut i shall subsequently 
borrow it and include it with my Mississippi material.

What with things turning as they appear to be, it would 
seem as though Rubia- Arenbourg might come to hand before long.
As soon as autumn comes and I am able to fix up the cottage there 
temporarily, I will finst of a$l prepare a place for our 
books and papers, and in the event you should have treasures 
for safe keeping, I would suggest that these be sent at that 
time, when they may be placed directly in our library, to avoid 
having them "Juried” at, this place. Looking at things in 
a rather long-ish fashion, I would think we might begin 
to give thought to concentrated subjects for the library of 
Arenbourg, - probably, stressing Mississippi and Louisiana, 
with a general widespread on the thousand and one other subjects 
which will always be of pleasure to us in the years ahead.

U ' • - ■* V I

The enclosed photo, - which I should have mentioned before 
this far in the Memorandum is of Peter Mettoyer, Junior, - 
who as the pohto indicates, got quite a heavy coloring from 
the negro side of his ancestors. On the day I was snapping 
t e photos, already forwarded you, he asked me if I would take 
a picture of him and his horse. I would. *nd as 1 had but 
a single film left, I tried to arrange it so 1 would get 
not only ^eter and his horse, but also the cabin Of Arenbourg 
where peter and his papa and his two brothers are currently 
living, I reckon the photo .doesn*t Show much of la 

maisonette, .but it gives an impression. As I envision it, 
the aison de la Heine will eventually occupy the space just 
behind the peoane tree to the rear of Peter's horse, - and 
will face at right angles to the present cabin. The latter 
now faces due* West, and la masion de la Heine, 1 think, should 
eventually face South or at least fourth West.

Mr. Baohelier has walked over to Arenbourg with me. He 
thought it rather smaller than he anticipated at.first, and 
then later, he thought it a little larger, - perhaps 2 acres in 
all. Well, larger or smaller, it can be oAAssed as our "God's 
half acrel, and if we hold to wur dreams steadfastly, it 1
is going to be a haven and a heaven in-tfce years to come.
On your suggestion, I am writing fillis Avenue today, explaining 
that the floods are not increasing and that it is possible to
fet to this bend in the river wityhout getting one's feet wet.f old Mr. RosenwAl d oomes through, A ought to be able to get 
la maisonette fixed up, ■* a room or two, that is, so tight that 
it will serve us well to house our"treasures, awaiting the 
advent of royalty checks when materials will be abilable and 
normally priced so that la mafcson de la Heine may take I
on form. .••«««... 1

April &7th, 1945.

, . .. i .

Memorandum to dipping Service: f
Thrity five million communicatiQns could not have meant more 

to me than the receipt of .your air mail report with its several 
enclosures. Kindness is a wpnderful quality but even greater is 
anticipating, - and although I have put off the thought of going 

■to to .Mississippi for an indefinite period, - surely for two or three 
. weeks, at least, it.is grand to have your several reports to hand,

« and especially as the Arenbourg-Kubia business might come to
the boiling point in the interim, and it will be so good to have 
the security measures to hand in consequence. May I,say Bless You, 
and how delighted I am to have such a thoughtful expression for the 
birthday department, - especially as it may well be applied to 
foundation stones on the permanent structure we are jointly raising?

There were so many things in your report * that'interested me that 
I shall refer to them in the order they appeared. Having 
heard nothing from ¥-r. Hipes regarding to items now cooking, I 
am indebted to you for having advised me concerning the points 
that have come to hand. In response to the note from him, - forwarded 
to you yes erday,  ̂recommended that he write me without delay, as 
it has been, ever so long, as you will recall, since I have heard from 
him. He says, 1 believe, that it takes about a week for my notes 

f to reach him. About as long a period is required for his responses 
to! reach, me, - so 1 guess 1 would have been pretty much in the 

- i dark about the doings, - Random uouse, and all, had you not 
phased the information with me. Thank you much.

I appreciate your reaction to visiting abroad, and especially 
f £ 0  I feel as yo.u do, since I feel exactly the same way. I want to 

remember the pleasant things abroad, and as they were formed and 
Imprinted on my mind before all the present doings, I want to keep 
them as they were, for <in that way they will remain treasures for me 

, bhat a subsequent visit would only blot out and at the same time 
rob me of vfchepbeasant. harmonies which continue, and will continue 
to illuminate my memory

Things abroad supplied one with a splendid background by which 
this continent may be the better appraised and appreciated. Its 
ideas, its Arts, its positive aspirations, observed and absorbed 
over a period Qf years, may furnish a medium that will provided 
greater appreciation for those things which we find about us in 
another land and another civilization. iSurope, like the pleasant
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memories of childhood oan supply us with thoughts, memories and 
inspirations which will beautify and make more precious, the 
fuller years of our maturity. But no one, I think, would want his 
childhood hack again, since the hardships and the disappointments 
were sufficiently in evidence as to make one hesitate about attempt 
re-living the pleasureable periods at the cost of the unpleasant 
things that had to be endured. But if we are smart enough to 
select and hold tight to the good, and work that into the mosaic 
of the pattern of maturiety, and making those fragments glow 
the brighter by thwoing away, - even- from the memory, - those 
darker and less desireable portions of the earlier pattern, • then 
life will be the happier, Europe of yesterday is good as a memory 
and for the good that it contributed. But today a grander 
span of years lies ahead, Europe, unfortunately, but very definitely 
is a horrible trash basket of human debris, alright for those who 

from an idealistic standpoint want to do something about it, - or 
» from a ghoulish impulse, want to glimpse its rr*in and it,debacle.

For myself, I don*t. After all, even as in Europe, so in America, 
there is endless opportunity to do a lot of things for a lot 
of people, and shouldn't we, if we feel the American impulse, 
r tain our leasant memories of years past in ^rope and devote 
our current and future energies to that section of the continent 
of .North "merioa, - and that section of its inhabitants appealing 
to us, — «••••••••••••••••••

In short*, I have taken a lot of words to say that I get your 
poit of view and that I heartily subscribe,
“ < The April 13th issue of the Hew York Times and PM reached 

< the ^adam in yesterday*s mail and she was withal enchanted at your 
thoughtfulness, £he read some of the, things to me, and I enjoyed 
listening to these exerpts. I have thought so-often as to,how Madam 
Eleanor may emerge as a public figure, I have a feeling she may loom 
large on the ^ermioan scene within the next few -years. Isn’t it grand 
to have a public figure whom one can admire so much and be permitted 
to observe in public print the course that figure maintains in 
spite of all,

A ■ ■ t-*'~ • : Xu V A c X lyy 3̂ X X 0 X ~f , > X
I have but a few moments alone these days, for Mr. Baehelier,- 

here until wunday, comes here early in the day, and sticks with me 
iT until sundown. Yesterday we walked along the Siver to observe what 

the flood tide had done to the terrace at Arenbourg. It ate 
into the banks some 6 or 8 feet in places, with cavings quite bad, 
but not devastating, but to be regretted, ^he photo which you have 
of the terrace was taken a week before the floods came, so that 
the river has * rizen about 8, 10 or 12 feet, sinoe then. But 
it is beginning to return to more normal legels now, and will probably
never mount so high again...... %irty^five million times would I
say thanks to you for your unfailing reports. , How firm,a 
foundation such reports will help to construct, both in physical and 
spiritual things.,.,.

May 1st, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
Since dawn this morning, I have written so many 

letters for the darkies, - to friends and relatives far and 
near, - giving accounts of the flood, that I seem to be 
about run down, so far as writing anything for myself, - 
and time appears to have about run out, too, ere the 
advent of the postman.

H
ifiSIfS

j But * do want to say that your letter of the 24th 
came to Hand in yesterday's post, and that I appreciate 
it with all my heart, I was not alone as I walked along 
the river road last night about the time the moon rose,
A feeling that a spirit was along side, sharing my thoughts 
and joining me in my communion with God in endless 
unspoken prayers of thanksgiving for a soul, so much 
a counter-part that it made the present and the absent 
elements into a perfeot unit.

Nothing new concerning Arenbourg, but there may be 
ere long. I hesitate to insist on the matter, in view 
of all the circumstances, and yet at the same time it 
will afford one much satisfaction to knov? that little 
matter is all wrapped up.

It goes without saying that both the 'Madam and I 
were enchanted with the, grand clippings which came to 
hand in the samg mail §s the other report. We immediately 
set to reading MMy Bay and of course immediately found 
ourselve be-moaning the fact that the clipper was not present 
to share in our enthusiasms for such a grand person, I 
believe the Madam is taking pen in hand today to say Thank 
I Yen, but she may not, - one never knows how one day will 
find her, and how the next. ,

She had a letter from Harnett Xane yesterday, asking 
if he left a negative of Melrose in a book, recently 
returned. He began his letter by saying; * Gan you or 
someone turn through the book 1 recently returned**. • .Etc. 
tinder the oircurastanoes, - and how well he knows it, - 
whom could the "someone” be but me, ♦.and I think that 
manner of expressing himself is correct, since it indicates 
nothing so much as an absence of any finesse,

(over)
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Naturally, - during the past years, and even more so 
these later days, - like you, my mind has often pondered 
on the whereabouts of one person or another far away. In 
the event that you should have news as to how fares la pongs 
I know you will pass along the news. Sometimes i find myself 
hoping that she may have been spared all that the world,
$nd especially her world, has had to go through, - sometimes 
the more so, it would almost seem, since she may have set 
a higher store on some of its aspects than others. She 
gave me an ash tray the last time there was any contact, - 
you will recall, and it is curious how something like that 
can maintain such a vibrant symbol.

I shall he writing more later, perhaps, - but I must 
skip at the moment. *

later: - . '
I learn that yesterday the railraod ran a trial train from 

Alexandria to ^hregeport, over the Texas and Pacific Line, service 
this area. In some places, the *track is under three to four 
feet of water. This must be something of a hazard, what with 
the possibility of the *bed of the track being softened in many 
places where the eye oannot detect it. But apprantly the 
tracks held firm, and it is said that an approach to normal service 

may be resumed shortly. This will bring little ^iss Alberta into 
our midst, I suppose, and possibly la belle Baygood, - from whom we 
have heard nothing.

Did I mention above that a letter from Harnett **ane came to 
hand yesterday. I ^should have remarked that it was dated from 
New Orleans,-on April 15th, asking that a response be in his 

hands Mon Monday, which would have been the 16th, I suppose, as 
that was *the first Monday following. The next Monday would :?have 
been the 22nd ̂ of course, bdt as the thing arrived on the 30th,
I reckon the response which the Madam made, will be a little 
late in delivery. '

I certainly want to thank you for your efforts in my behalf 
regarding direct communication with Miss Ramsey. Isn't curious how
life felt inclined*to hold out oh the matter. Heaven knows you 
did *your -part, and I , for one, appreciate it heartily. Now, of course 
it will be too late for the lady to record the high water, but
there Is still plenty of material along other lines for her to 
work on. Gnae River * Calamity might have afforded her something 
of a title for the flood business and a contrast with normal
conditions, but that, of course, has taken its place in the limbo
of things forever past. Thanks again for a million and thirty five
things. I'm glad you weren't too disappointed in the photos........

•**=
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Hay 2nd, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
f S l'*v J '-* » : 111 -) It- I * 3 * *! .til.. 3;.}. 2 i!' 1  •-
xou will agree with me that these two coincidences are 

r e m a r k a b l e '

April 12th, and the first great grandiflora magnolia of 1945 
unfolded its lovely ivory petals, while at Warm Springs one 
of the great personalities of our age. died.

May 1st, and the .first gardenia of the season bloomed, while 
from Hamburg came the report of another personalise passing.

In yesterday's mail came Manuscript and Prairie Schooner.
May I say thank you, and I shall keep them here before me on my 
desk for a while, just to call them to the attention of Mrs.
Haygood, - if .and when..... xhey I shall set them aside for 
the library of Arenbourg, - how I love that name.

•̂ he copies of the New York ?imes, addressed to the Madam, 
also arrived, and she has greatly enjoyed turning through them 

in part, and will continue to do more exploring, with me alone 
side, today, I hope. &
V*- • *■' •* 7 X * •- ‘ vL* tv-.... *. X *-■ " v i-A- ”J.', -1 * X .1*0 C* tSO •

A letter from the General arrived in the same mail, referring 
to his rewent tour of France, his present point of writing, some 
60 miles from Berlin, and his intention to tour Italy and 
the near Hast, prior his return ta Washington around about 
the 1st of *>une. He was kind enough to mention a wish that 
i were with him to make the tour, which I thought very nioe, but 
that will shed no enthusiasm on la Sxigrmi, L reckon, when she reads 
it. . T • c- i

At the moment the Arenbourg business simmers, although 
it appears pretty well concluded, save for .the actual signing, 
which I am pushing as much as possible, even though I have agreed 
to take the thing over only after, this year's crop has been harvested. 
The legal end of the transaction awaits the return of Arthur 
Watson, cousin and family lawyer, who attends to such transaotions,- 
although there was never, one like this one in the history of the 
family before. Mr. Watson is currently engaged in various

life
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parts of the
I r l t l T l *  £ e  a w a f U ^ h i s  p i n g  X reckon that
might h4 any old time within the next 12th month.

i'-u rteâ  lA+tpr from ^iss Hobina really contains nothing
of espialInterest! sITf? o  inlioate that she and Caroline 
Sormon mast have covered a lot of ground last week end.
I shall always remember the line s~® "By now X suppose,the iiadam, and forwarded to us la Hew York - By PP >

H«le colored boy. « • *
U  somehow lemined me of * Roussea painting orsomethingof 
the Impressionistic school, so charming in simplicity and 
striking in its coloring.

After the rest of Melrose had folded up, and the stars 
were S e g & B i S  to twinkle last night, a tap came on my window.
It was my little friend. King aolomon. He said
.step papa, had’found an old dime of 18f4 .and he wondered if
T wrmld like to pass hy their cahm and l*ook at it. I I wou d V Omaha and of no numismatic value,
I ° th iik  hut Buly" - Octave fi QonU. *tim, h is  wife totherof l i t t l e  ^ in«) ^nd Os Young, a young man who i s  the la t te r  s 
half^hrother^w erethere, andwe talked ^  w e ^ ^ u g h e d jo r ^ l f
an hour and had a good t(ime generally. . J  gobbler andwas what 1 had to tell them about a big old turkey gobbler ana
a hen turkey who one day last week hatched out three lit le 
turkeys which were shortly after taken from them and. in the 
brooder*with some new little chickens. I should explain that 
in ?he case of turkeys, the gobbler is always very concerned over 
the welfare of his off-spring, and frequently gives a very 
attentive eye not only to the mother of his brood but s
in iVie off-soring themselves. Well, it was first dark when
the new little turkeys were put in the open ***J**ffig»' ®°m®eep 
three feet off the ground, and lighted with electricity, to e p
t'he babies warm. , uld ^r. Gobbler was Jf d andn-p hies offering. some foot or so abowe his head, ana
as night settled down and the peeping maintained itself constantly, 
the old bird spent about three hours just strutting around nd 

around the bpaoder, gobbling madly, dragging his wings,; and seeming- 
fl^ to urge the rather plaintive £en, standing along side, to do 
something about her children. finally i picked up the old 
gobbler and ^iss Gobbler, and put them to bed in a chicken coop 
some distance beyond the sound of their children, and that was 
that, ^ut the darkies loved the tale, - even though there was 
no particular point to it, and as Little Ming accompanied me part 
way across the cotton fields on my way home ,nhe said: I sure
did like to hear you tell about that gobbler. - and somehow it 
was said so simply and somehowexpressedto naturally, that I could 
not help pondering upon the ways, - and some of them curious, of 
these people who are so different and so trying and so maddening 
and so classically admireable......... .

1168
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May 2nd, 1945,

- and I don’t
Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

And so old Mr, ^osenwald says :U0, 
need the enclosed communication haok.

Tt disappointing, of course, what with the ideas I
had in mind hy way of doing some 11thofSthe°mterialsrft ^  the classic man makes the most out of the materials t
hand, and I shall be just as olassio as I can.

Ymi will laugh when i tell you that what I regaet 
mnest is that I shall not be able to buy quite so big magnolias 
as I tad K e d  So next Spring. It was my idea to spend about 
5 or 10 dollars apiece on them, and that would get us a 
«ood halfdozen or so that would get the tapis vert in 
staking condition, - slap off. But now I shall plant 
mills? ones, and they will provide the pleasure of watohing 
them grow a little longer before they reach their full
height.

eventually. 1 reckon, some of our ourrent manuscripts 
will oatoh hold and will start paying off, andthenwe 
Qan do what we oan to put things in order. But there is 
IIIv, ?n he thankful for. and if one were to have Hosenwlad 

Arllbllrl and not both, naturally arenhourg is everything 
m i T o T e m a l i  merely a convenient along the road leading to 
the realization of the former.

L write vou this note hurriedly because agents of the 
G o v e r U I t ^ r f L s e  and are about to .gay this house with 
t-v T) m solution • some remarkable solution that kins 
111 kids If inlets, and especially the malaria bearer,
I n h  g«It rap?Iny. We werl not scheduled for this service 
in this locality until the floods came and gave us l 
Ilfilial ruling- Obviously there is one advantage in all 
thidampness? and I t  hought X had tett.rknoekoffthis 
note to you before all the furniture is moved out of this 
place and the spray guns get to going.

I feel certain you join with me in f<eeling that ^ ® nbour®
, ^  ZZ-tr* onA old Mr. Rosanwald may he dismissed
iS J  milk - to he regrette naturally, but something
which much lest i S wtant than other considerations seemingly 
now approaching their realization.........

§ i

over
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Before folding up this machine, I shall write a cordial 
note to la Haygood, telling her that we are expecting her 
to visit us during the current month* If one axe went haywire 
on us, perhaps we can grind another of another metal,,,••••••

* e t  $

_ s t , |,

5 iV :

• * # » • • • « *
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May 5thf 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service•

lo end of thanks for your nice letter, - even though the news 
spoke of a health situation which I pray Heaven may be vastly 
improved by the time  ̂write these lines.

Obviously you have labored so heavily of late, with so many 
thing to be kept in mind, that some kind of recuperation is bound 

to be in order. I hope a lot of sunshine and a measure of relaxation 
may be in store for you within the near future so that you may 
begin building up again some of the energies which labor, both 
at the office, at home and else where has robbed you of so constantly 
during the past season.

It goes without saying that I was delighted to have the 
clipping from Rachel ^nnan ^aylor, and evey line of it made me 
think of a thousand happy moments, and the pictures arising in my 
mind were so distinctly of one who was so pleasantly described 
in those lines. . I oan’t quote it directly, but somehow there 
is the line somewhere or other on page xvl, as I recall, of the 
Introduction or the forward, - one or the other, for the book has 
both, - something about someone being "on a neavenilier embassy”, - 
which even the fanatics for truth scarcely r cognize, or even 
care to inquire”, - and when I think of the myriad good deeds flowiing 
from the soul of someone like the one who gave Arenbourg its name, then 
what thanks I owe to God. '

In yesterday's post came six or eight letters from our 
friend in Oklahoma, only one of which I have had an opportunity 
to read, as yet, and 1 enclose it her with.

I have in mind a half dozen other subjects on which I 
would touch, but 1 must let* them slide for the moment, but I shall 
be back in the next post.

Of the Madam's health, 1 cannot say so much, - still deficient 
in red corpusles and that does all sorts of strange things. It 
looks as though we might be heading into a summer not unlike 
last year’s, - and even as then, my own health seems to be 
unusually good, I do hope your cold is ever so much better, I 
shall practice patience during the interim of silence, and 1 would 
urge you not to further exhaust yourself with correspondence when you 
are up and about again. Knowing me, as you do, you realize I will 
bless the silence for the measure of rest it is affording you!....

"i I 
* ** , 1

• p
§§||f I
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7th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping ^ervioe:
*

I'he week end was quiet enough in these parts, although
the mails were heavy enough to fill in the lack of physical 
excitement.

A letter from Charles ^zurette in Hew Orleans announced 
his return to this area next Saturday, - May* lath. I reckon he 
may stay serveal days with us at Melrose before heading out for 
little River Parm, - some three or four miles hack toward the 
Red ^iver section. As yet one may get to ̂ Little Biver only by 
horsehack or on foot,, and I think Charles will prefer his buggy 
for traveling. Oars cannot run back there as yet, as there 
is no road, - following the irrigation project of January to 
April, plus the inundation of that month, - that is the latter named, 
Varies also wrote to pne of his tenants to get his cisterns 
emptied and cleaned, '̂ hey will need it, - what with the 
wild waters of Bed Biver having passed over them* - and 
keeping them under water for two or three weeks. Qiarles is 
a grand soul, and ventually I shall speak to him of Arenbourg. 
Possibly, - eventually, - he will prefer to visit that plaoe when 
it is established, instead of keeping hiself so remo ely sitauted 
as he when on ^ittle RiVeT ^arm. He suffers from heart attacks, 
and such a si tatuion,. entirely removed from telephone, etc., 
does seem to make it a little unwise for one who at almost any 

ti&e might have need of a physician.
f : a * - '*■* *** V ■

On Saturday, J. M. asked me if I would arrange to go to 
town with him one day this week to sign* papers, etc., relative 
to Arenbourg. I'hat most certainly will be a distinct pleasure,

* and 1 trust before the week,has run out, 1 may give a further 
report on that point.

In Saturday*s post came 6 or 8 letters from Oklahoma, together 
with some packages of paint and what-not, the letters for me, the 
packages for Glemence. I shall send the correspondence along t0 
you as I digest it. 'ihere was also a copy of an Oklahoma City 
paper, carrying an or rather a reporduction of Glemence s painting, 
with a notation as to the artist. That was interesting.
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A random letter from ^ew Iberia, Louisiana, mentioned 
that Mr, Saxon was in that South Louisiana town one day last 
week. Only that and nothing more. Strange business, all 
this reformation business.

Ho word at all from Little Miss Alberta.
Up to the present, I have shared the Arenbourg with 

two of my friends here, - Mr. Brew, as confidential reader, and 
Fugabou, expert tractor driver and all. Sometimes months go 
by without Fugabou and me bumping into eaoh other, although 
he can see this house from his back gallery, and yet we are 
both always seemingly pretty delighted to bump into.each other.
In mentioning the possibility of arenbourg to him, x asked him to 
keep an eye open for first class fence posts for a fence to be 
built this autumn, and also to cast an e,ye on the terrain where 
we shall employ his tractor to level off the grounds.
After years of association, - he used to be t«he exclusive driver 
for ^atchez journeys, Fugabou proved always to be one of those 
blested with secret keeping propensities* ^e was thrilled at 
the arenbourg idea, andfirst off, volonteered hia wish to 
always put in a day at a stretch with his tractor on Arenbourg, - 
but always with the understating that he was putting in his 
day because he liked me and was happy about Arenbourg, and that 
he always wanted to put in his labor on that basis. It was his 
way of saying that he didn't want any recompense for any 
labors on arenbourg, for he wanted to be a part, and make his work 
a part of arenbourg, - which was certainly sweet of him.

I have written -̂ r. filler that I am' thinking of a small 
plot of ground in the Melrose area, - with a view to fixing it 

up a little, «. only that and nothing more.t Dr. Miller may care to 
put' some money in such a developement. I haven't mentioned such 
a thing, nor will i. But should she volonteer, I shall give 
the matter consideration. ‘Uth old mr. Roseenwald saying "No", 
one must look about to see if other assets are available. Of-course 
I shall borrown nothing, but in the event * x . Miller should 
care to invest a little cash against a future cabin on Arenbourg, 
that might be something to consider, to get Arenbourg going, - 
although the less such possibilities need to be considered, the 
better, 1 think.

Memorandum to wlipping Service;
Merely a line to indicate I have the Service in mind, 

even though time is against filing a report before the postman 
makes his way to this office.

The past 24 hours have been fairly busy with little 
things, - correspondence to be done for the uadam, a hundred 
little details about the place to be looked into, and some 
attention paid to the march of events, as coming through on 
the radio.

The enclosed letter from "4r. Bachelier indicates how he 
found his garden, on returning to it, following the high water. 
The other enclosure may or may not have something of interest 
in it. 1 have read several of late, but got them mixed up 
and thinking you would like to keep abreast with them, am sending 
one at a time as they find a place under the succeeding envelopes

I am thinking so constantly of the good health of those 
far away, and wishing a breath of Southern sunshine might somehow 
be available, just to see how it would agree. I think it would.

A severe electric storm last night, much wind, lots of 
rain and some hale stones. Yesterday the gardenia bushes were 
holding everything, - nice big fat buds, awaiting a little 
moisture, ^ast night they got it, and some of the bushes 
today are a symphony of blossoms and perfume. I think we should 
have plenty of them at arenbourg, don’t you?

Must gallop for the moment......

“*r. Tipes writes to k inquire what I think about his 
taking up residence in'^atchitoches shortly. I guess os, although 
I should prefer his advent at the time arenbourg comes to hand, but 
we must let the various segments of the pattern fall into.plaoe as 
they will. I shall have more to say on all these points at a 
later Sitting. Frankly, this £ entire report has been penned 
with points wholly secondary in my mind, for the primary thought 
prevading my being is the state of health of a very good friend 
who has been on my mind throughout the entire week end. Please go 
slow.......
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May 9th at Melrose,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Salp in front of me, here on my desk., is about the lovliest 

minature of a rose you ever saw. It came in yesterday s post, 
and is the first thing I laid eyes on this morning as I awoke.
As 4r. ^aohelier remarked to me, - "No matter what haPP®n® . 1S
life, if one oan glance up and with a glanoe ^ L ^ T h a n kof a rose*. - I know precisely what he means, ^ay I say Thank
You.

The enclosed letter from ******* B?fakBT5 ° L i3v!i£l t h e s i s 8 only one thing I don t undestand about it. If he thinks there is
a possibility of getting anywhere with old ^  n
the world hasn't he taken a crack at it. «-fter all, by his own 
declaration, he merely salted away his Aosenwald double hand out.
‘'hat with having a job at the time and enjoying the income ,
his Louisiana *ayride, the two Rosewnald awards were ^ that the ^ 
gravey, and since, by his equally personal f  _°la*ati°P 
only thing he wants in life is one million dollars, 8?8®s
odd indeed that he should be recommending Gugeenheim to me while 
not doing something about it for himself,

And while on the subject of awards, I shall again remark how 
flim-flam-ish think a lot of the pubiishing house, » "
«nri Ac, o Gass in noint I cite the recent so-called contest wherein 
S n  lucien Burman received a hand out. Certainly if prizes are going 
to be awarded to people already enjoying large publication, then 
the contest, should be based on applications from well established 
writers and not those who are struggling to burst into print.
The same case may be cited for that Carter person who wrote the 
Lower ^ssissippi, - lately the recipient of some kind of an award.
I reckon the Saturday *eveiew of J-iteratyre had been get a Letter 
on this point, ^ince their life blood is advertisement from publishers 
they might not take kindly to publishing it
I must break off here to skip to town. ......But thaks a million

for the rose which I shall carry with me in my heart.

May 9th, approaching midnight,

Memorandum to ^lipping ^ervioe:
i’his is a curious time to file a report, but my mind is 

active, - filled with lots of things of varying interest, and so 
I think’I shall level out my gray cells by chatting with one who 
understands.

' I went to town this morning, - .as indicated in my letter of 
earlier today, ^he lawyer, however, was still in conference with 
relief cases, so t|iat we not even saw him. The Arenbourg is 
on the way, and things .will be on the dotted line before long.

»

On my return, found a perfectly swell letter awaiting me.
Now that it is read and consigned to ashes in its physical state, it 
glows more brightly than ever, and makes such a pleasant back-drop 
to the lovely reproduction of the rose, sitting here before me on my 

desk.
'‘‘hanks to you, and to God, it was a swell day%
I liked what you had; to say about old Hosenwald/- James did 

not*get anything different from what I got, * and possibly the 
personal contact may turn a trick or two. It is about time to have 
a line from la belle Haygood, outlining her plans for her Louisiana 
visit. tfe shall see.,

Your reaction to the magnolia grandiflora sounded so much like 
an echo of my own hopes that it all but knocked me down. Arenbourg 
shdll have its magnolias regardless. : Your enthusiasm on that point 
gives added value to the prospect in my own mind; <0f oourse we shall 
not think of planting them until after Arenbourg is taken over, - 
some months hence, but isn't it guand to contemplatie them, even 
thorn this* time distance? •* . ' r ‘

t

Yes, the gardenias and magnolias make May a marvelous month 
In Louisiana. For quite some time I have experimented with 
gardenias, so that there is now quite a collection of different ones 
growing in the neighborhood of what was once my sunken garden.
I like the old fashioned ones best, - rather medium sized 
blossom, with wide green leaves, - the flwer itself rather nestling 
flat, and almost seeming to exude, - a delicious white*spot, upon 
the lush verdure of the branch. There are a couple of varieties 
which are characterized by their thin, narrow leaves, the bushes, not 
so fat and squatty as the old fashioned ones, but rather tall and 
a little gaunt, i'he blossoms incline to bend down from the stem, 
and the arrangement of the pettles, - guess petals Is more delioate 
and complicated,' richer in design, equally fragrant in perfume, hut 
not so well designed for bouquets, since they always hand their heads.

aasstss
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Several of these are a good size for transplanting, and they 
will he transplanted to ^renbourg when it is ours, and a fence will 
ward off the loitering cows. The narrow leaves of the tall variety 
usually bedeck themselve.s with blossoms a little ahead of the 
old fashioned type, ‘“long about the first of May they begin to 
bloom, and if the season is fair, and one gives an eye to various 
positions, controling different intensities of sunlight and shadow, - 
thanks to their planting, they ought to blossom through until 
about the 20th of tfx? June. It is obvious I am tired, since 
1 seem to bemis-writing words so constantly.

and now for the gossip department. Everso long a go,-a 
certain g61. ^awrenoe, seeing one of ^rs. Moore's articles in a paper, 
wrote to thank her for the pleasure the article had afforded. Later 
he found himself in Hatchez On Miss. Hiver gommission business, and 
called to thank her personally. He liked things she did. He admired 
her. He had a wife who occasionally was in one sanitarium or another, 
because of a mental twist.. He had one son and two daughters. He 
came here to "‘elrose one evening and called. It was when the 
^rmyWas deployed in this area. I think he was jealous of me, - 
imagine. Later X met him one night in ^atchez. -Mrs. Moore was giving 
a little party for -̂ r. ^iller. iie arrived from out of nowhere, quite unexpectedly.

Being ag things are, and knowing of the platonic friendship 
between the ol, and Madam Moore, and the impossibility of the wife's 
mental condition, I was struck by a clipping sent me from Hatohez 
by a mutual friend of la Moore and the olonel's, sayiying.in 
the clipping. 9 - from a -̂ aton Bouge papir, that the wife of ^ol,
Lawrence had died, after;having accientally catching fire from trash 
she was burning in a barbefue pit in her back yard in that city,

How, - at long last, the golonel is free, I believe hi s’two 
daughters are married, ^is son was captured in Tunisia in 1942, 
so.at least he is grown up, leaving the wolonel free, I assume. And 
here comes the little Corporal's big opportunity, I should think. I can 

0?7£sion the deadlines: ."Corp, Married Gol. in Brilliant Military Matcheh, - or some such, Wouldn't it be grand if the 
poor bag could, at long last, find the companionship and 
independence of a home of her own, - after all these years.

^ell, 5 aP°Xogize for making such a long tale of this episode, but 
knowing la ^oore as you do, I thought X would pass the gossip along, 
for perhaps we shall have further news eventually regarding that way-faring personality.

3ven though! this letter is, getting long-ish, and the
Pr°gressively bad, if you don't mind, I shall ramble on a little longer.

© V
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I would speak to you about D. D. T,, • that remarkable solution 
being used as a spray for or against insects, following the flood.
You probably are well acquainted with that item, and no doubt 

have read more about it than I have heard tell. But I'll report 
on what I think of iti*'

As you know, the formula was in the form of a German patent 
which had lain in the pigeonholes of the Patent uffioe in Washington, 
prior to the war. With the malaria problems adamant in the 
Pacific, the U. S, Government took over the ̂ patent and built several 
factories for the manufacture of this solution. It must be quite 
strong,* — whenrer the stuff is, since one quart of the powder is 
mixed with 13 quarts of water.

Up to the time of the flood, it had been used only by the military, 
but following the inundation, a little was released for this area.
We gave a few casual squirts around a few places here, although where- 
ever it was used, it was really supposed to have been applied to cover 
ever inch of space in any room selected. I got hold of some of the 
milky looking solution about five minutes before the unit doing 
the work was to depart from this region. I sprayed a couple of corners 
in my bedroom and my bath. It really has been surprisingly effective. 
Hot a mosquito nor a fly has survived, and its effectiveness will 
retain its full potency for at least two months, with a possibility 
of lasting six months. It has no odor, and is harmless to everything 
save insects. On touching any surface that has been sprayed, however, 
the insect experiences a paralysis of all neve centers, and 
accordingly drops in a faint and dies.

It is my understanding that shortly this D. D, T, business will 
be on the market for civilian use. I think it likely to be one of 
the great blessings to the South where everyone has always been 
subject to annoyance by insects, and where the poor have often been 
victims of malaria from childhood. Eventually, when it is easily 
obtainable, X reckon one may spray the outside of houses as well 
as the inside, - such as window and door openings, where insects 
are forever collecting faxx while awaiting an opportunty to 
scoot inside when a screen door or window is opened. By merely touching 
anything at all that has been sprayed, the insect will drop dead, 
and millions of people within the several houses using the stuff will 
sleep in security arid peace.

And speaking of other looal doings, did I tell you that 
the saloon, appearing in the snap shot of the view from the 
terrace of Arenbourg is no more. un Saturday afternoon about 4 o'clock 
the place just naturally caught fire and went up in smoke. How that 
Hatchitoches Parish is dry, I know not if the saloon will be re-built 
or not. But perhaps ^atchitoc^es raish will not remain dry long, and 
if that be the case, then the poor man's club” will rise again.

,
lap, *4
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Well, if I«haven’t already given a fine demonstration of 
a first class klotch-bosse by this time, then there is 
no point in going further. 9I appreciate your patience, and promise 
not to wear you down with another such endless communication rightaway. • ^  -xi .. _* p-

But I did want to tell you on this particular day how happy you 
have made it for me, - for the report and for the lovely print, and 

for a thousand dreams of Arenbourg for the morrow..... *.......

May 11th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

. To hand a nice letter from D0rman, which I enclose herewith.
in, it is a detaild account of the ^andry book^ - and a 

.very strong opinion of the same. We have the book and I dis
agree with the M adam, and agree with James, as to its value, or 
absence of same. It's greatest fault, - I think its inherent 
danger, is the statement relative to the superiority of one race 
as opposed to another. As I take a quick glance toward -Europe,
I shudder at the wreck of humanity, brought about in part, by 
just such cock-eyed theories, and I shall always denounce them, 
regardless.

A letter from old ^andry, addressed to "Dear Cousin ^ammie", 
indicates,the author ma^ come by this ttay eventually. I shall 
be glad to chat with him and tell him how dangerous 1 think his 
theories are

You were so characteristically thoughtful, in your last letter 
as to mention Dr. Nicholas ^rray Butler. I had not heard of 
his resignation, and I am glad to learn of it, for 1 like to 
keep up with such people. i hage always greatly admired the 
man, and more often than not, - although not always, - have 
I subscribed to his ideas, fiis vision was always large, his 
thinking remarkably clear, and his courage of the first order.
I recall so distinctly that it was he,*the first of all Presidents 
of American olleges, who had the courage to denounce 
Prohibition,-while politicians and public figures, druing that 
benighted era when the hide-bound denominationalists were in 
control, - i have forgotten my subject, - but regardless, - 
it was Jl.ty. • who had the courage to stand up and state his 
opinions as to the evils of the whole shooting-match. After 
a flock ofRepbulioanpoliticians, including Presidents of the U.
S. had pussy-footed the question, - you will recall Herbert 

Hoover, styled it "a noble experiement", it was men like 
H.M.b and F. D. E. who pointed out the terrible evils the thing 
spawned, while lesser men said nothing or even paid it lip- 
servioe, as they stuffed graft .from its operation into their own 
pockets.

, Ms President of the Carnegie Peace foundation,' too, and
asw?naep?1:)li?an wh0 ha$ the c°urage to subscribe to the idea of a filsonian league of Nations, I also admired H.m A  Mother
hA1Sfoa^ UtrtSi?v,that alwaYs impressed me was the fact that although he was one of the most intellectual men in the country, his ^
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intellectualism didn't manifest itself in cloistered theories, 
but rather in strong statements of his position on affairs that 
were matters of moment to the humanities he addressed.

I think, he is the only American, - perhaps the only citizen 
of the world who has addressed the English, french and German 
parlements in their own tongue, not so important inellectually, 
perhaps, but remarkable as a testimony to the regard in which 

he was held by the Governments of these several countries*
Wellj - and at long last, » -little Miss Alberta, - some 

30 hours out from ^ew Orleans, arrived at Meirose last night.
I asked her about ^ld Man ^iver, *%e replied laconically:
"I am disguested with him.” : .

t •: ^he said she telephoned him the d$y before she left town,
but he was so drunk he couldn't talk straight. ahe told him he 

f might telephone her the following day, in the morning, if he cared 
to send any message up here, or otherwise chat with her. He never 
called.

■"•nd so the stores fly, - ilosedown, "ew Iberia, Hew Orleans, 
and the old round of formation, reformation and deformation. All 
I know is that I hope he doesn't make a round here too soon. I 
must drop him a line about the burning of the saloon!

In my letter t$ “r. ^ipes, 1 have mentioned that x do 
not have the address Of the "ilson company, but that vou may 
have it. e may write accordingly.X realize, of course, that 
you appreciate the fact that he.does not know I share his letters with you. -- - ' , •

I also wrote him,.suggesting that his name be used as co- 
aiscoverer of Clemepoe's artistic abilities, in the event H f e  should 
make use of her illustrations. ~mong the suggestion I made 
was that one or two different names be used in the text, - - •
Miss alberta's and Mr. Pipes, especially, for in the,case of the 
latter, the mention of his name, and possibly 'tiba, might add* 
to its sales. I wish 1 had known about the sending of the 
pictures at the time they weî t forward, » that was during 
the flood when cummincations were lapsing as between here -and 
Herman, for I shouldthave liked to be in on the data being 
forwarded. But the staff of Life will do the.caption, assuming 
the pictures are used, and perhaps they will employ a lot of 
the particulars I had in mind.. If I could round up,Caroline 
Ramsey, a representative of Life anduwhoever is handling the 
°lemence things, it might be possible to do big number on -Melroe 
generally, - the typioal remaining ante bellum plantation, the 
country of the Children of Strangers, the renaissance of bayou art 
etc., etc., bue enough of all this for now. I have a perfectly 
swell Reproduction of a rose sitting right here in front of me....

t
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12th, 1945.
.

Memorandum to pipping Service:

If you are pressed for time, don't bother to read this 
memorandum, for it continues npthing but some speculation on 
hi tory, and if you toss it into the basket at this point, 
you will have lost nothing..

Today, - or rather yesterday, arrived some phamplets from one 
Aandry, including, aside from the brochures, a fine looking book 
called ‘ he History of the Boston Club, with many illustrations and 
exhaustive particulars regarding the Canal Street istitution, 
which in the 1840's was buil£ by ^x, Mercer as his town house.

• as^e^ Ho Have some of the particulars regarding that 
gentleman read to me, and 1 was struck by, the same error that so 

, many historians of the *outh make. It stated flatly that,-Mr.
Mercer was not a Southern sympathizer”.

AVery0Ile of standing,; save few exceptions, in the ante bellum 
~oufH.wap opposed to secessation, such people as ^saao Erwin

• v* !,i,ra;̂ ® s» so on. i  have a -Natchez newspaper,
published just before the outbreak of hostilities in 1861, wherein 
are four columns of names of prominent citizens of *dams County, who 
go on record as opposing the suggestion that the South withdraw 
from the ^nian. They were styled "Unionists”, and their point 
was that the south should insist upon its rights and struggle for

Unio?* Hut not by fighting for those rights 
after having withdrawl from the Union, • the latter position being 
one which they firmly maintained up until the outbreak of the War.

I guess it must be that historians, as they contemplated later 
events^ have grown to consider the words "Unionist”, federalist" and 
Yankee as being all one and the same thing, so that if, prior to 
1861, a man was styled a Unionisht, he must of necessity, always and 
forever after throughout the Civil War be considered sympathetic 
to the orth, and therefore not a Southern sympathizer, - which 
is just as far from the truth as it could possibly be.

Dr._M.roer; for example, after doing all he could to keep 
his section within the union, accepted the decision of the majority, 
when it was finally made, and gave himself and his treasure to 
the struggle which, like so many others, he felt was a Lost Cause.

“hen the Yankees took over -“ew Orleans, -hr. Meroer was the 
President of several banks. °eing a outhern sympathizer, he O.kayed 
the suggestion that all the gold reserves be removed from the y
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grasp of the enemy. He was accordingly hauled before old "dilversppon" 
Butler, the Commander, and roundly denounced, his property confiscated, 
and his home appropriated by the Navy for its ^ew Orleans headquarters.

Under these ^circumstances, - and there were others, such as he 
legacy to Bober t j3i. "although not personally known to me", which
indicate Br. Mercer*s concern for his region and its people.

Isnft it odd that under these circumstances, historians keep on 
saying that this man or that man, druing the Civil War, was not 
a Southern sympathizer, whereas or rather, merely because such a 
man, prior to the dye being cast, had recommended that the issues at 
stake, be settled by peaceful means within the Union rather than by 
bellicose methods outside the Union..

Well, that*s the situation and old Bandry's cock-eyed reading 
of history, and I ajn done with the whole business for this sitting at 
least.

x’hanks to the magic of Nature, where boats were sailing 
across cotton fields a few weeks ago, traotoss are now dronning, and 
endless rows of the famous old staple are an inch or two high. 
Yesterday it drizzled, and in eonsequenoe of the hoes being laid 
asj.de, i had quite a few visitors. One old darkie, - Arohillius, 
wanted to speak of religion. * like to listen to him, now only 
for his philosophy, but equally so for his originality of phrase
ology. Take t}iis one, for examples,- "Back in the old times,
ever so long ago, at the time when Christ was birthed...... "
Transposed into a musical,concept, I often fee1<that the slow-drawl 
and sparkling creation of verbs out of nouns give a quality to 
their conversation that is not unlike the symphony as opposed to 
the usual jitter-bug rendition of contemporary speech. Sometimes 
there is an hilarious twist to the expression, even on most 
profound subjects, and it requires an infinte amount of self control 
to restrain a smile, and something of a strain on the imagination 
to guess what word or thought is intended, , But never do X smile at 
such times, and never to x ask them to repeat, for the greatest 
assurance of sympathetic confidence for the negro is his belief that 
the individual to whom £e speaks somehow understands and doesn*t 
accept his words in contrast to the usual language of white folks.

I ?reoall a little while .back, when one of my young friends came 
to see me, and was obviously bubbling over with enthuiasm about 
something or other. I was curious but let him volonteer. finally, 
he told a^l: - "Something wonderful happened about ah hour ago at 
hour house. The old sow found six little pigs". "Pound" is the way 
the negro in.these parts ppeaks of;birth, and to the little darkies, 
it was wonderful, the mystery of birth of so many little porkers to 
round out the family larder and pocketbook, - and naturally I 
was seemingly as delighted with this wonderful news as was he.

Porgive a dumb .letter. I shall do better at the next sitting....
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May 14th, 1945,

"Memorandum to ^lipping Service: . *
May ^ tell you that Arenbourg is ours.
The papers have been signed, and to give themtin extra 

legal twist, they will be recorded today.
In today*s outgoing mail, I must send a "bread and butter" 

note to General Stephen, ^aptain ^oe and Meutenant Ban, relative 
to the matter, 1 have already spoken my piece to J. n. and 
Payne. Nothing, thus far, as » been breathed of the matter to 
any of the ladies connected with the family.
interrutfcion. Gradually reference will be made to the matter,
and it will slide into their consciousness without any particular 
notioe.

xhe cottpn is up, and it will continue.to grow throughout 
the ensuing sumiher, and then with autumn, Peter and his 
family will move, and'planting will begin and Arehbourg will take 
on form. '
j  •..< • *v\. ft v . •" • ♦ • •* ’•* • • ■■■* • 3 w

^e had & quiet week end here, - a couple members of the 
family to ^unday dinner, plus Miss Alberta, and that was about 
all. In the late afternoon, we sat for a while on the upper 
gallery'of the big house, and somehow conversation got around 
to ~ndrww ^ackson. “omeone told a story/used by ^ackson^ enemies 
dtiring his Presidential campaigns to illustrate his lack of 
formal education. It is brief: ,
Bald Andrew Jackson: "And if hoss donft spell horse, what do 
she spell?"

I had in mind to get do n to see Gxemenoe yesterday, and observe 
what progress she is making on her flower prints, painted on 
black paper. % t  the big old road machine which has been at 
labof on the spillway, somehow contrived to get bogged down 
at the point where the recent floods tore the plaoe to pieces, 
and by the time they had extricated the lubmering old outfit, 
the roadway was again torn up, and water flowing through the former 
channel, so that it was impossible to maĵ e a.fordihg* .
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Up the road beyond arenbourg, pehaps a half mile, Sammy 
Balthazar runs a grocery store, a place vvhere cold drinks are sold, 
and where a gramaphone supplies musio for dancing. A somewhat 
rustic baseball field offers emplojrcnent for the negroes hard by, 
and a tent houses a movie show on Friday, aturday and unday nights.

hast night, there was a big old wind storm, accompanied by 
much lightening, at about the time the movie was going good.
Some of my friends, passing by early this morning, tell me 
that the excitement ran high when the tent began^ flapping un
mercifully. the rain coming down to the accompaniement of much 
thunder, while in the middst of thingsaall the electric current 
went off. '1'hare wexe perhaps three or four hundred people present, 
and they tell me the scurrying that went on, -<ap and down the road,- 

was fearful and wonderful to behold. I certainly wish I might 
have been there for the stampede must nave been grand.
■:;< i. ,

interruption
But getting back to arenbourg, the papers* sighed indicate that 

the parcel includes something over two acres, as I understood the 
document as it was read. A'he phraseology was altered in one plaoe, 
at my request, to cover a-circumstance which you will note when 
a copy of the business becomes avilable and it is forwarded for 
your inspection. Of course these two-acres, - as an extent of 
land goes, is not the important thing, as I assume we both view it.
It is the start of things, to which other'attributes may be 
added as time and circumstance permit. B. dalles would apply
the word "neat" to this half acres of ueaven , and as time 
marches on, it may remaifla hermitage without«out-lying appurtenances 
or it may serve as a residence fronrwhich an additional few acres may 
be added, for the accommodation5of a couple of cows, some 
chickens and hogs, some corn and some cotton, to please some 
family or other who would like to serve themselves and us.
Slap across the river is ^eline'a 40 acres, and eventually some 
such nlace might be acquired-to supplement * the domestic needs 
of Arenbourg itself. ;*ut that is for the future, iand imay^be 
taken into consideration at that time. Sufficient unto the pres
ent is the knowledge that arenbourg is to hand , and as a focal 
point, we may move in whatever direction^appears-to be best.

Along'side my rose, a big silver jar of gardenias spread 
their heavenly perfume about my desk all day yesterday. The 
flowers were not so much for my own delectation as for their 
sumbolic memory of one or another person, and not the least for 
those persons who remained for a little while with those l°ve 
and then departed before a certain section of the world went
awry..#*..........
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May 15thf 1945.

Memorandum to dipping Service:
It was grand to have your reports in this morning’s mail, 

but X am distressed that your reouper&tion has been so laggardly. 
Sunshine and warmth is what you need,‘and we have such an abundance 
of it in these parts. If only we might somehow arrange to get 
you to some of it, which would be so much grander than sending 
any to you. Perhaps the new physioian may have better success 
than the former, and I certainly h6pe the weather man will lend 

• a hand.
When things are at such a pitch, what with the dint of painters 

thrown in'for good measure, - and what a mess that always makes, 
but more especially in a Hew York apartment, but please don’t try to 
undertake correspondence at such times, ^very second of relaxation 
is so precious that it is ever so much better to conserve those 
brief moments for your own strength, and you know X will always 
understand.

I am enclosing two rather amusing letters from Mr. Pipes, 
which X thought you would enjoy. Isn’t it nice that -̂ ife is 
nibbling?

I have told Mr. Pipes of Arenbourg possibilities, with a view 
to eventual occupation of one of the cabins there, although X see 
no prospect of us establishing any contact before another year or 
so. I am glad he is comfortably housed where he is at present, and 
I only regret that time being lost until we can resume some of the 
work on which we have planned. But we shall continue along lines 
that eventually*lead to the completing of one or two of the manuscripts 
that are still in their unfinished state, and sooner or later, we shall 
be able to get the others all ship-shape.

I am indebted to you for advising me in regard to the 
Sevigne letters. The matter of the bonds became known to me in 
advance of the receipt of your letter, - there will be ten, I believe , 
of the 18.75 variety, which will be worth while preserving until 
maturity, I suppose, although I shall throw them into the arenbourg 
developement, should circumstances warrant. I appreciated the 
direct quote, for it gave me an opportunity to judge the situation as 
regards the Arenbourg transaction, - and to make reference to the matter 
without actually mentioning it, - so as to bridge the matter over.
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I thought it would be very remarkable if that transaction could 
be effected if no leaks developed, Payne always tells everything 
he knows, and as his signature was required, X felt some miracle 
had transpired if he had not mentioned it. Thanks to your 
letter, however, I sensed that he had probably spilled the beans, and 
accordingly, quite casually, I referred to supersitions that remain 
inherent, regardless of people*s belief that they could divest them
selves of them, I went on to say that for myself, I always seemed to 
catch myself knocking wood, or refraining from mentioning anything 
;which 1 wanted very much, - refraining from mentioning it before it 
was an accomplished fact. We passed along that line, and I thought 
I detected a certain smoothness of spirit which had been lacking for 
some days, x‘hanks to your information of‘this point, everything may 
now rock along quite serenely on this particular subject without 
any fruther reference to it, and with a tacit understanding that the 
avoidanoe of it is merely based on supersititiOri. Thank you much.

,, ds.a that little ^aldi had to come down sick at just
the time his mistress was'a little under the weather, - or rather 
subject to the vagaries of the weather, since open air seems to be
\ ? rimL ? eG0SSity ior our ar5imal friends. xhat curious afflicition • which this particular type of dog is subject to is pitiful, I

*•.. recall that one of the dogs here at one time was so put 
under the weather for a time, and I did feel sorry for it, every 

1 SarJGed in - direction. It is wonderful how the chords, 
so thorougly paralyzed at such times, seem to come back into normal 
functioning powers again,, - only I wish, should Waidi have to under-
go such set-backs, could arrange it when you were more in the pink of condition, ^

°f L* °l rather the ^a'te ^epat. of Agriculture
1" her? a?d ltS, ?°? waiting for me to look over the various types 
of gardenias which are now thriving their mightiest. He will 
po doubt recommend some spray for them, as they seem to carry some

leaves» which W #  fell me isn*t pretty, but I can t see it well enough to detect it readily. ^e-blossoms are 
always as elegant as though the fungus were not present, and as

ouf' alm°st all gardenias carry the growth on the 
^or hadf % century at a time, and survive. But if X can

t e n  rnfabbut i t !  Sh&U d° S° ’ &nd Gray i s  the

.And so I shall skip for this sitting, v , ,f

. 1 shall be thinking of you so often aha hoping that the 
medical and atmospheric departments may both give the kind of
trv tn 80 ™*oh like t? have from them. Bo g6 slow and don't
rr?i ? w?it9 are ever so much better. You knowtant * shall always under stand 7.;....  .:

May 17th, at ^lrose.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
Your .̂ in-tier weather seems to have wandered off in this 

direction. If, in its place, some of our summer heat has taken 
its place, I shall be delighted, but I*m afraid the cold wave 
is general, From temperatures in the 90*s, we dropped to 
the 50*s. Open fires are going full blast on the hearth, as 
sounds of tractors in ttye cotton field float in from beyond the 
White harden. It doesn t make any sense, since cotton can*t stand 
cold, but so is the situation in this curious month of May.

Yesterday was one of those lovely gray days, - the sky overcast, 
and seemingly like-November. After dinner I took a brisk walk 
along Cane *'iver, from the bridge to Arenbourg, looking delicious 
because I was able to eliminate the pigs, and the cows, browsing on 
the tapis vert, and conceive it as it will appear a little later 

when we get things straightened around a bit.

The postman brought but a single letter, - from Miss Maude 
Stanton to the Madam. Miss Maude must be about 83 or 84 now, but 
seems to be taking things in her stride, ^he spoke of the turkeys 
she is raising and how nice some of her flowers look. I can say 
from personal observation in times gone by that the **£ndy Hill turkeys 
under Miss "aude*s care usually appear to better advantage than 
her flowers. . She says she plans making a list of all the 
Natchez Statons, giving the dates of their births and deaths, to 
be cut in the monument now on the family grave plot in the ^ity 
Cemebery, - the job to be done after she is dead. I am hoping she 
may get the data together and that the dates will be inscribed on 
the monument. Up to now, the reading on the marble shaft makes 
no sense at all, for there appears only the names of the people, with 
nothing to indicate their identity. It was a ^tanton custom to name 
their offspting after each other, and what with these names 
listed one after another, the thing comes to read like this;
"William, Frederick, David, Frederick, William, David, Frederick, 
William, Bavid, David, Frederick William and so onendlessly.

Only in %tchez would they do anything so cockeyed, and yet there 
are the names on the monument, and they don’t mean a thing. If 
once the dates could be. inscribed on the shaft, opposite each . 
individual, it would really represent quite a table of vital 
statistics., and a geneologists* dlight. Otherwise of course it 
is merely a curiosity.
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fAfter amiling my last report, it ocoured to me that I 
didn t write tfce Jackson story correctly. Instead of writing 
the word hoss , I should have spelled it h -  o~- double s" and 
that might have made the thing comprehensible. I apologize for 
having put the thing down in such as fashion as to make no sense 
I presume. *

Did I mention having a note from ^s. Moore-* s daughter who 
was married in "atchitoches on Mother’s Day, - May 9th - a* 
couple of years back. She wrote from Datchez, although she is 
iving in Baton x‘,ouge, and amon( other things spoke of her anticipa- 

3i°n f from old man ^tork in September, and a^so that she
thought her mother would be glad to get out of the ^rmy, I can 
imagine the latter roadily enough. * do hope she may eventually 
marry wolonel Dawrence. *

It seems resther curious to me that we haven’t heard 
from la belle ^amsey, but possibly high water caught her some 
place, and she is having to paddle herself out. *s 1 recall she 
as planning to make it here about this time in May,-* at least 

! 5 \ V sh he way a .recall It, although little Miss Dormon was he.e 
at the time; and it is so etimes necessary to re-arrange one's & 
addled mind, when the wild flowers get to spilling over the other - 
f c o v e r s a t x o n , a.nd accordingly it is possible that I am a 
little bit off /the track, so far as Miss Ramsey's plans go.

W0UJd be excellent time for some color films .to be made 
in these parts, before all the post-flood effects have been

Ahen’ t0?’ lemenoe appears to be in unusually fine vigor these oays, and I somehow think her appearance on film right 
at this particular season mi6ht give an especial vervt* to the photos.
- *1 shall write Rssae Mae this morning' and seeif she knows

anything more than she did, and possibly we shall be able to entice 
t/.e Ramsey number here a little sooner, according to Miss

1' ^ Ge\ ‘Denj’?min JohnsQn is planning to come here al ost any day although we have yet to have the first line from the
Z i3? 3 eL  80 7 whomy the? saY» is a wizard with a cameraand a witch with the whifekey bottle. So be, - what we want is bigyer 

and better fine photographs, and we can sfcand la Johnson for suchSt an end, whiskey and all. '
t * ' ' «

I do hope tis finds you feeling lots better and that 
your new phisician ma# be accomplishing a lot of thiBgs the other 
tailed to do. I do so wish it were possible for you just to 
fly down this way and drink in some warmth, - which we shall have 
back again in ai da a day or so, - and some of the sunshine of 
which there is gobs this morning. In the mean time, please go Si. ow • • • • •
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May 18th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
To hand your nice report in yesterday's post, and I am delighted 

to learn that the painters have come and gone. 1*11 bet Waldi is 
dqually so. The mental picture, rising in my mind, of a daschund 
fixed up like a zebra,was hilarious. I reckon it wasn't so funny try
ing o get him back to normalcy, however.

You mentioned the possibility that you had spilled beans in 
reference to Mme. 'Vigee-Lebrun. I don't believe so, - at least I-can't 
think how that can be so. In one of my recent notes to Pipes, I 
referrSdt to Glemence as our colored ^ane Biver prototype of Mme, Vigee- 
Lebrun, - what with each of those two ladies being handy with the 
brush, and in his response he inquired as to the identity of the original 
Mme. Hgee-Lebrun, whose acquaintance he,had not made. That was 
all, so far as I can reoollefct, so I can t think any beans were 
spilled on that score, - unless I have missed some point along the 
way.

To hand in yesterday's mail also came the copy of Liberty with 
Mary Rhodes' story therein. May X say thank you much much.
As yet I haven't had an opportunity to explore its contents, but 
am hoping to be able to this week end. Also I was enchanted to w 
have ^ame ^leanor’s column relative to the messages received on V" Day.
I like to keep up with Hyde Dark doings, I gather that place will 

be turned over to the nation without waiting- for years to pass by, - 
a provision made possible, I believe, by the terms of the Presidents 
will. Wouldn't it be pleasant to make a little pilgrimage with a 
congenial soul, when the place is open, - the trip up the Hudson 
is to plea;ant on a pretty day, and to saunter about the home where so 
noble a person has lived so reoently, - it would certainly be a grand 
experience.

The all time low for May 17th temperatures in this area is easing 
off this morning. Ihere is a bright sun, and the prognostocators say 
that we shall have really warm weat er by afternoon. This will make 
the younger set happy along the river, for tonight at the ^osenwald 
School of ^t. ^athew's, the young blades are having a dance, - the Prom, 
they call it, and most of them have procured summer-ish clothes in 
anticipation of the frolic, ^hat with clear skies and a waxing moon,
I know the party will be a great success. It always astonishes me to 
note the metamorphosis that transpires whenever a party such as this 
occurs. If you see the children in the late afternoon, they appear 
to be about their actual ages, - say 13 to 15 or 16. Perhaps they are 
playing marbles, hoping (hopping) rides on the tractors, climbing 
trees or doing any of the million things children do at that age.
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But let the sun go down, and school open its doors for an 
entertainment, and lo.' r the children of sunset are somehow transposed 
into grown ups of first dark. ^ach in his long trousers or party 
dresses, (singular would perhaps be better), - and one has the 
impression of being with people of maturity, I have never noticed this 
phenomenon with white children, who somehow remain children even after 
the sun has gone below the horizon. But with thise children the 
transformation never fails, and 1 am glad that tonight will see them 
for an evening actually be grown-ups, for so genuine is the change 
that they do not seem at all to be playing a part.

Little Miss Alberta continues to to^off her magnolias, and 
secretly, - so it is supposed to be, - she is doing a portrait of the 
Madam, I think Miss "lberta cannot paint portraits, but possibly she 
will pxceed her ^rt in this instance and turn out something good in 
the human being department, i

I wasn't supposed to know anything about it until she mentioned 
the sittings the*other day, - and right in front of the Madam. I * 
laid hold of the opportunity instantly, sayig to the Madam:

"Isn't is remarakable that neither you nor I, - in plaining 
secretes with either ^iss Alberta or with Paynie, can hope to hold 
anything for a surp ise for each other?"

• i

This s9 neatly covered the quiet regarding Arenbourg, - which 
X continue to maintain, that that.whole matter appears to be very 
.successfully bridged, and the matter of both portrait and property is 
never mentioned by either of us to the other, - each apparently 
respecting a secret, which is no secret at all, save that we play the 
game as though it were, - and thanks to the parallel, the one secret 
seems as natural as the other. It is certainly nice to have been 
provided with such a ti ely hurdle.

Must skip, 'Please go s;ow..i., - ■■ . .

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
It's the hour of charm, - this Sunday night, so far as 

the radio goes, but I am going to like that hour better by not 
, listening to ,the radio but,, instead, by talking a little before 
’ folding up my beard and calling it a day.II

In Saturday's post came a report which was good for the 
heart. Somehow 1 felt things were easing a little, what with 
the decorators gone, the weather fair and communications from 
hither and yon flowing along so-so. Last night about this hour, 
my very busy assistant rushed in, - having been employed 
all day at school in preparation for a dance being held'there‘for 
the young ladies and gentlemen of St. Mathew's School, I glanced 
over the correspondence, read and burned one report, and then 
raced through Mr. Pipes communications which I enclose herewith.

I noticed in your report, - still very clear in my mind these 
£4 hours after, that your reference to Mme. Vigee-Lebrun must 
be based, - the bean spilling department, - to a temporary mixing 
of identity of two characters, - both prominent in the Arts, - 
Mme. Vigee-Lebrun and Mme. de B vigne. Somehow, from the content 
of this report, 1 am lead to (led to) believe that you really 
had transposed the identity of the one to the other, mmentarily, - 
which led to my inquiry regarding that point. If this be true, 
as might readily happen, then all is clear once more. And if that 
isn't the case, it is alright anyway, since I am not conscious 
of any of those vegetables having been spilled.

fhis evening, - for the first time in al ost - I guess over 
a year, - we read something aloud, - the Madam to me. It was the 
Blennerhasset article by Mrs. ^lennerhasset Adams, in the 1901 
Century. I was glad to see the reproduction of the rainature, too.

f ... f  v > -» * «I

Although the magazine was originally addressed to the Madam,
I am going to try to b rrow it, for I should like to refer to 

it eventually when a parfait secretaire joins me in eventual 
explorations; along similar lines, and in regards to old Blenner
hasset himself, ~

It has been so long since I went over the B. L. C. Wailes Diary 
that I don't recall all the details about the Bl enne r hassets, but 
I do think he menions the widow of the son, theiT~(l&S-8 or 1659) 
in poverty in Missouri. I think he also referred to ^r. Blennerhasset
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who was the subject of the Century article, as Lewis Carr.

In MeCardie and Somebody's two volume Hist, of Miss., there 
is an extensive account of Blennerhasset, saying his name was really 
Lewis Carr, that after marrying his niece and going to India where 
his brother was stationed, he came to this hemisphere, practiced 
law of dubious intregreity, - it seems to me there was something 
about his defense of smugglers, or some such, * and that was prior 
to the Lafitte operations in the same neighborhood, - and his 
subsequent arrival in ^ew Orleans where he took up the name of 
Blennerhasset, - well supplied with funds from somewhat ill-gotten 
practices, - blackmail, as I recall, or some such, - in Jamaica.

How tis doesn't sound much like Mrs. B, d̂arns' account, does it,
I do thiHk^ that much more might have been said about Mr. B. to 
keep the picture^straight. If there was a villian, - and.there was 
one , at least, in the Burr business, it wap probably neither Burr 
Tior lennerhasset, but old Wilkerson, General of the U, 8. Army 
whose income was enlarged bytthe pay of Spain, while holding the U. 
b. post, - as subsequent vouchers have demonstrated.

^  Bu.t. 5f.thi§ Adains account, I notice there isn't much reference 
to the life of blennerhasset in Mississippi. Borne day I want to 
look over thp records in Bort Gibson, where his elegant country seat 
vvas situated, - some 6 miles away, I have seen a partial transcript 
of the court records there from 1807 through 1811, and I must say 
one is struck by the frequency of appearance of blennerhasset's name - 
suing and being sued, - for assault and battery and the like - 
none of which sounds too rosey. 9

I need not say more along this line, for it can't be of great 
'interest to start with, and besides, I think I must, by all this 
recitation, demonstrated how much stiumation I have received in 
reading the wentury article which a most excellent person has provided.

Of the enclosures, they speak for themselves, and I only 
regret that I am not able to make a transcript at the moment of 

my response, covering some o,f the main items.

Regarding Uncle Ike, - Isaac Erwin's Diary, I am pointing out 
tiic-t he Las already rendered the Oklahoma .fc'ress a distinct service 

their attention to, - by acquainting them with, the 
existence of this and that i have played my part in making
a like gesture by effecting its transmission for consideration. I 
shall be so bold as to inquire if provision is made, in the anticipated 
cost ox bringing out the work, - cost figured by the University Press 
for expenses of annotating, etc., - quite aside from actuall printing* 
costs, - paper, ink, binding, etc. My point is that if he and I 
are to ao it, - and I doubt if Oklahoma could find anyone else with 
the particulars required, there should be some concrete expression 
of gooa v/ill on the part of the 0, Press, balancing our gestures 

already made* - they should either publish something for us forthwith 
or make some sort of a financial grant. I shall be interested in what 
he responds, i have already expressed myself as being willing to

accept whatever recompense he thinks is in order, - either in 
a financial payment, or in a promise to publish something of our 
own composition, - since obviously such a big work as Uncle Ike's 
will never pay for its f'irst printing, the demand' will be so small.

In the matter of the Prince of Jallon, I am quite willing to 
go. along on that .proposition, since I must work with someone on 
it. I have suggested that a volume, not unlike G. B. Shaw's Saint 
Joan might be the proper medium, * the first two-thirds for an 
introduction, the final third for something or other in blank 
verse, _ the latter more or less disregarding the actualities, as 
covered by the data included In the introduction. I am in 
no certain frame of mind as to how that story could best be treated 
from a money making point of view. Por a long time I jiad thought 
of the novel as a mediu^ and yet without assistance, that is 
impossible. A t  the same’time, I have thought that a serious study 
of a couple of hundred pages, with a somewhat romahtio touch intro
duced into the blank verser section might enjoy some popularity,- 
or at least some appeal to those who do things for the theatre or 
the movie® is with material of this nature.

«*ell, we shall see. what the response to these two points 
may be. I mention these facts, however, os that when subsequent 
correspondence comes to hand and is passed along, you may he quite 
up to the moment on the points so covered.

Little Miss Alberta, finding herself in much the situation 
la ^oore did a couple of years back, while a guest here, plans 

to leave this coming week. Too much fussing on the part of the hostess.
J. u. consulted me today, asking what I thought about the gen- _ 

eral health situation. I stated frankly that while strength 
improved, as was obvious, the mental fatigue was obvious and 
that a few weeks in the mountains of liorth Carolina was my 
idea of what was best, - although I thought he would have some up
hill business trying to bundle up his patient and hence beyond the 
front gate.

Things will careen along all summer, just about as they are,
I suppose, while the actual change in the patient will be so gradual 
that few if anyone save me will notice it. •“•nd then, with the coming 
of “inter, we shall go through what we went through last year and the 
yea? before, with the pendulum always swinging back and forth, but 
never quite so far as the season that proceeded each set back.

Without actuall referring to ^renbourg, there appears to be 
a tacit understanding of its existence, as between her and me.
There was a reference to an old 4 poster Gane MjLver 100(1 today, - 
a wish expressed that I should have it. As there are already two 
such items in this house, it is obviously with ^renbourg in mind that 
the offer was made,  ̂ shall be delighted to accept, even though 
-it is without springs or mattress and needs must be finished, - or 
rather re-finished.
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Alors, i have written too much, and I apologize for 
taking up so muoh of your precious time, hut the night, and espeoia 
lly nights with a glorious moon, passK by so quickly.

One more admonition, - please go slow, and goodnight.,,
May 22nd, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping ^ervce:
■‘•’here is no value what soever to this report. I have 

but a few moments before post time, but 1 did want to say good

morning.
Your friend, little Miss ^lberta, reported herself as having 

a swimming in the head yesterday afternoon. i?or supper all she 
wanted was some prune juice. She asked the ^adam wahs she would 
do in such a case. The Madam said she would take some epsom - 
salts, hittie Miss A. threw up her hands in nr horror. Prune 
juice is one thing, but Mary -Baker M&&gy and epsom salts are two 
other things.

And so, accordingly, little Miss A, took her prune juince, and 
then asked me to wire her Hew Orleans practicioner the following 
message:

nI M2D ASSISTAHaS*.
Ho sooner had the message been telephoned to Western Union, 

than Miss A. with drew, emerging later, to announce that she 
felt greatly relieved.

She further explained that while she realized the salts might 
have been more speedy, - I a.ssume she meant more speedy thah the 
prune juice and ^ary Baker Mady, still she wanted to prove that 
faith could move mountains, - so to speak.

Anything she does is alright, so to speak, but why anyonebody 
hould want to prove anything in that direction when the demands 

upon the Powers That Be seem to be so wide-spread and so multitudinous. 
All, - all in all, - T must say that little Miss A. is a great 
big riot, and that when she leaves here on Thursday, I shall miss 
her on several counts, - not the least of which will be her desire to 
prove something or other.

And that is all for the moment. 
co slow, go as slowly as you can....

Bo go slow, and if you can't

l. - . . .
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May 22nd, 1945,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

%rsssn as
f0 hand came three letters, - what a shower of blessings.

a# they are cduld not have been better x arranged Dy oxu 
Talleyrand himself.

Did I understand you to say ^/^enfl'have^o? mentioned the 
"mesdames', hr mere y y • things j0g along Just as they are,

the «OP will not evacuate .renbourg until this autumn and 
in the mean time the thing will Just grow naturally, and all will
be well.

The ’iiladam was quite pleased with your letter and all the points 
you covered. In the same mail came a latter- from to
111 Ihi?atheiongeto°youreIndehil obvious Reference to arenbourg confirms 
maunder standing^ that" th^matter is well known although do not 
toptto cmr irisa if la ^rignan has been acquainted with the fact, _ there 
is s ora e ̂rumour'that Sister and her family may move to âmraona, ^a#,» 
before l^g? ^  this should turn out to be a_ fact, it would be Just 
dandy! as Hlimond is only about 60 miles from Hew Cleans, and hence 
quite removed;from this area,

ifter dinner, i caught up with my secretary and we renthiough 
itpmq of work, and your reports of the 17th and loth. ^ay 

I say thanks a million. It was characteristically tlwughtful me ^  
tn think of me in r gard to the records, and if luc^ is with me 
I shall have'my own mfchine to play them' on regardless although, 
cshmiid it be! in any way delayed, i can readily go to o.ammy s

^  o his although I should much prefer to share them 
with no one but myself and the telepathetio companion who never seems
to be too far away,

■“■nd thanks-, too, for sending me the clipping as to Herrenchimsee. 
'Yhat s blessing that has been spared: How if Newsohwansteln, -

; fi;, th scelling. - and binderhof, then there will be so 
••much to be thankful*for in’the wake of all the other things destroye 
of which we should prefer not' to contemplate.

'MSk
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A letter to hand from “r. Lottinville of Oklahoma Iress to 
the Madam, saying that the readers had reported favorably on the 

n volume thev have just finished reading, and could addition 1 
fate?ill he sent: f  have responded, advising him that ° ^ rl“ s
have been packed and forwarded by American 2*press I F f  ami 1 Reaperthat one volume, as yet not transcribed, and a Paten of family Papers, 
ulus some nhoto? ranhs and photostadts, could go lorward later, inis
keeps a wedge handy, and at the same time gives us some ,3̂ ? Ht£at we to have the photostadting, etc,, done. I know perfectly well that we 
shall never get around to transcribing the volume the diary .till 
in the original script, but tha isn t important, for it
transcribed by Oklahoma, - if things get to that point. >

In the mean time I shall be interested in learning^what^r. Pipe's
re-action to my inquiries regarding some sort of a - J v e r i r a  s o m ^ f  may he likely, so far as a return gesture of good will, covering -gme 0 1

our stuff goes. ,
Hiss Alberta appears to he improve.! in health and is pointing 

madly, for Wednesday will be here last day, as she departs for home on 
Thursday morning. I am still laughing in my beard at her .wonderful dumb- 
ness in stalling the news about doing the portrait, for it such
a wonddrful opportunity to parallel the Arenbourg secret, and its spill
ing by ^aynie. ,

Yesterday was good fishing weather in these jparts, too, 
rained in the afternoon, and 1 took that opportunity ta walk on the 
Bermuda *oad. casting a casual glance at arenbourg in therein. I_ 
liked it, and as suggested in your report, it would certainly be nice 
to have a prolonged ^literary evening , wfcerein some plans could be 
gone over, just for the sheer pleasure of of building a park with toys. 
Before‘too long I must draw one of my inimitable maps, and we snail 
discuss the difficulties and advantages together. /

- t .

For the moment. - when the crop has been taken off_ and the thing 
comes to hand, the first' thing to be dorie-~is to fence the place, and after 
that I think the present dwelling, - as in -the background of the youth 
with the horse, should be pulled around, facing the south and looking 
down th6 tapis vert. This will set the temporary structure at about 
the spot where the gallery will be when la maison de la reine is con
structed. While temporarily affording a dwelling place, it will also 
enable one to’better arrange the lay out of everything, such as running 
in the new drive, planting the magnolias, etc., without the necessity 
of changing anything when, circumstances permit the actual construction 
of the two separate units of the ultimate dwelling, - so that finally 
the present house may be taken down, - after the other has been built, 
and merely a connecting gallery for those two houses, run along the spot 
occupied by the temporary structure. So things turn, and there 11 be 
much moie talk as time goes on. Thanks.for Herrencheimsee and sor 
-“•renbourg, and the reasofa for being that plans for the morrow afford.*...
Of course klaldi and all will eventually have some fresh air anc Quiet•••*•»
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May 24th. 1945,

Memorandum to Slipping serviCe:
From the enclosure, you will note that Mr. Pipes appears 

well pleased with the latest package received from Melrose.
It is grand when enthusiast brings him to write a whole letter 

in the form of an Art Review. The picture, depicting the burning 
of the house, must have been inspired by the destruction of the 
saloon^ I suppose.

The latest news on that event is that the saloon will be re
built. 1 am glad to hear that because, as you will recall from 
the photograph, the lights from that building will shine pleasantly 

along the surface of the water, when viewed from Arenbourg on the 
opposite shore.

Little Miss A. leaves toaay, well fortified with magnolia 
pictures which she has painted in abundance. In a way I am sorry 
that she must also take with her a somewhat drab memory of a 
personality which, up until now, was more or less brilliant.

Yesterday’s post was rather thin, with but a single letter to 
hand, and that for the Madam. It was from ^lif "'yrd of Shreveport, 
theratening to get down this way before long. 1 always look 
forward with anticipation to visitors, - they tend to fill in so 

many otherwise uncertain gaps,
t * Did 1 mention that little Miss A. wants to speak to Mr.

¥ Armonson, - or some such name, - of ^ew urleans about the Louisiana
Scrapbook. She says Mr. Ammonson is a great enthusiast of 
books on Louisiana, and that he is the publisher of the Stanley 
Arthur books, - "Audubon” and "Birds of Louisiana”,̂ I reckon.
In the event other publishers fail, she thinks he might want to 
undertake the Scrapbook, She says he has a book shop on Royal 
Street which does a big business in tourist sales, and that he 
pumps his publications into other ^ew Orleans book shops madly.
Possibly she has something there, and it might eventually be worth a 
try. Yesterday, in looking over Pencil Points, - the publication sent 
by a friend some years back, I discovered just the type of Louisiana 
map 1 have been casting about for, to be included in the Scrapbook.
I think a map is important for such a work, and this-one is 
illustrated by a flock of typical Louisiana houses in little 
boxes around the edge. Another idea and aid, born afar but as 
always fruitful and filling one with gratitude........
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May 25th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service*.
v .■ . . , , ... ■ . ■ • : ■- ,'P- ' . i J  S  .J ' ‘ i

' Herrenchiemsee is still on my mind, and I must again 
say how much * enjoyed the clipping, and how good it is to> 
know that it survived. The thought came to mind this morning 
at 5 when some news broadcast mentioned something about someone 
having lived in the neighborhood of Starenburgh, and that of 
course brought up thoughts of budwig, so that naturally 
Linderhof and all the rest started revolving in my thoughts.

And Linderhof suggests Arenbourg, and Arenbourg means 
and I have been thinking of how, eventually, we could block 
off uncle ^ora’s cabin from the end of the tapis vert, and now 
it occurs to me how th&t could be done ever so efxectively.

With live oaks on the edge of the terrace, - to the right 
hand side looking *Jouth„toward the bridge, and with magnolias on 
the left, balancing the live oaks, that would put Uncle ^ora s 
cabin slap at the end of the promenade. It occurs to me, however, 
that something ve y nice would be to put a little building right 
at the end of the tapis vert, something like a little reek 
temple with two little pillars on either side of the entrance, 
and the little building itself to be used as anything from 
a tool house to a repository for newspapers, a storrage pl&cQ or 
a terminus for afternoon tea. Set off by the deep green of tne 
grandiflora leaves, it would be a spot of white terminating 
the promenade, and at the same time, what with the magnolias 
separating the promenade from everything to the "‘ast, it would 
naturally throw the eye to the South est, along the sruf&ce of 
the river easily in view through the^somewhat lacey folliage 
of the live oaks. It’s another of those things that is so much 
fun to figure out, and-anything from the cheapest kind of material 
to marble'would suit. I don't know if you recall how the Theatre 
at the Little Trianon was arranged, but 1 suppose that is from 
when came my idea, xhere, down a rather narrow hedged walk, one 
seems abruptly at the end, two little colmuns with a pair of 
glass doors recessed just a little, rhat is all one sees, but 
once inside, one discovers that the building is really quite large, 
Well, there would be no point in a large building and no place for 
one at the end of ^renbourg's tapis vert, but a nice little sP<?t 
of white would be delicious, what with all tne green about, and 
the business behind the columes could be any old thing that seemed 
best suited at the time.
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1'here was a big old moon over Oane ^iver last night.
. »t first dark, after the tractors had all been pat a$ide for . J

the day, I met my friend, Jack, having just put his to bed , I
and he asked me to ride with him in his boat across the riv§r, 
opposite ^elrose to the ^outh. I did so, and the crossing was
elegant, ^e sat on his gallery for a while, and then later, I !
after doing lots of canvassing of things for the morrow, - a lot 
of tomorrow's I walked back home, acround by the bridge, and 
the air was delighcous and heavy with magnolias, and a way up the 
river, as I cross the bridge, I could see where ^-renbourg lsept 
in the midnight moonlight. It was nice, nice in lots of ways 1
and most of all because telepatj.etically the air was laden with_ 1 f
thoughts of a better tomorrow when mangolias and moonlight I I

* and stars and fireflies cduld be the better enjoyed because they 
• would be shared........ 1

m I 
1
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service: „
Tow reports to hand in the same post, and may I say thanks 

millions.
May I not say thanks for another report, coming from a different 

direction, - Hew Orleans, - what with Old Man Hiver having telephoned 
yesterday, saying that on Wednesday, - ^ay 30th, he would arrive 
with' Prances ■Janjamin Johnson, I had hoped the latter’s t
visit at least would be at such a time as to make it possible 
for me to take her in hand, particularly as regards mLemence, - but 
the best made plans of mice and men.

»*ell, that will be next week's problem, and sufficient 
unto the day is the evil thereof.

' It was grand of you to acquaint me with the contents of 
communications headed for ■*»■. 0, I was able to get a look at 
my report before she had ever seen her mail, and accordingly I 
was doubly assured. Up to the present I haven t heard a peep about 
your letter, - only that there were clippings to hand which she would 
eventually read, ^o be it, although we now speak of 1 tsScrets" joking 
ly, and so 1 guess everything is moving along smoothly in that 
direction. 1 assume la wrignan has not as yet been informed.

f’he enclosed communications also came to hand touay. They 
sneak for themselves. Apparantly I didn't make myself too clecir as 
to one point or' another. It wasn't the question being raised as to 
names appearing on the ^rwin book* It was merely a suggestion that 
pressure might be mildly applied to ola Oklahoma to give a 
thought to some of our other manuscripts, already prepared for 
publication. In response, I have not even attempted to make myself 
clear on that point.

I was much interested in what was found regarding the Prince 
of Jallon, - traveling by coach and 4 is really rather more 
elegant than I had supposed to have been the case during his 
round of visits to the various Eastern states after leaving Natchez.

I would ask you to disregard his inquiry as to the possibility 
you might find something in local repositories regarding the Prince. 
You have already supplied me with all particulars necessary, 
including the photostadts, etc., covering the case, arid when the 
time is ripe, X shall take this material under advisement with him.
I am rather anxious to get the thing whipped up intô  some kind of 
shape, and the-way the present set-up looks, it migh*t just as well 
be in collaboration with himf in order to get the pot boiling 
for Arenbourg.
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I have also written him that when the ^rwin business goes 
over, - and possibly before it is finished, it might not be a 
bad idea to drop a hint as to the Rev, Chase’s Diary, as 
a distinct and noble successor to old "Uncle Ike •

Mr, Bipes has never seen that manuscript, but 1 shall be glad 
to work with him on it, - if and when, for it too should serve 
as a possibility in the establishment of firm foundations for 
Arenbourg.

His reference to the Phillips material in the Oklahoma 
University collection or where ever, suggests two points: - 
first that he will find material for another "Glory” book, 
similar to the one he is or has done on the Rosewnwald 'thing,
, and secondly, there should readily be an uklahoma Scrapbook 
in that collection, Phillips was the millionaire who gave 
the library or some such, and the WpA 'stuff in that collection 
covers everything about Oklahoma, it is said, ^r. Pipes and 
I , in discussing the -Louisiana and Mississippi Scrapbooks, 
have envisioned one for Oklahoma, and I have no doubt that while 
accumulating the material for the “Glory” book, the other 
will come readily to hand, I have written him on this point, 
and recalled to mind certain material in this house which was 
provided for filler for the "Glory" book which may no doubt be 
drawn upon for the same type of filler for the Oklahoma Glory 
book which he appears to be considering at the moment.

I am so glad you we e able to get out with your little 
friend, and make a little tour of the ^otanical hardens, barely 
a lot of fresh air and sunshine will help lots, although what 

is equally imperative is a lot of do-nothing, too, and I 
only wish that were possible before so. very long. .May the 
fair weather keep up and the do*-nothing opportunity present 
itself before so very long. x shall keep my finger's crossed 
that it may come soon. f
“ i

I am so glad you mentioned the girl friend's anniversary.
I am glad the ’s were there, too, for she especially would 
make a lovely addition to any group and her presence at such 
a festivity, and particularly under the so ewhat trying 
circumstances of uncerta nty, would be a distinct asset. I’m 
afraid my congratulations are a little belated, but 
do pass them along if they are not too late. un the matter of 
the prolonged absence, there is the m point for keeping the 
faith, - at least noth n^ official has come through and it 
would? have, had there been anything radically wrong to report. 
The enclosures are so fat, I had 'better content myself with 
this single page, - and yet there is so much I would share in 
thought....,.
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Memorandum to ^lipping Hervice:
lo hand in Saturday’ post came the copies of -Life, 

all of which 1 have turned through with the greatest of interest, 
regretting only that a parfait secretaire were not along sidey- in 
order that we might explore a whole lot of tings together, - 
for aside from the very obvious and interesting pictures, there 
are!so many articles which I am sure would be wroth reading, and 
even more would be worth discussing, I shall turn through them 
again and again, and eventually I shall put them on the holding 
shelf" for eventual reference.

It was a good week-end, although with nothing especial 
to? mark it as unique. Mr. Mezurett-e came up to Melrose from 
his -Little River ‘̂arm, and although I saw him but for a few 

moments, that did me much good, as he is a person of good will, 
and the mere contact with such people, 1 find, doesmuch for 
one, even though there, be little opportunity to go into things 
at the moment, Somehow it puts me in mind of a line in an r*nglish 
Music Hall song, - a rather naughty one, - but one which expressed 
in one line, something which I have sometimes experienced in ray 
association with one rare person or another. ±he line reads:

' ’ ‘  I "* *' * V ■ .

"One felt so sanctified just sitting by him", -
and how true is that statement of feeling, even though the occasion 
be so rare that it might almost be termed a miracle.

t

Mr. Byrd came down Saturday morning from Shreveport, and 
remained until Sunday evening* He and I .took occasion towalk 
up the Bermuda iVoad a ways, and came back along the river, trans

(interruption) ^
*

I was soeaking of Mr. Byrd. Oh, yes, - we crossed the entire 
length of Arenbourg, and we glanced about pasually, so as not 
to appear to interested, what with the Deter Metoyer? being about. 
On our return, we glanced over the general fe photographs and 
plans of la maison de la reine, and Mr. Byrd was enchanted at 
the harmony of suoh a house for such a setting. He according
ly offered to draw up plans of the place, fitting in the house with 
the exegencties of the situation, and so during the forth coming
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he wn i  undertake this work. It is my understanding that
the ilans will “e rather large, and eventually they may have a the pi^ns wii . u Y -RVrd 1 ° the head of the equivilant
n^the^oriier “hop of A\. Maoy, - only his organization is much 
t L ^ e r  of course. It is the Eemmingway Johnson Furniture ^ompany 
of i;;reve°ort and he appears to know everything about everything 
from laving the foundation of a house to embroidering the 1 3  
initial"on the final guest towel. I appreciate his interest in 
the^raatter, and it will be nice to have the plans tucked away for 
consideration when we get the pump primed,
. Humor had it that when hed hiver spilled over into Cane, 
all of the astonishing numbers of fish, inhabiting the l&tter, 
were«snewpt Southward to the Mississippi and the sea, hut 
a friend who accompanied Mr. Byrd, spent ‘-'unday afternoon, - 
or rather “atnrdaj afternoon and Sunday^morning ^  9
returned each time with an enormous u ^ i^the -rater and

. figured must hare oome into dan. Biter from “ ed- tBie carious 
prS- tiire he nut in an old cistern, and proposes to raise them tnere, 
hut I?eckonPthe thing is about doomed in,such an under ground
home. a- , /" f * '̂V,. ; ‘

. % e  Madam was in bed long before sundown,' following the 
usual noisey Sunday, and accordingly 1 took to the road for 
a turn. *mong others,-I met lugabou, who is a m o e  darkies, ana 
he said he wanted, to talk about “renbourg, and wanted ever so 
much to get his tractor on the terrace, s m o o t h i n g f f  6 
things to going, “gain he admonished that whenever there is 
work to be done at arenbourg, he wants to be there a ™  that he 
wants to do thw work with the understanding that he isn t 
selling: his time or his work because he wants to do io for 
the lofe of doing it. Some people are forever saying that negroes 
do nothing for the love of anything but some people can be wrong, 
and it seems to me.I know quite a few who like to labor mightily 
for the feeling that they are doing something for some people whom 
they sense have a sincere regard for them,*

Another negro, recnetly gone from rgse to fexas, “made 
a round", as the expression goes, indicating a brief visit, on 
Sunday.- Be told me quite casually that he was thinking of 
returning to ^ane ^iver. He s^id there were lots of advantages 
for him in a big city in ^exas but that it was quite true tnat 
if someone or other wanted a job that another person held, the 
one who wanted it thought nothing of killing the person who occupied 
it. Perhaps there is one important foundation stone of the 
popularity of this region, - the feeling of security. Please 
don't refer to this last paragraph in correspondence. I must 
skip

■ i
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May 30th, 1945,

.Memorandum to ^lip ing Service:
Bo outgoing mail yesterday, upset stomach kept

me in the bed. This morning I am creaping out long enough 
to jot down this memorandum and to say how nioe it was 
to have the good copies of Life along side me yesterday as 
1 drooped from pillow to bed post, I’ll be alright as the day 
progresses, and by evening, uld Man Biver is expected to 
reach this point, and what the rising tide will bring in 
its wake, Heaven alone knows. I*or one thing, I shall 

make no effort to appear too radiant. If something has 
to lapse during a brief interlude of indisposition, it 
might just as well occur during the time when flood waters 
of a personal sort are too evident.

I sent a note to the post office, asking the clerk to 
hold all mail for me, and this morning I shall pass by and 
gather up anything that may have arrived yesterday. I am 
expecting the package you mentioned, and I shall 
put it on the holding shelf momentarily so that I may 
enjoy it thoroughly without any countretemps.

Gradually we have easod into the question of Arenoourg^ 
and the Madam demonstrates a new enthusiasm in life, following 
my declaration that I would ever so muck like to have a 
mud house eventually. At our last sitting, when J. H, 
came in, she said to him: “J. H. you are fond of JT. and of 
me. I have something d would like to have you do.^
Look around somewhere between Lerry and ermuda and see if 
you can’t find him a mud house. I should ever so much like 
him to have one."

I didn’t tell them, - they both thought it difficult to 
find - that in reality, the present house on Arenbourg is 
a mud house, but the mud is concealed by the weather- 
boarding.

I didn’t mention it at the time, but eventually, 
and before too long, 1 shall explain that the Bouse already 
on Arenbourg, is in reality a mud house and all we s all 
have to do is turn it around, facing tfce garden toward the 
Bast, and the strong arms of local labor can fill in whatever 
mud sections are missing.
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On the back o f  th e  f i r s t  s h e e t ,  yon w i l l  note one of  
 ̂ ; those  i n e v i t a b l e  s k e t c h e s ,  i n d i c a t i n g  the new l o c a t i o n  f o r  the 

mud house, w i th  broken l i n e s  s u g g e s t i o n  e v e n t u a l *  placement 
o f  other houses .  • You w i l l  a l s o  note t h a t  a pool or 
l i t t l e  l a k e  i s  i n d i c a t e d  in the  c e n t e r  o f  the p i e c e ,  w i t h  the 
proposed houses c en te red  about t h e  l a k e ,  a l th o u g h  on a v e ry  
t i n y  s c a l e ,  t h i s  l a y o u t  would s u g g e st  the nameau 01 ^ 'et i t  .
T iran on ,  -  w h o l ly  i n f o r m a l ,  a s  opposed to  the more or l e s s  formal 
touch spreading  south-w est  from the proposed maison de l a  r e i n e  
g i v i n g  d i r e c t l y  on th e  t e r r a c e  a long the r i v e r  f r o n t ,  ^bus 
two d i s t i n c t  u n i t s  w i l l  be i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n  the  s e t  up, and i t  
i s  n ic e  to th ink  t h a t  the f a m i l y  i s  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  g e t t i n g  the 
mud house g o in g ,  a s  a kind o f  en te r ta in m en t  f o r  themselves  as  they 

make p r o v i s i o n  f o r  the  r e s t o r a t i o n  o f  the house i t s e l f .

“ hen moneys come to hand, other u n i t s  can be added as c ircu m stances  
appear to  f a v o r ,  <

A man from •L,. jf, U. i s  here  a t  the moment. AHe i s  a c o t t o n  
e x p e r t  and of  a l l  t h i n g s  i s  named Hr. Cotton.  e s te r d a y  

'he t o l d  me o f  s u c c e s s  people a r e  h a vin g  i n  making l i t t l e  p o o l s  and

l a k e s ,  by u s in g  " b a g o t i n e " ,  -  a s u b - s o i l  th a t  i s  brought  to the 
s u r f a c e  by o i l  d r i l l e r s .  I t  seems t h a t  a q u a r te r  o f  an inch of 
I h l s  s u b - s o i l ,  mixed w i th  the  s o i l  where w ater  i s  d e s i r e d  s e a l s  
the bottom of  the p o o l  c o m p le t e ly ,  and p e rm its  a l l  k in d s  o f  p l a n t s  and 
t h i n g s  to grow i n  the  w a te r ,  w i t h  each a q u a t i c  p la n t  adding to  the 
s t r e n g t h  o f  the bottom of  the p o o l ,  ^e has  promised to send me 
some water l i l i e s ,  and e v e n t u a l l y  we s h a l l  have the  t r a c t o r  c 
scoop out a p l a c e ,  throw i n  some b a g o t i n e ,  and l o .1 we s h a l l  have a 
l i t t l e  l i l y  l a k e ,  wherein  the Chinese g e e s e  may d i s p o r t  w ithout  
doing harm e i t h e r  to to the p ool  o f  the l i l i e s .  Hr. Cotton says  
b a g o t in e  bxhx c o s t s  about ^ . 7 5  a sa c k ,  and only  a few sacks  would 
be n e c e s s a r y  to g i v e  an e x c e l l e n t  and e v e r l a s t i n g  bottom to the 
p o o l ,  -  a l l  o f  which i s  n ic e  to know abou t ,  you w i l l  agree .

I am w r i t i n g  -*r. P ip e s  t h i s  morning, and e n c l o s i n g  a l e t t e r  
from l i t t l e  H iss  " l b e r t a ,  add ressed  to  the  Madam, -  a bread and b u t t e r  
one-, wherein she mentions h a v in g  seen Mr. Ormanson, -  or w h a te v e r ,  -  
the liew Orleans p u b l i s h e r ,  who s a y s  he as  ample paper s u p p l i e s  and 
i s  much i n t e r e s t e d  i n  the manuscript  on L o u i s i a n a ,  and a sk in g  th at  
th e  manuscript  be se n t  him f o r  r e a d i n g ,  Whatever th e  s t a t u s  of 
the manuscript  i s  a t  the moment, 'P know n o t ,  but  i t  i s  p le a s a n t  
to know th at  Mr. wrmanson has  m a t e r i a l  a t  l e a s t ,  and I t h in k  
the c o n t a c t  w i l l  do no harm, even though we may not  make use  of 
i t  immediately* E v e n t u a l l y  i t  might beyworth w h i le  to  skp to  
.New ^ r le a n s  sometime when H, i s  running down, and have a chat  
w i t h - t h e  gentleman, perhaps t o g e t h e r  some i d e a s  might e v o l e  th a t  
would appe al  to  him a s  a p u b l i s h e r  o f  L o u i s i a n a  s t u f f  and would 
be w i t h i n  our g ra s p  f o r  c om p osit ion ,  ^he important t h i n g  about him 

i s  th at  h i s  books s t o r e  s e r v e s  th e  t o u r i s t  t r a d e  and he pushes h i s  
Unniro -5 n «i i  thfi New O rleans  shops, they say ,  -  and t h a t  i s  a p o i n t .
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coveredTSt SW'P thlS pQlnt* althoueh there are other point to be

. On donflay L received a note from the clerk, savins he had 
iorgot to tell me -Jatuday evening that Charles had sent in h 
an invitation for me to visit him on .Little Biver for ^undav dinner

af,t6rn00n ^eceiPt for the foregoing Sunday, was a little 
 ̂ Perhaps it is as well, however, since next

unday might be a good time to make a round to .Little -Iver should 
old man river be at flood stage m  this area. * should

t a letter. Please overlook* it if you can
be back on both fe0t within a day or two, although a s3-iSht lapse in corre poMence, you will 

uBdeestand that it is, the pre ence of guests and not indisposition.

™  ^0urselJ» 1 am keeping the thought foremost in my mind 
that you are going slow and getting a 1 if tie sunshine when you may!...

May 30th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
It is 6;00 p.m., and none.of the distinguished 

visitors have shown up as yet.
'■‘■'here was the enclosed letter which was so excellent 

in parts that I am sending it to you to read, as I knew 
you would enjoy it. Later I shall transcribe the part
about the dentist, and destroy the original, on its return.
I can easily have my secretary tead it to me. in the event 
you should not care to return the original, and should, 
prefer to transcribe the part about the dentist and his son, 
you might do that. I assume, however, that there is little 
opportunity to transcribe anything at the present time, and 
hence the suggestion that it might be returned#

I haven’t been to the store as yet today, but shall 
go there shortly, about first dark, in order to get the 
uackage ?;hich L am told awaits me. I am so anxious 
to be un and doing shortly in order that I may skip up 
to Sammy s and try out all the items at a single sitting.

.
This must e all for the moment.....

P. S,
I might explain that the matter referred to in the 

opening paragraph of the* enclosed letter is quite at 
variance with facts, ^ither Hoan forgot she wrote me about 
the matter or was fishing, - which scarcely seems possible, 
kg a matter of fact, the same day Mary wrote about the 
Virginia matter at Laurel h m ,  Hoan wrote me, too, and covered 
the same point. I have in mind to write both ladies and 
tell them" so, enclosing my letter to Hoan so that ^ary may 
post it to her if she cares to send it. I certainly would 
be slipping if 1 had been guilty of such a error.

Mm

.
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June 1st, 1945.

. \

Memorandum to ‘■'lipping Service:
Coincidence always fascinates me, and after awakening 

this morning, humming Neath the Souther moon, where love 
is warm and tender”, •~it was altogether enchanted ,o 
open my package and find that self same item, frist off.

 ̂May I say thanks a million for this perfectly grand 
collection, which is going to do my heart no end of good during 
future times* I know not which orchestrations -*■ shall xinally 
like the best, but 1 know the two songs * shall cling 
to most fervently, - "»Heatha the Southern ^oon" and, of 
course ”1*11 ^ee You Again’ ,

this sitting, * say thanks. I have sent my Heading 
Machine to be fixed, ^hen it returns, i shall have these records 
constantly to hand, a thousand times I shell play them, 
saying thanks to you at every playihg, * and When they are 

done,  ̂ shall go on humming the tunes recorded, and blessing 
you for the joy you have thus instilled in my heart.

a curious circumstances transpired last night at 
supper. I am getting to feel right side up again, but am 
still eating a little sparingly. I bit down on a slice of 
bread. 4 front tboth brok^ off at the gum! "tad so now 
if you will imagine very correctly, - although i hope 
you really will not, - you will have a mental picture 
of Dracula himself, - which is all very humiliating.

*>nd just to cap the climax, before 1 left the table, 
a telephone call came through from Alexandria, regarding 
the delayed appointment, because of the shut in condition 
in April and May, for a new appointment for me to speak 
before a sizeable audience in that place. Of course, 
with a little makeup, ought to be able to ftighten the 
people in the audience without any difficulty, but as 
my proposed talk was of a more psxxx peaceful nature,
I tbongl^t better of doing such an act, and have prayed 
the sponsors to put off the matter again until I can get_ 
to town and do something about the bridgework department.
So things turn in these parts at the moment.

.

v x ;
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In my last letter, P believe I mentioned the 
threat of in impending visit from % ,  ^axon, who called the 
Madam on Friday from aew urleans to say that he and Miss 
Johnson and somebody else would be here Wednesday evening.
In preparation for the gisit, chickens were slaughtered, 
a thousand papers put away, - to be found again with difficulty, 
etc., etc.1 • and the up-shot of the whole thing is that 

here we are at Friday, and as yet not a peep from the 
Orescent ^ity, nor sign of hide nor hair. So one can make 
what he will of the thing, and rather surprisingly, the 
Madam seems to want to give the impression that she thinks 
it not out of order. Well, perhaps it isn’t, but at least 
it is ‘a different manifestation of social amenities that 
one i a e c u s t omed to up to the pnesent writing.

Pat returned from Columbia Military School in Tennessee 
on Wednesday night, and will spend the summer here, 
while preparing to go to M. $. U, this autumn. Yesterday 
the gardens echoed to the explosions of his rifle, as 
he banged away at bluejays. He killed a great many, thank 
'Heavens, and one right in the act* of pecking the eggs of 
a catbird’s nest. It is such a pity such pretty birds as 
the blue jays should be such horrible gangsters,

■̂ nd speaking of catbirds, I think we must do all we can 
to induce a few families of them to make their homes at 
Arenbourg. Most people think of*a catbird as mee-owing like 
a cat, They do. But that is merely incidental, for in reality 
they spend much of their time in warbling with a beauty of song 
and quality of voice that rivals the mocking bird, and especially 
Along about first sun „down, - between then and first dark, - 
their serenades are perfectly wonderful. I like to envision 
a pleasant setting, the gallery of Arenbourg at twilight, 
thb smooth tapis vert, the silvery surface of*the river, the 
bridge and the purple hills beyond, - and the whole 
atmosphere redolent with the catbird's symphony. There are 
a whole flock of *such plehsant situations in the offing. 
Hegardless of little cares of the moment, these greater 
Recompenses are well worth carrying on in the mind, for 
dreams are the stuff of which future realities are made, 
and all those dreams are the more enchanting when tinctured 
by thef sounds from the throat of the catbird.

P shall fold up for the moment. May I say thanks to 
* you for all* the pleasures encased in the gand package to hand, 
and especially for the two songs thst will dominate the other 
tunes 'runn ng through my heart to. ay, - and there will be 
so many, but of all these two will dominate: - "Meath the 
Southern Moon” and "i'll aee You Again"....,....
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June 2nd, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
My reader just here. postman already heading

down the lane. Hence this mere note.
Your report was. grand. Thanks a million.
Still no news out of A*ew wrleans. May it continue.
In reference to the absence of news from la ^rigaan,

I am not surprised, what with the high water, plans for moving, 
etc. I think she knows nothing about Arenbourg, although 
la ^evigne and 1 refer to the latter every once in a while. But 
rather on the casual side.

I am so glad to hear about Neuschwanstein. Now if the 
same good news can only be told of P<inderhof, then we shall 
keep intact our dreams of those Paradises en haviere,

I must skip, but shall be back on the morrow, I took 
a little walk at 2 a.m,, today, -wit rises late this 2nd o£ June, 
but even so, P didn't feel alone "'Neath the Southern Moon ...

P. -s.
The West ^faula referred to in the enclosure is 

Bli **ahiers, of course. I concur with the ideas
expressed therein, but don't think P tian stave off 
the visit.-
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Memorandum to Clipping Service;
Ho out-going mail in yesterday’s post, I left 

for town early, - Mr. Charles Mazurette driving me up, - 
and the dentist took, out the roots of {the Dracula appearance, 
and on Friday, I shall have some more, but much less con
spicuous, removed, i^venutally 1 shall have a bridge fixed 
for the front facade,

* The encloed letter from ^r. Pipes is quite interesting, I 
think, - and particularly the reference to the Cherokee*
Phoenix newspaper. Only vaguely, - if indeed ever, 1 
that there ever were bi-lingual newspapers published in jSnglish 
and Cherokee, It does seem to me little Miss Dormon mentioned 
some such business at* one time, but I am not sure, Ij* **jy 
event, 1 am surprised the thing ever got started and that it 
should have lasted over a period of years. In the first place, 
unless I am greatly mistaken, few if any Indians ever read any
thing, - that is to say, few if any were literate, - and secondly, 
even if any Indian had the ability to read in those by-gone 
times, I doubt very much if any or many of them cared much 
aboutwhat any printed word had .to say, since his immediate surround 
ings seems to have been about the only thing concerning an 
Indian.

•

And speaking of the illiterate, I ran across an example 
which would seem strange to me, were I to know of it other 
than right here. There is a family on Melrose, - frequently 
referred to as the Mexicans, fJ?hay seem to have come from the 
hills of Gorham, beind Derry somewhere, years ago. There are 
several children in the family, • .all in their 30 s and 40 s.
They do not read dr write. They are styled White by the 

* Army, and I guess they may be, although being Mexican, they 
are likely to have a sprinkling,of Indian blood, and^Heaven knows 
what else, that as it may, one of the girls, » about 35 or 40,
helps about the big house. She is considered in the same
category &s the other colored servants, and the family consorts 
only with*people of color, *he,other day she came to my house

‘ with some errand to discharge. While present, I made some remark
about the Bible. She appeared rather non-plused about what 
I said. I asked her if her folkes had a Bible. "Bible? 
she inquired."What’s that. I ain’t never heard tell of that.
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X explained that it ' * £ * ' * » * £  ^ e a r f *
\ ^ eZ  h1 C I « t  h«a and satdSKes L h9thou?ht she had heard 
some white folkss spmetimes mention* the man s name, hut 
lidn't know Mm,

Really, X ask you, do®®d1*hg®®ni|°|®other difference between 
Snefro of noloS-eduSaiion Ind the whites. The negro at 

ieatt hl= heard tell of, even though he may not, have read. But Lea^t nas  ̂ .ij certainly have some mis-givings as to the
J E S  oS8! statemen? were  ̂ to read it elsewhere, that there

Lriuys.« « Ss .s.v1-"Unenlighted niggers are so undependable , p r: i Shall
he will•only remain where,ever he is at for the moment,
certainly be grateful,

And - speaking further o£ negroes, I crossed Cane Mver 
ftsriv •-'undav morning to visit my barber, JacK was already 
Stag Mg business® on his front gallery, - ^ o u * a s  there 
find Clvde Claude %nmett Lavis(Clemence s son-inlaw( , and Jac*. s 
hrot,er ^sra Ind Roy Kimble, a little drunk, and one or two 
others!” Roy was doir/mueh talk about his few acres between 
Little and Red Rivers. It seems he would like to sell them 
at some advantageous, price. To quote him directly.

"If I could only get a good price for the t land, I sure 
would sell it and just enjoy being a millinery ,

Returning from town yesterday, Mr. Charles gnd l brought out 
Miss Ida Campbell with us to spend a few days. / I ? 1®,®® came to “elrose to live. Miss Ida (prono^oed Beds ) lived in the 
vi(, house her a£ father looking after the place for the „enrys 
who then lived at ■‘■'erry. - Miss Ida can remember back to the 1870 s, 
S  ftm p!Ip!nfher !oi a h  she is worth *ich is quite a lot.

and although rather light, has a w o n d e r p r u d h o m m e s  
girlhood was forever flying from party, to — onlefnd all the crowd from La ote Joyeuse. ^he knew so many people
inlestan's Diary, ?nd possibly something oan ^ " ^ s h a - i l ^ a v e 6 ^  some of these particulars, long,since forgotten, shall e , 
them in my mind and in my nptes for eventual consideration......

June 6th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Servioe:

A brief report, mere sketchy symbols of a vast array, of 
thoughts which constantly flow telepathetioally, as from here to there,,.

I spent quite a bit of time with Miss Ida yesterday, I guess she 
is in her 80* s, and accordingly she knew almost everyone in these 
parts who figured in the ante bellum picture*

concept of Cane River, and especially .̂ a Cote Joyeuse, has 
expanded broadly and in depth, as l have chatted with her. 
the 8 or 10 or 15 miles stretch from just above Melrose on to 
Natchitoches in ante bellum times really must ha^e been extraoarinary 
from the number of plantation homes bordering the river and the 
hospitality dispense therein. Yesterday she had much to tell me 
of the Smile Sainte-Anne Prudhommes, whose house was %he largest 
and finest along the river in those days, with its grand^galleries, 
its ample gardens, its spacious ,park, etc. It was-bqrned by 
the Yankees, along with the 400 other homes that went up in flames 
in 1864. For those who visited this region for the first timetin 
the 1880*s or early 1900*s little or no concept of the setting can 
be gleaned, so successfully has vegetation drawn a mantle over 
the places where once a high point in social amenities were{the 
order of the day. mill

Just as the lower W0odville ‘‘‘oad, stretching southward from 
Natchez was the American Apian Way, - grand and unsurpassed in its 
great mansions and incredible number of millionaires, so, it would 
seem to me, that La Cote Joyeuse was unqiue in another fashion, - 
uninterrupted progression of plantation homes, - some early and slave- 
built, others elegant and evidencing•exquisite orders of architecture 
of the more finished school. It was a place almost exclusively 
prhdhomme, for nearly everyone was kin, the whole population somewho 
evolving from the first to bear the name and to reoeive the vast 
land grant from the ^ing of Franoe* It was less mighty in 
the great concentration of wealth as was apparant on the Lower W0odville 
Road in ^atchez, but possibly more intimate and more concerned with 
the lesser but more intimate doings of life, where incomes of 
thousands of dollars provided the pleasures of pleasant social exchanges 
as contrasted with the incomes of hundreds of thousands of dollars where 
things were done on a more colossal but less personal soale.
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A letter from Bssae Mae maioates that Hiss Ramsey was called 
to “ arshall, Texas early in May to attend her father and mother would 
were taken ill at that time. It is said ^iss Ramsey plans to 
come toelrose later this month. All the things coming to hand from 
Miss Ida will he set aside as personal research, and i shall see 

what may he done with them on some other projeat .not designed for 
the Saturday Evening Tost or ^ife. There is enough stuff around 
here to treat Bane River in a more popular style of which Ijiss Hemsey 
mav make use. The other material, just oome to h^nd, may be employe 
to bette advantage, peihaps, when ames and have an opportuni y 
to turn to that at a later sitting.

la belle ^ssa-^ae remarked in her letter that shq knew
Mr. Saxon had been to St. ^ranoisville and to lew Iberia ^uringthe 
past month, and realized, of course, that coming from bew gleans 
he had to pass through Baton Nouge. but that in spite of̂  all th 
had gone before, she had heard nothing from him, - which is not 
surprising, in a way, - but not a very nice way.

I indtended to mention before that in the matter of the Jig00 
Lebrun business, you committed no findiscresion in-mentioning the local 
ladv by name. My reader is wonderful in that he is both indifferent 
to what he reads, - which is splendid, under the circumstances, - and 
secondly, he never makes a peep to anyone as to what the subject matter 
may be, - which maybe either a virtue, or perhaps mere indifference.

I am forced to break off at this point, what with people waiting 
to see me, but even though the written word trails off at this point, 
the telepathetioally ooded thoughts will continue to .flow along 
steadily until 1 again sit myself down to this machine before so 
very long.... *

June 9th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^IJjpping Service:
Only a paragraph to say that everything is going 

along alright, although-a temporary misere has made 
sitting still difficult, - what with four extractions yesterday, 
and the medeeine for the same just wearing off about now.

Nothing out of uklahdman since my last report, but there 
will be in a day or so, 1 think. I reckon the enclosure from 
Natchez speaks for itself.

I shall pen a report within the next day or so. This is 
merely to say  ̂am quite close in touoh with a parfait secretaire 
by thought wave, even though 1 am falling down on the job 
in the report secion for the moment...••
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
It is good to awaken this morning to find‘that the all- 

ingulfing hold of the "misere 7 department has been broken, and 
that one's faculties may once more function normally, without the 
blight of yesterday's pain.

I'here is a good dentist in town, - one to whom the ^enrys 
go on occasion. He is - chemically speaking, - a hill
billy in personality. ’You know the type, - every cell of the 
individual's personality and being containing some sort of an 
acid which radiates an alum like taste whene ver it encounters 

| anyone with a non-chemical content. In the South, I suppose I
| have merely, concentrated a vague feeling, generally prevailing, -
1 when i relegate all such people into a general category of "hi11-
j billy", - as opposed to the people, - in the other group, - who

live in the bottoms. The hill billy is* characterized primarily 
by that chemical content with which he is born, I suppose, and 

I can as readily aopear at birth in the. river bottoms as in the
up country, but hill-billy covers his type, Narrow, ignorance, 
conceit and inhuman are some of the adjective which best describe 
his more obvious attirbutes.

| And of. some of these adjectives is the dentist possessed, - and
primarily a natural resentment against river bottom concepts, - but 
he is, nevertheless, a good dentist, they say, and. so reckon he 
willl fashion a facade shortly and I can give up the veil which 
* now keep constantly before me, in consideration for those who 
•come in contact with me, * *

Your most excellent letter to hand in yesterday's post, and 
May I Say thanks a million for all the nice t ingsvit contained, and 
for the transcription of the Episcopal business which you were so 
good as to make for me. -̂t the moment, I don’t know exactly how 

» I am going to make use of those two pages, and yet I have a
feeling that they are going to serve some excellent purpose eventually 
for a glimpse and an illuminating picture of one contemporary problem 
in racial relations.

The more I give thought to racial'antipathies in this section, 
the more I am persuaded that much of it stems from fearf and 
much of'it springs from those same chemical ingredients as mentioned 
at the outlet of this letter. *
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1 case in point, relative to the latter,'was illustrated 

one day this Y?/eek,, I may have told you that a year or so a£?o Miss 
Alberta did a portrait of the Black Swan for me. I had her * 
touch it up a little during her last visit, and varnish it for me.

On Thursday, some ladies passed by Melrose for a little 
chat. One of them, - at 50 year old daughter of a cultivated 
gentleman and Judge, asked about the identity of the "nigger” in 
trie portrait, I explained that; it was a likeness of the first 
American opera singer. Automatically one could feel the atmos— 
phere constrict. Instead of welcoming the opportunity to know 
something of the lady’s history, or to experience a mild and 
justified pride in the realization that someone from her section 
possessed this distinction, her only remark was;

"What a horribly cruel face she has.'"

is merely & -brief sentence, but it seems to me to 
concentrate all the signs of hill-billyism and racial resent- 

bbe portrait been of a white person, I have no 
doubt the lady would have manifested vast ent usiasm for the 
beauty of the portrait, the facial expressions, etc., and 
'have glowed a little around the gills at the thought that 
it was a bouthern woman who tcarried off the palm of such a 
distinguished "first". #

‘Thus the white woman, not quite certain of the suprioritv 
own ^aoQ* an& fearful lest a woman of another? race mie’ht

totbeinldet white. superiority, were an honest oomptrison00 “adel a comparison n e.ven a recognition of the
fiftS ?? turning aside the point in question and pointing out the ugliness of her personal appearance.

of ^rt» ]fere is a splendid example of .
^  ™  1 ? b4°5to? s versus the hill-billy personality, -
yrv ?■??* epitomizes the river bottoms, Michael Angelo the hill-billv 
Ub cibtenoiaart politics, Mr. Roosevelt or Senator ^ulbrie-ht lly< 
represents the river bottoms, Senator Taft the hill-billyf *

f f^st why T should have carried on at sudnlenp-ths ahont 
something which is so obvious and trite, I know not save that
LTloTLlll ‘tUite bfck to normaloy and mlnor oonst^rations get top heavy in discussions of the moment.

Between this paragraph and the one above, - after a counle

xf  ; iaaî ss&ffls'ssss u
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-I ^reckon 11:30 is not a very convenient time for you to 
do much radio listening on Sunday, - especially if you should 
not chance to be associated at that moment with kindred 
souls. The program is usually wonderful, - and, + think i' 
may have referred to it before to you, although I am not certain.

. *

$ext week they are going to do the poetry of William 
Butler Yeats, - which I know not at all, and as there was 
statio when they mentioned what would be presented on the following 
week, I cannot say what that will, be about.

Today they spoke of Lawrence’s Seven Billars of Wisdom, and 
if you did chance to hear it, I think you will agree with me that 
it was very, very worth whild. Sever having read the book, 
everything they had to say about it was enlightening to me. As 
is usually the case in such discussions, there is quite a hit of 
information about and opinions of the author., as well as about his 
writing.

I heard a fragment of their discussion about Poe - Edgar Allen 
Poe, some weeks back. * think T may have mentioned, at the time 
that it was the concensus of opinion at that time that his 
greatest combination of words was
"The viol, the violet and the vine”.

A combination one finds therein that is not unlike, - although 
not identical with a combination, popular at the turn of the 
present century, -
"Wine,' women and song”,

I think I am inclined to subscribe to the Poe version rather 
more than to the latter combination,* - Poe’s viol standing for 
musio, of course, the violet for flowers, of course, and the vine 
being symbolic of good cheer. - (

And I guess T like that bet.ter beaause it somehow presupposes 
that men and worsen may be identical in their enthusiasms, and accord
ingly women are not set off as something in the category of wine 
and song#

- f I heard them disouss Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina two -or, three weeks 
, ago, and I learned much about the book and the author that were 
• unknown to me before, but I got even more out of the discussion,
, I think, because it made me think, especially in that section 

wherein T did not entirely agree -with the conclusions the experts 
oame together on. - ;
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As I recall, the experts came to the conclusion th t 
Tni «tov was trying to paint some sort of a moral picture, • 
collecting the seferal pigment* of life and classifying them into 
groups, libeled "White" and "Black", or "Good" or Had", or 
Horan or Immoral. “ v

For me the Tolstoy novel was wonderful from a lot of angles, 
not the least of which was the fact that after reading it, I came 
to feel that Tolstoy, even as ]*•# I as a child, had realized, - 
and set down in print the fact that elements in life cascade upon 
ns in such a variety of colors, that at best we have difficulty 
in realizing which sections of’it are lighter or darker gray - 
and th»t it was only as immature children that we supposed that 
white was white and hlack was black and that was all there was to
it « ■■ .v

I guess the next mo!st impressive thing shout that novel to 
me when I read it at the age of about 15 was the staling 
recognition T had of people whom I knew in the characters he portrayed,* 
including myself, - my own virtues and vices, my own uncertainty 
as to whether anything, any deed any person could be set down as 
good or bad. And I still recall the wave of something akin to 
a sense of saoriiige when I foundomyself actually paraphrasing 
Abraham Lincoln's remark about God evenitently favoring common 
people, Re made so many of them, by telling myself, as I turned 
through Anna Klarenina that God must have had something* of a 
sympathetic regard for human weakness, He made so many people who 
were “lacking in positive Ten Commandment virtues.

So much for Invitation to Learning, Columbia System, 
on Sundays at 11:30 Eastern »*ar Time. Grab it if you can, but 
if you can’t get it satisfactorily, be rejoiced that it is one 
of those blessings that is likely to appear long and with greater 
frequencey in times to come, - and naticipation pays a generous 
dividend * ♦

% — r;.. C ~ V ' ' ■ * '
Still no word from Lyle, • and may it so continue,^ I must 

agree with you that the kindest thing that can he saia is that 
it is a mighty curious business. In yesterday’s mail to the ̂ adam 
was a letter from Mary Hose and Roark (Hr awdprd), from Santa -̂ e, 
where they have been living. *fter a couple of years, it was their 
first letter, - excepting Christmas cards. The ivladam̂ i.s wondering 
why the sudden break through, ^he doesn t know what r. Pipes 
told us, - that Roark would-be in Oklahoma Oity before long, - or 
rather at the University of Oklahoma, for some kind of a pow-wow.
.1 reckno they are scouting the idea that they might be passing through 
the Cg_ne River from Oklahoma bo Hew rleans, — but that «of course, 
id merely a guess. Bo be it,- - I don’t need to see them really, ■* 
at least not Mary ^ose. ./hat a bag. — Ahd in speaxing of the 
latter, 1 carry off the palm myself, for having turned out such a 
hodge-podge communication*, - which certainly deserves an apology.....

izzz

June 12th, 1945.

Uemorandum to “lipping'Service:
Twenty-five times twenty-five million thanks would 

be quite inadequate to express the delicacy of .feeling 
that surges up when one considers with gratitude not 
only the concrete expression of sympathy, but even more, 
the sensitivty that prompts such a demonstration.

A report to hand, - in two parts, - and somehow 
the gapping facade already seems the nearer back to 
normalcy, .just by the advent of the dual reports.
It is generally felt that repairs will be accomplished within 
the next month or six weeks, and in view of services rendered 
hereabouts in a variety of undertakings, there is a 
possibility that the expenses may in part or in whole may 
be charged off as against these services rendered. The 

uncertainty, however, of effecting this- conclusion has 
not been entirely allayed, but now, with the advent of 
the characteristic report, always so unfailing in good 
times and bad, the* assurance* that the matter can be 
accomplished without a hitch does much for the nerve 
department. T^en, too, there is the added thrill in 
the equally added effort that will be expended to 
repair the facade from unpaid income for services rendered 
locally, with the hope that the items coming to hand by 
post may in part or in whole, be conserved to hold as a 
fund for initial undertakings on Arenbourg when the crop 
has been taken off. Like Ur. Shakepseare1s mercy, - 
"it is twice blest, - it bleeseth him that gives and 
him that takes", - for Arenbourg is a mutual aspiration, 
and in the event the present facade is accomplished through 
other and possible forthcoming considerations, then 
arenbourg and all concerned will be the winner.
May I say a million thanks again?

‘ In my last note, 1 intended to refer to old 
Baedecker, but forgot it. It occurs to me that 
Baedecker1s tl know not how to spell it, but I think 
you know the *Guide books 1 mean), - that Baedeckers 

Guides to Germany, published, of course, prior to 
1939, should be of exceeding interest right away, and 
most certainly within the years to come.

( OVv;I )
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What with the manner of reporting war news and the 
consideration of propaganda and all that, one is of cour se 
uncertain as to the precise amount of damage done to 
Germany 'as a result of air raids , connonadxng and all 
the usual destruction accompanying hostilities. Surely 
there must have been soores of interesting places

and as the years go by, even the memory of 
the^will be forgotten, and even though they may be mentioned 
in later guide 1 0 0 1 1 8, the details will he missing.

■accordingly, it would seem to me that should one 
run across any guide hooks covering Germany in particular, 
and England and the Low Countries generally, it might 
serve both from a collectors point of y1®^ an^ 
one's* own desire to recall what was what before the To ig 
bang to lay hold of some of these publications, I 
nresure'it is suite possible that you may already be well 
a l l i e d  with these items, but I mention them just in case 
you should chance to run’up against'an odd volume on 
some bargain shelf. I reckon almost any dealer migh 
be glad to give the things a place^on the_bargain  ̂
table at ten cents or some such figure, m  case he 
should not consider their inordinate value in providing 
l picture of the ^dirope that was once but will never be 
again save when someone like Cedric Gibbon reconstructs 
it for Metro-Goldwyn-Maydr or some such,

^bout today, T  reckon, the Saturday ^eview of 
Literary, as mention in the repbrt, will be coming 
to hand, and I shall immediately turn to the 14th 
mp-e to investigate the fine article you mention .
Wasn't it grand that you should chance upon this 
following your earlier good luck in finding a parallel 
subject for ^r. Pipes last autumn, 1 know he will 
he as thrilled as I, and I am sure the sentiments 
of all three will vibrate in satisfaction as individu H y  
rwepursue thelines. - t

I am so glad to hear that the wedding business went 
'ff so nicely, and apparantly the prolonged silence on the 
>art of the ride and groom must indicate they are busy 
s bees getting their new lives arranged, ^ay you find 
fat only because of the happiness that covers them keeps 
;hem from breaking out of their crysolis and resuming.  ̂
jontact- with the outside world.

Mention was made in ,the latest report of the 
pleasure to be realized in devoting one s energies to 
research in the historical department rather than in 
the present line of endeavor. How whole heartedly I 
subscribe to that feeling, and b how firmly A believe 
in its ultimate realization. Somehow the recent marriage . 
seemed to me but another turn in the kalaedescope that 
brings nearer the realization of this hope. Arenbourg 
represents one turn, the marriage another, and so with 
patience, other turns will come, so that eventually 
the whole picture will come into view precisely as we 
would have it.,

fhe virtues as possessed by our collaborator will be 
greatly enchanced and increased in value when in the role 
of”liason secretaire, the efforts in the literary field 
may be the more perfectly bridged and added strength to 
the undertakings accomplished through those efforts.

^t the moment I am slowly arranging some of the 
Old latchez Scrapbook columns with a 'view to eventual 
binding, - arranging each in successive order, - - 
1806, 1802, 1817, 1820 and so on. *t random I have had 
some of these read off to me, - the columns themselves, and 
I notice the difference in tone, as between those 
which I constructioad and those which were accomplished 
exclusively by my collaborator. I cannot say that one 
was superior to the other, but they are strikingly 
different. It is with this in mind that I say a liason 
officer might readily have effected a fusion and the 
differences in feelings of the two would have been smoother 
and possibly better in the case of each type,

% e  next turn of the glass, bringing the focus 
a step nearer, will, I hope, be the beginning of some 
income which will be another step along the road to 
Arenbourg and the more perfect functioning of the 
whole literary effort.

Patience is a leisurely figure and Impatience impells 
us to tread on the heels of the former oft times. But getting 
the most out of today’s situation and keeping a firm hold 
on our faith that tomorrow we shall be a step nearer the 
desired end. and things are bound to turn as we would 
have them, fhe latest report, in its several brackets 
has given me a firmer hold than ever on that faith, and 
as indicated above, may its blessings be two fold..........
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Memorandum to ^lipping'Service
I begin this note by remarking that twenty five times 

85 million little sensations of gratitude continue sparkling 
inside me, and somehow these tiny explosion seem like the 
vitalizing efferveseenoe one contemplates with admiration in 
a decanter of precious wine, Praises be to God for the 
grape and the Vinter* v* -J:

®$.th tomorrow marking a week since my major ml sere was 
accomplished, 1 continue to go ip heavily for Anaein and 
Asperin, but things are moving,in the right direction, even 
though leisurely* ; >j 6,;:r •*

Yesterday morning, A brought Miss Ida over to this house 
to sit with me for a couple of hours* and to call up a lot of 
things in her memory* At the moment, we are taking one 
Prudhomme plantation after another, and she is telling me the 
identity of the ante beilum ownere, their children, the location 
in town of their Natchitoches place, who married * whom, and 
a hundred little details regarding the plantation or its 
people* Yesterday we did the Smile st* Anne Prudhomme place 
and the Arohille Prudhomme place* There were lots of 
• extraeneous details and allied personalities dragged in, - 
such as Lestan’s father, Saddo, his little brother, Julie his 
sister, and so on* :3 Li

a h  the so particulars may never be of any use, and yet if 
we should eventually attempt something of reoord for 
this region, these details might be most helpful* Miss Ida, 
at 85, is about the last of the inhabitants of sense and memory, 
who oan recall the people and personalities of this upper 
crust of Natchitoches sooeity, stretching back into ante beilum 
times* •

In. these conversations, the Prudhomme kingdom seems to 
separate itself into three natural divisions, • from just 
above Melrose, * know, as the lie Brevelle section, on 
Eorth some EO miles, knows, as 1& aote woyeuse, and so on north 
about 80 miles to Campti, the latter seotion always being referred 
by that name * - The lie, the <tate and Kampti*
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If you lived "on the Coast" you figured among the eleot; 
if you lived at either extremity, - the ile or *-ampti, you 
were among the chosen of the Parish; hut if you did not live 
along Gane *iver or Red, within the somewhat elastic limits 
of these three seotions, maing up the single unit, then 
you were considered as a human being, hut of seoand rate
standing, and you really didn't matter much. The Prudhommes, for 
the most part , were the horde of the regions, and there ■ 

were Just enough exceptions, in matters of property and wealtJ* • 
such as Mr. ^eoompte, helow Melrose, at agnolia, to give definite 

exceptions to a situation which almost seemed to forego the 
possibility of any exceptions whatsoever.

As I reckon it, the more wealthy families of this section 
figured their holdings in valuations ranging-in the hundreds 
of thousands, in contrast to the ^dams ounty aristocracy which 
totaled theirs in the millions# In the atohitoches area, 
life was pleasant, nearly everyone had a plantation on the 
river and'a modest dwelling in town, while in Adams ^ounty,life 
inclined toward the grand, and for the most part,*the single 
residence in a wooded pari close to town or actually on the 
plantation received the concentrated interest of its 
Pleasure rather than intellect seems to have characterized the 
Natchitoches area, with the planter giving personal attention 
to his production of the staple*-# leisurely withal, and 
his day broken up into two or three rounds of prolonged dinners 
an suppers, peopled with relatives and friends around the 
board. In *dams county, on the other hand, the planter was less 
of a farmer than an executive, delegating the actual means of 
production of cotton to lieutenants his personal . .
more intellectual than social, with the latter activity concentrat
ed more in the occasional lavish entertainments, whether intellectual 
or purely social, and his interests covering a larger sphere, 
both in intellectual interests and financial operations, running 
concurrently along side his actual agricultural operations,

,jChe boundaries of ^atohitoohes -Parish Just about marked, the 
limits of the *ote Joyeuse planter, xhe entire btates of 
Mississippi and Louisiana easily fell into the general mental 
pioture of the Mams *ounty aristocrat. No planter of 
lie ^revelle, la wote* Joyeuse or Kampti ever wrote a Geographic 
Survey of Louisiana, as did ■°. "ailes of ^d88^s8dP?dj..
No Gote Joyeuse physician did more than concern himself with 
the individual patients in his elected group. ^  "as.for *dams 
bounty to produce a i>r* ^onette or a *r. Cartwright, to take in 
thw whole Mississippi »alley in a glance and the consideration 
of the ills of all*humanity in their stride. It is true that 
Aunt Houppe did write a letter, - a olassie, on advising 
her son in regard to life in general, ^ut unt ^uppe wasn t typi 
of ■‘•le Srevelle or the woast, for even her son, according to 
Miss Ida, was illegitimage, - and accepted as a matter of course, 
because his mother was so distinotiyeiy individualistic. But 
it remained for someone like ^r. ^utt of Natchez do write

treatises on cotton culture that would benefit, not a single 
& indifidual, but all the planters throughout the entire South,

These are some of the aspects of the Kingdom of the 
Prudhommes, and I contrast them at random as they come to mind, with 
the situation obtaining at the same time in Natchez, - the 
differences being so glaring that the individual conepts in 
Natchitoches -Parish seeming the more clearly defined as one 
hold them up against the parallel civilization 150 miles to 
the ^st. Possibly the difference might be illustrated by 
merely mentioning the two rivers along which each flourished and 
withered, - uane River and the Mississippi. The ®ane River 
country was certainly remote, and strangely enough, its 
oultural capital was Paris ^s Miss Ida explains _ even 
in reconstruction times, all tfte people on the ^o&st were forever 
saying* "Bn France this,” and en France that", Whereas in 
Natohez the locality, while aloof, was aotually on the great 
American highway which in ante bellum times brought everyone 
by your door and*took you any place on the continent. New 
Orleans and Philadelphia, . rather than Paris, was the 
intellectual fooal points around which Adams bounty swung, and 
its people spoke ^glish or American, while Paris was a place 
from which one purchased china and expensive*brio-a-brac but 
not an education,

1 apologize for taking up somuch of your time with a subject 
which cannot be of more than hazy interest. My excuse is that 
Arenbourg is a plaoe that will eventually come into oloser view, 
and perhaps it will seem a little nearer beoause of these altogether 

vague fragments that are being saved from the wreok of forgotten 
foundations, the very existence of which is scarcely know by 
mor that two or three people in the entire Parish today,
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June 15th, 1946.

Memorandum to wlipping Service:
Shanks no end for your splendid report, to hand by air. 

together with the exhaustive clipping from the Herald-Tribune, 
which seems to have covered about everything save a true picture 
of what was reputedly being reported.

With characteristic selflessness and generosity, you 
ask my ppinion, under the circumstances, as to the wish on my 
part to maintain contact until the storm blows over.

32 ; .. I i' 3SiIJ : I •" •'
My answer is immediate and direct; - I do.
Correspondence, to my way of thinking, is the life blood 

of friendship. Life without friends would be worthless.
For myself if the present life blood were to be interrupted, 
life would be meaningless. As so often proven in the past by 
a soul more courageous than mine, friendship, if real, functions 
even more faithfully in storm than in fair weather. If a 
storm is in the offing, my friendship will flow along regardless 
of the flappig of the storm flags. Unless you feel otherwise, 
let us maintain the present contact, - so few things in life 
are really worth while, and this is so precious.

In the same post that brought the ^erald-tribune dipping, 
came a much briefer one, with np names mentioned, from. Shreveport 
^eing shorter, it sounded much more sinister and gave the 
Madam quite a start. But that was only temporary when 1 pointed 
out its cock-eyed presentation of facts. then, too, the 
mind was diverted in another direction when a telephone call 
oame from town, from the telegraph office, saying a telegram 
had just been received for ^iss Frances Johnson, and was she here 
fell,,she wasn't, but one naturally assumes that old man river 
might be expected to be somewhere in the offing if an 
address for messages for la Johnson has been given as this place.

(over)
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In the same post earns a very nice letter from ^sn, 

in response to my thank yon note regarding Arenbourg. In 
his letter he remarked: "What the place needs is more people 
like yon", - and for a usually somewhat taciturn personality, 
snoh a statement, 1 thought, was altogether gracious.

Miss Ida will remain for two or three days longer, and 
each day we continue our sittings. Bora in 1657, she readily 
recall8 practically everyone who figures in the 1651 diary,
,sinoe practically all of those characters were still alive 
when she beoame a young lady and moved in the same circles as 
revolved about la 0ote Joyeuee for two or three decades before 
and after the Confederate War,

Sometimes my notes go into something of a, tangle, as 
I jot down her conversation as she speaks, *hls is due 
to the fact that so many of the individual families figured at 
least three or*four generations of people, each succeeding one 
bearing the same first name, lor example, we were yesterday 
doing the Antoine Prudhommes, - and there-were the grandfather, 
father and sen, all bearing the same name, and while we were 
detailing things about Anteins,he grandfatehr, before I knew it 
we had moved to the father* and I discovered that I Inadvertently 
was taking down a description of the latter's place SO miles 
from the grandfathers of which I had t ought X was writing,
» But I am going over these notes with Miss Ida, once they 
are completed, so that in the end, she will have an opportunity 
to correct and add to them, and I shall have an opportunity to 
correct any errors,
,.vl i ' i  I  -L%/ t K  i J v  V Jm* u  I w  v  - i r l j  «• !V' v © £ . l  v  1.1 JL

I saw Qlemence yesterday. She was in quite a gay mood, 
dhe said she had practically completed the flower designs on 
"various colored papers, recently supplied, #he also remarked 
that a whole flock of-hill-billies, from somewhere back of 
Berry, had come fishing at the spillway near her home, and 
seeing the pictures through the doorway as they passed her house, 
they wanted to buy some, but she of course wouldn't sell.
She said they were a sight, - the whole flock of people, ."everyone 
of the men and the ladles all bear feetod", - which I lived very 
much,

Reverting to the Her aid-Tribune, I am under the Impression 
that following the initial report, there will be comparatively 
little more on the matter generally. But if there should be 
a lot of particulars added later, I am determined to maintain 
my belief that often things which are very trying when they 
transpire, frequently in the end turn out to be advantageous 
in their ultimate solution, and the thought gives courage 
to carry one through and the promise of brighter sunshine
after rain is the recompense Sod gives when dark clouds first 
appear on the horiaon. Besides there is always a frien .....

1230

June 15th-16th, 1945,

Memorandum to dipping Service:
1 write you this brief line at the close of 

a busy, busy day, when high blood pressure has been too 
much in the ascendency, everyone is exhausted, and 
tonight at 10, Old man river telephoned from some 
150 miles south of here, saying that he and Miss Johnson 
and the colored driver would be here about & a,m,

xhe madam never heard of such business, "either did 
I, But it doesn't seem so much out of line with 
other curious doings of the past year. *fter all, they 
do have to come straight through Alexandria to get here, 
and arriving at such an hour, - for it will surely 
be midnight when they reach that place, 1 would 
think they would linger there untih morning, as the 
hotels are very comfortable there.

Well, having tired of spilling oil on troubled 
waters this evening, I took a long walk along the round 
of Arenbourg, after the big house had folded up.
Naturally there was great expenotency when 1 returned 
and the Madam and Pat awaited to tell me of our 
impending visitors, and I rolled up my sleeves to 
get a lot of my stuff out of the way, especially private 
papers, personal belongins, eto., etc. 1 am frankly 
tired, and probably facing something more so before dawn.

But ^ did want to get* off this brief report to 
you, both-totthank you for your very nice and thoughtful 
one in today s post, and to explain that 1 may not get 
within reach'-of a machine for a day or two, if the 
visitors prove too much for ths established routine.
It looks as though they had already proven that point 

, before ever reaohing here, - and all this being the
first peep we have heard sinoe a month or so ago, when 

. :'On a Friday he telephoned to say they would be here 
on the following Wednesday,

I was much impressed by youf account of someone's 
interpretation of the Herald-Tribune business. I reckon

J i jfi J ‘
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the whole thing may boil dowji to about that. It would 
appear that had anything serious been contemplated, it 
would have transpired long before this. Trials 
covering oharges, suggested in the artil&e, are usually 
not delayed. As you pointed out, there may be a 
little filler for the newspapers and magazines, but 
I reckon that will be about all.

'i _As for correspondence, too, «* and regardless of 
actualities, had there been any reason for intercepting 
personal mail, this would have been cone ever and ever 
so long ago, - probably 194S, at least, so there would 
be no point in breaking off anything that means so much 
at this time, • and henoeforth may this most precious 
of oontempoary possessions be allowed to continue un- 

* * interruptedly.
It seem like quite a time sinoe I have .heard from 

Dora. Possibly he has made some new finds and is 
working mightily on them. I must get him off a 
little note tonight before I fold up my beard in my 
chair before the revelers arrive.

' I

Regardless of arrivals at this place, prior to 
Sunday, 1 intendamounting a horse early-early on that 
day, and riding back to kittle ^iver where I shall 
spend the day with my friends. I shall probably be tired, 
but it will be a great relaxation, and already Charles 

• has written me a note, - in large script,, detailing 
a menu, calculated to entice me, - for it includes 
ice tea, ioe cream, eto., all of which he knows I 
like.

' - * * • r ■> v." • . j’ 1

There was: some other point 1 wanted, to cover, but 
it elude8 me at the moment, and so I shall let 
this go for tonight.

It is so kind of you to have informed me so 
fully on current particulars, and I shall hold my 
fingers crossed, on the assumption that the noise 
in the Herald-Tribune will get lost in the general 
shuffle, and that the whole business will fall back, 
forgotten in the rush of other matters, and buried 

< forever in the files from whence it was extraotdd.
Arenbourg looked so peaoeful and lovely tonight in 
the moonlight. There isn t anything particularly 
pretty about it from the road, and the moon was 

but half full, and yet, in thinking of a couple of 
tomorrows, it held all the promise of peace and happiness, 
and I thought much of someone far away, and 
Arenbourg seemed so beautiful..... .
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June 18th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clip-ping Service:
A hurried report, on a typewriter with which * am not familiary.

He arrived at 2 a.m. on Friday noght, or rather Saturday morning. Quite 
drunk, and drank until 5. He looks about 75 years old, is as thin as a reed, 
but talks as though the mental department were functioning normally.

Miss Johnson (Johnston) seems to be something in personality like 
a harnett kane and in appearance like a female rendition of mr. woolcott. .
She has more nerve than anyone I know. I dropve her to town on Saturday evening. 
She -noted about 200 bourses and cabins along the road, and possibly 50 in town 
she will photograph, ^he told me if I would k ndly list these properties, the 
names of the owners, etc. She also said she would be back in September and 
on the 20th she would be able to go to natchez. In that place the ladies of both 
clubs had told her that only one person they knew of was acquainted with the 
houses hidden away in the traces and that I was that person. She accordingly . 
pointed out that she thought that she could probably get all her work done 
in photographing them within ten days. My response was to the point. I 
didn’t know when I was going to Natchez, and whenever there I was very busy on 
my own endeavors. Imagine, - having the never to expect me to do all the work 
for her save actually photographing the stuff. What she needs is somebody 
or some group of somebodies to make it possible Tor her to turn the horns of 
plenty and the trumpets of f *me in her direction. Well, I shall have no part 
in any of it•

It seems she doesn’t take portraits, and so that lets her out so far as 
Clemence is concerned. Knowing me as you do, You can readily appreciate that 
T would be glad to give the old girl, - 82, a hand in any old direction I could, 
but I am like a mule when somebody like her thinks all she has to do is tell me 
what she needs and expects me to hand out, just as though I were to consider 
the honor of being with her as~ sufficient glory and recompense. Well, it isn’t.

I spent the Sandy on Little River. It was grand. There was a 
funeral at the little church there, and I saw a great many of my friends 
on the road. Le« ing here about sun up, I had an opportunity to spend several 
hours along that dreamy bayou before going to to have dinner with Charles 
and Ida, I got back here about 5. • -

On Saturday, old man river was sick and sent for the doctor, his servant told 
me the day before he had eaten one tomatoe and had drunk three quarts of whiskey. 
Strange A. he didn’t feel too well.

Rut as of Saturday afternoon, he has reformed. He is never going to drink 
any more, - etc •, etc •, etc •

(over)
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I am -writing this in the office, - and there is much confusion with 
the usual commotion that attends a busy Shawiaty Monday morning in any
organization* *

I shall therefore fold up at this point, coming back again whenever 
circumstances permit. The postmay has just come, - terribly early,for him, 
and I notice a small envelope addressed to me, 1 shall treasure it until this 
evening when I shall find a quite spot where I can share life for a moment with 
a friend, thanks to the blessings fo postal conversations

'P. s. -""r—  * ,.'1 ....  _ ..... '
I must append a curious thing. It seems that his assistant in Writers 

Project., - and one with whom I -was never especially close, is now assistant 
to Walter Frese, which may or may not somewhat alter any decision on 
the manuscript in that office. Xsn*t it odd how strange people get in 
‘strange places at strange times.

I wotild add too, that the local schedule calls for a departure of 
all this mess, as of Wednesday of this week, weather for photographing 
in the mean time, and improvement in the health situation, mak ng that 
possible. As for himk he cannot get out af a chair by himself, nor can 
he walk across the room without being supported by someone. That s the 
way things are muddled up here at the moment.

v ~  ‘ -

. . .. ‘ ' , • , • ’
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Memorandum to flipping Servicet ,
I have vour report and have enjoyed it not once hut a million 

times, as 1 have rehearsed in my mind the several details touched therein,• 
from perruques to pre-seasonal heat.

How that you. too, are a hraid, I am trying to picture in my 
ipind just hew things appear with you in the role 
hut somehow the former hair-do seems to dominate iall the Pictures
I summon up. But regardless of that, I am enchanted that the new 
arrangement gives some suggestion of frigidair in the temperature 
department, and more power to you.

As for Sendai's Invitation to ^earning, A missed out on it, as 
indicated in my letter of yesterday, *ext Sunday 1 am expecting to get 
hack into the group of people who like that hour on unday mornings.

It will he pleasant to think of you as being able to arrange your 
hours on week ends in suoh a fashion as mill it* P®r®?nal^
impulses, and the summer will suit me the hotter just to think of the
possibility on your part.

I noted with interest your referenoe to the Sevigne correspondence, 
and the request for confidential oommunications. In every line of 
communication there has always been a tendency on the part of that 
correspondent to treasure everything from everyone, (interruption) 
whether it he patent medeoine adverttfcsements or personal friends.
I mention this in order that for the most part, unless they oan he 
disposed of otherwise, - 1 have been quite successful in that line, 
they are preserved. *
another interruption. <

And so to get on wit the looal scene.m i *
It had been planned that old man river would return to his 

hotel on Thursday, - his valet driving la Wohnston s oar, - with 
the lady going back with them. Aesterday, about 2*30, while i was at 
the big house, the valet oame a jumping, asking me to oome over. I oame. 
*he son in law had taken him off liequof on Saturday. By Monday afternoon 
he was oraving it so badly that he was out of his mind. he was shaking 
with the worst oase of jitters i ever saw. He was talking a mile a 
minute, indicating by his words he thought he was in bed in the lobby 
of the 3t. Charles hotel. He*wahted to escape, etc., eto.
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Eventually we got his physician, who gave him a seditive. It was 

then decided he should return to the Crescent Uity immediately.
Accordingly an amhulanoe was summoned, l stood by his bed from three until 
six, and before 5:30, the sedative had brought some reason to his mind 
again. X had explained to the physician, -the son in law, that there 
were two patients to*be cofasidered, - the inebriate and his hostess, who 
was obviously worn out, and likely to suffer from exhaustion if something 
to relieve her worry were not done before long. x reckommended that she 
be told that the patient was resting quietly, and so give her a chanoe 
to relaxx a little, ^ith characteristic dumbness, the son in law, 
going to the big house, recommended that his mother in law come and sit 
with the patient, already in the hands of the valet and myself.

A fter bringing her here the physlJian went home.

And so 1 sat on the gallery with the servant while the hostess and 
guest sat inside, - the guest rattling along a mile a minute, as above, 
but more logical in his talk. This kept up from 5:45 until 8*15, when 
the ambulance came and took the guest and the servant to "ew wrleans.
By that time the hostess was but cdmpletely exh usted, and fell into her 
bed. I know not how she is at this hour., on the following morning.
but know well enough there will be plenty of high p blood pressure 
and adoompanying irritability for about a week probably.° t ' f •

And so la Johnston will probably depart on Thursday according to 
schedule and ^at will probably drive her to "ew Orleans and return 
on the bus. x hope % s s  Alberta and Miss Johnston have proven to themsevles 
how good it is for the man to come to the country and its beneficial effect (s) on one in his condition.

Jfor her part, yesterday noon, Miss Johnston took a couple of 
shots of the Madam and of the Madam and me before the foliage in front 
of the big house. xhey a lot of trees and bushes were cut down, to get 
a good picture Of the bi*g house. I was all in favor of the cutting, 
as there was too vast a jungle before they started, and there will be too much left when they are finished.

X would assume that we shall not have the pleasure of entertaining 
the guest again for a few weeks at least, ne has reformed again, and 
may come here to recuperate, but I think both possibilities are remote, 
uf all this, you might skip any reference, of course, when writing to the feraid.

"nd today is wune 19th, -‘the day the local colored people 
celebrate •‘‘‘mancipation Bay. As Mr. linooln issued his Proclamation 
of Mancipation in the autumn and it went into effect pn January 1st,
1 have always~been a little puzzled as to this magioal 19th of June, 
x have subsequently learned, however, that on this date its application was 
* effected, or some such reason, - A ean*$ reoall precisely, which occasions 
the oelebration. Already five different neggroes have called on me 
to say howdy, - it is a beautiful day, but all the mulattoes will 
work madly today, just to proclaim to the world that they have nothing 
to oelebrate, since they were not slaves.
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It seems to me that it has been a long time sinoe Oklahoma wrote 
me, but a package of clothing oame through yesterday, with a note, saying 
"for the starving Greeks," and X reokon another letter will be to hand 
shortly.

Eventually I shall try to put my Gane &iver notes, as diotated by 
Miss Ida, together, although that may not be soon, - what with 
the probably sag in health in the big house and the presence of grass 
in the cotton fields, which will keep my reader busy from dawn to dusk.

But they are sufficiently dear to enable me to fill in skips 
for 1 recall: the details of our conversations quite clearly.

I’oday X shall probably devote to la Johnston in her phtographing 
of Gane %ver houses, and I shall probably repeat the performance tomorrow, 
•̂ he certainly does beautiful work, and has aaknack that is equally 
effective in getting other people to do about everything except snap the 
camera. But a continue to be mule-ish, and shall merely lend the charm 
of my presence, and as for a ten day tangle with her in Mississippi in 
September, - for her confenience and benefit, - exclusively, - then she 
might as well count me as out, for X shall have nothing at all to do 
with that project, and 1 shall neither subject myself or my freinds 
to her whims and whimsies.

I have just received a message that she wants advise on some points 
regarding today's project, but she will have to await my convenience on 
that point, too, as I have a number of letters to sundry people whioh 
had better go out in today's post, and I shall accordingly attend to 
them before I understake anything on her hook.

I am glad to learn that the ^arald-Tribune business appears to 
have gone out after its initial flare-up. As for myself, X continue 
to hold steadfastly to the determination that contact is more x import
ant then anything else, or any of the possibilities stemming from 
correspondence, and accordingly you may count on me, as always, to 
keep the relation on its usual level, which is more precious to me 
than X can put down in words......
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June 20th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
June 19th turned out to be a fine holiday in this 

neighborhood, (The shy was clear. A gentle breeze tempered 
the sun's heat, The negroes frolicking up and down the road, 
observed, as usual, that the mulattoes were all working 
madly to proclaim to the world they had nothing to 
celebrat about so far as emancipation was concerned.

On Sunday night, MisS Johnston had decided to photograph 
Melrose early in the day and thenoe on with her camera to do 
the balance of Cane River, At 11:30 a.m. she was still in 
her room, the smell of ooffee issuing thenoe, indicating 
that she was making the most of the speoial brand of that staple 
and her own peroulator which she had brought with her.
At 12, we dined, with the Madam looking haggard, after 
the previous days doings of old man river. At 4 p,m. Miss 
Johnston announced she was going to trim a hat and then start 
out. We got under way at 5, observed a few houses, - Celine's, 
etc,, and so were back at *elrose to snap the Afrioan house 
by 6:30, - which proved to be too late for the proper light,

. Accordingly the day passed without a liok of work being done 
save those who push typewriters and brooms* and neither in that 
or those two groups did too much, what with every moment being 
supposed as the magical one in which some major operation would 
start,

• e -

In the correspondence department came a letter, - at 
long last, - from Miss Ramsey, She expressed puzzlement that 
we had been unable to locate her during the flood period,
I guess she must have thought she left us explioity directions 
as to how oontaot might be maintained. However, Miss Culver 
was as much in the dark as we were, so perhaps it wasn't so 
strange that we didn't know either, Ihe letter states that 
a hurly-burly deveiopement in her schedule, • a returning 
brother-and veteran, - eto,, has forced her to re-arrange 
thing8 a bit, but that she will undertake to make Melrose before 
long. She seems to be quite enthusiastic about the matter, but 
between you and me, she had better hurry, or somebody else will 
be undertaking her stuff, 1 must write her this morning, -
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A couple of items in regard to Mies Johnston may be 
in order, just to illustrate her type of personality.
First off, regardless of narnett Kane's statement that 
"she can drink any six men under the table", I see nothing 
to indioate that she drinks anything stronger than coffee.
With a strong will, she apparently has gone through life
having her own way to a large extent, and yesterday at
dinner she remarked that she has a positive mind, knows
what she wants and how she wants it done, and only asks
that others carry out her wishes. Obviously that is an 1
example of oonoeit and utte disregard, for others that
probably has been a considerable stumbling block in her
association with people who are of the opinion that there
might possibly be more than the Johnston way of doing things.
t imagine it might be quite funny to a third party observing
her making suggestions, - tantamount to oommands, - with
me letting them bounoe off my brain like water off a
duck'8 back. . Being so self-.oonoentered, she may have lived
these 62. odd years without realizing what the trouble may be
when she encounters a difficult personality like mine. She
might learn before she gets done here, but 1 reokon if she
has escaped the light thus far, she probably will avoid seeing
i$ from here on out.

Perhaps the most amusing thing about her is another 
example of her imperviousness to Southern custom, even though 
she has photographed the aouth and must have* lived for years 
with Southern people. <i:hat is to be found in one word:
"Mrs." for, in speaking to or off the Madam, she always says:
^Kisses Cammie" instead of "Miss Gammie". Sometimes untutored 
Southerners and hill-billies doe the same thing, and frequentl 
northerners oommitt the same outrage on custom, but it does 
seem strange that a person who has lived in the South as 
long as she must have would have caught on to the custom 
of saying "Miss" âmrnie instead of "Mrs." Gammie.

One of these days, when la Johnston gets to sounding off 
about people not.seeing what is right before their noses, I 
think 1 shall remark to her that almost anybody might make 
a "misses-take" so far as local customs go.

And X guess this is enough of,local tom-foolery for the 
moment - • «'

• ■ -f. v * -J ; . • - '• i i~ \  ■' V* w  » w  * V .-  I

The June moon, so widely publicized by poets, is now 
waxing magnifioiently. -Last night J. again walked the 
Gote ^oyeuse road, and Arenbourg was lovely.........
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June 21st, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Only a brief memorandum this morning.

Caroline ^ormon came yesterday evening and this 
moyning X shall be busy in. the gardens, getting some of the 
latest horticultural wrinkles straightened out. And 
interruption may intervene at any moment, and X shall 
accordingly have to attend to la ^ormon, who will depart 
again for Briarwood sometime before noon, as X understand 
it. Her sifter, "Ole Virginia"., will be here with 
the, car at almost any old time, although the dormons are 
famous for having not conoept of time, so it may be 
night before they get going.

The enclosure indicates all is well up Oklahoma 
way. % e  #25,000.00 fund sounds interesting. Perhaps 
something may come from that direction.

Ag regards the offspring of Ahe Black Swan, X have 
responded that I think the idea of the University library 
writing for particulars a good one. After all, nothing 
could come via **elrose, sinoe I have already , albeit, 
inadvertently, stuck out my neck in that direction, and 
I realize the possibility that the G0ronado people are probably 
descendants, not of Elizabeth.Greenfield, who had no heirs, 
but of Eliza Greenfield, the Black Swan herself. Xt will 
be nice if we can get some particulars through the "round
about" channel, - for I must say that to get to Hatehez via 
Oklahoma and California, via Louisiana, is what might be 
styled "all around Bobin Hood's barn". *

~ r  . »v-. ■ • ' - -• • •• ;i \
La Johnstoti, determined to take the west bank house 

on Sane Bfcver, requiring the early morhifig light, actually 
' got under full sail yesterday at 5 o'clock in the evening.
Pat drove her to town to past an air mail letter at that 
hour, and they returned home in time for her to snap a pioture 
of the African House. She now has decided to remain here
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until Sunday, - which is putting quite a strain, X think, 
on the high bhlood pressure, and I am oniy hoping that 

the lid doesn*t fly off before that late date.
La Mormon's advent was all to the good. She can talk 

an ear off anyone, but it provides entertainmen for 
the hostess, and diverts a mind that might otherwise, and v 
frequently does manifest irritability By the time the 
week end comes, - what with all that &as transpired in the 
past 7 days, things ought to be pretty close to the 
boiling point.

It seems to me there were two or three things, 
mentioned in the enclosure I wanted to refer to, but 
cannot redall them at the moment. Oh, yes, the reference 
to the disagreeable Mr* Barnes of Philadelphia. It was 
merely to say that X recall he had experts assemble his 
collection of Frenchc.Impressionist paintings when he was 
establishing his Museum < 'fhere were three people who 
worked separately and jointly in Baris on the purchase 
of those' pictures., - Matisse, I think, although X am not sure, 
but X am sure of the other two, - your friend, Gertrude Stein 
and my friend, Alfred ^aurer, son of old Louis of Currier and 
Ives fame. ,

I have written wr. Bipes that I think it would be 
best to try to sell a group of the Hlemenoe things, - 
illustrative of her flower things and her folk lore illustra
tions. Afte all , the value of the work is based not 
on their artistic merit, but rather upon the phenomenon 
that such an untrained and untutored person could manifest 
suoh a sruprising gift for color and design without ever 
hating seen a picture or received any instruction whatsoever 
in the medium she uses to express herself. In that category 
they certain do rank high, and on that basis they should 
be offered for sale, I think. It seems rather surprising 
that somebody like old Bosenwald didn’t estbalish a gallery 
fdr such examples of the race.

• £  'j o  ’■ C; . • :.'i ■ ' «** e -*■■■•■>■ -  y ~ v

xhere are a dozen other things of which I would touch 
upon, but i .shall have to let them slide for the moment.
The day is so much better if one can have just a word, - 
even a mere glance, in the rightfdirection, and my day will 
be sufficiently worthwhile for this .little moment......

i-
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■ Jun2 22nd, 1945.

emorandum to ^lipping Service:
The enclosure Is from “ary. In L ^ ^ i M l u d l L ^ e a n o r  o doubt recall what so many humanitarians, including 

oosevelt, have remarked: - that poverty play s a big part in 
etting things out of joint.

*s one person’s viewpoint of what is going on in ®a* * ® * ’f t i A e  r>articularly good, even though it stems from . think this is pareicuracy ftwvu, 1°shadowing of some,ne whose circumstances give a slightly ®naQOW1116
>f the doings and -the reasons for those doings.

The returnin 
ctier, Jr., and

veteran refirred to, of course, is Biorce
guess all the other oharaoters are pretty evident.

It is so natural that one working so would
le financial and social ^ f th ,hile and for whioh she> do some of the things which are *ohe8 the imagination a
Lttle1 * the^pioture somehow oould he superimposed on a^ #5v,5B5l0»

w i a l t h ^ r w U t o n i a ^ f S ^ r e f w S o  d f l . s ’s $?t£ i t  than those
do do not possess i t .

To keep the actual set up a little perfectly in mind than
to2POI1Umhe?nI,po8seMed1if a Sorthlws husband and brother, 

he o M  a drunkard^and the other

s s  iif ^ - a s s e s s •< >»
iring thetares into balance.

Purely this enclosure is scarcely ^ soul*that"1 ’
- 5 &  * -

in tune with the writer’s interestadmire her for her honesty* albeit abrupt, and nergenmi 
li the under privileged, - a quality all too rare-in any xime
place.

I'Y'dS^
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,

Yesterday until 3 p.m., it was a-beautiful day* La Johnston 
never did get away from he coffee pot, and not a picture was 
hit off. She is scheduled to depart on Sunday, leaving hut two Mairooo Tnnnaaa nnfi '■'ane Biver generally. She neverday8 to take Melrose houses and 
will he able to do it.

Caroline -^ormon remained for dinner, departing shortly 
there after. About 2 an old friend of the Madam*s came by, - and 
later expressed her shock and depression at the evident aeterioratio 
of her old friend.

We had a good shower at 3, and a beautfiful sunset to close 
the year's longest day. I skipped down to ''lenience’s about first 
dart, taking with me a summer dress, - yellow with small dots in 
it, - puffed or padded sleeves, etc., which you may remember.
1 also carried a little sweater for uary Frances which had come fro 
Oklahoma There was some talk about a lampeel, which one of 
the children had hoed up in the cotton patoh. ibis strange 
fish is of the eel family and has four tiny legs, which are 
purely decorative, and of no use in walking. It is rdjark gray 
or black in color, and somehow always frightens the darkies, althoug 
it is quite harmless, being of the eel family, although they all 
have a story about a man who died from its bite. One thing about 
it is the fact that it has no teeth, so A guess it oouldn*t bite 
much. .

Before I left, s'lemenee had to try on the dress and declared 
it fitted her perfectly. Jrom where I sat, it seemed to do 
just that, and she, of course, was enchanted. Bo there's your 
good deed and another star twinkles in your crown.

Returning home, the big old moon was wading through equally 
big old olouds, and 1 found a little friend awaiting, me, saying 
he was going to the barker's aoross the river by boat, and would 
I like to ride. I would. *nd I did. *nd it was all very 
pleasant, even thought the barber didn't do any hair outting, for 
all that. Bat on the smooth surface pf the river, a marvelous sky 
pattern spread ever so far, the moon, the clouds and an occasional 
star shimmering in between, and my thoughts traveled far, both 
in miles and in time, and I thought how nice it is going to be 
when there are other moons to be drunk in, as a dusky gondolere 
silently paddles his skiff apd his passengers along the same surfaoe.

A letter from the servant, reporting a safe trip back to 
^ew Orleans, came to hand in yesterday*s mail. It seems the 
master has reformed, is eating well, and everything is just 
dandy, --all of which, with a nickle, would secure one a round 
of coffee.....
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June 25 th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^Upping Service: §
? *  tBo memorandum went forward on Saturday. Somehow the day 

opened early, and what with one thing and another, - including 
the fact that the post man was a couple of hours early, I never did 
get to my own correspondence, what with several items I had to 
run off for the Madam.

The latter's health continues to sag gradually, and possibly 
not seriously, but withal painfully. She appears to have some kind 
.of rheumatism that flies around from one. mu sole to another on 
succeeding days, and in consequence, she does very little , save 
gracing her sofa. Yesterday she did not go down stairs at all.

B. and- Paynie decided that something ought to be done, and 
taking my advise. recommended, ̂ orth Caroline, - Pennland, where 
she has a room in that colony, where lpts of people are engaged in 
weaving and other folk efforts which she likes so much. But 
he. physician recommended-that, she remain here and that her nurse 
of last Spring, Miss Pickle, be brought back to nurse her for 
a little while, to give her hot pads for her rheumatism, etc.

f

In my opinion, that is merely patching up and staving off 
something, for later, and obviously she will not improve until 
she gets out of here and someplace where it is cooler and where 

an appetite may be developed and proper food prepared to meet an 
impulse for food when it does arise.

But she will not subscribe to suoh an idea, - not until she 
gets so worn out, she ca^t do anpthig about it, and so we shall 
go along, patching up and ptaohing up, and getting no where fast.
Ip is my understanding that ~iss Pickle is on a confinement case 
at the moment , but will- cpme^to Melrose when that job is finished.
In the mean time we shall dwadle along, gradually getting weaker 
and weaker, with more time and energy required to begin the re-build 
ing once* more:, when it is eventually undertaken.

I am passing: along a statement of health hereabouts to Borman, 
in order that Mr; Pipes may relay it to Miss Eli, hoping that 
the news may stave off her current risit , on her way home to 
Baton Bouge. Miss Bit is a swell person, but inooines to take 
what sh® sees for actuality, and. being guileless herself, is 
inclined to spill beans without ever realising she is doing 
so. There would.be no, need, for. example, to remark that r. Pipes 
and I may possible undertake to do some joint work at Arenbourg,
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but that would be a perfect example of how she might drop a 
remark - thinking nothing or or understanding nothing ox 
the curious.menal, twists, - and so induce a great deal of mental 
distress in advance of a situation, which, if actually accomplished, would cause but slight ripples, whereas if spilled 
in advanoe, might occasion considerable waves# I certainly hope 
she passes by this area on her way, - but pass by without stopping

I continue to labor on the Bev. Ghase synopsis, whioh I find 
rather difficult to do, - it is such an important thing, and 
yet so curious and outlandish, that it is scarcely possible to 
break it down in a fashion, that anyone unacquainted with the facts, 
would believe. But it is shaping up slowly, and I am hoping 
to get it off this week.

I spent a perfectly delightful day on kittle Biver on Sunday.
Starting out early, - on a horse that was much too frisky, I 
covered a lot of ground,fast. I stopped off to see my old 
friend, Arohellius, and together we covered a lot of ground, all 
the way from the ^ible to the wisdom Of raising more corn for 
hogs and chickens, ^topping at another cabin on the other bank of 
Little Biver, we did quite a symposium on turtles, one of the 
children having just brought in a "couwen", - 1 have.no idea how 
the thing is-aptually spelled. It seems to be a turtle with five 
ridges down its back, looking.quite ferocious, but making 
excellent soup, they tell me. *nd so on to dinner with Ida and 
Charles, and back here by 4 p.m., - withal hot and tired. Pat was 
just starting to drive la Johnston down to Cloutiervllle for 
supper. * verbal invitation had be left forme, but of course, 
as always, ^ declined |[

% e  Madam asked me to find the Mm e  Pioyaune, whioh la 
belle Johnston had taken to her room. I wish you could see 
her bedroom and the adjoining bath, - there is everything on 
earth in it, and as the darkies would sayHof such a mix up;
"A cow couldn't find its own calf in there • Most striking, and 
puzzling,-if the fact that she has three large old fashioned wash
bowls, - porpelaine ones, in the bath room, filled to overflowing 
with ivy, and the ba,th tub is plumb full of the same plant.
Mith ivy growing by the mile in the gardens, - tons of it, why 
she should filled up the bath tub, - and especially in this hot weath 
er, with it, 1 cannot imagine I told the ^adam if I could only 
find an ali^ator about Z  or 3 feet long, 1 would put in in the 
tub with the ivy, and give the old girl a start. - ^he 
threatens to take off for ^ew wrleans on Wednesday, but she never 
will, 1 am sure, "ut she had better start before long because 
Pat, who has been delegated to drive her, is fed up on her 
dictatorial and fuss-pot methods and manners, and if she 
doesn't watohaout,, she will be loosing Pat for an uncertain 
chauffeur, - whioh probably wouldn’t matter to her, just so long 
as she could put somebody through. *he took no piotures at all, 
either on Saturda or Sunday, - whioh, also, is none of my business... 

r x*11 do better at my next sitting, and in the mean time apologize 
for this nondescript affair.....

I

}
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June 26th, 1943.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
l : • i .. .. ‘ 1i X  . .; 0  C! t * £ . X J iv -•$ ©  X J. j. . .7 , 4 ;■ J V *

So W&ldi is dead and will never romp on the terrace of 
Arenbourg. Well, physically, yes, but spiritually Bo. For 
the good and the evil that things living set in motion go 
right on functioning down through the years, and even though 
the doer may depart from the visible scene* he really doesn't 
die until all the influences he haB set in motion have ceased to 
operate. Animals, and especially pet., somehow typify human 
qualities, and from what you have told me of "aldi, gentleness, 
affection and fidelity were his cardinal virtues. Witnessing 
these virtues in animals, as we do, and day after day, these 
qualities somehow take on a deeper slgnfloanee for us as we 
see them glow more brightly. Gradually those examples they set 
for us somehow become the more strongly impressed on our own 
personality, so that when those livigg objects whioh we have 
learned to admire and love move on to a greater sphere beyond 
our human sight, they leave with us those positive attributes they 
have >80 constantly demonstrated, and we in turn are the better 
for having known and loved them well.

• * «Waldi, ,of course, is dead, and will never romp on the 
terrace of Arenbourg. But in a way, Waldi will always live, 
throwing into starker relief those negative virtues, possessed by 
others less fine than himself, and making us cling the stronger 

* to those simple and fundamental virtues which, in the long 
run, are the only basic forces that make life worth while, 
having lived with one who so tenderly sensed,and appreciated 

( his gifts of friendship and fidelity, Waldi will always exert his 
influence from day to day as one goes through the joys and 
sorrows of life, and while awaiting one’s realisation of 
a measure of happiness on*"God!s half sore", greater strength 
will well up to enable one to forebear until that dream is 
realised, *nd once realised, Waldi*s spirit,will still shine 
through the uncertain mists of today as they fade before a 

^ brighter tomorrow, and then, in all good time, "aldi’e ppirit 
will in truth romp gaily on the terraee of Arenbourgh, and 
Arenbourg will be the better place beoause pf. the nobility of 
his spifrit whioh will find happiness and oontpntment there, - 
brought baok to spiritual animation by pns.in whom he oould 
trust so implicitly to refleot and, transpose it to the place where 
God intended him, - physically pr spiritually, to. relax in 
the satisfaction that at last he has found peace and home.
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in yesterday' e poet oame your rep°rt to^therjlth
ie package of whicli you spoke, upon your
pou and.the girl decision to practice charity whereanerosity and upon y°^ 0i0thing the needy*
9 know it 40 neatly on a big old bed inI have laidthe things t fJr th9 heart to thinkof ny houee.andithaatee 6 m  ^  be made glad by

m  the ■“ayou, back on *ittle « i w .  olimblng through aSunday dries to the store end had torn it xn for Sunday,garbed wire fence,, and she would hare no ni ^ g0 by
ind then came your package, ^ave a mUoh prettier dress thanPogabou’s house, and Helen shall n her rowofmagnill-

*?** "»* s  *”  “ “her new dress is going to look* , ̂  ^
And ^lemenoe andherneedle ^ M ^ ^ P r a n ^ B ^ ^ f t h l r e  she will fashion^something_mart for ary Jaafcl#> who lives

will be a garment -for “le“® there will be something, too, across the way from her, and wvom for no reason
for°*aokie' s little 4̂ f  i S d W e  May willon earth, I always call innie »*y‘ h9 wtll giggle end
be-a full of glee as ^f^^tlriassment, as she always twist and turn about in b «  embarrass the*b9tt9r of her. whioh 
does when her self ocnsoiousnesa g ^  ot that for the age
is usually the oasa .v?“ anif I etmore impulse s than most of 7 or 8, she probably manliest mu* *L her 0ne finds
children of a like number ofJ[L fIQtion in being near people 
developed a curious °* vfl expressed in the limited rangeShorn she likes than could • £ r09* % ” nTcM r i e d  some paints of her rooel expression. one*. Winnie Mae wasto «lemenoe and some brushes to M ry ne nothing by
with them, and l ^ H * * * *  gay . Jhank.way of a lanyap for tn0be of hair, embblllshedto'an attraWtiveh^r-do.herklnkyfno » feowwoven into the
at one point by a pieoe of whiter S«“iiUl9 notbing to
perruque. . hi stre saa4“~a .t9 by admiring her hair do live her, X tried to oomiwnsaM ty aomirr 8U00.B8fai
most lavishly. ^ “ Shenever She aeems me heading down the than wise, for now, ,?he“  ®?eSence- spys. and grabs up any old
to£g ?oeattlch8to hSr*curls, and if^ pasue for a moment

to sit and chat with her grandmother, “inale Hay cautiously but with evident determination to please, gradually approaches my chair, not unlike the method of emulation of a crab, ■* and ends up by weaving around and about the legs of the chair just like old Grandpa does when I am sitting at my breakfast and he thinks there is going to be a pieoe of bacon for him.
It will be interesting to learn what happens to the blue satin garment, *omehow I have a feeling it will take 

on something symbolio like The Cherry Gape. Ho one on earth can possibly imagine fcow one fertile brain will contrive to get the most out of it. Perhaps it will serve as a slip, possibly as a drape for the shoulders with a matching remanent to be fashioned artistically about the head.
But speculation w is obviously out of order, since no one will be able to figure it out in advance. I shall never breath such a thing, but I wish it might be fashioned into a suit for one of lemenoe's little grandons, for a Gnae Biver Blue -̂ oy ought really to be something,

•Picture for yourself, - you and the girl friend, how much good you have done by this thoughtfulness on your part.or not only have you fed the imagination with banquets of menal joy, but at the same time, the results of all this 
pleasure will provide a flock of people with raiment, and your blessings will be doubled or trebled for those 
who reoeive and we three shall have the fun of observing to what good and practical uses these items will be put,

ij;ime runs out, for I must up and away early t is morning, what with la belle Johnston determined to finish taking a couple of pictures today, - prior to her departure for Hew Orleans on the morrow. I feel positive that she will not 
get around to leave before the end of the week, but the effeoton today’s prograa^is just the same, and I must aocoijpany
her on her morning s tour, - I really can't believe she is up,but so say the servants, - for if I do not go along with her andhold her down, she will be turning the cabins of some of my 
friends up side down and inside out, - just as she tried to get me to out all the bananas along my front gallery, just to suit her momentary whim, - and somebody has to put his foot 

down in behalf of these simple folk in whose domestic arrangemtn la bag might otherwise raise Bell...........
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June 27th, 1945.

Memorandum to ''lipping Servioe:
 ̂ * Ahe Unole ^emus oame to hand in yesterday*s post, together 

with the letter, both of which gave the Madam much satis- 
faction She may respond shortly in her own hand, although 
she hasn't written any letters, I think, in two or three weeks, 
and therefore if none should appear, you will understand 
that she is nursing her rheumatism, and will probably not 
undertake correspondence until after her nurse, Miss Pickle, has 
come by for a number of days to give her some kind of 
electric treatments.

The clipping having to do with contemporary aspects of 
the cotton indurstry was a noble piece of, work, and I know 
that J. H. is going to efjoy reading it, too. It would 
seem as though cotton were about on its way out as the oouth s 
great staple, what with rayons so heavily financed and re
placing cotton at almost every turn. Only the absorbent 
quality of cotton has enabled it to keep even a toe hold in the 
clothing industry, and it is to be hoped that that fact, 
plus some other developements paralleling the synthetic 
fabrics, may eventually save the industry. Conservative 
thinkers in these parts, however, have a feeling that within 
another decade or two, cattle will probably replaoe cotton 
as the South*s major industry, should synthetics continue to 
make the advances it has mustered during tthe past ten or fifteen 
years.

I haven't heard muoh about it, but I believe there is 
a great trend in these parts toward forestry, too, and that with 
the cattle, may replaoe a lot of the cotton effort. Of course 
the great probllm of the South is to keep things from growing 
rather than to get them to growing, as in the north. Thanks to 
the excessive heat and humidity in these parts, trees, - and 
all vegetable life, - grow like Jaok's famous bean stalk, 
and with the expected continuation of demands for lumber, - and 
for pulp, in the years following the war, it is considered a 
far sighted investments by some to being planting trees now for 
subsequent cutting ten to twenty years hence.

* I believe one of the big demands for lumber and pulp in 
.....  the post war years will be from the manufacturers of pre

fabricated houses. Kaiser, the ship builder, already has a vast 
plant going in Denver, I believe, and it is said that other units

.
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are toeing opened j in various sections of the country,
. T think it is possitole to made a down payment of ...
on delivery of these houses, and $25,00 monthly hence *or un 
r»aid for and what with the houseing situation as it is, l whole flook of people, probablywouldgrab at such a possibility, 
and at houses of more spacious and eleatoorate design.

Seldom is a country ever adequately housed, I 
and if the units to be turned out for o°£tempoary use should 
-rnirft to toe good, I suppose there would toe no end to the 
Aflmftnd 0 i believe it is said that Leonardo da Unci advocated 
“ b r i b e d  houses iS his time. It is odd that we have had 
to wait so long,for them.

On the local front, it is my understanding that 1* b®*1® 
Johnston is scheduled to take off this morning, " ^ h ^ a t  as 
herlriver. She never did get around to take any Pioturea. save 
those of a few houses in the gardens of “‘elrose. I 
the heat finally got the old girl, and X must say I can t 
Wame her! ^ a t w f t h  *er 82 years for not having much energy 
to get going early enough in the day to do muoh.

The more I see of her, the more sorry 1 feel for her. I 
think she is inolined to toe lonely, and anxious for 
companionship. But that hope she is not *
and for myself, 1 have ontributed nothing toward 
what with the Inordinate demands she seems impelled to make upon 
any and everyone who comes within calling distance. I am 
wondering if lonliness may not be one the the :*°* >t
her dhange of residence from Washington♦ V*, where she has £ust 
sold her house, to flew Orleans where she has Just purchased one. 
After all, an old woman of 82 must have some good reason for 
pulling up stakes at suoh a late date, and I .am inolined to 
think she has at long last given up all hope °* ® * ® * tha 
intimate friends in Washington and olutohes fertlvelytowardthe 
Orescent Ulty where people don't know here quite so well as yet.

It's really hilarious how white foiks and colored a'1t°m&ti- 
oally start ambling in the opposite direction whenever she heaves 
Into sight. For a long time 1 have flet sorry for ghosts, who 
are probably dying for human companionship, ahdarealways being 
fled from by everyone they encounter. And so la Johnston, althoug 
weighing a couple of hundred pounds, is something of a 
ghost, - so far as human reactions to her are concerned, and 
even though she may toe departing at this moment, shall
make no effort to hunt her up and say Au revoir. he says
she is returning in October to * do ^ane Biger. Well, there is 
no need to rush into it, is all I.can say to her..••••«••

in the Southern Historical Collection, 
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June 28th,* 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: ?
Well, at long last, la toe H e  Johnston is gone, - although

I toegan to have misgivings that such a statement could ever toe made.» . " ■ - . . . . .

un Tuesday night she asked the cook, who usually arrived atoout 
6 a.m., to come earlier on Wednesday, in order that she might have 
her breakfast and toe gone on the long hot trip to#,“ew wrleans before 
the sun got too high.

At 5*40, Pat got up, toeing scheduled to drive the lady. When 
I went to the big house at 10 a.m., thinking i might find her gone, 
la bag was still trailing atoout in her dressing gown. It seems 
she was awaiting certain physical actions, in response*td some medeoine 
she had taken the day before.

By eleven, this phenomenon had been accomplished, and then 
the lady decided to pick herself<an enormous bouquet, to cafry 
with her to ^ew °rleans, where she is scheduled to arrive today.
She got the bouquet alright, and it took her an hour to do it, tout 
as she put it in the back of the car with not moisture atoout the 
stems, - and what with the thermometer soaring into the upper 90*8,
I can persuade myself fhat the bouquet will amount to muoh if an 

when she ever gets to the Crescent City.
uff had, I should say she travels with atoout 20 or 30 pieces of 

luggage, - non-desoript stuff. xat had packed everything very nicely, 
tout when she reached the oar, - without even looking at it, she said 
quite tartly; "Well, now the first thing you can do, is take every 
thing out of the car, and pack*it under my supervision."

‘ e . . . . . . . ..  1 • *

Pat, like the rest of creation, appears in her mind to toe her 
lackey, x guess. I thought Pat would "bust" with fury, and I 
should have done the same in sympathy, had I not found the old girl
making suoh a silly speotaole of herself.

• ? ’ ’

The faot of the'matter is that once she may have been good, tout 
she is played out as a photographer and has lost, '• if she ever had,- 
all consideration for people, and for once in my lfie I find myself 
saying ^ don t oare how she pans out and so far as she is concerned, 
if X never see her again, it will toe plenty soon.
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1 mentioned “ary ^llen Phase's volume, The Bil>le and 
The Common Reader onoe before, 1 believe. On iinday 
read to me from the ohapter on the compilation of the King James 
version of that book. I found the account of i t t o b e  
very interesting, and should you ohanoe aoross Chase book^ 
in the library, 1 think you will enjoy reading section,
which, X think, is rather toward the front of the book. 1 don t 
know its precise title, but it can readily enough be found, I
think.

There was one thing that impressed me by its 
'ever and that was any particular reference to King James himself,
te r r  as having anything more to,do with the a®standardBible bearing hiB name than to aooept the suggestion that a standard
Bible be compiled.

Somewhere vaguely in the reoesses of my mind, it seems to me 
I recall once having heard it said that he had a somewhat active 
uart in'the proceedings, but 1 don t find any mention Of this 
?aot in the Bhase book, and my mind may be playing trioks on me,
or some such.

You will reoall that King James, ^ f l a t t e r ^ s 8’was made heir to the JSnglish throne by ^liza^th on the latter s 
death, - always a ourious business, it ssemedtome.sinoeshe had 
beheaded James1 mother. I think ames was dubbed the wisest 
fool in JSurope" during his life time, having slwaysmanifested 
greater learning than power to apply to W f .  what funds of 
knowledge were accumulated in his brain. But thanks to tbs 
fvat that the standard Bible was brought out during his reign, his 
name is probably pronounoed more often by “nglish speaking 
peoples than any other “nglish monarch, although not a hundredth 
of the hearers of his name* when used in oonne°tion with his_ 
version of the ^ible ever think of the individual when the King 
James version is mentioned. ~

rthat with the warm warm weather, the oottofc is t
so hiuh. - perhaps a foot §nd a half now, that this will be about 
the final week the "ladies will be able to hoe. For the most 
part, the staple will be stifficiently BigB to drown out thb grass, 
and where evbr the grass is in advance of the 
ootton will just have to make out as best it can. .ast T 
the crop was too great to he gathered in its entirity, nd s , 
the grass gets ahead of it in places this year, it is J i 
possible that there will still be more than enough to h• 
gathered before %iristmas, by which time everyone gets tired of
picking it.

12S2

t. *s Soon asthe hoeing ceases, - ."laying by the crop , as it 
is called, the gathering of hay will be the next thing on the 
docket, - and nobody likds that job. much, for it is rather 
heavy work, and inclined to be dusty, and of course the dust 
dinging to the heavily perspiring forms of the workers makes
the job doubly exkssome or is it irksome?

<, •. * ■
Well, anyway, haying in the *outh is something strikingly 

< different from haying in other zones, ^or in other localities, one 
must await a drying of the hay, - curing, I believe they Qall it, 
before it is hauled to the barn or baled. But in this region, 
where the sun is so hot, the hay can be out and hauled to the 
baling machine in a one, two,three fasion, without ever having 
to wait for it to cure. In other localities, too, there is 
always a diversification of labor in haying, too, since after 
mowing it down, and after it is cured, there is the raking, the 
loading on to wagons, hauling it to the barn, eto., etc., therebye 
giving the workers some relaxation in the several tasks employed 
in effecting the harvest, • plus a time lag and rest spell, as 
one process waits upon another, and the fodder is transported from 
field to barn, - where eventually, and usually weeks later, the 

baling is done. *
* " v ' ■ t  v  - v  - ** ■*

Bat here the whole job is carried out from dawn to dusk, - 
mowing, raking, baling and hauling, all within the span of a single 
day. *he baling apparatus is set up in the center of the field, and 
as the mowing machine starts out, it is followed by the rakes, and 
the stuff is immediately put into the thrasher, or whatever they 
call the baling machine, and the bales are bumped*out of the 
press and into a truck that hauls them immediately to where ever 
they are going to be store or sold. -

. . . . . .  " t •

I don*t wonder the laborers don't look with too much enthusiasm 
upon the advent of haying, for it is a hot, disagreeable job at 
best, and one that just about floors most people, if any attempt 
is made to keep-up with the machine that invariably sets the pace.

1 I am suddenly reminded of what someone onoe said about 
the fashion in which Caroline "ormon onoe took.up.valuable time 
for a high official, who, after an interview, reraafcked, relative 
to % 8 8  Borman's carryings ons "I never knew before^that anyone 
could talk for two straight hours on a mere violetj - and just 
why I should take up your time by such a dull business on hay making 
is beyond me.

and what with so many things having transpired in these 
parts of late, I now can't reoall if i mentioned Bastings House to 
you of late. I shall run the risk of repetition by remarking

/
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that from old man river x recently learned that his assistant 
of P* ĉ ays, one Addie "ryer, -4s currently with Walter Prfee, which 
was*some thing of a surpfise to me, and not calculated to fill 
me with too much satisfaction. I am sure I have passed ..this 
news along to Mr. Pipes and have pointed out to him that While 
Mr. ^ryer and I were always quite courteous to each other, ours 
were types of mind that were not especially sympathetic. I had 
always thought of his as shimmering like a tin can shines, - 
of a quality more resembling the sun on aluminum than a highly 
polished surface of a more precious metal. I have a feeling, too, 
that the uld Louisiana Scrapbook would represent a type of 
book that would neither .appeal to him nor perhaps come within his 
realm of appreciation, although * may do the man an injustice.

On two or threq occasions during thd past several years, he 
has written me *$o asl$. a minor favor, and inveitably I have 
responded promptly and aoquiesed. But never has there followed an 
acknolwedgement* and never would I hear again until some other 
minor request was in the making. a s an example, I cite the fact that 
he once asked me for particulars about hotel accomodations in 
batches, the lioquor status of a wet town in a dry state, and 

would 1 be in "atohez at a certain time, and would 1 arrange a couple 
of parties, eto. In the latter instance, I recall, I responded 
promptly, acknowedge the tentative date he mentioned as to the time 
of- his probably arrival, and asked him to confirm the exact week-end, 
so that I might stir up a couple of dinner parties for him at the 
homes of friends. Obviously this was done as much for hid 
associate in the literary field at that time as for him, but it 
constituted nothing exceptional, although i thought it might make 
it po sible for him to enjoy his itdtial visit the more. I ^uess that 
may have been three or four years ago, but up to now I haven t 
heard boo from him, which somehow illustrates as much as anything 
about where he stands in my estimation, and why I am not especially 
gratified to learn that he has some sort of a key post at the 
moment in Ratings.

You will forgive such a dull communication, ttope. I 
guess the hot weather must have seeped into this keyboard, even 
as it has into my mental processes. I shall try to do better on 
the morrow, j, «.....•«

June 29th, 1945.

Memorandum to dipping Service:
Although it arrived*yesterday, seemingly it will arrive 

in today*s post, - a letter from Caroline Ramsey, proposing a 
visit with a friend, on 'Tuesday, July 3rd.

As soon as the mail arrives this morning, we shall con
sider the matter, and advise her by telegram, as she request 
confirmation or rejection by 6 p.m. today, prior to her departure 
from Marshall, Texas to New Orleans. I think the answer will be 
No. In the first place, the Madam is too tired, and in the second 
place, a nurse is scheduled to arrive* on Monday . But we shall see.

If Caroline , by some strange twist, should come at this 
time, I think 1 shall suggest that she do some pictures and a text on 
a Mississippi subject. As the idea is mine, and the places involved 
are known not at all to her, it is possible that we could make 
some sort of an arrangement for our mutual advantage.

Here is the idea: - It was in the Winter of 1939, I think, 
that the last andf probably only article on %tohezf appeared in 
The Saturday Evening Post. what 8ix years having'elapsed and

the resumption of Pilgrimages in the offing, it seems as though 
another article might be in order. -Che former article featured 
Lonleith, Longwood and some of the other rather larger houses. My 
title, - although beter phrased, would incorporate this angle:

FORGOTTEN LITTLE MANSION OF Oil) NATCHBa
«l * What do you think about the appeal of such an artile, - better 
'phrased, of course, - and should the adjective be more along the line 

itfV. °* "Hidden" than "forgottbn , and have you any thought as to w  “ a really striking title.:’ « ' -  1
<sr\o ( *
\ The point of the article would be that while the big showy

mansions of ^etches have had the burden of publicity, in reality 
there are a flookdof smaller mansions, hidden away in the shodow 

" ’ of the more-pretentious places that have even greater claim to 
general interest, being richer in architectural virtues, more 

* romantic in historic loreand more precious than the super- 
colossal late mansions because they stand for the character of 

* the oountry and not the mere ostentious and superficial trapping 
of the bigger, later places. —
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Xka ia«*s would tie furthered hy a flook of examples in 

the"smaller house bracket: - Sweet Auburn, the home of 
nhout which quite a round oould be done in reference to his 1 
ion of the '•‘uerantine theory, his hiss, of the Miss, alley, sto;Villa would folio*, about which the Aaron, ̂ r r  business oould
be9 b?oSht in! - -hat ” th Meade Jille having been the home of 
old -atttoiel "are, who arrested Burr M 4  i■£ ^ M ’be'voitw's

££&&&: o » s ^  . S  having

Davs* and "The Buofcbt of Blood" - the tumbling down 
3t C  houwyof “ drew Marschalk; and Burling Hill’, the home of 
old Benjamin Chase, etc., etc.

It seems to me that with elegant piotureii, suoh to artiole 
might be worked up into something, and I think I shall consult 
the lady on the point*. It is possible that^ she would 
prefer to do whatever she does by herself, and I am not sure 
she goes in much fbr houses. ut should the thought hold 
some interest for her, I think-we toight be able to work out 
something’, yes, no?
f And so, if she does not come on Tuesday, x shall write fcer * 
letter, scouting the idea anyway, withholding the particulars,but 
indicating the chance for some joint lab ors in the batches area, 
and then, as soon bs I am done with the dentist, 1 
to undertake something to make Arenbourg seem a little nearer.

IfOf the half dozen places mentioned above, but two of them- 
have ever been photographed, I think, - Tierokee and we obuld get the others on to films, plus, half a hundred others, 
it is possible that they might come in hand^ eventually for use 
in other artioles and possibly a' book which I should like to 
do sometime, called The J*ost Plantations, which seems to be a 
good title, I think.

I tobsed off the above plaoes at random, but as I think of it 
further, 1 suppose a whole flock of other places would come to mind,- 
places that have never been done, such as Ingleside, the home of 
Br. Affleok, Hunter*s Hall of the Bingamans,' and so on. ^hen 
in the Port Gibson, or rather the *odney area, there is the tottering old home of the ^ades, later known as the Hammer place, 
because it became the plantation home of the illegitimate daughter 
of Joseph ^avis, brother of Jefferson ^avis, and no and on indefinite
iy.

You will forgive me, * trust, for rattling along at suoh 
a great rate, but the idea to convert all this accumulation 
into something for ^renbourg, through an association with 

la gives me a spark of enthusiasm, in spite of the
intense humidity, and it is always more fun to discuss 
these matters with someone who knows what I am talking about 
than it is to mull them over with Grandpa who, at best, appears 
to pay very slight attention to it.

Veil, I seem to be off as much on a tangent today in 
the department of old houses as I was yesterday in the haying 
business, and I shall save you the boredom of further 
flights into exhaustion by braking off about here.

"ith la belle Johnston out of the picture, temporarily at 
least? - the Madam says she thinks she has fallen a victim to 
old age, and is about done for and that we shall never see her 
again, - it is fruitful to think of possibilities of doing some 
things with another photographer, - and most certainly I shall 
never impose upon people I know in -Batches by dragging la 
Johnston around in that neighborhood. Bat, as I tap these 
lines, another thought does occur to me, • although 1 promised 
to get away from the subject, - and that is a pictorial account 
for Life or for The Saturday Evening Host of The Mississsippi 
Ghost *owns, - whieh old Udora threatened to do for Harper^s 
Bazaar but failed to produce, unless it was her intention to 
oarry out the ghost idea by dishing up a mess that was made 
of the same substance ghosts are reported to embrace.

Well, anyway, here are a flock of ideas, and in a way 
I am hoping that I may contact la Ramsey shortly, and that 
I may strike up some sort of tinder that will eventually 
produce the withal to make krenbourg grow and Meade villa take on form...........
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*3 June 30th, 1943,

Blii

■ * < * *  

■

Memorandum to ^Lipping ^erv oe: v
Ao hand your most estimable report, and thanks a million 

for all the pleasures it afforded*
May I congratulate you on all the treasures you ran across 

in your 4 th Avenue ex our si on* I think it is so nice to think 
Of these as foundation files for Areribourg, and the searoh for and 
the aoquisiton of such items somehow take nn an added zest when 
one has a particular jplace in mind for their eventual delectation*
It is somehow like buying a fine wine at H* ^aoy’s, for there 
is hot only the fun of searching out precisely what is wanted, 
or'something, the content of which isn’t quite sure in the mind, but 
behind the whole transaction is the enermous back drop of pleasures 
to be anticipated, when one looks forward in the mind to the 
setting and the circumstanoe of sampling this or that vintage*

How and then I find myself hauling through one mass of papers or another, looking for nothing in particular, but somehow 
getting an enormous satisfaction in just pulling through this 
tresor or that, thinking the while bf the fun it is going to 
be when we get the Arenbourg library laid out and we can turn to 
this item or that, and not only get the pleasure of finding it j 
to hand, but the relish of absorbing it during some long summer s 
evening on the terrace or beside a crackling firetsome damp winter's 
night. " ,

I must congratulate you on your Baedecker finds, and it must 
be the book sellers haven’t yet anticipated the value that these 
items*should eventually take on, as historical records of what 
was onoe, but has now slipped into a vanished world* What a 
treasure, were one to discover some old role of papyrus , - 
an Ancient guide to some florishing civilization such a Greece or 
Egypt or Babylon, and what a treasure house of particulars it would 
cover in a world where destruction ..has so effectively obliterated 
so many precious things*

And the old magazines that yqu found sound grand. I think 
it is loads of fun Just to turn through them, and then there is the 
added pleasure of finding here and there soething that is precisely 
along the line one is interested. And for those who would 
reacapture the passing soene , - on any given subject, always 
finds such valuable aids and parcels in publications of this type*

\
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In spite of yesterday’s rather excessive heat, I made a 
couple of rounds to various girl friends, and thanks to your 
good offices, a number of hearts were the happier before sunset, 
thanks to the gifts coming their way.

;Ct3

it was coincidental that thoughts of the starving preeks 
should have operated at the same time, both from ew j-ork btate 
and Oklahoma, but the Oklahoma stuff waw primarily for 
gentlemen, and so the ladies fared not at all, - save for one 
small sport sweater.

I oailed on Sis Randolph first, - she is Fugabou s mama, and 
grandma of my reader, - so you-might omit reference to her, 
i showed her the flowered dress, the one with the Bed decoration 
down the front, - short sleeves, eta., and asked her if she 
thought she could do something for Helen with k it. She 
thought it possible, and yet is was of such a nice size, she 
thought maybe she could do something for herself with it.
That was alright with me, since there was another item for Helen 
that would suit her. To quote Sis directly:

. "My daughter, up Bermuda way, bes gwine lookin’ for to find
a baby right soon, so if i kin make it up yonder when she s done 
found it, then I has a fine dress that I’s might proud of to 
wear,**, ^nd so the flowered dress will make her heart glad, and 
she will be the prouder, his will, when she finds herself decked 
out in something new as she passes by to see'her new grandchild.
In passing, 1 would remark that in this region neither people have 
babies nor do animals or birds. Instead,fthey always "find them.

Well, after disposing of that material in your behalf, I 
went down to see ^Lenience, and found her hoeing in hdr garden.
The day was so hot I was impressed by the feeling of coolness she 
exuded* Perhaps it was because she was barefoot, and maybe that 
kept the temperature down so far as she was concerned.

It -would have given your heart much pleasure if you could 
have seen her run through the several items and to hear her remark 
on how the things could be made use of# For one thing, the 
nightgowns will be reserved for such a time as she may go to visit 
her sister in Beaumont, - and so on. She was so filled with 
appreciation that she spoke out quite simply, but with much feeling:

*?It jus* seem like if I seed them ladies what sont these here 
things to me, adeemin' down the road, I ’d just have to run out 
and throw my arms ’round them and kiss 'em]" - which is a
very ver strong statement-for a person of color to make, especially 
in these parts, “ f //
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And so you will realize*, • you all, - that your charity 
has clothed the needy and at the same time brought joy to their 
hearts, and if such a dual accomplishment can be attained in a 
single stroke, I honestly think you both are to be congratulated.

A telegram went forward to Caroline Ramsey on Friday 
morning, saying that we should be delighted to see her and 
her friend on Tuesday, July 3rd, and so, darning the impending 
week, we ought to get a lot of work done, - pictures taken 
and data whipped up for a Cane River artiola.

I shall give her the latter, but shall preceed my verbal 
gift, - of facts, theories, etc., etc., with a proposition 
regarding the Forgotten Httle Mansions, of Rodney and of 
Woodville, m as touched upon in my letter of yesterday* -v.

I think 1 shall present it on the theory that with 
what * know of the places to be photographed, - their 
locality and their stories, - she can scoop up enough within 
a few days to turn out more articles in a twinkling that were she 
able to unoertake it by herself in months, - or years. This 
is quite true, and therefore, I am hoping she will feel that 
even though she divide the profits of such a venture, she will 
still be making more than she would, were she to figure in the 
time required, were she to undertake such a job alone.

In the mean time, we shall be busy as bees, taking everything 
up and down ^ane River, and most particularly Clemenoe, of course, 
ane a number of other local friends.

And so July 4th, will be busy in these parts, but not so 
much in celebrating as in recording contemporary personalities and 
places. There are other points I would touch upon, hut 
I shall have to let (have to let) them go for this sitting.

X do hope your little holiday may be pleasureable, and I 
shall most certainly appreciate your kindness in advising me in 
regard to your own plans for a vacation# Wouldn’t it be grand if 

the travel situation weren't so excessive and you could make a 
little tour around a bend or two of Cane *iver. Well, Patience wil 
see that come true, too, and in the mean time, some rest and relaxa 
tion is much more to the point, in order that we may build the 
sounder for the morrow.••..«•
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July End, 1945.

Memorandum to Slipping Service:
A new we^k, * following a quiet week end, - and it 

ought to 1>e fairly busy, - and not without some produotive 
features, I am hoping.

Sunday 1 was up fairly nearly, walked a little along the 
river until pretty well soaked by a very heavy dew, and then 
encountered my friend, Mr, Breux, who transported me aoross 
the river to ''aok's house, to get my hair out. As we 
approached the house, we oould hear the sound of a saw, I 
remarked to Mr. Breux that I hoped the barber's clippers had 
not failed him, and that in oonsequenoe, he had been forced to 
lay hold of a swa in their stead.

But my fears proved groundless. The clippers still 
functioned alright. Jack had merely killed an 800 pound 
beef, and was in the act of cutting it up before turning to 
his usual adjustment of perruques on the Sabbath morn.

The balance of the day I spent at home, for the most 
part engaged in making notations to be discussed with Miss 
Bamsey when she arrives tomorrow, - Little Mansionsr Rodney, etc,

For a rarety, the Madam and I were alone all day, 1 passed by 
the house three or four times, and found her in rather gay 
spirits most of the time, - in spite of the somewhat depressing 
book she was reading,’- the ^ooloott biography by Phase.
One very interesting point during our little contacts was 
the fact that she went into detail at one of,these sittings,

... recounting the circumstances of the ^oolcott visit at Melrose,
I threw in a few side-lights, relative to one oiroumstanoe or 
another , but she never did grasp that I had been among those 
present, and so continued to impart things he had said at 
supper, etc., etc. This is not a new manifestation of a somewhat 
striking lapse of memory, but it may be noted more frequently 
during the past year.

On Sunday evening at 5:30, Pat returned from driving la 
Johnston to Sew urleans. I chatted with him but a moment, but 
rhall have more particulars later today, I expect. He said
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he saw Lyle at the Hotel, and that he was still furious at la 
hag for having jockeyed him into omong up here and then 
failed to return when he was forced to do so, and that he was 
going to expect her to pay the seventy-five dollar ambulance.hill.

Spending about $300.00 for week end parties oh licquor alone, 
and about $20.00 daily on the same commodity, it is strange 
that he would let this mere #?5 .00 item so stick in his crop.
That seems to be the situation, however, as Pierre might remark, 
and wd shall see what will turn up next. Having denounced 
little Miss Alberta for having sent him to the hospital last 
autumn, and now denouncing la Johnston for her move, he will 
soon be bereft of the friendship of maiden ladies, if he 
doesn't slow up.1 I laugh every time I think of this latest 
jaunt into the country, however, for I think it was a case or 
two wilfull people trying to put something f^er, - each on the 
other, and they both came out the little end of the horn, and 
their friendship altogether battered. According to him, she 
promised to assume all expenses £ of the trip, if he would 
accompany her to point out the right plaees to be photographed 
and introduce her to*the right people. She paid her own ex
penses he says, and nothing more. On her side, she says she 
engineered the trip primarily to benefit him, - to get him 
into the open country, with the premises to take some pictures 
which he wanted for his Own use. I oan’t imagine either of them
• doing a ything , save for more or less selfish ends, and to 
think that they both got so beautifully "done", makes the 
whole thing perfect.

A letter from Aobina pseaks of having been to Oliff Byrd’s 
to dinner, here she saw "some perfectly lovely plans he is
• making for a house to be put in a particular location".
Thus guardedly, and without the Madam suspecting what it is about, 
Miss ^enholme indicates that Mr. -Byrd is working on prospective 
layouts for arenbourg. He visited the place when he was here a 
month ago, and I let him have the book on la maison de la reine, 
and that, added together, sums up what the quote refers to.
Surely specifications for Arenbourg seems a little pre
mature at the moment, but it will be nice to have them as 
an inspiration when things get to turning a bit And surely 
the star of hope, which Arenbourg, glows the brighter as 
we keep our eyes trained on it. •••• •• *

/
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o July 3rd, 1945.'
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Memorandum to ^lipping Servioej
‘A'o hand your splendid report, and so-many interesting 

points, that I scaroely know where to begin’to make my response.
But that is an overstatement, since it is frapkly true that 

what interested me most was the possibility of an October outing. 
Travel, - and other circumstances permitting, let Arenbourg be 
the point, to. strive toward. Everyone here wouljl' be enchanted.
-*nd from your point of view, there wopld be the dividend of a clearer 
picture in mind, of the layout which holds as promise for. the 
morrow. "The shape of things to come'* would perhaps be a little 
nearer, realization, it might seem, if opportunity afforded the 
possibility of closer acquaintance with the circumstances. X do not 
further urge this long jaunt, fpr I realize how many circumstances 
may intervene to make it seem impracticable at the moment, - but 
in the case things should turn so\as to make a little sojourn 
in these parts, then please be assured that such a visit would 
delight everyone, and to a degree far beyond my ability to 
express that emotion* Thus said, I shall refer to it no more, 
winoe I would probably nag continuously on the point. If the 
little journey is possible, - Grand; - and if not, we shall 
practice Patience, and continue to hold fast to the hope that 
this greatly to be desired event may be realized at another time 
in the not too distant future.

I don’t seem to reoall, the location of the place you mention 
as an alternative in Bew Hampshire. I don*t know that place, - that 
State, - very well. I assume the town may be somewhat rural, and 
if so, you would probably run into various phases of early 
Americana in the environs. Should fc* it he not too far from 
Portsmouth, 1 think you might find sojne lovely old houses in 
thatr area, - although it is possible that unusual concentrations 
in that region under present dislocations of population might make 
it less early American in appearance than mere hurly-burly.

And thanks for telling me of how people fared during the 
past years abroad. Jt is too bad that -dans’ family had to meet such 
a fate, although 1 am hoping that his previous tendency to travel
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.-fax and to dis-assooiate himself from them, by a distance of 
n  ' least may have somehow taken out some of the sh miles, at » -5 been the more intense, had the relationshipthat wouid inevitahiy been tne $hank havens la belle mere
been the closer, as doing Pshe has automatically provided
made it for in d° tQ Qod ^  by 00ming through safely
someone * p®oviaed someone with an object of considers-
has, at the same ti e, p _ r aav so may be more satisfying, 
tion and attention, s “ /vtlues,’etof, than any other object,

s e t
l L io ? i b T a C eo h « d e r _ a r o / a n d  2?

the Florentine.
• u i »_a.«. rtffigperson or persons, , so by ^a^ ^ e ^vi8hly en 
1 am not quoting it exactly, but that.la Jhe idea. ^ “
ons. And that is enough to make life worth while.

Soon, I hope, we shall be having good ^ws from lnita -  ^
although i am not sure just ^ c o n s t a n t l y  hoped she
oase, since during bbepf-sb ye , ^ h  th9 stuttgart area
there wlll^also be particulars,’and possibly °n® "bo meant

a  b s w s  a=a
f «,wn never visit those far shores again, and that that i shall never ® ... rt.p 11-fe awaits those who"'Neath he Southern Moon another v»y of life living morefind in that setting all the elements that go in to make livi^ m 

n  has even been known in the lanas ox

a s rs i* «-* *» « «  -
and a certain one-ness of God and Man.

clear, mentally, but are x have bean too
medium of usual 9?;P*®f8*°“: a^eelin^tha^you sense what be-stirsa a s  su*s”r«ir:r.;« :? {& £ •& . «■»•* »• *•
be unusually olumsy.

You mention the ohange of address of the institution which 
% .  Bipes referred to. thanks much for thia. aad I aball 
pass along the new location to him, in order that he may , 
write direot.

On the domestic front, my patient seems to sag visibly 
during this hot season. ■this morning, a servant tells me, she 
can scarcely take a step.' ^he came down for supper yesterday, but 
she is obviously quite feeble, although at the moment, her spirits 
appear rather on the gay side. I also learn that there were 
showers of tears at *. R. * s house this morning, so I shall have 
to see Celeste and let her weep a little on my shoulder, and 
then I shall spend some time with my regular patient. All in all, 
it ought to be a fairly busy day, what with Caroline Bamsey 
and Helen Baldwin coming later in the day, and the need for a lot 
of discussion with Miss ^amsey regrading Little Mansions and Rodney.

1 should be greatly concerned regarding the Madam*s situation 
if it were not that I have seen her slump time and again to a 

point that would alarm one in any other case. But somehow the 
recuperative powers always well up at just the time you think 
things are reaohing an ineveitable point, - and so I am 
not as upset as i would be otherwise.

xhe clippings came in yesterday's mail, together with 
the ^imes Magazine, and we read alkud from the clippings and 
they afforded much by way of diversion and much by way of 
information.

On Saturday, the Mbrary Commission gives a banquet 
and makes some sort of a gift to JSssae Mae, for her 20 years of 
service withe the Commission. I shall send her a telegram 
tomorrow, reading: "Saturday is your coronation day. Anyone can 
write books. Only you can get them read, love, Aunt w. and f . *

I am expecting her to pass by this way before long, as it 
has been quite a time since she last visited us. I did learn 
from la Johnston that while that bag was engaged in photograph
ing Weeks tLall*s place, Essae Mae and someone else passed by, 
and while la Johnston was laboring, old man river had the other 

ladies out in the summer house, doing what he could to dispense 
highballs. That angle of Louisiana doings will be interesting 
when Sesae Mae touched home base and we can take things apart a little

A couple of interruptions and time has flown. Accordingly I 
must fold for this time. I am sorry, took for there were two 
or three other things x wanted to touch upon, but 1 shall have 
to let them go for another session. It will be nice if you will 
keep me advised in advance as to the plans for vacation, in order 
that i may not clutter up the office with communications during the 
temporary suspension o service. *nd in the mean time, let us 
all be of good cheer.....
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July 5th, 1945.

Memorandum:
But ok my finger in a fan. Merely took off skin 

on the end of it, hut it oozes and is sore, so will 
report hut briefly, and you will pardon me until 
I do not have to k hohhle before l write more fully.

We covered a lot of ground yesterday, - taking 
several shots in color of Bt. Mary's on the Bayou 
(Little *iver), some of the big house here, a flock 
of Cane ^iver, taking in the bridge and chruch steeple,
Je and Celeine *ooque, several stud es, and just 
a flock of studies of ''lemenee. Of the latter there 
were several of her painting,,- outside shots, seated

the cistern, - a white ktten playing about at her feet. 
Borne were in color and recorded the picture she was 
working on, ^ e y  were good items. Then there were 
some of her cooking, some of her taking clothes out of 
the washpot, and others while scrubbing over the wash
board. Others showed her hoeing cotton. Others of her 
taken inside the house, wherein she was poiting out 
certain details to me, in a oorner of the room where 
many of her compositions were hung on the walls of the room 
A shot or tow of her instructing Mary Franoes and another 
showing her inspecting a hem in a doll, - fashioned 
like a nun, etc., etc.

i think praotioally all of these will turn out 
good, and Miss Bamsey will shoot them directly to 
Life, calling their attention to the handiwork of 
Clemenoe already in their Art Department.

‘̂hat constituted about all of yesterday’s aotiv ties, 
but that represented quite a long day, and I was 
satisfied, and not the least so because as I got to know 
Miss Bamsey the better, 1 liked her increasingly, and the 
pleasure of the day was the more because I realized that 
she was bouiid to be one of those who will make Arenbourg 
the gayer eventually when we have that plaoe as we would 
have it, and all of us together will find life the brighter 
because all three of us, together with added for
good measure, will hit if off swell. You will 
pardon me for breaking off here. I'll undertake another 
whack at this shortly.....

1266

July 6th, 1946,

Memorandum to flipping Servioe:

m  this day of cigarette shortages, it is more than 
moving to have three packs of Kools come to hand so unexpected
ly. May I say thank you and thanks again, and not;only 
for the cigarettes themselves, hut especially for 
the never failing evidenoe of thoughtfulness, flowing so 
constantly from such a generous heart. I shall smoke 
them leisurely and each smoke ring will encompass a world 
of happiness as i contemplate the blessings of today and 
the promises of tomorrow' s* happiness, r >

? r

In the same mail arrived a report, written while 
: others releaxed where it was cooler, and the fact that you 

selected such a time makes the document doubly precious.
i am glad to have the precise date of your departure for 

* your suî mer vacation, - July 14th, and I shall accordingly put 
my last memorandum, prior to your departure, in the mail on 
about this coming Monday. After that, i .shall make plenty 
of mental notes to cover the intervening period until your 
return, so that you ma^ have a fairly clear, although brief, 
account of what transpires during the nterim.

\i am so glad you are going to have thi§ ,period of 
respite and in such congenial company. It will do you a 
world of good, i know, and the relaxation on the gallery 
of the Inn will help to build up another stepping stone 
on the highway to good health, which will stand you in suoh 
good stead for the days to come.

Because my finger still oozes a lit.tle, l shall not make 
this report as lengthy as I would otherwise, but X shall 
Indicate that we are making good progress, and it would 
appear that several off-shoots of this visit may develops for 
satisfactory undertakings during the late summer and early 
autumn. Yesterday we took piotures of Madame Aubin's house, - 
a high cornfield how flourishing where only a year or two ago 
her ante helium garden blossomed with bulbs and sweet semlling 
shrubs. »'e took the Francois Robiaux house, - to indicate 
the white manifestations in architecture, - it was built by a whi 
white man, - as opposed to the mulatto houses, life also did 
several color shots of Oeline and Joe *ooque and several of 
this house wherein i write,
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As ttinge unfold, it would appear that we shall be 

able to get about three articles out of this k photograph!o 
u ^ » - i0n’ ^ on?h of '‘lemenoe, one of Cane Hive? andoneof Meirose. She ^lemenoe story will go in immed ately; the
n r I2J Yj11 be und®rtaken promptly,2- say within a month or so* and the Melrose almost any time after that. Life and 
the Saturady Evening *ost, and a new magaaine, about to he 
brought out by the"^urtiss Publishing wompapny, will all be aimed at as possible mediums for publication.

in August or Ootober, Miss Bamsey will return, and
5??11 then a flooli; things in the a.tohez are.

full^rogrM 'pnl>:iicati0n8* " and for others. It looks like a

Miss Helen Baldwin, - who is Mrs. Baldwin, has important 
oonneotions in VYaoo, Texas. She has an inside track on the 
newspaper field in that area. She has offered to put on a 
wiemenoe show in a- local gallery for the OLemenoe things

press Publicity. I am putting her in direct
«»10n.Wlth T1’ piP9S wh0 has many of GLemenee’s things already on mats, and they can work out the details.

t  *-• y  •:

Thus thing8 move, thanks to the proper oontaots, and the 
ripples will widen, i trust, with eaoh suooeeding splash.
I might add that both Miss aemsey and Miss Baldwin are 
swell persons, and it is nice to know that another will find 

so, when eventually the terrace of Arenbourg will 
vibrate with good souls. I should add parenthetically we 
took colored piotures of the Peter Metoyer family on the

Are2b?^r® yesterday, - the photographs to indicate the coloring of the present generation of Grandpere*s 
descendants, • but it will be nice to have the photo as a
departure ^  gallerys aPP®arance prior to the Metoyer's

nr, 1 h&7* ,£®ur or fiv® fl«tteast - Mary Rhodes, Rowan and so h??d for saV0ra-l days, but as yet unable to get read what with the pressure of other matters, but I hope to get * 
caught up to,day. It is inclined to be cloudy outside at the 
moment. We shall aooordingly take interiors of MQir0se etc. 
and this afternoon, we shall have old Flavite Metoyer here to 
take her in color standing along side her Grandpere Augustin
a« ^ 8«ar; i4hf isnthe daagbter of old Francois Gassion Metoyer, and as deliciously ante bellum as Mine. Aubin. *

You will forgive me if I write no more at th s sitting,*
I peck along, so slowly. his week end will afford me more6 
opportunity, however, and*-l shall make the most of it. And 
then there, will be the kools and when I am not'writing I 
shall still have communication possible, thanks to the* 
unfailing telepathy department/- and I shall laugh to 
myself when ± think of your arrangement to have la Johnston 
sitting for Dali for an ivy, - (possibly poison ivy,) bath....
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July 7th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I put down my Kool and afford myself of a post-oofffee chat 

for the moment.
*he days are busy ones, following along the.same routine 

as indicated in my last couple of reports.
Yesterday we concentrated mostly on interior shots, with a 

view to an eventual article on Melrose, as a separate item from 
Clemence* and Cane River.,

“e took some rather interesting exteriors of this house, and 
three or four very nice interior ones, in which I did what 
I could to enliven the scene by sitting in a chair ro standing 
by a portrait or looking out a window, or any other dumb posture, 
to put a vaguest mnaifestation of life^in the several settings.

In the afternoon, we brought old Flavite ^etoyer over here from 
her residence in the priest*s house, where she does a "bonne a tous 
faire number. She is 76 years old, daughter of Francois Gassion 
Mettoyer, and great granddaughter of old Grandpere Augustin.
We got some nice shots of her before her Grandfather's portrait, 
and before her great grandmother's portrait. These piotures 
may serve to connect the past with the present so far as the 
Metoyer line goes and thus bring Melrose up to date. I reckon 
they will probably be used in the Melrose article.

in the afternoon we also got some shots of the big house, and 
of the loom house, in color, - nice studies, what*with some 
splashes of yellow l>ay lilies and Crepe Mytrles tpink) in 
bloom. We also took some shots of tractors in the cotton fields, 
and a couple of good ones of ^emenoe. She was about to head out 

for a bit of fishing, and.accordingly we took a "strike* at her, 
fish pole over her shoulder, her 6 year old grandson along side, 
carrying a bucket for the catoh. The background is a white gate, 
the white uprights of her gallery, the oabin itself, and some splen 
splendid big old white, white clouds on a deep blue sky, to g ve 
plenty of dash to the whole business. I think these shots about 
oomplete the pictorial record of our °ane River Vigee-^ebrun.
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Today we shall get some shots of the ^elrose store, the 
tm "gourage", the Saturday groups of negroes on the store 
gallery, etc., etc,, and possibly one of the Madam, who 
continues a little g droopy and inclined toward being 
irrasible.

i think Miss Ramsey will leave for South Louisiana on 
Monday, - Morgan °ity, 1 suppose, and will return here 
on her way back to Marshall later in the week. Mrs. Baldwin 
on Monday will head out toward Waco, and plans will be set in 
motion without delay to get the Olemence Show in that place 
under way. As My. Baldwin, X believe, owns the local news
paper, we ought to get quite a bit of nice publicity on that 
score, and that will be pleasant to quote from for other shows, 
of course.

While in the road yesterday,.we saw *ugabou's little 
Helen, - dark in coloring but radiant with white teeth 
and an amazing slazzy little dress of watermelon pink.
I was the happier, ip seeing her, because in the baok of my 
mind, was the promise there was the realization that 
when the cold winds of Winter being blowing, Helen has the 
warmth of garments you mentioned in your recent report.

1 shall take a chance on sending an air mail on Monday, 
in hopes that it may reach you before your departure for 
your vacation, I am so happy as X contemplate your opportunity 
to get away from the city and I am hoping you just do a whole 
lot of nothing, save sitting on the gallery and relaxing.

A couple of my Old frineds, - perhaps of 17 summers, are 
awaiting me, to seek advise prior to the settlement of odrtain 
pressing problems, before they take off on a truck which 

will pass this way shortly, and as their needs are urgent,
I shall have to fold up at this point and get on with the day's 
business. - ; v

Lest night * thought of Arenbourg so frequently. We had 
a literary evening in this house, - whipping up thoughts and 
ideas for the Gane ^iver article, and,at the same time talking 
a lot about art trendSj, and especially literary expressions of 
one type or another. Somehow I felt as though a fourth person 
were almost along side, and it was grand to contemplate such 
eventualaties when Arenbourg begins,to function as a Lelta 
Olympus and people of .good will can gather to commune and to 
contribute those segments of mind and heart that go in for 
making life t  so pleasant and so worth while........
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July 9th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
This is the last note i shall write for a couple of 

weeks, what with the impending-vacation.
I need not tell you how sincerely I hope that outing will 

turn out to be a most restful and zest-giving experience, and 
that your return will find you all perked up for the impending 
season.

1 shall think of you often, and do my best to keep 
-mental nQtes of the salient turns that transpire during the 
interlude. May good weather favor your sojourn in the 

- mountains and happiness bless you throughout your stay.
On the home front, the ladies took off Sunday afgernoon, - 

Mrs. Baldwin for Waoo, and la Ramsey for South Louisiana. They 
departed on an enthusiastic note, pleased withal at the number 
of pictures they had secured, and looking foward with much 
anticipation to returning before long, to :round out illustrations 
for additional articles. As.things look now, there will be one 
on H e  £revelle, one on melrose and one on Cane River, - the 
latter covering all the aspects from "atohitoQhes to Clouteriville, - 
and the other article,- or perhaps pictures, which will suppliment 
Clemenoe's paintings, durrently in the hands of Life.

The best thing about these two ladies is their sympathetic 
intelligence, and the faot that they .will eventually form 
pleasant and valuable additions to the.oirole that will 
eventually swing about Arenbourg. How pleasant it is going to 
be when, after due patienoe, we get that domains to functioning.

I realize of ooursetthat you must be caught in the rush 
of last minute preparations for departure. X shall be considerate 
by keeping this note short. Locally things are much as usual, 
with a nurse coming on Tuesday to give eleotricalk treatments to 
the.Madam for her rheumatism, and Annie Gibson, an old friend, coming 
on Wednesday to stay for a couple of weeks, possibly. 1 reckon the 
nurse will be here probably three or four days.

X shall ask Annie to assist me in. some offthe things I 
have in mind to do, in consequence of the impending articles mentions 
above. a shall write some publicity for the Waoocpress, in 
preparation for the Show to be held there, - quotations from 
J Pipes, author of Ziba, Lyle Saxon, Louisiana author and so on.
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I have w ritte n  James, acquainting him w ith  p a rtic u la rs  
and providing him with inform ation r e la t iv e  to the le t t e r  he 
w in  rece ive  from l a  Baldwin, ju s t  as soon as she has con
su lted  w ith  the Waco g a lle r y  th at w i l l  put on the Show*

in  the p u b lic ity  in  that o i t y ‘ s newsapaper, referen ce 
w il l  be made to the impending p u b lic ity  th at i s  l i k e ly  to 
appear in  ^ ife  regarding the bane B iver P r im it ifs , and 
that w i l l  serve the dual purpose o f in sp ir in g  the lo c a l bags to  
grab o f f  a rare  example o f Qiemenoe's handiword, p rior to th e ir  
expected r is in g  in  popularti^y and consequent p r ic e , and a t the 
same time* i t  w i l l  .a ffo rd , -  the newsapaper item , -  w i l l  
a fford  an e x c e lle n t opportunity fo r other -*rt review ers to 
quote from the printed page when the Show appears in  other 
Q ities*

I am hot sure i f  the la d ie s  s ta id  ju st the r ig h t  len g th  
of tim e, - or ju s t  a l i t t l e  too lon g, -  in order that th e ir  
impressions of Qane Biver could sw ell to a maximum o f expression  
w ithout becoming c lu tte re d  up w ith minute d e t a i ls ,  as some
tim es happens when one begins digging below the surfaoe* Save 
fo r .one b r ie f  v i s i t  through the Kingdom of the Prudhommes, -  

from Bermuda to ^atohitoohes, -  they stu ck  p re tty  w ell to 
l i e  B re ve lle  and the mulatto business* * warned them not 
to s p i l l  over in to  the Prudhomme business u n t il  a fte r  .the 
H e B re v e lle  business was«well in  hand, fo r  the w ealth of 
p a rtic u la rs  th at would be s p il le d , once the adjacent t e r r i t o r y  
were explored, would.tend to confuse the c la r i t y  of the B re v e lle  
su b je ct. I hope they escaped*

A lr ig h t , v I must keep my promise and not rob you of too 
much o f your presious time at th ie  very  busy moment of 
ta k in .c ff*  ;■ . it  o

You w i l l  tra v e l w ith fr ie n d s  and spend your vacation  
w ith  congenial so u ls. Thoughts of other , unseen, w i l l  

lik e w ise  attend you. A hundred times during the day you 
w i l l  r e a l iz e ,  when momentarily alone, that those thoughts are 
ever p resen t, and when with good and honest exhaustion, you 

clo se  your eyes fo r  the d e lic io u s  sleep  that fo llo w s such 
days of d eiaxatio n , you w i l l  f e e l ,  as you close your eyes, 
that thoughts from a fa r are speeding along the a ir  waves, and 
w ishing you re s t  and sweet dreams.

1 had vanted to mention the Omar Khayam broadcast, which 
1 tr u s t  you heayd. X lik e d  i t ,  lik e d  i t  a tousand times b e tte r  
because X re a liz e d  another would l ik e  i t ,  too.

A lo rs , X stop, -  so fa r  as the w ritte n  word goes*
The department of Thought, however, fu n ction s f o r e v e r . . . .

• * * v* - i o tte r  o ff  to Clipping S e rv ice .
Ju ly  9th i -  l a st p re-vacation  l e  o f remaining

Heard Jean Baptiste totoyer^ h ous^  Qn orders from

mulatto1 owner, » " ■ £ £ ,^ f ^ l a T e y ^  not

July 10t h , ‘Tuesday. " 1Hu?®0*i ^ Beieo trie*trea tm en ts  and persuade 
Madam. D uties p rim arily  S speaks o f n e u r it is ,  but
the p atien t to eat * « * •  iietoyerh ou ae
has a r t h r i t i s .  Wept through v  b . m. house 70 f e e t ,
o r ig in a l Melrose 6*11 « y  w as>0  »  “ ther g rea t  house, « o e p t  
Elegant layou t and l ik e  n ng mulatto region . Im pressed
th ole  onoe e x is tin g  t ^ s  g la s s ,  lower quarterw ood
vv ni Q0 old double doors, t ?re ® * £ 7 * :;, nn: q WOod. Contacted 
n L I l !  ° ls o  l ik e  accompanying ta t te n d o o r s  o f J ^ n t u a l  in0orporat

8 , 1 4 “fir e p la c e s  had already been prpmised.
July ilth:-W ednesday. Grand rep o rts  from ^lipping S e r v i n g
Dora, former spoke of n u m e r o u s in t r e  ln |  p a r t ic u la r s  regarding 

• f c J C 1 Dora' spoke o f s a t is fa c t io n  over photographs
tlk e n  by n is s  * a a e y  on Jane h ire r .-  e tc .

Thursday, July 11. - «  l£th^ ” a ^ S u d ^ S ix ^ o o m s  of

f lo o r  in  w ater, ^ . ^ ^ ^ “ f ^ / o f l e r  a fo e p tld . *any panes to

i m > , .  I 3t t .  - Of ‘C lipping service  and splendid eoxieo.+v colored fr ie n d s , « *pTm fgot l a b o u r  W i j t ^ g t r u ^ d ^ r o u p ^ f ^   ̂ ^  wgnt B.

* r .  ^rew, r ©ter, k i t t le  d -brought back to Melrose £
M. house, " ^ r e w e p i c k e d p  and the fccompanying fa t t e n  doors,

l l l l  °tL d08reaat  d £ % i £ » **%* M U  b .
b lin d s, ^ost o f ' the Jt® en tioSold 1818 item s incorporated in  
Arenhour g^ *fh e^ excessiv^ h u m id ity  d e p r  sees the Madam g r e a tly .

aatu raay, July 14th, -  s h S u ld V v e  been
n ife  i s  good. evidenca o f  the su p erict
the one to te a r down the f in e s t  x __ contrasted w ith  the
i t y  of mulatto arch itegtu re  and e leg  •ant> are laokin g in  
white frudhommes whose houses ® ^d7l^ uaUam> sin ce there are
lurtoo™e°houses al1 o v «  the “outh hut no Metoyer ones.

Iover)
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In tearing down this fine old J.B. M. houe, the mulatto has 
torn up the card that would have taken all the -tricks in the game, 
sinoefthe house was the last evidence, save Melrose, that the 

' person with negro blood did not have to wait 2,000 years^to 
acquire a culture equal to and an architecture superior to that 
of hi.s white neighbors. * And of all things, to tion as an excuse to get some lu ber to re-build the saloon, - 
a in a dry Parish.1 . Miss Sally came up from Magnolia in the 
afternoon, having hard time etching-her breath. I wasted my 
time and hers pointing out that the difference between mul:a« 0®® 
elsewhere and on Jane Aiver is that the uane ^iver mulatto thinks 
of himself as white with colored blbod, while^pulattoes elsewhere 
think of themselves ah colored people with white blood. She failed 
to get the point and declared they all were negroes and it didn t 
make any difference. Ana yet she asks me why the °ane iver 
muolat.toes are different.

Sunday, July 15th, - Up early and to Little River on horseback. 
Talked with *rohillus about B, M house. He was married in the 
Slave hospital of that place. Many interesting details. Lingered 
long on river oppsotie St. Mary's on the Bayou, - lovliest spot in 
the region. Talked with several young colored friends* about 
having their pictures "strubk"* during "So-*3ay-Shun* in August.
Shared a Kool with them. Dinner with Charles and Ida Mazurette. 
Excellent. A little floored when, On mentioning beauty of St. 
Mary's, directly 9n route to, Mazurettes, Mrs. Mazurette asked where 
St. Mary's was# I identified ohur.oh former. Said she had never 
remarked its t pro tty situation, - "there are always niggers along the 
there whenever I have passed,’ and So naturally I look the other 
way". Amusing^ . ?~ *1

** " • V X. V, u  t J  y . *  • > t T  i j  %  i \ -  • *,... «,.sXr, : r.v-;.. . * , * ■
Back to Melrose at 5. Consultation of physicians at 6:30.

Madam reported,better than when heart speaialist saw her a year ago. 
Says.she doesn t have to go anywhere, eat anything she doesn't want 
to or take any°medecine she doesn't feel agress with her.
All statements based on lack of understanding of present set up. 
Prediot a decline before autumn in consequence. * Patient cross to 
nurse, who will probably not remain long. Certainly gay outlook.
Monday, July 17th, - Hice package to hand, Eools and the Dwelling 
Place. I liked to undo the string, thinking of hands that had tied 
up the package. Letter from Helen Baldwin saying Shop in Dallas 
or rather Waco welcomes opportunity for ^lemenoe* showing last 
week in July, -JL wrote much copy for Waco newspapers, quoting 
Woolcott, Pipes, ^axon, etc., on merit's of the artist who paints 
by heart. Patient irritable, refused to eat dinner and take 
medecine, - on strength of specialist's remarks. Uhhh...humm....

----- y ' T & l  maiTT including final note final x* pre-departure
report which is grand, and to hand The Dwelling Place, Koo^s and 
copies of Alife, Including articles on Congress in color and old blurted 
mansion in Philadelphia-area. Touching pictures of Bleat. Boy. “ish I 
f*ould share these with one. Also letter from Harnett Aane. Sfiys is new 
hoot, - Plantation Parade, will appear Nov. 7th, at §3.50. The Madam order 
ed one. Bssae Mae came hy for dinner. Saw the Madam half houy, remained 
with me until 4, Says Colliers or liberty going to do series on South, 
articles hy “arnett, she thints. Must write Caroline ^amsey. to communi
cate with Sat.-Eve. Post on this point. Might ru|* ^«“®Hiver and Natchez stuff. She hadn’t heard from Uld <%n "iver. No one 
else has.. The Madam is cross and not eating, declaring specialist said 
she didn't have to. X think-nurse will not r main much longer. Did 
qtiite a lot at directing gardeners. Grass making the place, Knocked 
some stuff on Cane River article. Sure need someone to read stuff back to 
jug • Breux too busy in the cotton to make a round. Among other guests 
at* Coronation, said fissae ^ae, was Lois Lester, who presented her with 
pound of butter. Lois's husband, George, or "Jack” has cancer on 
face and is treatedd weekly in H©w Orleans. Somebody by the name of 
Westwick stopped at KLoutierville,- saying he was from h ©w xleans and 
'would be at ^elrose Sunday to see me and take pictures of this house, 
African H0use and of Celine and Joe Booque, - I assume on behalf of 
la bag Johnston or Lyle or possibly both. Think i shal^ balk on taking 
him to see Joe and Celine. They did a lot of posing for Mesdamps 
Bamsey and Baldwin, following unkept appointments which la Johjaston 
had made with him and never kept. . Big moon, long walk, heart in

Hew England....  V ~ :
• « '' 1 v' ; '

July 18th, Wednesday:- *
Heavy out-going mail, all of which was in 

my name, but all on the Madam's behalf.
Something otit of whack with this typewriter.'
"So-say-shun" annouced for Aug, 15th. Must advise Miss Ramsey 
so‘she can "strike" groups, and arrange to record baptisings.
The goose, - Chinese one, which Jack and I are raising, struck 
and killed by a oar. High water in Apfil took her nest. Howv 
we have only the gander left. Visited Pogabou's Mama to give her 
medeoine I obtained some time back from Dr. Miller, - mostly 
oafine to give her some early more pep. Par ho reason on earth,

.found myself wondering about the burials and'what kind.of oenetaries 
Bskimos have. Their tombstones might be of foe, I should think. 
Considerable gardening, including felling of big old mimosa to 
save white Chinese magnolia. Mdde a flock of Cane Hiver notes, 
at 9:30 p.m.; ^r. Breux ferried me across River. Moon was delicious, 
"ondered about its situation in the mountains. Jack gave me hair- • 
out. A colored lady at his house from Little River told me about 
seeing a gray horse and rider, both spirits, which passed her house 
on Saturday evening.Simple, untutored, keeh and imaginative,- 
lush land, lush people,; where in high water, a dozen oows were 
housed in St; *ugudtin's Protestant uhuroh on little tiver, with 
all of them eventually gracing the rostrum, - an islandat the time, 
and three of them dying on the i altar. Melange of doings and folks, 
and confusingly set down as I fold up my beard.

—HI
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Thursday and Friday, July 19th and 20th: - Under the weather, which 
is hot and humid. Not the weather getting me down*-;but surprising > 
swelling in most unexpected plaoe. Applied kerosene and vaseline 
alternately, to no effect. % d  visions of. all s9rt of strange maladie s 
Went to town, consulted physician. He dubhed situation inoredible.
Bemoved a tick which had caused all the dQings. -Back to normalcy 
within 10 or 12 hours.
saturdav July 21st; .Grand mail, beine photo of ^ew England bedfoom. 
.looks lovely. Shall better picture the place tonight as I journey .

- to bridge. Letter from Harnett "ane couple of days back, spying 
his new book comes out on Nov. 7th, - Plantation Payade.^Cto t 
rememter.If X mentioned it. - fetter from ^ s s  Ramsey. Says 
pictures oame out pretty well, ^lemenoe shots going direot to 
Life Savs a friend about to visit her, - on the Fort Worth Star. 
Things a Show could he arranged in.Fort Worth, with ample publicity. 
Thinks my suggestion to do some pioture books .called Pictorial Hiver 
Series a good one. We foresee possibility of using some pictures . 
for neriodioals and balance for photographic book. X suggested we 
stlrfwith Sine River, then do »t. Cahterine's Creek apd then Bayou 
Sarah to take in Miss#, with the former and St, Iranciville area m  
the latter. . No news from Dora, -.probably busy with Waco stuff. . 
Gale Westwick came in late afteroon to take pictures for la Johnston 
the ones she had neglected fto strike. Nice person, Says 'k0ar® fro
(from) friends, but not Miss Johnston that Lyle is still hitting the 
bottle. Knocked off a couple of more rounds on <*ane Hiver 
article.

Sunday, July 22nd: - Filled with thanksgiving for ev id eat. rapid 
progress toward recovery, and greatly reduced swelling, following yes
terday s removal of tick. Staid put all day. _^r. ^estwick came 
by in morning, "onfided.he wanted to take pictures of ^ane'Hiver on 
his own behalf*for sale to magazines. I sent ^ittle Ming with 

him as guide, -̂ fter all, Gane*Kiver doesn't belong'to me, but 
I shall neither show him*what "iss Hamsey things of taking and has 
taken nor will 1 mis-lead him,-as i might, were X to go with him.
Pleaded illness as excuse for not going. He returned after a couple 
of hours and reported success. Later, after.his departure; kittle 
King gave me*a detailed report of what he did take. H© didn t .get 
MmeT Aubin- ocque's or the Francois Hobiaux house,, Westwick threatens 
to return. He Is<nice. We spoke of the revolver wol. Golt in
vented and manufactured. Westwick quoted someone as saying: Lincoln 
set men free.; while Col. ^olt made them equal. Not bad.

* t ' _

Worked on ^ane *iver *rtiale until 7. look the nurse, Miss Pickles , 
for an airing as far as the bridge. Home at first dark, and pceached 
a sermon to a wayward soul, caught in the act of lifting s<5me shirts 
and shorts, neither of‘which can he secured locally. Having Bad ... 
the personal satisfaction of preaching the sermon, especially as I am 
a miserable sinner myself, I concluded^my remarks by giving him 
a oouplfi«6f the items he needed, in turn, as*by counter courtesy, 
volonteered to bring bakk some he had "borrowed" before.

1276
Monday, July 23rd; - New England letter. Life is worth while. In 
New England it is cool and quiet. Here, thanks to one soul, it is 
Kool and quiet. Similarity of elements guarantees eventual identity 
of enjoyment of life which will be good’ at Arenbourg. Letter from 
Lora. Says Miss Biadwin and he have established contact. Gleinenee show 
in "aco will begin next week. Lora enclosed a 15 dollar check, in 
partial payment on openings purchased from demolished Jean Baptiste 
house for eventual *renbourg use. It was sweet of him. I returned the 
check, however, for up to now the whole project seems to be based on 
efforts of two, and I somehow delay scaring investment at the „ 

moment, although later 1 shall be forced to do otherwise. , nora 
returns Scrapbook to me; ^astings House having said no. I* shall 
take up the matter with Hhrmonson of New urleans* I'he Madam 
better spends less time in bed. Stepheh expected here today, but 
telegrlm says he must fly to Manila' instead. Back in 2 weeks. Constant 
interruptions prevented me from getting far on manuscript. Liked the

t ' "  . ’ X

idea of us ng the apricot for’a Metoyer, pointing out that,ptirotly 
speaking both peach and plum from which it spran might object to having 
it classified as a horse of the same hue. Elegant night.tWalked 
by Mrenbourg, alone, yet not precisely. Sat on my gallery watching 
moonbeams dripp* from the slivered leaves of the banana plants.
Still alone, still not precisely,

Tuesday. £kxxx July 24th; - Letter from Essae Mae, report
ing Saturday luncheon In New Olreaas, were in 2 old Irlends 
of uld "an Hiver, ladies living in same hotel, report him as 
not having touched a drop since Melrose" visit, gain pf 10 P0™ 1̂ 8* 
and busy at work on ourrent opus. So much for rumor,, and ^ot 8*aot 
ly identical to Westwick report. Our patient better and crosser. 
Hand down to ^erry, re-addressed %press package, - manuscript 
from M0ra, and forwarded it to Harmans on of rleans, together
with letter. Hack home, met Giemenoe, bringing in laundry, 
asked me to see her new pictures. pent afternoon on article. 
Walked nurse to bridge’. Bill ~inton stopped us on our return. 
ate a slice of watermelon with'him and his family. Hat with 
patient for a while, theh under full moon, went down to . s Bo^se. 
2he has done a couple of very nice things. Hat on gallery, she and 
i occupying charis, with ^ary *ranees lying on floor and ank 
half asleep in same situation. Very warm, perhaps in 80 s, but 
nice breenze and moonlight on river eased thought Of 
On way home; met drunken negro soldier, home at ^ttle Hiver on 
furlough from “awaiian Islands. Talked with him a while but 
declined proffered good cheer. His ideas strange as to.where he 
had been stationed and why, - probably due to combination ox 

* normal confusion plus moonlight and licquids.. Back home, sat 
on my gallery until 12, wonder ng if and hoping that the 
mobn over new england was a good. Clock struok midnight, 
and mocking bird in the crepe myrtle eohoed. I folded up.
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Wednesday* July 25th: - Hotter than a biscuit jji Louisiana. Wonder 
how -̂ ew Lnglanci thermometer reads. The Madam better. -Nurse to depart 
Sunday, ^nnie uibson, from Montgomery, La., 5 miles Hast of here on Bed 
Bivor, will come for 2 weeks, ° Sloshed through some more on mulatto 
article, Seotetary on Little ^iver, with hoe hands, Heed somebody 
to get me out of the bog of olumsey sentences. Perhaps tomorrow.*
Olareooe uompton, owner of former Jean Baptiste Metyoer plantation 
offered one hundred four thousand dollars for that place by James 

Gerard. Bafused. ' J. H. Henry tells me Bill Jones* 4,000 acres . 
represent about three hundred thousand dollars in current values. Shall 
cite this figure as financial standing of contemporary status of 

mulattoes. All my negro friends worked from dawn to dusk in spite of he 
heat, on Little ^iver where Spring floods induced excessive weeds in 
cotton lands. At first dark, all of them, spick and span in fresh 
clothes, disappeared in the dark, heading up -Bermuda road toward St. 
Mathew's Gfcurch, 2 or 3 miles distant, to attend pre-So-Say-Shun 
religious meetings. with all this hot weather, some are bound to 
get religion between now and Aug, 12th, when baptisin's will 
come off.. Hope weather may be good to effect good films for eventual 
piotorial river book creation.. Ourious dream last night, - L.l , arriv
ing in La.,*at Derry {Connerville Trolley) station which looked as big 
as the Pennsylvania, and after driving to -a-renbohgg, we sat for 
ever so long chatting in the library giving^on the terrace, the drawing 
room seeming to be a duplicate of the Boxy Theatre in Ba&io ^ity.
Strange settings and furnishing for Gane Biver, but otherwise everything 
was swell. -

?

’hursdar July '26th: - 1'he Madam hatter, hut ohUdishly oontrary at 
;Snentfmore' to express resentment at having nurse than anything else.
lecalled having once been to negro church and
Different-members p v e  testimonials. enry^has a telephone
prefaced her remarks with this statement. ^ 'rJ^Luofl « The Madam quaked in anticipation of what might Ln her house. ihe maaam ^  * telephone in myoomiagMext.i^eladyoontinued^Bu^ ^  ^  was relieved and

on Monday. Miss remar led that her article in this last week's liberty 
.vas illustrated with her photographs, reproduced in a miserable manner.
She thinks Post may welcome axtiloes on South, especially since 
Colliers is scheduled to do some by Harnett Kane. Thinks the Post 
mav shy off Cane River's Children of Strangers because of racial ele
ment? but foresees possibility of snadwiohing lie Brevelle in between 
balance of river, stressing Natchitoches and Kingdom of the Prudhorames. 
l e e ^  sufe Pos? i i U  like to do'.the little Mansion of Hatches Must 
try to get my bridgeworft in order before we head out in that direction.
Radio announces Ghurohill defeat and ascendency of Labor, while 
local gossip reports H. as controlling ten thousand acres alone in 
fard 9, which is somewhere around the Parish but not near here.
This combination of facts may seem related not at all, and yet
and let the Bepublicans lend an ear, the ritish ®l00^ ™ 3J"*!1 0Ventu~
ate in repurcussions in the U, b, before long. - nd this:mus
get going. How much I hope a whole heap of ew England st*0ng^
and good health will be present when this memorandum is read. Daily
I find my mind dwelling in that section, and by Monday it will
have moved baok toward the metropolis, praying Heaven the while
thatthe much deserved outing has proven a rich blessing to one
who means so muchto me.

'

July 31st, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: o-
Are you going to be here now?
It was grand to think of vacation time, and the relaxation 

and the physical and spiritual refilling of reservoirs for the nex 
lap of the race. It is even better to realize that contact 
is a little closer, now that the time-out period is 
accomplished. :

To hand in yesterday's post came an account of the 
Mount Madison jaunt. I drank; in every word of it, and was 
twice impressed, not only by the vividness of the experience and 
the clarity of the picture but also by the feeling that 
somehow there was an intimate relation, as between the 
mountain and the plain, while the reference to tpe big old 
moon sliding slowly behind the mountains somehow fitted pre
cisely into the duplicate picture of the moon which had been 
acting as a medium, as it sagged downward behind the heights 
of Montrose. I dq hope the journey back to town, via the Mohawk 
Trail had elements of pleasure in it, too, - a trip that took 
one toward the opneing of another stint of labor, the ulti
mate promise of which would be a further jaunt southward toward 
another type of labor and a mellowness of existence after 
the long stretch of rigors in the time between how and then.

locally, things turn,much as usual. The nurse left 
Sunday, and at the same time, Annie Gibson came by to remain 
a week. Thinks to plenty of rain over the week end,

+ r p - t  ******* yesterday, - the weather
piur'plenty of racket, which is'the normal developement on 
Sundays. I think Annie will reamin but a week, after which 
something else will develops. Slowly our patient grows less 
active. She might look forward to years of reduced activity, 
but 1 doubt if that will be the case unless there is a 
stirring of a will to live. The world's worst patient is 
one who has always had his own way and enjoyed comparative 
undimished health. The physical curb on full exercise of the 
passing whim, plus the fulminations against an ailment of 
arthritis which cannot be eradicated at the instant expression 
of a wish-goes far ip getting view points tangled up, and 
slowly, if at all, does such a patient accept tho fact that 
life can be pleasant, even though^the speed must be slightly 
reduced. ~ ,

over
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for the enclosed pictu es, I reckon they are pretty 
familiar to you, but 1 send them along as examples of Miss 
Ramsey’s handiwork.

There are 4 of ^lemenca, one by herself painting by 
the cistern; one of her and Mary France, the latter looking 
too big and out of proportion because of her proximity to the 
camera; one of Clemenoe with her grandson, Brother, heading 
out on a fishing expedition; one of her pointing out pictures 
to an old friend

Of the other three,there is one of the African House, 
taken on the back stairs of the big house. One is»of 
Cane River, aken from the bridge, with St, August's Church 
away mong the trees. This view always reminds me of Shakes
peare’s birth place, Stratford on *von. The bridge from which 
it is taken is the same bridge appearing in the earlier 
photo of last Spring, snapped from the terrace of Arenbourg,
And the last picture is Mme. Aubin-Rocque's house, where, as 
you see, cotton and corn have run out her once lovely garden. 
There is the figure of an old friend on the gallery, but very 
elusire. Aren’t the clouds grand in this study, - the 
rent in them suggesting that the whole place might suddenly be 
snatched from reality itot heavenly oblivion.

Yesterday a letter came from Mr. .Lottinville of the 
Oklahoma -̂ ress, addressed to the Madam, expressing delight with 
the balance of«the Erwin diaries, and saying that the 
reading <of the journals was being concluded, with the thought 
that either the diaries in their entirety or a volume on the 
Diariest, using the journals for a running acoount of his 
doings seems to be in order. I hazarded the guss the Mr.
Pipes should act with me in accomplishing such a business.
The lady thought *the idea good, I shall indicate this 
thought in a letter of acknowledgement to Oklahoma Press.
I am hoping the latter will look around,and find some funds 
for the accomplishment ofv such-a

.... * ; sj ' • ■ V

1 spent Monday in the dentist chair, and am.looking forward 
to being done with that business within another week or so. It 
will be pleasant to then find myself leering a people without 
having to give thought to the Dracula influence.

Yesterday I forwarded the first half ofthe artiole,
"Cane T v e r ’s Children of Strangers” to Miss Ramsey, suggesting 
she look it over with a view to using it as a skeleton on which 
a St. Eve. Post thing might be hung. It was only about 
10 pages, incoherent in spots, but with a few phrases that 
might be style pungent. I shall do,the balance of the 
thing awaying her response, - and may something,for Arenbourg come 
of it. I am glad you are going to be here now.••••••••

r 1 2 8 0

August 1st , 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
This is one of those days when there is nothing of 

especial interest report, but the urge for a little chat is too 
great to be resisted, ovb though what is said doesn’t matter so 
much.

I < | §gL « ; * 7 v' ** ~ -t ' ♦ ' V
There may or may not be something of interest in the 

enclosed note from Dora, I got off a response to the 
Lottinville letter yesterday, the thing being written not so 
much for the Oklahoma Press as for the lady who read and signed it.
I remarked, over her signature, that aside from the pleasure of 
learning of the Press's satisfaction in reading the Erwin business, 
it was good to know that ^r. Pipes and Mr. Mignon, both so 
enthusiastic about the work (interruption) - were still 
interested in it, and that in the opinion of C. 0. a., the rress 
wo Id be very fortunate df able to seoure their services in annotat
ing the manuscript. I* hope their funds will permit some such out 

\ lay for such a purpose,
. • •- . /  • *  '

I went down to ^lemenoe *<s last evening, - the Madam having 
folded up about an hour before sundown. I sat on her gallery for 
about an hour and a half. f‘he temperature was high but a pleasant 
cool breeze stirred the leaves of the wisteria growing in front 
of the house. She showed me a couple of pictures she had tossed 
'off the night before, One V;as quite nice, - black paper with an 

1 « __ apple green paint being the main medium to depicting a scene inII --- the cotton patch where quite a few .figures were picking,
. v  o .  u  -

: Mary Frances, ^innie May, Junior and brother, - the latter 
in the snapshot of Clemence goin6 fishing, were frolicking about 
in the yard and their velvety voices were pleasant on the 
equally velvety dusk. Brother is a sweet child, about 6 ^ears 
oid. H© and 1 seem to hit i-t *off -pretty well together. He seems 
in quite good health, although periodically he has stomach troubles, 
seeming to be the four year aftermath of the time when he was 2 years 

I old, he somehow got into some Paris Green of which he a$e quite
liberally. Someday I shall see if I can’t get the Parish physician 

I from town, - Dr. Knipmeyer, who gets down this way sometimes to
I look afte the poor, to give him a once over,9
I (over) 1
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1
1 1We had several hatchet of pilgrims yesterday, hut A saw 

none of them. For the most part', I was in this &ouse with 
Miss Annie who was culling some particulars regarding the mulattoes 
fox me from the Cane Biver scrapbook. I seem to have stalled on 
the final third of my article on Cane ^iver's Children of Strangers 
and although 1 have plenty in mind to say, I need a couple of 
dates and facts to hitch the thing on to, - and I shall get it 
from this material.

Mrs. Band drove up from Alexandria in the late afternoon, - 
I guess it was around four o'clock and remained until six.

She brought her son, just hack from'England, her sister, rs. ^ile, 
and “rs. ^attison with her. 'i’he latter three called on me while 
Mrs. Band visited the Madam, who did not see the others, 1 
learned nothing of especial interest from my guests although it 
was pleasant to see them. during Mrs. Band's visit, Sister came 
up to see the Madam, asking if it would’he alright if she parked 
the three c ildren here for three 'days while she we^t to Hew 
Orleans to visit her husband, who is taking a month s extra study 
in some hospital there. I think the Madam thought ohe child would 
he sufficient to park here, since the Madam herself isn t moving 
any much, save about her room,' and at greatly reduced speed.

It has been about two months, now, 1 believe, since the Madam 
has written so much as a note to any one. I try to knock off 
a few lines to thins one or that of her former correspondents, but 
I am even neglecting that job in favor of the Cane Ativer article, 
and shall continue to do the same, should the possibility of doing 
Natchez's kittle Mansion develops.

I reckon word may come through regarding the Waco bftow shortly, 
and I am hop ng that may go over nicely. If any of the publicity 
comes to hand, 1 shall of course send* it along to you promptly, 
so that you may be £ept informed, j ’ ___

It is so good to sense to re—establishment of the normal 
contacts, only 1 trust you will make no effort to write until 
you are well straightened out in'the office once more, for it 
always se.̂ ms as though there are so many loose ends to get 
caught up after one has been on vacation for a time. You know 
I will understand perfectly...... .

August 2nd, 1945.

: , , «/ j . . \ { ' , ,
Memorandum to ^lipping Service;

To hand the first report covering the return, and 
so many nice things about it, that I shall merely say how glad 
I am that there were so many gleams of sunshine shimmering 
on the landscape, regardless of the patches of shadow.

That the girl friend's brother should have arrived is grand 
Often had I thought of him, b$t feeling that his situation 
was uncertain, it seemed better to omit inquiry in hopes that 
the best of all hopes might eventually be realized, after by
passing the long weeks of blackout. Thank Heavens that this 
fhope was realized. 1 am so glad for you all.-

And i think the bouquet was sweet. How potent of things 
that really matter is such a symbol and how much brighter is 
an entire world for the striking of ‘one small candle".

With all my heart, I hope that Tuesday's visit to *'ordham 
may dissipate rather than confirm certain bleak anticipations.

The enclosed clipping speaks for itself. I think 
Helen Baldwin did quite nicely in the publicity department.
As for some of the phraseology, there may seem to. be a 
somewhat familiar ring, but it has been pieced together and 
one or two sentences added that give it some added particulars 
that are timely, I think In view of the girl friend's 
interest in wlemence, I thought she, too, might be interested 
in seeing the clipping, although I might point out that 
one name appears in the article which would-sqern to make it 
wiser to either remove or to withhold the article itself from 
general circulation.

Knowing nothing about spelling, I shall be unable to 
answer Helen's inquiry regarding the correct spelling of 
Pr,imatifs. If the ’Waco diotionry doesn't reveal such a word, 
perhaps we can just charge the thing off as a new creation and 
Iqt .It .go at that. Forse(interruption) . - Since I have no 
other copy of this publicity at the moment, it might be well 
to hold this item, foreseeing the possibility for future use 
in some other newspaper Accordingly you might eventually 
return it, although there is rush about it, - a month's 
time will be soon enough, and perhaps in the mean time,
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I shall receive a duplicate. v

I shall write »r. Pipes and Madam Baldwin today, favoring 
the San Antonio Show.

In the mean time, I am wondering if forwarding a copy of 
this publicity to -hife would help or hinder the publication 
of the color reproductions by that organization. I can readily 
see it might further or deter their intention, - on the one 
hand confirming the status of Clemence’s authenticty, while 
perhaps removing the "scoop” element for H f e  in the realization 
that the aritist's fame is already starting to spread.

I have no need for the Baldwin letter whioh you might 
dispose of. ' "

It*s always good to talk with someone who knowns what one 
is talking about, or driving at. Somehow the breeze of con
versation with a sympathetic soul blows into flame those 
sub-surface ideas that might otherwise die.out beneath the 
ashes. As I penned the paragraph above, the thought came to 
me that possibly the *<aco tribune would leap at the chance 
to run some exerpts from the Diary of old benjamin Chase, - those 
sections revealing heretofore undisclosed particulars about 
personalities havjung to do with early Texas history, and 
especially about friends of old ^hase with whom he hob
nobbed in Texas prior to the fall of the Alamo in which some 
of them participated. ̂ 1 think I shall scout such an idea 
to la Baldwin, with a view to eventually making use of the 
Tribune's columns for copyrighting purposes of sections of the 
diary with appropriate comments. Thank you much for having 
turned the breeze in this direction.

xhe frequent rains and the unusually high humidity of July 
have given the cotton extraordinary growth, - meaning that 
with such height to the stalks and so much foliage, the 
crop is likely to be rather les§ than last year# I mention this 
because that suggests that the harvesting of the crop will be 
completed rather sooner than last^year, - possibly by the end 
of October, - in consequence of which Peter Metyoer and family 
will move the sooner and Arenbourg will pass into our hands, 
and the terrace can accordingly be levelled the sooner and the 
general lines of the tapis vert the sooner defined.

Alright, - I guess I have taken up enough of your time 
for this sitting, and so  ̂ shall fold up at this point.
I am so glad that you are back that the girl friend's brother is 
back, and that .a bouquet was awaiting your advent.......

I should so much like to speak of Lennox and the country
side through which you passed. It is lovely&nd through 
your acquaintance with it, the South will mean so much 
more as ^Qw 4igland forms the backdrop in your mind as you 
contemplate the evidences of Southern civilization, and how 
the forces of one section moved in opposition to the other in 
ante bellum times...... . •

.
SIS

. la; v
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August 4th, 1945.

Memorandum, to Clipping Service:
* Only a note this morning, after which 1 on
a flock of correspondence for the Madam, an ^e

Gane River business, - the artiole.

Oulvar, Ulss amsey, . doag Qn & aonday t putting much
at one time, »slt s _ mental department some goodstrain on r. -Brew ana giving my u«u ■ i iiunosins of theexercise in keeping all points in mind, prior to disposing
responses.

The greatest trouble about research, I J'+q
more one explores a subject, Average reader,jot down the casual things, suitable for the average reaaer.

?Ki*4r. :sS4f
April outbreak of the Civil »̂ ar.

Tv, a A ath s 'County, only the aristocracy belonged to the 
Patrols. I believe^it was the same almost everywhere. And so,
w  -pinrHnp- that a flock of local mulattoes of xle ^revelle were 
members of the Hatohitoches Board, I am:impressed hy faot 
?h.t in those troubled times, the mulattoew were accorded a

?n thfloer-oivil affairs, placing them on a plane with 
tht white genSy of the times. Obviously their interests were 

to those of the white planters, but few people today 
ind eweoially in the >outh, would w nt to believe suoh a parallel 
a d ????? i OPTT Quch a ioint position was occupied by people of 
n n W  XWith all this in nind^ it is rather easier to understand 
thit quite apMt trom the social feelings of superiority on the 
l.rt of the M^overs when considering the Jones, there should
“  “  “  H  c « ns :  s f i i s ' r ’
activities ran counter to the interests or a u  
and the propertied people of the bouth.
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the moment 1 have a couple of scouts out to seek out 
some old mulattoes who may recall if Oarrol took an active part 
in the political life of the Parish at that time. If that turns 
out to he so, then one understands a lot more clearly why the 
cleavage (?* between the Joeses and the rest of the Biver remaind 
to distinct for such a long time. But now, of course, the Joneses 
are in the ascendency, for they are industrious, intelligent and 
possesssed of the power that goes with money, and slowly their 
succeeding generations will intregrate with the older noblity.

It is faeeinatin^ to realize that the same old pxtax 
pattern that operates everywhere automatically made itself evident 
in the social life of these mulattoes, - the same kind of thing 
that Saint ^imon was always driving at, and the same kind of thing 
that Proust used to detail with!us a fine tooth comb. It must 
be a human reactiori that will come to the surface any old place, 
even though the group wherein it'appears has never heardcof such 
doings elsewhere, f ’ *

I must close with something that struck me as rather funny, 
especially as the lady concerned did not realize she was being funny 
and 1 never called it to her attention, I think the thing might be
sent to the Header's Digest or some such;

" '' ' " ' < - •' •• •’ ■ ■

‘ Seriously seeking knowledge the'other day, I inquired of the 
Madam if she could tell me the life expectancy of the ant* to 
which she replied quite airily; ", .

u0h, ants live from generation to generation!
On second thought,  ̂ should hope so,...

w

«««,,,«

Aggust 5th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
i'he enclosures, 1 think, are ofUttleinterest 

but A send them along regardless, thinking th_y mi6ht hel. 
keep-the oorrespndenae picture a little clearer,

I had looked for a letter from Miss Ramsey on Saturday,
, t nnnp came through. I assume she may come this v»ee«- 
to snap the baptisin’ scenes on next Sunday, but am not sure.

All in all, it ought to be a f^rly busy weekiflT1* 
both she and Mrs. Baldwin “ ^lTa- the docket

K l 2  lta It̂  good to be able to report that therubber, eta. tter in appearance than in years. Once she
forgets about the late'arthritis, she will be flying around 
mightily, but that may not eventuate right away.

Charles invited me to dine with Ida and Jinsalf Qn 
Likin Little -diver so mjcfc, I felt very noble oundciy. liki ^ thought it better to remain on this

keyboard ”n Consequence thereof, 1 just about got rounded up keyboara. i - d ith ^nnie^s assistance, I shall
T t  L  a lltue belter order today, so that if “iss /amsey 
Skes the first part, we can readily attach this second part 
t! the first, and so submit it with the photographs to some 
magazine or other.

I have tried to keep out the racial aspects as much as 
possible!’s inoemaga z ine editors they say, are scare to 
death of the mention of such a thing at th. present time.
•°ut of course the only story about lie ^revelle is buui 
up in the racial aspect, so perhaps the thing will be 
the window to whomsoever it may go. h t ix it is, that wiLJL 
Te alright, since things will sooner or later get right about, 
and the thing can be publihed then.

for another sitting with the dentist, so 
you will pardon me*for the revity. lore later today probably..
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August 7th, 1945.

emorandum to ^lipping Service.
To hand your reports of Thursday and Saturday, both arriving 

n Monday’s post.

„ .sssstored up will stand you in good stead.
Your reports mean everything ^ 7 ® ’ fiung^hem^t

mt X would ask you to forego ^ X ^ Y o u ^ n o w  pfrfectlf weel thattimes ^en the pressure is so acute. You k yourself
[ shall understand and will be glad ^ . s t e d  in catching up on 
re laxat i onSr at her ° t han emending additional energies in reports.

. Isn't it strange how the ̂ Xth^ultra exuherant°oeleb rat ions 
one hand dovetails precise y ii family group from theof the return of another member of the doings of
wars. Somehow the future or rne pa always, thosethe celebrant ^ fem so futile.^And^some^ow^a
who keep their heads ^nd try * . should receive and is“nra.ŝ s.'“?
hut added to.

With the hi vine law Xtra^Hni°co£fort ^n'the^ thought^ 
?hltmafternthese9?r^!s°anl carls, peace at Arenbourg awaits the 
true in -heart.

xhe postman brought no mail .from ̂ e^Hansey ^ i ^ h f w o u l d
disappointed me somewhat, sm '  ̂_iew to getting somebe able to make a round this week, with a view ™  from
h^todav PiirrsSsaid8that two more people got religion over the 
week end, and if this be true, and tne lo\' 01 **®*®s®|^“several 
to operate druing the balance of^the week, we ^baptisin'e
r i w o  or thr“  churches aSt the or rather on the same dag each 

hour or two apart, enabling tne congregation^ St.
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the business there. Ihis would afford two difference scenes and 
somehow come npaxer to guaranteeing at least one or two good shots.

is s s.r;’S3srsiss s
I thought was quite amusing*

. i  roKQnrl * T asked her what was the life expectancy
"or no esP°01^ ^ 7r^ ? ? ni ^ ea|rom generation to generation*’.of the ant. Oh, they ^us . . f tM  ̂  before but I run the

mQa vpr rfiCmonse. 1 may have mentioned this beiore, u
rilk of repetition because i think it funny and perhaps you will 
concur.

I must skip to the deritist now but will be ba®fc on the morrow.

;in *  * . i

3 1

p$f.s m 'M .

■ *s£ hnl £ 0 i

August 8th, 1945,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Twenty five million times since yesterday have I pondered 

unon a whole roster of emotion, of fore-sightedness, of 
necessity and coincidence. After sealing my report yesterday 
mornins 1 quitted this house, vaguely4puzzled as to just how 
I was goihg to manage a couple of dozen things, stopping to 
„nqA renort 1 found a report awaiting me, — registered* b.s 
lladam'leaumont'oasually remarked, in throwing in the birth of „
daughter between paragraphs of her Journal: - lo. I had a daughter.

May I say thanks twenty five million times, and both for the 
printed items and for the typed; for all wasmbrepreciousthan 
I can explain. Perhpas the most precious thing about the whole 
businesses that even without explaining, I feel sure the sensa
tions are felt whether set down in words or not.

f Returning from town yesterday morning, I brought home the 
restored-facade, - a vaguely cumbersome 'concession to ^eauty, which 
up to the moment is lacking in comfort but well under control. I 
can say “capacity* and six times six is thirty six without so much 
as a lisp, which is a triumph in something or other, but whether 
I shall eventually discover that the thing is perfect and nere- 
fore able to receed into a state of naturalness or if it will re
quire further labor awaits the developements of the future.

I am glad you were interested in tha account of the 
Jean Baptiste foyer house, as mention in my journal jottings.
At the time, it seems to me merely sketched the salient points, 
and eventually 1 must enumerate details. I believe the house was 

built in 1818. From Jean Baptiste, it passed to his son,
Tranquilin (?) Metoyer. I am not sure of the spelling. And 

from the latter it went to his widow., and I believe ^apt. Jordam, 
a white man cheated her out of it. From Jorain, it passed to 
David Louve, and from the latter to Lewis Jones, whose widow married 
Clarence Compton, and it was the latter who tore it down.

interruption

; * *

____ _
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Of the openings obtained from the house, the 

‘ double glass doors I like best, I think. '.These have 
the batten blinds, - or rather storm doors to match.
The latter are prettily pannelied (perhaps one n), 
and X t ought these might eventually be used on the opening s,- 
Qfle in each unit, of ,1a maison de la reine, giving upon I
the terrace at Arenbourg. The single door, quite wide, is I
the other prize piece, - what with its 36 small glass panes in I 
the upper half, ^ome of t'he glass from these have been 
broken, but I reckon (finterruption) they can be replaced 
easily enough. I haven’t investigated those still intact 
to lea n if they are the old orighal glass, - wavey and streak- \ 
©d. X thought this door might eventually be incprporated 
in an opening giving between two interior rooms, - with 1

possibly the glass being removed and replated by tiny ~ I
mirrors, ' hich ought to give a very delightful scintilation 
of a host of reflections and give much additional light to 
any f>lace it is used. • ’ :  . " "  j

In yesterday’s post, I had looked'for a note from 
Miss ^amsey, ^rs. Baldwin and ^ora, but no word came 
through, reckon there may be s mething today. 
le are now-Wednesday, and baptisin’ is on Sunday, So we 
should get the cameras poiished off pretty soon.

c I
X am glad you liked the Cane Kiver scenes, and somehow 

with them the general appearance of the countryside will j
be the more familiar to you when you arrive. I

I cannot refrain from remarking, as news of the atomic 
bomb is released, and details of the impending conditions 
this Winter in Airope come to hand that although one fails 
frequently to comprehend the blessings, even though painful, 
of times gone by, still* hov; thankful I am for those whom I 

love that things abroad transpired when’ then did in the 
late 1930's. What a comfort that certain people are safe and 
in eternal peace,1 and how much more peaceful will lie the t
years ahead when in building'a haven of rest, we have no I
unpleasant contemplations of those, once so close to us in 
life, who have gone on to a far Letter home.

.1 must stop at this, point. Interruptions have been 
frequent and long this morning and it is time for the 
postman to be heading this way,............

August 9th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
The sum ana substance of yesterday's incoming first class mail 

was the enclosed, It is from Mrs. Xattison, who was here last week 
with Mrs# Brand, - Blythe, and you will notice she suggests they may 
ps:ss this way today. I hope so. We need people from the outside world.

~ Things drag along in a manner that seems to grow better physically 
and the opposite in spirits. Such radical changes and remarkable cures are 
transpiring from time to time that it is impossible to let the Gloom 
Department take over, although X frankly feel that about September of 
October there may have to be some hospitalization for our patient,
Might or ten days seems to be about all anyone, - old friend or nurse, aa 
can remain. Miss Annie, instead of departing on Monday when Miss Kate 
arrives, will leave Saturday, - if not before. That's all on this 
score, but it keeps you advised as to how things turn,

J , Si **' , < . V
Yesterday afternoon I knocked off the final page of the

lie Brevelle, - Children of Strangers, business. Having sent the first -
half to Mqss Ramsey, X would be inclined to forward the last half 
in today's mail, but shall not do so until hearing from her. I 
thought there would a be a line yesterday, but as none came to 
hand, X assume there may be word today that she is arriving, and so 
by keeping the manuscript here, - if she does come this week end, - 
we shall be able to go over the whole thing and expand it in' some 
places and contract it where ever needed.

Today I am going to begin outlining The little Mansions. I'm 
afraid, of stormy weather on that subject before it gets done. Photo
graphs will be required, in order that I may know what subjects are going
to be covered. Some of those will be difficult to secure, - such 
as Foster's Mound, for example, where the house, a-top the Indian 
mound, is surrounded by live oaks planted on the top of the mound, 
almost completely hiding the building. If the camera is far enough 
away to indicate the elevation of the mound, contrasting with the 
surrounding countryside, the distance will almost be too great to 
catch the house itself, so thoroughly surrounded as it is by the trees 
and blanketed with shade. A close up is also difficult to get, - 
if one merely wants to eliminate the trees so the house can be seen, 
since the house covers the entire top of the mound, making it 

impossible, - unless one were to build a small scaffolding, to get 
anything but a view as one might of an individual, the camera being placed 
on the sidewalk.
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The 71a lies house should he comparatively easy. • The Lionet te House 
shouldn't he to difficult. - although it is a little barren looking 
around the place since they cut the live oak avenue that passed from 
the gate along the reflecting pool to the house. The Affleck house 
will he easy, and 1 thin* i shall include Windy Hill, - since it is 
not on the pilgrimage any more, and it is always good to drag 
Mr. Burr into such an article, since he,is well enough known to make 
his peronality appeal to the average reader. The trick in all this 
will he to stress these things in the shots to he taken and to 
round out as many more as possible, with a view of accumulating 
others to he used as a basis for the St. Catherine's Creek hook which 
will roll out later.

It certainly is go! g to he nice when ^.renhourg is established 
so that people may come this way without the spectre of the axeman in 
the background, And in the mean time, we might as well keep 
driving as hard as we can.

I reckon there will he a report from Dora or la Baldwin regarding 
last week s showing of t*he ^inderilla masterpieces. That ought to 
he interesting, itoo, and I shall send along the reports as they 
J°me speaking of the latter lady, recalls to mind that
the little hoy, - Brother, * pictured with her, starting out on a 
fishing expedition in the snapshot taken in front of her cabin was 

the victim, Z years hack, of a large eating of.^aris green, which made 
tne poor child a little puny, and' I am currently engaged in getting 
some health building food for his com sumption, since th,e Paris green 
seems to have up set his stomach for ever so long following the original 
encounter. Surely, the stuff its If has long since disappeared, but 
I reckon a natural consequence was a general weakness of the stomach department. N *

There are other points, hut I must slide along at the momen and 
dump so.;e oil on the waters, and so get Tqapk to this machine on the 
Little Man si ons. ‘ twenty five million times a day I am thinking. ....H-

■ \U'.

a .

I§, *V . * i fL'M-1' v
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August 10th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
No mail from marshall or norman, - and 1 can’t say

why I should have spelled them with small letters.
t

Just b line from ^lif Byrd, saying he would come here on 
Friday to remain until Sunday or Monday,

Miss Annie will leave on Saturday, and so things turn in 
these parts. y

There were enough visitors yesterday, - not so many in 
numbers, hut their spread was such that they filled in the whole 
day, and that is all to the good, since it diverted our patient's 
mind from her aches, and left her in a happy frame of mind when 
she folded up about an hour before sundown, as is her custom.

Dr. Knipmayer, the Parish physician in charge of Public 
Health, always passes by here on Thursday morning s. There is 
a clinic along side of St. Mathew's school,,three-miles up the 
Bermuda Hoad from ^renhourg. This functions weekly on Thursday 
mornings, after which Knipmayer heads, down this way, stops 
off to chat with the Madam, and thence continues a southerly 
course to Magnolia where: he-always dines with Miss Sally (Kertzog)

He is a kindly man, reminding one: somewhat of a kindly 
Newfoundland dog, — rwith an accent on patience and general regard 
for human beings. Aside from the pleasure of seeing him there 
is the additional staisfection of knowing that one may secure 
tonics or special attention for « friends of color through this 
contact, and frequently without the need of the ailipg one to 
go to the regular clinic.

He was followed in his visit by Miss Bertha and Hope Haupt. 
Don't you think H0pe Haupt is a combination, - especially when 
spoken ? Bertha and Hope are girls in their middle 60's, 
perhaps. Their father and mother Game to Natchitoches ever so 
long ago, - either directly or indirectly from Germany. *h$y both 
teach at the Normal, - now called Northwestern State Allege 
at Natchitoches. They are , li«ke Dr. ^nipmayer, vaguely .on the 
dull side, so far as originality of ideas go, but all wool 
and a yard wide, and accordingly good for any soul coming in 
contact with them.
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The Hanots remained until noon, and at 2 p.m., *lrs. Hand 
and 4 s .  Pattiaon arrived. They broke their visit by running up 
the river as far as Bermuda to seek out a place where they oould 
come with two .guest? to spend a week or so some ti-.,e later In 
the month We visited Dr. Hebert Prudhomme's plaoe, ostensibly to 

about suoh partioilars, but in reality to give the two 
ladies a eh4ce to lee that plantation home . it s 01™ ^ f t^ 9n^ at 
live Sake and some of its lovely silver and family portraits. That 
1q the rjiaoe I may have spoken of before, - built by bachelor Jean 
Prudhomme before the Civil War, and saved from burning when the 
Y^keeTeame by the flying of a French flag from its house top, -

r : ^ : u T i ; : . " A " ? o T . ’ss s »
Oane^ivei^iy^he outbreak of the war and the brocade of the loner 
Mississippi. .

At five wfe were done with the Prudhommes and came back down 
La O0te Joyeuse Is lar as «t. -athew's, where a cabin was reserved, 
and so back to ..telrose, and the ladies continued on to alexandri .

«rB. Hand spoke'of the return of her son in law..-Whitfield Jaek, 
from Europe. An officer in the 82 air-borne, he had maintained 
data and diary covering that organization |rom i ^  inception at 
damn Claiborne ne r, Alexandria, through Africa, Italy,
Germany In late Apri2>, while in the last named country, he and 
his associates decided the have the data an$ aiary bound, and 
oontaoted^an9excellent printing house in t h e G e r m a n c i t y -  I did 
not learn its name, where they were then ' Al^ ? ufve A n t i n g
the whole town had been taken over,by the iuaerloans “ e F
pressep commandeered, as a gesture ofgood will, the^officers 
instead of ordering, negotiated with the.staff, of the print g 
house to print and bind the book, , 3,000 copies, *J  *f the’book 
The staff seemed delighted to assist in thebring out of ™ ®  r'°°K -

theySw°uldt'be1 paid’ -derl;ak4n,
executed by dint of hard labor, in elegapt style, c*.nd much 

to the satisfaction of both the printers and the
were Paid in full, the latter, and after delivery of the books naa 
been made the Americans le rned that on the foilowing( day, they 
wou?d“ av’ to r X U s h  the city to tie Russians in whose zone this
particular city fell.

But Whitfiiid. and some of his fellow officers, ].J®*0*® d®?!^116 
on the' following day, felt they wanted to return to tjie printing 
house'6 and thank thestaff for the excellence °f * * * *  £ £ « * 1 W  
sav how satisfied they were with it, - just prior to leaving, ^ e y  
visited -the establishment with this in min£, but to their aisappomt- 
ment, found the place deserted, and nev" f ^ a f  of the
o-ople who had done the Job for them. , J S e c t i o nBfivent of the Soviet forces impelled the people m  that section
or the oity to fleee. In any event they were gone, but ./hitfielo 

his volume which he treasures highly, - naturally.

It has been good listening on the radio this morning, 
what with the report that the war may be approaching its final 
end. May it be soand may an Arenbourg dawn streak the East the
earlier.

Ueact wi H  come the reconversion problems, of course, but 
just as the full force of military repercussions are tempered 
lorn- before they reach this remote situation, so will be 
the peace swells that will be lessened in strain and in- 
tensity before they arrive in this peaceful countryside.

here, while delighted over something that is vaguely felt 
as -2'ood for everyone, - eventually, one talks of the progress 
of the cotton crop, - rather behind schedule this year,
the program for So-soyshun, the number ?f and1 6
of limbs from the pecanes, too heavily loaaed with j.iuit,
so on and so forth.

And aside from all these considerations, 1 sha.il 
harbor those that fit in with impending undertakings, - the 
layout of the article on The .Little Mansions, and leave it 
•to 'at® to open the front gate, such a color camera arrive today 
or tomorrow to undertake a further recording of ^ane River for 
ultimate publication, - and possibly additional funds to set 
Arenbourg in order. How pleasant it is boing to oe eventually 
when these ground swells from afar may be shared and when 
individual undertaking in the literary department may be shared 
along with the butterfly lilies and the soft Southern nights.....

»
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August 11th, 1945,

t297

i mmm
August 13th, 1945,

Memorandum: -
Only a moment he fore post time, hut £ want to utilize it.
Miss ‘“’nnie departed unexpectedly Friday night at supper 

time, - her daughter having suddenly he stricken with 
a pendieitis, and undergone an operation before her mother 
could reach her.

We shall get through the week end without a companion for 
the Madam.

Clif-came about 11 yesterday morning, - Friday, He brought 
me a most elegant plan of "La ̂ aison De la,Reine" - about 
3 by 6 feet. It is so elegant that I think we shall have to 
eventually incorporate it in Arenbourg, placing it under 
glass, a-top a library table, or some such, ___

He has converted the French measurements into the 
American equivilant, - feet and inches, and you will be 
delighted with the way the thing turned out.

Interruption.
TJiat was Mr. Charles' serynat, asking me to come to ’ 

dinner on Little River tomorrow, - Sunday, but of course I shall 
be unable to accept, and I shall write him accordingly, *

£ an a little disappointed to say that no mail came 
through from Marshall, Texas, - in fact no mail came from 
any direction, so with the numerous converts we have for 
^unday*s baptisin*, it looks as though a fine opportunity 
may slip by. I shall wire Miss Ramsey this morning, - should 
there be no mail, saying; "WE SURD ARE GETTING' GLOSS TO 
THE 12th AM)'THE BikPTISIH1. HOPE YOU AMI) CAMERA ARE UP TO 
S: ROTATIONS". . •* V

Must gallop at this moment. Back shortly••••••

mmm

‘v;  A1 “* jk ■ * 1 \

is#Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Only tis e for a brief note t is morning.
A telegram from Waco says that Miss Ramsey- is there, 

confined to her bed with influenza, Mts. Baldwin acting as 
nur se,

Later today I shall write a letter, explaining that 
I have put in a busy week end, writing sermons in anticipation 
of a Revival to be held at St, Mary's, following So-say shun 
next week, with baptisin* - there being converts, on the 
Sunday following, which will be August 26th, - and that 
will be good all the way round.

Ho mail on Saturday, and so I am looking for some 
today, * probably from Dora, and I hope from ^ew Orleans.

The rason £ must break off so early in this report is 
the fact that the house girl has just come to me to say 
that the Madam has fallen in her bath, and cut her knee quite 
badly, ^he can walk alright, the girl says, and has admonished 
her not to tell anyone of the fall, but £ had better walk 
by casually, and see how things are going. Obviously she 
must have someone to stay with her, - but ^eaven alone 
knows where the person oan be found, - and once located, how 
long the person can hold out, as about 8 or 10 days seems to 
be about the limit anyone can make it.

Miss &ate perkins arrives today, and will remain for 
a week or so. ...1

1*11 try to do better on the morrow....

c

:

*

a m
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' -'O-;? . / JAugust 14th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service
To hand your air report, the answer to which had 

already gone forward sometime before, so that I need not 
re-assure you on the matter of the former report, - with its 
precious enclosure, which came to hand all safely. I would 
add, however, that were 1 to reiterate twenty five million 
times how much that report has meant to me, 1 still would 
not half express my gratitude.

I am glad you enjoyed the recent communications and the 
photographs. I thought the one of Mr. hreux, which I should 
have remarked was"taken on my front gallery, was quite good,
I thought. You will be interested in realizing, - and there 
is no means of knowing it unless I mention it,, that for 
purely sentimental reasons, I gave him a report of the 
Clipping Service to hold in his hand, - one that had just 
’arrived at the moment we were about to "strike” the picture.

By this time, the gener- 1 situation as.regards your 
patient and his future will have been determined,. and I am 
hopiiig that lots of worry and suffering may be eliminated by 
the operation. It has been such a busy year, - and, I con
stantly thahk heaven for the lew England strength that was 
absorbed to help bridge these trying, times. It goes 
without saying that 1 shall be looking'for a line to indicate 
'how things developed, during and following the operation.

Incidentally, I got a big laugh out of the,Casanova• 
complex in regard to forgetting the lower bridgework. When 
a "concession to beauty* is misplaced, it seems, not even 
a major operation can hepe to hold first place in the mind 
of the'patient. Isn’t it wonderful how little insignificant 
things like that can sometimes eradicate the otherwise mental 
disturbance that would be consuming a person,?

That you should have found Natchez inscribed on 
the Mount adison Golden "ook is remarkable, I think, since 
so few people from that place travel. I think perhaps 
the person may be A new-comer to that region. - or possibly 
an oldster 1 have never met. 1n any event, i don t recall ever 
having heard the name outside of the Garolinas.

Sill
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tfrom the enclosed communication from Lora, yon will 
note that wlemence is headed for soma raiment* This leads 
me to conclude that having thus been fortified, - although 
possibly with summer things, - she may not be on the receiving 
end of the heavier things which you mentioned some time back.
I have in mind, when these arrive a little later, to con
sult with Hr. Breux's grandmother about some of them, for 
I think her son, ^ugabou, ought to be helped out a 
little with these items, - that his his children, - Helen and 
Billie Jeanne, - what a name.* Pugabou is just itching to, 
have to cotton crop gathered so that he can get his tractor 
to stirring up the terrace at ^renbourg, and a couple of 
warm things for his offspring ought to add impatience to 
the pitching he is already doing to get on with things,

I was interested to learn from Dora that the 
place where the October ^how is to be held is near Austin.
I shall write him,* explaining that Mrs. Graham ^medley is 

a resident ofAustin, and with her husband on the Supreme Court 
bench of fexas, and herself the President of the Graden Clubs 
of Texas, -plus the fact that she already knows Giemence, we 
may be able to do something quite nice by way of publicity 
either in Austin itself or in the other place, via Austin.

I have outlined the religious programs of Gane and Little 
Bivers for the ladies Hamsey and Baldwin, and forward the same 
to them, covering the next two weeks. A new highway, - shelved 
at the time of the April floods, is being constructed to Little 
Biver, and*what with that coming along nicely, and the promise of 
a full moon next week for the revival sessions at St. ^ary's 
or $t. Augustine's, ~ not to be confused with St. Augustin's.,
I think we might be able to get quite a.few good pictures.
The frequent showers in these parts have delayed the opening 
of cotton, and so picking will be delayed for a couple of weeks 
at least, 1 think. It was their wish to get some goodSiotures of the gin in full swing, eto. , etc., for the ane Biver book, but should they arrive too early for cotton, 
they oan always get another shot at,it in October, when we 

undertake to do the Little Mansions business.
It is good to ha’e Hiss Ka ,e here. The Madam retired 

a little after 6 last night, and so HiSS Kate and I took 
a little turn about the gardens. I think she is impressed by 
the gloom that settles over the big house, especially in the 
morning. xhe faot is that the patient, going to bed so 
early, is naturally all slept out before dawn, whereupon pills 
are taken to induce sleep, and th~se do not wear off until 
almost noon, although the patient gets up about 8 a.m., 

and so the vicious circle goes on. Everything is moving 
along alright in all directions at this writing, ^ay it be 
the same in your immediate neighborhood.

i
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August 15th, 1945.

Memorandum to Giipping Service:
How good it is that* the firing has oeased.
According to my radio, every hamlet and city in the nation 

witnessed danoing ill its streets last night.
I was grateful to God for the ending of the war, but'I didn't 

notice much dancing in the Melrose streets. Possibly that was 
because we don't have any streets.

Lut I must confess that while I did not precisely danoe, I 
did waltz up the Bermuda road by moonlight, just to see how Arenbourg 
slept under the pale blue canopyof a star spangled sky. It was 
lovely, .and somehow the vast business that had come to an end 
all around the globe an hour or tow before somehow in my mind 
ushered fin an era that would see the ground work for arenbourg 
set in motion, and I was happy, because in my heart I was not alone 
in the pleasure of anticipating such a prospect.

It is curious how the little episodes of our daily lives 
somehow loom so much larger than the vast doings on a grand but
remote stage........ In spite of the knowledge that a thousand
vattleships .would no longer pour forth their braodsides and that 
several million men would sleep out the night in peace, my mind 
was often turning toward El Paso^ where about now Harold Meziere and 
his family are traveling toward ^alfif orni*a.

e

^arold has for years been in charge of the Melrose garage.
His two children, about 8 and 10 years old, are about as fair 
as children without negro blood. Last year ^arold and Margaret 
decided that as heirs of the old 18th century ~arquis de Meziere 
and a whole flock of Gane Biver gentry, they could not bring 
themselves to send their children to school with ebony faced 
negroes. Accordingly their minds turned to California where' 
the children could get an education without such degarding, - as 
they felt, associates. Accordingly they closed their business, - 
or rather turned it over to another man to operate the garage, 
and so, on Sunday, headed out toward the Golden West.

T. <

(over)
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How that the war is over before they reach the California line, 
it is very doubtful if they are able to cross that barrier. And 
even though they may get through, they will probably head into an 
unemployment situation that will make it impossible for Harold to 
get a job for quite a while, since, I believe, California has 
some quite rigid laws about local workers getting jobs before new - 
comers are given any.

So naturally one cannot keep from thinking of this little caravan 
as it crosses the great American desert. What with the rest of 
the world dleriouh with joy that the main problem is over and 
done with, these pilgrims must have quite another set of emotions, +‘ 
stemming from the uncertainties that ftiust trouble their peace of mind 
as they journey along toward a future so beclouded with financial 
doubts, - and all based on imponderables that-few if any can
fatham. What a lot of tangles a mixture of races and preiudice can weave. * ,

* v  ' •'

Yesterday, although it was pretty hot and humid, I spent 
most o, my day at physical labor, devoting myself for the most

f&rd0?4 &? j^ponicas. Already the came&ilias are forming their buds, which will blossom next January and February* I have 
but a few ± call my own, and which will eventually find thei? way to 
^renbourg. Of the gardenias, there are a greater number, and I am 
i ^ U32St6 0n_OuSH to have some peet moss to put around the stems of 
DObn these plants. Peet moss makes a good fertilizer but it is 
even more valuable as a holder of moisture, so that it retains 
e dews and damps that gather nightly and feeds the plants during

par* °? baY* * am giving an eye to cannas, too, v which thrive mightily in these parts, and I think we, should have 
one large round plot of them somewhere in the garden. Usually

Hannanas take care of themselves, and I am experimenting to see
plants are theT sturdiest, so that they may be transported diuing tne winter, too. Just one big old clump of them will give 

a very pleasant tropical effect, i think, and probably in the East 
garden, and not on the terrace which 1 think ought to remain rather 
formal., - being devoted mostly to greensward and magnolias.

b fhen i>uSabou> and Basra get to rolling their tractors on
the terrace this autumn, 1 think I shall have them operate them 

with a view to dropping thfe terrace about a foot or a foot and a
J?al?» Zl or JO feet from where the gallery of the maison
ae la reine will be situated, •tyis. will afford an opportunity to have 
a rounu jet on the- first terrace, immediately in front of the 
gallery, and at the same time provided for a smooth grass plot 
?? a er iQvel, » seemingly to parallel the smooth surface of 
the water some 10 feet lower and to the west, while at the same

lowering of the tapis vert can be accomplished, it will 
g e tne effect of raising la maison de la reine to greater height, 
ana so enchanoe the effect of rustic’grandeur which it'may eventually 
embody, forgive all_ these details, but 1 cannot .resist discussing
them with one who will share the eventual effects.......

\
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Memorandum to ^Lipping Service:
A letter from little Miss Robina in yesterday’s post 

constituted the sum and substance of personal news from the outside 
world. Miss Hobina has been ill for a couple of months, and 
is only now back at her office.

* She made inquiry regarding GUMBO YA YA, a book which w^s stirred
up under Federal patronage when Lyle was head of the Writer s Project 
in 14ew Orleans. As I understand it, it is scheduled to appear 

, . . October 28th, Lyle says it has much to do about garbage heaps, in 
New Orleans and that it will infuriate a lot of people. I believe 
he and Eddie Dryer edited it.• Once the thing was partially set up 
in type, I think either by Oklahoma or Houghton Miffli.il, and then
.shelved. I don't know who'is bringing it out at long last, and
I think I shall not be much interested in the item.

Last year, when Lyle was on the State payroll for ^6,000.00 
he claims to have proof-read the thing. In doing that, he claims 
he generously paid off his indebtedness to Louisiana for the 
six thousand he got as state Historian. Of course that makes 
no sense at all. Louisiana had nothing to do with Gumbo Ya Ya, as 
that manuscript was written on Federal time and pay, and was more 
than a thing of the past,when Lyle left WPA, - or it left him, - and 
he went on to another job. He will receive nothing from whatever 
dividends it may make, since from the beginning it was bourght and 
paid for by the Federal Government. There that matter stews up to 
now.

Up to the present writing, we have not heard from him direct 
since he left here in June. *wo days after his departure, the Madam 
sent him* a couple of packages, one of which was a red dressing robe 
of mine, which was kind of her, but which she now regrets. So do I.

f

Madam Wenk saw him a week ago in Hew Orleans and says he is just 
fine, putting on weight, and flying about the city madly. And 
none of that, of course, makes any sense, although, by some miracle, 
it may all be true, - a broad * statement whenever applied to anything 
in that direction.

' (over)

»
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I find myself thinking of you so often this week, especially 
in regard to the calls you must have to attend the sick, not to 
mention the normal course of celebrations which were probably
attendant upon the Japanese fold up,• ■ *! ' ~

locally, our patient appears to improve physically, although 
there is still quite a bit of enjoyment in the hold over of ill 
health. Miss Kate Perkins will leave here on Friday, FXOm then 
on out, until the next up set, the lady i the big house will be alone 
from folindg up time, - about an' hour before sundown, until the 
servants arrive around late dawn, last year, it was the heart that 
gave the worry, this year it was the arthritis, How neither of 
those things s-jem to be remembered, but general dissatisfaction at 
not having died a year ago seems to be the tune by which sympathy 
is most likely to be acquired, and that tune is played out for all 
it is worth, but usually more in the morning than any other time,

I take this to be the results of codine which may or may not 
be taken nightly. Of course if one folds up one’st beard at 6 plm, , 
after spending the day on the sofa, it is only natural that by 
3 or 4 a'.m, , one .would be slept out. Then the codine comes in to 
play, and i suppose its after effects linger on. Afternoons seem 
to be the brig],test time of the day.

Your friend, narnett ~ane, came through with a letter the 
other day, I thought 1 had mis-placed it, but I find it 
among*my treasors here on my desk, so you may figure out why he 
penned it. I don't know', since usually there is some ulterior 
motive behind what he does, Perhaps he is expecting to spring 
something shortly and this is a wedge opener. I notice he does not 
acknowledge receipt of the check sent him in our last letter, covering 
his forth coming opus. b

' * ; *

-as I recall the contents of his letter, I think at the time it 
was read, he was perhaps fishing for a cr&ck about la bag johnston, 
he will be disappointed. I'hSre is also another interesting, angle 
in the letter. He speaks of "the photographer", who has had difficulty 
in taking the Melrose shots, \7hat photographer. Certa'nly not la 
bag. am just wondering if the' Yestwick person, here a few weeks 
ago, could have masqueraded as la Johnston*s assistant, taking 
picture for her. whereas in reality, he was taking them for "little 
Hornet , “ell, i don t care how it was, but obviously there was 
something curious about the thing.

It rained again yesterday, making the cotton taller and less 
and less productive of* the staple. It damped the ardor of many 
local friends, too, people who had planned td^go to the opening 
of ot. ^athew’s "So-say-shun meetings. I want to go Friday night 
to hear the sermons. I think I have remarked that it is the 
local custom to bury people when they die and to preach a eulogy 
at bo-say-shun time, - taking a day out to do a thorough job to 
cover each individual case. These services are usually quite 
good, we must eventually attend them jointly........
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August 17th at Melrose.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
We seem to be getting close to illustrating that line from 
"Oh, What a Beautiful Corning", The daily showers have 
stepped the obtton up to such a point that there are fields 
of it higher than my head, which, I suppose, brings it 
about even with "an elephant’s eye”. Such rank growth means 
that the energies are going into the plant rather than 
the furit which normally would be ready for gathering, but 
which is no where near ready at this late date. Cotton picking 
started August 14th last year. I’m afraid it will be the 

—  1st of September this year, and the whole business is likely 
to be of short duration.

But all this dampness has in no way diminished the 
activities of ”So-say-shun”. I passed that way yesterday 
momentarily. The church was gaily decorated for the occasion, 
lace Curtains, - of all things, graced each window, and 
its or their newly sfetarched stif ness was augmented by the 
beautifuly is somewhat gaudy deep blue crepe paper festoons than 
swirled about all the openings and twined across the 
front of the pulpit and depended from the rafters. It was 
about 10 a.m., and already the ladies were busy frying 
fish and chicken outside, and the gentlemen were loitering 
about, talking much and laughing plentifully, in double anti
cipation of impending festivities and food.

later in the morning, while at the post office, a 
delegation arrived, to ask me if I would speak to the 
"So-say-shun" on Friday, selecting as I might, both the 
subject to b,e exhausted and the time as it might please me.
I don't know how today’s program here will work out, and so 
I cannot say if I will accept their invitation or not. But 
I shall always appreciate bheir gesture of good will in this 
direction.

Your letter was the only one arriving in the post, 
as I discovered, following the departure of the delegation.
There was an unposted letter, however, from the Mazurettes, 
asking me to come by little River Farm and break bread with 
them. I think I shall not make it on Sunday, but may 
have a go at it during the coming week, - what with the 
assurance of a full moon and the promise of Revival meetings 
being held at »t. Augustine*s on Little Biver, during the . 
week, too.



At this point, I can't resist making one of my 
inimitable maps showing the relation between Cane and little 
River and the several Churches, which you will note herewith

§t. Mary's
on the Bayou 

X

Lit m e  River Farm

St.
Augustine's.

• :

Row that you are consumed with jealousy over my 
cattographic accomplishments, - all of which must make 

this Churoh> location just as clear as mud, I shall 
leave it alone for this sitting.

I was frankly enchanted with your letter, and 
delighted, of course, that.the week end offered a respite 
from the usual hubbub. How good it must have been to drink in 
some of the grandeur at the Metropolitan. After an absence 
of several years from the place, I am a little startled when 
I begin cataloging, what I would like to visit first when in 
that area againTow or three paintgins of no great pretension, 
those couple of 18th century rooms on the first floor, - to 
the right of the entrance, some where off in the direction of 
the Egyptian department, the Pompeiian patio and one or two 
late 18th early 19th items on the floor just up ther 
stairs there by the entrance to the patio. These seem to be 
the ings I want to do first, - sandwiching in the basement restau
rant in between, - to absorb a sandwich of food and to absorb 
some art stuff in my mind while slowly sipping a cup of tea. I 
have long felt that the restaurant in a museum was about the 
best individual addition that was ever made, and follwoing that,
I think a restful summer house where cold drinks and hot coffee 
are served, would enchante thepeaoe and restful ness of many 
a cemetery. I have long wanted to institute such a business 
in the ^atchez cemetery, for as everywhere else, some attempt is 
made at keeping a cemetery pretty, but no provision is made 
for anything but the eye of the visitor to the city of the 
dead. -*nd for me, l can commune with the departed and spend 
much more time among their headstones, if a place were available 
where i could retire from' the heat of the summer and cold of the 
winter, refreshing myself the while, as 1 contemplated a lot of 
names and particulars which I had encountered on my preliminary 
tour and which I would investigate further, were it possible 
for me to refresh the inner man momentarily.

I shall be so interested in learning how your patient 
is making it and how you are making a go of the several 
demands upon your time end energy. Both for his sake and 
yours, I am hoping the ordeal may not be long, and that 
you may not use up the reserve energy which you built up while 
sojourning in the Mt. Madison area.

during this time of pressure, I pray you not to 
attempt correspondence, for it is ever so much better that 
you conserve every moment for the demands that are bound 
to be made upon you. You know 1 will always understand.... .
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Sunday, August 19th* 1945,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
t ■ .. _ • /. ■

* As a matter of convenience, I shall refer to the enclosure first 
off. After all, it vaguely suggests business, - or an absence oi it,- 
and it is always nice to get business over and out of the way first.

Ji’or the most part, I find the letter good, - not only for 
its friendly spirit but also for-the report on the sale of some of
Slemence's items.

On the other hand, 1 regret Miss Ramsey*s continued illness.
Also and'added to the illness, I regret the somewhat uncertain 
timing of the next visit to Cane River, and, - or do 1 imagine , - 
the feeling that her visit will not be alone.

The artist and the negro, - and very often they are the same thing, 
always require infinite patience, on the part of people geared^ . . 

differently, so fa* as any element of timing goes. I wanted pictures 
of last week’s "So-say-shun” and the preceeding week s baptisin 
and this week’s revival services, - none of which we are to get 
so far as this year is concerned. But also I wanted a recording made 
of the picking and ginning of the. cotton, - and oottcn ian t t
as yet, so in sacrificing religion, the promise is held out for industry.

October will do fully as well if not better than August for the 
pictures of The Little Mansions, uotober is still in the offing, 
lor my’business, and for my methods of working, I can do better 
with one bag on my hands for that business than two. somehow I 
gather that I may have to re-adjust my methods, however, and work at 
the matter with two, rather than one. In the «atchez area wher 
the social angle enters into a lot of undertakings,;- at least the 
way'I'handle it, I can readily secure all kinds of invitations for 
two people. But 1 am unaccustomed to getting cares for theee. Per
haps it will do me good to have to try my hand at that.

Confidentially too, I am wondering if up to now ^Photographic 
work may not have been done in a large-part by ^iss Ramsey and if the 
text hasn’t received a lot of attention from la Baldwin, This is 
iuch a hunch and probably has no foundation for such an assumption. 
^sSll. X am-wondering, a£a if so, would I do to encompass
rny communications on the latter point with la Baldwin ratner than 
exclusively with la Ramsey. , ■ <

Well, all these things are merely, specutlations, and they don't 
matter much, - and I can easily re-adjust myself to meet any such 
rqguirements. It was interesting .in the letter thcxt from the 
absence of any reference to it, the manuscript on Cana River which 

* I had mailed' a couple j of weeks ago to Marshall f had not come to 
hand." perhaps it wasn't forwarded to Waco. j
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have asked about that. >

Nell* that is all ,1 have to say on such points for the 
moment, and now I shall get on with something else.

"So*say-shun" was a great success. The days were hot, 
as they should have been. The nights were soft and warm, with an 
ample moon, shedding just enough light to make the lights, shinning 
through the church windows seem entirely artificial and unnecessary, 
with something of the same quality that the R.^.A. building used to 
have at 5 o'clock in the winter time, when Viewed from 48th street, 
the whole gray mass of mansonry, pin-pointed with golden windows, looked 1 !
ever so much like a canvas of gigantic proportions, stretched against j
the pale blue back -drpp of the northern sky, » I always felt that !
sometime some stage hand would inadvertently stumble against the I
thing and that you would see wave after wave ripple* from the base to the 
top, as the thing vibrated in the air. That’s the way ^t. uathew’s 1 [
setting seemed, but xhxx horizontally and not vertically, - and f
in a duskier, softer glow. < * 1 1

~  , , , ’ r f I  I

■̂ rom within the church seeped the sound of muffled voices and the 
swell of singing, mixing marvelously with the sounds of talk and laughter 
of those on the outside, sauntering about or chatting in knots about 
the little booths where, fried fish, fried o'hicken, coffee and Coca-Cola 
was vising with elegant hamburgers, reinforced with generous slabs 
of onions and "chow-chow” and supplemented with such drinks as "coolie" 
and furit based concoctions. Beer and whiskey found its customers away 
in the shadows, hut that was bootleg stuff and not generally patronized 
saved by the more robust and rowdy. Children , forever on the move, 
labarynthed their sucrrying ways about automobiles parked in any old 
fasionR, never shouting but always making subdued little calls that 
melted irjto the general tenor of other and more mature but equally 
velvety tones On occasion, when playing the Reading Machine, I have 
caught myself paying not the slightest attention to the content of the 
book being read but merely being soothed, by the smooth voice that has 
been reading.it, ilveij so, at St. Mathew’s, even the occasional 
harsh or pathetic sentences that one caught passing by in the dark seemed 
of value, not for ,their meaning but for their quality of voice, - 
harsh things, such as:"Man you cut my tires, and I £ust you mouth" or 
.Come qn Junior, mama say pap's drunk and us-es got to help him home."

And somehow all this mixture of emotions and money making and food 
dispensing and pursuit of religion and love^andappetite, seems to 
be about the same nioety of balance that I thought the whole world needs 
a feeling I experienced so strongly this morning after hearing the 
program substituted for Invitation to Learning. If you fhad the good 
fortune to be tuned in, I have no doubt you also felt that too much 
have we all tended to put everything in life into separate brackets - 
learning, living, science, education, religion and so on. ^rom what 
the gentlemen on the ai‘r said, I never felt so much how we would do 
well to wrap the/n all together, recognizing science ss a hand maiden 
and helper and at the same time part and parcel of all 'the other 
pursuits, which, if kept together, and utilized by all, might serve all 
magnificiently, and yet if each were kept piggeon holed, and separate, 
the individual and the universe might well fall apart.

Well I certainly have been carrying, on way beyond anything 
r e a p e d  until the L a  of the page called it to my attention 
and so I shall turn to something else,

i think T may or may not have remarked that they have big 
ild machines - bull-dozers, or some such word they are called, -
as working on the new road being c o n s ' t0

Z T h l T o h and6canal"digging on M i l ’Jones' plantation and other 
properties near here.

and the reason I mention all this is the fact ^e t  in teiking
to one of the man in charge of ^ t e r ^ i f 8 ^oneI might be able to borrow one a little later, if I need one.

.Vbat X have in mind, is to straighten the * « * “ • ; *  *?“ £ “ * 
m-wp-rA the floods this Spring ate in a little. By arivin0 pos a 
In a straighl une aloxl thf margin of the river I can cover them 
with boards to form a straight line parallel to the •
>1ith the aid of the bulldozer a foot or two o. top soil on
terraoe oan be pushed into thSse empty spaces Hot 1
Mve formality to the edge of the terraoe, but at the same time
it will offer an opportunity to oreate a lower
sight of the maison de la reme and Uncle jJore-stone s, ef^ec
eliminating the canoe of any rain ater ever collecting-near lolml ’
and at the same ti.rag giving a very pleasant vanation 1b the for. 1
lines of the terr oe itself.

t cshonld much like to measure out the terrace, just to see how 
much soil may thus be removed, but with the time running shor e ore 
th<=> potton cron i^ harvested, I think I woulct clo well to y

, urpY1>.oiirp- le°t the Peter Metoyers become suspicious that 
they freeing1T l a v ^ f o  move^and so i t  a few trees along the bank
for fire wood, etc.

But there will be ample;time for these little investigations and 
it.is pleasant to think that the big old machines, currently employed 
for road making., oan be pressed into service to do a li 
that may be classed under the title Ox ^ardemn0.[h. Psr“.s ss u X i . ‘*2»o? ;::.”aesr;
l l s T n l l l  « o e ! ° ^ o k  In this instance, will be right up 
to the brink of the terrace itself.
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Miss Kate left Saturday. Today we are alone, save for 'the 
family. Tomorrow Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Pattison will he up the road 
at Frenchies Gamp, - which adjoint St. Mathew's, and so I reckon 
they will he at Melrose quite a bit.

I <am going to pray the ladies to pass by here on evening, while 
I take that opportunity to mount my charger and have supper with 
Charles and Ida MaZurette on kittle River Farm, - returning to St. 
Augustine's Church for a revival meeting along about first moon light, 
and thence home about midnight through the pecane groves between here 
and Little River bridge,

*his is certainly a hodge-podge letter, but you will over-look it, 
I hope. *na please just dispose bF the Waco number / as I have no 
ne e d for it, •«,.«, a*..........

I reckon about Wednesday or Thursday will see me returning home by 
the midnight moon. I shall be alone, and yet, on second thought,
I can't say that I shall be, not quite.........

1311

August 21st, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;

To hand a fine report, and I am conscious of having skipped 
reference to the receipt of some communications and enclosures, - all 
of which have meant so much to me, but some of which I have neglected 
to mention specifically. I reckon my failure must in part be due 
not so much to my lack of appreciation as to the fact that 
sometimes my acknowledgements are made between interruptions, so 
that things I have in mind to mention are sometimes passed over under 
the assumption that I have already touched upon them in a foregoing 
paragraph, whereas in reality they have merely "crossed my mind" ■ 
as Clemence would say, and, have not been really spoken of. And- -speaki 
ing' ofr Clemence reminds me that' the clipping covering the ?Jaco Show 

j • came to hand nicely, as did the acknovlodgement of the photos, and I
am glad that you enjoyed all so much.

Your reference to the architectural construction, as rev aled 
in the photograph of Mr. Brew and me on the front gallery really 
struck me as remarkable, - the evidence -.that* nothing escaped 
your notice. The upright beams you mention, as you have already 
guessed, are placed along at interval, and between these uprights the 
mud is chunked in, forming the insulating quality which tends to 
keep this type of house so warm in the winter and co61 in the 
summer. It is interesting that more and more this type of 

s construction is being employed by contemporary building tendencies,
* and although somewhat varied in its application, many a new home in 

the Texas area especially -is or are incorporating these principles.
Mesdames Rand and Pattison came to Cane River on schedule 

yesterday. After the Madam folded up last night, I put on my 
boots, for earlier it had rained heavily, and walked the Bermuda Road 

* for 5 miles to call on them* They are located just beyond the fence 
, separating FrencMe's camp from St, IMathew's Ghurch. I took 
along the Children of Stranger^ article, and -rs. Pattison read it 
and helped me fill in a couple of places where interruptions had 
made some sentences a little jumbled.'

*
, C ' ' • - •- /  K  * «,*r. *

They were kind enough to offer to drive me back home, but 
' I declined, preferring to navigate under my own steam, for the

skies had cleared and a big old moon was doin0 a great business.
I was glad*to be alone, too because I was able to make use of the 
quiet to give some thought to what I would have to say tonight when 
I shall'be asked to speak at the revival meeting on Little River.

I shall mount my horse at 3 this afternoon and head out toward 
Little River. «*hile crossing Melrose, I shall stop and talk with 

. . f the bulldoozer-cpew, and discuss the matter of the terrace at Arenbourg 
Prom there., I shall go on to Little River, stopping to talk a little
with some of my friends occupying cabins in the neighborhood of 
St. Mary's and St, Augustine's houses of worship. That will give me

t
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. went off on ounaay » »  ‘T  .*1-

“  cSnoe^fed“ et my own sermon the better.

I should-be at kittle ^ ^ ^ “ion^theVos^araped
across

after the formal meeting,^* the r.eoane groves.to
mi!n?^t1S 0^ y 4you oan^ueee where my though will be dun « 
fairly m otive day. h a suooeSsful

. It was good to learn ^ V X s i c a l  “rowels, although you did
demonstration of ^ stantiy feu»d M ;self^|ii»|^not mention it a second ti. e. r p0ssassed at this time of hxs

: s % ? r P;s« l= v ; 1r . i n r « n «  » «  «  4t

V# patient seems to ofspliits too. although
talk of greater improvement in En0W3 about it. Yesterday Dr,

Tord for such a move, burely t y , the ointment will be -
if that move is effected, !he °nly .>y \,ni protably stay longer, ftot*that when they do make a round they will P milked

k A j j f t gSftSr.tu'.- *»»«! “i:,fsouroe about exhausted they Mve no luaim estate f whioh they
■ ^eatb shall provide a interpretation m.ay beallwrong,^PiKrKt:: £  i.s1.s t -„? s **>* ■»* **•“

present mental processes are working.int meniax _ a to
You are go- good as to hfTer^toyoufthlltfttfllllBs! bo generous

the Reading ifeohine. ^thingielse^emenating from £ i0 *and so in line with everyxni g n e however, and will oe

ss iss tfs : S£=
prom 'the enolosed card from 0ar° ^ n°.

•has misunderstood s0U-e*h^ en°i“ lv,l 0r three months. The Dormons 
the Uadaa hasn t pushed a pe * vu-t they revive as readily
anlear to be a little droopy, as usual, this place today, and
al f  they slump, so they might be «is^p t
not even be surprised at f i ^ ^ ^ e a s  so heartening as all your 
along at this point. o T . +esi the closer companionship
reports are and somehow I „ 079S, - thanks to them...tonight, as 1 cross the moonlit peoanes groves.

f »v r.1, U #■
Of

August 23rd, 1945#

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Yesterday was one of those days in which a million little 

non important things kept cropping up to keep me from <a?1“6 ... 
by way of correspondence, and the same thing has started _today, ^ ^ o u  
though A am determined to dash off a line, even though it he entirely 
unsatisfactory.

Tuesday night was perfect. I arrived at ^arj? a
little after five and supped ever so pleasantly with Charles and 
Ida, with lots of good conversation on the gallery, immediately 
following. Tall glasses of ice tea did a lot to put just tne 

proper temperature and feeling of friendship about the p a • 
truly a very pleasant literary evening, and what with the extreme 
remoteness of its setting, it was doubly precious.

Along at)out first dark, 1 re-mounted my charger, and 
headed up the Httle Biver road. The Western sky. * litdscreen of woods on the opposite bank, was amethyst, while overhe-d 
and through the gray banners of Spanish moss tee Pearl ^??_s£y 
held pin points of. gold where more daring stars were already 
giving contrast to a'deepening wash of blue. - t

In the half light-half dark along the road, I passed one 
or two friends on foot,*- sometimes a couple of men who had been 
fixing' the foundations on St. Gary’s, - then a man ana difirewood in hand, returning from some chores in the woods, and heading 
toward a belated supper in their cabin somewhere off on a side 
road.

At first arriving at *>t, Augustine’s, 1 though I had 
arrived too soon. But as I dismounted, two little boys, im 
possible IS or 14, came out of the shadows from nowhere and as e 
if they might tie my horse to the fence. Ahey could. 
both weaving hats, whioh seemed nioe because unnecessary, and 
white startohed linen coats. They said ,£hey3§d °°™®ta h the ohureh doors and to ring the bell. ‘*ould I like to see ho. 
that was done and would 1 like to see the church, n e w l y  arranged, 
"before the Reverend Gillis and the other iolks come ..X,would.

and so we rang the hell and it sounded so loud in that 
quiet pe. oeful setting. And then we walked from the oelfr^ t 
the ohuroh doors toward the pulpit at the rear. Larvelous pools of
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moonlight, streaming through the transparent panes, made marvelous 
and curious patterns as it fell aslant the pews and spilled over 
onto the floor. WQ lighted the kerosene lamp, and looked 
about the place. It looked nice, - plain, unpainted wood, a 
little different from when the church was larger, as it was at 
high water in ^pril , when three cows died on the alter.

Pretty soon people began arriving. Fir t some c ildren appeared, 
hey greeted me by name, although 1 mu t confess I did not recognize 
them, ^oon some ladies appeared, the first in a big polka dot dress, 
it seemed pale green and white, and on her feet she- wore nothing. It 
was charming. x’hen another big *uht Jemima in a mightily starched 
skirt. I gasped a little from time to. time as she stood by 
the gate and•exchanged observations on life, for intermittently 
she would rel eve her mouth, filled with snuff, by turning her 

head $nd spitting in the dark. I was so<fearful wifh each 
spit that the stiffly.starched skirt might suffer, but I reckon 

long Experience on the part of the expectorator guaranteed safety 
for the garment.

After awhile more people arrived and then "The Severend” himself.
_ 1
-By this time we had all chatted about a whole variety of things 

but mostly about the beauty of the night which was really almost 
too much like a Gustave ■‘■'ore or an Audrey ^e&rdsely tobe believeable.

Services started shortly, ‘̂he singing was good, the doings 
of the Hsverend was elegant, * colorful, withal and filled with 
lots of feeling* based on inflection of voice more than profundity 
of thought. Eventually there was some thought given to the 
lord’s prayer. It had occured to me that that marvelous composition 
begins with - not your Father, not my father, - but regardless of 
situation, - "Our Father”, and that seemed to please everyone.

■°y ten thirty the services were over, The uhurch lamp was 
extinguished, the moon took over. Ho one<was intent on rushing 
off, just as though there would be no tomorrow too soon, -and 
half thinking, half dreaming, we talked nonsense-as everybody 
drank in the new seen that the moon had cxeated, as opposed 
to the pleasant enough picture so well know to everyone in the day.

It was midnight when I got back to ilelrosei-1# couple of dogs 
were under my house, barking at a pole cat, I'hev kept it up all  ̂
night, and I was glad, because after a hot bath-i was sleepy, but 
I wanted to keep awake to furthe my memories of the evening just 
past. *nd so even though I dozed from time to time, the racket 
underneath my bedroom floor was sufficient to waken w me from 
time to time, and I revelled in pleasant thoughts of how wonderful 
was the immediate date, and how doubly so when it could be deliciously 
shared.... ... •. 1 : -

August 24th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
xo hand your splendid report, and my thanks for all particulars.
In the case of your patient, I am so sorry that his situation 

is,not moving along so successfully. If not already, he may eventually 
sink to lower levels, I fear. Sometimes the will power can accomplish 
such wonderful.recuperations that one is quite unable to predict anything 
in regard to such personalities. I must say quite frankly, however, that 
in the past, P have often remarked that the worst patients in the 
world are those whose health has always been good. Just as 
transplanting some types of trees.gives them additional«strength, so 
an occasional illness in the individual seems to give me power to 
resist serious illness to a greater degree than one who has never 
know a' sick day. I am not sure if your patient is in the latter class, 
but somehow 1 feelthe is one who has al ays enjoyed comparatively good 
health, That is the case with mine, and in consequence* any severe 
illness seems to topple her over muoh more completely than would one 
who somehow over the years had built up resistance to the minor shocks 
of secondary illnesses, and so be able to be resist the major ones 
when they appear. ,

From the present appearance of things at this point, it 
would seem that Mrs. ^and and Mrs. Pattison will return to Alexandria 
on Sunday, putting things in order in that place during the following 
week, and then return here about September 4th or 5th, picking up 
my patient and whisking her away to Aot Springs for two or three 
weeks. I am hoping this may be Accomplished, for it would be of 
the greatest benefit (to all, but I consinder (consider) the whole thing 
as merely a possibility. At the moment, it appears assured, but 
until it is an actuality, ~it is frought with all kinds of dis
appointments.

«

P>id P mention in a recent report that the WQnkS have rented 
an office in ev'eport, as from January 1st, 1946, and that 
they are currently engaged in searching for a home in that city while 
offering their ^loutierville menage for sale. It goes without saying 
that everyone in'these parts is enchanted at the move, and the only 
regret is that it could not be to a greater distance.
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Yesterday was a full-up day in the pilgrim department and 
I accomplished very little otherwise than keeping things moving along 
sooially, and so setting aside my own work on this machine until well after 
the full moon had risen. Just about mail time, - and I had been busy 
as a bee up until then, - £ f .  and Mrs. Khipmayer called, I 
greeted them, and turned them over to the M&j.ara, while I established 
contact between the -«-le:xnadria ladies and Paynie, and then turned 
to a Captain ^andry, living on the river in a camp. He had a half 
dozen ribs shaved off, a lung removed and heaven knows what else, - 
and among other things he is unable to sit, being forced to either

stana ux.JL.ie ...down. ^  . - - ■ .- -------- -~ ~ — — —— ---- -—
Following those uni iportant but time-taking contacts, a group of 

1:. dies came from Alexandria to call with la Hand and la Pattison, and 
I thought to afford the Maaarn some regt by undertaking a tour of 
lie hrevelle, - Celine's, the Francois Bobiaux house, the old Narcisse 
^rudhomme place, £tc. , and so back to the camp, where la B, and

ii  A:

institute another tour, so that young Mr. Hand could call on the 
Madam while I did a t ,:,r for the rest, - concentrating on "‘elrose,

fhank ixeavens that today, - I think, I hope, may be devoted 
exclusively ,to some writing, for following some work last night, I 
took a long;, lorn walk, and stirred up half a dozen ideas I want to et 
down on paper.

Yhile returning home, a Ion., ai out mid night, I passed by 
sleeping Arenbourg. I thought of your question regarding•the possibility 
of butterfly lilies there. There will be billions, ^nd as I -contemplat
ed tie layout, across the cotton patch between rue and the river, it 
sptfiehow seemed as th.ough every stalk somehow transformed itself’into 
a new order and great clusters of fragrat white flowers unfolded at t>e 
top of every Otalk, Butterfj ies will do w aIT
there are pi only oi places for them, and we shall make the most of 
the situation. - a few bulbs, a few gard&jiias, a few japonicas, a billion 
butterfly lilies, - ana all the rest of the .flower kingdom can just 
push in *rrid' find space for' its individual ipenbers, - b1 t not at 
the expenses of t ose others whose priority is assured,, don ‘ t ybu thinkf

August E8th, 194:5,

Memorandtum to Clipping Service; * ,
n .,QTT Tnpqdav - I believe that is the break'in this

c o r r e s p o n d e d  U  is |ood to be vdthin reaoh of a typewriter a.ain, 
and so"feel the additional flow of thought.

just before noon on Friday*, a telephone from the Cresoent City
announced that Old iian Hiver would arrive odr the

10*30 being a passenger in Mrs, bpo^xora s car, unw
lady who lives in ^ew Orleans, heading on “the next 
Shreveport, where her husband maintains their home, although the 
wife for years has works in % w  Orleans.

Such an advent, of course, makes understandable the sudden 
gap in reports.

A« the gentleman, he presented a remarkable appearance, •

grr-&gts: sfc.:
mid-June he was such a wreck. I make no explanation of t is remarkable 
transformation, for I understand it not at all.

' The most striking thing he did on his departure Monday afternoon,- 
.. i 5! this wav from Shreveuort to "ew Orleans, was to pack
up9a n u m b e f “  hi! mos? prized possessions, decanters, statues glassware, 
etc., and this gesture means, I assume, that so far as he is o. 
cerned, ^elrose is less and less a possibility as a future <J>ode.

f t-rh8inThe who 1” ^ ^ - ^ ! ’since she o o n S n le f  to'divid^htf U m e
between bed and sofa. Mrs. ^and and Mrs. Pattison sPent0“^ hB°£da^ rday 
here and Lyle read to them and otherwise entertained, Clif Byrd ana 
Guy ^alters came down from Shreveport, and with this assortment, 
the Clout ierville family oame by. - botji Saturday ana 
four of-Miss ^obina’s friends from ^nreveport, who, - lo. - brought 
IJi=s Hobina withthem. % e  latter group arrived after Cloutierville 
had left and their visit was not long. It was good to see *»iss - o b m a  
again - at least it was good for me, but the Madam has complained 
ever since her departure about how disagreeable she always was to Sister 
1n the years gone by. 1 take it as a matter of course that so f-r 
as that ̂ friend ship of years standing may no^ be set down &s completely 
worthless and probably never to be resumed, - unless our patient s 
attitude is greatly altered shortly. 1 shall metre ntf further effort to
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l3l«keep the ground well ploughed in order that the seeds may re- 
germinate. If three or four years of effort has terminated in nothing 
hut critism and complaint, then obviously I have had very little success 
in trying to kee alive something that wa of the greatest value to the 
Madam, 1 think.

As for the Madam herself, she is scheduled to leave here on 
Tuesday, September I interrutpion) , - Tuesday, September 4th. for 
Hot bprings.

Because of their friendship, Mrs. Hand and Mrs. Pattison, - and 
especially %s. Hand, have arranged to go± with her to spend about 
sil days with her, in hopes that the change may accomplish what staying 
at home has not. I think it very noble of them; and withal quite an 
undertaking, without much promise of pleasure for this three week 
Jaunt-^rom Bio came a letter, - handwritten, from the boy friend.
There wasn't so much of it that could be deciphered, it was so 
characteristically scrawled. I do gather, however, that on 
the let of ^eptefaber he will leave for the Embassy in Chile where he 
will remain f6r a number of months, at least, awaiting, I assume, the 
results of elections at home which will do much to determine where 
next he may be located. There was some news of old friends whom he 
saw once more after his recent visit- there, but the thing was so 
miserably penned that no one, - and several tried, could make out 
much of the particulars. I shall respond'my requesting that a typewriter 
be employed in furutre communications, if any.

He Seemed worried for fear his furniture might be causing in
convenience As a storage item. I shall set him at rest on that point 

s?°n ?? there is a place for it in Arenbourg, I shall move it"there, 
^or it will serve in a utilitarian capacity, and ultimate return of it
to its owner will he the more readily accomplished if handled from that ’ place.

The unexpected arrival of old man river, throwing me'beyond 
pe reach .of this machine, has of course stalled all oonpiunications, and 

f° Kno?iL °Tf a letter to Betty Smedley immediately, relative
Trf Clemence Shu in Austin, and elsewhere in Texas, under the auspice 

of the Texas Garden ^lub. I had threatened to forward such a letter 
t0. &I?es> fo* re-mailing, in order that he might enclose nublieitv 
and sinoe I have fallal to do this, I suppose*5old Oklahoma must U '
.anil of wonder in the sudden halt of communications,

, k?sn. ̂  at Melrose for two'days, and what with a * '■
g o sun darin^ that period, the ootton, I imagine, is ooening nicelv 
according to the radio this morning, however, a hig wind"is headed this 
way from Houston,^where 9 inches of rain.fell within a few hours, 

recall, an incn of rain is equa 11 to 60 tons to the acre —
isd - ^ t i i l ^ - e r e M t ^  1 ?***$ don Pre.cisely how'much thatil’ 1° ^ i 1 on ^renhourg;9 I reckon it wouldbe sufficient for us to get out our parasols and sandles. ̂Img ■ ■ * 9 * '-y*-

in r re!ef t0 E j e c t s  mentioned above butin greater detail. I just want to get this going by air mail to \
communications &t *?°thil*g P-rticularly atomic has interrupted the usual

1
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August 29th, 1945.

Memorandum to '-'lipping Service;
it certainly is -g6p.d;. to:be within reach of the typewriter again, 

for that means an uninterrupted flow of thought and feeling.

There is one bad feature about giving a summary of events 
covering several days, and that is because on succeeding days, when 
one has in miiiq to elaborate on certain points, one ̂ forgets what has been 
remarked upon'In the first brief sketch, and. so is likely to repeat 
too much. But T 'shall hazard a chance * * to Jui •

First off, d assume I;may. have mentioned that old man river 
took most of his belongings from here * save some books, some 
pictures an’d some papers. I suppose, these will go next.

I may have, mentioned tha% lie .brought three or four chapters with 
him from the book on which isx he is supposed to be currently at 
work. I believe these were the chapters he raentioned during his former 
visit. He read them to Mrs. Band and Mrs. Pattison. He read them to 
Miss ‘“obina,. He read them to the Madam. He read them to me. Everyone 
seemed to agree that they lacked his old time punch. They seemed to me 
and to others to. have much to much about the services rendered him by 
his servant; - "And so Joe, having put oe into my shoes and overcoat", 
’’and so ’Joe, having put me into my socks", and " ”so Joe having fixed 
my tie", etc;, etc. "Then, too, in one chapter there seemed to he 
two stories, entit&ly uhrelated, beginning,with one tale, breaking off 
in the middle to tell another full story, and thence b̂ j&k to finish up 
the first. 1

He remarked to ^iss ^obina that although,his body has slumped, he 
was now back on his feet alright, and "thank uod, my mind was never 
effected”. Well, as Pred *llen is want to remark; "That is a matter 
of opinion, ©f course only the future will tell if the reformation 
is complete, and in the event that it.is, if there is enough left of 
creative vigor to enable him to do anything, ^fter this past week 
and his greatly altered improvement, - or rather his greatly altered 
appearance, in the right direction, I should be surprised at nothing.,

^ith the departure of all the ■ guests on Monday, Tuesday dawned^ 
with new ones arriving, - Stephen ^arrent, the Madam's brother, coming 
up from Hew Boads fo spend a ddy or two.

? . ' ..

* Yesterday's post brought letters from Mrs. Pattison, saying that 
all plans are in order for h r arrival with M rs# Band this coming 
Monday evening, whereupon, after spending the night, the three ladies
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will take off for Hot Springs, ^o be it.

There was a letter from Hiss Robina. I enclose it herewith 
although the Madam had torn it in two.

The Times Picayune carried an account of a murder near Baton 
Houge of an elderly lady, - a Ltrs. Cheatham Stanley, whom the Madam 
and Ryle had known quite well, I never knew her. It seems to be 
something of a mystery in the thing, but it is not likely to 
be any Goat bastle thing, since the reason that was so remarkable, - 
aside from the unsolved mystery, was what it revealed by way of curious 
ways of life in a place frequently mentioned as ”The Heart of the 
Old South”.

I must eventually get off a letter to Miss Ramsey or Miss 
Baldwin, - or both, and I know not where to send Hiss BamseyTs, since 
I am still uncertain if she is<in Waao or Marshall, I have heard 
nothing since the letter from Mrs. Baldwin which was forwarded to you some 
time back, borne of those people must have had ancestors living 
in Matchez, since no one in that place seems to do much -about corres* 
pondence. I am wondering what has happened to % r y  Rhodes for her 
letters seem to be out of circulation, too. • *

Having been so closely tied dovm with guests, I have lost all 
contact with what goes on in the cabins. It is rumored that one or 
two people are starting to pick cotton, although the continued sprinkles 
and damps hold off developement of the staple and the gin will 
probably not be in full operation for another ten days or two weeks.

I did hear last evening that St. Augustine’s (on little River) 
plans an Anniversary session beginning about' September 13th, - a 
Kiursday, and reaching its high point and conclusion on Sunday ;
September 16th. There will be much sermonizing, etc., and possibly 
a modest baptizing thrown in. I must pass this news along to 
if&oo and &rshall, just in hopes! If I read my calendar correctly 
a new moon blossoms forth about that time, and should the 
bulldoozer keep dry, the new road to little river should make 
comrrqmic tion with that place easy. As I write these lines, it 
occurs to me that among other "must" photographs on Miss Ramsey's 
next round should be a close up study of a negro laughing, in’close 
proximity to a very light mulatto. That illustration would the better 
illustrate the magazine article and the Cane River book. 1

It was noble of you to discover the shrimp article and to share 
it.with me. I have been glad to see'the picture?, and I am hoping 
soon to get someone to read it to me. There are so many things to 
be undertaken. It also occurs to me that with Hot Sprin, s to 
extend as from the 4th to about the 25th, it would be a good time 
to have a guest or two, - especially the photographic department 
wherein there would be no demands for entertaining the usual hostess, 
lhanks again for all the -nice things that c me this way and on 1 
the morrow, I shall he back......
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A ugust 3 0 th , 1945, (gfi

Memorandum to Clipping Service*.
■  ■  ¥ ■  ■ ' ...... ~ ' ‘

To hand your nice letter, and ray thanks on no ena of counts.
.

I would especially express my appreciation to you for having 
taken time out to pass along the problems as revealed by the article 
concerning the Indianapolis Community, wrherein some effort, *,a. 
apparantly with grand intention and a measure of success, xs^being 
carried out. My recder was called away just at the time we had 
concluded the report, so I am as yet denied the pofeeasure of reading 
the clippings about Mr. Mane,

How that the war is over fed unemployment will begin to^be 
felt all oyer the country, this.matter of racial relations will < 
most certainly come to the fore with a bajig. JhQ murder or 
Mrs. Cheatham Stanley near Baton Aouge, which I mentioned yesterday, 
has been solved, according to the papers. They say a 17 year old 
negro hasfconfessed. I hope it is not another Goat Castle business, 
wherein the only person ever convicted was an old negress who couldn t 
have possibly been present. But the Baton ougc murder is ^ust 
all that is needed to get the K. K. going strong. It wasymy  ̂ <
understanding, last January when there, that already cells of the Klan 
were functioning, ^his episode should be enough to get thousands 
of members1, and it will be difficult going until that hocus-pokus 
gets smashed. ;

Sometimes I think how amusing one aspect of the Hlu Alux Hlan 
is in Louisiana, sino© they always declare they are pri arily after 
the Jews, the Catholics and the?Hegroes. After all, you rid 
Louisiana of those three elements and there wouldn’t be much 
for the Knights of the Might Shirt to work on. ^nd then on Cane 
River there are some.poor creatures who could be subject to the 
hatred of the K. K. Ks. on till three counts. Hymen Cohen, who lived 
down the river and some of the Friedmans, living up the river, have 
at times begotten mulatto children who have subsequently ^oisdethe 
Catholic? Church of St. ^ugustin. That of course makes them both 
Jewish and negroid and Catholic*to boot. What a frolic those 
I. K.K.s could have in such a set up.

After remarking in yesterday's letter that we hand't heard from 
Mary in so long, it was coincidental that a letter should haVe 
come to hand in ‘ohe succeeding post. It isn t especially interesting, 
but I send it along regqrdless. I do not want it baok.

(over)
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How w e ll  do I  r e c a l l  the  number of t im es Lyle prom ised to  go 
to  H atohez , m ever  s ince  1929, and never d id  q u i te  a r r iv e *  I  think.
Mary  i s  beginn ing  to  be J u s t i f i e d  i n  p u t t in g  me in  th e  sam e^class , -  

I  have scouted  the  p o s s i b i l i t y  of coming so o f te n  and so o  ̂t e n  f . - i l e  •

I thought he r  r e fe re n c e  to E d i th  Wyatt Moore, -  " the  l i t t l e  
C orpora l” * was q u i te  good. F rank ly  I  had never thought of the  oddness 
o f a honeymooning couple r e c e iv in g  a te leg ram , announcing th e  b i r t h  
a g ra n d c h i ld ,  'd'hat i s  r a t h e r  amusing.

I s n ' t  i t  s t ra n g e  th a t  F e r r id a y  should have remained on the  
w ater wagon so lo n g , -  3 months, d id  she say? I  mean to  say  t h a t  i t  
i s  remarkable t h a t  bo th  Roane’s problem c h i ld  and o u rs  should have gone 
sober on u s  -at--the same t im e . I  must a ls o  c o n fe ss  t h a t  I ain_ 
n o t  a t  a l l  su re ,  so f a r  a s  g e t t in g  a long  w ith  such a pe rson  r * 
‘concerned , t h a t  the  change i s  fo r  th e  b e s t ,  so f a r  a s  t h e i r  s o d ia l  sense
goes. . ' a

You w i l l  r e c a l l p , i  [ t h in k , -  g e t t i n g  back to,:ma r y ' s  r e f e r e n c e  to  
l a  Moore, th a t  the  w ife  of Gol. Lawrence was burned to  d e a th  i n  a 
f i r e  i n  h e r  garden in  Baton Bouge l a s t  Spring* The beach  p iaster ,, 
to  whom she r e f e r s ,  of cou rse , i s  P ie rc e .

In  your l e t t e r ,  you say th a t  your p a t i e n t  c o n t in u e s  td  l iv e *  ~ j 
a f a d t  which I th in k  very rem a rk ab le , fo r  1 had th o u g h t  he might no t 
make i t .  But s ince  my own problem c h i ld  f o i l e d  me, -  as from June to 
August* in  r e c u p e ra t iv e  powers* -  not to  m ention  s o b r i e ty ,  I  have g iven  
up a l l  though t of p r e d i c t i n g .

I  am g lad  you a re  going  to  m aste r  the  h o r s e l e s s  c a r r i a g e  i n  _ - 
t e n  easy l e s s o n s .  I  am sure  y o u 'w i l l  do so , and I  am p e r f e c t l y  

d e l ig h te d  t h a t  you a re  undertaking- i t .  Only p le a s e  taken  th e  t e n  
easy  le s so n s  w ith  a sym pathetic  s o u l ,  s ince  o th e rw ise  i t  might lead  to  
n o th in g  so much a s  co n fus ion . I t  i s , . a  sp le n d id  i d e a ,  and should  
you n o t  do more th an  g rad u a te  a t  t h i s  tim e, I  o f f e r  some p o s t  g rauda te  
co u rses  when Aronbourg- i s  e s t a b l i s h e d .  I t  w i l l  be g°od to  know 
how to  o p e ra te  those  m achines, and w hile  I  haven t  touched one i n  ever  
so long I  sometimes th in k  I should do a l i t t l e  d r iv in g  J u s t  to  keep 
my h a n d ' in .  In  th e se  remote r p a d s ,  1 c o u ld n ' t  p o ss ib ly ^ b an g  in to  
a n y th in g ,  an£ I can see w e l l  enough i n  going  slow ly  to  ge t around k 
p e r f e c t l y  w e l l .  uo i . i

I  saw Glemence fo r  a moment y e s te rd a y .  She ,t e l l s  me she has done
a n ice  p ic tu r e  of two o ld  l a d i e s ,  one,, ca rd in g  wool, the  o th e r  sp in n in g .  
I must g e t  down to  see t h a t .  She says Mary ^ ran ees  has  done something 
p r e t t y ,  to o ,  ’V b ig  old b lack  boy s e t t i n ’ in  a  heap o f  c o t to n  with-4k 
cow a - lo o k in '  a t  him” . I  c e r t a i n l y  want to  g e t  a t  t h a t  one to o .

5 Must sk ip  f o r  pow, A'hanks ag a in  fo r  th e  n ic e ,  n ice  
r e p o r t ,  Ana don*t fo rc e  y o u rs e l f  to  take  pen i n  hand when so many 
demands a re  upon you and t e n  easy  le s so n s  a re  i n  the  o f f i n g . . . . . *
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.u0u e t  3 1 s t , 19d5,

Uemor-t ndum to  Clipping s e rv ic e
l e a t h e r  r e p o r t s  a t . b e e t  a re  d u l l , bu t I  mu,st. remark-tj:? t  

^ fitsrdav  be ing  phenasih n a l , was one of a l l  b lue  Sky • ram. ;grcp.uaily • 
t r in g  - r sh in e ^  fo r  the ' . h i  to 1 f ^  tu rn e r  i c  

i n to  s golden- g lo ry  of advancing autumn,
Tivvto • - . . mi g vvooz j a l l  d , Laving tak e n  both a x o a to l  and

Opdina J ;riT>c the night, aa H - - - ■ “
to 1 in g e r  long.
Xrj the  afterno'6'h I  l e a r n e d  t h a t  my f r i e n d ,  B i l l  e , -as l a i d ,u p  

■ t  hone having  cut h i  s e l f  an e ig h t  in ch  gash on the  le g  on e
t i n  a t  the lumber cpi puny i n  town, B U I*  m  - :r ■' '
waI '  n and Randolph. * r e  tho r i c h e s t  people  co lo r  on tne  x iv s r*
t h e i r  sev r a l  h o ld in g s  x -.prorenting shout- a t h i r d  ox a m i l l i o n

or b e t t e r .  ' ** - * ' * i g £ • „ {
Bandoluh spoke to  me i n  the  s t o r e , nd to ld .m e oi B i l l ^ s  

a c c id e n t ,  rad  h e n !  ^ r e s t e d  & w ish  to  hi;a, Hsuidolph xmaadifetely 
o f fe re d  t ra n s p o r t !  t i q n  f a c i l i t i e s .  . 1

I .-a-' l i d  1 w en t, for no t  only  was i t  good to  c a l l  on B i l l ,  but 
I a s s  f o r tu n a te  in a r r i v i n g  j u s t , a s  Dr. Johnston* c o lo re d ,  of 

ite! i t c e k e s  was dres s ing  th e  wound. I  s t a i d  pern^ps h u l l  <*n
a g o ux ai£  x lehxacd much from ? r .  Johnston, s M  ■

on in v itin g  him to  cone and c a l l  on.me, he e sed h im s e l f  us, p ie  sed
w ith  the p o s s i b i l i t y  of e rc  k-nging id e a s  v.-ith ue .

„. ; - < t
- Dr. Johnston  has a sense  of humor and g iv e s  th e  lea rqsS ion  Oj. 

be w  a borough and h o n e s t  p h y s ic ia n .  Some t i i  on, so I  was 
to Id°by  someone ox o t h e r , Bx. Jo h ns ton  was sunsaoned to  a kom 
wbieh he responded w ith o u t  eCelay. On a r r i v i n g ,  ne iquna th a t  h i s  
p a t i e n t  -  or would be. p a t i e n t ,  was w h ite .  Mi th o u t  de lay  he exp ressed  
h i m » f \ s  a p p r e c i a t i v e  t h a t  he had been c a l l e d ,  b u t  s a id  th a t  
he***felt i t  b e t t e r  i f  the p a t i e n t  were served byt a w hite  a o c to r .

Tn t h i s  d e c i s i o n ,  i t '  seems to me, he should wisdom* I do not  .
t h b h t f S o r a o d ^ o  c a l l e d  Kim. h u t  u n le s s  0±

a u d i t .  , Br. aohn«t'oh would ru n  th e  r i c h  of t e i n ,  o u r .e a ,  should 
the p a t i e n t  no respond  r e a d i l y  to  h i~  trea tm en t*

(overO
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, , 4%£ myself, * think 1 would have the greatest confidence in
mm, were I in need of a physician. I have a feeling', too, - after 
y.wterday s purely social contact, that were I to summon him 
porfession&lly, he would respond I hope, of course, I may 
not have need of a physician's services, but in case I do, I think I Shall keep Dr. J. in mind.

• »
^nether subject, which isn’t especially interesting, I reckon, 

but wiirch 1 have talked a lot about of late with the Madam's brother,
■. n ' - rr et, is Brahmin {?) oattle, - the ones with a hum on the back 
^and nurtured in India as sacred. It seems Hr. Garret has quite 
a riock of them. «e have some, and the negroes are terrified by their 
appearance. One young bull on Ilelrose is affectionately knowh as

^eorge is as friendly as a kitten, but fortunately not quite so 
dSwn r V  '^eT 79r, 30rse gets* out of the pasture and comes wandering 
tv v d’ IiG all'a^  gallops toward me at first sight, and if there happens to be negroes about, • especially ladiel, they

bnS scream and fly for the tall timbers asf fast as they can 
ueorge merely wants his head stroked and someone to 

animal £nd 1 ■̂Lvvâ s enJ°i7 the contact with such a friendly

•? I;a? the year these sacred cows and bulls were first
int° the United States, It is an easy date to remember.
V‘T  mo|t ae^astating in 1653, and 1853 was the yedr

t h i n ^ 1 ^ n ? !n ?d ? P ?ap8n» hiE f l a S«hip being  named, Qf 111 t il in g s , -  *he M is s is s ip p i .

nT * JJ*!®"*** tslls »e of a German family, - possib ly  one generation or two from Germany who came to Texas -in thS mid 1800's, and by
° one™ I tar stata0t If’ *ntf?du09d Wit* a number of Brahmins into the 

n i  1f m l y n M 6 i 1 teli9Ve* wa® Bunge a  syllables)
n?p J Qt the vd Han are stU1 v e z 'S successfully operating
othe? v k k ? h k neSS-?r heavinJ-y intermingling Brahmin strains with k  h H  I r ? l3se a n im a ls , it is said, do very poorly
to theVometlanrtUh tia??S t°vthe ‘Similarity of Louisiana-Texas climate til -„?'S land oA India, they seen to thrive here, and it is said
than in India’ bI ? ^  argentine, one finds better specimens
ths Sgh tbat ?tat9ment Is made without considering
..fa * v da ̂ hl2h ars nuriired by the Princes of India who are said to have wonderful animals of this type,

into t0 l e h r n  ii0W tilQ first Brahmins were introduced
pot undef^lQ?n ^  se?ms that wWitt the industrial revolutionder, way in England, the British government sent a couple
® L F (S S a2i>,en# V f P 6 noblit1^  1 believe, to Louisiana to study the culture of cotton, what with the view to1 introducing 
vast millfc in ngland to convert the staple into cloth.

• v':). 1325

By some chance, these two men came.to fellciana, - St. __
Francisville, I believe, ana" were entertained during th9If p*°l9“|9 
stay by one of the Barrows, - but 1 know not which one ab this-writing.

On their departure, they wished tovf ^ o d *
appreciation of Southern hospitality, *h19hJ*®y the visitorsbut the Barrows took their visit as a matter of course, the visitors
hit uppn nothing that seemed suitable to express their |pg 99iatio 1 
Sometime after their departure, however, agift arrived from 
far away India, - and thus was introduced the xirst BraMins into 
the United States. Hr. %rrent is going to send me particulars 
regarding the identity of the Barrow who did the entertaining and 
was the first to receive the sacred cows.

I think the point is interesting, and it seems to me, - should 
‘further particulars come to hand, I might find a place for that 
episode in the Bayou Sara picture book, should la K|“89^  ^
get around to do that one, after doing bane Biver, St. Gatnenne s
Creek, and so on.

I may have remarked before that I am uncertain at the 
present time of the spelling of Brahmin. Long before this humped back 
a iimal oame to this region, the negroes had a nume for perohe, - 
or perhaps it is sunfish, and forrfwhat reason I know not, they have 
always called the sun fish "brims . What with that name well 
fixed in their vocabulary, they used it for all it was worth * nen 
Mahmins were brought into the country, and from "brim" they passed 
easily to "brimmers”, so that now the fish and the cows are separated
only by a single sylable.

Of local news, I have little. The Wenks spent yesterday in 
Shreveport, still looking for a house to purchase there, I believe.
It is rumored that November 1st is the magical day tney vfill set u, 
shop in that place. It is 97 to 100 miles from here, and that is
something to- be thankful about.

b'he enclosed letter came to hand yesterday from Miss Late 
Perkins. I think it is of interest only because it show the opinion 
of one who has known this set up for fifty years. I do not v ant 
the letter back, so you might just throw it out.

There was some other point b was going to touch upon, but 
it eludes me momentarily, and so I shall let this sliae along....

H

- >. H - -V. •h k ..- . '.;  . . .  ... . ■' ;. ; v 1

'

»
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VH* * f, 1

September 1st, 1945.

V..

Memorandum to dipping Service;
today's report must of necessity "be brief. A hundred 

little matters intervened between waking and post time, 
and accordingly I.shall have little opportunity to say more 
than thanks for your perfectly elegant report ?he
h«nd in yesterday’s post. I liked it all ana I loved the 
part regarding the sharipg of ^renbourg with anotherrn thoue . 
when night had settled dovra and acrtaess released the feelings 
from the little local cares and demands.

And thanks for telling me of the Revival broadcast. I 
don't seem to get the station you mention, altnough it may 
be broadcast on a -net work, coming through some more loca 
station. If you should remark upon the organization which 
puts it on the air, - that is to say, Columbia Rational 
or Mutual,. -  I might do a little fishing among the air waves 
to see what luck * can have.

What with all the doings around here last Sunday, I was 
unable to tune in on my favorite prograni, Invitation to 
Learning, - and so missed it. I appreciatea your thoughtfulness 
in giving me some idea as to its subject mat ter. ; I s e e no thing 
from where I sit to prevent me from being alone tomorrow when 
this Sunday1s broadcast goes on the air, and I am certainly 
oihg to do my best to get it. I certainly hope those 
curiously little Jpas don't take over the air waves at tne time.

The two copies of Life came to hand, too, and may I 
say thanks for them also.' Up to the present writing, I have 
merely had a chance to turn through them all by myself. The 
colored uictures of Earis look as though they might hold 
sane interesting particulars regarding contemporary doings 
in that dace. ^In the other issue, I notice pictures of 
Venus d.e Milo, the *'inged Victory of Samothrace, etc., and 
I am going to press my reader into service on that score also.

The enclosure is of no interest, save that it indicates 
our friend, Mips Myra, has returned to Levereux. I am 
-lad because it is always pleasant to think that that lovely 
°piace and its gardens are under her direct supervision.

(over)
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I am so aipdrous to  spend a l i t t l e  time w i th  h e r  before  
lo n g ,  fo r  I want her  to  do something about1 e s t a b l i s h i n g  t h a t  
u l a e e  as a permanent memorial to  the. an te  bellum p la n te r , -  

and to  g ive  an acre  or two of l and  on th e  L ib e r ty  Hoad s e c t i o n  
f o r  the  e s tab l i sh m en t  of  a Uegro L ib r a r y ,  * housing  documen s  
and p u b l i c a t i o n s  on t h a t  genera l  sub3ect*

Miss Myra, i s  undoubted ly  the most p u b l ic  minded exson 
i n  Matches t o d a v , and what w i th  • her . . .elegant pos s e s s io n s ,  she 
n i g h t  w e l l  f a l l  i n  w i t h  th e  id e a ,  were i t  p r o p e r ly  p r e s e n t e d ,  - 

e s p e c i a l l y  by means of s ^radua l  approach.-*'

Should 'L c t  to % t e h e c  sometime i n  October-, I am a f r a i d  
I  - s h a l l  do so only w i th  Miss Mamsay, for  i t  i s  important :  
f o r  'us t o  ge t  the  p i c t u r e s  f o r  The l i t t l e  Mansions, and t h a t  
" i l l  -pr oh ably  give  rae! i  i t  t i e  oppor tur i i t -^ t tbf  SieebMLsS- Myrao’iQ.one , 
which, would of course be the  only way to t  ke up such a 
p r o p o s i t i o n ,  Mu t  a o th e r  opportune t i e s  rnayw^ement-themselves, and 
7:11 w i l l  co-''O ‘around' i n t  good- time*. '•■•> v*g

.■ ■ '' *
My t r a c t  o t  driv ing  barber ■■-ib s t i l l  in  deep,w ater, -  anc, 

a l l  over a couple o f 'p i n t s  of Mhiskey. ~ A negro --driver- .of a * 
wholesale r t o o W t j  tru ck , coning from M latchitoches,t got iraeA to 

U  - him b p in t of whiskey';'* fha*dri v~r was obviously in  the
M ~  ~'H r  S *  i ■ ■ * m ~mMggA t h e

Oft TOX- m o  ... E-b b-’-'U ux bJUJL-ww JiiUQML-ns 
it appeared'., demanding - th a t ,1aok. buy 
f bo r e l l  mhi bhoy,‘ - th u s  .avoid

"t 6'S t e r  cT ay a J ̂ ed of 01 agent
50 Fed^‘a r^ iic e ;hsc .. .. ...

sold ll'chuor ~i thout * id  ^license*. Then 
pp ; ■ r . d i th a $90; 00 l i  serfs© on th  i am© 

r  mncls, . , * * i

^hy t  ;vc i n n 11 more r ,ee h 
negro knows*per t i c t l y  w e l l  the 

- go* t  • p) i a 1 n ,  - l i k e  th 
f l i r a - f i n :  a l l  sheg^hifihey he - war 
o r"':to sv w i th in  the '  law i n  conji;

: r  o d ,  I
•i

- m m i ) W

- a n y ■ <v JLi 1  U O

o n e . 1  J j t h i  s

■ f r 0  1 the
;  1 1 0 n i t h ■ 4 , 

- V

& ‘ } l  S v e » 10  d  0tie , , t , l' : -
Mils' Oiu| or any other such bru, hiRation in  

t lice  or e«will be. fo rth  coming i  m ediately , t I0

) t , w iien 
in  town 
ro ily , and 

store which 
p h y s ic ian ,  ana 

do is- telephone the
•K.vjksin land

think I
a £e 
Shall

t ar  t s iz z lin g  l e t t e r  or two to che loo.ak Pa^er, a or i  t io  
, t in e  f a t  ri.ch in c c p i t ie s ■ b e :removed, dim-'mte fac tion
tfoot without addui t} f t to. the f i r e ,  n

Must skip u n t i l  the • • * • •

4 pr September 3rd, 1945.

. Memorandum to Clipping Service:

I t  i s  obvious that I must try and round up a type
writer* ribbon and some one to put i t  in  place for me today.

My - la s t  report was w ritten on th is  machine but 
the envelope was addressed on o.ne in  the o ff ic e . I may 
be able to do the same thing with th is  one..

It was a quiet week end in  these parts, -  and hot.

I spent a pleasant two hours at the cabin of our 
b i t t le  a r t is t  friend. She had some rather nice things, 
and I must <say I am beginning to  be strongly impressed by 
the pleasant improvement of Mary Frances* a r tis try . One 
or two items I could scarcely t e l l  from that of her more 
mature associate ,

Being a contemporary a r t is t ,  ^Lemenee had stirred  up 
one that was quite up to the minute. I t  v;as of a man 
(looking at you”, that is  to say, fu ll  fa ce , and a woman and 
a child on either sid e , 'and'in the hand of each was a f la g , 
held very s t i f f l y ,  with the flag  f u l l  blown in  each case. 
According to Clemence: "I says they’se heard t e l l  the war's 
over and they'se makin1 enjoyment*. I liked  that.

-•cmf . 1
Clemence, .of course, w ill always be the remarkable 

one in  that set up, what with having started off so la te  
in  her a r t is t ic  expression, but Mary Frances has the 
makings of quite a good a r t is t ,  I think, were she 
ever given the opportunity to bring forth her ta len ts .
I don't reckon she ever w ill be, although one never knows, of 
course. • Perhaps, were arenbourg eventually abel to 
influence the region su ff ic ie n tly , there might be something 
of a colony in  th is  neighborhood which would supply in struction  
for just th is  type of a r t is t ic  endeavor. I donTt cu ltivate  
the Joneses ,for nothing, and while the Joneses are 
not at a l l  inclined  toward the Arts, i t  i s  quite possible  
that something on their broad acres might eventually  

unfold. Perhaps even at Melrose something might 
transpire. In my opinion the developement of the individual 
A rtist would be the more successful . if  the ta lents were 
nurtured on home ground u n til the expression with brush and 
paint were pretty firm ly ingrained. Too often, I think,
when an a r t is t ic  nature i s  forced to move in to  unfamiliar
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csat-Hnits in  order to rece iv e  t r a in in g ,  the new surroundings 
p?ove t o i  d l s t r a o t in g ,  so th at the eonoentration  on the

f f  im p ress io n s , - too freq u en tly  not oondueive to  d e s ire d  
p ro g re ss io n , d is tu rh e s  and d i s t r a c t s  the a r t i s t .

' And in  view of these thoughts, my mind wanders o f f  
toward old Hosenwald, and I oannot help wondering what in  
t " e  world ever happened to l a  Haygood and how oome she 
f a i l e d  to respond to  the in v i t a t io n  or two to  come to ^ e l r o s e .  
nirtri ou slv  she rece ived  them, since in  her l e t t e r  to 
Ur. P ip e s ,  she mentioned the p r o b a b i l i ty  th at she vrouia 
g e t  down t h i s  way th i s  summer. She J?-lend^  t " ? h 1
summer i s  ju s t  bout wrapped up fo r  th is ,  y e - r ,  and s t i l l  ^ 
no word from Chicago. I  want a  school fo r  ,, 
rml a t  to e s  and a grant fo r  Olenenc© or I! ary ran e e s ,  
and, a s i d e ’ fron  th a t ,  I should r e a l l y  l i k e  k W O T t  f i r s t  
hand im p a s s io n s  of what the s e t  up i s  in  tne Gm ag 
a rea .

But I  see I  am rambling about to l i t t l e  p o in t ,  and 
X reckon I vjould do b e t te r  to  break, o f f ,  not only 
to save yQur own good t in e ,  but a lso  to g e t  on with 
a f lo c k  of l i t t l e  notes i  must get in to  the mail 

t h i s  morning for the Madam, for what with her departure 
tomorrow, I think she has se v e ra l  d i f f e r e n t  l e t t e r s  she 
wants to get going before  she tak e s  o f f .

rhe was much .pleased to have jo u r  b r i e f  note and 
the c l ip p in g s  coming to hand, in  Saturday ’ s p o s t .
She did not ge t  to read  them to me, but I know she enjoyed 
them on her own hook.

X don11 suppose there  would be any e s p e c ia l ly  
po in t in  w rit in g  her a t  Hot S p r in g s ,  ,where she i s  • .
supposed, to  remain fo r  three we$ks. I w i l l  s a y ,  however, 
th a t  her address w i l l  be.

The Upllman H otel,
Hat Sp r in gs ,  Arkansas.

ju s t  in  case you ts ould have occasion  to  w r ite .

She w i l l  be with'Mrs. Hand and Hrs. P a t t i  son, and 
Mrs. P a t t i  son w il l  do any i:\ail for h er ,  but she say s  
she i s  gO’Ug to , s e the telepho ,o rather thau tne 
uen. Mrs. P a t t i  son i s  nice but in c l in e s  toward the 
i n q u i s i t i v e ,  and I mention t h i s  for your ow# in form ation , and 
'I reckon my name" might be om itted, were jyiytnin^ addressed 
PO the sp r in g s .

I M l do bet,ter on the morrow, I  hope, u n le s s  the
early'-'-Diorning departure preven ts me from w rit in g  at  a l l .
Pat w i l l  a r iv e  the l a d i e s ,  return in g  to Melrose immediately
by bus. • • • • •

I t * . !
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emorendum to ^Lipping Service:

Lo* A new ribbon*'
was grand to have your nice report in yesterday's post, acknowledg* 

in my report covering the doings of old men river and a l l ,  plus the very 
interesting d etails stemming from your general neighborhood*

Jfirst o f f ,  my congratulations 
business has been dropped, 3Jhat 
for once and for a l l ,  and so a new 
prospect leading toward Arenbourg* 
far fetched, and yet somehow every 
bring the pure blue of Heaven just

on the news indicating the Tilloah 
i s  one hurdle that may be dismissed 
shaft of sunshine breaks through the 
Such a statement may seem a l i t t le  

removal of clouds somehow seems ten? 
that much closer* •- < t

SI

I was naturally interested that personal relations, especially 
between someone and ^illoah, seam to have improved. So be i t .  I think 
you ar*e wi^e, to le t  such relationship a© currently ex ists , as between 
your own good se lf  and the xilloah  set uf* remain where they stand* After 
writing thus, X re a lise , of course, that I might do as well by sticking 
to my own business, and I am persuaded that you realize I am merely 
le ttin g my own reactions slip  .on to paper rather than any attempt on 

my part of make recommendations* My position i s  that as X reoall 
the hundred l i t t l e  partioles of i c *  that glistened in  the past, I am 
the happier when X do not com into contact with such a source of freezing 
particles, which, at best, leave me a l i t t l e  c h i l le d ,-  and for 
I find l i f e  toe short to be bothered with hearts lacking the warmth that 
means everything to one of like personality^ I guess the whole thing 
boils down, not to a criticism , but rather an appraisal of something which 
i s  so different from what seems the most important thing in the world 
that X would prefer to le t  i t  s i t  (interruption) - to le t A t s i t  
on i t s  own l i t t l e  isolated island, enjoying rthe^type of "froideur i t  lik e * 
best , and thus enabling me to absorb the warmth of sunnier dimes that 

appeal to me*
r j  JSver so long ago ’became oonvinoed that God, for mere convenience, 
fitted  us up in patterns, - physically, - along lin e s  of our progenitors, 
but gave us the recompense of finding souls of similar P f J j °  
own in any old plaoe, and by no means tied to theJ>load kin from whence 
the body came but from whence the soul did not. We are happier in 
company with people whose sense of vllues and people i s  more identical 
to oar own, and God has scattersd thosa souls fe£ .and Wide, so that every 

day in our lives holds the promise of finding another kindred soul, not 
labeled on the family tret as anything particularly special* Alors, I'm 
done on th is line*

(over)

SI
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fill

t lines a fan minutes after seven,
X fues?** is too early tor the new rlhbon, as this maohine 

seems to be aoting up a little. #ellt anyway, about 7 the ladiSs headed out foi hot Springs, Pat going along with them.
Mrs. Band and Mrs, Pattison came about 5 p.m. last night, and 

SisteroLneahoute. They all folded up early and so were up and ready to start fairly early. *at goes as far as Hot S p rin g s , whe *-n1 oi»r4vfl fu4 o afternoon. • X think, it is about 300 miles.

He will probably be baofc here about Thursday or Friday.
T a.atll, Rfter the oar left, Sister headed baok toward home,

«ns Aaoiared^she wouldn’t be back to Alrosa until her Bother had r.-
three weeks hence. In reality, she is likely to be aot p  til turned in tnree weeis-s *** naked me to oomehere before noon, just to keep^things^a^^cing* «he asked meand have dinner with her everyday. Hurfflmnimnmmmm....... oks in xuae cas

of Tilloah, I give that one a wide berth, for peace of mind is mo 
precious to me than artificial congeniality. I.
*el The enclosed letter from Bora indicates a certain S^iety of mind.

Since hearing it read last night, X have forgotten sotae t*?o*vouhe touched upon, but those veiled references are probably *?44**J*nt0 without the need of explanatory notes. If memory serves, his main 
referenoes were to old man river and the Cloutierville crowd. I • - think X probably mentioned to you that old man river took moat of^his uerosnal belongings back with *im, - statues, glassware, eto., etc.
5‘he more the Madam thought of it, the madder she seemed to get, andyesterday she remarked that everything he remwed was his oun andhe
had a perfeot wx right to it, and that she thought shewhat remained boxed up and sent on to him, Xt is at suoh tames thatoil must be dumped on troubled surfaoes, 1 «  r»nle»a that w.s. done,she would .do things, - as in the past, and than regret them when
the mind oame baok into balanoe. She asked.me yesterday why I 1sther send him my wine colored dressing gown, whieh he never has ̂mentioned.w ! X enough dressing gowns and I really don't care much es-
peoially as it has served suoh a good purpose in getting him into some kind
of a perspective in her mind. , ;w v;°

il f  a #4'4 ■ f*? f ■ *uW* F i t  *f‘ F^i^StXiO dial Stt Q ffl &&&&& JMiIW iu v  .■&-X v i f **** & 4- ""■ •**’ ** ***
' He haa been gone a week now, - a week yesterday, and of course 

we have heard nothing from him. fhat isn't news, sinoe it is always that wayjW s*»:nlto re  Irons to Hifflrdw m s  SiosaS-OS era ,>ix .. 0j ,'
Off hand. - I wonder if you ehanee to know the name of the eapitol of Chile? Could it be.8w Diego? I am in no hurry to respond to the boy 

friOnd, who is now at his new post in that country, but sinoe I am 'not certain of the name of the oapitol of that country, I hetitate to undertake a letter. She skip for the moment, but will behaok on the morrow. There have been so many unnoted lnterruptlonsdurlng this letter that it must be a hopelessly lnooherent tangle. Hext sitting 
may he better. • ••••••• __  ̂_ . 4 L ff-fJ p&V
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Heir ob e, Xoul8if»». 
September 6th, 1945<

WiS

Dsar Grandma, . »

bed eud stay siek, aad t 4 ^^oator*say ^  T ̂ drink anystomaoh t s  a l l  wW l up ,r  hr Irub
water but a liUlebitacddontput^ yester6„y and he say

tL bed. and that she have some water in 
ho? stomach^ and as soon as she have money, she have to have 
all her teeth pulled and shat is hex trouble.

And mama say she is glad to k»a* -£I»v«yai*?a she is sorry to bear that her sister b baby aie.
All mama's clothes dome got too little f«'toer and I hgre

to do them all over because her stomachah* i a alad she have one girl to help ..er*. just me,don't do nuthin', and the boys, they say because Bessie sue t bo vs they pi okthey might try to help me ■ put Tor bar, xae two soy v
eotton, and Pape too, and Marlm*

W. oan’t get nuthin' to eat around hero, Just like yonder, - 
no olothes,, no cloth*

i t time vou write, plot
pid’ttSjfr  ̂ I...........  . m m

I etui got W  Job. and I still work for Biea Henry, and 
Bias Henry have to go off, and X still work for her.

. *H*V» a good thing 1 got a w  aadM
hLrSa S .  2m : . t  ! . « «  : « i »  m .

Besaie have to stay hose to take oare of her, ^Che can t

and he ain't bad nuthin In his »tomeoh sinoo the night before.

(over)
H

>., ■
. •. i-' ~4V< -iJ'-’C-i'
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I  send you a ploture. A ur.lU *
.... say that's the only gi*l *»»• Sot •***• PS?all the rest. w. got t*o tom now, and wotob hogs ana
ohieke ns and two rooster*

Wo a t m  study about my poor dead sister .Dora. <e s .udy
about hex all the time. •» • H U t o w p  ®°S!t*ni£ht
oho done die three years. 1 <!*•«••* e£a L e  lookand me and she and Bessie was gettln* water, end she xooe.
plumb natural*

My little squirrel leave me* I aorry he *m *&™** ■!*!?•* 
ladles around here &one give mens two chickens* I ®
I make some gumbo for bi^_!^at old x* .y money,and she say when aha get Her *check. Shi Z n to give me eo®*
and that will help me out. 'And the lady say she go to see mama touc ,

And mama say she want to know how many ohildr en her mamo.
bars got now and what thoy do, - if they to
And bow many olldrsn thoy all dons got. Mid went to 
know If her memo stay by horaelf or with her daughters orwlth 
who shs stay, , And Mama say her big girl , &aria, whi a tt y 
with hsr Pope, it look like aha ain't got good >»»**• “'*d *** 
say she dotrt llko nobldy. But she pi ok cotton and Fapa p 
cotton, toe. and the two boye* ttilll

-*nd Mama any aha Ilk© to aee her lieaa before ane die. and 
she like to s?e hex sisters, baeamee ah® ain t *** f  
o&use she aint had no* money to go to aee them In a long "J * 
And It look like they ootid come hero to aee her, cause they
done got a car* ‘

I

And Kama say to lookd at ths pelturs ’causa that if 
her right hand girl cause shs do nor* for har,. jand sh* is 
ora*? about hsr, and that is ths girl, AuraiUa. and tha . 
her en the horw*. And tan say that i h ^  girl wk* d e ^ _ Vjj . 
ot cry thing for her. And mam* say that a is tns !*?J 1!?- at ths tins when that girl was little and the snsksgotin ths 
bed and sucked m & s ’s breast and Um a thought it »je her 
llttler girl what was me th#. but it was the 
And Pape didn't kill the snake when they found it was a s^ke, 
because if he killed the snake the baby would die* t
say now that girl, - that, b me. 1® thf <«*©»«&* f «o that
makes all her clothes. *»**« that ***mama couldn’t go to see her papa’s mama died, and mama coulu go
aee her because * was a little baby and sick* / 5

Please we want to hear from you all soon. I want to 
know all the news*

from youx granddaughter.
Cralos Bynog*

And Mama say hello*

»
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Sept-|utfiirlr 6th, 1946.
I h  a n  ft  & r.f r*. itP* 3 i 1 1  f f t  '■ * ■ $  &  •••' ^

~ . t, - *- f  -girt ry ■ *r -• t t A  (** £«**$ f" S» J .* V 1 L X  A& A. * - V *■**#’' *#»■

Memorandum to Clipping Servicei
I guess the date line shouid be altered to read September 

instead of August, but abide from that, everything is alright thus
far. mo.;u^J¥v : *■ ' +1 \

-  ■ ■ «

I reekon you may be acquainted with the old story about 
the cow who gave the pale or rather pall of milk, and then after having 
given it, turned around and kicked it over. (

Well, that 'is about the sum and substanoe "of what la Pattison 
did in the' case of the Oane River manusoript.

OCi.3' WO d  34  .O BW O llB  , -'FU3 -a . u i d l v  ‘ y«X"‘ fO-tt. L-r-.;!
Mrs* ^and volonteered that her sister, Willie Wynn White, would 

be enchantbd tomake a perfect transcript for ms. Willie Wynn did 
just that. But before the thing reached her hands, Mrs. Pattison 
after reading the original to me, remarked that there were a few 
errors in spelling, dropped letter a,'etc., and would it be alright 
if she fixed those before giving the pages to Wynn. It would.

Alright, came Monday, and with some degree of satisfaction 
la Pattison brought forth the completed work, saying she would 
like to point out a couple of places where she had nfixed it up9. - 
She had, • to my oonsternation, done just that*

And so a couple of pages will have to be re-typed, and I shall 
have to write to Willie Wynn for the sheets that will be the same 
as thouge she used in doing the whole business, -> they are rather 
thin and not at all like this paper for example* Sc kicked the cow.
interruption, - to write a letter for the house girl. I shall 
try to make a oarbon copy, hnd if it takes, - the carbon is old,- 
I shall enclose the same.)

 ̂V A "ft fa <£a 'T At Ri-f :U jsjS f i U  AwirWO Mm ■ ■ ' *r ,* .

And now that X hare written the ̂ letter, I t lhd
in taking it down Just as it was diotated; ** AHfufiiart the confusing si**, and presupposes quit, a lot on the part
of Srendma’s memory. The Bynog's are 1ftntfnrmant and ar^ *1"'1 Aw1w ''«*« OTnn

■jtiiw o  im« l i s t e d  as w hite by
4 * avi I tt a v i a q  c m n n o 1 t h A  d d D t d s s d d  w o r k Q r s

#
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the hills behind Derry, while the Grandmother lives somewhere near 
Monroe, La*

Ihe episode abotif the shake is interesting. The family 
declares that the milk snake used to orawl into the bed at 
night and feed from Oralee's mama's breast, and that this 
constant milking enervated the mother an^ left little milk 
for the baby, It sounds like a tall tale to me, but 
it is probably based on some episode that approximates bat does not 
duplicate the story as related. Milk snakes, although large, and 
quite harmless, and it is said that on rare occasions they have 
been x known to work at the udder; of a oo»u tot that always seemed extraordinary, if'indeed true.

cr:j - /  - •' \ - t
mi turns the world about Cane River, - and this place in 

particular, which passes for being one Of the most intellectual 
spot8 in the South, and yet paradoxically enough, the servants 
are illiterate, and the same housegirl that dioated the letter, 
when asked if she had ever heard of the Bible, allowed as how she 
had not, and when asked if she knew about Jesus, said:"Ho., 
but it seem like I dona heard his name called once. Do he livi> ©d 
near here!'* ♦ : w *r1! :u;;io 0 ~

And the answer was: "Ifel!, yes and noj" i.XO1X0f
.v.X

It being Thursday, Dr. Xnipmayer, will pass this way 
after holding his Melrose GLinio up at St, Mathews. I think 
1 shall give the housegirl the balanoe of the day off', and I r 
shall take Dr. Inipmay er to she the girls1 mother. *njoJ oi 
after that, I shall ride with Dr. Knipmay down to Magnolia, 
and have dinner with Miss dally (Hettzog), and so return here 
about 1*30, and if it is raining, gather up Mr. Brew and see 
if we can untangle Mrs. Patti son's handiwork.

Sweet: music issued forth from, the gin yesterday afternoon 
when the first bale of cotton for 1945 came tumbling out of 
the press. Strictly speaking 1 should have said that it was 
the first bale of the autumn season, for last January the gin x;r 
was still going fall blast on the 1944 of op. But this year the 
crop will be hargested long before January end Arenbourg, accordingly 
will begin to feel the first birth^palns of its restored ante bellum 
complexion...... ;...

ill

. t .
-

September 8th, 1946,

Memorandum to %dppdng Service.:
There's a bird in the box, and accordingly I write in 

the dark.
I may have mentioned this circumstance before, - it happens so 

frequently. Perhaps I haven't. In any event, I shall remark 
that the Valley Mieetric Company, J. fl. Henry, President, operates 
the electrical servioe in this area. They have some kind of little

i ever these is a home using the
current.’ In* this box’is housed some kind of gagets, - fuses, I reckon,boxes high up on the poles wherecurrent. In this hex is housed some kind of gagets, 
or seme such outfit. Be that as it may, these little boxes seem
to have been made primarily to intrique the fed hrids, and the blue 
jays, for every few days, • and some times several times a day, 
either a Cardinal or a Jay starts house-hunting and carwls into 

this fine metal lodging, just to see what domestic promise it holds.
Ho sooner is his head well in the box than his presence establishes 
some kind of a contact between two sources of power, flash, - and 
lights far milts go out and the house-hunter is knocked slap out 
of the box and perhaps SO feet from the pole where he has just 
started investigating the housing situation.

J Obviously some unsuspecting feathered friend has oho sen this 
early Saturday morning hour for the described purpose, and in 
consequence, we are out-of lights and power, and so it will 

be until some repair men from Aatohitoohcs get In their oaf and 
inspect all the poles for 20 miles to see which one a few minutes 
ago had a brid in the box. As for myself, A am not muoh 
inconvenienced by such doings, unless X should chance to be 
getting some news. It is deadly on electric fans, however, and 
electric ice boxes, cotton gins, etc., seem helpless enough when one 
small bird and knock them slap out of commission for miles 6fl end.

The enclosed note from Dora came to hand in yesterday's post.
1 was impressed by the part where he admonishes me to write more 
frequently. I must do so. His promise to do the same was heartening, 
too. You may recall that more than one of his epistles begins with 
the phrase: ^Thanks for your letters of the 12th, 17th and 21st, "• 
indicating, I suppose, that there'has been some lapses in his own 
typewriter pushing.

Hews from Hot Springs, - telephonio, • indicates that things 
go swimmingly in the bath department. Gaiety seems to be the 
major note, and everyone reports having the5finest kind of 
a time. All along I have felt that the ohief oonoern was mental 
and not physical. I must start making plans for another outing for

r
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4 Ant s ortly after her return from Arkansas* South 

Lrai.iana should*he next on the dooket, I think. Only I don't , 
went to he of the party. I shall oast about and see what victims 
are available for such a jaunt*

Pat. who made the trip to Hot Springs with them, returned 
to Hairose last night, after spending a oouple of days with a 
frien^nea, Pine Bluff, arkansls He said everything seemed to 
be going along fine when he left the ladies*

i.ix x  .* n x v# *■ *<• - ' •* /*•«'.. 1 y  ixX Jbt If-

On Thursday, as suggested in my letter of that Aa^st J • 
dined with Hiss Sally at Magnolia* Dr* Knipmayer, a ifc. Aldrioh, 

Lrtzo* < Miss Sally's sin, - about J. H.'s age, and his daughter o? some 1 7 g ^ e r s ,  wire the ithers who ^raoed the table. It was 
a good dinner and beautifully served* There was only one fly 
in the ointment, Mat, who is hard of hearing,.will not wear aait^ 
hearing aid, and in consequence, one has to shout at him from time 
to time, to keep the^conversation going all around the^tahle*
Of course anything shouted sounds a little.ridiculous, and over 
a sumptuous'^oard, doubly •*•;* °* head

Celeste picked me up about 8 and brought me home* A 
little later the Wenjts passed by. They stopped at the front 
gate but didn't come in. They then headed down the road, not 
fhihklng, - Of If thinking, (Interruption^- In *
not doing anything about stopping to see Oralea s msoa, - _

whioh is a curious kind of way for a physician to do, 1 should
hink*

'or myself, I was £L1 opposed to letting the poor thing 
iust lie there and die. Accordingly 1 put in my 8 cents worth 
of nosiness and another physioian was summoned* He pronounced her 
trouble to be caused by a faulty functioning of the liyer, *•
She is greatly bloated, and will go to the hospital this evening and 
have the water whiofy is causing the swelling withdrawn. Otherwise 
she would die, it is said; ‘ I can only suppose that ignorance 

dr indifference, — one or the other, explains the action 
or lack of it on the part Of her former physioian. It s 
a strange business anyway you slioe it*

So much for that, and I aid gladdthere is going to 
be a withdrawal of said ‘physioian from this Parish, and 
thenoe on to Shreveport.

Rither today or Monday, * shall put a fat envelope in 
the mail, containing the Gane River article which,you might 

eventually return, • although at your leisure. ever bother to 
yetuyn any enclosures unless especially requested. I haven't been 
able to get two secretaries to gO over the article to see what 
changes were made, and so eorreot them* I shall eventually, 
howevet. Between many of the paragraphs* there is additional 
material to insert, should greater length be requested, but this 
is still in rough form and not being included in this draft.
Must skip«...******

Oil September 9th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service*
In half an hour, Invitation to Learning will be under 

way, and I don't reoall what is on the dooket for today s doings, 
because, when I heard the schedule announced last week, I didn t 
recognise any familiar names. Perhaps, therefore, there may 
some "1earning" in store for me.

Yesterday's post brought the enclosed letter from Dora.
I think the references need no explanation, - Miss A. is for 
little Miss.Alberta, of course, and the people revolving about the 
general subject of Shreveport, of course, are the wenks.

His mention of the visit of Mrs. Mayes to Melrose leaves me 
•s dumb as was he in the memory of what that lady mayhave been 
like. So far as £ know, I may never have met her, whioh would 
aocount for my failure to reoall her identity, _ I * ** t
I read the letter aright* that she came here while XLi was present, 
fhat was a tempestuous week end, with jealousy having reached its 
high point, and things were in suoh a turmoil that possibly 
existing circumstances blotted out the less striking features of 
the day* Anyhoo, - I oan't reoall the hag's visit*

In the same mail came a letter, which the clerk told me, 
on handing it to me, was from the Texas Garden Club. I assumed it 
was from Betty ^medley, and with that in mind, I had read the 
thing half through before my mind suddenly went into a tail- 
spin, and I realized that it was not from la Smedley in Austin 
but ia Lake in Port Worth, - I shall eventually send it along 
to you, although it is of no especial interest, save that it 
demonstrates ths Texas tendency to speak large, - if not boastfully, 
on any subject, pesonal or gubernatorial* I am first sending i* 
to Dora, in order that he may mako notation as to address and 
possible particulars that may come to hand. ■- or rather may 
serve shortly, should we put on a Port Worth Show of lemenoe s 
things. La Lake was here late one evening a f w weeks ago. She 
writes for several Texas papers, I think, -especially on 
Art stuff, and possibly her facile.pen ean serve to further our 
'Projeot when the time comes.

Saturday was a sultry day. In the afternoon, in spite of 
the heat and humidity, I worked in the garden. There was some
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blue sky and some olouds. Quite unexpectedly a bolt crashed 
down from the blue. It hit a big old pecane some hundred feet 
from me. Momenarily, things seemed so atomic.

# In the Spring. when I was laying out J. H. *s yard, he 
asked me if I wasn't going to take out a 30 foot live oak groing 
along the Bermuda road. He said within another year or so, its 
branches would be touching the big old pecane that was growing 
hard by. I demurred and told him to get on with his plantation 
management while I put his garden in order* He laughed, and the 
next week one of my colored friends came to me and $aid that 
that morning the boss had had a couple of men plant a pecane on 
the river bank, admonishing them the while not to tell,Francois 
becuase he doesn t like pecanes.

Yesterday*8 bolt from,the blue has most certainly marked 
the original old pecane for death. It might sruvive a couple of 
years. It will probably pass out at the end of this season.
At supper last pight, J. n, grinned when he spoke of the loss
of the fine pecane, remarking the while: "Well, it looks as
though you had contrived with the powers to make a place in the sun
for that live oak you wouldn’t let me cut,"

At noon yesterday one of my younger gray oats refused to 
k eat t£e fine dinner of corn bread and milk which I.laid 
out for him.# he merely mewed and stretched himself out on 
the cool brick pavement of the gallery. By five o’clock he 
w®-9 no more. h# has always declared in colored folks
on Melrose are determined to die, they show much sense by timing 
the business on a Friday or Saturday, since one is guaranteed 
a much jigger and better wake on the week-end. My,eat was 
• smart,' you see. But Saturday night, in spite of the assumed 
favor-ability, - proved lonely enough, for it was I who was 
the sole mourner, - everyone else having already headed out for 
Simmy B a i t h a w *8.^ I_-had no catnip, and so I placed a big spray 
of butterfly lily between his paws, laying the body out in a 
fine white casket made of a shoe box, and so laid him.to rest be
neath a big old gardenia bush. I* was all very touching 
and very propaie, but on asking Ora lee or Aurellia, as she is 
more frequently sylted, 1 learnedj something?as to the cause 
or probable oaus qf his death, which astonished me.

On inquiring as to what she thought might have laid him low, 
she was quick with an answers

"A heap of .oats oan't tell a frog from a toad. fhey eats a 
frog and tbey's alright. But they eats a toad and it kills 
them every time. What, you don't know about a toad* Well, a 
frog s a frong, and a toad is a frog, too, - the same thing, - 
but. toad, is .frog what's.gon. ta bsd, and it will sure 
kill you every time to tries to eat l^Lm** So there you are,- 
Oane **iver folk lore by way of the hills. ^
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The gin funotioned all d,y yesterday, - jjjg*
m m  _ i.  • « a  a m  m  A  a m  4» 4 in a invin n A q W  CL A w 8  .

'first
. What with the constant rains and he f * a 
howls on the stalks, - unfortunately higher than a man s . . w __t♦> alow Qkirtff- ana

dark"
head t is year, are opening. It make for siow pioking, “ J 
the lint itself when gathered is damp. Aoaordinglytheooto
ologs in the knives of the gin stands oontrastedroll out, although the labor is twioe as difficult, as oontrasted
with dry ootton.

• *  e  ,v

During the eotual fingting around ^  *°*14• *h® r̂ e  fot complained about food shorties, although they were presseefor 
something to eat. This is espoially so sinoe therehasbeen 
little or no lard, and lard is the basic commodityfortheircorn 
bread greens, eto. But now that the aotual fighting is finished, 
they find it difficult to understand why they oan t get things 
from the store, (interruption).

I. reckon the store, foreseeing the P?®al**4“ L ° !  t ^ u t ^  
leather shoes instead of "srsats" s t u f f . h a ® 0a t?* 
ordering a fresh supply until assured .that l«**h®*a,
way. . In oonsequenoe there are few if W  »«**•n the wave of Last night a hig old youth dropped by to be-maon the ways oi
the world. During the week, he had worn a pair ®* 
frayed out that be kept a sole on one of them by winding a 
around and around his foot. After sundown, he want to the 
store to get himself his weekly wage, and to invest it in 
a pair of shoes, in order that he might, after Put^ing 
his aunday olothss, head up toward Sammy s where every Saturday 
night the looal youths swing out, - as they express It, - ”®®“*“8 
that they go in for rather fanoy danoing with their girl friends. 
Well, the store Just didn't have any shoes, sise 10, 
he was, all done up in his Sunday olothes, and he just wouldn 
show himself on the danos floor M t h  M s  old shoes, snd besides 
you oan’t dance, as he explained it, with your sole tied up 
a hay wire. You know, he really had something thers.

Life idid taken on a gloomy aspect for him. he
thought of an acquaintance on little River who might have 
a pair of size 10*s that he could borrow. He appropriated a
horse and rode the three miles to kittle anv
dejectedly, the three miles baok. His friend didn t have any
shoes.

Sventurally i convinced him that a little shoe polish

might work wonders. It did, - but it didn't
hay wire, and the necessity for the saat* But at least he
could head on up the road, and stand outside
by the open window would hide his foot gear. *****^ i w h t ? *  was got if it ain’t a pair of dancin' shoes on a Saturday night, wa
his question, - and for the life of me, i oouldn t say.
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Alright, - I reokon i mast have just about talked 
an ear off, and~I apologize for rattling along at such a great 
rate. ' I notioe by the fine time piece facing me here* on my 
desk that IvitatjLon to Learning is about to start and so 
I shall fold. "If you will only lot people do all the 
talking, they are bound to have a fine time,*1 says the5 
Madam. Well, you must admit, I have certainly given myself 
a perfectly splendid morning..........Poor you, - and not
a chance to get a word in edgeways.........v 1

P. S.
■ “ In view of An ellia's frog-toad explanation, I

must ask her about the skunk department. Already 
af 1 can hear her explaining that a skunk is nothing more 

or less than lust an oald Grandpa what's gone bad.

■ o *s f 8 M T e v B © 0 3 '.’H: ft j :
J X.8w0 ©rfjf OXB,f ftc* m q  [  A1 «  W tjL X0-
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September 11th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping "ervioe:

To hand your perfectly e|Agant report as of Thursday 
last past, and a million thanks for the same.

In reading it w I was struck by the remark made to me 
yesterday by a friend who had been disoupsing The Bible 
wherein he mentioned the idea that the word angels, in ihe 
Bible, always seemed to me "Thought” or "Idea", and that 
when God sent an angel, He was in reality sending a Divine 
Thought or Idea, and that anything coming from God was perfect. 
Going a step further, he remarked that anything coming to 
us from God is perfect, and partaking of it, we ourselves 
become a little more perfect, and that the ultimate goal toward 
which we all move is that perfection in God. with 
your letter to hand, and the sensation of goodness which always 
characterizes my feelings on receipt of such epistles, I 
realize the moj-e fully why the contact, afforded by this 
correspondence, means so much-to, me. And for your part is 
making this life worth while, my never ending gratitude.

You were so good as to quote from the card catalogue 
regarding the early flatchitpohes Hezlere, or rather to 
material in'reference to that gentleman, - the great, great 
grandfather of some of our local mnlattoes. I have heard 
of that 1914 publication. I am under the impression that 
there is a copy of it in the ^elrose collection. But 

, like the million other things scattered about the place, it 
stands for one of those locked mysteries, so far as I am 
concerned. There is a street in flatchitoches named after 
de Meziere's son-in-law, St. Denis, - I believe that was the 
;relationship, but all of that earlier period is pretty well 
clouded in my mind. I should like to know more about it 
eventually.  ̂It seems remarkable that de Hezlere should have had 
a wife and two or three daughters in this remote country in 
those early years.especially as the family was of consider- 

j.akle importance in the France, of those days. Somewhere or 
other I once had a big old Coat-of-arms of the family, if 

o memory serves, but when I aqquired it, and put it aside, I 
hqd never heard of the Louisiana association. I think 
old St, Denis,was buried in flatchitoches, but whatever 

happened to his father-in-iaw, i know not. It would also 
be interesting to learn, - which is probably impossible, the 
date of birth,of his first born mulatto child as it relates 
to the advent o£ his white family from France, - for I assume 
he proceeded their advent into this remote situation.



Daring the past several days, I have thought often 
of ypur patient and the probable demands made in consequence 
upon your time and entegy. I shall not set down what feelings 
are prevading my mind at the moment, but somehow the feeling 
that his departure, if it means re-joining those who have 
gone before, depresses me not so muoh as it would, had 
he not out-lived his life associates* I hope the outing 
in $ew "ngland gives you strength to carry on without too 
muoh drain upon your own physical resources*

The mention of Uncle, Herman struck me foroibly, for dur
ing the past two or three days I noticed he had corsssed my 
mind several times. 1 have long wondered how he figured in 
the matter of sometime back wherein filloah played the 
stellar role, and how he has .occupied his time since 
things went to the wall in his former situation. Somehow 
he always struck me as being a good natured but weak soul, whioh 
in time ,of stress, like a drop of mercury, would fly into a 
thousand particles when it struok a hard basic surface.

In yesterday's post came a thin package, addressed to 
the Madam, from Frances Benjamin Johnston. It is about 
10 by IS inches, and no doubt contains a couple of shots 
she took at Melrose, - one of the Madam alone and one of 
the Madam and me together. I haven't opened it. and 
think i shall not.

whilk I think of it, some time back, the Madam asked 
,me to ask -yon to try and get an inexpensive 
edition of Henry van DykeTs The Other Wise Ma, whioh she wants 
to give J* H*. If it could get here before September 24th, 
it would be nice. If not. it will be alright. I mention it 
belatedly, and pleasg don't rush about looking for one, 
as the "out. of print business will readily cover this item.

Yesterday I skipped out,to have an hour with Charles 
Maaurette on Little River. What with an expanding hip line,
I thought it better to forego the*servioes of a horse, and 
accordingly headed out through the peoane groves about 
10 a.m. I made the five miles' in about an hour, stopping 
but onoe or twice to chat with dusky hued friends en route, 

etc "he sun was high and hot, and when I reached my destination,
I took a bath to start with, hanging my clothes on the 
line. - for i was soaked, and arrayed myself in some of my 
host s clothes. We had a pleasant dinner, Scotch broth, 
an onion omlette, a sagout with rice, oreamed asparagus, 

a luscious tomatoe salads, ice tea and oie cream and ooffe 
on the gallery. Charles had been setting aside several 
different items from ourrent magazines, including Hew Week's 
aocount of the Pearl ^arbor business, whioh interested me 
.much. I spoke of the Morgan lease to the Soviets,pand I was
so glad you had told me about it, so that I oould speak on that poInu+

t
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Between this bags fha and the foregoing, Aurelia
came, to announce that yesterday she had taken her mama 
to the hospital in Alexandria. In reality, J, H. took 
them both down, bring back Aurelia about 1 o'olook last 
night. I am glad the old woman is in the hospital, for 
there she is bound to get some cars. She has a fair chance 
to survive, under the circumstances, - but she would have 
had little hope to do so, had she remained, neglected here.

Back to ^ittle River: - I headed back this way about 
i, having changed back into my own raiment. Crossing Little 
River bridge, 1 heard someone call to me. I thought it 
was Arohillius, who lives near the bridge. I started 
in his direction, • of or toward his house, when 
in another direction L heard the door of a cat slam.
Then I discovered that a car was standing in the pool 
of shade formed by a big old peoane treee near by, completely 
camoflaged by the intensityt of the sun versus the 
shades. It was Emmett Anthony, pennounoed ”lm-met”, a 
friend of mine who was heading toward Meirose> 80 
I climbed aborad his truck, - with Dora galloping 
along side, - Dora being Texas, tha family dog of whom I 
may have spoken before.

Back home and a hot bath, and so to work on a 
couple of idea I had stirred up while walking in the 
morning, - and that about brings us up to now.

There were a couple of other points I wanted to cover, 
but I shall have to let them slide for the moment.

Thanks again for your nice, nice letter. In 
the event you have had an opportunity to run through 

the imperfeot Cane Biver manusoript, I should appreciate 
your advise as to what section you find the most dull, 
and whioh section is the least clear. The faot that 
the thing is designed for readers unaoquainted with 
this section, your advise will be of the greatest 
benefit to me, so that when I make the inserts 
re-arrange the present text, I can be bolstered by your 
suggestions. Must gallop.......
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Memorandum to dipping Service s
• .C V 'i O-CT if.P. '•>-(!• v  t .1 v ^ X .  ’  ̂ ;

It was good of you to take time out, when under such 
a pressure, both from business and personal affairs, to drop
“* *That*your patient should hare goneisperhapshest. 30“®^0W 
I have a feeling that with life so radioally altered, his wife
departed, and. his own ohanoes of h?al*^.pf*®a^ ° tl®:fa®siL ath in eternal rest • The little interim ̂ ft*ean hls wife s death

entailed by such a Journey, - so that I know he i® “  a®®*P*Jbl* 
mood, - thanks to you, - and the opportunity thus afforded him to 
w*igh the advantages of a oontinued life with his departed com
panion in life, instead of remaining too long behind.

You mention your regret that you were at home with 
friends on Friday night. On second thought, am sure you .a 
not. regret that either* since you were maintaining the pattern of 
one phase of life and ha opening the.chapter on another. It is 
• not important, I think, that we be with a depar*dnf.?°al, f f j !  
particular moment of its take off. The important thing *s Jk . 
the day to day life as we pass it together is so arranged that i^en 
the last moment oOmes, what has gone before has 
our state of mind, - should be conscious, - and given ub sufficient 
faith in things to come, to make that final moment one of 
saitsfaotion.6 X always reoall that Madam ^oosevelonoe remarked 
that when the final hour comes, we must of necessity undertake it 
alone, - but I would add the thought that we are never alone after 
we have once1experienced the kinliness of^another, for somehow 
the heart is always wrapped in a speoial batting of of’the
regardless of the physical presence of a frlBnd. regardless of the 
location and physical distance as between them, • no matter ho 
vital the circumstance.

Under separate cover I enclose a couple or,thfe® v4«
letters from Dora. X am always delighted when he £iB
enthusiasm for l̂emenoe's things by J?vd?horoughly\one ’knowing that these items have Jost been Pf®” *thoroughly gone
over by me beofre I bounce them in his direction*
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In regard to the aimon Sohuster item, I advised him to 
apply for the' blank immediately and at the same time expressed 
the opinion that it is just another form of those so-called 
"Prize* things which publishers, as opposed to something like the 
Noble or Pulitizer foundations get out# There cure no doubt 
some honest publishers who offer prizes, but , as in the present 
case of Simon and Schuster, it appears to me to be merely a manner 
of getting a whole flock of manuscripts to hand with a slightly 
incorrect statement of intention, since the "prize*, after all, 
is merely an advance in royalties, and almost every publisher 
makes such advances, once a book has been accepted#

It was my intention to write you yesterday, but circumstances 
prevented.' At 7 p.m#, - out of a clear sky, - Old % n  River appeared. 
He had driven up from Hew Orleans, leaving that place in the 
morning' with Joe Gilmore, his servant, acting as Chauffeur, and 
Robert Gallant, his former associate in "PA. as his guest# I was 
furious.

I think there is no excuse at' all for such a mova^ what with 
telegraph and telephone facilities what' they are.

Although slightly bent financially, I had' arranged for two 
secretaries to labor with me on straightening out the Oane River 
manuscript, - filling in the obvious gaps, and restoring the phrases 
and sentences that had been dropped or altered so greatly. Had 

£2lephoned or wired before 5 p.m., - h e  had started out at 
l0J ? 0^ n„ thQ morninS. - 1 might have cancelled my appointment.
Hut by 7 p.m., one of the people had hlready started in this
rrS0?i0?i and sinoe the trip was 15 miles here and 15 miles back,I felt it only fair to recompense the person, even though 

no work could be accomplished, - what With all my datat so arranged 
W  house, which he and his friends, had so unexpectedly taken

... •
5? 88Qm8 to be entirely off drink and more consumed than ewer 

with his own doings, which are very m^ch, ^momentarily, devoted 
to making walking sticks, - even as lestan was consumed with his old turkey tail fans.:

Well, they remained up and talking until & a#m., and as 
Pat was leaving at 4:30 to catch the brain for Baton Bouge, to 
begin college, i was out of luck so far as sleep goes.

■ Hext morning about 9, they decided that I would go to 
Natchitoches with them, and to Grand JSoore and that they 
would bring me back here. I demurred. "At least you will run 
over to Oelihe *s with us", - but I wouldn’t, and I reckon they 
realized I was provoked, as I was, when they left out. I cer
tainly hope I don t seem they again right away. Must skip.

September 14th, 1945.

'vi i

a l uif& a 
i-sled $

JSilii'
cos.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I begin this letter at 11:30 a.m., what with a lot 

of things to do in the unusually busy routine of a road-running 
week end. - i - ’ - : r 8

Pilgrims came by early this morning, and knooked out the 
correspondence department# I am told the Hr.. Gray and Dr. Burden, 
both of b. u. have just arrived and are going to be here for 
dinner, and I may have to break off abruptly to break bread 
with them. Having several little matters to attend to in 
Natchitoches, A am running in to town this afternoon with 
Celeste., who leaves here at 1, so don’t be alarmed if this 
comes to a sudden halt in the mindst of a word or a phrase.

The enclosed letter from little Miss Alberta speaks for 
itself. In mentioning it, I recall that she says the 
manuscript is being sent to me at Cypress, - ten miles from 
here, and off the beaten track, save for what the Texas and Pacific 
Railraod trods# I must go by there and send the thing along 
to Mr. Pipes, so that he may forward it to someone in Hew York.

£ • j
Dr. Khipmayer came by yesterday morning rather earlier than 

usual. I accompanied him on his round of cable between here 
and Magnolia, where I dined with Miss Sally, returning here 
immediately afterward. It was a pleasant dinner with nice 
people present. seems that the night before they had a mule 
derby at ^agnolia, with colored boys riding the mules. She head
lights of the automobiles were used to illuminate the race coace, 
which was alright to begin with, but when {the envies had galloped 
three quarters of the way around, they suddenly ran into the direct 
beams of the cars which completely blinded them, and all suddenly 
stopped in their tracks, - the jockeys going straight along 
through the air toward the. goal post. It was the jockey who 
flew the farthest who worn the raoe, naturally# 

r.-niu o5 evfds'Xex sole?©I ia & I win til *  Jinlriv-
I jetted off a line to the Waco ladies in the afternoon.

It didnTt take long. What I wrote was this: "Dear Hadies: - 
Well, I declare. Steadfastly, f.* Short but bitter, as it were#

(over)
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After the exoessive heat of the early part of the week, 
we are now enjoying a oool spell, - the thermometer around 51.
It seems like the middle of the winter hy contrast.

The skies are clear, however, and the sun is delightful in 
such cool air. The waxing moon 1 is a great help these nights, 
too, for the "anniversary" at St. Augustine's on kittle River 
began last night, and a good moon always hleps out attendance.
I didn't go, hut "am a-fixin'" as the darkies say, to make a round 
tonight.

Glemenoe's grandson, Brother, aged 6, sent me word hy 
Mary Frances this morning -that he would he looking for me tonight, 
"ary ^ranees, who goes over to King's fcouse almost every evening, 
says that Brother stands my the window looking up the. road every 
night, saying that he knows x am coming to see him. He is a 
sweet child and seems to have .just about as big a crush on me 
as I have on him, although I suspect an occasion orqnge or 
%n apple in my pocket for him may account for a large block of
my popularity and.his impatience to see me heading down the road.

•

Anyhow, we hit it off alright together, and A shall pass by 
to see him tonight before heading out for kittle River.

I have given some thought to Dora's recent letter,*- 
already forwarded In a previous letter, regarding his severance 
wit Oklahoma rresa. I hope it was done taekfully. I think 
he is perfectly right in withdrawing most of hi*s stuff from 
the press, * everything which might be published by a commercial 

house, but for things like "Uncle Ike" and the Chase ^iary, I can't 
imagine any other press, save a university, doing such a manuscript.

It has seemed characteristic of the rress that so far as I 
know, nothing was ever done by way of approaching ^ora and me on 
thei matter of editing the Uncle Ike business. . I think they 
should have asked us to do the thing, explaining that funds were 
available to such and such a figure for the work, and would be 
care to do it, - or, on the other hand, if no funds were available,
I think they should have so stated and asked if we cared to devote 
some time and labor to the business for the sheer pleasure of gett
ing the thing into print. But never did I have such a proposition, 
and X assume Dora never did either,

X think x explained in my last letter relative to the Simon- 
Sohuster matter that l thought Lora w uld do well to make application
on* his .own hook, since grants' are usually given to a ’single Individual 
rather than? coldLafcoratov s.n .‘1 .thifck- the whole- >thing, however, is 
like the so-called "literary Prizes" which are nothing more or 
less than a maang'-tb collect a lot gf manuscripts without the services 
of a literary scout, and the. "prize is nothing more than arid 
advance on royalties, - which any heu.se will make on acceptance of 
a manuscript. — i must fly.......

1

September 15th, 1945.

*
t  v , * * * s* * * H ,, ' 4 ^  f e ' f 1

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

Extraordinary weather for September in Louisiana.
' * ' f  , . i l i ? i
I pen you these lines just before dawn, and it is so chill 

that X have built myself a fine fire, which seems odd indeed for 
this time of year. I shall have to give a look at my fine bunches 
of bananas which, up until now, have given promise of reaching 
maturity. Celeste came to look at them yesterday and found the 
plants larger than any she saw someplaoe in South America where she 
made a special trip to look over a plantation of them while on 
a cruise down that way some years ago. I must admit the plants 
astonish me, for they are almost as high as this house, which, if 
memory serves, so far as photos go, is fairly high. The fact that 
thi8 growth represents but four months in time does give some idea 
as to the speed with whioh they travel from the ground toward 
Heaven.

I had a fairly busy afternoon, going* to town immediately after 
Dr. Gray and Dr. Burdon left. I dropped around to make a final 
payment on the concession to beauty outfit, and thence to the medecin 
for a check-up.

4 X. H., f

*fter that I called at Miss Etta Levy's, but finding her and 
Aunt Lottie out, I strolled a little in their pleasant garden, and 
thenoe caught a ride back home.

,,*• *£• U -

Supper with J. H., and as I had suspected, he brought np 
a point of polioy that is interesting. He asked me how muoh 
the Gloutierville people waiited fCr their property. I told him 
I didn't know;. He said it might be a good idea for the Estate 
to buy it forthwith, in order to guarantee their departure. I said 
I thought that would provide a place to return to when the wife 
wrecked the husband's business in Shreveport. He said that his idea 
was to purchase the plaoe through an agent so the Wenks wouldn't 
know that the Estate had aoquired it. IS that could be asoompolished, 
and that is a big "IF", I oould see the point, but I thought, as 
I told him, that suoh a transaction might leak.

. ‘ (over)

/. ■ 
■ . .

.
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I learn from Paynie who was In Hot Springs Wednesday, that 
the specialist who examined the Madam, prior to her baths, was 
shocked when he< learned of the liberal doses of codine she had been 
taking, - and still is* He demanded to know the name of the 
physioian. Sensing a need to protect her son-in-law, she lied 
and said it was Dr* Hargrove, the heart specialist of Shreveport*
The Hot Springs physioian says he is going to turn the big guns 
of the Medical world against ur. Hargrove. I hope he does*
Por in that event, the big shells may bounce from Shreveport slap 
into Oloutierville, where they should explode* But Paynie says 
his mama insists on having the codine, and, of course, if she insists, 
she will get it through the regular channel* Isn't that a mess?

After supper I went down to see my girl friend.
1 *£ 1 £> i ' • t • 1 • t ui-J A-

It would seem that folks are beginning to get into the swing 
of the cotton picking department, for while it was approaohing 
first dark, our girl friend was just returning from the fields, 
as was Mary Pranoes and ‘Winnie Way and Beulah and so forth.
Brother had sighted me far up the road, and tugging his sack 
behind me, *he came a jumping. We had quite a little chat, mostly 
about starting in school in uctober, - negro schools always," 
open a month later than white school si Brother asked me if I thought 
Santa Claus would bring him a bioyle this Christmas so that he 
could ride to school. I told him I doubted it, what with the war 
and all, but possibly he might work out something so that a big 
old bus could take all the colored children. He thought that 
would be even better. Pour miles in the cold to walk to school 
is really too much, - added to the 4 mile return trip.

Glemenee says she has need of yellow paint and some brushes, 
so 1 shall write as much to ^ora* She wanted me to look over 
some of her latest creations, but I knew the children were hungry 
and that time was getting close for Yank, her “helper” to be coming 
in, and so B pleaded that the light was so fading that 1 would 
wait until another time.* Mr. Brew, in the pickup truck, passed 
the house, having taken some of the workers home, and so 1 
flagged him down, and returned with him. We stopped on the way 
where there was a pretty angle of the rivet, stretching toward 
the south west at about the same angle it does at Arenbourg, and 
while 1 watched the marvelous changes of lights on Its smooth 
silver surfaoe, Mr. ^rew read me your Monday's report, and it was 
good. *nd thanks, too, for setting me straight as to Santiago.
I .should have remembered that, for onoe'± used to send mail down 
that way aw when som kind fok were building a fadtdry at Antofagasto 
or some such strange place. I am hoping you didn't telephone on 
Tuesday at all*_ Si director, if insistant to such a point, should 
have had a telephone installed in the oemetary, so that you might 
give a running account. - must skip.....

September 16th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
What with it being Sunday and all, i cannot resist making 

a map. i think the neighborhood is so well fixed in your mind that 
to sketch it again is superfluous. Still, I have a feeling that 
our sufficiently identical so that the one is as satisfied to run over 
familiar plaoes as the other.

Accordingly, I have indicated on the reverse side of this page a 
general idea of how Cane Biver loops around all over the place in this 
particular area. The proportions are about right. I have neglected to 

put in a scale of miles, but I think you will get an idea of that in 
realizing that it is said to be about a mile from Melrose house to the 
Spillway.

I have only indicated a few of the cabins along the river's margin.
I might have added crosses between Arenbourg and the Bridge on the Hast 
bank to indioate ”Phonsie‘s house and Puny'a..

Between Melrose house and the Spillway, I might had indicated the 
succeeding houses which follow along in this order: - the overseer,
Mattie, Bluff, Bud, Sam Peace, Svelina Easeley, P'temite, Jack Marcel, Sam 
Brown, Wile Anthony's (spillway) Regis's Metoyer's mama, Miss Willie's,
Clemenoe's and King Hunter.

I guess that is enough geography for this sitting, and a pretty dul 
lesson it is, too. I would remark in passing, however, that the road, 
indicated by the broken line, (interruption), - the road so px*i grequent 
ly passes along the margin of the river, that in reality there are comparative 
ly few sites wherein houses may be located without the road cutting 
them off from the river, - that is to say, where the road does not run 
between the house and the river*

The interruption was by Beter Baptiste who oame4 to tell me that 
"Doc.” Cross died this morning at the home of his daughter' on Hittle 
Biver. Parenthetically, I might say that his daughter is currently in 
the Charity hospital in Alexandria. I think i shall mention "Doo.
Cross at some length, for what little I know about him seems to dis» 
prove everything that medical science has come to take as a matter 
of course. * ■

... T
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To begin with, you may have heard me mention little Siam in 

times tone bye# Well, Siam Brown1 s mother is Nina Haohette and her 
mother is *BOew Gross’s daughter, making little ^lam, - larger than 
I am, - a great grandson of old "Doc." , ; f i' ^

Old "Doo/ was a tall, large boned, rather thin man# He was 
always a resident of Melrose, and the first time I saw him he was 
sitting oh the store gallery here, - one foot wrapped up in a Vast 
bundle of olothes# His hair was white but in spite of his limp and 
the use of a oane, he gave thb impression of being perhaps 50 or 

60 years old# * /; ;* *"
Me frequently walked the five miles from his home on Little River up 

to Melrose, although whenever possible; he did oatch a ride# In view 
of this vigor at the age of 85, I was somewhat surprised one day when 
I learned that "Doo. n had been taken to Alexandria to have both his
legs taken off just bel w the body# It seems that for years he had
never let anyone seem him without his legs being well bundled up, and 
then, through some slip or other, one of his daughters chance to enter his 
room on a hot morning while he was still asleep, and was startled to 
see that "Doo.*s feet and his legs half way to the knee, had no flesh 
(on them at all, - merely the bones/ It seems, as later developed, that 
"Doc." had been in this situation for "ever so long",’ but In spite 
of that, - and an extraordianry will power, he had somehow been able to
get around by the s use of a cane, and had walked miles to boot#

I have never’heard of anything like it, - such vigor being dis
played after so much flesh had ro ted away, and while it is dis
gusting to consider, still it is remarkable that he was able to 
get about as he did. L f *  :

1  © J l G . M w  V,. V* ’ 1  *  X v i  * *  i i i u  i. mu ^  **’• •k Z  * * ! ; *  % r +\- tat J f *  f l  t :* . r * v

After having both legs removed, - 2 or 3 years ago, he returned 
to little river, and seems to have been as active in a wheelchair as he 
formerly was with* his cane, •‘'at Sunday afternoon some of his people 
came here to ask me to telephone a physician. "Doc," had had a stroke.
I telephoned one in Natchitoches, and later the physician told me that 
there was little hope for recovery, as the old man was completely paralized. 
And so "Boo.” has lived out one more week, and this morning he is dead, 
and tonight, - what with a big moon and dry roads between Oane and Little 
Rivers, there will be a big old wake with scores of oldsters and 
youngsters in attendance^, and tomorrow they will bury him in some forgotten 
graveyard, and t  this remarkable example of a will to live will have 
departed on his final journey.

Between this paragraph ^nd the one above, I have listened to 
Columbia’s Invitation to Learning. I,somehow, found myself wishing 
all the time that circumstances were permitting you to listen also.
Nathat, the Wise by has sing, I have never seen nor read, and perhaps never 
shall, but it has certainly meant much to me to hear the opinions ex
pressed by the three gentlemen on the program, and I am impressed by the 
number of tangent-thoughts that there observations (observational set 
flying off from the central theme. I wish Mr. Lewishon had had an 
opportunity to talk more.
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Regard to whether the play had a "message"* t  giikedjwbftt'gwas. u j 
pointed out, - that everything said, - they might have added, done, - 
is a message autom&tioally. I have so often heard musicians and 
painters decry one composition or painting because it wasn*t pure Art but 
propaganda, - I believe is the word used. For myself, l  have always 
inclined toward those very manifestations in'Art, for it has seemed to 
me that is the artist had ever succeeded iri distilling something that 
was "pure abstract", - so often vaunted as something remarkable, and I 
have always maintained that "pure abstract" was less than Art, for, so 
far as my re-action went, it was just "pure nothing", I nqver before had 
thought of "pure art" as being appMed-to the drama, but of course it 
could be just as well as to any other form of Art. And surely the 
application is particularly pat, since it so well illustrates, - perhaps 
clearer than music or painting, that nothing iH this world could be 
much more ridiculous that a play that wad furely abstract, with no point 
whatsoever in it that would be productive on ideas, • and especially 
human ideas, - if that combination of words may be used,

I did like the parable of The Three Rings, too. It has been years 
since I have heard it mentioned, and I had completely forgotten it until 
this broadcast, f How excellent it is, especially as applied to religion, 
race, economy, etc., - tha't is to say that each of the three rings are 
authentic, and each recipient should so govern himself as to mak,© patent 
to the world that his is the 'authentic one, - the highest protff being in 
his recognition that the other two m£y be equally so,

this is certainly a curious hodge-podge of a letter, and with my 
apologies, X shall have to let it go forward at this point or toss it 
into the basket, Aurellia s mama is in the Alexandria hospital, where 
she appears to be improving nicely from her liver trouble. I gave 
Aurellia the day so that she could run down to see her mama, and I 
shall have dinner with ", R. and Cel'este and the latter’s mother, Madam 
Regard, - a kindly soul,1 and that will be pleasureable. This evening I 
shall remain at this machine, jotting down some thoughts on the Aittle 
Mansion instead of going to'St. Augustine’s on kittle River , as X should 
like to do. Tnoight, after X have supp'ed alone, I shall take to the big 
road, for there is every promise of a: clear sky with a million stars 
and a pretty good sized moon. .X think I shall not go to thet wake, but 
rather travel along the Bermuda Road, to sec how Arenbourg sleeps, and 
to contemplate what is first to be done when the cotton Ls finished for 
1945.......... ,

In
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September 17th, 1946 „

• eiora

Memorandum to dipping Service: ro:t̂  .
Twenty five million thanks for the most excellent report, 

just come to hand, which along with the enclosures on such interest
ing stationary, that i cannot begin to express my indebtedness to you 
for all the pleasures it affords me*f ; - < * : i n *-<.*«’.? fH )  ̂ *fxj h . n*'“r iw\

You refer to various possibilities to which the various 
types of paper might he used, - Hatches, ArenbBuwg, etc,, but I hasten 
to say that very definitely it is the Arenbourg developement for which 
it is best suited, X think, and I am accordingly setting such material 
aside for just that purpose.

What little cotton there is is now rolling and the weather, 
although cool, remainstfair, Everyday of sunshine is doubly thrilling 
because it means that Arenbourg is that much nearer and the sooner will 
a start be made, thanks to one who understands, - the sooner will 
applications of one form or another, based on reports, be started,

iour report, covering so many other topics was splendid. The 
several angles that became apparant following the departure of your 
patient, were especially intriguing. Strange how things oome to the 
surface at suoh a time, <As I recall d ’Aimunzio once contemplated going 
aloft, ,high above some remote section of the Alps, and there in his 
plane exploding 6 bomb that would obliterate every vestgae of his phy
sical self1, and so fill the world with wonder as to where he had dis
appeared. . One big difference between these two gentlemen, 
however, seems to have been in the fact that the whole world knew 
by heart what was perpetually stirringj while it was in complete 
ignorance-of the other's activities. <

You saw xiiioah. I was interested in the report concerning his 
physical appearanoe and his intention to do a bit of traveling. The 
latter feature sounds good, even though the family of his hostess 
will no doubt be as distracting as those he left at home, Perhaps 
grandchildren don’t worry,people so much,, - their great activity 
andJtheir noise, as people without children or grandchildren,. Per
haps, too, in this instance, the grandchildren may have a mellowing 
effect, which would be all .to the good. Somehow x always felt . 
that Tilloah was so wrapped up in his own cake of ice that 
the warmth of his heart never did get a very large circle of radiation, 
perhaps all that has happened during the past few years may have 
thawed ttings out a little. I hope so, - for his own sake, since 
nothing seems tp warm one’s own soul so much as projecting it beyond 
one’s own personal confines and limitations.

m
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(P.S. Please return old man river at convenience, i‘ll
send to dora

1356
You were quite right in saying you knew I would be glad to 

learn of Egon’s return. Off hand, I can think of no n one whose 
return would give me greater satisfaction. He was always such a 
grand guy,, and tjien, too. there was always the feeling that sometime 
or other all of us would likely find our roads intersecting again, and 
it is with relish that 1 contemplate such a possibility. Someday it 
is going to be interesting to learn if you do not find his wife ever 
so much like Celeste. Should the ;two of them come together,; they 
might not appear at all in that manner, and yet, as I view them, 
ther one present, the other in retrospect, I am enormously impressed 
by the similarity of appearance and mental equipement.

o s  • t  p : f i ) e d ‘ d e h i . t i ‘ w t  o e & i  > l i u e i  s . i  • .  • y  ,  . -
In this letter, - or an accompanying one, I shall enclose letters 

from old man river and from dora. Of the old man river one, it is 
interesting that it should have been writte at a H ,  for it is the 
first bs'aad apd butter one I ever knew him to send. I reckon it may 
be because he thought, - and quite rightly, that I was mad. In the 
letter, if t remembe: correctly, he apologizes that he should have 
come unannounced, but says that he had nno other alternative"• Now 
that must be a phrase he has used so often that he has forgotten its 
^caning. I can think of at least three alternatives; - he might have 
wired or telephoned or not come in at all, - by remaining in Alexandria. 
But of course it is ridiculous to apply any kind of nornja pattern of 
social rules in.that case.

^he line from Life, as copied by Lora, sound very nice. I 
am not including the prospectus from Simon and Schuster, as I am 
returning it herewith to him by return mail. I, for my part, want to 
have nothing to do with that business. I have already written him, 
although he had not received the letter, that I think the Scrapbook 
would probably as soon be accepted by D. Appleton- Century, ^acmillan 
or Handom aouse, and that they would^ make an advancement as against 
royalties to as great an amount as the so-called Simon and Schuster 
grant, which is nothing more or less in itself than a royalty advance.
Did I tell you that on the strength of Mrs. Lake’s article in the 
Port "orth paper, quite a few pilgrims headed in at J*elrose yesterday. 
Although I like nice pilgrims, we really don't need any in particular, 
but it is good to know that the Lake article got customers, for she 
mqy do as well when 1 set her to work on a Clemenoe Show, if and when, 
to paraphrase Life, that thing gets a^rangeAkin ?ort Worth.

We for those ^arsh^ll-Waeo belles, nothing comes to hand from 
them, ,r 3?hey certainly take the cork out of the bottle alright. 
Ordinarily it would seem strange that they never did acknowledge the 
rough draft of the Cane Biver article. Perhaps they thought it 
too baA to mention, and yet knowing them as I do* - based on silence 
at the time of the April flood, ± charge the whole thing off to the 
fact that they just don’t write until they get around to actually 
making a move in some direction or other* It is wonderful if they 
can operate on such a method, but even though they may find that 
method satisfactory, - sox far as they go, - i must say it doesn't 
suit me at all, I shall stop with one page in hopes of inclosing 
items mentioned above, ^gain my thanks on behalf of Arenbourg....

September 80th, 1945,

Memorandum to dipping Service;
I enclose a couple of letters which, if X recall correotly, are 
not of much importance, save as to give a flavor to the times.

It seems to me the one from Dora had a pointor ^ o w l n i t h u t  
as I recall the one‘from Dady Date, hers was nothing special, save 
for the addresses which it might contain. I sent it along 
for copying those items, and shortly I shall bombard la Lake with 
particular! about ^lemenoe in anticipation of a ifort Worth exhibit.

I don’t want either letter back.
Our cool spell is o.Ver and I am glad for I have one of those 

summer colds that respond much more readily td sunshine and he t 
jua than td clouds and damps.

a i After to ** &. from Mrs. hand in yesterday’s post indicates
that the ladies will head out for home early
morning * You might say that will mark the official opening
of11 a u t u m n  season undoubtedly there will be much ““^animation
about the place but certainly no more harmony than has pleasantly
dominated everything during the past three weeks.

aooner or later the house wherein i dwell Jill 
he jacked up considerably. une night during a hig Old stpan _ 
a few months back., it must have settled, - <and ^  f ’
nhnnt 4 or 5 inches. It made a report like the explosion oi a 
oannon. ^aSt night it settled further, and now some of the doors 
on the north side of the house open only part way. Xtwxllno 
looked after before the orop is gathered, and will hold up alright 
for that length of timd. after that/X shall worry myself more 
%hout other houses, hut in the mean time one gets out
of navigating in a hodse whose floors are at a 30 degree angle.

What with a lot of things I want to jo down today, while there 
is'an ahundanoe oi peace and quiet, ^shall notjoin "*‘ ^ ipmay9r 
after his oall at Melrose, to go to Miss Sally s for dinner.
The outing is always good, since, it tends to eradicate a few qo - 
® h s  fro^y hraln, hut today X shall forego th^pleasure 
close to this keyboard and let the magnolia table groan withou

mmm

r
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While at the store yesterday, one of the young priests from 
St. Augustin chatted with me for a few moments. He said he 

had just been reading a hook, - Blessed Are The Meek, - I believe he said 
the title is, - b y  some Polish number. It seems to be something about 
the 5th Crusade, - with possibly something about St. Francois d'assissi.
I reokno x shall never get around to read, - if and when I .ever get my 
Reading Machine back, - but I oertainly would like to know something 
about the Children's Crusade, - which I believe the 5th was,

CI guess that was one of the rankest crimes ever committed in 
the name of religion, with thousands of children from all o er Europe 
started off on a big old pilgrimage in the general direction of the 
Holy Land. - then in the hands of the Turks. Someone has said 
that the Children's Crusade was engineered by some Venetian merchants 
who were in commercial relations with the Turks. As I understand 
it vast amounts of the children were sold off into slavery and the 
whole business petered out completely. It oertainly would be in
teresting to know j[ust how much the Church and how much business 
associates of the ^huroh, and how much the military leaders of the times 
had to do with those strange movements. What Charles and Mary 
Beard ought to do, - having long since done An Boonomio Interpretation 
of the American Revolution, - is to do another opus, - An Boonomio 

Interpretation of the Crusades.

l*he radio has much to say these days about Tokio versus Washington 
as regards the top men at present in those two places. From what 
I hear, - locally, - and stemming for the most part from the Capitol, 
is that the Tokio man , while an excellent military mind, is primarily 
a political number, and somhow current doings and sayings seem to 
confirm that idea. It will be interesting to see how things unravel 
between now and the next election. It is premature to say that 
the Presidential ticket might read: Truman versus McArthur, but some 
people seem to think that might well be in the cards.

I'oday at noon, old "Loo.* Cross will be buried, - not in
St. Mary s graveyard on Little River, but along side his-papa and
mama way up the road, some little distance beyond Bermuda, - and 
few will honor his passing. old "Doc, was too hardy as an individm 1 
to be much beloved, and noon day in the‘middle of the week, - and
at cotton w± time, with the weather fair, - ’is no time for a big
funeral anyway. How if it were hoeing time and hot and people were 
looking for an excuse to frolic, then there might be hopes for a large 
turn out. But this is something else again, - mid September, and 
so a few people will lay the fold man away, and before very long every
one will have forgotten how in defiance of all known physical Laws 
their remarkably energetio man held off death for years and 
in complete disregard of nature*s oustoms, just went about his 
business, more of a personification of Mary Baker Rddy's Mind Over 
Matter than anyone I have ever known. Forgive a dull letter - 
I may do worse next sitting.,.., '

1 3 5 9

September Hist, 1945,A, J O ft 3 3 X 0..« i * v. iT J £• T ij *f ff f Tt
SprSiBh  S' e fc iv - ' t hit Ssi no 00 oi?
stance Ax* add 'tiilw oi ,/ihtfremos vcti*

Memorandum to ^lipping Service*:
This morning I was confronted by a startling bit of

news: * f" ~  ̂ ; • 1
*You hear-ed they done killed Cod?**^r .,  ̂ a . oj zi omoi
Aurellia, that remarkable girl, had passed this way to 

bring me some breakfast. As near as I can figure It, she must 
N have been making same inquiry from somebody or other as to

tHe identity of ^esus, ~of whom 1 asked her particulars some time 
ago. Apparantly there must have been some mix up in her mind

I or in that of her informer, so that ^esus and Cod came out to
be the same person and thht an end had been put to the latter,i •. * '■ • : A Vvi; f1 . f  A W * * * * . . -- «*» f

Isn't it amazing how benighted one can be in this world 
(interruption) - but any way you ‘Slice It, suoh a statement was

I sufficient to take anyone a-back.1 t & x .j * >•# i.v s'? 3XCF 5 9 UPE#XO?? 3  *
Another aspeot of curious religious manifestations in,these 

parts is to be found as a by-product of all this radio and newspaper 
spqce given some crakk-pot out in California or some such place, 
regarding the end of the world, set for 9:30 this morning.

It is an interesting oomentary on how fast news gets around 
in this modern world that plenty of illSterate negroes are doing 
much speculation as to what is about to transpire, and the newspaper 
and radio spaoe given this item seems to have shaken up a lot of fear 
in the minds of many a mulatto who ought to know better than to give 
it more than its amusing aspeot, as implied by the press and the 
air. Yesterday one of the Balthazars, - not Sammy but Airey, 
approaohed me, visiably disturbed in soul. He confessed to me that 
he hadn t been to ^hurch in years and that he had almost forgotten 
about odnfession. He had just read about the world coming to 
an end, however, and was greatly troubled. He asked me if I 
had mis-givings, and declared that if he should escape the end of 
things until Sunday, he mo?t ce tainly was going to High Mass and 
to wonfession just as soon afterward as he could, and that he was 
never going to miss attending services again, Airey has a couple 
of boys in the service, - L mean he is that mature, and seemingly 
should have sense enough to give such business its proper place 
in the pattern of news flashes, but he is merely a sepia example 
of a world that reads headlines, swalldwing them hook, line 
and sinker.
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The enclosed letter fro® one of the former "Weavin 
Boys, is noV Very' interesting. He is at Fot Halloran, - or 
some such plaoe on Staten Island, where he has been with 
a group having something to do with the Prisoners of War in 
that x area It was interesting to learn that Kenneth 

would be out shortly, and I assume he will be passing by 
this way as he heads toward Denton#̂ ,. j.vTf. q£J&

The impending week has some sort of a business on the 
agenda for Tuesday, - I may have mentioned it, - «*• may not#
There is to be some sort of doings in the drainage seotion 
of the peoane groves on Melrose, • off toward Kittle Hiver, and 
Sam Jones is to be the main speaker, I believe# I tnustn t  for
get to tell how delighted Governor Bailey of ^iss# was with 
the Sam JonSi*artiole entiel'eds long Shadows over Louisiana.

ecj The Knipmayers, - both Jfic, and Mrs# - passed by yesterday, 
together with Mr. Aldrich# They wanted to see my fine or op of 
bananas which, they heard was remarkable, * espeoially as the 
height of the plant itself seems to ekdeed anything noted 
elsewhere , dither in Louisiana or South America# It made 
me laugh, and reminded m,e of that big old sunflower story 
with whick I once regaled you# If I oould onlyget those 
elusive ladies from waoo over here before the frosts come, I 
shall get them to "strike” a colored picture of the collection, 
which, if a blue sky and a big white cloud can be arranged to 
harmonize with the red of the brick chimney, the gray roof of th 
house, and the lovely green of the big banana leaves ought to 
be really quite nioe». § %0± t b i- ton  ed t i o  kie erk y i

% t  enough of all this, and my apologies for a dull letter.
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Memorandum to dipping Service

September 21st, 1945#

3 tj. I ? V 2 O $ 0 i 1 ’ 8 &
■ v? X **? jk-iw* I T  ^

This is my seoond letter under even date, but 1 am going to 
impose a little further upon yoiar good nature by further ohatter because 
your nice letters have come to hand, * one of which I have had an 
opportunity to read, -nand to which I shall respond, - and the 
other one will oome in for consideration later today, - I hope#

As I stepped, into the post office this morning to post a « 
note to you, whom should I run into by Charles Mazurette, who had 
oome up from ^ittle Hiver, bent on driving the clerk's oar into town.

Would i go with him?

I would# e<f sot
And so, without any farther ado, we both took off forthwith#
There was a check up on last Friday's oheck-up which I wanted 

to attend to, but had not dreamed of such a splendid opportunity# And 
so I made the mos£ of that and a couple of other little matters, and 
so back to Melrose by one o'clock#

4 There 1 found the mail awaiting me, and after saying goodbye 
to Charles, I stumbled over Mr. Brew at the garage, awaiting the beginn
ing of the afternoon's labor at the gin# "• withdrew to the shade of 
a peoane hard by, and there we ran through your letter, • and had just 
finished it, when the big ohd engine in the cotton seotion started 
turning, and Mr. ^rew assured me that he would pass by my house later 
today, - or possibly tonight, depending upon when the gin shut,down 
for the day#

First of k ail, let me say how much I appreciate the nice fat 
enclosure, containing particulars in regard to the de Mezieres# That 
is something I shall have the pleasure of exploring tonight, and doubly 
will you t e  at my side, not only for the data it contains, but also 
£n the realization of all the labor of love which your transcription 
of this data represents# *f you e&fs should be burning, as of Friday 
.evening, there will be more than sufficient grounds.

• • V . t-

Haturally I was delighted to learn that you had listened to the 
Lessing business, and by this time you have been advised that I, too, 
was revelling in the brief half hour at the same time# Wont radio 
listening be grand when things get worked around so that perhaps 
everynight in the week we shall be able to tune in on such broadcasts?
I have a feeling that such sort of programs aren't so far away, and I
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thT abs?*Ption of such blessings with twice as much
f l i t  l  w??ld+bave formerly, when I contemplate the furtherfact that eventually these may be shared at Arenbourg. After all 
nothing in life is pf much value unless shared, and somehow intellectual 
blessings are doubly prized if they come to one, - should I say

°f?6-,to !W0IvWhf? situated away off in the oountry, Somehow, for me, at least, the discussions of t ings intellectual in cities 
somehow looses a lot of value, since too often.aajor ihtelleuctual’ 

edifices, - too closely surrounded with extraeneous additional sources 
somehow take on aspects of lesser value than they actually possess? *

ArfJb®xir«* however, where?earth, water, air and sky are all seemingly united, - and there Isn’t too much artificial concents 
of pedantry kicking about,*,the real value sin- suchdisucssio^s ?s P 

°n the.Invitation to -̂ earning programs, come out into the 
f 8pave *?■ * that gives them much more of their real

by bbe °Ja8hJne non-essentials, or the excess of over- i eas that so often be-oloud one in the deserts pf intelleotualisms 
• tha3 JJ^J^Stiosily make themself felt whenever there is too great a artificiality, - a short-circuiting of Truth.......

t* nioe do say. so many pleasant things about the article.
I t  iB ???d f you t0 t811 mQ y°ur re-action, for being so steered in the setting and the facts, as I am at this place, it is of thePgreatest

3° hw  S?m>2nv yon t0 %i7 e  * *  a tra® picture* of your impressions to what might be stressed or lightened up on a little.

nrn 5boald have mentioned page 8 both pleases-and confirmsmy impression that your understanding of the thing, - and my own 
mis-givings on the thing are identical* Mrs. ^attison set that page
thateoinnPartflC U l a r a t  tl10 time she returned the manuscript that on page 8 especially had she altered the script considerably i am
*2.pgl?d that you upon that particularly weak spot, for that will 
awh?n 8pportunit^ to go straight to that section of the articlewhen opportunity presents someone with whom I may work on that part.

ih* I e * ° t  h?d * * * * * *  t0 read thing to me since it was typed, 4 am not at all certain as to any of the variationsiwithout the 
-u -^cognize immediately that the sentence you quote is one of those *

which has been tampered with, and I am enchanted to have this especial one brought to my attention. especial

_ J ^ PP0S! * s*a11 hold *£• artiole for a little while' hoping 
?®?^nKtT?0p* !£aJ ,thoa0 Wao°" arshall hellos will eventually bob up.I do believe, that in a thing like The Staturday iSvening Poet, where 

pi?buJr 0 S ,r?ndP0re » etc.k could be reporduced in color the article would be muoh better, as a mere explanation bfthe’illus- 
rations, but in the event those elusive ladies never do show up X 
shall patch the thing a little more and send it along to some other 
(mtga$ine, «* something say, like Harper’s or The Reader's ^igest.

0 .i a O'-. ■ v - * w • 0? * • tsr

•I ■;
1 3 6 3

I von never to put yourself in the olass of Kora, so fax.. .-Itfagg 8̂ -5* $  “Pr„“«K«aS%SKWsssy-ssssssa -fewsMsu* •“* =“°h ‘°mthat they well last me, - from one to the bther.
In Sora's ease, 1 often think that not being respond,

whereas,Sm 8onlyStootwell a^oupl9as°fthf o f
m^ay^alfthi'ofan^fast the one ujonjh.

so much items calling *or mav keep abreast with these little
goes on locally, in oruer th t y perhaps formulate a backdrop
• g S N S ^  comprehension when things aie'right at Arenhourg and we
undertake a couple of millinn things jointly,
IdI ba i!0oa && S'?0<f ©iid ‘ * f’rfr h:.o f Qv l *
■■■interruption. « n.LiJ’xw , ,.Û .
>* %■ ♦ o> •' rsstft ^ ■ * fW 2 * { ^ iTfira ■& 9 ff £ tif-'d'S? O h ;  vj 1  h  X U  l l O  0 . 1 0  w  * w

. {j  a  .1 9 ' 3 v<JO » X-x **. W . #

I resume after dark, - although a nice mellow moon through
the bananas eliminates the dark*. -Inc- 3 3\-/c v. b erid -j sd  ̂ - <■•■-'■ ■ ^  .

Mr. Brew read me your nice, nice letter immediately following 
the cessation of the day‘s activities, otfha stars were already be
ginning to twinkle and somehow the peace and quiet of the country- 
sie, plus the general softeness of the light and the pleasant 
perfumes of early autumn somehow united to bring the report and 
its writer ever so much closer to one’s feelings, It was so 
special to read of the cotton plant in the ^otannioal Gardens which 
you found, supported by sticks and struggling along On its weak 

knees, while within arms length began, from where we sat, just 
acres and-acres of the same kind of plant, as sturdy as could be.

It was so good of you to give me particulars regarding the 
Marly Morses. I think 1 have mentioned to you before that 
the Victory ^ay pictures *of la Miaoe;'* de la Concorde were so depress
ing what with the two G0ygevoix items mm not on their accustomed 
pedestals. But now it turns out that they are intact and mounted 
again to their acoustomed places, X have followed them so 
painstakingly in̂  their long trip from Rome, via ship, to Port 
Marly and thence to ^arly-le-Roi, and then a hndred years later to 
the entrance to the ^hamps Blyseee, that I really have become fond 
of them as one becomes fond of any inanimate objeot, long acoutmoed 
to seeing, - and liking. I don’t ever expect to go to Europe again, 
but if 1 should, - or at least so it seems at the moment, * it 
would be enough to make it by air for a week end, - visiting 
the ^arly horses, for a moment, and thence on to Versailles to 
spend a long, long day, taking the plane back to America 
on the following. It’s quite a hop to see a dead horse, hut then 
you know how curious some people are.
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I was equally glad to
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learn of the Mayerling business, too.

I had 'completely forgotten about Stephanie, and I don t recall 
ever knowing that she had subsequently re-married and lived on 
the fine 8,Q00 aores estate in %ngry. I hope muoh of it was 
more productive than some of the vast holdings which go to make 
up estates in this locality. ** «'

It is strange how the economic circle, for example, in this 
area goes 'round and 'round. Before the ^ivil War, large  ̂
speculators bought up great tracts, with a view to selling them off 
when ootton culture*reaohed one new locality or another, following 
the war, a new set of speculators bought the same large tracts with 
a view to cleaning up in some other line of departure, - lumber, or 
some suoh. Today the same business goes on, with oil as a 
possibility supplying the "come-on • *he other day,
*  .  «  : T  k —1  j "  4  ..   A i l .  _  JL  .T  H  Jk . 0 + 0  OF C T &  1 * ^
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_„ _on pretty good
authority, x learned that J. M. had some staggering acreages in 
this Parish alone, - it seems to me it was 15,OOP acres,or it 
may have been 15,000# *• (* - ’ X : .

1 also learned that the boys have agreed that as soon as Pat 
has finished L. 8. U., - within 4 years, if military business doesn t 
get in between. - Pat will take over the operation of Melrose, and 
I assume that J. H. will devote himself exclusively to business 
other $ ban planting. .. , 1

^ut all this isparenthetical to the news about Stephanie.
I recall that you once read a life of the .Empress Elizabeth, her 
mother-in-law. I don't remember having heard you mention anything 
especial in that volume about her. Vaguely in mind there is somethin^ 
about a parity Bazaar in Paris (interruption) - something about 
a fire in ̂ aris whan a Charity Bazaar was the scene of death for 
a number of , socially prominent people, and it seems to me that 
Stephanie had something to do about that Ball, but it must be she 
survived that disaster* uu a Ac Me becicqqus .Mroi so,,

^  * -  •;«» y l  i V  ■ • f  j  f ...
It ip sweet of you to share the winter things with us at this 

time and it is nice to know that you are including the shoes along 
with the other items, for shoes are at a great premium in these parts. 
They are expensive, too, and what with a short, cotton crop, many 
a lad will have to pinch himself twice to get the whithal to acquire 
foot wear for school this winter, uf course a lot of the people go 
barefoot as long as the weather holds fair, but when the wintry 
weather starts, shoes are almost imperative* and I may remark that 
it doesn't take long for soles to wear out, what with the Bermuda Boa 
being gravelled and a distance (rount trip) of from 6 to 8 
miles to be trudged daily.

I must stop at this point and undertake a nouple of other
things* in preparation for the return of thp patient on Monday,
or rather on Sunday. More on the morrow, and in the mean
time a million thanks for a bullion joys.....  zdt

September 24th, 1945.

$:b & X  v, |p-.ei ■ ■ w s  r
Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

v frneqo we shall have to let the enclosure from James act as 
a letter in this oase, since time in against much "desk-work^ this morning.

You will he interested to learn that the Madam returned yesterday 
evening -Sunday. She looked greatly improved. She didn t sound so.
I thiSk'the trip did not' turn the trick. That is my first impression 
aftefseeing her hut a short time. My opinion on the matter will he 
confirmed or altered later today when contact has been established more
thoroughly. . >•

une hopeful sign was the fact that she quoted her Hot Springs 
nhvoiciLi riB saving she should return to the Springs within six 
months/^ « d  she teemed to like that idea. I think that is something 
that will be necessary, - with increased frequency, as time goes on.

I told her 1 * * * had received a card from you, stating that the uiicle 
department had naturally made great drains on your time and energy but 
that you had thought of us often and that you had been so fortunate as 
to find a copy of the Van ^yke book which would probably arrive in 
today‘s post. *he seemed genuiniely glad to hear from you, and akked me 
to send all her love and advise you to go slowly and not try to w^be 
in Suoh difficult times, ^he said she herself wasn t writing to anyon 
because it was too exhausting. *’or your own information, her reaction i 
in vour direction seems to be most kindly. Sister came by before her 
Mother arrive yesterday, caomplaining that she hadn t Written her a line 
in months, - and that during the past three weeks she hadn t heard 
a word from her, save from post cards from Mrs. Patti son. It seems 
she writes to no one. 1 know that sh'e didn't even write . H.

Alright, that is that department, and it looks like much the same 
pattern just ahead.

It'I told yesterday that X proposed to get her to "assist in
planting *renbourg, although in reality that was merely a subterfuge o 
get her into the road. He thought it a fine idea.

I have given much thought to Arenbourg of late, especially in 
regard as to selecting one building, or the other, to put a roof on and
to6make habitable temporarily. 'She small, °a^in. isnf itbut a frame. - but the frame is wonderful. Xhat should get a tin roof on it 
as early as possible. llhe other house, - the one in the picture of the 
youth with his horse, is larger and in better condition, but requires a 
new roof, too, X think.
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This latter building will have to evenutally be turned a little 
so that w it will faoe more southerly than westerly, , and some kind of 
beaverboard or some such composition will have to be introduced to seal the 
inside, I am under the impression that if 1 undertake the alterations 
advisedly, quite a lot of it can be accomplished with the estate carrying 
most of the job,

*'or that reason, - and because of the mental upset of last summer 
at the time Dora left, * not his mental, - but his hostess*, - I should 
rather prefer to get Arenbourg pretty well along before he came here to life, 
I am accordingly watching the block of x,ime fall in where they may, 
hoping that the general pattern will work out as well as could be 
hoped by not trying to control the developement arid the settling of the 
place in advance of day to day happenings.

Yesterday I bought up the *renbourg planting, as much with a view 
to jog J. H, 1 s memory to get the ^etoyers, out of the place as soon 
as possible, - and also with a view to* getting some *toust" alterations 

made just as soon as the gather of the orop is finished and tractors 
and men will be available,

JSugene, - the former store s olerk, - after 4 years of wax, is 
back again, having returned to his home in Cloutierville yesterday,
I think he will be employed in some other Aenry projeot other than ! 
the former position, - 'I hope,

Dan "enry is out of the Army and awaits a boat in Honolulu, That 
factor may* also color things locally for a while, - domestically.

Add these two factors were supposed to tie up with something 
or other, but the point eledes me momentarily. In the mean time, I 
figure that six months hence will about take us into February, which is 
an ideal time for moving many plants, and should tings go nicely between 
now and the, the gounds should be pretty much in order for such business, 
and Hot Springs will call my helper, so that I shall be able to accomplish 
much without even having to say Ho to suggestions.

Simply must skip at this moment. The weather holds good and 
it* continues warm, but somehow there is a hint of Fall in the air.
Tomorrow Sam •'ones and a hundred other will be here to. inspect the Melrose 
drainage ditches, etc., and a big time is Expected in the food department, 
back in the pecane groves,

'
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September 25th, 1946.
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Memorandum to Clipping Service; r ..
r ;.;v* ft l,it Z Z  " t 1 ' ' «■' ■’* ’ ' .••All j
Hightly, at 10:15, over Statioh WHO, Des Moines, oomes 

the very exoellen braodoast by W, ^ Nelson, who prefaces his 
account,of the news in a deep voice, with thise somewhat ominous, 
if not terrifying words;

i {■■■■; a * SOuO jjU-C^  rLrsj. +* j / ,
"These are the latest-deveiepemehts."
I have nothing ominous or terrifying to report this .morning, 

and yet that thought from has Moines runs through m y . 
at the same time I recall that Woodrow Wilson, as a hoy, was wantto 
spend an hour eaoh day with his .father, at the conclusion of w M  oh 
young Wilson was asked to wrtie down an aooount of the suhjeots oover 
ed in the conversation, keeping them in their proper order of value, 
with no exaggerations and no understatbments.

With these two factors in mind, - a presentation of the 
latest developements, pine and attempt to give them their 
truê  proportions, that is the difficulty that confronts me.

As indicated in my report of yesterday, Hot Springs did not 
turn the trick, . ^ur patient seemB rather more on the gay side, but 
although obviously stronger tHan before leaving Melrose, she moved 
about but little, remaining all day on her sofa. Having been 
away from home, conversation turned on things far a-field. That 
is always good, since it prevents her from getting local situations 
out of line in her mind. But when it came time for dinner, she 
decided she was going to eat* in her room, I ate with her.
She said she would come down, stairs for supper. * It was hot during 
the day, but a good shower ih the afternoon cooled thingb off con
siderably. Come supper time, and she decided she would not go 
down stairs., oa ni .« ... t ZS&

Always, in the past, after returning from an absence of a day or 
a week, her strongest desire has been to look over the gardens.
She now returns after three weeks, apparantly quite indifferent to 
what is doing in the horticultural department,

Usually she has undertaken a flock of notes, immediately upon 
her return to **elrcse. Yesterday she asked me to write notes to 
you and to Caroline H0rmon, to Stephen Henry, Joe, Dan and others. 
This is all x shall have to say on this point for the moment, and i 
trust it gives some idea of how we head into the autumn season.

Ilgjjg

Wm

'

sn
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I list the above items at the top of the page so you may 

the more readily detatch it, if you care to. St, Amand is • 
writer of whose work f may not havf spoken frequently to you, and yet 
I know not why, since I'have long liked him ever so muoh. I reckon 
I haven t read a book of his in 15 years, and yet, - if my taste has 

not changed oonsierably, I think I still like him a lot.
. , ' • • . IA number of years ago, his works were translated into 

English, - and possibly American, and the translation was so good 
that I liked them rather better than in the original*

I think you might stumble over some of his works, - in their 
English translations, almost any old time, (interruption),
I mention the above titles as being ones, if. memory hasn’t slipped a 
cog, that 1 liked particularly w®H#

X am under the impression that you might find these items at 
about 10 of 25 cents, since they probably have but limited appeal.

When 1 used to read them, X did so beoausa X loved Versailles 
and the 18th oentury, - the oentury of Yoltaia, Mme. de Pompadour 
and of Messing, I still would like them for the same reason, but for this added point: -

They are as intregal a part in the perfect understanding of 
Louisiana as books on Louisiana itself. Too frequently, as I 
consider the libraries X have known, devoted ,to Louisiana, 
to ’often, as I oonsider the writers of Louisiana, I find that the 
books have been devoted exclusively to Louisiana ana the writers, 
with a few rare exceptions, - such as Gayarre, etc., have known 
little or nothing, of the outside world or of 18th oentury 
Suropev A and in consequence, their writings £ave been totally 
without* the necessary flavor which is necessary to make Louisiana 
the deloious piece of pie it really is.

And so, in mentioning the 3t. Amand volumes, - there are a great 
many, I think, - and none of them have any reference to the new 
world, I do so M t h  a view to making .preparations far in advance for 
the Arenbourg Library. For Arenbourg should devote itself largely 
to the Lowwr Mississippi Valley, and in so doing,.it is bound to 

embrace ofx all of 18th oentry Eruope, - pluse the last half 
of the 17th oentury, - or it is a picture of the times and the place 
without any coloring, without any background. t.

And while on the general subject of books, I must mention 
another volume which is quite interesting, - quite one sided, as 
I recall, but altogether fascinating in its details and particulars 
of that segment of French history, sandwiahed in between the 
XIV And the $Y Louis. It is an American publication, # m %
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France Under the Regenoy by Perkins.

It also is a book that would be but sligslightly read, 
and might be pioked up, by some rare ohanoe, on the bargain counters 
now and then.

The most fascinating section of it is that part devoted to 
The Mississippi Bubble.

As I remember it, there was an excellent account of the 
speculation that went on at such a mad rate under John Law, when 
shares of the Mississippi enterprise made millionaires out of 
scullions and paupers out of princes.

The above items will be books that will never appear on 
'the heading Machine, but there is a good chance that on long 
damp winter eveings at Arenbourg, comfortably seated before a cozy 
fire and fortified with some pleasant beverage, one may share these 
counter-parts of old Louisiana with relish, and that a throough 
digestion of the American chapter of the 18th oentury will be the 
more satisfying and complete, when backed up by such tomes which 
in themselves are a delight, with or without relationship to any
thing else.

There was some other point x wanted to touch upon, but it 
eludes me momentarily, and what with a crowd of people in the 
offing, - for the barbecue, X shall have to fold up about now.

You will forgive such a lop sided , literary discussion, and 
for my part I shall try to get back into more perfect balance at 
my next sitting........
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Memorandum to dipping Service:

The enplosed card is sent merely for the printed notation that 
appears on the front, - something about sanitary white attendants, 
which is quite good, 1 think*

Yesterday was a full day, and the-daily drizzle held off until 
long after the festivities were over, so that things turned out very
nicely* ; ~ • / v \ \

4i?he cavalcade of planters, Federal and State officials, etc., 
arrived about 11. Gheer was dispensed in the the store, and one had 
an opportunity to meet old friends and to make new ones.

I chanced to be on the store gallery when ex Gov. Sam Jones arrived 
and **. introduced me immediately upon greeting him.

I told Mr. Jones that I would waive reference to his political 
accomplishments but would pass along a good word, as expressed by 
Gov. Bailey of Mississippi, on his literary attainments, especially 
his article of last autumn entitled "Long Shadows over Louisiana".
I guess reference to his writing, - in suah a group at least, has been 
infrequent, and he seemed pleased. He is a short, rather on the plump 
side, kindly person, easy to talk with end interested, apparantly, in 
everything. I enjoyedmy little chat with him.

A little before 12, perhaps 200 people and groups of people 
had arrived, and J. H. sought me out and said: "Let s go , - and 
so we headed off toward Little River, driving deep into the grove 
of peoanes. Several trucks had been- drawn up in the shade of some 
trees, and tables were piled high with food, - barbecue beef, 
potatoe salade, etc., etc. Further along were trucks with iced drinks,- 
Coca-Cola, beer, etc.

There were two or three addresses of welcome, - brief ones
% © n  a long line was formed, - it moved rather leisurely but 

sufficiently smoothly to avoid any stalling, and each person passed 
by the automotive buffet, selecting his own food or having attendants 
serve him at will. *nd once fortified with ample stores, one 
joined little knots of men who, for the most part, used the ground 
as a resting place and a treen trunk as support for resting his back. 
That made for informality, intimacy and comfort, and the picnic 
was a sueoesss. n ^  . I

S T L * *  k! (over) •
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It was during this period that Mr. Jones contacted me, referring 
to what 1 mentioned early about Gov. Bailey, and asking me if I 
ever visited Mississippi much. I confessed that I had in times gone 
by, and he then asked if I had ever heard much about the Natchez 
Trace, and I confessed affirmatively again. He wanted to know 
points about it, - historically and its present political and 
economic aspects. I told him what I knew. He was kind enough 
to say that this was the first time it had ever been made clear to 
him, both as to its ante bellum nature and the relation of that 
aspect of it to the present talk about the highway.

f
I told him quite frankly that I had heard it rumored that 

he was being groomed for the office of Louisiana U. S. Senator, and 
that I hoped he would be successful, and if so, I hoped the word 
Natchez Trace would appeay in his Senatorial! Speeches, and that there 
were some purely State subjects, - an Archives Department in Baton 
Rouge, of which I should speak to him at some more appropriate time 
and place. f

*
About this time, the eating part of the picnic was concluded, and 

it wastime for the speech making, and so that ended our conversa
tion for that sitting.

v \T \ 0  0 Jt 1 * *
Most* of the speeches were about drainage, • the day's meeting 

having been based on the ditches and canals dug during the past year 
on M0irose t - and the best of these talks were by Mr. Jones. I was 
impressed by One statement he made relative to the eventual drying 
up of fax moneys, currently gathered from oil and natural gase pro
duction in Louisiana, • the parallel in my mind being between that 
statement and one made by Sargent Prentiss in the 1840*8 or 1850's, 
wherein that Mississippi Senator predicted -that one day Miss, would 
loose ittf first place in cotton production to Texas or some other 
State and that thought should be given as to what would re-place 
the staple as a means of wealth for the citizens of the State.

Eventually 1 shall find that speech, quote from it, and include 
it in a note to Gov. Jones. I think he will like it and possibly 
make use of it, • and besides, it will do no harm to do a little 
correspondending with that gentleman., f .

following the various speeches, the crowd divided into t*w 
part8, - these who wanted to tour the drainage system and those 
who wanted to inspeot the peoane groves. I thought this made a 
perfect exit for me, and so I . headed out toward home on foot*
It was hot and I was all a-drip when I arrived. Accordingly I stoked 
up some fire in my heater and within a short space of time, - but 
perhaps an hour or so after quitting the picnic, - what with the 2 
or 3 mile walk following, I plunged into my bath.

in the midst of that business, I theard the bell on my gate 
jingle, and loj there was J. H, and a group of perhaps 20 of the 
officials who had taken part in the festivities. Not unlike Venus 
arising from the sea, 1 emerged from the waters, unhooked my screen 
doors, and greeted the gentlemen on the gallery. J. H. said he 
hqd no intention of disturbing me and merely wanted the men to see 
the exterior of the house, - its mud walls, etc., but I insisted

i

that he bring them in to view the "family portraits", as we always 
style the mulatto portraits that adorn the walls of this house.

And * so we had another shott round of chatter and laughter , and 
with me<iri my bathrobe looking more like a deplumbed chicken than 
thanthing else, 1 imagine.

And so that part of the day was done, - what with their 
departure, with a final inspection of the banana plants along my 
front gallery which one man said he didn't believe was true as to 
kfczk 'height and vigorousness, even though he saw them plainly before 
his own eyes, ^hey really are surpassing anything I have ever seen, 
and strangely enough without any espeoial care having been given them.
I guess they are just another manifestation of«that sunflower business 
of^childhood of which, 1 think, I have spoken to you before.

As for my patient, she seems to be following out my orignal 
snap judgement that &ot Springs did not turn the trick. All day 
yesterday she seemed to be in*a pretty good humor, but 
in her hightbown all day, never even putting on her stockings. She 
remained on her sofa until about 7 p.m., when shetransferred from 
it to her bed; I assume that unless cooler weather gives her much 

added vitality, she will continue to sag slowly. I |U0®® a$9^ er 
round to % t  Springs during the early Winter cannot be far from 
contemplating as a foregone conclusion*

A letter from Lan ^enryfreports that he is in Los Angeles, 
having reached there from the Hawaiian Islands a day or-two ago.
<he speaks of going on to Fort Sam Houston, w somewhere in Texas, 
and thence to *elrose about October let. <J. *. says he is not out 
of the Army, but this seems like ah awfully oong trip for a mere fur
lough. We shall see. The Mada has mis-givings as to the probability 
that he will take up drinking heavily , once he is back, - so many 
of the soliders, • or rather*ex*soldiers, in this area seem to be 
inclined in that direction. Well, we shall cross that bridge 
when we come to it.

Both in the morning and in the afternoon, or rather the evening, 
while I sat with my. patient, she spent ever so much time 
of the developement of Arenbourg and wanting me to ^  ,
iust as soon as the M0toyers move. Ostensibly I.mPfiA over saalous, 
and the more I incline toward holding back, the more she 
to get going. This is a very pleasant aspect, as I had not been 
quite sure what the reaction would be. Apprantly, however, it is 
all to the good.

I telephoned Miss Culver on the Madam's behalf yesterday 
morning. IPfound her at the Ubrary Commission in Baton Houge. and 
she says she is heading up this way for a few day s visit about 
t e second week in uotober. So be it. (over J

»
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■ * ! On Thursday we are scheduled to have some other people from 
Baton Rouge, a % s. Bvans and a oouple of other hags, none of 

whom * have ever seen hut some of whom seem' to know me, - or 
at least have heard tell. 5 t I .

* x>f 1 f O  - J J. , .. v. V

The clerk, - Billy Hinton, is a nice person, and something 
of a cabinet maker when not busy at the store, Yesterday he 
somewhat sheepishly asked me if t~he dared asked me a question ! 
about the openings from the Jean Baptiste ^etyoer house. I 
allowed as how 1 thought he could. Well, it seems that he haa 
eyed the large door, - the one with the places for 36 panes, with 
great yearning, wanting to try his hand at putting it back into 
first class condition, - for of course it has fuffered during the years/ 
Naturally 1 was enohaned at his'wish to do something with it, for that 
will put its installation at Arenbqurg that much closer, and I 
know he will perform a labor of love on'it that will be superior 
to anything anyone else would do. And so he is moving it 
from the old'store, where it is currently housed, and once at his 
home, he will make merry with his spare time at nights and on 
week end, making it just as elegant as it was originally#

The orignal lock from the door is missing, but I have 
negotiated with Bill Llorenze, currently operating the Melrose 
gargae, for the lock and key which Harold Meaiere bnsrowed from 
the Louis ^e.toyey (tyelrose) house, when he operated that same 

garage. There is nothing particularly special about that look 
* and key, save that it is original^- about 1830, I should say, and 
the key, while plaih, is strikiiipĝ in that the,item is about six

es long* .and somehow will go very nicely'with the size of "̂ the.door itself*'' ’* t* * ' * * / • *t • r » •* ^  r
Miist gallop for thd moment......

Intended to say yesterday that The 'Other Wise Man arrived on schedule 
oh the 24th and that the Madam was altogether enchanted with the

1 3 7 4
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Memorandum to (Hipping Service: v
«To hand your most excellent report, especially oovering a 

number of situations and personalities of mutual interest, and 
it is a great pleasure to take i>en in hand to say thanks to you for 
all the labors therein represented.

I laughed at your ̂ respective accounts of ^err Blimp and 
Herr Chipmunk. *Herr Blimp, from your description, must somehow 
'resemble something of a cross between -̂err Luther and Herr Chur chill, 
with a strip from the funny papers thrown in for good measure I am 
glad that they both found good jobs, however, because for a lot 
of pdople food and drink are the two things in life that matter, 
and thus provided with what it takes to provide that, they are 
secure in the little worlds in which they move. After all, that 
no doubt is what provides happiness for them, and happiness is the 
thing everyone seeks most, and they are assured that, with 
never a threat of grand sorrows and never the promise,of celestial 
joys, - just a dead level on which they may travel to a very 
secure but a very dull termination of their existence.

My patient has gone through her third day at home in nmoB 
the same fashion as the proceeding ones. She did dress j^terday, 
but spent the entire day in her room. I dined with her and our 
conversation was general, but rather on the gay side. She speaks 
frequently of getting to work on Arenbourg, saying she thinks 
I should undertake it just as soon as possible. I concur. I 
think. - in fact, I am sure, that in the back of her mind she 
feels that eventually the place will be rather nice, and that evetually, 
when I am done with it, it may pass to someone like Pat. It may, 
of course, but I ^reckon she may not remember, - perhaps £as never known- 
that one clause in the property transfer provides for it to pass 
to another for life use, should I fold up my beard before all the 
magnolias have come into bloom. *£re you listenin ?

V- ‘ < : ? .

It is good to have this sedintary expression of enthusiasm, 
however, and it will eventuate in the accomplishment of many 
things with much greater facility. My most pressing problem is 
to get all these things done at the earliest opportunity, in order 
that things may jell, if possible, before Bora's advent, ^nd so 
I shall endeavor to hold him off as long as possible, while 
laobring with as muoh speed as possible, hoping in the end that 

* a perfect oo-ordination may see*muoh accomplished precisely at the 
moment he moves in this direction.,.

. ■ a m
SMtSiSfl
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The weather, oontimwe in tie upper 80'a, and the n ^ t s a r e

my patient left for the Springs, she 8BS®4 ^f I «o^d tolnd using er 
ifi-ro-fl radio during her absence, while she took, my small one along 
for^entertainment^while away, ’it made nedifferenoetome of course, 
except that when she returned, X re-instated h® ^ “kohin0 i h s tean 
and had mine baok, - deader than a doornail. accordingly it has Deen 
sent^to Alexandria for repair and I a m t o l d i m a y h e  8 £
within the next couple of wests. I am afraid I shall accordingly miss 
this coming Sunday's Invita1£on to learning.

•And speaking of the latter program* * think. ^ mention m
my reaction to last week'sahalf hour on ̂ ryden. To me, th^t 
program represented a fine example of whathappens when pn^in’their 
isolated from humanities* get together they becaan
discussing 9him, aftertheyVdfinished omehow
they failed to tie in the writings of the man wit*.®*)*®* th0 time 
that he lived or the effeots of his writings gn subsequen t
people or events . It was all t*#,rare, . like a group of ohemists 
discussing a gas*which the listening layman had never ^®®r* would 
ever see, and probably never he* much effected hy, - one way 
the other. s <

For ° the most part, the discussions of Invitation to ^earning are 
excellent because they usually bjring the subject,.- even thoug 
new, within the grapsp. of the average listener, 
are finished, one has much to think about and a desire to explo 
I fiuess that is why hr. Butler's Tuesday lectures in %tchez were and 
L f  so p^oLus, ..hs^use one Carrie's away a whole flochofideas and 
desires which have been created by the master craftsman who has 
arranged them for him who runs to read. ...

Last Sunday on the ^ryden .our, when they spoke of the political 
poems, they slid .over a big: point, X thought, when someone remarked: 
"Of course, we haven't time to mention the political setting whioh 
occasioned this poem*. That is where the purely literary mind fell 
flat on its faoe, it seemed to pie, since it evidenced the thought 
that for too many students, - scientists, etc,, their is often the 
error that the material with which they deal has no relation to the 
rest of life, - as though the stuff were something reserved In • 
b vacuum tuba, to be examined as a curiosity and not as an intregal 
bit pf the great mosaic which properly placed in a oo-rreot postion, 
is necessary to the complete understanding of life itself.

It would certainly sound silly to hear a group of people under
take a discussion of, say, >- The Declaration of Independence, - and 
blandly remark: "Ofdcourse, »wej:haven't the time to touohuUpon the 
political aspects obtaining in the 1770*s, - the situations which 
occasioned the creation of this document.*

Just one more swing at this thing, and ththen I shall be 
done.

A few weeks back, when discussing the atomic bomb, one or 
two of the people on the Invitation to Learning Hour remarked 
that in the past, scientists had often withdrawn themselves from 
the rest of humanity and worked in a little world, - set apart by 
themselves, as though it had no relation, as though they had 
no relation or responsibility, to the rest of creation. The 
point stressed at that time was that there is no fight as between 
Science and Christianity, between mechanics and morals, but on the 
contrary, there is the closest kinship, - and unless we can kneed 
these several branches of human endeavor into one universal whole, 
then atomic bombs will be exploding in the wrong places and oivilizati 
tion will be going to pot because the scientist will have created 
a Frankenstein that Heligion cannot handle.

Poor youl Afraid to skip a line for fear you might, by 
m some magic, run into something interesting, and yet arriving 
at the end of this diatribe without having stumbled over anything 
at all.must get a little note off to Bam Jones this morning, 
calling his attention to the remarkable parallel between a section 
of his peeane grove speeoh of Tuesday and one made by Sargent 
Prentiss a hundred years ago. I think 1 referred to this 
in yesterday s note to you. Things prevented me from getting 
at it then but 1 am determined to rip it off this morning*

About this time of year, the butterfly lily department 
takes a new leawe on life that is very interesting. Hot always, 
but sometimes, the roots, - which look astonishingly like 
unboiled lobsters, send up, by some supreme effort, a 
hunge stalk, where upon, at the top, the butterfly burst into 
astonsishing bloom, - a dozen or so at a time. I have been 
selecting some of these fine bulbs for Arenbourg planting in 
January. I must fold up at this point as people have come for 
one thing or another, and I must gallop. ......
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service j
Thanks a heap for your nice letter and for the package, sent 

from mid-Manhattan, which came to hand nicely.

3 noe Mr. Brew will lot
individuals who received the 8?*p+?ai*0Deration ana so I walked over niffht Mr. Brew being engaged in that operation, am sui A ,  ’ ■nnnT«,n house - FugabQU, • and asked him to drop by. I tp his uno£® 8 8 * items in the package, and he was enchanted and
ruttIerf£oored£yIlf the fine array of things. He nought one pair 
of th£ gloves would he nice for gfto^t.Mathew's
ing in sohool ^hl ® 1. August in■ s, (wit h an e(
H  HiI &  i f  thfaSse^wald S  along side St. Augustine's
Ghuroh out yonder. H^len goes to -ittie River on Sunday nights and
comes h o m e ^ W r U e - f p l a c f n f  r i f f y ' s  Church. That 
if^lefs part. %en her hrother -Junior Pugabou.-who is a curious 
looking boy, - an albino, will get the other pair.

__ , 1 n m i w i T l  tret one of the dresses, the lightMaude, 8 wagabon’s6mama, and Mr. Brew*s grandmother,
°whif whpm’l^g^thfaarfaresfe8Sis iTl thin.fhifhlaok terkie.
about 6 feet 6 inches in height. She ^ fT^ ° 1̂ f ^ b f a f f  to
eeftfthfstoreSanfto°ow^houseior8anothefwhere she does a little work 
without the rigors of being chilled t;o death, as she usually is.

I have been doctorSng Sis forsometimellmag^e.^Somehow coffee
g*ss2U? s c : is s s /....

Jeffs. affords, loeordingly I‘llod and Jold ths
ss sr* n 1.? i-thS™: « s« s , « :  ,:si:? do.«! « •«  *«> » “ * “ • ■«“ *

■
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they produce, as a substitute for coffee, - although she doesn't 
know their nature, makes her feel fine. I assume that trust in 
her physician adds to the s psychological effect, and she seems 
better than in years*

As all the above has to do with the family of Brew, you 
might skip reference to it.

I might add, in reference to the above, that itagabou most 
particularly asked me to tell "that lady”, — meaning you, how much 
all these fine things mean for him and his family, as he is trying 
to school his children, - sinoe he neither reads nor writes, and that 

he wants to thank you himself one of these days when s he sees you as 
I assure him he will,

i
A detail I might add is the fact that Fugabou is one pf the 

expert tractor drivers and prise chauffeur on prolonged jaunts, and 
that*his devotion is 100 per cent. It wont be long before the terraoe 
at Arenbourg will be ready for a going over, the drive to be created 
by the same agency, and the artifical swan lake to be dug. fhe tie 
that already'binds this family to us is strong, This thoughtfulness o 
on your part in the matter of clothes will in no way lessen that tie.

CJur patient continues on the droopy sfde. Yesterday she did
, Th9XQ were quite a few callers, * and Mrs. Knipmayer 

in the morning, - some more people I have forgotten, .and in the after- 
noon, three ladies, - and rather on the dull side, from Baton Rouge. 
Just as they arrived, Ban>enry arrived from Baton Rouge or rather 
from Hawaii,. - which isn't the sme thing exactly.

4.x. q?ite a long talk with him and quite interesting were
the details he had to relate oovering that place during tjie past 
three years. His mother, of course, dl$ not come down stairs for 
either dinner or supper. %i s  morning, according to the servant 
she is not feelitig very peppy* She folded up atr6 o'clock, and told 
me she proposed to take liberal doses of oodine during the night.
Ban Henry has a 66 day furlough and will be in the big house much of 
that time. X am glad someone will be under the same roof, although 
all the nenryS are gr9at oh tearing up and down the road, so as t 
constant companion, none of them are to be counted upon much.

The doootr came by this morning about 6 a.m,, and he brought 
my radio with him, having had it repaired in Alexandria. I am glad 
to have touch with the outside world again. The reason for his 
early visit to elrose was the fact, according to another servant 
that Puny developed pneumonia during the night. As X understand it
Pneumonia is r adily eradicated now by use of the sulphur drug so * 

reckon there is no need for worry. His stepson, Big Bix was*in 
the road last night, but didn't mention his father's illness. I 
reckon it came upon him fast. He is one of the king-pins at the 
gin, and i ^  ^  ^  of the cotton l m ‘ t  t 0 0  g00d f„  him>

I was ever so much interested in whtt you had to tell me 
reftArding life's aooount of the Pearl uarbor business. I did hear 
it mentioned on the air, but the Columbia news!braod<£8ts are aiways 
cjo brief - about 6 or 7 minutes at most, after the advertising is 
eliminated, that one gets but a passing glanoe at any situationthey 
touojt upon, - especially as th e y  seem to love to tell you • 
of Mtails - when, as rarely, they go in for details. 1 cite suon 
thin %  as rattling off a whole flock of number of regiments or 
divisions or sums such of troups that may be expected 
Ehiroue for home. As I don t know one regiment or ^vision that 
embraces anyone I know, all those details might well be and
some detail of actual happenings in the world of news substituted.

I found it very interesting, the use of Hava jo in a°de* 
can imagine it would be extremely difficult for any Jap to ever fathom

Estrange goulash in the kilocycles. It seems to me that 
the idea was unufually clever, and I'll bet there was plenty of hair- 
pulling on the part of the Japs whose business it was to try to 
decipher such goings on.

Up to the present writing, the manuscript has never come to ~ 
hand from “armonson, and * must get a litter off in today s post in 
rpfprencQ’ to ti. In a round about way, - may I say, - l©«*rn
that little Miss Hamsey is presently Xn South ^°^siana, bav ng ^ecove 
ered from her recent fevers. I must also get a line off to her t 
Morgan Oitv urging her to pass this way while the gin is still 
going full blast, in order that we may get the final touches on the 
cotton situation for the ^ane *iver article. I espeoially want 
to have a good photo of a black, black negro handing a jotton bowl 
to a light, light mulatto. Strange how elusive that lady is, and 
vet shells all wool and a yard wide. As I may have remarked before, 
artist and negores have one thing in common, - too often, and tha 
is the very elements that make them what they are seem to include 
an unpredieatable element which calls for a heap of patience. For 
mvs^lf they are worth the effort of exerting the patience, but to 
people*who do not feel that way, then that unfortunate characteristic 
of necessity rules them out of the average human orbit.

I must skip at this point, and thanks again, both from me and 
from Fugabou, - for all the nice things that come our way......
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IMEJIiP September 29th# 1945.

Membrandum to ^lipping Service: >
i shall begin this note bravely, although there is a chance I may not get far, sihoe Caroline ^omonlf who blew in last night, may decide to oall on me earlymsmorning.as mav Charles “‘azurette, who’ will also appear from Little w e r  , 

determined as he si, - as indicated by an earl*e* “f ^ ^ a n d  to head out for Cleans today, - ^ “ d all so he will probably be arriving here with some cllPP“ &s a this morning. Shat is the situation.' to quote Pierre.
It was good to have your note in yesterday’s P°®B and I noted all particulars, personal and items from abroad, 

keen interest.
: While ifflits through my mind, I will thank; you•Per advisine me regarding the opening of the Sallerie a Apaiion, 
although the extra "a" in my spelling must read curiously.

I may have spoken to you in times gone by of my aspeoia1 enthusiasm of that onderful marble top table housed in Jhat 
Sallerie, - the one made up of squares measuring about n 
foot, wherein, and in each square, was abeautiful ,
inlaid In'marble, - making it quite surfacekind in the world, As X recall, most of thia elegant surface
was hiddnen by some enormous glass oase, confining ™ e W  w
iswels - or some such, * a faot which in the old days ne attempted to do anything about, but whioh f_think, from th far off situation, l shall attempt to amend, the next time I 
take pen in hand to run the louvre a little bit.

The mention of the Regent diamond, as being housed in the
Sallerie d’Apollon, surprised me, for X had *?9* ^ 9* ™ 9 Chantilly, impression-that it was always on display at the gateau de hantiiiy, one time home of the Princes of Conde.• InthePerkins book, -Prance
Under the Regenoy, of whioh I spoke in a *99e? ^ ! * ° r*’ ' i r Rom© mention of tho ^rince of Gonde hauling awe>y seve?ai c«rioads o? gold from the Mississippi Company s offices 
in Paris - gold which they had acquired by cashing in their stocks before that bubble burst. aSd I had always assumed that this gold might have been’a possible source from which the_Regent Diamond was subsequently purchased. As ra°all,the Diamond was stolen a number of years ago, ‘ fay in the 1920 s , _  
when someone concealed it in a apple, but that it was su q y 
returned to Chantilly#

!,

J
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It was interesting to learn that so much treasure from 
the -louvre had been housed at Ohambord and jibnx Valencay {?), 

during the war. Ohambord, you will reoall, was once the home of 
the ^areohal de Saxe, grandfather of Georges Sande, while Valenoey 
was the home, - or perhaps is now the home, of Anna Gould,
Duofcesse de Talleyrand, I recall a good description of the place 
in the Lacour-Gayet 4 volume work, Prince de Talleyrand, and if 
memoray serves, either Illustration or Plaisir de Prance, had some 
lovely photographs in color of the courtyard of Valencey, much 
white marble background, with a greensward in the foreground, where 
on elegant scarlet ibis lent just the proper color note to the whole business* .«. „ . ..

You ask about the cotton set up locally, and how the thing 
works. Well, here is a brief sketch* I shall for convenience 
divide the thing into two parts, - the first with the use of 
the share crop method, - which the negroes prefer, and the second 
without that method:- ' ■■

,  X —  t I  v  V  ■o.'.i-S.jJ. i  W & *  '' v . )  j

In the Spring, a, hand living on the place arranges with the 
owner that he will take a certain strip of lafad to word, - say 
two acres, say 10 acres. The owner furnishes the ploughing or 
not, as the tenant prefers. If tractors or machinery owned by 
the planter is used', a small chargb for its use is made. The 
planter also furnishes the hand with seed, ab well as food and 
clothing as he may need it during the season. The cotton is planted 
either by the hand alone , - or if he wishes, by the aid of the 
plantation machinery. The hand undertakes to hoe the patch and 
keep it clean. When it comes "cotton time", - which is now, 
the hand picks his own cotton, and it is hauled to the gin, 
where it is weighed before and after ginning, and the whole 

matter put on the account of the hand. The value of the cotton 
is figured as a separate account, just as the cotton by another 
planter who brings his cotton to the*M elrose'gin, - ahd after the 
erop is finished, deductions are made from materials and services 
advanced, and the hand is given the balance. I must say that 
at Melrose, the enrys enjoy the fullest confidence of the negroes 
who share-orop, for weights and costs are really figured impersonally

At the present time, cotton sells roughly around £0 cents 
a pound. The average bale weighs 500 pounds. It requires about 
1,300 to 1,500 pounds of cotton to produce a bale weight 500 pounds, 
ihe balance of the Weight'is in the cotton seed, averaging about 
two thirds of the 1,500 pounds. Ootton seed brings about 40 to 
45 dollars a ton at present. 0*;course the hand is paid both for 
the'lint, - the bale, - and for the seed,

in this region, a fair crop would be about one bale to the 
acre, and in a good year, a man with his wife and'say three children, 
might produce from 6 to 10'bales. After costs of cultivation have 
been deducted, there is a neat cash balanoe, to tide the man over 
until next year although usually he likes to put his money in an 
old oar or some personal gaget, and after the 1st of the year, 
work at day labor, • building fenoes, etc., until next planting time 
That is the share orop method, as practiced in these parts.

She other menthod, is straight day labor, wherein the planter 
employs the hand to prepared th soil, plant, and the man ahd 
his .family, to hoe and to pick. ' * -

In the latter occupation, at the present time, a dollar and 
a half is paid for picking. A good picker can pick about £00 or
£50 pounds a day.

But of course a scarcity of ootton or adverse weather may 
eliminate much opportunity for steady pioking, and so , as in 
the case of the share cropper, the variations of the weather play 
a large part in the sucoess or failure of his hopes that center 
around cotton time,

For the most part it is imperative that the plantation carry 
both the share oropper and the day laborer o v e r a n e x t e n d e d p e r i  , 
so that by the time the final settlement is made, there isn t too 
much left for the individual to oall his own.

One very heartening thing on this place is the foot that 
aooounts are always rendered immediately, with no waiting for oas 
and no fussing over charges, eto. -the accounts are hept up to 
the minute, and the moment a man has ginned his ootton, he nay 
get his slip, indicating the weights, etc., and go 1!™®dia ® ^ d 
to the store and after deductions for.just advances have been made 

he can walk out of the plaoe with his money in his pocket.
Onoe, and only a few years back, Melrose maintained about 

an tn fio mules for use in the ootton fields. Sow 1 think t e e  
« e  perhaps 6 pretty much moth eaten animals.
horse flesh and manual labor. I am under theimpressionthatbefore 
the ootton picker, - meohnaioal, - gets perfected, there may be 
little or no use for it, although 1 am not ®+Ion
stand that successful experiments have been made w£®f®ln _
is planted in one row, broom corn in the next, and the whole p 
cultivated bv hoeing, but no ootton ever picked. Instead, a 
very1 heavy mowing mfohine is put into the field mowing down 
Iheyootton ahd bioom com alike, and the "hole thing baled up 
as hay, sent off to a mill, not unlike a pulp 4
whole thing treated with some chemicals, and eventually tu
out into some remarkable rayon, clSth Atof ootton and the enduring properties of Bymtnetiociotn. A 
the moment the whole industry is poised on something like
and if that should oome along, of course, fa0*®*1®® " it*a labor 
means of employment must be found to take up the ■“ ■“ ^ * 1 " ° *  
which up to now has made its existence primarily n 
picking part of the business.

Ihere were a oouple of other points, but 1 must skip at the 
moment, for things are starting to turn.
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I enclose tletter8 from Dora and Ivjiss Robina. • neither 
Qf which I thinktare of ,much interest* Dora’s is certainly 
brief. Miss Robina refers to ,a folder for which l asked. It 
concerns some restoration work in Little Rook which I should 
like to mî ll over to see if it ,can in any way be applied to 
Natchez. Must skip.......  ” , *
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I have 3^st listened to Invitation to Learning, and thinking 
of you thoughout as I did, I somehow found myself every moment hoping 
that we were sharing it together. j

As last week1s session on Dryden fell short of what X considered 
a good session, this week s half hour accomplished precisely what 
I think it should,"- at least so far as. I was concerned: - It 
.acquainted with me with Schliman l?). it made me want to know more 
about him and it suggested some of his won works and his biography by 
Ludwig for me to further,inform myself.

There was but one statement in the whole proceedings which 
I questioned, and it is always well to have one or tov; of those at 
least. That was the statment, - or the impression that i got, that 
Archeology had its inception with the gentleman under discussion, - 
and the year 1871 was mentioned ;as about the time Archeology got to 
going.: i think I may have misunderstood this point, for we all know 
that Archeology is pret„ty much older than that. Plying baok as I 
so frequently do, to the 18th century, I recall that the uncovering 
o £ the ruins of Pompeii in the middle of that century was what gave 
the inspiration to Mine, de Pompadour to build the Petit Xrinon after 
the manner that she did., And of course B.f L. G. Wailes interest in 
Indian Mounds and their excavations in the 1840* s and 1850 s is 
but one person's aotivity in a1 field in this country wherein archeology 
was not unknown. But all that is merely incidental and a foot note.
I thought the program today was grand and I am sure you felt the same 
sense of satisfaction, if you were so fortunate as to hear it.

As I have before mentioned, Saturday nig;ht is always the big 
night on Gane River. Last night was ever the same. My friend, Peter, 
with doubtful attributes of value, save that he has something about 
him that I like, passed by my house about first dark, and I walked 
with him for a piece up the road, as far as Arenbourg, when I returned 
home. This morning, when Sam Reace passed this way with coffee, 
he told me that there was a little more racket at Sammy Balthazar s 
than qsual about 11 p.m., and that Peter had been shot.

, I guess I would have liked to help rete£ out a little from time to 
time because Victoria, the one time cook at elrose, had died in 1938,

, le-aving Rater a boy about 11 or 12,,and I suppose i thought that 
somebody should have done a little more for him,than has been done,
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even though-not much can he done for him because of his unpredictable 
and undependable nature. Well, Peter had been shot, and that was 
that, and Sam went on his way and then in half an hour Breakfast 
arrived, ^uiellia carrying the watier, and informing me that last 
night Peter had been shot. In/due time, Aurellia left and as I 
took my firs$ sip of chocolate, I was a little taken a-back to see a 
familiary form at the door, - of all people, - Peter.

It seems there was one of those so-called white deputies at Sammy*s 
last night, and hill-billie in fact and in nature, a hill-billy seems 
to get great pleasure out of going to a Saturday night frolic exclusive
ly made of colored people, and there trying to muddy the waters. 

a . ^ *•- -V& | ; - '« CIO .i' vf , v X TC i ̂ .'.Ov ' ■'-WSSSXx-S'ŷl J. X Cl'-" > f ? v; X
Curiously enough, it seems the bullet from the revolver had 

struck Peter at about the same place that old tick struck me a couple 
of months back, and Peter, ba$ly bleeding, had been taken to a physician, 
patched up, and after a night s sleep, appeared none the worse for 
wear, ^e said he had drunk some rather bad whiskey early in the 
evening' and that his head hurt. I gave him;a- large dose of Phillip’s 
Milk of Magnesia and a couple of asperin, and sent him on his way.
He will have the wound dressed again on Monday, and that Will 
a be about all there is to that episode. ", * . ,.i r

Ready of smile and pleasant of nature, Peter probably gives the 
impression of having more native wint thafc he actually possesses. Once 
he told me he went to school, - one, morning when he was a bpy, - he is 
now 18 or 19, but he only staid about an hour. Once he told me his 
birthday was on the 18th of June, and he asked me if that was very 
near Christmas time. The Army rejected him, it was. said at, the 
time he was drafted, because of his heart. I know not if the Army 
thought he was too kind hearted or if they just told him that in
stead of refering to his inability to do anything about an I. Q..

, Be that as it may, the Army turned him down, and Peter, inspite of 
last night’s near*mi*ss,* is still with us,, and no doubt at this 
moment is playing baseball or getting fixed up to "swing out” , as 
they all refer to dancing at Sammy’s. ‘

Saturday morning Charles passed by for a little chat, - on his 
way to ^ew rleans. Caroline Dormon spent ;part of the morning with 
me, and we devoted ourselves to going over the gardens and examining 
a variety of things. I learned a lot from her, - little details about 
Louisiana soil* and propigation of flowers, and especially finer points 
on transplanting oaks and magnolias. It was time well spent.

!
The afternoon was hot, but,in spite of that, I undertook an 

exploration trip into the attic of this house when Little King passed 
by to see me. Together we ransacked the place and he helped a hand 
me down six parts of a substantial ante-bellum four poster, - the 
four posts and the two side boards. I know not if I shall find the 
end boards* the head board and the tester, but there is hope. It 
is much after the style of the one I am now using, and like it, this 
one, newly brought to light,,is hand made and altogether suitable, if it 
can be fitted up, for a plaoe at Arenbourg. We shall see, and I shall 
speak of it further.
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Our labors were interrupted by the arrival of Mrs. Rand and 
Mrs. Pattison, who brought six people, - pilgrims, - with them, and 
as they remained until supper time, the social department took over 
the balance of the day which otherwise would have been devoted to 
treasure hunting. The Madam was enchanted that I had found the four 
poster and says she thinks I should have one of the two fine sirgle 
spool beds which is now in the house 1 first occupied when I arrived 
at Melrose, That has the advantage of having the springs and mattress, 
and 1 think we shall find a plaoe for it. Both she and Ban continue 
to speak with enthusiasm of the Arenbourg projeot, and so at the 
moment things look rather rosey, so far as moral support from this 
quarter goes, ^ay it continue.

On the physical side, T think my cold is on the way out, - I 
hope, - and the seeming improvement of my patient since yesterday 
has had a pleasant effect on things in general. She oame down stairs 
today for dinner, and might take a ride with Dan later today, - 
which would really be remarkable, - down stairs twice in the same 
£3 yours, what with the change or the clocks, - or would it be 25 hours?
interruption:

I take up my pen again some 14 hours later. At 4 
o ’clock yesterday afternoon, and in spite of a drizzle, Dan Henry 
took the Madam and me for a nice ride. The Madam wanted to 
pass by Arenbourg, and we did - viewing it from the highway, 
of course. *

Dan wants to walk around the place with me and so view it in 
its present stage, so that he may recall it in that way, following 
the new arrangements that will be made when cotton time is over.

The enclosure from Lora I send along, having forgotten what 
points it does cover, but L shall try to recall before writing

, him this morning.

Saturday’s mail also brought a "kfcotsoh-bosse” diatribe from 
Lady Lake touching upon everything in the world, including 
an enthusidstio expression relative to Qlemenoe's Shoe, so I guess 
we may be able to put that thing over alright. I shall send her 
letter to Mr. Pipes, asking him to reutn it to me eventually, with 
a view to passing it along, - not so much for what it contains as 
for the indication of what "oalde** Texas is like when it gets 
started.

It seems to me there was another point I wanted to make, but 
it eludes me and so I shall fold for the moment...........
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Memorandum to ^Lipping Service•

mail. tour two letters, of Thursday and i'riplay to hand in Monday's

By coincidence, - as wfis your hope, - the air mail was read 
first, assuring me that the mails from this place were function
ing, - even though a bit laggarded^y, and that I might therefore 
disregard the uncertainties as expressed in your Thursday letter.
Just a s f i n i s h e d  reading the air mail letter, my assistant 
was called away on some plantation business, so that, as I write 
this note, the Thrsday letter, which the Friday one was designed to 
canoel, has not been read. Therefore, as you see, your air mail 
was even more effective, than you had even supposed , r

yesterday*s letter to the radio, I must 
remark that i have heard a couple of programs which I found quite 
■interesting. If you heard -Wax present Bette ^avis on Modday night 

a Eiay bbab sounded as thought its title might be something 
like Mr. Skippington", but obviously not precisely that, you 
are quite as enthused as I am at the fine quality of the play.
i S r .  IF0* 80 many bags whQ ar® forever in a stew about their 
inability to maintain a girlish beauty for 75 years that a play 
centering around that type of stupid vanity and accompanying self
ishness must express a situation which confronts everyone too often 
in the ranks of those who are too petty to understand the 
meaning of the word grandeur, - who are unmindful, and in
tellectually incapable of comprehending that not physical pretti
ness but grandeur of soul* and peson waxes more magnifioient as 
the years run along.

*nothe* program I heard which interested me very much was 
a 15 minute address by some Rabbi, speaking on the question 
of a Jewish homeland, I am sorry I did not catch the man's 

name, especially as his point was quite the contrary of the 
position in favor of the homeland, as expressed recently by Senator 
Wagner,and others. This rabbi had this to sayj - it would not 
only be unfair, - but unthinkable, - if someone should arise and 
begin beating the drum on behalf of the Baptists, for example 
urging that somewhere in the world the people now occupying a 
particular locality be moyed out and the place set aside and 
a political unit established, - making the regaion a Baptist Homeland.

... . . ($ver)
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According toe the rabbi, the Baptists, Catholics, Presbyterians 
Lutherans, etc., etc., in this country are first of all 
Ameripans and secondly they are of one faith or another. He 
accordingly pointed out that good Jews living in the United States 
are first of all Americans, and secondly they are of the Jewish 
faith, and that if the laws of any and all countries are fairly 
administered, there is no more need of establishing a Homeland 

for **ews than there is for Episcopalians, etc.

October 3rd, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service;

This may have been aired many a time in the press which I 
have not seen, but the position, - especially for a Jew to take, 
was new to me, and L liked it quite a lot.

And so Aurellia say: <

"Mama love Chicken Lulu,"

Strange as, it may seem, even to this day there are people 
who still would round up all the negroes and ship, them back to 
a Homeland in Africa, which is certainly just as silly as 
rounding up all the •'ews and shipping them off to -Palestine. 
Strange,how slowly the people do get civilized.

And I ask;"What you say, Aurellia?"
L  w  ... -v1 ■ ( - * •'' X  ^  .& 1 • 'AJ . 3 1 i X, .v s.' ■ i p -■*

And Aurellia: say;. - ,Horae 1 oalrlpsiTT 
,lMama> her, she jus* love Chicken Luluj"

In the case of the rabbi, he mentioned that in 1791, - 
Sept..28th, if 1 remember correctly, Prance, then in revolution, 
passed the first laws creating, - or recognizing that the Jew 
was first of all the national of the country where he lived and that 
his faith was a matter of his personal conscience and had nothing 
to do with his political standing, I understood the speaker to 
say that this was the first liberalizing law in regard to lift
ing •'ewish bans in Prance. ■

And that set me to thinking how much I didn’t know about 
Jews under the Bourbons. There was old Samuel Bernard, the 
financier during Louis ZlV’s War of the Spanish Succession, 
and 1 was under the impression that perhaps his daughter married 
Colbert’s son, thus easing a mixed strain into high places, but 
I am not sure of that point, and I am totally ignorant as to 
any restraining laws at the time.
interruption:

Mr. Brew has just skipped over from the gin, and read me 
your nice letter, mentioned above as unread. I am so glad you 
miss Bette Davis in favor of The Song of Norway. I know it must 
have been lovely, and I think it so grand of you to take the 
girl friend along with you The article, - Cane ^iver, has 
subsequently been acknowledge along with the elegant package for 
"las Fugabous", etc. And thanks again a million. I so much 
enjoyed the clippings,and shall write Dame Elsnor today in 
regard,to our little educational problems. Time is ranting 
short and 1 shall have to let this slide, thanks again for so 
many nice letters, but please, please, please do not try to 
write at the expense of a few moments rest for your own precious 
self. Do tell all about the news from afar as referred to in 
the 8 page letter you mentioned.......

And I wrack my brain and at long last I figure it 
out. What Aurellia is talking about is Campbell’s 
Shicken NQOdle soup*." j

? ■

p Well, that’s that. And of not the slightest interest, 
save that it illustrates how poorly we enunciate or how in
differently Aurellia catches what we say. And if I had 
never seen or hear# tell of "noodles", 1 reckon I would get 
no closer than Aurellia.

In yesterday’s post came your perfect letter, address 
. to Dear Hunt Ca mie and Francois. It could not have been 
better phrased and arranged, and pleased the Madam to a "T".
' ” '' ' C •• ' ' - ’-1' V ''“ ! ' V“ ;- ' ~ ^  •' * ' ■ '

The copies of the Times Magazine Section arrived at 
the same time, and I am hoping A may enlist some reading 
of one or two of the articles you mentioned as being of espeoi 
al interest, although it is difficult to get much reading 
done any more.

There was a. letter in the §ame post from Stephen. He 
is at present at White Sulphur Springs, ulcers of the stomach 
is his present problem, rather than Army discharges, I be
lieve. It is interesting to note how many people solicit 
his services in discharge matters - people who know him 
not at all, but who appeal to hiifi through some member of 
the family here at Melrose. Yesterday, for example, a 
Natchitoches banker made a second appeal in behalf of his 
son, * papa having lost the first letter J. H. wrote to 
Stephen relative to the case. In yesterday’s mail, too, came 
a letter from Sam Jones, written to «*. H. in deference 
to some unknown person who had appealled to Herr Jones. And 
so, measured by the situation away off down here, one can 
imagine about how many communications from private s citizens 
Stephen gets , addressed to him directly in Washington.
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I had a letter yesterday from the Department of 
Public Welfare of Baton Rouge, relative to my Reading 
Machine. They claim they received the machine from me on 
August 22nd, which most certainly is an error, sinoe Miss 
Ramsey was not here so late as that. I think it was July 
that she was here and delivered the mach ne to Baton Rouge 
for me. Well, anyway, the Office says that the machine was 
sent to ^ew *ork for repair and was subsequently returned to 
them, but on re-checking, they found it still in imperfect 
condition, i’hey have accordingly returned it to lew York, 
where, after a second try by that organization, the machine 
will either be returned or will be declared unfit for use, 
and a new machine issued, » if and when one becomes available. 
Thank heavens I have a radio once more. Otherwise I would 
miss the machine doubly. And so f*om here out, I shall 
have to depend upon passing pilgrims for my ’literary 

evenings11.
And speaking of "literary .evenings", what in the 

world do ay on. hear of Plumette’s doings, and will her 
brother and his family remain here? Andcwhat in the world 
do you imagine ever happened to the Wedes. My curiosity 
on the latter point isn’t great, sinoe the thickness of the 
skull, both otf wife and husband, certainly made them rather
dull objects.' .

p

Swinging back, to the aftermath of local doings, I must 
mention a minor mystery, that puzzles Peter and me. He 
came by last night to tell me "how I’se doin’", and that 
he was going to the doctor no more. # applied a 
bit of healing ointment to his woundetd member and together 
we examined the bloody tea trousers he had been wearing 
the night of the shooting. Readily we discovered the hole 
in the front of the newa pants where, the bullet had entered, 
but search as m we might, we never could find where it 
had left the garment from the back. X certainly hope 
the thing isp’t lodged in him, even as was my tick in me for 
a while. The only explanation I can think of is that the 
bullet may have gone out the bottom of the pant leg, but 
that seems so unlikely that it is merely a poor explana
tion to account for absence of evidence, of its departure,*

. all other evidence lacking#
And.y speaking of niggers, there is one-fjrom further 

pp the Cote ^oyeuse who is currently at Melrose for
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cotton picking. His last name is ’ ’ “ hobablyfetn to Vinoent,. I presume. Some white person, probaoiy, 
panned a strangely combined first name on him at birth.
What with the Irish being so proud they are of ^
"0" as a prefix, - 0' "ne" p^and’ the Germans their"von's, as the french like their de s ana tne mixture of oldso we have in the Younman's youth this little mixture or 
Ireland and Palestine combined, - his first name b ing, 
of all things, - O’Levy.*

Somehow or other I was too busy ^ " ^ ^ / S o s M e t  -u„t ™hftt with a nice odol day m  prosperv
“? s^fitinf ’X shaU attempt to find the foot and head-
boards for the^ld four poster, mentioned in an earlier
letter• *

On closer examination of the original pieces 
If American
orSFrench’or fplnish in the Great South West.

Various opinions have been expressed by various
V t is6 bherryf ̂aftar* cLreful ’ examination^ and

by confirmation by Sam *eaos, who knows something about 
wood.

The idea that it might be cedar, £  
color - as expressed by Fugabou, is * ,
is obviously of early slave creatio an^^ceda provincial
timis”1 U Cedafnisnnotbindigenous to Mississippi and 
foufsiena « d  ev«y free that grows here was either brought

clear°to T o f  S s ^ f T S o u i d  never give one garden
space, for pine trees are out of plaoe^ina rliy trashy
tree ̂ forever £efttng°off in
kinds8ofPinsects which’mfka^ ^ige-podgey webs and whatnot 
ffatarf foth unslightly and in no way 
the more vigorous &nd svelt or purely 
ip this locality.

I have seen quite a f,w Pie5?8a° o f * * * * * *  

that we ta0Wnl0“ ®hnWBiSand wh^wts in %tfihez inW .,
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are &e oendants# £l ost invariably the oldest pieces 
are -of cherry or cypress. Mary "ambdin at Sdgewood and 
Misstletoe, has lovely examples,.‘’and especially an 
old chest of draws which she had converted into a 
desk, the writing section of which she had decorated with 
en .inlay of jiolly wood,, - the fatter being very light 
in color. It was the one piece of furntiure Henry Ford went 
crazy rbout when he was in Hatchez. Heedless to day, he 
did not get it. , mu

As near as I can make out, cherry, - and I suppose it 
was a wild cherry, flourished mightily in these parts before 
the advent of the white and tlje black men, - which makes 
me wonder why we always, - up 1jo now, have used the 
phrase, “before fthe advent of the white man", and left out 
the man of color completely. Hell, be that as it may, 
once in a while one runs across an old, old cherry tree that b 
some miracle has escaped the axe, and invariably it is 
titanic. Up ntil 10 or 15 years ago there was one 
still grow ng on the line between tile tig house at Melrose 
and H.'s After it had been cut, it took nearly 
the whole plantation to get out the stum.* It is 
said that after much diggin and cutting of-roots, a 
couple of tractors were brought in and log chains attached, 
but to no avail at all, I have forgotten how the thing 
finally was elimipated,’by dynamite, po sibly.

Well, tfhe up-shot of all this is .that I must eventually 
get on my,charger and scour the bapk country for a cherry tree 
to round out the missing pieces of the. bed. Ur better 
still, I snail contact some of my friends living in 
those remote sections, f-nd they will surely know about 
the location of worn remaining old giant.of the region.

£

Must gallop as you must, too, in all probability, 
bu,t x shall be on this board again shortly.,....

• •
■ v.O O  ;/hh- -‘.'iuuy

October ̂0?th, 1945.
\ ■ ’n  ■ *■'' ■ ' ■

Memorandum to Clipping Service?
There is nothing particularly startling on the local news 

front* auS
In yesterday's post came a letter from Dora, which you have 

no doubt already found here ith. I think most of the reference 
are pretty clear, save possibly the identity of "Eugene" and 
Earnest”* Earnest is the present overseer, who after ten 
or fiftenn yestas is being replaced by Eugene, the former 
clerk of ^elrose, recently returned from the wars. Earnest 
is a heavy drinker, and at such times is very disagreeable to 
the darkies. When pressed for money, he appropriates cash from 
the store cash register when the regular clerk, - Bill Hinton, 

is absent, etc., etc. Ihe astonishing thing is that Earnest 
should have remained here so long. I asked Sam Peace 
this morning if Mr. Eugene would be better than Mr, Earnest.
"He ooiildn’t do no worse," was Sam's response.

On the unpleasant tt side, I shall also enumerate this 
story. Puny was taken suddenly ill with pneumonia last Friday.
The usual doctor was summoned, and immediately administered sulphur 
drugs, - the doses continuing over a period of several days.
Onoe the physician visited his,patient, - when originally summoned, 
and that was all,. I guess, on second thought, that is just as 
well.

As in uderstand it, there are two important points 
in regard to taking the cure all sulphur treatment, • a oareful 
check on the urine, - and I need not recall to mind how what was 
supposed to be mine, when I was supposed to be taking sulphur 
last Winter, ^he other point is that soda, in some form or other, 
must be administered along with the sulphur to keep the body 
alkalized.

5 Day before yesterday, while at the store, Puny came oreaping 
in. 1 inquired as to bis health, and for no reason on earth, save 
for conversation, asked him if he was taking loose soda or soda 
in pill form, along with his sulphur pills, - which did the doctor 
give him. ’Puny said he was just taking the sulphur pills, that 
the doctor had left nothing else and hadn't told him to take 
anything else*

Smart me, of course, had to get my finger into the pie right 
there. Accordingly 1 walked back with him to his cabin and asked 
Zelma, his wife, about the soda business. She had heard nothing 
of it, although shes had been present when the docotr called.

t e ct
ce ~: 

■
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I thereupon took over and gave a large dose of soda forth

with, an$ recommended that additional doses he taken with each of 
the remaining doses of sulphur that still remained.

While i know not for certain if soda is imperative at 
such times, I believe that it is. and if so, I think this 
is just another case of the crimhel neglenoe that can be chalked 
up against our vanishing physician.

Yesterday 1 dropped by PunyTs to see how he was doing.
He was in a much gayer frame of mind and obviously the sulphur 
had corrected the pneumonia business. But possibly Puny's 
physohological operations were working toward his improvement, 
too, for he told me that since taking -the several large doses of 
soda, he feltt like he was perking up, and so, whatever be the 
cause, I ;am glad that he is on the mend and that we are shortly 
going ,to be rid of our present so-called physician. It is 

bad enough that they treat the Madam* so haphazardly, - they never 
did take specimens, of her urine during her long seige with sulphur, 
but  ̂ t̂ iink it even worse for them to treat the negroes so 
casually in matters of health. After all, the Madam does have 
occasional contact with people who have some sort of vague 
understanding of the latest wrinkles'in medecine, but these 
poor darkies, putting their faith exclusively in the hands of 
the doctor, have no one to catch the slips that are made by one 
.who certainly knows better and ought to be a little more human.

Alright, that's the end of that tirade.
| 'x 0 Jw/*-) a  * iiO  jjT 7( . X i ilf l X  vj „ - V  fC  </ V . £?.*• . * wt < •* ''

In yesterday's post, - addressed to the Madam, was a 
letter from your friend, narnett ^ane.» Of course he wanted some
thing. He has seldom written if he didn't. The sum and 
substance of his letter was to announced tthat he is scheduled, 
tentatively, to speak in Natchitoches on Uov.ember 19th. That 
means he expects to.be bidden to Melrose at that time. I would 
add that he added no post script, sending love to the Madam's • 
confidential confidant. "In fact,"-,as she would express it, "he 
didn t even 1?ell me to go to Hell".

How, so far as I know, the Madam is not writing letters 
these days, and hasn'nt in ever so long, I suppose, in the 
event she feels a letter is called for in response to yester
days, will be through my efforts. And.I hope'that is the way 
it works out, for I shall forget not only a post scriut but 
the body of the letter, the envelope and all.

I think^Plnatation Harade is scheudled to appear on 
November 7th. Kane says those who have seen the oroofs are crazy * 
about the book. Something tells me the Madam isn't going to 
be too crazy about it, but perhaps she will be, - one never 
knows. But there will be some stage setting $bne 'before it appears 
and frankly, it. will have to be fine or it will never dominate the 
setting that will be prepared for it. Did you say I ’m a bag?

Si

saw
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Quite unexpectedly, visitor have come and gone, as between 

this page and the foregoing. It was 6:30 by my time piece 
when a gentle tap came on my door and Lo.' there was Mary Frances 
and Brother (of the *aris green). It seems that Brother, 
aged 6, wants to keep my shoes shined, for me when he starts 
going to school later in the month, and he thought he ould like 
to.get a running siart on the shoes by taking them over now.
His papa, - King n-unter, had picked up a pair last week end, but 
that was after the gin had closed, and Brother didn't get a chance 
to come with him. And so Brother has made his initial visit, 
and has gone. Thus a little helper for Arenbourg is being 
initiated, and I am hoping he may not be disappointed in his 
hopes as to inaugurating service with white folks, and that we 
at Arenbourg, in the future, may not be disappointed in the 
assistance he lends or contributes for everybody's welfare.

Without ever thinking much about it, 1 will remark off 
hand that this long term association with prospective helpers 
in anticipation of eventual tenure of service, is really one of 
the delights of living.in this .remote region. When I think 
of how in. more populous localities one contacts a human 
being through a Want Ad or an Mnpioyment Bureau, hires the person 
and hopes the Lord they wont belttoo triflin', - and how in 
this neighborhood one "grows up with future helpers, learns 
to' recognize their strength and^weakness , and to be tolerant 
of their short-comings, while at the same time, learning to 
love them because the contact over a period of years makes know
ing them possible, n all these aspects culminate, I suppose, in 
giving an aroma and a flavor to a way of life that is quite 
impracticable and impossible elsewhere. Of course I am not 
at all sure that the net results, so far as service goes, is any 
better or perhaps so good, as are the results of picking an 
educated and efficient servant from out of the dark, as one must 
in centers of conoentrafcated populations, but regardless of 
the results in the labor picture, there is a delicious a 
mellowness in being a little closer to human beings, even though 
less endowed with what we like to thinkis important, and in 
the end, it is only the human side that counts, 1 guess, and 
I suppose that it why it is nice to look forward to a time when 
Arenbourg functions as a human habitation and circumstances 
afford us the time to life a little nearer to God through the 
medium of those created in His own image.......

.
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Memorandom to '■'lipping Service:
I just noticed that i have been mis-dating my recent letters, 

having failed to turn my calendar to October, -today is Friday, and 
IP think: October 5th is correct as a date. ,
;' ' t I , r; i*Q i

-after a couple of cool days, yesterday turned off warm and humid.
I managed to get off a few licks of work in spite of visitors, both 
in the morning and- afternoon.

L u C  d  J- s'>*c* *> W.X- J■ JLT 5 -  &  ‘X# . .‘vi.'.fS. 0 ® O  ; r  • - » &'f> v? • ** t;v.< .?• " &  a  tt
* Nr. and Mrs, Khipmayer- stopped by in the morning for an hour, between 

the usual morning session of the Melrose clinic at St. Mathew's and the 
accustomed dinner at Magnolia with Miss Sally. Dr. Knipmayer was in ex
cellent form, with a sligh humor running through everything he said, 
over a tragic and dismal picture of the seamy side of civilization as 
is manifest in certain loealitLesKof Natchitoches Parish where he is 
the Parish physician.

j * i".-13» . &>.' liJiV'. 6* i • #“‘ j ‘ 0 »£
Tobacco Road somehow seems mild when one hears of the situation of 

the white trash living within the Parish limits. He spoke of one 
Crystine Gillespie.. As a young girl, living with her parents in a 
corn crib some four or five miles South of Natchitoches, she was a 
victim of the hook worm. As Parish doctor, he called by to attend to 
the gril. But he had to wait by the corner of the corn crib until 
Ghrystine's parents had beaten her soundly to force her to permit 

the doctor to give her <a treatment. In her early teens, she married a 
"widow-man” with several-children* By her marriage to him, that union 
begot three or four offspring. They subsequently divorced and she married 
another. They begot some more. Then she married a man, at present a 
soldier in the Pacific. Without the formality of a divorqe, she "married" 
another man with whom she is now living, devoting, much less time to 
domestic chores than to "beautifying " her nails and lips with scarlet 
tints.

They live at present in Roebline, some miles to the West ;of town.
One of the children developed infantile paralysis. They tried quarantin
ing. The following day, the merchants complained that the lady and 
children were browsing about in their stores. Arrangements were made 
to have the grocer visit the home to take whatever food stuffs were 
needed. That was on Friday, and by Saturday night it was evident that 
the Parish Health and Aid officials had neglected to fore-see other needs 
of the lady in question, for by mid-night of Saturday shefwas drunk in 
one of the dry town's wet cafes. It is all very difficult,
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and even keeping the Beveral ohildren^ parentage straight^- a n d ^  
that includes a eoupieof gr^dchil , h ai y referring to them

2 ^a *:i£ S S '!0w » * • * “If that isn’t a*mess,, then I give up.
The simple matter of getting heaa iioe the SOhool at

children who spread that pest to other chi _ren x ^  ̂country, from
Spanish -̂ ake, some 5 ®tles in seems in that region the girls
Natchitoches, i s J ^ ^ c L r d i n s t c ^ a  strong parental opinion. The homes 
must, wear long hai*» *°c°^emlts at de-lousing gets nowhere. To make

their looks, hut that ran into adamant opposition, - and lice remain
• ... nnrtHTTirivileKed seem to he less difficult, althoughSomehow ^  “egro underprivileged ieally> He spoke 0f Sam
prohahly the oases of need are | and the spillway. She is dying
Peaoe’s nteoe who livea Decweeu ox weak, and i
g  visited hel l U t  Thursday, he foLd her in
Dr. careful not to step on hex shoes which
thS ?he bed A day or two before, someone had brought her someasssas; «&* ‘ • s & S i - * ..«« «»«*» »—
kitchen, hut had put them in her shoes.

Tha ladv’s day is Evalina Easily. I think I may have named her 
1 o-Pnrfl Few ueople here however know her by that name, as everyone 
a heiToo s P One mu t admit that suoh a first name goes curiously 

enough with a list name such as the lady possesses..

In the matter of the social diseases, it+Via o-anarsl improvement in the health situation i,n unese 
tfenlisiSn thePpoIsThilities of steady improvement. They

faotory to Quacks".

except Toots , t o o  , 1 ^ _  , -  It is my understanding that
oally no sooial disease p oura with the patient usually havi
?“® to v is i t  t L nphysio!an hut asingle time for one or the other of the 
III ?ypls of medeoines that turi, the trick. I

r& xs.: »xi «•*£ s.» , $ 3 8 « sass'̂ sedf**'0__ -prAAd from not only the disease but also from the former practice 
of too manj physicians who b M d  their helpless victims unmercifully over 
a period of years, - physioally as well a? financially. . .

And so with eggs in her shoes, ’’Toots” Easily is going to die, and
may she be .remembered longer than she .would have ot^e* ^ 8®’ J^son8,0*that she may be looked back upon in years to come as the last person 
in this region to die of & malady whose devastation has been eliminated 
by the advances of contemporary scienoe.

:
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rfell, -1- most certainly got off the track 
writing goes and perhaps a little bogged down 
surveys.

, so far as general letter 
in the field of medical

There is one side light I must touch upon, however, - and 
even though it seems pretty far fetched. In view of all the enlighten
ment 'Of free education and general assistance to the underprivileged, 
plus the generations going before the present life of people in America, 
it does seem strange to me that we still have so many stupid people and 
•such an engulfing back-wash of ignorance. And with such things in mind,
I cannot help but feel that it is pretty much impossible to accept all 
the glowing accounts of the situation of the general eolation in 
Russia which has had but 25 years of its present regime. Either Americans 
are made of quite different and more stupid stuff than the Russians or 
else there has been a heap of propaganda from the Steppes which by 
no means gives us a very clear.picture of actualities in that place.
I suppose one of the elements of strength in a democracy is the fact 
that we can dare, - can afford, - to drag out of the dark those lamentable 
situations and hold them up to the light for consideration, - with a hope 
of making- some improvement.

Surely the United States cannot be the only land that has too 
many Tobacco Roads, I feel certain that Russia, for example, must 
have fully as many, - if, indeed, not a thousand times more.
But one never hears of Russian Tobacco Roads, and l doubt if the 
powers in the Kremlin would have the courage to advertise them. *

And that fear on the part of "the Bear that.walks like a Man" 
is one of the principle reasons why I have never been muoh 
possessed by the terror that seems to haunt some people whenever 
the word Russia is mentioned. As it appears to me, that country 
is proceeding with great effeciency under a thorough-going autocracy, 
and in the long run, - while it is more effecient, it is at the same 
time but sporadically powerful. The kernel of strength in any 
nation, I think, is its ability to transmit power from one succeeding 
group to another, - generation after generation. That is where the 
strength of .Democracy lies, for while it is never so strong or so 
effecient as an Autocracy, by the same token, it is never so weak 
and so subject to disaster. Catherine,. Peter and Btaline have been great 
successes because of their ability to weld a hundred million people 
into an unfaltering goose-step. In the life of the nation, their 
success has been enormous, but momentary. The status of the nation 
has so much depended upon the personality of the individuality of its 
autocrat that once Time has removed the governmental main-spring, the 
whole outfit lurches, falters and sinks back into uncertainty and 
compartive impotence, - while ^emocarcy, on the other hand, always 
creaking at the joints, keeps right on "muddling along" regardless of 
the character of the key-stone and the complexion of its king-pin.

» »
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Shat in the world do you reckon can be the natter with me this 
morning, what with all the evident tangents i am foil owl rig1 one ..paragraph after̂  another. •

to Je l̂lrn to tie local scene, in the afternoon Dan Henry 
went to Alexandria with Payne Henry, - departing before dimer.

dlj.iedJ Jith the Mada.i in her room.- She continues to seem ratner better and stronger, but I shall have-to withhold an " 
opinion as to what grade she is going to take for a little k while, 
me  nas little or no attention from her usual medical advisers, and
mnJr + i 1G ?as J-ore**g°ne codine these past few days, and I attribute much of her in -rovement to that., **ay. that course continue.
f n  ??otller P°int l was going to make, but i shall have
he cause tine Is ha79 forSotten what «  ': i a B “ d
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October 6th, 1945.
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Thanks much for a splendid report, telling of your impend

ing evening in the theatre. I feel certain that it afforded 
you a lot*of pleasure, - The Song of Norway, - and I know it 
was good to share it with such a perfect companion.

e •

|i(lhat a pity the Schliemann program turned out so 
hopelessly divided.' How many times have we all awaited the 
advent of something quite special, only to have something occur 
that forced us to stick one ear*in one direction and the other 
in the opposite, hearing only enough of either to annoy us for 
our inability to absorb the one or the other with any satis
faction* I have been wondering if these sessions are 
taken down and made available in print, as some broadcasts are*
If such were the cass» and they could be printed in a size 
approximating that of the average book, wouldn*t it enhance 
greatly the value of any volume, if a transcript of these 
discussions, covering one item or another, could be pasted 
in one's own volume.

While I think of it, i want to swing back to the subject 
of health, as touched upon in yesterday's memorandum. What 
I want to remark is a curious Law in Louisiana requiring a 
prospective groom to secure a clean bill of health when he secure 
his lioepse marriage. Theoretically, such a Law is goof* 
but at the same time there is an hilarious element about it, 
since there is no statute on the books requiring the lady, - 
the prospective bride, to present any statement as to her 
health at all)* Now I assume that the original reason for 
stirring up such a business was to protect prospective 
children from pbssible inherent illnesses, contracted from the 
parents, and yet it does seem to me that a child might be 
as likely to contract an inheritable disease from its mother as 
readily as from its father. ^ w4>|1

^nd then there is another practical aspect, resulting 
from such a Law. Should a man and a maid feel the urge to 
live together as man and wife, - and should they desire to be
get children, it is very simple for them to make use of the 
Common Law, - a recognized status, and so form a union without 

»the restraints Of the formal legal ceremony. Result:- plenty 
of * illegitimate children. • r'!
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Just as I turne.d this page, I was enchanted to see 
something about the height of a man, and as white as a ghost, 
salkirig aordss the hite Garden, whioh ± view from my desk.
In reality, it was leither man nor ghost but a big old crane.
One sees plenty of them back in the pecane groves and along "it 
tie River, but seldom do they pay us a visit here in the 
gardens. I think we ought to eventually have one, - a 
tame old Grandpa one, at Arenbourgh, don’t you?

You will be glad to know that the health of my 
patient continues rather on the bright side. She comes down 
for dinnef and supper, and appears to be none the worse for 
doing so. tier favorite physician, - and wife, - came by yester
day* A blood count was made and she was told that her blood 
pressure has increased alarmingly, - up to 190, - or some 
such figure, i spoke with J. a. fdr a few moments later, - 
following their visit. We pondered on why they had to 
report the blood count increase to their patient, and con
cluded there was nothing any one could do with that pair.

A note from Waverly Plantation at Bains, ‘Louisiana,’ 
indicates that'Mrs, Lester’s armf recently broken, is now 
mended, and that she has accompanied her husband to Mayo s.
He has been going to ^ew Orleans weekly I think I may have 
mentioned, to have treatments for the canoer on his face. He 
is such a fine person and such an ornament to the historically 
minded Societies in this region that his absence from accustomed 
activities will be generally lamented.

I am told the September Reader’s Digest, appearing about 
the S8th of August, had several articles in it which were quite 
good. On leaving the Madam last night, she was about to read 
the one entitled "Silver Bill", tfhich seems to be about Bill 
$pratling, who used to come here in the old days, and who occasio 
ally still calls on Miss Alberta, as he passes through 
Hew Orleans between ^ew *ork and Mexico, where he lives. Sliok, 
affable and selfish are the adjectives 1 hear applied to him 
more than any others in these parts, • although one must not 
swallow adj&otives with one gulp in these parts.

That big old crane I was *± talking about has just 
now taken off, disappearing beyond the tops of the bamboo 
hedge and the pecanes beyond. I notice that some of the 
butterfly lily stalks where he was foraging about were 
well over his head, some of thme being at least 8 or 9 feet 
high.

Saturday again'and'tonight will be Saturday night, and I 
can only wonder what events impend at Hanmy’s.....••
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Memorandum to Clipping Service: i ro• •*?
The Opportunity Shop (J) - and what an opportunity, - 

arrived in good order in yesterday’s post.
I have unpacked the.same, approtioning the several items in neat 

piles, and shall dish out .coverings, warmth and good will in your 
name shortly. I have in mind several different souls who will be 
made glad with different items from this splendid assortment, but 
for no reason at all, save a kind of hunch, I have delayed making up 
my mind as.to which will go what, feeling that within the next two or 
three days a series of perfect recipients will just naturally come to 
the surface. r

( S- ' ■ " 4 ’ ** * .
It is, certainly a fine collection and especially the underthings 

and the sweater and the .trousers will come in good stead, now that 
the air is cooling off, while the union suits are just the checker 
for anyone of a half hundred of our friends, all of whom treasure 
t*hem so much when the cooler days begin. As for the shirts, they 
are going to be a God send to some unsuspecting souls, - particularly 
as shirts of any kind are almost to. obtain in this area at the present 
time.

On their behalf, - and on my own, you are twioe blessed, and 
I whall speak of a thrice blessing within the next few days.

St. Augustin’p Pair was held last night. It will continue today 
and tonight. It was dark on Saturday nigh't when I had quite the Big 
House, after spending a very pleasant hour or two with Dan Henry and 
the Madam, actively engaged in settling the fate of the world.
Outside it was dark, - a moonless night,, but myriads of stars* I 
had thought of going to the Pair, but so show felt more negro in
clined than mulatto, and so I headed out in, the opposite direction, 
going down to the spillway and-on to Clemenoe’s.

I
Lyle had had an old phonograph kicking around here for years, and 

a month or so ago, I gave it to Clemenca. Through the dark, as I 
crossed the, spillway, I could hear its raucous notes jangling out on 
the moist, dark air,. I could hear "‘■ary Prances, ^innie<Mae and Junior 
frolicking up and down on the gallery, and I could, see a silhouette of 
Clemenbe sitting there, in the half light cast by an oil7lamp from 
within where Jackie was playing the old contraption for all it was 
worth. King ^unter was sitting on the steps, smoking- a cigarette 
while Yank was half asleep on the gallery floor, off in the dark.
Pair&S a11 a l0t niC6r thSn thQ Slare °f the eleotrioity at the

fey. • : ,

I if Hi i.
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We all ohatted for a while, and after an hour, King started for 
home, and ^ackie, his sister, aeoompanied him, and the children 
tagged along, while Yank continued to snooze, and Olemence and I talked 
and laughed.

King's boy,.Brother (of the Parish green) had dashed over for 
a few moments just before his papa had started home. Brother wanted 
to tell me that my shoes were all nice and shinny and that he was 
going to bring them to me in a day or two. I was glad, and fishing 
around in the top of my boots, Lo.' as Mme. Beaumont would say, - I 
found a few pieces of lemon drops, which delighted brother and the rest 
of the children and off they scampered into the dark.

Olemence had much to say about Brother and how he is looking 
forward to going to school about the end of the month, - his school be
ing an hour spent with me each morning, when I shall attempt to 
teach him and Aurellia theii; a .b .C. 's.

Olemence says that Brother was just a sight when he reached home 
with my shoes the otfyer day. It seems his,half sister, or rather his 
step sister, Estelle, who is a fcouple of years older, had in mind to 
help him shine them, hut Brother put his foot down slap off, saying 
that no one could touch my shoes but himself, that anyone else might 
tear off the sole or something, and that I had let him have to shoes 
to shine for me and that nobody by him was going to touch them. It 
looks from that as though Brother, at 6, had taken me over completely.

Olemence spokq once or twice of her late husband, '^anuel. She 
has been saving money to buy a gravestone for him. She tells me she 
was able, to get one for either 5 or 7 dollars, which seems might in
expensive,' but she declares she has saved up all the moeny required and 
that isx it is going to be put up as soon as cotton time i© over.

t But for the most part jwe talked on lighter subjects and we laughed 
mud'h, !>$:$ 1 must say that even in speaking of the departed, I must 
say none of the darkies in this neighborhood ever seem greatly depressed 
about the fact .that* their loved ones are gone. Somehow one gains the 
impression that they meekly accept the will of God or even better that 
they have a feeling of security that those who die go on to a better 
world, so that all references to them is always calm and never in any 
sort of a depressed way., t

Back at Melrose, the night was yet young, so far as the Pair 
went, and although1 one of my mulatto friends stopped his car and 
asked me to ride over, B declined and folded up to listen to Report 
to the Nathion and Assistant Sectary Dullus(?) speak instead.

■ * « * fI had seen Peter earlier in the evening. He said he was doing 
alright. Sometimes this* trouser rubbe^ against his healing wound, but 
at such times, as he explained? "I jus walk away from i t , m e a n i n g ,
I assume, that he comehow contrives to~bend his body in such a manner as 
to keep the trouser and the wound from c ntacting each other.

‘Bhe Henrys came in , • Dan and Paynie, - a short time before 
Invitation to Beaming was scheduled to begin. Accordingly I heard 
only the last 7 minutes of it, but that sounded as though it might 
have been quite good.

Imamediately afterward, I wrote Invitation to Learning, asking 
if a transcript in type or in print is made of these programs, and 
if not why not, and how about supplying them, or making them 
available for subscriptions , both to private individuals and to 
institutions. B hazarded the guess that many a listener would like to 
have a transcript and that it would be nice if they were printed about 
the size of the average book so that they could be attached to a rela
tive or related volume. WQ shall see what we shall see.

I never did much like Bennet Gerf, and I donft know why, except 
that my feelings were confirmed when he took an uncalled for crack at 
Alexander <^?oolcott, shortly after the latter’s death. I have no doub 
(t) that all Mr. Gerf said about him at the time was true, but it seem 
ed to me to be uncalled s for.

I noticed that % .  Gerf did refer to several young men whose 
manuscripts, following this war, would reflect a certain freedom 
from former literary restraints, and 1 think he mentioned Bernard 
Past, as one. I assume, perhaps,^ that “r. Gerf’s company is going 
to publish % .  Past's next opus, **

I don't know anything about Mr. Past, although B have read two 
of his books, - one on George Washington, which B liked very much, but 
the name of which I cannot reall. I also read his life of Tom Paine, 
which B thought was very well done indeed, but B think I have mentioned 
all this before to you.

And did I tell you about the letter from Charles Mazurette, 
currently in "ew urleans. (I discuss so many things with you mentally 
that I am sur$ 1 am forever dishing up the written things a dozen times 
over, - and can you forgive?) Well, regardless, there was a letter 
from Charles on Saturday, I think it was. He says the Hew Orleans 
book shops are filled with H. Aane' s PLANTATION PARADE, which are 
available for inspection but not for sale until the end of the month. 
Says he further: - There is a ZO page chapter on Melrose, entitled; 
"Chatelaine in Shirtstaist", - I nearly said Shirtsleeves, but it is 
Shirtwaist, - Chatelaine in Shirtwaist, - who, of course, is no other 
than the M adam, and he says the thing is quite well done.

Well, so be it, and just for fun, when the volume comes to hand, 
we shall see and pencil the stuff, - if any, - that was lifted from 
one source or another.

There was s mething else 1 wanted to mention but I am 
awaited at the big house for something or other, - perhaps pilgrims 
so 1 shall fold at this point...... .

and

»
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©otober 8th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
It’s quite cool this morning, with a'spanking breeze from the 

Ilorth bending the bamboo hedges and impelling Peter, who passed this way 
early, to build me'a fire, primarily to warm himself, but ostensibly to 
protide me with an element to short-circuit the dropping temperature.

The enclosed cable speaks for itself. "Absent Treatment” is what 
studied neglect of correspondence is styled in these parts. Our 
little South American correspondent inquires if his August letter was 
received. August, September, October. Yes, it was received. I 
think my April cdble to him was received, on his part, too. April,
May, June, July, August. Alright. Sauce for the goose is sauce, - 
or applesauce, - for the gander. In this instance, Absent Treatment 
seems to have worked. I shall let it work a little further before I 
respond.

On the home front, Monday, October 7th, might be set down as the 
official'date of 1945 for the opening of the peoane season. Prior to 
the actual gathering of the year’s crop, there are always a-number of 
half empty pecanes that fall from the trees, l?ut these are always dis
regarded until the rains and the winds have started the sound furit to 
drop. It is then that the hogs go in for their autumn field day, busying 
themselves benedth the trees a full 24 hours stretch aroqnd the clock,- 
if permitted £o'do so.

At this time of the year, all the people on the place are advised to 
keep their hogs penned up if they do not want them shot. Some people do 
pens them up, - with honest cfesire to keep them at home, - even though 
the hogs of such people frequently do, break out. Other people, - more 
sligh, - keep them penned up during the day, and then when night comes on 
they let them out, so that they will fatten on pecanes all during 
the night, - and then they re-pen them in the first hours of a new day.

Yesterday afternoon, J. K  called for a shotgun, and hanged away 
at three or four hogs, gorging themselves under the trees lining the road 
between the garage and the bridge. Everyone at such times disclaims 
onwershi'p of the offending animals, but when night settles down, the 
owner usually claims his pork under cover of darkness. There is only 
one joker in J. H. *s onslaughts against the hogs He manifests great 
rage at the depredations, but somehow always contrives to miss the hogs 
when he goes gunning for them I think he believes his gestures at 
slaughter will impress the darkies. My guess is that they aren’t impress 
ed at all, but it does remind them that if a , hands the gun to
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the overseer, the shots will most certainly strike their marks, and so 
there is some resulting advantage in this yearly gesture.

• ’ t

It is a curious thing about a hog, which I didnft know about
Z c?me„i°,,the 2ountry to live. A hog will feed madly on pecanes until he is full-up . But. after having reached that situation, the hog 

is just beginning his activities, for he will never retire from beneath 
the pecane trees when completely stuffed, but will keep right on 
searching out the pecanes, taking them in his mouth and crushing them 
and spitting them out, - shell and meat as well# One would think that 
he wouid give thought to his next pang of hunger, leaving the food for an 
other go-round. But that thought never seems to enter his head. The 
darkies tell me that a hog will not take long, - and will not eat too many 
pecanes, ix allowed to range at will, - but that he will destroy bushels 
o^ them, immediately upon-having satisfied his hunger. It is a curious 
thing that the same situation obtains in regard to corn, A hog will

an5 out down stalk after stalk, eating the ears is plumb full,. When he oan«eat no more, he will keen right 
tri<* oorn a*?d wangling the ears, leaving them to rot bn the gxn 

k • must say it is no wonder that peeplo owning oeesn© tTsss are 
adamant about keeping up hogs at this season of the yla?.

raorning Paynie and Dan Henry left here-for
the ^ 7  P.SLTiSf Z st°P off 2* la., and Baton B0Uge on,™ay. paynie telephoned from “ansura in-the afternoon, sayin« that 
somehow or other Dan -enry slipped on something in the st^et in fhat 
Pf®®®' ™ ore mas a pouring rain, - and dislocated his left 
elbow. It seems Day, y still in the ^rmy, haa no right to be 
traveling in civilian clothes, and without his papers, - and therefore
thei? tri«aP^eh1 tt° ^ my f°r physioal attention. They continued?rdp* Z but not in to° muc3a comfort, probably, - and will no
Thursday111̂  P&t ta°k With them f0r a ™88k ®nd -at -Melrose, about

the r i v s r ^ r ^ L ? 0'1 0f S4 Mii? I’erry. It is perhaps five miles down tr.e river from Melrose, - on the other side of the river - if
Gan bQ said to be on one side or the other of a river

of the ® a3 a vezV aotive point on the river, because *of the number of travelers passing across the river at that 01 nt
LikeWthe°restdof4thil6  fer3T  tecause 11 Was 24 miles from Natchitoches.0f Pr°P®rty in this section, it was owned by 
mulattoes, who maintained the iJ’erry service and kept a store and a 
gaming house Among the other furnishings of-the lattefwls fhiUiard 
*®*le- , * 1 kn° 2  not when the bilHerd table was introduced but i assume it was of ante bellum origin, sinoe horse racing on the 24 Mile 
Ferry track was flourishing in the 1840's, and all the travelers from 
Alexandria, ^ew uri,eans, Opolousus and the Texas country caused thiq 
and no aoubt refreshed themselves at the mulatto, Duprees andamused ? themselves at his . aming house. p . amuS8d

Last Sunday Dan took his mother and me for a ride down the West bank 
of Cane River, crossing the Melrose bridge, and going by the Church, 
the site of B, Metoyer house, and so on by 24 miles ferry, - no 

longer used, say for the past quarter of a century, - and so on to 
Magnolia plantation, and thence back home. The old general store at 
the one time Ferry still stands, and on its gallery one or two of its 
legs missing, rested the fine old billiard table, sadly battered and 
exposed to the weather.

It gave me an idea, and so in todays mail, I am writing to 
Miss Sally whose Magnolia plantation adjoins the present lakeside 
Plantation’, which embraces 24 Mile Ferry, and I have asked Miss Sally 
to ask the present owner of the billiard table if I may have it.

It is most certainly.a piece of furniture of dubious intinsic value, 
and yet it occurs to me that with some fixing, it might make a wonderful 
library table, - for ii.renbourg, of course, - for billard tables are 
usually so solid that as a library table, it ought to be so xirm it would 
never wobble about, regardless of how much we might lean on it or pile 
it high with books.

If one ox more of its decoratice legs are missing, I would remove 
those that remain and put on plain but heavy supports in their places. 
Then if a quick glance did not deceive me, I could make use of the 
coupie of letgs that remain converting them into supports for a 
console table, for uhey are’rather flat, and seem to be decorated with 
some kind of a scroll or acanthas leaves. The whole thing- could be 
painted white, » these legs, I mean, - and touched up just a little 
with gold, and I believe they would make most attractive supports for 
a side table below a wall mirror, or some such.

I certainly have done a lot of talking about a most ephemeral item, 
but you will pardon my enthusiasm for this item, if obtained, would 
be another item, used to advantagi at Arenbourg which vould 
embrace practicability and at the same time hold within itslj. another 
souvenir of the ^ane -diver country that will be pleasant to induce , 
where practicable, in Qur niaisonnette, - yes, no?

Must gallop monetarily...... .
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October 10th, 1945

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
•*hat with the enclosures, the Lake letter might be 

returned, - and what with the further consideration that in view 
of the prolonged week-end,you are heading into, I think I 
would do well to keep this Memorandum, and succeeding ones for 
the balance of the week, to a minimum, For undoubtedly you 
will have'plenty to confront you in other lines on your return, 
without the necessity of wadding through endless ooreespondence.

But 1 do want to thank you for the grand letter to hand, 
advising me on so, many points. May i congratulate you on your 
success in so quickly,discovering the Perkins volume on the 
L1Y Louis, i haye never read that item, but should like to.
You also mention the valois item by §t. Amand. That one X have 
never read either, - but should like to,t- there a.e so many 
things to be done at Arenbourg eventually.

< - -3*■ o  J .  . ■ __
I think I may have mentioned in a former note that the 

St. Amand volume that I used to like best was "The Last Years 
of Louis XTfn, and yet for the life of me, as, I now write, I can 
not recall why, unless I found in it a picture of that marvelous 
distilled brew which was the last of the 17th century and the 
first three-quarters of the 16th, which, in my estimation, repres
ented in many respects, the high point in various walks of life. 
Perhaps* too, there was a certain sadness about it, too, some
thing like the fading glow of a sunset, following a day of great 
brilliance, when one's eyes somehow cling longingly to the 
cloud-streaks in the sky, as rose fades into gray, and feathery 
sweeps of the sirus decorative scheme gradually transforms itself 
into"ash. i suppose it is the, subconsciousness that soething 
beautiful is dying t„,at makes such a sunset and such a volume s e  
seem even more precious than it really is. Anyway, - I liked the 

vLast Year of Louis XV. .
It was good- ctf you to share with, me the accounts as rereveal* 

ed by the 8 page letter from afar. The picture isnft pretty, and 
one is so wise to eliminate it from memory, so far as possible. 
Yon will forgive me for aLai.n making reference to it, but frankly 
I am’ grateful to God that the Pilgrimage of Sorrow that you had 
to make alone in the years before the war, -if things had to turn 
that way, in reality transpired then. For now there is a peace
that, comes with such sorrow, and a feeling of gratitude to
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od that one bo beloved p a r t e d  for a tetter
11 the tumult and destruction o ® rhood afterward,
light those remain^ in the s . ^  am always finding
henever X visit ola 4®t» of departure to read
yself rejoicing when 4 ?Ssuppose my satisfaction comes from 859 or 1860 or even 1861. I suff°~8 r* + he wh0 sleeps beneath 
the assurance, given by sucn a ^ , welcomed into un-he monument, was ^  fortunate as to have been we about th
nding ioace before the ravages of man s your saJ.et
his or that individual s earthly , “4> of one^is 6o definite-
md somehow for my own, since , that those once loved so
iearlySforev§r escaped of horrors which now must z
•est̂ so heavily upoS those.who remain.

,,t„  _n.tine. m3? yesterday's memorandum, X learned further After posting my f8®*'" * , Bpddent. It seems that 
particulars regarding han enry 8 a° 'notice Riven the Hadsm, but the dislocation of his elbow was the notice given ^
actually, his « m/ 8So ^ ^ ^ brSa was“ ranspOrteI to Camp 
able to £0 on Alexandria and from there, on theLivingston hospital at ^le^dr a, ^  ?oU Hospital, at
following day, he was transp miles aue ’Vest of Melrose.Leeaville, tLa., which is about 50 miles due he will be
Apparently the break was 1 Hov. 14th.in a cast for the balance of his furiougn,

I expect we sh^lllhave a fairly^auiftt^week^end^ sohQduled
parts, an^ I know of 9° eelina-̂ that Miss Silver may make
to pass by, although ^d p^ggume Pat may come up from
% ra°tof4r£eaw??hPiaynie oyn8the latter's return from hew Orleans.

«k*t with gas a^ilahle, however I hgve t£ey9 '
will he the usual number of road rurm worXd whioh is
have some little shutter open 6 , aiways like to embrace
pleasnt forget through momntarly, tent on just wasting
such opportunities, “ xf f«e roac run they
time, in which case, that type invariaDiy. is 
wouldn't have any ideas on opening shutters.

You mentioned l a * ^ “ / ^ " ^ n d ^ v e / t h S u ^ w o r d  did 
ahsenoe of word sounds ominous • . my 0f 30d 1 s children,-come through - then «*at. She - xnaeed ^  leagt>_
deserved something hotter, 22 the opportunity of an expression of meaning, me, she even shut off t h e  opportunity  ̂̂  ̂  had
rh i f S o p i f f h o ^ L f r / r e r

ftSasysiss s?: »«— ir'’rsv 1 "“‘,1 ”on a kindred point, hut had better break.off......

Uctober 11th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
. ■ .. . . % ...» « p  T  .* y- . U * *  J* 0 .. -S' */faVv> ' ....

I take pen in hand before d&wping, but even though the 
spread of time as between this moment,and the advent of herr 
Kelly, the post rider, I anticipate lots of people dropping 
in, and i shall probably get little done by wqy of correspondence.

It*s a strange thing, but as soon as things.cool off in the 
autumn, x get plenty of visitors early in the morning,- 
proffered services in making fires, etc. The fact is that for 
a variety of reasons, - som^ good and some not so good, many 
people have failed to lay in a supply of wood, and knowing I have 
a store on my front gallery, they like to make the most of its 
potential heat by coming by.

Billy Porter, and huge negro, oame by about 4 to ask me to 
telephone,for an ambulance for Slam’s mama who has a severe case o 
appendicitis, ttitohell, the axe, arrived a little later with a 
tray of coffee. Then *ittle King blew in, asking if I had 
an old hat for him to wear to school today, - for it begmB this 
October 11th. King Hunter was next on the docket, to re
furbish the fire and to say he woul$ pick up my shoes this evening 
and take them home with him for Brother to shine. It was too 
cold, he thought, for Brother to'start school this morning, so I 
reckon my pupil will begin about tomorrow, - for Columbus day seems 
to be an unknown event in these parts.

Yesterday1s post was thin, with hut a single letter, coming , 
from the General's wife to say that the latter fs getting along alngght 
and may avoid an operation, but remains in Walter Beid hospital.

And speaking of the military, I have been greatly impressed by 
the unexpected publicity given the Marshall- report, which, from 
news reviews, appears to be quite an interesting document. -J-b0 
line oft* quoted from it, which I liked best, was something to the 
effect that America®, unprepared, in giving little thought to the 
future, was carrying her Freedom in a paper bag. I think that is 
a good comparison.

I enclose an exceedingly rought transcript from the Chase Diary,- 
so often mentioned in the past. I have no doubt that you will find 
if of no esoecial interest, but I did think you might like to get
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Col lection, 
TO

0 ’, . *

....--.V V'"'.-.-

The Madam does not know that I have the Diary in duplicate.
She read the thing, and proceeded to loose some of the pages of the 
duplicate. Before sending the original to he hound, I had Mr. Brew 
read me from the original, in order to fill out the missing pages 
for the duplicate, just to keep a record of the manuscript, although, 
when hound, we shall always have the original in the Arenhourg
collection, From the subject matter in this rough draft, you will 
notice that the pages that the Madam lost, - lo.' - dealt with this 
particular region. Coincidence, - I assume, - although it may he more 
than that.

But that doesn‘t matter, thejoriginal sheets are. intaot and 
have gone off to the hinder, and we shall al ays have it to work on,- 
when we get around to it, - as well as the duplicate, unhound, - 
so our supply is ample. ,

t ' '

I merely put in an old faded carhon sheet as I jotted down the 
missing pages, thinking that hy glancing through these, you would 
better' form an itea for yourself as to the general flavor of the hook an 
in thus reading it, you would applaud the old Chinese profcerb that 
a single picture is better than 10,000 words of description.

The whole manu cript is much like these few pages, although there 
are sections that have long religious businesses in them. But you 
may readily understand how valuable the work is as a picture of the 
times in which he wrote when, l'~tell you that, the places mentioned in 
these paragraphs are places that one may visit today, and often 
one may recognize certain feattues that the Rev. mentions. Another 
point of interest, so far as evidence remains as to the correct
ness of his observations appear unexpectedly from time to time if 
one will hut glance about. For example, the room*in which I write has 
wooden bars atht eh window. Wooden bars were never put there to 
restrain anyone from breaking out, for they are bars"that could be 
broken, Accoroing to oldsters in these parts, their grandparents 
were always complaining about the depredations of the "varments", of 
lions breaking into the house, etc. , etc. So etimes in early documents 
one runs across accounts of "tigers", - sometimes written "tigres", 
abounding in these parts. In reality, these animals were panthers and 
mountain lions, and they were frequently bounding into unbarred 
windows. But * assume the bears were even more of a nuisanoe, 
for a bear is inclined to be rather peaceful and not especially desire- 
ous of attacking human beings, but they are extremely ourious and 
always did love breaking into store houses ana kitches in search of 
foodvt- especially molasses or honey. ,

I believe Mr. Gahse made, this journey from Alexandria to Hatchi- 
toches and thence to Arkansas, in June of 1832. That was the year 
Red River swung from its Cane River bed to its present location 
further east by five miles. I assume that the Reverend made this 
journey on horseback, and i only regret he didn't mention lie Brevelle 
as he passed this way. - You will of course dispose of the enclosed pa
pages'las you please, for i have no use for them, Merely thought you 
might gain some idea of the Chase business, even though the 
transcription if miserable. ...1 must saip.

Am
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October 12th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
September 12th, - but four \-eeks back, he blew in 

quite unexpectedly. A telephone from Hew Orleans yesterday 
indicates"that he will arrive .today sometimes.

Accordingly, if there should be a break in the usual 
filing of reports you will understand.

1 shall most certainly be greatly inconvenienced by 
his cmoning, - I hope he will stay no longer than Monday,- 
but I can stand it alright, being advised in advance.

* ,A second cable came to hand from Santiago yesterday.
It seems the gentleman down yonder is conscious of not 
having had a prompt response t o  his last one. I responded 
to yesterday's, saying that as my beard grew longer with 
the years*, I find myself gearing my responses to correspondence 
by the b length of time it takes me to catch the echo, I 
sent the message by air mail, s,o I reckon within a week he 
will have my response.

0 •  ■ ■ •• ' v‘ 0  -i. - • ;

1'iie enclosed announcement comes from la Moore's 
daughter. I must eventually get a line of congratulation 
off to her. .after all these years, she is at last possess
ed of a Teal flesh and blood grandchild. It is curious 
on what grounds we sometimes wish people well. In the 
present instance, for example% I discover, on examination, 
that while my good wishes are quite genuine both for the 
health,of the baby and the joy of its parents, the primary 
motive for my good wishes sterns from my desire that the advent 
of the child may somehow impell the grandmother to take up 
marriage, and so provide herself with a permanent roost and. 
feeding ground, -"preferably in Baton Rouge, where the 
Colonel has a domicile. ‘.
« I think I may have.mentioned before that one of 
my favorite radio stations is WHO, Des Moines, Last night 
at 11:30, - i always awaken for a sort of news-editorial 
broadcast at that hour, I heard a most appropriate, and most
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enlightening dissertation, on that anniversary of Columbus 
Bay ^ve# , One thing 1 learned that surprised me was that 
contrary to popular understanding, Columbus did not die 
in poverty and neglect, but on the contrary, was held in 
high esteem by the ^ourt of Spain^ who provided him with 
two couriers to carry messages bach and forth from his 
residence to the Court, - one messenger being his son and 
the other a youth whose name 1 shall not attempt to spell 
correctly, - Americus vespusious, who later was to become 
a great mariner in bis own right, and in whose honor, this 
hemisphere wag .to be named.
• But a more interesting part of the broadcast had to 

do with an interesting parallel, drawn £„ nines dating from 
1492 and 1945. 'The point was made that Columbus appeared 
at a time when the world was just emerging from one age into 
another, even as it seems we are doing today. The three 
things»at the time of ^olumbus that revolutionized things were 
the introduction of the compass from ^hina, the introduction t 
of printing by Guttenburg and the discovery or introduction 
of gunpowder, - t

t
The compass, of course, provided the mariners with a 

guide, - and greatly needed, too, since the xurk.s had 
sealed off Asiatic trade routes through the capture of 

• Constantinople.
The introduction of printing, of course, provided 

the means for learning to be taken from the hands of a 
few wise man, and by being placed in books, opened the 
door for thousands to learn where heretofore but dozens had 
been able to acquire any education.

The advent of gun powder meant the end of the feudal 
system, the elimination of strong armed men in armor, and 
the metamorphose of the little hill-kingdoms into the 
great national States. It seems that the introduction 
of gun powder* - and thence the re-alignment of military 
concepts, automatically brought about an era of peace, when 
learning and the arts could flourish, as ignorance on a 
grandscale gave way to a spread of education's lamp of learn
ing.

You will note, in thinking up today's changes, that 
there are some striking parallels. Of course "‘the mighty 
atom" looks as though it is going to be even mere moving 
than the gun powder. &adio and television, of course, is 
going to parallel in education what printing did when old 
uttenburg struck off his first printed page.

Slenoe, of course, in radar, air transportation, food 
processing, etc. ad infinitum, takes a joint route along 
side the introduction of the compass, while whole hemisphers 
and worlds await a new wolumbus in everything from the 
region of matter to the-realms ofinternational cooperation.

ill this may seem pretty trite to you, for you may have 
long since pondered upon these points, and I have no doubt 
the newsapapers and magazines have stressed these similarities 
over and over again during the past few years.

•

^ut many of the t oughts were original so far as I was 
concerned, and 1 pass them along to you, both as a confession 
of ignorance and evidence of the thrill I experience in looking 

forward to a new day when courageous souls, once depressed be
cause of the belief that there were no more world to conqueror, 
suddenly discover a whole flock of worlds to explore and to 
brought into control for the benefit of mankind.

Poor youj ^ver^once in a while you are subjected to 
one of these endless diatribes, and I know perfectly well that 
in your busy days, you have little time for such endless " 
Gayyrings-on . and yet, in spite of that, I seem to go 
right ahead,'’and talk, - talk, - talk, regardless. But it 
is curious, somehow, for in chatting in this manner, I never 
feel that I am writing, but rather I feel almost as 
though we were sitting on the gallery at *renbourg, inhaling 
the heavy fragrance of butterfly lilies, drinking in the 
glow of the waxin g moon, doubled in brilliance by its 
reflection on the surface of Cane "“iver, and somehow in 
tune with enormous forces that swing the plantets (planets) 
mightily on their unswirving courses, as sound transports to 
us the song of a waking mocking bird from someplace down 
by Uncle ^our-stone‘s..........
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October 13 th, 1946*

. IlemoY ndun to C l i p p i n g  S e r v i c e *  ' r

It*s-6:,30, and I write this morning fro# the 
library of the tig house* I am unfamiliar with this machine, 
whioh may, or may not account for more errors than usual*

Your perfectly sweet no e. to hand, - with the 
quotation from Robert Louis Stevenson* How kind of you to 
think of me in reading those lines* But it seems to‘me 
in no way remarkatle that in reading them, I shoud find 
your own good Self shining through each phrase and sentence* 
Were I asked to offer an exerpt from lit rature that would 
test desorite you, I should have to searoh no further than 
these lines from R*.L* S*, although I oould add another* 
page that would append a couple of side lights: - from 
R* A* Taylor*s Leonardo, "Few of us have not known some 
person or persons, so ty Nature, lavishly endowed"........ •••

Our week ?nd guest arrived,at 4:30 on Fridayf and 
seems much as usual. Perhaps the most striking feature of his 
present make up is the average quality of his conversation*
In one who was accustomed to hold "the tit of talk" in his 
own mouth, it is rather surprising to notice gaps in the 
normal flow of thought expression or tale-telling* At the 
moment he appears to te Just like any rather dull business 
man, - whioh is altogether striking, since he used to mani
fest oertain amusing, al though sometimes tawdy, flashes of 
trilianoe* Expressed in another way, it is like seating 
one's self in the Alexandria Room of Sohraft's Fifth Avenue, 
comfortable and pleasantly surrounded ty the hall mark of 
excellence, and after finishing the meal, suddenly realizing 
that the food quality was not above the standard of some non
descript Oqffee Pot or "Rendezvous des Chauffeurs"*

For the moment, I am done on this subject, for I learned 
nothing of interest to pass along* I think the visit will end 
on Sunday or Monday* and I shall toucfci upon it at another 
sitting, if anything developes worthy of mention.

over
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What with school starting again and the gin going fall 
tlast, my reader did not re^oh me last night until after 
dark, and what with the necessity of withdrawing from the guest, 
plus the f-.ot that my reader wanted to go to Sammy's, I did not 
attempt to read the e n d  sure on the Senator from Hiss*, tut 
held it until this evening t̂ien I may explore it at leisure* 
Almost any politician on the national stage coming from that 
State is likely to he ultra something or other, - and usually 
in the tag department, I know the article is going to supply me 
with a flock of entertaining points.

Celeste’s sister in law, Betty Regard, after three 
years in South Louisiana, c$ne to Kelrose to spend the week end 
with J* H* and Celeste* .he name is Betty Regard, widow of 
Celeste’s brother, and I may have mentioned her to you before*
. It was she who effected the heading Machine in my behalf 
originally, and it occurs to me that she is well acquainted 
with the Baton houge office of the Jfedral,Relief Office, for 
she, as Parish head in t>t* Martinsville,• has freount con
tact with 3a.ton Rouge* With this in mind, 1 shall con
tact her this morning and possibly ye may; discover that she 

..WUI.^.Stle to pull a couple of wires in, the Capitol to 
put me on a priority for a new heading Machine With no reading 
being done in the big house, - reading aloud, - it would 
be a great help if I could get my machine back again during these 
long Winter nights Just ahead.

On the national scene, don’t you love the latest 
display of wisdom.and spirit of good will as deonnstrated 
by those remarkable ladies, styling themselves the Daughters 
qf the American Revolution? Their duplication of the “Anderson 
fiasoo trickled through to me over the ,radio yesterday, when 
Mrs* ruman announced ijhat in spite of all, she could not cancel 
her acceptance to take tea with "les bags"* Here is one of 
the first strides on the stairway of retrospection, giving 
people an opportunity to compare and contrast the courage 

.. of the Present Pirst Lady and her predecessor in an almost 
identical, situation* Prom this distance in time, - for 
about seven years much have elapsed since the Anderson affaire 
the public generally can better evaluate, Mrs. Roosevelt's 
reaction and handling of the matter, - and everyone must 
agree, liking it or not, that she did the handling alright* 
Perhaps, being something which had never before occurred, 
it was less easy, or at least, her course of procedure less 
easy, since it called for some original thought a 
courage. Surely, with the pattern she then laid down, it 
should have been easier for la Truman, who obviously missed 
a big opportunity, when she failed to follow in Mrs. R.'s foot
steps. But the important thing is that the pianist, like 
the singer, reaps an enormous publicity, and thank’s to
Ilfeft11 anda^a^lthyanie&^il3uM2ppf^5iHio&tlAU36fiew{)lilio

/

ft
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October 15th, 1945,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Mrs. Spofford works in Hew Orleans but maintains a home in 

Shreveport where her husband lives. It' was she who brought Lyle 
to Melrose the last two times'
« On her way back to the Crescent Gity yesterday, she stopped 

off at Melrose for dinner, and on leaving said that she expects to 
drive up to Shreveport every three or four weeks and'that she will 
always bring Lyle with her as far as Melrose. That's nice.

Well, it was a comparatively quiet week end. Lyle arose from 
his bed at 4 p.m., on Saturday, and as weare'now having supper 
8round 5, he somehow converted that meal into breakfast. He 
seems quite'strong and mentally alert, but there was one remark, 
perhaps two, that I took to be possible ’'straws in the wind •

* "I have given up whiskey completely, and you know,‘it’s a funny 
thing, but it seems as though I can get almost drunk on three or four 
glasses of Sherry."

Well, on the face of the threatened monthly schedule, it looks 
as'though we would have an opportunity to observe how the straws fly 
during the autumn months.’

Celeste's sister in law, Better Hegard, was here and I 
talked with her for a few moments on Sunday morning, - one of 
the circumstances that ruled out'Invitation to Learning. But 
I was glad to be assured that she thought she had influen6e 
enough with Baton Rouge to secure a Reading Machine, with my name 
being placed at the top of the priority list. I shall greatly 
appreciate that.

I enclose a letter from "‘ary Rhodes. My secretary didn't 
make contact with me on Sunday, what with all the guests and all , and 
I had to grab a second best reader,‘and in consequence, I didn't 
get some of the sentences, but I think thefe was nothing especially 
vital in the message. I was interested in her opinion as to la Moore's 
tendency toward "swagger", I must say that it was more or less
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in line with the impression 1 received on reading la ^oore's 
account of her appeal or invocation of the veteranfs rights, etc.

did le&rn of* a new magazine, - Ebony, which I understand, has 
recently appeared, - perhaps one issue, perhaps two. It seems 
to he devoted to our friends, and as I understand it, carried 
as much of its message in pictures as in the written word.
Perhaps Mr. Pipes and I should contact this publication. Per
haps they might he interested in some of our data.

Betty Regard spoke to me of the publication and I disked Lyle 
if he, had, .seen it. I think h6 had, hut I wasn11 sure, as someone 
interrupted conversation at that moment. There are two or three 
people of the race who once were highly publicized hut who now, so 
far as I know, have disappeared from the view of the average reader. 
For example, £ should like to know where the several people in
volved in the Scottsborough oase are now, and what in the world 
ever happened to ^lice Jones, daughter of the Hew Rochelle garbage 
man, who married Philip Rhinelander. I think Mr. R. died a 
number of year ago, but 1 never did hear anything more'about his 
ex-wife I suppose there are half*a dozen other cdses I could 
think of*that might bo interesting to follow through, and I ' 
had better drop Rbony a line and get them straightened out, p 
the'cases not Ebony, - for I fear such a publication'cannot run 
for long, - unless those revolutionary ladies of the D, A. R., 
keep up their invaluable work of giving such splendid nublicity 
to the negro in art.

' . ' •  •• ■■

I am rather surprised that Dora hasn’t mentioned Ebony, but 
perhaps with all the re-decorating going*on of late in'Horman,
he has forgotten to mention the matter. .

• • -

I heard of an ex raordinary case of physical prowess on the 
part of a negro, which may, or may not have been in the papers.
It seems that in some community, - not far from local railroad 
tracks, 1 believe, a negro knocked on the door of a dwelling, and 
the woman who responded was amazed to see the man holding one 
of his arms in one hand, the arm having just been severed from 
his body. I believe the point of the thing that added to the 

mystery was that the man said he could say ho?; the arm hsd been cut 
off. There ?;as another interruption at this point, and I never did 
get any more particulars, how the man had prevented himself from 
dy'ng from loss of blood, what happened after he had announced his 
difficulty, etc., etc. ’That a place to be left hanging in the air.

That with the bulk of m ary*s letter, I *Shall content myself with 
this Single page for this sitting.... ,
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October 16th, 1945.

e ’

Memorandum to Slipping Service:

The enclosure, as you may have already noticed, is from 
Caroline Ramsey. I shall respond today, saying 1 will hold 

the article until she arrives about the middle of November.
I hope Lyle and Harnett kane do not blow in at the same time 
Hiss Ramsey does.
! ? 1 '

To hand in yesterday*s mail came your nice letter, - the joint 
one, - together with the clippings. We both were enchanted with 
all. By especially referring to the Jumel Mansion article, you 
, enabled me to ask that it be read forthwith, and I may or may not 
he&r the rest,, for the lady is forever getting the clippings tangled 
up with newspapers and whatnot, unless she inserts them in a holding 
envelope for inclusion in scrapbooks,* - making them buried so far 
as reference to them goes, at any given moment.

I am -so glad, naturally, that Jumel Mansion has had a few rooms 
put in order I know you are going to have a pleasant ’afternoon 
when opportunity gives you a chance to pass by and see for 
yourself how Haney McOlelLand aibd all have re-furbished the place.

The Madam has always declared* that JumeT Mansion was the only 
house she saw in "ew "■ ork wherein she felt she would seem to fina 
a home. it. certainly must hage been lovely in its setting when 
Hew York was way off yonder, and from its gallery, one gazed off 
across virgin fields, untrammeled by asphalt streets and a wilderness 
of apaartment- houses.
t When l first visited the place, I was under the impression 
that it had once been the home of Robert Morris, financere of the 
Revolution, but later I learned that it was not Robert but 
Grosveneur, - I am uncertain of the spelling. But I think 
its post Revolutionary period must have been its moe t interesting 
time, when la belle Jumel was dispensing hospitality under her 
final title of Mrs. Aaron Burr <

For dramatic emphasis, possibly for truth, but ppcobably more 
than anything else to give a<desired balance to their composition, 
biographers of la Jumel pretty generally seem to has pictured her 
as never having made much-of & social circle to surround herself 
during her long life, so much of which was spent in the Hew 
York area...On ray own hook, I have lon6 since come to the con
clusion thfat la Jumel must have had quite a gay set rotating about 
her tea tables, what with the kind of personality she is bound to ' 
have had, and what with the success she enjoyed abroad. It is
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ture that she may never have been able to dent the crust of that 
was then the "400", but any wife of an Aaron Burr couldn’t possibly 
.Lind herself alone, and I am inclined to believe that possibly one 
found a lot more brains and good cheer in the Jumel mansion than coul 
be encountered ift some of the more formal but less brilliant drawing 
rooms down town* At the moment, I cannot recall if I have ever heard 
tne Revolutionary namegof Jumel Mansion. Surely it must have had one, 
since every home of such status possessed at least one, and sometimes’ 
more. It a title ever comes to hand, As do let me know.

And now I want to tell you something in the blood-boiling 
department. Jack’s brother, Ezra, who is a swell guy, was returning 
home to Melrose on Sunday night in his own car, after having taken 
his‘mother (Miss Millie), his wife and four children to call on 
Kin folK in atch.itoches* ^bout mid—way between Melrose and Erenchie’ 
camp(whe e MYs. hand staid for a week), two cars stopped Ezra’s,
It was some of these old hill-billy deputies from the ^herriff’s office.

- ., fhe dupties made Miss ^illie and Ezra’s wife and children get out 
ox the car. Then they made Ezra trun the car back up the road, and 
giving him five dollars, forced him to go to Prenchies, whom Ezra 
knows, and buy a pint of whiskey, without, telling ’̂renchie that he 
wap being sent by the Law. Naturally Ezra had to do it, for it doesn’t 
pay for a negro to question the words of a white man.

But Ezra told J. H. yesterday morning, and a, was naturally 
furious. He flew to town without delay, and I pr sume he read a 
not act or two to the Sheriff’s office, and I hope told the whole 
posse to keep out of the ^lrose area. I myself shall go to town 
shortly and shall make it a point to pay the Sheriff’s office a 
visit. As always, of course, prohibition is paying a large dividend 
to .the nasty little white trash in this Parish* and I shall be glad 
when we can again eliminate that Law from the books. In. the mean 
time, unless curbed, the hill-billies are going to fleece the poor 

while they let torrents of licquor flow in town where the 
white folks at the clubs and in the drug stores, - including our 
own physician from ^loutfcerville allied with one such, - is going 
full tilt. I may have told you that a week ago Saturday night 
the same bunch of deputies stopped a colored boy on the road at night 
and made him pay five dollars because he had a half of a half r>int° 
of licquor in his hip pocket. There is no law to giye them a right 
to do anything of the sort. In other words, it was plain and un
varnished highway robbery. Surely economic and political equalities 
a^Q,t8rriff06 Breeders of crime, and I am out to make a racket in behalf of those who a persecuted by the hoodlums.

that tirade is done, and I must get on to some literary 
activities forthwith, -‘■'hanks again for the nice joint note, dully 
appreciated by both to whom it was addressed, and thanks, too, for 

clippings, î rew Pierson on Sunday, sapd that ^tenhen had flown 
to Europe, but obviously he is still in waiter Beid.....
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Uctober 17th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
Correspondence time this morning has slipped away* ]flhat with 

two or three friends passing this way for advise on one point or 
another, and joint exploration of the Opportunity package with one 
friend, already feeling the pinch of chill that permeates the 

morning and evening air, now that mid-October is upon us.
1 shall accordingly wiite but briefly at .this sitting, and 

will avail myself of this brief moment to pass along some gossip,
. t ?

*ou may recall that I mentioned some time back the opening 
of a physician’s office in town, to be used temporarily in the 
afternoons, and to ibe made use of -primarily for the issuance of 
p^rscriptions of a dubious medical status.

< The three brothers in law one day, - perhaps two weeks ago, 
asked me if 1 had learned of any scandle (al) , emanating from town.
I hadn not. They told me. Yesterday, from two sources, I heard the 
•same tale. It seems the office in town has been closed. It also
seems that the physician occupying it is currently on bond, having
been arrested on the charge of the wife of one of the naval men, station 
ed at the college in town, ^he charge seems to be that the 
physician took a pass at his patient, and I suppose could be
quite serious, if the thing should come to Court, - which it may
or may not.

x x ' ' x ;  ' ‘X  "

It is unfortunate that the physician concerned, and his wife, about 
a month ago, gave up speaking to their brother and brother in law, - 
one who has some influence with legal doings in town. Always having 
fancied themselves beyond the need of courtesy*to anyone, they may 
suddenly be faced by the.fact that friends, even relatives, aren't 
an asset to be disdained.

Up to the present writing, I feel certain, la Grignan has not 
learned of this latest doings in her own household. I hope 
she doesn’t learn of it before she moves, for if she does there 
will most certainly be a vast wailing and screaming on the home 
grounds, which, most naturally, will upset our patient considerably.

Isn’t that a pretty kettle of fish to be poised on the brink 
of boiling over?

over
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Should the thing break out into the news, I assume that 
it will be explained that physicians are always subject to such 
accusations. That, of,course, is true. In the present instance, 
however, the charge doesn't astonish me exactly, since two very 
conservative residents of this neighborhood have been forced to dis
miss the same physician abruptly, when after summoning him in 
case of serious illness, he has taken that opportunity to take'a pass 
at them. j

I assume, r although it is pure assumption, that this situation 
may explain a statement made by the physician the other day to 
his mother in law, wherein he remarked that should the Shreveport 
venture prove unprofitable, he thought he might take a try at California. 
I suppose license to practice is issued by the State, and if ’Louisiana 
should withdraw its license, perhaps it is thought California might 
issue one 4-fc its place.

Well, so boils the local pot, and may it not spill over before 
we are rid of this batch of inhumanities.

At dawn this morning, another, - or pbssibly the same, - big 
old aigrette stalked by by .back gallery, and i am hoping that he 
may like the white garden sufficiently to return to it next 
Spring when returning from his South American season. If he does, I 
shall persuade him to ,step across the road to **renbourg, where the 
terrace will afford him an opportunity to exercise his long legs, 
and the riven will offer him good gaming ground for his water sports. 
With the ertificial lake that will be scooped out this winter, he 
will find a nice nesting place for lime. Aigrette, and £ think he 
will look very pleasant, what with a background of red, pink and 
yellow water lilies. f

I think Miss Myra has some acquaintance with officer§ in the 
Chicago Aiviary department .'"where, I am told, there are some 
marvelous white peacocks. As Miss Myra has contemplated introducing 
peacocks to uevereux, I think we should eventually make arrange
ments with her to get us an egg or two of the white peacock, for with 
a couple of,aigrettes, the white peacock on the terrace of green 
Tjihat with, the deep blue of the river beyond, ought to really be 
something by way of decors.

Must skip now, bvit will no doubt ? arrange a longer sitting 
on the morrow.......
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October l#th, 1945,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
"The postman rang twice" yesterday, - an elegant letter from 

you and one from James. I shall not attempt to compare them as 
to content, for I know not what Lora's contained, but at face value, the 
one from you was bound to be twice as good, since it numbered 4 pages as 
against' Lora's two.
t What with all the sons of African up to their hips in cotton, 
either in *the field or in the gin, - and from sun up to dark, - 

it was evident that 1 would be able to tear off but time enough for 
one letter, and I need not tell you if yours of '■'olumbus Lay or 
Dora s was -the one chosen. Today I shall grab off another tiny 
segment of time, and tomorrow £ shall send along Lora’s.

It certainly was good of you to impart so many points of interest 
in a variety of fields. It goes without saying that the quotations from 
the hobeson volume interested me much. I have clipped the quotation 
from the letter and shall read it again within a few days when the 

weekly rain comes and opportunity arrives with the first sprinkle 
of rain. And thanks, too, for mentioning the items in .this 
October's issue, of the Header's Ligest. I shall, turn through 
that item today at the big house, - if pilgrims don't clutter up the 
place too much. Today, being Thursday, Lr. Knipmayer will spend the 
morning, and there is no telling who may honor us this evening, but 
I shall hope no one will. «

It was kind of you to explore the Sargent Prentiss matter in my 
behalf. There is quite an interesting volume on Sargent Prentiss by 
his brother, George Prentiss. £ have forgotten the,exact title of the 
book, but his brother's name does not appear in the title, as I 
recall. I am under the impression George Prentiss did not write many 
hooks, - perhaps only one, so if you should run across a list of 
George's books, you probably would have little difficulty in deter
mining which is the one that is biographical. ,

<

Like so jnany volumes written toward the end of the 19th 
century, it is quite dull in many respects. $ut at the same time, 
it is very valuable because it contains so many little items which 

shed tell-tale gleams of light upon the tiny aspects of the man s 
problems, which viewed in retrospect, perhaps tell more of the man s 
happy and unhappy moments that a better balanced volume might.
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You will be struck by the poignancy of his letters from Mississippi 

to his family in Maine, pleading with them to write him letters as to 
what they are doing and how they are faring. It is difficult to 
imagine wl̂ y the family seemed to neglect him so consistently, especially 
as he was the one staff on which they leaned, and it was his 
brilliance and generosity that raised them from poverty and provided 
them with something like a hundred thousand dollar fund, - quite 
an impossing (one s) figure in those days, for today it would probably 
represent about half a million.

You will recall that he eventually married Mary Williams, whose 
elegant ante helium home was built on the present s"cite of Longwood, 
and that he is buried in the Gloucester graveyard, on the Longwood 
:side of the Lower l^oodville Hoad, just opposite Gloucester.

X think X have mentioned to you that this most brilliant of 
Mississippians had as his best friend, one Thomas Hall, an untutored 
m^n who, when Sargent knew him, was the "best planter in the State11, 
according to B. L. Wailes. -I have so often heard Mme. ^ebert, Hall's 
granddaughter of -Bedford Plantation, recite episodes from the inspiring 
affection which existed between her "diamond in the rough" grandfather 
and this exquisitely polished young gentleman from Maine,'

interruption - Brother has just come for his first lesson. -

Alright, Brother has done his lessen, and, with a pair of 
shoes to shine, he has headed off down the road, the shoes bein# 
almost as big a Brother, - f &

, _ * < *

* X was so glad to hear particulars covering the Decameron
*  ̂k&d missed, and X think **• have already remarked that 
I likewise missed the succeeding broadcast, but perhaps we 
may both catch up on lost ones if Columbia issues a scriot,
I reckon we should be hearing from them on that point . 

before long.

f ?

I had in mind to speak of a couple of points at 
length, but I just learn that Dr. Knipmayer is already 
here, and I have no doubt that he will be invading this 
place to observe the progress made by the bananas, which continue to grow amazingly. ■»

I notice what you remarked about the ^Opportunity Bhop, - 
* the fact that item Ho. 3 will be heading in this way 
shortly* and <the idea that I should find something in Item 
Ho. 2 that I could use. I must tell you quite frankly that 
I did gaze with eyes of yearning at the lovely blue sweater, but 
that I tried to crub my impetus* to set it aside for myself, since 
it came to me as something designed more for others, and as 
your agent, it seemed to me only fair to distribute the 
entire contents (interruption) - To get back 
to the sweater, - I must confess that with one or two of the 
other items, 1 have not as yet apportioned it to any one, 
with with holding it until it is a little cooler is my 
idea of having it perform a maximum of service at the time 
most needed. And so, - unless I find some poor beggar who 
is actually shivering, I might 'eventually retain it and 
keep it to clothe myself, which would make me twice glad, - 
in view of its donnor.

«

I have heard quite a few good things on the air of 
late which have made up fox the rest of the "mi<s«*spent time in 
listening to clap-trap. Last night from Des Moines, there 

was a very good recount of life in Java, especially in the 
years between 1918 and 1940. i?rom this unimpassioned 
account, it* does seem as though it were high time so ething were 
done, economically for the natives, who have bean paid a few 
cents a day for their labors over all the long years that they 
have -enjoyed the benefits of Western civilization and exploita
tion. ~ <

% <
You know, one of the strangest things in my mind is the 

fact that i never think of the Dutch as being especially 
wealthy, and yet there must be great fortunes in Holland, 
based on wealth from the Indies, that never flared up enough 
on the Western horizon to impress me. Of the ^reat 
fortunes in England, based on exploitation of India, I recall 
quite a few establishements, - grand country houses and people 
who have spent the money in such a manner as to make some 
dent, dn* .the bas-relief ’wherein or whereon some picture might 
be sketched of the results of great accumulations of worldly 
goods. Perhaps it ip because that I am not very well 
acquainted with Holland that X am in ignorance of the results 
of their expenditu es , culled from the vast fortunes that 
have streamed in from the Indies, and yet, with the possible 
exce tion of old Philip ^asoon, - I think that was his name, - 
who had some wonderful Art collections, - especially silver 
plate, as X recall, - X qan't think of any Dut-ch examples of 
what can be done by way of creating' pleasant country houses 
and elegant bric-a-br^c, £lthough obviously there must have 
been quite a few stockholders in Indies businesses that 
would have warranted such investments.
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And tnis brings one around, of course, ±feE to b

ponder on the stranger fact that today so ew people, even 
•hen spendin lots of money on building, seldom if over produce 
anything in houses that is in very good taste', whereas in 
contrast, practically eyery plantation home and city dwelling 

of any ccount at all, - constructed during the first half
of the 19th century in the ^outh, is such a joy to the
eye and such a satisfaction to the soul. To find out why 
t is should he so, 1 have thought long and' arrived nowhere, 
but perhaps we have gone Dutch, and -just contented ourselves 
with lots of money, *-

I notice nr. i'ruman is much in the news these days, - not 
only for his doings but also for. an appraisal of his doings up 
to now. last night, - Wednesday, - about 8 or 9 o’clock,
I heard an excellent appraisal by Genet (of the flew Yorker) from
Paris. I reckon you are.a aqua, nted with Genet's column, or 
Parish .Letter or whatever. It seems she braodcasts from 
Paris every Wednesday night over the "American Broadcasting 
System, - whatever that may be, • but soething allied with 
the national, 1 think. I cannot say on what station she 
delivered her. £;oods, but it was really elegant. ^he sounded 
much like Dorothy Thompsop, and her choice of words to express 
her quite terse remarks was or were grand. I, think it. was 
said her real name is hiss Planner, or some such. My radio 
faded at the time the program concluded, and so I did not 
find out on which frequency it was filtering in. But 1 
do recommend it to your consideration, - Wednesday nights between 
8 and 10, - but 1 am not certa n of the hour, and I think you 
will like it much.

. f

I wanted to say something more about Axaftbourg, but
time is running so short. I think we are going to have 
quite a few items to include in the house,, by way of 
openings and things which * have subsequently discovered among 
some other treasures in a forgotten barn on this place,.
I shall turn to that discussion in my next......
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October 19th, 1945,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
She doesn't know it, but Oiemence is going to have 

a fit. The package came through in yesterday s post, an 
having traveled a little roughly, it appears* opened 
without delay, checked up on its contents, and believe that
all is in* order.

It was so thoughtful of you to make such a splendid 
collection, and Olemence is going to have as much fun with 
the pieces as with the complete g; rments. She never 
to come out with a surprise, and into what she,will turn 
the'odds and end, Heaven alone knows, _ a battenburg 
parasol, or some such, you may be. sure.

When I encountered her* at the store the other day, 
she looked like a million dollars in the yellow costume - 
the yellow that has the same value as green has when it is 
olive. I may have mentioned this before, but I mention i 
again regardless. And what she will contrive with the 
velvets, I cannot imagine, but it will be something ex a 
ordinary. I remember the time when a slip was included in 
a package during the supper, land how she exclaimed that she 
could now visit her sister in Beaumont. What. ̂  
to hand, there is no telling where she might have a mind
to head out.

The enclosures from ^ora and Mrs. Brandon speak for 
themselves. I think Dora's letter
hut until X know in my own mind if that .individual is in 
terested in our friends, - or is merely holding & 3 t * '
X would find it impossible to hazard a pass 
positive reaction on her part. Isn’t it curious that al 
though she wrote Dora in May that she intended coming he e^ 
we never did have even an acknowledgement of our invitation. 

- Perhaps she did write and the letter was lost, - hut that 
really happens so rarely.

In yesterday's post from Hashville, ienn,, oame a 
letter from Dr. Or ah, an old acquaintance of the Madam s.
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and asked the Madam several points ab.out Joseph Erwin, - 
her gr§at grandfather who came to Louisiana in 1804 from 
Nashville. J’rom that, we wonder if the volume also con
tains a chapter on Joseph Erwin, hut of course, we can only 
wonder, since no copy has as yet come to hand. To have 
people from other States writing her for particulars regarding 
the contents of the hook, - already read in those places, - 
naturally makes the Madam hotter and hotter at the old Bayou 
number, and while I gently5drop on an oaoasional sprinkling 
of oil, in all truth I get the greatest satisfaction out of 
her fury £,t the man of had manners. Naturally it would he 
stupid of me to engineer a break withhim, hut I most certainly 
will not turn on the sun of cordiality, nor will I in any 
way attempt to abate her wrath.

It is,pleasant to report that the wbather continues to 
hold, and fair and Continued warm, is the order of the day for 
local prognostacators. In consequence of this, the cotton 
continues to.roll, and I learn "ih a round about way“ 
that Peter uetoyer and his family are gathering their^crop 
to such an extent that, weather holding, they should he 

finished by the middle of November. So he it.

Getting stronger slowly, the Madam now is £ itching to 
get her foot in the road toward South Louisiana, and 
declares she will not go without me. I have no intention 
of making such a trip, and I shall try to s'end her with a 
driver and someone, - although I cannot think of the name of sue 
a lucky person. * ;i>

Lay before yesterday, she remarked upon the pretty 
ante helium windows in the Loom M0use, and said we should 
eventually remove them for Arenbourg, when I get around to 
fixing up.that place about the first of the year, the 
same time, she remarked that 1 ought to really take over Lr. 
Mill© 1s cabin or one of .the other houses, so that I could 
keep my papers there and no't be distrubed whenever Lyle comes in 
unexpectedly. It is curious how she honestly favors getting 
Arenbourg fixed up, and at the same time never seems to dream 
that once it is fixed, I shall be spending most of m^ time 
there. She refers to the place as * Cane Miver House , and I 
think she is enchanted with the idea, - not entirely^her own, 
so f r as originality is concerned, - that it will make a lovely 
spot wherein a concentration of Cane River trasures may be 

housed. 1 'shouldn*t mind housing a few of the diaries, papers, 
documens, etc,, there, it is quite true, but at the same'time,
I shall most certainly give an eye to housing myself, too, for 
the gretter part of the day, as the transition is gradually 
effected during the ensuing months.

things turn in these parts, and I must skip momentarily..

1 4 2 9

. October 20th, 1945*

Memroandum to Clipping service:

The enclosure from little Miss Robina is of no especial 
interest, save that it reveals the Cane River article is sailing 
around Shreveport, while I await illustrations from little Miss 
Ramsey to get the thing submitted for publication*

I reckon Mrs. Rand never thought that someone might copy 
the article and by re-arranging it a little, submit it for publica
tion without illustrations*

i telephoned **rs. Hand's sister, who did the typing, and 
asked her to have Mrs. Rand return the copy to her* Mrs. Rand 
will be in a panic when she hears the thing got out of hand in 
Shreveport, and I have a feeling she will be driving up from’ 
Alexandria today to express her regrets.

Essae Mae is scheduled to arrive someti e today, too, - with 
a view of spending the week end, X suppose*

Pat came home either late last night or very early this 
morning, for 1 found a large stalk of butterfly lilies stuck 
in the handle of my scr #n door, when i first issued forth 
this morning to toss a biscuit to the cats* I haven*t seen 
Pat as yet, tut shallenjoy doing so shortly* I reokon he will 
retu n to Baton Rouge tomorrow.

Charles Mazurette will also come in this morning from 
New Olreans, and that will be pleasant to hear the late t wrinkle , 
from tha place, although on the data covering the riger, perhaps 
I shall be able to tell him as much as he can tell me*

The post card is ofl no especial interest, save that it comes 
from Lr* Miller, and of course really say very little or nothing*

Mr* Baohelier's letter, likewise, is of little interest, 
except that it gives another example of his splendid philosophy, 
and at the same time indicates his current activities* I must 
write him a little note t is morning* Por the new house he is 
building in Natchitoches, he is making use of the lumber in 
an old ante bellum barn, - or rather a plantation store, 
located on his Little River property* I am sure that building 
contains some excellent lumber, - and surely it should be well 
seasoned, and I shall ask him to remember Arenbourg in case
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there are any extra sills or teams whioh he will not find need for 
in his Natohi'toohes' oohstraotion.

I have a slight headaohe this morning, and what with 
a flook of*things impending tefor. the son has orossed the sky.
I think I shall fold up. if you will pardon me.

I was iuite surprised in yesterday-s ^ i r t o  find^^Eaokas*
•fnr m« - an ele/rant role of magazines wich must have tarri^ 
ty the'way side.^or you mentioned Bending them some time taok.
But come through they did, and in good order, and I shall gre y 
enjoy running through them over Sunday*

There was also a package from Lyle, sending me a P&i* n»a

as"I l i t ^ r t h i s l e ^ ? 1 When*hfrf t ^ s « d *

arrived*
I guess I don't know a anything else at the moment so will 

fold temporarily* • •••• •••

:o r n

<o: £ vc

gStfl

* "*' • • . •
\d ■'

October 22nd, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
. ’ , - *■■■* t v - v‘‘ * ,

r ~ , ,v  ̂ i h  f. , K ; • ■ f  ; r  . . . . .  3 .  , ‘
Sunday afternoon, Miss Culver, the Madam and I sat in 

the Madam’s bedroom, while Miss Culver read the Chatelaine 
in Shirtwaste. chapter from the fourth coming volume of the 
bayou number* It was tad, if truth and understanding count 
for anything in works passing themselves off for historio 
documents*

» . v> * '•

The final page in the chapter may have teen ooncerived 
as slap-stick, and it is to be hoped that the general 
putlic will read it as such, tut it comes so close to 
being* lilpel that there is tut.a hiirline between the one
and the other* ' * , .

t

The strange thing”about the composition is the fact that 
the author most obviously wants to stand in with Melrose, 
for he thinks Melrose and the Melrosians important, and 
yet'he has so thoroughly cooked his goose and even Dora 
might te welcomed to serve it up*

It id astonishing, too, that he failed in his historic 
account of Melrose so completely* I think you are quite 
well versed in k its story, and you will accordingly te 
surprised to hear him say that the Metoyers lost Melrose 
in 1847, - much tefore the Civil War, whereas one remarkable 
thing about the Metoyers was that they held Melrose right 
down through the Civil War and Reconstruction* Of course 
he failed to get the significance of the African House, tut 
completely, and failed to sense the fact that it was the 
tasio layout on which all the lie Brevelle houses were built. 
He says the houses are of West IridjL&n origins, - whatever that 
is*

4 We read one other chapter, ,,*» the Joseph Erwin one*
The chapter being with styling the man as "rip-snorting", 
or some such, whereas there is'nothing In the world to in
dicate the man merited such adjectives, and throughout the 
book, he refers to Joseph'Erwin as "Joe" It is as 
shock ng as though I had always referred to B* L* W* Wailes 
as "Ben." V  : , ;,

j • *
* But of this, it must be admitted: the author appears to 

know what the -public wants to read, and I am sure the book 
will have considerable success* I might add that the 
line in the final chapter on Melrose which is so terribly
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out of line and spirit of the plaoe is the remark that 
if a certain writer, - obviously Lyle",- had not produced 
a certain amount of work, the Madam would have grabbed up 
a horsewhSp and attacked him* How, you know........ • •

It was a fairly busy Saturday in these parts* Pat 
came up from L* S. U* for the week end* Charles Mazurette 
a rived from new Orleans9 and was here for dinner.
In the afternoon. Miss Sarah Jones, of the Library Commission, 
brought her mother to call* As they left, Miss Sally 
Me tzog came, and with her her widowed daughter, Mrs* Hoe and 
the latterB son* The two last named remained for a while and 
then ran over to the priests and then returned here and 
picked up Miss Sally. But before they left, la belle 
Sssae Mae arrived for the week end, - so what with Menrys 
running in and out and the usual hubbub of Saturday, we 
had quite a busy day*

I learned two or three things from Essae Mae that 
interested me: - an attempt will be made'to incorporate the 
Library Commission into the State*s Constitution, as a part 
of the established order* up to now, it has been dependant 
upon the y arly appropriations of the Legislature, and during 
the Same Jones administration, - and this was a surprise,- 
it came an inch withinof extinction* It seems Sam Jones 
declared he would not sign the appropriation and that the 
Commission could just as well be absorbed by L. S. U* Humrammm*

I also learned from -Essae Mae that she had not 
heard from Caroline Ramsey in several months* She asked 
me if I had heard from her,' and'I lied and said that I 
had heard only indirectly, - and that that news was that she 
had undergone a prolonged illness during the summer*
I gather from this statement that Caroline is hopelessly 
behind in her correspondence and as I believe ghe has a 
few more pictures to make for the Lifcrary Commission,
I am going ahead on the assumption that I had better "nail 
lier paddles to the floor", - if she does pass this way on 
Hovember 16th, - and get the illustrations for the stuff 
we have in mind doing, taken care of then and there before 
letting- her get away*

I had hoped that Lyle and old man bayou would not 
be here at the same time Miss Ramsey was scheduled to appear* 
At this writing, I feel quite sure that the bayou will 
not be here, since he has seemingly so definite parked him
self beyond the entrance gate, once and for all*;r  ̂ V fU>I * * * 5 ' ft ’v i l T“f • * • - « .  x

* There is to be a book fair in Dallas on Hoy. 7,8 and 9th, 
and already the bayou has asked essae mae if he'can't ride 
over with her. Houghton-IIifflin has akked Lyle to go, - 
I presume because Of hope for publicity on the forth-coming
"Gumbo-Ya Ya", not the list for release on Hov* 12th*
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I presume Lyle will not go, as Miss Culver thinks 
the trip would be quite enervating, and I think it would 
be wiser for him to conserve his energies, - if, indeed, 
he is planning to make a come-back. The fact that he was 
able to tumble out of bed at 4 p.m., on Saturday a week ago, 
when visiting Melrose, leads one to speculate on what hour he 
might arise, - if ever, - should he undertake a trip that 
would be twice as long*

According to Sassae Mae, as from last Spring, his 
bank balance was between 3 and 4 thousand dollars* With six 
months having elapsed, one wonders how much of that sum 
is left, if his expenditures, as it appears, are about 
on a level with the former years* That cetainly would ~ 
not carry him through a twelth-month, and after that, Heaven 
only knows. People seem to think he would refuse to accept 
poverty with grace, and in the event he should find himself 
w thout funds, he might, according to the speculations of the 
Madam, attempt to end his financial troubles, abruptly by 
suicide* But those are merely speouoations, of course,
•nd a hundred things might turn to put things to rights before 
such a calamity should impend*

By some miracle, I got around to hear Invitation to 
Learning all by myself, - and I liked it, - John Simons' 
volume on the Renaissance* I have never read the book, but 
the discussion made me w nt to read it sometime* If you, too, 
were able to listen without too much excitement going on around 
you, I am quite sure you were made joyful within at the 

display of exquisite courtesy on the part of the three gentlemen 
constituting the set-up. Somehow their learning, the 
consider tion for eath other's view points and their ability 
to stick to their own convictions without ruffling up each 
other's hair was illustrative of as high a point in oontenpoary 
human relations as we are likely to run across in many a day.
I envisioned all three of them, as eventaully gracing the 
terrace at Arenbourg and making intellectual and social 
life the sweeter by their presence

Outside there is a cold drizzling rain, and although it 
i already 7 a.m., the heavy clouds tend to hold back the dawn, 
within it is bright and cheery enough, with a good fire 
crackling on the b hearth, and Little king and Peter have 
dropped by, the former just having bought hi .self a fine 
pair of rubber boots, which he will try on, as soon as 
he and Peter have warmed their toes, and then they will start 
out to gather pecanes which last night high wind blew down.
The cotton will not be picked today, what with all the dampness, 
but the crop will be finished soon, Dr the cows will be 
turned into the fields to fatten on the cotton seed, - and 
the Peter netyoers will move to a new home*......

P  g

»
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October 23rd, 1945*

i 10 i i !;>: H  O ' • 9 ' 1

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

Your perfectly splendid letter to hand, *and there are 
so many points I would touch upon, I know not wher to teg in*

I am so glad to have a detailed account of the 
Brooklyn Museum "Life on the Mississippi" show* It 
sounded so good, and the enumeration of some of the titles 
gave me a little mental tour all ty myself as I recalled sueh 
items as the flight? Scene on the Bayou, the Queen of the West, 
etc* And speaking of the latter item, it recalled ô mind 
the most hilarious title of the boats of that era: - 
"The Belle of the Bends".

I am glad, too, that you mentioned the later print, done 
in the 1870’s, of DeSoto Discovering the Mississippi"*
I heard a most interesting account of that remarkable explora
tion the other day, where in it said his -wife accompanied him 
across the Atlantic, remaining in Cuba when he set out ~or his 
search for gold on the main land* What Cuba was like for any 
Spanish lady in the late 1530’s is difficult to conceive. What 
America could have been like for DeSoto himself, is equally 
difficult to picture* I know some of the country is explored, 
and even today, it would be rather heroic for a group of men 
to undertake, even though the wild animal and Indian ̂ hazards 
ar e no more * '

It seems that some historians have stressed DeSoto's 
oruelty, but this account pointed out that today’s reader 
of DeSotao’s travels must bear in mind that his journey took 
him through lands where the Indian was likely to be even 
more cruel than the Spaniard, and accordingly it was almost 
imperative, if he were to survive, to make himself even more 
accomplished in the Art of striking fe r into the human heart 
if he were ever to get anywhere. Well, he got quite a 
ways, and I never did learn what happened to hie *poor wife, 
sitting off yonder in Cuba awaiting his return*

A two hour corridor of time intervenew between the . 
above paragraph»and this. Brother Ĵ* C* Hunter) 
arried at 6:45 for his day’>s learning and we have 
covered practically everything from cats, - through the 
alphabet, - to kangaroos,- - the latter being quite
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The Tilloah-Egon episode is really something. Surely 
it saaroely seems as though he oould have forgotten the 

whole business, especially as the matter concerned one 
whom he had known so bong and one to whom a Jot was so 
justly deserved. Your suspicion that a Jot for his own off
spring may have accounted for the ’’forgetfulness" protatly 
hits the nail slap on the head. But thank Heaven Ego was 
encountered, ty some kindly Pate, and I do hope cir
cumstances of one sort or another may permit a personal 
contact shortly.

In my opinion, it would te perfectly alright, - on 
contacting Egon,- to include everyone in the matter of 
souvenirs of the old days. So far as I am concerned,
I would trust Egon utterly .in matters of confidence.

' ' * •= ‘ • 1 ' ' _ • ;• J- . * . f  ; t  *r

If I may make a suggestion, I would say that if you 
do not oar to indicate a direct contact with former associates, 
it might-easily te pointed out that in the H. Y. P. Library or 
in a took shop or perhaps even in the street, you encountered 
a friend who had many particulars to tell of things that 
h wStranspired in the land of cotton. I so much esteem so 
many o£ Egon’s splendid qualities that I should always like to 
feel that eventu lly a contact may te established and that 
he might eventually, when things are more satisfacotirly 
established, take time out to pass this way, to drink in the 
country, which I feel certain he would like, and to share 
thoughts and enthusiasms, different from ours, possibly, tut 
nevertheiess .never at variance with them*, even though 
different There are so many grand people in this world 
if one only has the good fortune to contact them. Egon,
I think, is one of these, and since circumstances never 
enable us to establish too many such contacts, we would 
do well to include him in the list of those among those who 
will one day stand for Arenbourg, when Arenbourg becomes a 
symbol of the type of people who are beacon lights in our 
variety of civilization.

I forgot to mention in yesterday's letter that 
Ills8 Culver told me Mr. kane is writing a novel. I know not 
if it is a contemporary subject or an historic one, but I 
shudder at the thought of wha.t might happen in the latter 
eventuality.

♦

In regard to Plantation Parade, we have decided to 
say, in response to immediate inquiries, that we have not 
as yet received our^cogy, paid for In August, from nr. Kane. 
After the first wave of pangyrios, following its first reviews.
I may take occasion.^ as a resident of Melrose, to do some 
Second Thoughts on first Readings", in the form of an 

article fqr the Times-Pioayune, etc.', and possibly t shall 
do a book review or two in certain sections of the State, 
wherein I shall discuss the latest opus to slight advantage to 
its aithor. More on this point shortly.......
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Oototer 2l|th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service: , -

I had an enclosure to send you but I seen to have 
misplaced it. / It was a letter in yesterday’s post from 
Miss Robina, saying that Mr. kane had sent a volume 
of his new book to one of his friends in Shreveport.
That isn’t important, save that it shows that he is 
able to forward this item to some peop:ie, even though 

. none has come through to Melrose a-s yet, in spite of 
the August check sent him for the volume, - a oheok 
whiph he accepted.

9

I should have an enclosure to send from Bora, too 
but yesterday’s peoane activities kept Mr. Brew from 
getting to me, and so I shall have to hold yesterday 
incoming mail until later this morning, - after the 
postman has departed.

I missed the President’s speech on military train
ing yesterday noon, but caught up with it last night 
when my favorite station, WHO, ^es Moines, re-broadcast it.

I thought it a. good speech, even though I am not 
sure that I concur with,his proposal to maintain a 
small armed force and a large trained reserve, made up 
from the ranks of those over 18 who have had a year*s 
training. I think I have expressed myself before on 
universal military training. I believe that it would 
be better to train, say, 150 youths from each county 
in the united states in the mechanics of modern 
scientific warfare, and not clutter up a million 
parade grounds with millions of youths doing squads right 
and all that sort of thing. As there are 3,000 counties in 
the United States, 150 times -5,000 would present quite 
an imposing array in case of hostilities, while not 
a comparatively small regular armed force be maintained but 
rather a fairly large one. I believed in a trained army 
and navy, and pthe money used to train every youth of 
18 .regardless of their fitness for such training, 
could,much better be used for the maintainanoe of the 
army and devote the balance of military energies to the 
training of experts in the youthful groups, as mentioned 
in the 150 be ngs selected from each of the nation’s counties.
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I may or may not have mentioned something Dan told 
me of a youthful Ph# D#, inducted in the arm, and put 
through the usual training* Dan said the youth was really 
very smart, tut totally unsuited for the useless marching 
up and down that seems to te the lot of all soldiers in 
oamp life. Dan said it was toth pitiful and hilarious 
to see the poor Ph. D.t everytirae the commanding officer 
shouted:"Atout Paoe", - for although simple enough as 
a military taotic, the poor fellow would invariably fall 
flat on his face, never seeming to te able to execute 
such an order although undoubtedly possessed of mental 
equipenent that would have out-shone his commanding officers 
a million times in any other manifestation of mental agility#

I menat to mention in yesterday's letter that Pssae 
Mae read me a very amusing story in a collection by 
William Marsh, - the volume entitled "Trial Balance"•
The short, story referred to in that collection is 
entitled "Monument (or Memorial^- to the Slain"#
It is exceptionally well written, and is a marvelous satire 
on the activities of the Vice Squads that are forever 
appearing like ticks on the body politic# Some ancient Greek 
or some such, onoe said that a ceradain x number of fleas
on a dog was good, since it kept him more or less occupied 
at otherwise dull moments* Perhaps the same could be 
said for the presence of Woman's Temperance Unions,
Purity Leagues for literature, etc#, but Prohibition 
proved, of course, that horrors,of what happens when 
suchjthLngs get out of ha^d, and while tis short story 
deals with a most minor matter, it is so splendidly written 
and such excellent satire against such business that 
I recommend it most highly, should you chance to run
across it.

When Dr. Khipmayer comes by tomorrow -about 11,
I think I shall accompany him down to Magnolia for lunch 
with Miss Sally. Up to now„ I be ven't heard from her 
in reference to the E4 Mile Perry Billiard Table, and 
bearding her in her den will afford me an opportunity 
to push her a little bit* i * fit>< ; •

•

This afternoon*, - or possibly Priday, I am thinking 
of making a round to Madame Aubin's house, - a picture 
of which I' think you h ve seen from the Ramsey collection# 
I don*t know who owns the. place, but I am sure the 
Henrys own an undivided three-firths, or some such con
fusing percentage, - and they may own all of it# 
in the house still remains a hand made armoir, - a very 
simple, plain one, but very nice and doubly interesting 
since it, is a Cane River antique, having been made by a 
slave in ante bellum times# The Madam wants to get it, 
with a view of giv ng it to me, - for lime. Aubin gave it 
to her before her death, and I must say it would be

ana lining rorArentourg. it t
and the cotton fields a?fafloat?“° I shall take Pugabou and Same Peace and slide up to 

the old deserted house and load in the armoir# mhe o^d 
house, about to fall down, also has some plain old 
hardware, - big hinges, locks, etc., which I shall 
also include in the haul, if they arc still there.
Tt.ha?TlS+a0rOm^ ther! ar ,2 oouPle nioe doors, too, and ta.ce them, too, if possible. It is oriminel to
lij*t these things, in a way, but in another, it seems even 
more so when one realizes that the old house is headed 
toward collapse and unless these precious mementoes of 
ante bellum days are saved now, they will eventuall end 
up in bonfires and the junkman's cauldron.

With the Henrys having control of the property, it 
fc.ee.is so strange that Dannie should not have rescued the 
old house and fixed himself up a perfectly el gant country 
place, for he is rich and he and his wife, Prances, have 7  

just spent thousands of dollars to fix up a most non
descript matter of fact house in Watohitoohes.

Both of them, however, 3a ok the mellowness to make 
such a place as Mae# Rutin's harmonious, but they mifl-ht 
eventualiy grow up toAhe house, and in saving the place 
something marvelously charming from the past would have * 
been preserved for posterity, - but of course the five cent 
cigar doesn't know the meaning of such egressions#

Bu enough on that score, and I s all save what I 
can for Arenbourg, on the assumption that the other

n & , * °  te alou(i to crash# If my some miracle within the next six months, so e thought should be n ven 
to saving it, I shall give baok whatever hardware I find 
keeping only the armoir, but if the thing does collapse, 
then we shall at least have the satis fact!
resoued something* ;ion of having

Revolution in Cotton has just c me to hand, and I 
am so anxioaB to get to reading on it. It was oharaoteristios 
lly thoughtful of you to forward this item, and I shall like 
it doubly for your presence in spirit# •«...#
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October 25th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping servicet
Hay I cngratulate you on yoar remarkable findings

in the Geodetic Department*
' ■1 > ■ *

It goes without Baying that I was completely ena{iante(l to 
learn your discovery of all these de-lightful items.
I s udder only as I think of how much at varian ce they mus , 
te with the curious sketches I used to make to aocj.û in̂  
you with the neighborhoods covered by these valuable items* •

you mention that you do not find 24 Mile Jerry. It would 
not te on the Map., It is on the West side of Cane River, 
perhaps five miles telow Qane Elver bridge, and Just about 
at the Horth point of the Magnolia line. ?hat would make 
it atout 24 miles telow Hatchitoohes, - ty the meanderings o* the 

-river not in a straight line* It would appear that it 
. was never more .than a stopping point on the road ^  A^ lld̂  
from Natchitoches, and as X understand it, the place where the 
old Trace swerved off to the West toward San an^ n,

' Mexico Cityv I reckon in its palmiest days, - say th.e 184CTB 
it never represented much inoe in outlay than a tavern, perhaps 
a general store, and probably a house or two*

When General Banks, - the Unionist, 0m
< Grand Score and Natchitoches to Alexandria, he followed Cane 

River, at least for the first 40 miles. Srom what l oan 
discover, the main body of his Groups (troops?) took the 
road on the West Bankk of Gan® River as far as 24 Mile -err/» 
it crossed to the East bank. Lots of Rrudhomme mansions were 
turned on the lest tank, between Bermuda and Natichtoches, 
although some on the Bast tank were also set ablaze. I |ra 
sure, however, that at least a section of the ^rmy passed eJ^ng 
the East bank, passed Arentourg, - the present terrace 1 jh 
former cite of the original river road, for old slaves 
recall th a t the soldiers passed by Melrose about noon*

But today nothing remains at 24Mile ,J?erry but the oia 
store, - with, the billiard table on the gallery, exposed t0 
the weather* There is no more Berry, of course 
the new Louisiana Purchase Road on the Bast bank o^
River, crossing from the J?est ,to the Bast, going boutfc, at  ̂
Bermuda precludes a‘ny necessity for a ferry* And of course 
the old'imtchez-San Antonio-Mexico City Trail ha.3 been supp an^e 
by modern cement roads that pass miles from this Poi^  ^  t 
Gane River. The mulatto family, - Dupree, formeriy owned what 
was called 24 Mile Perry, but I, think Hyman Oohen of Ĵ ake ie 

; plantation, now c ontrols; this, property.

where

< ,-St ;

.
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prom the crude sketches I have Lent from ti e to tine,

I feel certain tot you nay he able to locate Arenbourg without 
difficulty. If labeled on the map, it will be sandwiched in between 
Alfred LLorenz ,and. Alphonse Metyoer, and may bear the name of 
Agnes Metoytr or Dan Henry. It is a curious thing.that Agnes 
Metoyer's name appears as the last Metoyer owner, before it passed 
to th Henrys just a few years ago, for another Agnes Metoyer, 
wife of Grandpere, - he also had a daughter by the same name,- 
has been associated with the property since colonial times*
Certain abstracts refer to Agnes Me.toyer as being a free woman of 
color, and therefore entitled to an unusual status, as guaranteed 
by the Treaty of Paris, covering all people of color, enjoying 
freedom prior to 1775#*. I understand none of these refer nee, 
for the Treaty of Paris, signed at Versailles by Benjamin Franklin 
and others in 1783, is a document which brought the United States 
into being , but for seme strange reason, I never have seen a 
copy of that famous document, although I have often visited the 
room in t o  Hotel des Affairs Htrangeres, on the opposite side ; 
of the street from the Palace of Versailles,-to the left,; as one 
enters the Court yard of the Palace, «* about opposite the 
Gallerit des Batailless r* silcurga?: 'v'- /

Now if the above paragraph dsn’t a round about business, - 
from Agenes Metoyer 6f Arenbourg to Versailles, then I give up.

It goes without saying that I shall be; delighted' to see o 
the maps, but the fc°mplete enchantment wi2>1 come only when we 
are able, to spread them out on the big billiard table at 
Arenbourg and examine them together* I have thought that ; 
eventually, should there be a fitting place for such a buiness, 
we might have one wall, somewhere at -Ar.enbourg, whereon would 
be sketched the general course of the river, say from Natchitoches 
to Magnolia, with sketches t o  houses at their property 
points, indicating the vanished mansions in.one color, and the 
existing ones in another. i Surely these maps would help a lot 
in doing this, aside from the constant references we shall want to 
^akef to them or other data.

Once I saw a map of the Natchez District, belonging to an 
oil man, and from your description, it must have, been the parent 
of the present ones. TJhis was in 1941, and the map was 
valued at $210.00. Isn’t it good that the Goernement got in 
behind this business and by cutting cots brought it nearer the 
r aoh of people who would find such a charge prohibitive?
I never knew there was such a map of this legion, however, and 
I assumed that the Natche,z District one was stirred up for the 
Miss. River Commission, for use in making surveys of water con
trol, drainage, erosion studies, etc. At that time, I s£.w 
less than I do now, and I am sure that with the aid of, my 
reading glass, i shall readily make out all the points of in
terest.

Because of the enclosures, I shall confine myself to this 
page, but should love to ‘go on endlessly. Again my .congratulations..
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Ootoker 87th, 1946.

K.morandum to CliPpine Servi08.

To paraphrase Marlowe*s **Jew of Malta**! -So many treasures 
in one little mail!

Yesterday, what with a couple of additional and unexpected 
pupils arriving at 7 a.m., 1  failed to get out any mail, but 
the never failing postman and his polecat was doubly generous, and 
from this week end on out, - thanks to him and to you, - I 
have no dearth of happiness and com anionship.

i need not say how much the portraits mean to me, for well 
do you know how much it means to have a likeness to turn to 

when a moment of leisure comes to hand, and one to glance at 
even in the midst of uninterrupted tasks that unroll along a key
board.

I think both portraits mean as much to me as they could to anyone. 
The one in which a single figure appears is of course very exclusively 
all mine, not only for the excellence of the portrait but for its 
background. "One Alone", and yet a whole world and the endlessness 
of Time seems inherent in it. Obviously executed in the hills, 
there is^a quality about it that is as complete and as all- 
embracing as one tot will eventually be taken in the Delta, where 
the great arch of sky over the flat lands somehow produoes the 
same eternity of things that are good as does everything in this 
picture which will always mean so much to me*

In the afcsenpe of my reader yesterday, i have not as yet 
read the notations on the reverse of these two items, but even 
without reading that, I readily recognize the four beings in 
the other picture, and I am enchanted to have present bh not only 
the paramount personality but also those who are such a good part 
of the happiness that radiates from it. The presences of the 
pet in the foreground is somehow a counter part of grandpa doing 
his disappearing act in the photo taken here by Mias Ramsey. But 
there is a other feature in the.t photograph which is an especially 
precious souvenir to me, - the coat, and especially the fur piece, 
which was always pretty nice before but which somehow became 
more than lovely one even ng about 6 years ago, when I came quite 
close to it on the lower level of Pennsylvania Station* As I 
sped across the Jerseys through that night, I constantly found ray 
self hujjming instinctively a little tune from a musical comedy 
I had seen in Paris a few years before: **0a, c*est une chose 
qu*on pert pas oublier*" Thanks a million for these lovely 
souvenirs. I shall treasure them always.
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The postman brought me a letter, too, which I shall 1 4 4 2

read within the hour, hut shall not have an opportunity to 
refer to in this note, tut X shall mention the receipt of the 
maps which are perfectly elegant, for they o^ae to hand in the
sam mail* . . . .

I am so glad you have these, too, for we nay readily touch 
upon geographical situations at will, *  th the understanding that 
each of us will have a clear understanding o_ where we a.e ,alking
at out •

I was glad to notice tha't the map clearly indicates that 
section of the river going ty Arentourg, and that one can so easily 
determine how it is that while general speaking Cane Rive:r fiows in 
a direction from north 2&s*x West to South East, a, Arentourg, 
thanks to its me .nderings, it actually flows from the Worth Sast 
toward the South west. I think that point is quite important 
for sun down is the pleasantest time of the day, and thanks to 
the direction of the river at this point, one may drink in the 
beauties of reflection and constantly changing lights on the river s 
surface at the greatest advantage from the terrace dur .ng that 
part of the day, when often we shall sup in the open and lounge 
^  the gallery as twilight fuses into dark. Often shall we see . 
the liquid bow of the new moon dipping gradually into the western 
sky and caught and held for a while in the surface of .he 
to* be succeeded by a deeper carpet of blue, spangled by a million
stars. f

And speaking of stars, I headed out last after dark
to call on ulemence* I hrd sent the pieces, included in nhiimen 
$o• 3, when Kary Frances came by with Brother the o^her morning* 
Clemence, first off, asked me to say to you how much these pieces 
had meant to her* She pointed with pride to the new eye-lit cur
tains in the middle room of her cabin, and I must say they 
did i?ive a decided homey atmosphere to an otherwise somewhat barren 
room? Cltuenoe has always liked curtains, and X renemter some 
years back, after having given Miss Rotina a goose, already 
prepared for putting in the oven, she said in response to an 
inquiry of what kind of- present she would like, that nothing 
would please her so much as some curtains* Miss nobina* sent 
some material which, because of certain exegncies had to be 
converted into clothing, but now, thanks to you, clemence has 
her curtains, and is as happy as a clam about the whole t lng*

After showing me her latest wrinkle in Interior decorating, ohe 
trotted, out a very smart look ng gown- she had jiist made for 
Marv Frances to wear to school* It was oontrived from tne 
pieces of the tine material, - the figured stuff, and I 
eay you would have teen proud of the good purpose to which it had
been put * :

I still have quite a few treasures from this splendid collection, 
and this week end I expect to pass along further gladness which you 
have supplied these kindly £ut straightened people.

I 1 earned that Fugatou’s mama, - and Hr. Brew’s grandma, who 
brought him up, was planning to go up to Bermuda to visit her 
daughter there, and knowing that any lady in these parts just 
adores pink sl.ips, I did it up in a psecihl package, along with 
some medepine that replaces the coffee stimulant she cannot take, 
and . et the whole business along by Hr. Brew the other evening* I 
shall see that lady today before she heads* out for Bermuda, and 
I know there will be showers of blessings upon your head, thanks to 
the gi"t* I always remember what '-'lemence said when she received 
a slip ever so many months tac:-,lIiow there ain’t no reason why I 
can’t go a-visitin’ my sister off yonder in Beaumont, what with 
this fine under thingl”

As Miss Sally failed to mention anything about seeing 
the owner of the billiard table, when I was at Magnolia on 
Thursday, I conclude my request merely x puzzled her* She is 
a very gracious lady, as kindly a person as one could imagine and 
a most generous hostess, but I think my request that she speak to 
the owner of the table in ray behalf put her in as much of a 
quandary as a similar request might put, - let me see, - oh, yes, might 
put Miss Burrow, - the lady who used to do things on the second floor 
of 46th Street*

Vaguely, Miss Sally somehow mentioned her puzzlement to 
Oeleste yesterday, and Celeste in turn mentioned it to me, offering 
to contact the owner in my behalf, as she is acquainted with the 

family. Accordingly, I gave her the go-ahead signal, sol reckon we 
are eventually in line to lay out hand on the thing, as a rarity and 
a praoticle bit of furniture for Arenbourg*

s^uite unexpectedly, Charles Mazurette came up from Little 
River yesterday morning, and after dinner, took off for Natchitoches, 
when he will go to New Orleans today, to remain about two weeks.

He had little news, but it was pleasant to compare notes with him 
on the cotton, peoane and cane situation in his area*

Billie Hinton, the clerk, - his wife being away, - also came 
to inner. Billy told me that a man passes by Melrose every once in 
a while, repairing odds and ends, and mostly putting in torken 
window panes, etc* Billy showed him the large door from the Jean 
Baptiste house, from which perhaps 20 of the 36 panes are missing*
The man gave him quite a reasonable price for putting those panes 
tack in place, and so I asked that on his next round he be instructed 
to carry out the work* In the m an time, ^illy has aksed if he himself 
might put the door tack in order, - re-finishing it, and o^ course 
that delighted me, as ^illy is an artist with finish ng tools*
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The three of us dined alone, as the Madam did not cone 

down to dinner# I think she may have taken eodine daring the 
night, as she fussed a great deal at Aurelia during the morning, and 
in her conversation* jumped helter-skelter, from one subject to another 
and so rapidly, that things did not seem in perfect balance# By 
supper tijne, however, everything s emed to he functioning normally, 
and all was in the best of all kinds of worlds# .

Of other little details, I have none at the moment, save that 
we are scheduled to have additonal sprayers, - huge machines, to 
use on the peoane trees next spring, and we are also acquiring 
a cotton picker, it is said# Now there is a revolution landing 
slap in our midst, and we shall speculate on what that means _
shortly#

Must gallop now. Thanks again and aga n for all the 
happiness you have bestowed upon us during this r;eek end, and for 
the portraits which will carry us over all the days ahead.......

tv •
.

J
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October 28th, 1945.

-Memorandum to Glippin Service: ,  ̂ , \

. Sunday is well under way, with Invitation to Learning just 
finished and dinner just in the offing. I believe the hour’s 
difference in timing brings you Invitation a little closer 
to the last cup of Sunday morning breakfast coffee, while it 
falls nearer the soup course in these parts#

I liked today's discussion of Jfenfcphon’s opus, along with 
its parallels as between the absence of political mindedness as 
is apparent both today and 2,300 years ago. I think I wouldn't 
care to read the took in question, however, what with a lot of 
other things that I should like to read more.

There was an obituary in yesterday's Tensas (La.) Gazette, 
which interested me much, - that of Benjamin Farrar Young, of 
Saint Joseph, Louisiana, - opposite Rodney, Miss.

Mr. Young was possessed of a treasure house of Natchez documents, 
old diaries, newspapers, plantation account books, etc.

Wehn laying out the oampaign for the Arohives Department for 
the Louisiana Library Commission, I secretly had the aoquisiton 
of this collection in mind as one of the most notable acoumlationB 
to be found outside Laurel Hill* And Mr. Young's papers hed a 
decided tearing on the Laurel Hill neighborhood, - and one time owners

I afjouM like to sketch the geneology briefly. The Bills 
girls of the second creek neighborhood married well. One 
married Benjamin Farrar, their child being Mrs. Mercer of Laurel Hill. 
Anotheuff these Bills girls married George Rapalha (pronounced 
Rapalee), - her name was Jane .and she owned Beauz Prex Plantation 
adjoining Laurel Hill and she built the Mercer House on Cjourt House 

Square in Natchez. A third Ellis girl married a llr• Young.

When Aunt Jane Rajaplja died, she left .the town house to 
her niece, Mrs. Mercer; some other property to "Cousin’’ Eliza 

/ Young (confident of Dr# Mercer), and Beaux Pres Plantation
to Cousin Eliz's brother, Benjamin Farrar Young. L

The Beaux Pres gardens were wonderful, - although devastated 
today, one can still find traces of the great boxwood labyrinths, etc. 
The library was imposing, too, especially in private documents and 
bound newspapers of earliest times. On Mr# Young's death , Beaux 
Pres passed to his son, Benjamin Ferrar Young, a youth who had teen 
eduoated at Harvard and very cultivated, but exoentrio.
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in the mid 1880's, it was this younger Hr. Young who used to 
dress himself faultlessly in white linen suit, hut without 
or stockings and a*hat, would order a flat top wagon to his _ront 
gate. A crimson plus rooking chair of imposing proportions wou 
te placed on the flat top of the wagon, and there Hr. foimg wou.d seat 
himself, hea ng out the 15 mile trip to Batch ez, the drawn
ty white oxen, driven ty a negro walking along side. The ..races 
from Beaux Pres to Batchez were corridors of blossoming greenery, tut 
where ever a pool of sunshine troke through the c a n o p y t r e e s ,
-hat place was anticipated ty a colored toy, standing behind llr.
Young's rock ng chair, and the servant would elevate a huge urn- 
terella, to ward off the sun.

Although exquisite; as well as curious. Hr* Young nSver did 
marry, although he was well taken care of ty his faitniu ; j 
servants, one of »whom, - the tutler, always at nigh-uall, 
locked the great iron gates of Beau Pres, and presented the key 
to his master with a solemn tow, saying: "nil is in order*
It was just a detail that during the years, the'fences to either 
side of the great gates had. completely disappeared after ages 
of neglect. But the gates were locked regardless.

On Mr. Young’s death the family B it re * went to a niece. It 
remained on her entrance»hall tatle for years, and people thumte 
through it at random, - people who might te awaiting the appearance 
of Mrs. Young when they called on her* Years after, Mrs* Young 
herself told Tie, she discovered that in the-Bible where <the family 
data covering tirths, marriages and deaths were recorded, she 
discovered to her consternation one day, that her uncle had 
neatly recorded a great numter of tirths, - his mulato children, along 
with or following the lists of distinguished ancestors, who had teen 
therein recorded down th ough the years. In her embarrassment,
Mrs. Young had snipped out these names witl her embroidery cissors.
I told her I could slap her down for that*

Bow this family Bible was the only thing she received from 
Beaux Pres’s library,* but all the vast assortment of valuable + 
documents went to a nephew, Benjamin Perrar Young, whose dea^h 
appears in this week’s Tensas Gazette. All the papers were intact 
in his St* Joseph, La., home, and ty now, I suppose, they have 
gone the •same way, - or at least by fire, - in a great big o..ean-upt 
ot\ they will go shortly, - and X regret that I am not in the neighbor
hood to attempt a rescue. *

With the disappearance, I’m afraid the destruction, -of 
this precious material, goes one of three i-ntregal collections 
on which a true picture of the life and times of Adams bounty at 
his most colorful era (Interruption) rests. f o r  aside from this 
Young collection is the vast Laurel Hill treasure, and the 
13 tin boxes at Hiss Louise Butler’s The Cottage. Miss Louise’s

XT ‘ "*■ ' A  : r • n  • m  \ V ' A  •• - - - ' v ~ ■-* . 'v ;
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October 30th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service: .-e n u ■ *
Timehas ganged up against correspondence this morning, 

what with my early morning scholar arriving before good day- 
break, and a hundred little interruptions following our school 
session.

I 0.0 Want to get off just a line, however, and enclose the 
letters fron Dora and Caroline Dornion. Keith r are of any . 
especial interest, and yet they both, are little segemtns in ohe 
pattern that goes in to keep their portraits the clearer.

Caroline’s reference to the migration of the wild geese 
seems especially good, I think. I must say the word "olang is 
quite apt in describing the sound that sifted in through the 
moonbeams on several nights last week when^great armies of 
our feathered friends were pass ng over this Cane River country.
I can’t recall if it is their custom to travel by moonlight 
exclusively or not. I must leave one ear functioning this w ek 
lust to see 'if additional companies of them honk out their au 
revoirs in the dark,, or if they wait until daylight to travel, should
the moon remain down*

Three great **V”s parsed over the other morning about 
an hour after daylight, flying so low that one could see them 
easily enough. I must find out where their hopping places are 
located and if they journey from point to point as regularly 
shceduldd stopping places, or if the o rcumstanoes o weather 
and moonlight alter their places for pausing, - or if it is merely 
a hit and miss affair, which I doubt*

I know not the average mileage for their scheduled flights, 
tut assume them to be perhaps several hundred miles. 
humming birds, of course, on heading South from the ^jjisiana . _  
Gulf shore, must of necessity, make a 600 mile hap w ith o u t resting. 
But how the geese do, I have no idea. I have an idea they mig t 
list Arkansas as one of their feeding and resting places, prior 
to their jaunt over the Gulf to Columbia and V.enzuela, but 
I am in total ignorance of precise details* Of one thing I au 
certain, I am ^flighted they fly over Cane River ontheirmi^aticms 
North and South, for it will always te pleasant on the terrace at 
Arentourg to hear them honking in the twilight ,and the dawn*
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1148Lord’s observ tions on what happened in Fort Worth is piite 
interesting* I reckon the congealing of racial consciousness in 
that quarter must have intensified because of the latest doings
in the Washington doings not long ago.

* .is , rf >*cr ' *  :1 - vJ u .

I have written Dora, suggesting that through Miss Ramsey’s 
friend on the fort Worth paper, we might find another agency in 
that town to sponsor a show, and if so, it might offer the reporter 
on the local paper to do quite a round about the reactionary attitude 
of local stuffed shirts, regardless of the klopping the Wahsington 
D. A* R.s got in consequence of their second-go-round at stupidity.

I learn from the Madam that la Grignan has forwarded you some 
pecanes. Where that one wil.1 bust out next, no one can guess*
Today she and her hdsband are in Shreveport, signing papers to 
purchase a residence in that place* 46 days, it is said, will see 
them take over the property, for which they ar paying $13,000.00, 
it is said. And so, I guess, by the middle of December, we should 
have seen the last of them, save on tracer visits, what with their 
new location some hundred miles from here* It certainly will be 
nice if they eventually discover that China has need of their 
services*

It is pleasant to report that the Hada'ra continues in quite >j3
a pleasant frame of mind and bhat she gets down stairs at least 
once a day. She c ntinues to manifest general interest in 
my plans for planting, etc*, at Arenbourg, when that comes to 
hand, and while she will scarcely be abl to ever get there, save 
for a single visit, perhaps, in a car, to give it a o.ntfe over, still 
it is pleasant to know that she gets so much pleasure out of thihk ng 
about it* I am frankly amazed that la Grignan never has heard about 
the place, - nd now that she is moving away, it will* evaporate 
completely from her sphere of interest.

My agents report that the owner of the billiard table is - ‘ 
looking w th favor upon the transfer of that item to me, although 3
inquiry as to its final disposition has to .be made from its owner, 
the mulatto Dupree, currently in California* I 'can wait, but it 
will be nice to have it rounded up* .> v

Grandpere’s granddaughter, Flavite, who attends the priests as 
housekeeper, has been approached as to what final disposition she 
will make of her portrait of her kinsman, Francois Gassion Hetoyer, which 
would eventually look ever so nice at Arentourgk. As I understand it, 
the ex-President of Duquenne is also casting eyes of yearing in the 
same direction as I am, - but I know not with how much enthusiasm.
I shall continue to push my case gently, and there is always a 
pos itility that my [opponent will have disassociated himself from 
Cane River before final disposition is made, in which case my chances 
woul; be the tetter for adding this item to our collection*

October 31st, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
Twenty five times a million wouldn’t half express 

itoaxgi figure which I would need to express my appreciation 
for all the nice things that came to hand in today’s report*

Of all, there were so many points, - I know not where to 
begin, tut I shall just remark that Arenbourg was a little 
closer because of ijj all and another section of tin roof and another 
line of fenoe is the more sturdy, and as the final balies of cotton 
roll out, I find myself rolling up my sleeves the higher, 
digging a little g deeper around certain gardenias and sweet 
olives, designed for transplanting, and Tomorrow seems the happier 
because of another paving block thus &dde& to the grand highway 
reaiding to home.

And next I shall speak of the pleasure I have in picturing 
your new decors, and it all sounds so delightful and I 
know the library, living room and bedroom are going to make up 
a perfectly delicious ensemble, and as I reach out my hand to 
adjust my radio, I,shall be thinking of another engaged in the 
same enterprise. It^s all pretty nice*

And thanks for telling me of Kgo and All* I g^ad you 
feel as I do about the trust in which one may repose to his wisdom 
and good will. At the same moment, however, I hasten to suggest 
that the stalling off of Kadine,, it would seem to me, would be 
most adviseable I was surprised and disappointed a few years 
ago when she went haywire and wyote a letter denouncing jhose 
who were happier than fehe was at the time, and surely she must 
have been sorely tried. Perhaps it was merely a case of 
nerves, perhaps it was the natural reaction to a pent up 
resentment of those who somehow contrived to find some happiness, 
in spite of so many things stacked against them at the time* 
Whatever it was,., the letter did he! no credit, while it 
harmed no one* Perhaps a week later, from "an envelope, cancelled 
in Los Angeles, came a sheet of paper bearing nothing more than 
a poem, it seems to me, by Louis Untermeyer, sayingf something 
about ’’you can keep your proud azelias, you of the °QUvh,
I shall always trasure my noble northern pines”, - or some suoh, 
and the envelope was addressed to the Madam* I feel cer.>ain

Mas t skip* for now.
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the letter, - or rather the poem, was typed by Uadine, forwarded 
to California for mailing* as a kind of vague hut final 
expression of resentment against a lady whom she felt loved her 
lgss than her friend with whom she used to share her letters.

fo r my final shot, I dropped her a letter* saying how much 
I had always admired her superb control in times gone ty 
when things had tried her and everyone so mightily, and that on 
"hat key, - and with that thought in mind, since this was my 
final letter, I would always remember her* My idea was both 
to pour oil and troubled waters, sooth a troubled soul and at 
the same time terminate further correspondence with this 
address* I gather my intention worked, since never have we heard 
since, and that was years ago* Just because a horse runs away 
once, is no sign that he will always be running away* But 
somehow Just one run’; sometimes, makes me tned to*seleot 
another animal, if given a choice* And I mention all this 
to you, just in case contact should be re-established, for
it seems to me only fair that you. should be fore-armed#

* * ■

Curiously enough, , Uadine has a precise double, both 
in personality, refinement, self control to a certain point, 
and of all things, the same weakness* She i& a niece of 
Miss Kellie Pagan, the Miss Kellie who used to teach the Henry boys 
when they were small children* Hiss Kellie has a sister,
Annie Gibson of who# I have spoken before, and Kate somebody 
is another si;.ter* The young woman I have in mind is Hiss :
Kate’s daughter, and has passed by here a couple of times.
She is really wonderful as a personality, but somehow, not so 
much through malice as’ through some pent up feeling of un
happiness about something or other, she invariably slips off 
the deep end unless one watches her carefully and keeps her 
from getting too close to that most lamentable of situations,- 
self pity* It is curious that the parallel should be 
so identical in all respects*'

And speaking of former associates, what in the world V  
ever happened to piumette? She wrote me one or twice after 
I came here, but her writing was so orulbus that* 1 had 
difficulty in finding anyone to translate it, and being thus 
delayed in learn ng its contents, I was slow in making my * 
response which worried her, - worried in the sense the darkies 
here use the yard, Leaning vaguely annoyed, -* and I never did 
hear from her again* I suppose my final note from her was 
in December of 1939.

And spe- k, ng of Piumette recalls her tumor operation, and 
that reminds me that «*• H. told me yesterday that Stephen 
has been operated on in Walter Reid Hospital, - some kind of 
an intenstinal obstruction, I think* I shall hear further 
when H# talks with Washington this morning*
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, Once, on the west side of nobil> Bay, Alabama, I  saw 
a wonderful searchlight display* we were stopping at a 
place in the country, giving directly on the Bay# , Somewhere a 
mile or two off beyond the placid surface of the water lay 
a promentory* behind which a number of battleships must h a W  
been lying at anchor# The night was moonless tut pin
pointed with a million stars* .Never did. we actually see the 
actual glare of the searchlights, - only the great fingers 
of light, playing magnificiaent patterns across the sky, and 
reversing themselves in duplicate on the blue black su-face 
of Motile Bay* We thad traveled far that day, - from 
Tallahassee, Florida, •nd physically we were tired, but the 

- panorama of deep gray blue sky and the pleasantly mellowed 
gold of the shimmering waters where the beams of the hidden 
searchlights play in reflection produced an effect that made 
one, in spite of tiredness, want to remain wakeful so long 
as the splendid show lasted. J *

-t o I T i •. ■ -t q  * . . ~
, : v” Our Indian Summer remains astonishingly mild and warm,

with the thermometer "hoovering1 around the 80’s during most 
of - the day* The haze, so characteristic of this season, gradually 
thiokens into thin layers of clouds, through which the sun 
filters as through gauze* Almost any day now, the thermometer 
will drop,! the clouds .thicken and the drizzles begin* That 
will probably signal sthe opening of the pasture gates, and 
cattle will then rummage about in the cotton fields, getting 
fat on cotton seed,' still plentiful enough in the unpicked 
acres of^cotton# That will mean the end of this season’s 
crop, and then we shall begin giving attention to Arenbourg in 
action r ther than thought. Already the narcissus are a foot 
high, and by this week end, i assume, the earlier varieties 
will begin to bloom. This year l shall pay partic lar attention 
to where;the different varieties grow, marking them for transplanting 
next June* There are quite a few bulbs that have survived the 
years, - and the cows, - at Arenbourgh, but these will be 
supplimented by additional opes that have flourished for generations 
botlmat Melrose and. Mme* Aubin-^ocques* I especially want a 
,flock of golden daffodills from here, - accumulations from other 
old gardens about, and I shall also given an eye to the old 
fashioned hyacinthes which will blooih in February and will be 
transplanted a couple of months later.

C f h t  ra j .  C ljJ +  .£■£». H '»> ^  l \ *  V  • • . «  -?4 r f- i : .... m ’r - H :  A  f  ~ >
All this talk of little details makes it sound as though 

there would really be quite a display at Arenbourg, which will not 
be so, and yet they , - the hyacinthes and the narcissus arid 
the daffodils will be sufficient to a ford much color and 
perfume in some happy winter to come, and the joy of 
transplanting them will be based on that joy of,sharing their 
glories in time to come* ••••*Again a million thanks 
for everything that goes so far along the road toward Arenbourg..*

\

*
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while I think of it,\I shall refer to the enclosed etter 
from littl'e Hiss Alberta. It has no news of interest, tut 
as I understand it. the spelling is so ething of a revelation 
(revelation)' since it seems to oome up almost to my 
s t S d  wkch is going scae. T h < d a m  thought she was 
enclosing this letter to her daughter, tut 1 know she sent 
some advertisement instead, and so A send this al ong to you 
f don* t want it tnck.

Mies Alterta never likes to spend more that a day or 
two in Dayton. Cincinnati or fleEt iUlton for sbe deolares the 
former adauantances there, - and her relatives, are always 
referring to things that transpired in childhood,- and teing thus 
reminded^of her youth, it always tears her to pieces, since^she 
doesn't ever want .to .think about her age. I suppose this is 
some off-sftoot of her Mary Baker Eddy-ism. Certainly, any 
way you slice it, little miss Alterta is a riot.

X intended asking a day or two ago if your Journeys into 
fourth Avenue had teen crowned with any success in the literary 
denartment. I recall you mentioned having run across a 
S ^ A m a n d  volume on the Valois Court. This is not pushing 
you to search for other volumes, for they will te run across 
from time to time, tut I inquire as ;to success up to now as I 
am under the impression you intended to speak urther on a find 
or two, tut were perhaps interrupted when speak ng o_ them.

. t  U  A* _ >• ‘ ' , I"':-. y . j

X was delighted with your account of your trip along 
the Hudson for a glimpse at the current naval parade. It 
must have teen a thrilling sight,, and well worth the e..fort 
of ari ing early and making such a "roundatoiit journeyto the 
office. I hadn’t heard-an reference to the arrangement-of 
the 21 gun salutes, so fixed as to keep up a continuous two 
hour din. I did hear some reference to the searchlight 
display which must have teen Quite magnifioient, ”00. 
and it took me tack to an article 1 read in an ante tellum 
Natchez paper of gigantic fireworks that were once arranged on 
the Louisiana side of the river oppostieHatchez *ere 
from the fluffs one coul . view them to the gatest advantage!
In reading that article, it struok me that had the place for the 
display and the orowd'a position teen reversed, the effect 
would have teen even more striking, - the spectators on the 
low Louisiana shore with the "feu d’artifice” set up on the 
300 foot crest of the Bluff, so that the stationary pieces would 
seem rather taller and the height to which the rockets sailed to
te endless.

■ps$ li
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November 1st, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service* / . >
, . . &  a  j  4  i  „  j v  ’ -

Only ti .e for a brief note this„morning, - for school 
and correspondence on the, behalf of half a dozen friends has 
somehow ea en up all the time.

I must congratulate you on your keen observation in regard to 
the use of another typewriter from my customary one. No, nothing 
more than a frayed ribbon impelled me to make use of the '/
present machine* What-with so much going on in the cotton gin 
and the store during these busy days, I have been unable to 
get either Bill Hinton from the store or Mr. Brew from the 
gin to put on a new ribbon for me, and so I just lifted the 
machine from the library of the tig house and brought it over 
here until the rains should bring leisure and an opportunity to 
put my other machine in ordfcr again. What bright eyes yon have.

The copy of the Kane opus, covered by last summer*s check, 
arrived yesterday, with a very nice dedication. But it * 
is late in arriving , and the nice dedication scarcely rubs out 
the raw -hide whip in chapter 16. So be it.

The Madam had a-letter from Kyle ye sterday on the subject 
of Plantation Parade. I think he was under the impression 
the Madam wanted him to denounce the author, and his note 
was on t,he soft peddle side. Perhaps the truest line was that 
one certainly doesn't expect a guest, spoken to in confidence, 
to publicize such conversations. Lyle asked for a letter from 
me as to my impressions. I have written one, - contrived in 
such a manner that it may well be read by Mr. Kane, as well it 
may te, in the event I actually send the letter, - which I may 
or may not do. In my letter, I questioned the fairness of 
anyone in permitting a single word to wreck a whole paragraph 
or a chapter, tut that for myself, I felt that raw hide 
had done precisely that, so far as my reaction to the took was 
coneerned.

I I
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Yesterday afternoon I got a trunk and drove up to 
Madame Aubin-Roociues house, intent on getting the arnoir, eto*, 
hut as the house was surrounded by a cotton field, - the the 
West of the corn field, and the field filled with 
cotton pickers, kin to the departed lady, I let .die whole 
thins 2 0 . in order to spare them the sorrow of seeing the 
dispersal of their kin folk's effects* Isn't it furious 
that the house has itood empty for over two years, ana 
no one has even bothered to want any of the ef^ec^s remaining 
therein* This is because her things were old fashioned, I suppose, 
and whatever the family, - grandchildren, - wanted has teen 
removed, - iron teds, etc*, for her offspring would not 
want any of the old fashioned pieces, li-ie the armoir 
made by slave labor long before the Civil War*

I shall wait until a little rain has so damped the 
cotton,field that pickers will not be present, and then I 
shall go on the same mission a second time* There are some 
fine old bits of hardware in the house, - long hinges, for 
example, all made by the strong hand of some forgotten slave 
blacksmith, - and black, I am sure, he was. Most of these 
fine old examples of local craftmanship are on doors and 
batten blinds, on the outside of the house, and these I 
shall not distrube, as those blinds and doors are a 
protection against the weather* But I am sure the house 
is haaded toward collapse,, and there is only the vaguest 
chance that anyone will ever save* it from d«structl°iu 
£>o far as any such examples of handicraft within the house 
is concerned, however, I shall te ve no qualms about saving 
them, for they are not needed to keep the elements out, and 
in the case the house should be propped up and turned over 
to tenants, they will certainly not miss, - or even care, for 
those rare objects that have been preserved for Arenbourg*

V  it's late, late, and I must gallop. On the morrow,
I think, I shall be able tp start a little earlier**.**

j?  i  t

* November, 2nd, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Your elegant report of Monday to hand, and I loved 

every word of it* , f

It will be good news to have a report on Wednesday^ 
dinner and how things played out in that long delayed 
reunion f #

On Wednesday night I fiddled around in the air waves, * 
searching for our friend Genet, but couldn't locate her*
If she appears on WJ^ in i*ew York* she should oome in through 
WDSU in New Orleans, but try as I might, I never could track her 
down* This coming Wednesday I shall try again* But I did stumble 
over Mrs. Ogden Reid's program, getting Messrs. Sohellenback, 
Byrnes, Cord Mayer and some eminent scientist, so I-felt the 
substitute for Genet was fair. *

And during those listening hours on my part, there w/as 
much conversation going on in your midst, and I shall be so 
eager to hear all

I thought you ve y noble, what with such a busy program 
last Saturday, to take in the fleet, too, but 1 am glad.you 
made it, in spite of the high wind and all, for it must Have 
teen a wQnderful sight, and 1 am glad the weather* aside from 
the breeze, favored the outing* To me, there is always some
thing thrilling and mysterious in such an array, - so much 
power concentrated in such duck like contraptions, and there is 
always the element of strangeness in them, especially as 
one see first one and then another, slide up the river or down, 
jockeying here and there for one position or another, - and 
all according to some plan, dictacted from out of the ether and 
accomplished in spite of their individî ial bulk, with so much 
precission and dispatch*

One of the first reviews of Plantation Pardde came to 
hand yesterday, - I think it was from a Shreveport paper*
We started reading it and had reached a spot wherein reference was 
made to nrs. uanmie u* Henry of Melrose, when someone blew in, 
and after a return to normalcy, we never could find the review 
again* I assume additional reports will come to hand shortly*
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1  was so glad you mention.* the ^ l e r s o n  ^ o a d o a s^ in

tha^man & \ ^ *  * * £ & ' * « * . '  I t  1 b oruious that
it about the time the bro dcast was being made, declaring
;hat Stephen was resigning, and not serious
that Stephen was actually under theknife - am not certain

SSr/ S S :  *nA 60Lep  abreast with things, but up to now, no,hi
said about any resignation* s

Without mowing
Pier? ^ - ;mtfcnn«d a l i v e  4 r  a scapegoat in the matter o f returning 
ve'teran i I te lie v e  that jo t was Stephen' s and as near a ,
l  o Z  make out. he has dissolved ^ / ^ f ^ ' ^ o u t  iU  ?  teve p o ssib le , although in r e a l i ty , I fcnow nothing _ „  people out 
f e l t  righ t along, however, that the *  £ j  notice so many
of the Army has approached an -oday 16 minute
ordinary news c a ste rs , - ^ J *  * ^ * * ^ *  note ^ ollt
programs, seem to alWfc3» te * ^ * 2 * H j f  ,lrli-?orm. This has seemed, 
hurrying the United States out . t -ve other countries
mot unfortunate to me, since i t  it. 1 i J r C +v, 7  tht a t  home - that the impression. -  and to gerniria te s ach r thou ht a t  h ,
the u. S. i s  not going to assume i t s  11‘* ^ n aU ?r‘̂ ° ^ E a ;r o r aer 
k .p ing order mr'-intained in trouhled^pot ^  not- 1Uw

^ lwearn!niform s. tut I thitfc i t  **<eadf.rl f te c a u s e  .
should a l l  break their necks ri^ i nS ^  x foT ^he assumption
one or two Al Gapones had been p . publ i ci zed figu res scarcely
that with the passing of a couple l? i X t  to declare
stives one. - and especially  the uniformed, - 
fo  the world that we no longer sh a ll have any need of
protective forces*

Perhaps Pierson was appealing fo r  ^ w h o s e ^ o n e

of an eye, regard less of the greater needs for world 
be ing cons idffr ed* [

in  a l l  th is  d isousssion , i  am holding no t r i r f  * ° r t.,
Stephen for 1 have no means o f knowing i- he has done g 
jot^or a poor * *  on,, i suppose h is jo t hais teen

of offectim z the orders formulated by the Geneva- za...
a »  s « “ y- « r r  -

new"oomotions*can p r t s . i t  'excitement is
well f  nished*
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And Stfphen, thank the.-^ord, i s  in the hospital, for 
he needs to be there, while #an, unfortunately, is  also in o,
the hospital, but scarcely needs to be, s* ve that his elbow o -> ?i 
must be thoroughly gone over every few days* , ,

At the moment, J . H., I think, is  far from well, and is 
likely to be le ss so shortly. Lî ke Stephen, he also had 
some kind of an operation years ago which has never quite 
returned him to physical perfection* I believe there are adhesions, 
and i know he now suffers considerably, with a bulge as big as 
a baseball protruding from his side. I s ippose the bulge to 
be. a portion of the intestines which hav hrokn through the 
usual wall of musede and skin .holding them in p?.aoe*

<1 am; going/tto offer him a l i t t le  free advise this morning, 
as to having something done about his situation, but i t  will 
be like singing psalms to a dead mule,, for the Henrys are a ll  
geareji. high., and they w ill continue to go fu ll t i l t  until they 
fa l l  out, - only i t  would be a great pity for H. to throw away 
his l i f e  so needlessly. He has told no one of his present 
situation, but i have learned i t  from this circumstance and that, 
and i shall stick  out my neck regardless.

Yesterday I learned that the Peter Metpyers should 
have their crop picked druing the coming week, - 
"should the weather hold", I am sure the weather will 
not, since it  is much too warm, - yesterday in tfcie 90’ s, and 
somewhat heavy clouds around the horizon somehow hold o ff 
from day to day, tut never f a i l  to remind one that 
the rains of November cannot be far o ff, But it  is  good 
to know that*the cotton is almost a l l  harvested, so that 
even though endless rains descend and the tfows get what is  le ft  
of the cotton, the loss will not be great and the move of the 
family cannot be long delayed.

You are forever flooring me with unexpected b its  of 
h istorical information, and the la te st is  ‘your inquiry regarding 
General Banks passing along the terrace at Arenbourg in April 
of 1864. I believe that date to be the correct one, and eventually 
we shall have to arrange a pa gent in April or each succeeding year 
to oommerate his passing by oitr .place* There is an old 
Jingle about the c iv il war, wherein the different events, - 
or possible the different years, are se t down in some sort of 
rhyme, and I can*t recall any of i t  save this line:

"In 18 hundred and sity  four, the Yankees skiddadled 
- , from Grande Score*"

, ‘ " * ■ "  *** - “* •' •- •*■<«- *■ * *'■> I'i.L' A “ i  I, Q 3 V..1•
And their retreat from above *»atchitoohes, as you know, followed 

along the fu ll length of uane Fiver- and -thence down ned Hiver 
to Alexandria*

m
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On Sunday comes Andre M&urois and others discussing 
Zola18 Germinal* That might he quite int resting, and 
the following wee3c is going to be some Armican thing, which - 
I hage forgotten. * fr‘ ‘

Xn response to my 1 ?tter of ,two or thr̂ ee wee.KS back to 
the invitation to .Learning program, asking about the avilability 
of scripts, etc., i have had no response, although it wou?d 
^eem as though sufficient time had elapsed, were I to receive one.

I seem to have mislaid a nice letter from Madam Roosevelt 
which came to hand a day or two ago, in response to my recent 
letter to her* She Bays she hasn’t Louisiana on her list at 
the moment, but that she would like to retain the invitation to 
Melrose with a1 view ,to making the most of it, should she get 
down this way before too long., I certainly hope the 
chapter in Plantation Parade doesn't frighten her off.

P. S I feel I should make fu ther reference to Xiadine.

At the time she cut herself off from Melrose, 
you wil^r-recall that she automatically cut off communication 
as between you and me.

I might recall that quite a time elapsed before. I 
could write directly to you, being without address.

Learning eventually, with the new address, permitting 
us to resume contact, i also learned that she had apparantly 
cut herself off from you , too. i refer to the time when 
she was in the line at the box office at the Metropolitan and 
did not recognize you. f
1 Assuming that the contact was finished but completely, 

l saw no reason for passing atlong the particulars r«fftr̂ nS 
her somewhat unfortunate Letter, - a letter, I should add, 
which the Madam never understood at all, and which passed 
into oblivion in her mind, thanks to a soft peddling of . j 
it on my part. With time having\elapsed and poor Radine, 
having come back into balance, I am sure her integrity is above 
reproach, and yet 1 felt it on>ly fair to acquaint you with 
the fact that one#:the horse had run away, - withou, actually 
upsetting anything, - for under similar circumstances 1 .too,
would like to know atout,such a circumstance, so that i mignt 

be guided accordingly........ *

,
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- November 3rd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I,liked this one. Yesterday I stopped at the garage 

and the gin, while stretching my legs between prolonged sittings 
at this machine.

At the garage, - pronounced "Courage" in this area, I 
saw "Phonsie". He told me that he had just finished 
his cotton picking. I congratulated him and asked.him about 
the progress his,neighbors, - Alfred ^lorenz, Airey Balthazar,

. Peter Metoer, Jean Rooque, etc., - Peter thrown in quite 
oasually, of course, - and he reported that most of them 
still had another week or two to concentrate on their crops.

• ?

And then he said he wanted to ask me something, - what 
did i know about dreams? - I felt something coming, and so 
I said that I had studied about them a little, and what did he 
have in mind.

’’Well," he ,said, "I just dreamed the other night, and 
I saw you and you was living naxt door to me, and I thought 
you had become my neighbor. And what I want to know i8f do 
you believe in such t h i n g s . .  . s

So somebody has been talking, and I am hoping that 
Peter, living next door, hasn't heard the same talk, - or . 
had the same "d earns11, but X presume he has. And so I 
thought I wouldn't lend any confirmation to such unstable 
gyrations of the mindx, and so 1 went into a big discussion 
of how the mind sometimes remains active, even after the body 
seems to have relaxed ,into sleep, etc., etc., and so I 
left "Phonsie" without every appearing to recognize his round
about inquiry regarding my intentions.

, Yesterday we were blessed by having no visitors, and in
consequence, the Madam got around to read some of the nice 
thin s you had recently sent, - pages from /the Herald-Tribune, 
etc. She marked a number of things that interested me much, 
including the racket your friend, O-Lft-r-e £ooth Loose (Luce) 
started in the Putnam Hills Chapter of the D. A* R. over 
a protest to be filed with the National Board about the Hazel 
Scott business ; I was particularly interested in what
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the Old Guard pillars of entrenohed wealth had to say in 
attempting to orawl out from under their latest blunder, in 
denying the use of the hall in Washington for the concert*
I thought the jo); of reporting to be excellent, - and the 
excuses the bags offered were so typical and so inept*

J • H* talked with Colonel Dow, Stephen*s aid, in Washington 
yesterday, and he reports Stepehens' recovery to be excellent*
‘In spite of Hr. Pierson*s prediction, no one seens to know anything 
-bout a contemplated resignation, and I assume that if the 
progress of the patient continues along present lines, he will 
shortly be taking off for Florida for recuperation and thence 
possibly back to vashington, via Melrose* I.am hoping that may 
be the plan, since I should ever so much like to talk with him 
on a.hundred subjects, not the least of-which would include his 
personal impression of his present Commander in Chief* If I remember 
correctly, Stephen gave a dinner party for Mr. and Mrs* Truman 
sometime in the?late Winter or early Spring, some time after 
Stephen had spent a little time infHot Springs with his former 
Commander in Chief* It will be interesting to learn of 
Stephen's impression of the new one, and the most striking contrasts 
he has in mind, as between the one and the other*

*" *  f

More.and more it looks to me as though Mr* Truman finds 
himself on an enormous machine which he feels will rook along 
alright without a yone doin much guiding* So clever was 
the former occupant of that .seat , that the machine did almost 
seem tq travel on its own momentum, although, in .view of 
the new d river\s ineptitudes, it is becoming clearer and 
clearer that the former driver was a much gre ter artist than 
a lot of people guessed or wanted*to admit* It is surely a great 
pity that the e ormous amount of positive good that could be done 
by a more capable person is being squandered by one whom God never 
intended .for such a great responsibility* Easily the .greatest 
power on earth, we appear to be fumbling, and in so doing, we are 
letting wonderful opportunities for establishig vast powers for 
world betterment slip by and fritter themselves away into nothing
ness* I do think the little man who now finds himself in the 
driver's seat is -doing »the best he can, but I'm afraid it is 
all beyond him*

•  C « i  . s. ■ i t )  ■. - , l - r!  r • ,i . \ J v" » i  J  :

A line from Miss Robina reports the Dormons as heading 
toward Shreveport this week end. How those gals do get around,- 
in spite of the mules* That m s  the only letter, we had from 
the o ttside world, and keeping pretty well glued to my chair 
yesterday, I am bereft of any news worth relaying* Shall- do 
be ter on the morrow.....* ,
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Memorandum to Clipping fService; .. ^  .
Off hand, I would say, that what"6dlnubia needs is an 

Invitation to'Speaking and Courtesy* I am referring, of course, 
to the Zola discussion on Invitation to Learning, wherein I never 
heard so much stuttering at one sitting, and where one James Ferrell, 
who seemed to have the'least to say, insisted on drowning out Hr* 
Maurois, who probably had a lot of interesting things to point out, 
if given a chance and been freed from constant interruptions*

The line I liked best was; "Zola w^b a moment in the conscious 
of Man”, > • - a line from Anatole France, which seems pretty-good
to me* _ .. ' - , ** * , .

At the close of the program, .1 was impressed by the thought 
or rather the anouncement that Zola's Germinal was available on 
Talking Records for the use of the Blind. If anyone wanted to read 
the took, - and had a Talking Machine, - that certainly would be
nice* -i->. 1 ■ *

♦  * . .

But for myself, I lack to requisites; - a Talking Machine on the 
one hand, and any desire tp read Zola on the other*

I am grateful to God that Zola lived and by his writings, quickened 
the world's interest in the need for a fairer distribution of wealth.
But just as 1 whole heartedly admire some great, public spirited 
engineer, who conceives the necessity for some kind of a sewage system, 
and beats the drum to bring that about, so do I admire Zola* y .
For while applauding the s^out hearted person who recognises and fights 
for effective sewage disposal, I personally am interested more in 
other problems, - not at all more important, perhaps not so worthy, 
but never the less as pressing, and since rI shall never exhaust my 
interest in those other lines, I shall always &ve to content myself 
with admiring and saying Amen to the efforts of those interested 
in Zola's endeavors, and follow along oth«r parallels that somehow 
excite my interest in the vast variety of human needs*

A snarled, tangled, knotted ball of twine might well symbolize 
the life problem of every human being* Some units are coarse, rough 
jumbles of rope, - the charters in Germinal* Of the same nature, 
or rather the same form, are delicate bobins of silken cord, - and 
those were Prout’s oharaters* The mix-up and confusion of all these 
varying types pf string stem from identical circumstances* I an 
glad Zola called attention to the rope that needed straightening out* 
For myself, I prefer to try to straighten out the silken cords, with 
some one like "little”. Jfar.cUl as the master "untangler". - And that s 
that.
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But just to be inconsistent, - or possibly because I think 
I detect more silk than hempt in the negro tangle, I shall mention 
an episode, frought with a lot of mix-up,- that came to the su^aoe 
on Saturday*

One of the wholesale pecane purchasing houses in Natchitoches 
bought pecanes from Melrose about noon* Later in the day, the 
same truck bought a greater quantity of pecanes from a negro,' somewhere 
between here and Bermuda* The negro is one Henry Johnson, whom I don’t 
know* fie lives somewhere on Bed River, due 3?ast from Helorse*
Itiow the pecanes he sold were of the grafted variety, and about the 
only grafted trees in the section are on Melrose, between Bane 
and Bed Fiver*

The Sheriff and his deputies were advised on the purchase.
The truck of pecanes was impounded* At this' moment, some o^ the deputies, 
I am sure, are learning from Henry Johnson from whence he obtained 
the pecanes* Some of the deputies, - and especially Hr* Black, - of* 
all names^ are hill billies, and this transaction will afford them 
a lovely opportunity to turn on the hea.t*

I am not certain, but i think there is a Johnson boy who has recently 
returned from the wars wher •? he fought with distinction* Hhat Methods 
the deputies will use on him and what his reaction will be, excites my 
cusiosity*

* i
What with all the tfosts involved in raising pecanes, - their* 

planting,, the years of taxes on the property, their cultivation, 
their spraying, etc*, etc., scarcely enables one to sit by and permit 
the yearly crop to be stolen*

And yet, the very agency of restraint is of such a nature that 
one almost shudders when one thinks«of what those suspected may 
have to go through at the hands of the deputies*

It ds perhaps uninteresting, this beginning of a tale, *of which 
I know no more* And yet with the upheave! of human rele tions is so 
disturbing that 1 take thA.’liberty to waste your time with this mere 
statement of what little I know, - and I shall add to the tale from 
time to time, if I learn more, - and if I don’t learn «nore, 1 

shall f nd myself wonder ng what kind of human injustices the 
deputies practised on those suspected of lifting the pecanes*

On the pin*ely personal front, I ‘confess I am. keeping an eye 
open for T'ColisM No* 3, which should have arrived Friday"or Saturday, 
under normal "conditions, but the postman told me on Saturday that 
the trains were late, due to heavy week end travel and no second 
class mail or parcel post came through, so i reckon 1*11 be starting 
off Monday with a surprise package* Hore on that point shortly, 
and in the mean time, I’ll be thinking of a lot of things we shall 
eventually discuss *on the terrace of Arenbourg*.......

• f f i Jk .. s i f j i ( lit; t • . '1 iw • « irAtk- •~ :.ioaf.'.'L•* v;idij c.t. suu ■ _• ■" " «
«« ©I '(■ •* Jv.j*'. • l j  ; J  ^£.515 $  ■ ■ ■ ' ■ V V • 1 1  -'i* * *

t’tw \ t 1 inei November '6th'* 145* * - *
<. h i ?'CA' -t io i* •• • '• •

Memorandum to-Clipping Service: • ; - ,
. t e - •. • ;  J  • i  d  ‘ v  ^  ;  J; v .

>' On general principles, I am opposed to sharing one 
lady's correspondence with another, but under the circumstances,
I feel you and I would do well to be acquainted with the contents 
of* both enclosures, - the one that came to me, and a copy of 
my response*

Whenever. I think of her,.>T instinctly find myself*-saying 
"Poor child", and excusing, her one time flight into poorer 
judgement becaus e of her youth and ■ whatever pressure was exerted ’ _ 
on her from hornet I ! took her suggestion as to addressing irei' 
at her office,.and I think things may ride perhaps the-more 
easily;for her if the home influence, since that will be ignorant of 
the correspondence, will exert no influence at- all*

True friends are so rarerandTeven good friends develop^ 
so infrequently, that I am glad she is blessed with the contact 
she w-iilcthave with old friends, in her own neighborhood, which,
I feel sure, meant much more to her than she realized when 
she withdrew from the scene* And if contact by mail means .some
thing tOi her, 1 shall be delighted^to do ray part*- After all,
I can’t see that her. life from here on out can be too bright*
If eventually, she should hear from Rolf, what then? And 
sometimes, when I think of the difficulties awaiting anyone who 
mightctry:to,establish a home in Europe for the next generation,
I think that ̂ ere Death to-solve the.problem* •it might, in the 
long run, be the kindlier fate* ", / A  " .

? , v , i . V *  v .  V f
i\ "■"* '■ 1, t | V  . *>. . i i , ■ *,'*''* *** * W' >•. . , r

Suit every, life* can take such unexpected turns toward happiness, 
once one gets in the proper gtove, that I think we would all 
te 'oing well to hope for her happiness, for certainly she 
has much goodliness and kindliness, and regardless of the size 
of the vessel,, it seems to he filled to capacity*

... . .1 .trust you. raay find some use ^or the stamps, which I
take the liberty to enclose, herewith* • frankly, I have as 
much, u se for them as old Grandpa has for ii pockethookx, but 
it seemed to me the better thing to do was to accept them, 
for I feel she sent them, as a kind of visible wish that * 
correspondence might be forth 'coming, and try returning then, T 
might give) the impression that I did not really appreciate 
your motive, which, I assure, was one of generosity* and good 
will* ;
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Just one more point in reference to this subject 
I am wondering if she saved the letters I used to write, - 
none of which, as,I recall, .were* in reality written with her 
in mind. When I lost a vast section of my Journal in the,
April floods, I presume I lost a lot of details, - none of them 
of much importance, that approximated those y ars when I was writing 
those letters that went to her. Wha:t do you think: - -would1 
it he wiser for you to mention them casually in conversation some
time, or would it he tetter for me to as^c .if they were preserved?
I guess I would never have a* y use for them, tut. I can-1 fc imagine’ 
thefci .of being of any .particular interest to her,, and -I guess it 
would te just as well if they, were disposed .of, although I an not 
particularly interested in them either way. •

And now, after all this, may I .tejLl you that d’Cblis du d 
Trianon, Na*t.&n arrived in perfect .order, and that its, con-* - 
tents. wiAl delight the heart of more than n  one soul and lend 
warmth to more than one tody.;-The ft right shawlM is a ce ' nc
knockout which . I gazed, at with much eyes .ofi. yearning., £ The 
gentlemen’s. clothing .will servi® to.most exo&llent purpose, and their 
arrival is so opp or t u n e * k n o w  the lady.' c garment, the-l ong one 
is going to delight some feminine heart and the little skirt and 
tacket ;is a hu?ney, so to speaks I; haven’ t taken time out to 
think, which person will^get wjjjlcĥ  tut..I shall do spv.Shortly, add 
report .accordingly. It.,makes me so happy to think how-happy yOu niust 
feel to haye guaranteed.sp much happiness to so manyy* , -

One word regarding the; Arentourg .residents; -.and, then-1 
must stop, confining this report;,to/a, s ngle page* - In oon- -'u 
fidence toriday Bill, Llorenz, our neighbor to* the North, tells me  ̂
that Peter liejboyer, his wire .and their two cda lighters* plan to - 
move to ...Natchitoches or Alexandria as soon as their cotton crop is 
gathered, and that their sons, T. J., Wilson and Peter, jr., - the 
youth in th<§ snapshot'along wi th his .borse. vwill Iprotat ly go to - f 
Alexandria, too. Accordingly, it shouldn’t te long now, tut 
I am rather sorry they are leavLng,:for this volontary -move on their 
part, along.with perhaps a dozen or\more other old inhabitants of 
Cane River will r,take them to city .life which they mi l l , for the 
most part, not like, and now,that; unsklllefd lntoruis, on-the-down 
gr^de, their, lot is,n’t .gQing to te easy* . .Host of them,- of course, 

will return, as they always do, and perhaps the interlude will 
have provided a frolic for, them and greater contentment when, on re
turning, they re-discover some .of the Joys.,of; their pastoral life 
they nevei’ dreaded,-*bf .until they exchanged it for urban existence*

On the pecane front,. I learn that 8 different, people have 
teen named in that extra-legal transaction, tut I have not as 
yet learhê l, the, identity of any of them, and in consequence I 
shiver a little,, hoping against home that not too.many of my •• 
friends will te mimed. I don’t have many friends on Little River, 
tut those I do have I cherish........•
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November 7th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

The enclosures ar,e of no especial interest, I thought ' 
you would te interested to learn that the Invitation to Learning 
did finally come through with an acknowledgement, and that 
you would enjoy Miss Rotina’s sarcasm on the Dormon doings.

I h£&! rather expected a note from Dora in today's post, 
for it seems like quite a while since last a line came through*
■̂ ut not only did nothing arrive from Norman, tut nothing arrived 
from any place, save a copy of The New York Times, which never fails. 
By the way, have you any idea to whom we might be indebted for the 
daily Times. No one hear seems to rememfeer ever having ordered 
it, tut-it has teen coming regularly for some months, -, since 
September, i think.

The pecane story is beginning .to unfold, and while I am 
still in the dark, I shall pass along the tits of news as they 
come to hand, without waiting to await a clear picture before ,
passing it. along.

It seems that the deputies had a busy day yesterday, - or 
rather, Monday, and the up-shot of the pressure was that not 
Henry Johnston was the man who had sold the pecanes to the dealer, 
tut Nathani-el Wade, who. lives on Little River* He named five men 
living on Melrose from whom he had purchased the grafted pecanes, 
and the six men were taken to jail this morning* I can’t recall 
all of them, , tut some of their names are Wlndey Curry, Aymon Anthony, 
Louve Williams and the others elude my memory at the moment*

j. H* told their families th^t they might provide tail for 
them immediately, if they cared to, tut that their release from 
jail would te of short duration, since all six of the men, and 
possibly some more, would most certainly te harvesting sugar oane 
shortly* That expression stems from ,the fact that the State’s 
Prison is at,Angola, on the Bast tank of the Mississippi, in 
West Feliciana, near the Mississippi State line* From the present 
outlook, it would seem as though all of those taken to* jail 
today would have a speedy trial and te convicted, with each re
ceiving terms of from 6 to.6*years*

The sentence seems severe* Up to the moment, I have no 
friends in the group, although Rodney Payne, whom I forgot to in
clude in the g oup, has sometimes cut my hair for me when Jack 
Nelwon has teen lost in the road in his fine oar*

There are bound to te further repercussions, and I shall send
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them along as they come to hand.

Just as I was starting to the store this morning, along atout 
nine o'clock, a-messenger brought m word that there were 
pilgrims. They turned out to he two very delightful ladies, - 
a Miss Blythe of St. Louis, and a lira. Robinson of new Orlenas, - 
the latter an old friend of Lyle's and a perfectly delightful 
lady who had teen here years tefore w th Gwen Bristoefw?).

I did *t learn much ty ay of news from them, tut I 
did gather that Weeks Hall of Shadows on the Teche, isn't at all 
Pi eased with what is written atout him or hi place in Plantation 
Parade. That lines up another along with Par Lange and Melrose.

It seem.s that Weeks Halls very ancient aunt, - in her 90's, 
has at long last departed this life. I think her fortune was 
estimated at atout three million and Weeks was her sole heir,
I think I mentioned that Weeks would protatly find himself 
tusy these days in the usual business of settling such an estate, 
tut Mrs. Rotinson said th$t to everyone's surprise, it appeared, 
on investigation, that her fortune had dwindled somehow and some
where, tut as yet no details we e available. * - ,

Of other news, I have tut scant. I did hear on Sunday 
that Sister had sent you some pecanes. ^he may have o: she may • 
have not, knowing Sister as I do. Her husband, with very 
good reason, I suspect, has dossed up his Natchitoches offioe.
That venture wasn't of long duration, tut it was certainly 
not too dull while it lasted. w I never have believed that 
Sister ever learned of the attack on the Naval official*s. wife.

Of yes, there was another thing, from Mrs. Rotinson: - 
she saw, Jack and Lois Lester of Waverly the other day, and Mr. 
Lester's present’situation remains very uncertain. She also said 
that the old Hermitage Plantation home, near ^onaldsonville,, 
is being restored. That was a lovely place, and is described in 
Seitold's took, - that two volume item, of which I have spoken to 
you before. After careful? examination, I think it is one of * 
the finest books on Louis iana Plantations that I know. , It 
was privately printed at $10.00, tut should or might te available 
for much less at the present time. It does have mistakes, tut it 
also has a wealth of rare pictures, many of long departed houses*, 
and its text is, filled with quotations from old manuscripts, 
etc. I think it is atout the most comprehensive of any took I 
know on Louisiana. ,

Must gallop for the moment. More.anon*•••.
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« , November 7th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service: :

It's late, and I'm a little tired, and under ordinary 
circumstances I would be writing you on Thursday morning, the 
8th. But what with Brother coming for his schooling early in 
the morning, and Mr. Baohelier here, and likely to targe in 
even earlier, with Dr. Knipmayer coding a little later, . * 
and celeste having already sent me word that she has tonight re
turned from South Louisiana an$ wishes to ̂ see me earlyi -— I reckon 
I shall, enjoy a little chat with you tonight tefore folding up my 
long teard.

Hirst off, let me say how much I have appreciated your nice 
long Saturday letter, which carje in this morning's post.
Between licks this afternoon, nr. Brew and l established con
tacts, and while I did not complete the last page and the 
enclosure, I have read the major portion of your letter, and 
I am ever so much indebted to you for the delcious exchange of 
views and the purveyance of news. . ,r ^ rXl

I think ray original letter to you on the subject of Nadine 
was expressed in a fashion that might have teen improved upon, 
in subsequent communications, I hope I have stated my reaction 
a little more clearly. Prankly I think the poor girl muslj . > *
have teen confused ty two or three very distruting elements at the 
time she broke off, a couple of years ago, or was it three. I 
think there was nothing sinister in what she did , - perhaps more like 
$ child, - which she was, - who sometimes over talks when guests are 
about.

Now that .she has evinced sufficient wisdom to keep her 
correspondence to herself, - etfen as have 1 , - 1  have a feeling 
things from here on out will run along ever so smoothly, and 
never again will she suocomt to a state of nerves, - especially as 
the correspondence between her and me will te direct and at neither 
receiving end will there te a second party.

Surely, I need scarcely point out the reason for my 
rather brisk correspondence with her three years ago. I think 
even to her it must have teen almost apparant that as soon as 
i had jotted down the salutation, the entire balance of the letter 
was written with one mental image tefore me, and the image was not 
Nadine's, even though it was only through her at that time that 
contact, thus indirect, could te maintained with one who meant 
so much to me.

r H f l  t

«
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She is a sweet child, and Jfate has dealt her out a dreadful 
hand in every hand t us far played. I naturally feel sorry for 
her, tut otviously, there is not much reason for any rapid fire 
correspondence with her, -and while i shall continue to toss off 
a letter from time to time, they will te pretty much of the "you witte 
me and then Ifll write you” variety*

i doutt if I am much more superstitious than the average person, 
and £et 1 somehow-have a sensation that it will serve on in (one) 
in good stead to maintain some It nd of a pleasant personal relation 
with her, even though contacts may not he quite so frequent as
formerly* *

V ,J  * *  •** w * ?

There are millions of people in the world who really donTt 
matter at all, and then there are a few hundred who just miss hy a 
hair’s breadth, being remarkably good* I might add that if we 
are in luck, we shall find 6ne or two who approach perfection*
Kow Nadine is ± in the few hundreds group, and too good, I think, 
and somehow i feelb, too surely designed to play some sort of ar 
role eventually, - although at the moment I cannot imagine whi, 
that i think "she should te cultivated*

As for what you had to tell her in regard to how things 
turn at this tend of Cane River, I am delighted that you did*
I have a feeling that from here on out .she is going to te more and 
more whole-heartedly interested in those of her old associates 
whom the test of years have proven to te about as solid and as 
genuine, as she is likely to run across*

* • ■" m 1
I don't thihk you will find any especial logic her present 

attitude* Three years ago she was so tangled up in nerves and 
"gr’owing pains” that she scarcely knew where she was at* She 
might well have fallen ihto that horrible situation of pitying herself, 
and there is no explanation of anything at such tifies* But I 
think she has bridged that gulf, and I am''under the impression 
that she will really gain much in the things Life has denied her 
during these last difficult years, through her association, - directly 
with you and through laggardely correspondence with me* 0 She is 
too good to cast off into a barren waste‘V?hich I suspect most of her 
existence is,- and bleak indeed, so far as hopes of the future go.
And so I repeat that I am glad that you confided in her. I am quite 
persuaded that she can keep secrets and that just having a chance 
to share some with a ’heart so big and so grand as yours will help 
her to a measure of happiness that certainly she has missed much since 
in some kind of an emotional confusion, she denied herself so 
foolishly* How ’hoften, and in what different roles, you play 
out your part of Good Samaritan. Somehow that role, whenever 
played a second or a millionth time,* always requires a different 
setting or a different approach, or a different set of circum
stances* Here is a new one for u; both to play, - you by 
personal contact and I by correspondence* "he big thing, and I 
guess the only thing worth while in life is helping someone else 
get an occasional gleam of sunshine* She is going to need a lot of 
it* We are going to enjoy it the more in the end because we arenft 
aren't too madly impelled in pick ng up the old pattern which 
another volontarily, in short-sightedness, oast away* L

nn +h=+rd h^ve - I never expected to do a whole page •
i? tUt in doinS- 1 a“ * * *  t* have horedfou,
, ‘ J ” J h®, 1 expressed myself in a manner that more or less oo-
mcides with your own opinion on th’e matter*

o le a - J v ^ v n l f ^ m  1 ra llH on " o r t e l l i n g  me o f  ’Sgon and the  
a l m o e f L r ^ m 1 1̂ experienced ' in  h e a r in g  h is  r e c i t a l .  I can 

lmos  ̂ see  him, thanks to  your f in e  a cc o u n t, -  h is  ■’’a o ia l  
ex r e s s io n s ,  h is  jaw dropp ing , h is  fo re  arms ex tended , e tc .

His m other's pass ng was c e r ta in ly  anong the more hidennn
lifea»fl«an0eS 1 h*7,6 yet. heard. If I reoall correotly, his Mother's 
life was never a particularly happy one, and it is a nitv its
oardon^ne11 teen in Peaoe rather than ,n haloaaust*. vou w i n  
pardon me, - and you will understand, too, if i arain re-neat ar
thatV?her»hw r  t0° '̂ ten mentioned it before. howb«l“ d I am*’ 
that there were others who were spared all this horrible bnc^nPRR 
and just as I find myself actually grateful, on seeiS the d e ^ h ’ 
iflfin L'a*1 °r un a tombstone in an ante bellum graveyard, reading
surroundrnrone0noLL° “  l gratefl11 to 0o4 thft the circumstances ug °n ^  dear to you Were suoh as they were and

°£ War and the riS ° "  <* Peace are quite powerless to effect one who has gone on to a happier and brighter world!

, was good of you to tell me of the literary treasures fnr

ted  l°earnldPo ? th e m r llm e ’ * *  th® S t* W » f « number; I

•“?!. need any of these. I shall be delighted if you
wl can eventually ship them direct, when
we can enjoy the$ together in our Library at Arenbours* I rruesq
J[.lf.and I. a£e the only ones in the world* who would ever relish then 
with equal fervor* But for that good reason, they will be the 
m re precious on the gallery at Arenbour ; in all good time.

there 1 V VaS in The Last Years of Louis ZVthere appeared the very pleasant account of Mme. de Pompadours
in ‘ the S t * & erm ain-en -fly l, ^ S 

:neighborhood. I think there was quite a good sketch 
f that delicious chateau in that remarkable book, "Chateaux et

S m e  o" df - aef r® oe"' ™hiah -illoah ted and'which wete to 
n-a +u \ ? h -jexJngton Avenue or some suoh dealers at the tine 
f the big smash up. That certainly was a marvely book.

•But getting b.̂ ck to* St* Anamand's last v^ars oJ’ louis xv 
L l 2rra/ ! al \ ? ? ^  °f * r0and “tou/louvecin^s tte .

the h0USe’ 70,1 *m  reoa11' that the%rago„ards’inthe Frick Gallery were painted for originally* *

’ O i

MA
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Well, I had tetter be&in to stop of talk ng ^uite so muoji, 

and recognize the approaoy of the end of this poge. Mr* Baohelier 
cauie Quite unexpectedly today atout 11 a*m* Shortly after dinner,
Dr. and Mrs. Rand came with Hiss D. Randolph, who lives on a Rapides 
plantation this side of Alexandria, and a Hr. Harrison from Shreveport,
I think, and a Mr. and Mrs. Somebody, - who were from Boston.
Dr. Rand had a grand time talking with Mr. Baohelier atout some famous 
camelias that grow in a garden near Na&tes near Mr. Baohelierfs former 
home, - the lower Loire valley. And Mrs. Rand sat with the Madam, 
and I did a’ tour fo the visitors, an before we knew it, it was 
supper time, - and so the day spun out.

But before closing, I must give you anoth r chapter on the 
peoane business. To paraphrase just a little, it is as ever 
the case of "Gherchez le tlanc”. ...

Mr. Earnest’s son-in-law, is. a loutish person living in 
Oloutierville. His name is. something like T* Frere De Louche. How he 
rented, a piece of land on Little River from Mr* Hymen Cohen, not 
far from the southern Melrose line. He put a negro on the place,- 
one Nathaniel Wade, a pretty much no~account fellow. Today I learn, 
and deduct that the few sacks, - say 4,000 pounds of pecanes, sold 
to Henry,Johnston were nothing, as compared to the huge business in 
pecane selling Nathaniel Wade has been doing in Oloutierville all 
during the season* Ji(= .

As soon as Nathaniel Wade went to jail, T* Frere DeLouche 
immediately bailed him out, and expresses his opposition to doing 
enyth:ng £b.out the folks on Melrose who sold the pecanes to Wade.
Of course, if Nathaniel Wade can be kept out of jail, it will be 
more difficult to convict those who sold their pecanes from Melrose 
to him, unless they confess. And so you have the same old, 
old spectacle of a white trash stirring up the negro, to get him to 
pull the white scally-wag's chestnuts out of the fire , and the devil 
help the poor negroes who get caught, and the white man goes free^

J. H* , at the moment , is not weil, but remains up untii 
the present in ciuite an adamant state. I could readily set him 
straight about the Oloutierville leak of pecanestwhich he doesn’t, 
suspect, but the Henrys are not people to who# you can tell 
thing in confidence; and so X shall have to let him fin that 
out for himself. Curious, curious, curious.

A telephone from Dan Henry sa^s he gets a thre£ day furlough 
tomorrow, so he will be here toriDDrow evening, remaining until 
Sunday, I believe, when he returns to the hospital. I suppose 
Mr. Baohelier will remain until Friday, and I an wondering if 
la belle 3ssae Mae will come back to Louisiana via Melrose on 
Saturday, when Mr* Charles is expected from New Crieans. It
sounds like a fairly busy week end, doesn't it.*....... .
And aga n my thanks for your grand Saturday letter and my
whole hearted approval of your handling of the Nadine bus ness, and
together we shall perhaps am,;e her dark days a little lighter*
I think it will be an energy, if not a devotion, ever so well invested..

14T21

November 8th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

Again, - and contrary to custom, - I pen you these lines 
at night, what with.the fairly full days that begin unrolling 
before dawn. . *

At six this morning a couple of friends called at 
that frour, - one for advise on some Hiscxfci marital difficulty 
and the other in regard to making a decision in reference to 
remaining in the country or going to live in some city, following 
the harvesting of the cotton crop. v

« Brother arrived for his les; on a little before 7. The 
day before I had taught him the first stanza of a Mother Goose 
rhymm He told me he had recited it to- his papa> last nigh-t, 
and papa had never heard it before but he sure did like it, and 
he learned it, too. I usually urge Brother to tell his papa 
what he- learns at each lessen, so that he will review it for 
himself without knowing it.

I shalll take up your time by indicating the rhyrnn I thought 
I had taught him, and what he recited back to me after the 24 
hour lapse, and i think there was something to £e said for 
his own rendition:

My'version: ar! ,
Sing a song of sixpence, a pockeC full of rye,;
Four and twenty blackbirds, baked in a pie.
When the pie was opened, the bird began to sing.
Wasn't that a dainty dish to set before the King?

And here is Brother's Cane River interpretation:
Sing a son of six pins, a pocket full of rye 
Four and twenty black birds, baked in a pie.
When dat pie was open all dem old birds commenced a-singin'•
Now $int dat a* dirty dish to set before a King?.

So much far Brother, and tomorrow we shall see what he 
makes out of the second verse along about 7 tomorrow morning.

■
-
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As Brother left, - breakfast had come during the lessen, and 
we had tasted the hot chocolate together, Mr* Bachelier arrived* 
me told me many interesting things in a rage that covered a 
whole flock of subjects from the Pyramids to Atomic Energy, - and 
our sitting-was terminated only by the arrival of Sam Peace, 
who wanted to speak of a new problem that had arisen for him, 
his niece having just passed away* You may recall her identity 
for I think I have mentioned hfer name, Evalina (Toots) Easely*

At the post office, shortly after Sam had left, -Bill Hinton 
told me' that Celeste had c-orne home from Bouth .Louisiana last 
night and wished to see me for a moment* I passed by, and 
found her in good form. In flew Iberia, she said, Harnett 
kane had given a lecture during the past week, but that she had 
not attended, having gone to ±*ew Orleans that day* mhe next day 
she heard the g host, - overheard Kane’s host, I shouMi have said, 
remark to his wife that he didn’t mind’s Kane’s visit so much 
but he did, think it a little out of line that Kane should have 
charged his laundry bill to those who entertained him# Kee-owl

And so to the big house, and a quick run through the mail, 
with only ti e to run through the enclosed letter from Miss 
Rob ina* Then Pr* and Mrs* Knipmayer arrived# Dr# Knipmayer 
spoke of a beautiful old, old rose bush, - a marvelous deep 
yellow rose, that he had admired a few minutes, before arriving 
here* It is growing in the ancient, yard of Agaliza Sarpi, 
o-” the distinguished mulatto family by* that name# Agaliza, or 
rahher Agalise, is hopelessly stricken with paralysis, but 
may live for sometime# He says she would be delighted to send 
us Quttings from the marvelous rose, and so next, week I shall 
planting cuttings for eventual transplanting at Arenbourg* Don’t 
you think so?

The Knipnayers departing, the dinner bell ran, and the 
Madam ate upstairs, as she usually does for her noon meaHi, 
while Hr# Bachelier;, Eugene Labespere and, Joe Soruggs and I 
held down the bachelor’s board. V i

Aft r dinner, we had coffee with the Madam, and then I 
wanted to skip down to olemence’s with the new supply of paper 
which arrived in the post from Dora# Mr* Baohelier wanted to 
walk with me*

I found Cl erne nc,e as gay as a cricket, and while Mr# Bachelier 
was Looking over pecane trees outside, Clemenoe showed me a couple 
of new masterpieces that were results of a recent trip to 
Batchitoches. She has struck off a couple of somewhat curious 
items of "The Good Darkie”, - that statue in town, which is 
pretty terrible as a statue but alright so far as a step for
ward in racial relations goes. I think she is going to try her 
hand again* She told me that she had been to town twice

1473

to see my dentist* She is having some extractions made and 
shortly she plans to have a new ’’rack” or possibly "Wraok" - 
which is what the local darkies call a plate for artificial ^eeth*
In connection with,the dental department, I must say, it is 
quite charming that many of them refer to the plural of tooth 
as "toofies" I reoall so distinctly how strenuously I a^empted 
covering up my puzzled mental situation when first I learned o- 
these peculiarities. I was talking to Zelma, Puny s wife, and 
Zelma is a graduate from a colored college in Baton Mouge, when 
she confided to me: ”1 ain’t seen you is such a long time, and since 
then, I’ve been having a lot of misery with my toofies and so 
I jus1 decided I’d be done with 'em all and so 1 done got 
me a brand new rack* "

, : ■ v Leaving Clemenoe* s, Mr* Bachelier wanted to walk along 
the spillway bayou, in the general direction of Little Hiver*
It was pleasant, a warm wnd hlowing and the sky overcast with 
clouds, it sprinkled a little before we got home-

impressed by the spillway section of some 14 acres, which 
you may recall Dora has spoken of as a desireable piece o^ land,
Mr . Bachelier thought i should, negotiate with Begis Metoyer s 
mother for the piece* i know why Mr* Bachelier likes it, - 
it i fertile land and has plenty of pecane trees on it* Mr* , 
Bachelier thought one could net about $500.00 a year on the pecanes#

I told him I thought Celine’s 40 acre track, slAp _ 
across the river from Arenbourg would be a better buy* ’"e dis
cussed that lay out a.t, jLeAgth*. . Î e suggested that I have a 
talk with Celine, asking her if she would care to sell* He 
says he thinks I ought to have it, or some other plot on 
uane Hiver in this region. He says that he can readily borrow 
the money from the bank for me, although at the moment he has

It certainly is kind of him to offer to assist in the matter, 
but I can’t think of any reason why I should acquire any land 
through such a proceedure until ct circumstances provide funds to 
operate such a tract to financial advantage#

Possibly Mr* Bachelier feels I could sell such a piece of 
land advantageously, - and I am quite sure I could* People 
from all around the ^outh West, and especially xexas, are for
ever trying to acquire a slice of land on Cane Hiver, but to no 
avail, since the Hertzogs, Cohens, Henrys, Comptons and Jones 
are forever acquiring odd small strips ever before the 
outside world knows those pieces are for sale* And the 
Purdhommes, further up the river, never do sell#
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’i^ijoyin the confidence of the prospective disposer of 
property is the trick, 1 think, although the individual small 
tracts grow less and less numerous each year* It is possible 
that some turn over in such a piece of property might he 
executed quite advantageously someti e, hut I certainly don’t 
want to secure Celine’s 40 acre tract , and plant a hunk of 
old, hig hatted Texas, slap across the river from the terrace 
of Arenhoiirg*

Well, we shall see what gradually unrolls as the season 
progresses*

Back home at 3:30, I worked on a number of odds and ends 
on thio keyboard, and then flew to supper, with Dan Henry having 
arrived from the hospital for his three day leave. He seems in 
excellent form and manages to get along alright,with the use of 
hut a single arm, the other still heavily encased in some 
vast to-do.
. a m 1 11?■' £ w w. *.**->'. *  Q"tv Z* JL X A 0  o  ’J •

following supper, - and it was dark, we all sat with the 
Madam in the upper chamber, J* H. Joining us* We talked 
of everything in the world, - save what I wanted to hear most,- 
the latest twist in the case of the peoane poachers* I shall 
have to learn that oh the morrow, - or later tonight, for 
i think 1 shall take to the road, although it i& starless tonight,* 
fpr l need some fresh air and an oppo tunity to think about a heap 
of things’for planting at Arenbourg, and of one who provided so 
much for it, including a name*••••••••••* • "i'c
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Memorandum to Clipping Service: o •; ! •• * - , i n ̂  no

Night, and I resume our little conversations, for 
. it has been another busy day, and tomorrow bids fair to be like
wise*

First off, I reckon you would like to hear how Brother 
made out with the second part of the Mother Goose rhymn, which 
in the original runs thus;

The king was in the Counting House, counting out his money,
The Queen was in the parlour, eating brpad and honey,
The maid was in the garden, hanging out clothes,
When along came a blackbird, and snipped off her nose*

. Brother attached the piece this morning with moderation, 
but it was evident he was working up to a crescendo* Here’s 
the way he did . ••

The king was in his Counting House a-countin’ out his money,
The Queen was in*her parlour-house, a-eatin’ bread and honey,
A man was in the garden, hanging up his clothes 
When pne of them big old black brids came along and 

snipped his nose ssssslap off*

Punoktl o ‘ :■ •

Well, yesterday was like today and today like yesterday, 
except there was mail, including one piece that pleased me 
no end* It bore a Wednesday date line, and I do hope everything 
went well to make the balance of the week profitable for all 
concerned.with conventions* , ,in vb -; 1

— ■¥[

I had an arm full of , second class mail when I went to 
the big house, and a scattering of cards and letters for 
the Madam# The first card I handed her was something of 
a surprise, although we.had some confusion getting to lpok at 
the mail, what with Orleia and Clemenoe working about in 
the Madam’s room* But finally we got to the card, addressed to 
the nadan, and she began reading, after looking at the 
signature, - "Mrs. Will Lake*. The card read astonishingly 
enough, somewhat like this: ’’Just made.a 500 mile round trip
from Fort Worth to ? wood to,view the paintings of 
Clemenoe Hunter* Have wifed Mr. Pipes, asking if we can have 
a showing of her things in Fort worth regardless*’’

Did I fall out of ray chair*
r>-P-P cH A ®  _  AyiA F h a r i  1

Did Clemenoe’s perreque slip

® v a n - r l la some painter bv th® -of
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Somebody I never heard of.” 1476Ifumter.
And briskly I slipped the next letter or oard to her, 

and got very much interested in the ccntents of it* Then 
came a nice letter from Hr. *ipes to her, and we went through 
that, and then My. Bachelier came in, and somehow in the 
excitement, the mail spilled on the floor, and somehow the first 
postcard found its way into my pocket, and from there on out, 
the whole business was completely forgotten and it never dawned 
on the Madam the the artist* of'whom she had never heard was 
making st3*ange faces in my direction, and each of us were 
silently congratulating the other on the good luck tha , the 
synchronization department works no tetter than it does at times.

I enclose a letter from Dora which also arrived in the 
same mail. It speaks for itself. I shall respond, recommending 
that he write la Haygood immediately, asking that a 
form be sent to the following address:

Olemence Hunter, ^  :
care of Francois Mignon, 'gutc-u .
Melrose, Louisiana* . 5 1 ; . -1;

. * !to ^70la aen
Then I shall ask Bill Hinton to hand me any incoming roail 

thus addressed. Dora can make out and file the application.
In the event a grant is made, the checks will come in the 
same fashion, as indicated above. The checks can then been 
deposited in some local bank, and Olemence will have an egg, - 
a nest egg, that will last her much beyond the year’s f L , 
time that the several checks,are made to cover.

The only reference I have to the Haygood suggestion Is her 
dumbness in suggestion that Barnett Kane should be mixed up 
in any o^ this. As for Mrs. George Stearn, I could her out.
I have entre alright with her, as she is the one who spofesored, 
and paid for the printing of Caroline Dormon’s book, but she 
is.more or less a" typical Olub woman, I believe, and I shall 
approach the matter of Louisiana showings, of the masterpieces 
th ough some other channel. * •

I enjoyed your nice, nice-letter in every deatil, and 
perhaps the nicest part was your account of your Yonker’s trip, and 
your browsing about with Daisey, whom, I feel sure, greatly 
relished the whole business. And mya I congratulate you on 
your finding of the Baedeker’s Northern Germany and Sputhern 
Germany. Those are two wonderful finds, and perhaps,the most 
important ones in the whole collection we are establishing.
For the material in those will, in so many regrettable instances, 
never be printed again, and many of the hstorio places and 
things will only be remembered in* times to come through their 
listings in those pages. I reckon one on the Low Countries 
should be acquired, - if possible, - and one on the British Isles,- 
or on England, and probably one-on Italy _ for* those items,
I assume, represent the lands that were ftost heavily devastated, 
and are therefore likely never to be detailed in print again, - 
at least, not the things that have thus vanished forever from the
earth. * *

* t a .November 12th, 1945. f
: . i l )  1  •’ . .p :  • ' q ■'1 0  >■

Memorandum to flipping Service: >' * *
Thanks for a perfectly grand ietter, hy air„ In Saturday’s

post.
I wanted to respond immediately, but Saturday and unday 

were so filled with little ,odds and ends that I never did get
within reach of this machine. *

v  •. a* - d $r U so 1 1; ‘ er!I i : o i ,911 1 to
No week end visitors arrived, so I imagine perhaps 

j the Book jfair crowd returned to New Orleans and Baton rouge 
direct.

Hr* Bachelier got off for Little River, about noon.
I think I have said before that he lives two miles up Little 
River from the Clouteirville area, - I imagine his place would 
be Just to the East of Magnolia, although I don’t recall if the 
m«Lp of that a^ea shows his location.

I got things pretty well In order so as to hear about 
The American Frontier at the usual time on Sunday, and I 
2ot half way through the t ing when some pilgrims came, and 
I missed the balance of the program. But whatl heard, I 
liked, and, if memory serves, I think I have discussed the 
influence of the frontier on American character in other 
epistles.* By the way, in using that word,,I am impelled to 
ask if you h've heard that old saw:, - The school boy, when 
jiss asked the meaning of the word, epistle, said i* that 
an epistle was the wife of,an apostle.

j, H* drove to Monroe, La., on Sunday afternoon, to 
catch a train for Washington* and Dan asked me to ride with him 
to Camp Polk, where he had to return, following his three day 
leave. One goes ,to uamp -Polk, near Leesville, via Derry, and 
straight west, through Gorham, and the somewhat desolate 
hill country, most of which has long sice been denuded by 
lumber companies. . We drppped Celeste at Magnolia on the 
way over, and picked her up, coming home.

Fu^abou came ta see me on Sunday, and we did a little 
planning for Arenbourg. Fugabou says that Clarence Compton has 

na an excellent ’’outfit-” that is attatched' to a tractor which 
will greatly facTilitate the lake digging business, and . 
fugabou thinks that with his tractor, - Fuga oufs and with 
Ezra’s, - they are both plantation machines, of course, we

___
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uf coarse, it isn't going to be a lake at all, but rather 
just a good sized pond, bat it will be big enough, I hope, 
to mirror the eventual little houses, and the blooming 
magnolias and pears when a few more springs roll ’round*

On the accompany sheet, you will notice one of my 
inimitable maps. . The proportions are curious, as is the 
map itself, but it recalls the layout, and indicates the adjoining 
properties. Bventurally, in years to come, we might purchase 
the tiny piece, now belonging to Alfred Llorenz, as th,e only 
important- part of his holdings lie on the Fast side of the Bermuda 
Road* As for "Fonsie’s property, I am hoping that one day we 
.may secure a hundred feet or so, lying along the margin 
of the tiver, running directly South from about where the 
little crosses are, in order that the terrace might be further 
extended. Those little crosses, b the way, indicate a proposed 
hedge to cut off the main hou. e at Arenbourg, - the terrace, etc., 
from the other unit, centering about the proposed l$ke.
I reckon that hedge will eventually be extended along the 
drive leaing into the property, going out as far as the 
Bermuda road

One nice thing about cuch a lay-out is the fact that 
the one unit can been quite separate from the other, entirely 
cut off at will, although so close that by merely stepping through 
a gate in the hed&e one can step into quite a different type 
of scene

I*m afaraid I talk to endlessly of Arenbourg, and y o u 
will forgive me, ± hope, for the endless way I detail the 
anticapatory doings. But I do like to share this with you 
from day to day, .as- things unfold, fqr after all, , it doesrepresent 
a foundation on which-qite a framework of happiness can be built*

. :*v4, , ,  3 : S  {) < '  ■■ ,--j t :; C * f:'+ ( *1  ji, ■ SK&flg' ■

The we ther continues warm, and t anks to some heavy 
r&ins on Friday and Saturday, there will be little cotton picked 
today, in c ̂ sequence, i am going tq try for another visit 
to Mme. Aubin-Rockqae*s this morning, and if there aren't 
too ma y people about, we may have, some success in borrowing 
some nice ante bellum hardware, - hinges, locks, etc*, and 
a small slave-made armoir. .

If I can lay hands on them, i shall enclose letters from 
Mrs. Brandon and Paula Parlange, neither of which are especial1y 
interesting, but which l thought you might care to glance 
through, if you hav,e done so arleady, and destroyed the same, 
it is alright* if you hav not, however, and could find it 
convenient to return the karlange one, - if i find it to send, - 
I shall file it. Shall skip for the moment, and much more 
on the morrow, I tru^t, ’vhen i shall get caught up with a 
lot of things that h ve taken up too much tim i during these 
past few days......

-

■
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Mem{>randum to Clipping Service:

jrrom the tracings, you. will gather that 1 rounded up 
sorab slave-made hardware at Madame Aubin*s yesterday*

of
The one at the left is the hook, attached to the inside 

ne of the doable doors, with this foot long object going
aorbss to the other door, - both on the inside, when one wishes 
to ^eep the dobrs fastened shut. I think it ,a nice piece*

The item in the upper right hand corner is the old 
hani made hinge* From its contour, you may readily see 
how the sharp point is driven into the door casing, and with 
an accompanying one, how the old, foot long iron hinges, are 
attached to the same*

i didn‘t get very far in the furniture department, 
although l did bring home a couple of armoirs, but not 
of much interest* One was hand made, but rather mediocre.
The Tother is merely a convenient piece of furniture to pu, 
thiigs in* I also b ought along a rather non-descript 
dressing table, of no particular interest and a crude old 
ben|h, strong tut purely utilitarian*

There was also a little trunk, something in the nature 
of i child*s trunk, and while that is of no great value, - 
I presume it was contrived a out 1870, it is q.uite tise-nl 
to store manuscripts in, - or some such*

The hardware department, however, pleased me very much*
In all this comprises three sets of solid items, - one set ox 
bliids and two sets of doors, complete with all*their an.e bellurn 
accoutrements, - that is to say, the hinges and iron pegs on which 
they sowing, together with the fine old hooks*
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The set of blinds is about 5 feet in height; one of 
the sets of doors about 7 feet; the other about 8 feet, 
in all oases the slave made hardware is perfect for the 
atmospehere that will obtain at Arenbourg, and while one or 
two new boards will have to be substituted in the case of one 
set of the doors, that can be accomplished very readily, 
so that i feel the treasures thus rescued from de ctruction were 
items that well merited saving.

There was scant in-coming mail yesterday, although 
the i'arlange inventory of 1842 did arrive, and appears to 
cover about 15 pages of single spaced typewritten material.
What with being in the road, l had no opportunity to run 
through the inventory, but i am quite sure it is going to 
be very instructive and very entertaining at the same time, 
for it is so arran ed, as was so often done in earler times, 
so that the various personal belongings, - in fact, everything 
is listed, not in groups, representing, say all the chairs or 
all the tables in the house, - but rather each individual 
item in the house is listed, room by room. That of course, 
off ***« « . p 3. ®4rrT ?̂rV5Teac h room‘s furnishings. And 
in this case, the various slaves, - probably not found in the 
rooms, are also listed in some detail, including their names, 
a feature which always appeals ever so strongly to me.

i had a short chat with Lill nihton at the store on 
my return from mme. Aubin-Rocque*s.‘ He thought the little 
lake or pond idea was swell, and says he is sure that Hugabou. 
knd Ezra could turn the trick easily within a week. He 
further told me that a little later, so he understood, some 
well known company is bringing out a first rate pump and tank, 
designed for use in such rural localities as this one, and that 
a representative has promised him a pump and tank for 
something around §50t00. He says that nekt year he will keep 
me in mind, when this offer becomes a reality, and that will 
be nice, for that will guarantee our water supply from there 
on out, - not only for domestic uses but for the gardens as 
well.

So the plans for Arenbourg formulate themselves, and 
one bit of historic building is incorporated into the whole 
establishment, and' the practical goes hand in hand with the 
artistic*.

One nice thing about things like the £ump, etc., 
these things, if secured through the store, can be purchased 
at wholesale prices, and with the store paying the bills, 
the charges can run to suit the convenience of the purchaser. 
Naturally, with the account in balance, I intend to keep it 
in that situation, but it is good to know that in case something 
advantageous could be secured at a particular time, it oan always 
be managed. - I write all this in something of a rush, as
l& %  Praise4 *
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November 14th, 1945.

Memorandum to 'lipping Service:
♦  i.;. ' . , . ' 1 -  y.8

Yesterday’s trains were late, and so the postman 
brought only what he had on hand from the night before. In 
consequence, we received only second c:ass mail, and that 
included the nice copy of Life, which I have enjoyed turning 
through ever so much. I shall catch up with my reader 
in a day or two, and digest some of the printed matieral, as 
well as the clipping which is included in the copy of Life.

There were so many things in the issue, - the devastation of 
the atomic bomb, - a photo or two from that city in Japan where 
Hr. Miller once lived; the Roosevelt Hideaway, etc., etc.
I was enchanted with the reproductions of the paintings in color, 
too, and I must draw Clemence's attention to the one of the 
lady of color, dressed in white and occupying a seat oh a white 
iron bench. I thought that very striking, and I think it may 
inspire our girl friend to do something along parallel lines.

And speaking of the girl friend, recalls the possibility 
of a grant, and that makes me want to talk with you as to the 
best method of handling that business, - especially if the 
grant should be made.

Since she does not write, I have suggested to Dora that 
he have the application sent Iter, in care of me, . I shall 
advise the clerk to hand me such mail, - thus addressed, and 
forward the application to Dora to .be filled out. Sudji 
applications have to be signed by the applicant, and I am wonder
ing if it is best to sign for her, with the notation of 
"X, - Her Hark”, or if it would be better just to sign her name 
for her.

In the event of success, i believe there is an affadavit to 
be signed, which I should prefer not to have done by J . H.
And then will come the monthly checks, and I an not sure how it 
would be bc-st to have t ose handled. I have a feeling that 
it would be better for either Dora or me to handle those, 
since we can probably spread them in such a manner as to work 
to her greate t advantage, although 1 shall of oc urse not 
think of doing that, without receiving her approval.
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X am inclined to think that a portion of the money might 
well be spent to arrange a cabin comfortably for her on 
Arenbourg. I think she would like that very much, but there 
are so many con idern.tions involved, that I really would 
love to discuss* the matter with someone before making -.he ~ir.- 
move. The first move, of course, will determine a whole 
train of subsequent ones, and so I want to think .he t ing 
thro î h to the ultimate before embarking on the first step.
I shall turn the thing over in my blind a bit, and confide in you 
further in relation to this problem#

Although the applications are supposed to be in prior to 
January 1st, the grants, you will1 recall, are not announced 
until April or May. in the mean time, the cabin X have in  ̂
mind for clemence, which is on a segment of "property adjoining, ui 
not act cally on Arenbourg, will be let for the year. I do 
not propose to take that on the assumption that a grant wi.- be 
made. And yet, if things turn as they may, it would be of the 
gr atest advantage "to Olemence to be situated there, and ix 
that cabin is to be taken, it must be spoken for before the 1st of 
the y ar• ’ * .

Well, I apologize for rambling along at such a great 
rate on something which cannot very well offer a topic of 
conversation, and yet just my bringing up these points in 
tal ing to you, they somehow seem to become more transparent.
We shall eventually .see what we shall see.

I
garden 
may be 
layers

made a round the magnolias 
ye terday. I find the layers
cut now. I don’t know 
way I tell you about

if you 
them.

in the Melrose front 
are doing nicely and 
are acquainted with

wtfen the limbs of the trees grow so low that they touch 
the ground, one scrapes the bark from the limb at the point 
of its contact with the earth. Then a rook is put .on >he -imb at 
that poinj arid dirt covering the whole business is pushed up*
One usually leaves from two to .four feet of the extreme
end of the branch to run freNe Along the ground. ?Where the -
b‘rk has been scraped, and covered with earth, roots begin putting
out, while the limb itself continues to be bed in part b the
main tree* when roos are well established, - after about
6 moths td a vear, the branch is cut away, at the point between
the tree and the spot where it enters the ground, where the new roots
are forming. Thus is the layer made, and a new tree, independent

1484

* ‘ «  ,

larger specimens in the Alexandria area with Mrs. Rand one of these 
days. These larger ones, - if located, will form the 
primary line, and the Melrose layers the secondary.

■ * ‘ " ; *11
I have done thi sort of thing quite successfully with 

Chinese magnolias and with gardenias in tines gone bye and 
some of the layers from the better gardenia bushes, will form 
a nucelus for the Arenbourg collection. I made perhaps a hal* dozen 
layers of a- very nice gardenia, - but very small they were - 
perhaps 6 inches. But by coddling them along at little at' 
the start, these are now three feet tall, and just right for 
moving at this time. I think I shall be able to pick them up 
with plenty of dirt around them, and I an hoping to vet them 
transplanted at Arenbourg by February at the latet, in which 
c^se, they will never k ow they have been moved; and will 
bloom madly along about May.

Yesterday Bill Hinton told me that "Fonsie" Metover is 
planning to buy himself a tractor this year, and that* was 
good news to me* At the moment, "Fonsie'’ uses mules to 
plough his 4G acres, keeping the mules on the river bank 
a iittle south of uncle Dour-stone1s cabin. With the purchase 
0j- tractor, ’’Fonsie” will have no further use for his 
mules, so that another obstacle will be removed, - with only 
Jncle Door-stone remaining. A tractor cannot run up too close to 
the margin of the river, and so, eventually, we may be able to 
get the river bank, some hundred or two feet wide running 
althe the way from Alfred -Llorenz oh ^outh through "Fonsie”’e 
entire holdings. That isn t at all necessary for the general 
scheme of things, but ±± it would afford an additional promenade 
and a ̂ .Lie the length of the magnolia allee, eventually.

On the home front, everything rook s along much as usual
The Madam seems to be in pretty good spirits, and talks perpetually 
about me getting to planting. She continues to eome down stairs 
for supper, but only then, and returns to the second floor 
immediately afterward. She finds it difficult to do much 
leaning over, - such as picking up something tron the floor, - 
since such a position eems to give her ”a swimmin’ in the head”, 
lieith r she nor her children seem to be able to 2 elax without 
considerable fulmination against Fate, but circumstances are 
forcing her to slow up considerably.
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Y esterday  the Bookmobile came by,  wHen I chanced to  
be a t  the s t o r e ,  and l  c h a t te d  adth the I n d i e s  in  c h arg e .
Although in  the type o f ' b u s i n e s s  they a r e  i n ,  n e i t h e r  o f  then 
seemed to  know when £an e  was scheduled to speak in  B a t h e i t o s h e s ,  
p l ^ i e  s a id  on Sunday t h a t  he l r  t o  speak  i n  A le x a n d r ia - to d a y ,  
today being Wednesday, so  i v ppose^he i s  l i k e l y  to  be pass ing  
t h i s  way momentarily,  i n s t r a c t i o n s h o w e v e r , have been q u i te  
e x p l i c i t ,  -  s e n t  drom the b i g  house to  the s t o r e ,  th a t  he i s  to 
be whisked a lo n g ,  should be pop by unannounced.

C urious ly  eno gh,» u n t i l  mentioning the bookmobile,
X had never thought o f  i t  in .  regards to Arenbourg. In  th a t  
I n s t i t u t i o n ,  we f i n d  a t r a v e l i n g  l i b r a r y  passing, by our door 
every Tuesday, and we c a n  r e a d i l y  te lepohone f o r  books ahead of 
t ime,  i f  we wish a Tuesday d e l i v e r y  on a Monday morning d e e i r a r a t a  
I t  i s  u s u a l ly  a gay g a l  or two t h a t  makes the rounds of  the 
P a r i s h ,  and C e l e s t e  u s u a l l y  has them i n  f o r  c o f f e e  when they 
reach  M elrose .  We s h a l l  be  a l i t t l e  f u r t h e r  up the road,  and so 
w i l l  have an edge o f  the c o f f e e  d is p e n s in g  p r o p o s i t i o n ,  when 
th ings  are  e s t a b l i s h e d ,  -  and through the  s e r v i c e s  o f  t h a t  
organizat ion-w e s h a l l  not only  have our l i t e r a r y  amts coming 
to  our door, but  we s h a l l  have the news of the l a t e s t  town 
w rink les  spread out b e f o r e  us as we s i p  our mid morning c o f f e e  
on the t e r r a c e .  Must sk ip  now*
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November 15 t h ,  1945.

Memorandum to Cl ipp Lng S e r v i c e :

You w i l l  i n f e r ,  from the e n c lo s e d ,  t h a t  Lora doi$snf t  care  
much f o r  the forth-Qoming Gumbo Ya Ya.

F r a n k ly , ’ I  am not  much s u r p r i s e d .  Lyle s a id  to me some time 
ago th a t  i t  was going t o ’make a l o t  o f  people  mad.*‘ ’Apparantly i t  
i s  a l r e a d y  f u l f i l l i n g  the p r e d i c t i o n .

At the same t im e /  i  am wondering why Houghton M i f f l i n  decided not 
to  in c lu d e  the chapter  onf  Voo-doo-ism, so t h a t  from t h a t  r e j e c t e d  
s e c t i o n  o f  th e  m anuscr ip t ,  Mr. T a l l e n t  could f a s h i o n  an e n t i r e  book 
by i t s e l f .  I f  th a t  s e c t i o n  may have been too  hot even f o r  Houghton 
M i f f l i n ,  then s u r e l y  Macmil lan could . s c a r c e l y  have welcomed i t ,  -  and 
i f  too tame, i t  would seem they would l ik e w is e  have r e j e c t e d *  i t .
The s o - c a l l e d  Tal lent*  th ing  i s  scheduled fo r  e a r l y  1946 ,  and 
we s h a l l  see what happens when i t  makes, i t s  bow.

Although we had a f r o s t  l a s t  n i g h t ,  -  and one, I  f e a r  th a t  
may cook the banana l e a v e s ,  the days c n t in u e  b r i g h t  and f a i r .
I  am hoping the Miss hamsey may be a b le  to c a r r y  out her  t e n t a t i v e  
play to  get  h e re  about the 1 6 th ,  -  I  th in k  t h a t  was the date  she 
mentioned,  -  but  1 f e a r  the f r o s t  on the  nigh o f  the I 4 t h - 1 5 t h ,  
may w e l l  h ve s p o i le d  a couple o f  s h o ts  th a t  I  had hoped foi*.
But the g in  i s  s t i l l  go ing  f u l  t i l t ,  and t h a t  w i l l  a f f o r d  ’some 
im portant  iterns , and may she g e t  here  b e fo r e  t h a t  number 
ce a se s  to f u n c t i o n  f o r  t h i s  season.

I  was t a l k i n g  with some surveyoers  y e s te r d a y .  They were 
J u s t  com pleting an o v e r - a l l  fo r  a new highway between Montrose 
and M e lro s e .  That  highway was, u- u n t i l  l a s t  y a r ,  a P a r i s h  
th o ro u g h fa re .  The JTenrys got  i t  t r a n s f e r r e d  to the S t a t e ,  and 
a c c o r d i n g l y  i t  w i l l  be c o n s id e r a b ly  improved, r a i s e d  above the 
l e v e l  o f  the y e a r l y  high water l e v e l  o f  Sp r in g ,  and su r faced  with 
something t h a t  w i l l  e l im in a te  the annual autumnal mud. , *he 
surveyors  t e l l  me that,  the  b l u e p r i n t s  c a l l  f o r  the road to  be 
run s t r a i g h t  from Montrose to  M e lro s e ,  and the b d l d i n g  of 
a new b r id g e  over cane r i v e r .  I  am so accustomed to the o ld  
one t h a t  I  s h a l l  r o g r e t  i t s  rep lacem ent  by some kind o f  a f i n e  
s t r u c t u r e .  I t  i s  q u i t e  p o s s i b l e ,  however, th a t  the new b r id g e  w i l l  
not  be seen from the t e r r r a c e  a t  Arenbourg, s in c e  the s t r a i g h t e r i i n g  
of  the road may p la c e  tire b r id g e  a l i t t l e  south of i t s  p r e s e n t  
s i t u a t i o n ,  and t h a t  may e lm inate  i t  e n t i r e l y  from view, so f a r  as  
we a re  concerned .  Perhaps t h a t  i s  J u s t  as w e l l ,  should the new 
one turn  out t o  be o f  too super-duper d e s ig n ,  -  and the p la in  s u r f a c e
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of the river cannot me much improved by any contraption of the 
State's Engineering Department# One curious thin the new road 
is going to do: - it will run slap through the middle of the 
present Melrose garage, which, I suppose, means that the garage 
is going to eventually be moved a little ,- one way or the other.
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what with it being so ’’air-ish", as the darkies say, vrhen 
they mean it is chilly, I seem to have lots more early morning 
visitors, with letters to te written on matters of insurance, 
purchases, invitations to visit and some straight out epistles 
of couitship. I am always delighted to tajte care of these 
little matters, and doubly so for ’those who can neither read nor 
write* But what with too many of them in a single, morning, plus 
Brother on my hands, - and often before sun up, I find ‘these 
visitations somewhat deadly in the matter of my own correspondence*

it is a very inte esting inclination to note, - and may 
the same tendency maintain itself a decade hence: - Brother tends 
more and more toward UjUirmraing about ‘ in Tils chaij*,. as our studies 
become a little mo:re difficult. To my surprise, he can think of 
more tilings he would ask if he can do for me, - and I must say 
i think" i*t is more the novelty of this household and a desire to be 
engaged ’in manual employraentei,t than anything else** *

This morning we did’ some arithmetic, but we didn’t get very 
far* Breakfast had come someti e after Brother's arrival, and 
while I had a cup of chocolate, 'Brother had one too, plus a c .duple 
of slices of toast, for which he had manifested a desire for in 
a most cir.uitous fashion* After walking a mile in this crisp 
morning air, i reckon'he must have, come by his .appetite honestly 
enough, - and I was delighted that he coiild have the toast rather 
than the cats, who usually get it. B,ut no sooner had we got to 
going good in the mathematical department, than Brother said 
he would love to wash the dishes, in; tend of leaving then 
for .Aurelia.* I consented, and wrote* a couple letters on 
the sufcjec of lost, persons, addressed to thê  Red Gross, on behalf 
of two early morning visitors. .We got back into the direction o* 
Einstein, but Brother, in the midst of things, observed that he 
sure would like to shine my shoes* I conceded they neede shining, - 
not so much '’’or themselves, as for something by which Brother con] d 
busy his hands* I think r am going to give Brother a lit+le . 
education, but not ueh, I fear* But if he 1 earns how to do a 
few things well in the mandal department, thp.^ tra.ining, will * erhaps 
be as much to his‘advantage as the jaore formal things in the mental 
department* '

■ $ . -
Of pou se, the whole, thing is going to end up by me learning 

more from Brother than dr other' will earn from me, and so instead of 
worrying too much ‘..bout his, m'ental devel pement, perhaps I would 
do well to look to my own, with a Taint hope of'keeping up with 
him. ' ‘

* ‘ '•'} 1 1 4‘- i. » v ‘ • • ■- * « ->.•?- - J  v it ^  4* *••• *** * v  v l ' m a  .*. * Zi \ *  : i"!

I walked airing the Bermuda no-d in "the noon! ight last night*
It looked awfully limited in space* After all this, 1 am wondering 
if our little lake will turn out just a puddle* •••••••*•
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November 16th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

To hand your nice report of Monday, and I conjure up in 
my machination as best I can what a feathered perruciue, without 
the plumage of a bird* might look like. But 1 am sure it i 
nice. t • r . •

Rather inclined toward the old fashioned aide, I always 
maintain a mental imagine of the style with the knot at the 
back, not, unlike Ann Harding as she once appeared in Holiday.
And speaking of that lady, - if Memoray serves, she is to appear on 
the Lux Radio program on this coming Monday night, - the 19th,- 
if I repienher correctly. You may be sure I sh 11 be well tuned 
in, and practically all ears*

As a matter of fact, I haven*’ t heard tell of the lady in ever 
so long, - not since, thaJ‘ outrageous husband o^ hers, - one 
Bannister, kidnapped their child, or some such business*'

Well, you were quite right in supposing you would put 
me in a dither by dangling something to excite my imagination, 
without giving the slightest hint as to what 1 should conjure 
up* My. mind flew around and around like a Whirling Dervish, and 
finally* just collapsed completely, but tfiis morning I awaken to 
find it whirling around and around again, so I guess I 
might as well admit that your intention worked exceedingly 
well, and , if I may say so, you are something of a bag 'to 
had succeeded so well*

I appreciate your thoughtfulness in advis‘ng me as to 
the Giignan correspondence re ative to the pecanes. I am 
not surprised that you did not find this year s crop quite 
up to usual standards* It seems to be the w same way in all 
sections, and everyone is unable to explain the reason, since 
the season appeared to be ideal for all kinds of vegetation, - but 
perhaps' they" thrive better under certain ftnusual conditions.

01. the situation as regards those who were mixed up in the 
’’lifting” of the crop, nothing ne.w* JifAs. developed. All of them 
are out on bail, and most o^ them are currently picking cotton, 
awaiting a December Court, I believe* What with my usual barber, 
Jack, having no yet received his new clippers, I had Rodney 
Payne cut ray hair on Saturday, and as he is one of those who 
are threatened with a six year term in jail for the doings, I 
was quite interested in his frank discus; ion o* the affair,
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alt oagh little new light was thrown on the business* nhe
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Henris were rathe inclined to eliminate Rodney from the 
list of the guilty, until Sam Brown observed well and a long, 
that Rodney Payne h d always had too much money* "hat somehow 
remo ed Rodney's chances for special consideration, and I 
think, - in fact, I know, that Ŝ am Brown was merely trying ^  
cover his own tracks my direct ng attention to t ose of others*
The Henrys are smart in making iaoney tut pretty dump in the 
more delicate manifestations of human relations, and in consequence 
Sam Bro n can pretty easily put things over on them-without 
much trouble* > ” " ’ V"

I appreciate your help in setting me straight on "he 
New vork Ti es business, by advis ing me that you had not 
entered the subscr iption5 in pursuance of ary request from 
this area. I can't imagine how the thing got to going, and the 
Madam continues to think that it might be coming from you, and we 
might just as '•tell let the thing rock along that way; - without 
any reference to the matter either way*

A . V  Ft ' ■ , , - * ■ f * P

She did not-, of course, read me the obituar of Jerome Kern* 
She is a headline reader, when it come to newspapers, - * nd 
some days she glances :.t them and some days she doesn’t*
I have heard his death reported onJthe radio, but that is 
all. Accordingly I was enchanted to h ve the particulars, as 
mentioned in your letter* I certainly did like many o* his 
pieces, and especally those from Show Boat* I am wondering i_ 
he did Anything for any o the* Ziegfield Follies. There is 
a tune they play occasionally from an old, old Follies, that I 
always liked: MA Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody'1 which seems to 
have teen recorded by a flock of different orche tras, including 
Wayne King and perhaps Reisner, - one of them having quite a 
' heavy harp or dual piano business th t was quite lovely*
"Rose Room”, also ty W* Xing, is quite lovely, I think, although 
I think Xearn was not the composer Someone once told me that^ 
Hilton, - of London, was scheduled to make a Rose Room recording, 
tut I neve did .hear it, and I know not if it was undertaken 
before the t izz-tomts got to flying too thick and fast*

I have just received a jolt on my pink flamingo business. 
Dr* Xnipmayer told me yesterday that the American flamingoes 
are only about three feet tall* At Yalencay the pink flamingo 
or some such bird, as at least 6 or 7 feet tall, and I thought 
that was' the tpe of thing I was getting* Are you up on your 
bird life sufficiently, - you with a feathered perruque, - to 
enlighten me on the identity of some crane-like birds, pink in 
color, that stand about 6 feet tall* I could be wrongs and 
yet i am positive that thbtfe Talleyrand birds were tall-tall* 
Must skip for the moment......

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
j ■ The postman, in taking my letter of this morning, wherein

I referred to the Lux Radio program, brought me one from 
you wherein you mentioned the same thing. I was enchanted.

As I listened to A Guest In The House on Monday night,
I realized that somebody must have been catching up. on the 
Grignan situation. I thought the play good, although, either 
through faulty listening or some such, it wasn’t c3ear to me 
in the final phase of the thing that the old lady in the piece 
had filled up the bag's room with birds, which I concluded she 
had done just as the play closed.

I * X * . . " ' *■ «

But even as you, the most thrilling news of the whole business 
was that Ann Harding is to do Monday's play, and that will be 
grand, beoause I shall like her not only for herself but also 
for one of whom she will remind me.
I saw Clemence this morning at the tig house* She was 
sewing carpet for the Madam, and she told us a great many 
this of surprising interest in the folk lore department. I 
shall burden you with but one* She said her grandmother who 
lived to be 110 years old "had” a lot things r̂ora the old
folkes, and before she died, she gave Clemence a little bag m  
tie around her heck whenever Clemence should have the ,oo ,hache* 
Clemence said she still has It. The bag contained nothing more 
or less than a tiny section of the skin of a snake , - a piece °- 

. "the shed", as she called it*, being taken from the cast off 
coat which the reptil divests itself of each year. I didn t 
ask her how h effective the thing hasrji proven to be down through 
the years, but I gather it leaves something to he desired,

I , since Clemence is in the process of getting herself a new
j ! "rack". ,< l ," j ,

In a hurried aside, ulemence asked me to pass b her 
house soon, as she wanted me to see some of her new pictures 

i by day light. I accordingly went by this evening, and found
some of them quite delightful. Mary Frances also has a 
couple that are of merit, - or at least, of promise, - one 
of gathering pecanes, - one child, up in the tree shaking it, and _ 
the other on the ground, with a shower of the things -alling*
Ther$ is another she painte ! of their house, which iis also qui *•.
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n ic e , and w i l l  p r o ta lly  make Mr a t a l l  out w ith hom esickness.

I must tr y  to  renemter to  t e l l  Bora soeth in g  e ls e  the 
, c iv in r  •'’or th e ir  has te e n  a v i s i t a t io n  of God
on oie'^of the L itt le 'R iv e r  d w ellers who d e f i l e d  St. A ugustine> s 
Church tack yonder during high w ater. I mayha-re - J  
a t the t i e ,  -  and I may n o t, that in  d esp era tion , Trtien i t  w
obvious th at the advancing waters were going ,o dr . c had "
UL, : ,  4-u, 4- tvho l iv e s  next to the Gnurcn, naac a t t l e ,  that W ill A U «h. o t  c a t t l e ,  en tru sted  to
GOClfillÔ V COllTJI IV0(1 jO 0 O a "PnT

th e 1 e w s !etu ^ e ,r e n tu a lly  the water 
seeped'up in to  th e +Oh^ch i t s e l f  and so - e r n l ^ t h e ^

^ o ^ a r o u n d  i n ^ e  * t e r _ o n  the 
*■ j o + n q 11 rJ  n n p  o r  iJWO O ^ l l C  COWS Cl 1 CSu. 9 s*. i

o ^ th e  p u lp it11, and people were shocked, and sa id  no good 
would come to  W ill Allen# ,

Wf>ll -Pollowin? the f lo o d , W ill ^ lle n  con trived  a.
fm  S ?  in  town, where he spent the week ends with  

h is  w fe  w h o f to  keep the recnrd s tr a ig h t ,  i t  Mr. Brew s aunt. 
They passed th e ir  week days on U t t l e  River where W ill* s  
w ife i£  a teacher in  the Eosenwald sch oo l, a lso  hard hy „..e
A llen  home#

T„ot ni rht w h ile  W ill’ s w ife , I b e l ie v e , was on L i t t le  
R iver, and W ill ’was in  th e ir  N atchitoches home with ^  e r " 
1r i flW i?va the N atchitoches resid en ce  caught *i r ®» ^lir i*to 
up e^ ry th tA g  except W ill and 3va. ,T^ e y  telephoned down here  
to have W i l l ’ s w ife  bring up some c lo th in g  - o. them, ,n e j  
had escaped in  th e ir  n igh t c lo th es  ohly#

And so , as you may w e ll have a n tic ia p te d , tongue are

c one e ns u^'o ̂ o p  in i on  ̂tha t ^ o l d ^ i l l V l  l \ n  i s  * now pa y i n£ fo r
and* enla r e f i t s  e l f" f  or g en era tio n s .

Fridav saw J. H# return from Washington, and I have
onlv ta lced  w ith him momentarily s in ce  h is  return# He did -ay
t hp f  3+enhen looks aw fu l, but i s  making a very steady come-back, th a t Stephen looKs emv . ^e e t  fQJt 10 or 15 minutes n day now.
It seems t h f i  w hile he w b . con ferrin g  with General WoArttmr 
in  the P h il ip in e s . Just before the o o lla p se  o f  Japan *o»# 
o f fa u lty  food was consumed and some >=o. , o f Oiien.c-. J  .
developed M e d ia t e ly ,  *hon when an operation  for adhenions 
developed on h is  return fro la s  hi rig ton, nothing could he 
undertaken- in  th a t d ir e c t io n  u n t il  the dysentery had been  
cured, so  that the hold ing up o f the one tended to com plicate  
the o+her. But h e ' is  a lr ig h t  now, and w i l l  p o o s ib ly  make 
a rouAd tA iie lr o se  J U t W ’ r fte r  the f i r s t  o f the year.

Joe Kenry i s  scheduled  to  be out,, of  the  Army a f t e r  the  
f i r s t  of  the  y e a r ,  - he ran  down to  Washington from P h i l a d e l p h ia ,  
to  see J .  H . , and th i s  morning k ay n ie  t a lk e d  .with Dan by te lephone  
in  the  h o s p i t a l  a t  Camp Polk ,  and the  c a s t  has t e e n  removed from 
Dan’ s arm, so t h a t  he may be a b l e  to come to Melrose  ~or 
Thanksgiving.  * 1

Prom down the road ,  I l e a r n  t h a t  a p h y s ic ia n  i s  expected from 
som eolace , - West V i r g i n i a ,  p o s s i b l y ,  to  look  a t  • the  re«w e s t a t e  
in  c i o u f i e r v i l l e ,  with  a view to  p u rch a s in g .  O n ^ n a l l y  the  
house was bought in  1939 f o r  # 1 ,5 0 0 # ,  and what with  some improve
ments, i s  now 6n the  market  a t  t e n  thousand,  which ought to  
r e p r e s e n t  something of a p r o f i t ,  I  s ould think#

•_ . ■ "  ui /  . ’ . ■ ‘ 1 ' i

Dr. John dray  and S t e e l e  Burden of  Baton Rouge, c a l l e d  
t h i s  f t e r n o o n ,  b u t  I s l ip p e d  ou t  one door a s  they  cane i n  the  

’o th e r ,  fo r  I wanted t o  g e t  a lo n g  to  see  Ciemence, and I 
s h a l l  c a tch  them on t h e i r  nex t  round f o r  a couple o., words 
of  adv ice  on Arenbourg problems. S t e e l e  Burden has charge of 
a l l  the  sci l an d scap in g  a t  L.« S. U«, and so  he m ig h , be a b le  m 
give me a couple  o f  p o i n t e r s ,  a l th o u g h  I am n o t  su re  t h a t  
any of our problems a r e  e s p e c i a l l y  in  h i s  f i e l d .  3u ,  i  s h a l l  
w r i t e  t h e i r  mutual f r i e n d ,  Lr. C o t ton ,  f o r  p a r t i c u l a r s  r e g a rd in g  
’’Bosgani t e ” , t h a t  remarkable  s t u f f  t h a t  p u t s  a - l o o r  on any old 
l ak e ,  pond or puddle ,  j u s t  by s p r i n k l i n g  the  s t u f f  a round a 
l i t t l e ,  -  and t h a t  may be  h e l p f u l .

J .  H* b rough t  hone a copy of  0131130 YAYA, b u t  nobody 
has had a chance to do more than  g lance  th rough  the P r e f a c e .
I n o t i c e  in  t h a t  t h a t  Lyle l i s t s  negroes  to  whom he has
tu rned  fo r  ad v ise  on c e r t a i n  p o i n t s .  He b e g in s  the  peop..e
thus named by c i t i n g  Joseph Gilmore,  ( h i s  man F r i d a y ,  or cou rse ,  )
and e v e n t u a l l y  ge ts  around to a  c o l l e g e  p r e s i d e n t ,  e tc * ,  in
the same se n te n c e .  Humramnu I must say t h a t  :ook i s  a , ,rac ,ive~y
g o t te n  up, t u t  I must ho ld  d e c i s i o n  u n t i l  I have read some
of i t ,  b e fo re  making any guess about  ”what the  h a r v e s t  w i l l  be .

A l e t t e r  t o  the Madam t h i s  morning from Deborah Abramson, 
H iss  C u lv e r ’ s S e c r e t a r y ,  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  l a  b e l l e  35s sae hae 
w a s n ' t  a b le  to  ge t  over to D a l l a s ,  b u t  I l i s s  Sarah Jones and 
la  Deb or ah a t t e n d e d  in  her p l a c e ,  and the l e t t e r  says t h a t  ,y le  
was the  c e n t e r  of a t t r a c t i o n  and go t  a long  j u s t  f i n e .  Notnxng 
was s a i d  about  H a rn e t t  Kane, -  in  f a c t  the  l e t t e r  never 
r e f e r r e d  to  him. In p a s s in g ,  I might observe t h a t  i t  does 
seem a l i t t i e  s t r a n g e  t h a t  Gumbo vaYa i s  f l o a k l i n g  around - 
both in  Norman, Oklahoma and i n  Washington, L. C#, and y e ,  
the  Madam h a s n ' t  r ec e iv e d  one from Lyle ,  b u t  perhaps  D a l la s  
’’done him up” , and he w i l l  perhaps  send one l a t e r .

I
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I am so glad you mentioned some of the tooics you have 
in mind to glance over, - if -and when opportunity presents itself.

It*s nice, just thinking of you glancing through them now 
and then, and how satisfying it's going to he when we jet a 
place for. them at Aren't our g, and we may draw on them aV rio+Jn 
to the tetter digest Louisiana, what with those IjPth and 18^ 
century tack-drops, and in lots of instances, just for the 
sheer joy of sharing those treasures together, ^rom where I 
sit it looks to me as though the vestiges of the last ha_r 
of the 18th and the first half of the 19th centuries are 
liLcel7 to linger longer .on the tanks of Garie Liver than almost 
any other place I can think of at the moment. And how pleasant 
it is u)ing.to te to share together the human side and the 
cultural records, as the great magnolias unfold their viory 
lamps and the tutterfly liles perfume the twilight air, as 
a million stars from the Milk Way get all tangled up on 
the surfice of the river, just telow our own little .errace, - 
•mid the rest of the world, save a few kindred souls, go whiz King 
right slap on- hye* •. ♦ *a.v ,:n i k
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Rovemte 20 th, 1̂ 45.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
It was a busy we,ek end. . V f: . r •• 1
To begin with, - and theft isn't important, one pronounces the 

name Haupt precisely as though it were spellied Hop.
Well Bertha and Hope Haupt, - and Hope Hop sounds sill? 

for a sedate elderly mainden school teacher, oane by on Saturday 
afternoon. They brought a Hiss Allen from Massachusetts with then.

ostensibly they were here to make a call. "he Hadamwas 
tired when they arrived. She was more tired when MvMnav J 
three fcours later. They are just like cows, - h *
and kindly and just as dull ?s conversationalists.

\urellia 1 come to prepare treakfr-st on Saturday morning, 
tut she had to give up and go home atout 8 a.m* She has 
tonsilitis. * .

instead of asking ulemenoe to come and take over the kitchen,-
the madam had one of those curious twists andksrvth iJLshS^nd. have ulenenoe in the house, - she would stem. «Terything^. - 
\nd so, just to te consistent, she put Gam Mr own in ,0 t. e 
cSlina^y department. 1 shall skp reference to dinner. I ate none.

And at three o’clock a little before the arrival of Hope 
Haupt Same Brown arrived. He began cooking sausages f . “
6 o?olook supper. I think they must have eventually, been done.
I never risked one.

And hal-f an hour after the Haupts had comfortably seated them- 
selves in the Madam’s room, Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Pattison arrived.
I was working on some magnolias when they drove in and ,o I 
invited the# to ray house. "hey had brought some 2ra>ld _ ■
home made chicken-onion-cream sandwiches with them, and som 
chocolate Indians and some other nice little aa,.es iand so.ue 
wine. We really had quite a pleasant little bu..fet vhi..e 
we got caught up on our conversation.

They had been to see 'and hear one Kane 1 eoture In Alesaridria. 
we is ever so wide .now, almost as wide as tall, - uhioh ifcn . 
saying so much after all. He referred to thegadam in hl^  
speech, co .paring her to the carwfish under the .evee, - whlGh 
I still don't understand, nor do they.
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Eventually they went to call on the Madam, with the Haputs still 
entrenched. She told them if they would r in£ a buzzer, I would 
te delighted to see them and that they could come bye and 
see her*after- their visit. Well, we did a round in the garden,
Mrs. Rand and I, with the Haupts still sitting, - and about 
first dark, they decided they must get back to Alexandria, and 
the Haupts were still talking over their pr b1 ms as teachers 
in Natchitoches.

J. H. and Eugene had already eaten their supper when I
arrived, and I ate none, for two reasons, absence of hunger and
presence of curious 1 oking food. Whey madam had a glass of
milk after the Haupts finally left.- 

•
The night wan wonderful, add about 9 o'clock, I took 

to .the road. I saw a few friends along my road toward the spillway. 
I stopped and chatted for a few moments with Clyde Claude Emmett 
Davis, Clemence's son-in-law. He said ^lemence was .at ho.ie.

I dropped b* to5 see her. Mary Frances and Winnie Mae were 
already in bed. Clemence and her daughter, Jackie, who is 
Clyde's wife, were sitting by a "token” fire. We had a 
lot of chat*ing to do about everything, and I started back hone 
about 10. Clyde told me he was going down to some place on 
Magnolia. I didn’t see him when I returned hone, but I did 
pass big Billy Porter who is the present husband of Nina, who 
is Elam's mama. % . , ■ * •

This more than accounted for the absence of the movie at 
Sammy's, for that has folded up and gone, and now people were 
foot-loose and fancy free, what with a fine, warm night, a 
tig old moon, and some dance hall down on Magnolia reportedly 
doing a tig business in the "swinging out " department!

Sunday morning, Sam Peace brought me some coffeee about 
6:30. He said Aurelioa was still sick and would not be here 
before Tuesday probably. He said Sam Brown would not te 
te to give breakfast, either. It seems that sometime between 
1C and 12 on Saturday night, Sam Brown's wife, who also had 
gone to Magnolia, had out-Billy Porter pretty badly, and when 
Clyde tried to separate Roberta Brown and Billy, Roberta had 
stabbed in just under the heart and that he had been transported 
to the Charity Hospital in Alexandria, where his life hung in the 
balance.

All in all, Saturday was jiite a day, and naturally. I am 
hoping that Clye survives, what with Winnie May and Junior and 
Jackie and Clemence and all. Well, so the world turns.

On Sunday evening I learned that Mr. Black had come down 
this way and picked up Billy Porter and taken him to jail. , .
He had ‘also sought for Roberta Brown, but had been unsuccessful 
in locating her. I must- go down and seem Clemence this evening, 
tut I am quite sure she will re-act quite differently than 
anyth ng one can conjure up* That make the going the more exciting.

.

Clyde is’ a g o o d i i o t  worth too much, loves to drive 
an automobile better than anything else, is an excellent driver 
itf not alone, - when he inclines toward wrecking them, tut 
alright when accompanied, - he drove Dan and me to Camp Polk 
last week. The latest report from the hospital is that his 
normal blood count should be 130 and is presently at 44. Clemence s 
son, king, has given him some of his blood in a transfusion*
If he survives today, he will live, they say. oo may i.t be.

GUMBO YAYA to hand, and we have read Chapter 1, and skipped 
around a little in some of the others. I don't. know how it Will 
turn out, but I see no relation between Chapter 1 and ,he o.her 
fchinys, - the latter being mostly folk-lore, customs, street 
cries etc* while the former seems to be an attempt to give 
a picture of the 2uzu section of Hard! Gras as lewd a picture 
as possible. I appreciate Dora's resentment, but even more I 
obiect to the unnecessary four letter words that are si>rinkled too 
thickly through the conversation put in the mouths of the negroes.

I don't know anything about the trashy negroes of New Orleans, 
but of the country negroes, either in Natchitoches or Adams County, 
I ■ know they are very remarkable, is in that one almost never hears 
them use the usual curse words that so o^ten besmirch the white 
man’s talk. Once, the' the el rose garage, I heard a mulatto 
lust in from Chicago, swear, and the whole place just.seamed to 
grow tight enough to burst, it all seemed so out of joint wi ̂ h 
the manners and customs as practiced in this area*

I rue96 the book may turn out to be a reference item for those 
interested in faotUAl material on Louisiana ways, - and possibly 
nothing more* I doubt if it will have any popular,appeal, 
and quite a few people will resent its,rather bawdy spots.
I think I would not te too proud to have and
the thing ne ther or either as co-author, like ^ddie Dreyer and 
Robert Tallent, or as the Bishiop and Essae Mae, as sponsors*
The Sunday Times Picayune did not review the book. I suppose 
it will review it next week.

And Sunday morning, after it got going* went along a.lright 
until about time for Invitation to Learning. Then Frances ..enry, 
Paynie’s wife called at the big house. She's alright the way 
co .sin Marian might be alright, but not one to share _nvitation 
to Learning. And so I left the big house and came to mine, 
and got the thing tuned up, but before it was half done,
Andy Byno>% - Aurelia’s broghter knocked. He has blood poisoning 
in his wrist, with horrible dark purple streaks running up to 
his elbow. I did a round with him, and thence back to -he 
Seven Uho Were Hanged, but a few minutes later and another knock 
at my door. It was Miss Kate Perkins, who had driven down to 
Nathcitoches from Monroe q ite unexpectedly on Saturday ing 
Sunday morning-, Hope Haupt. - of all people, - had driven them 
to Melrose for an hour's visit.
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And so I can't tell you much about ray reaction to the Russian 
opus, tut I can say that I liked the ^adio personalities of the 
three speakers• I certainly would give a lot to hear you say 
the name.of the day's chairman, - Professor "willing, - for I 
thrink ou might make it Prof. Trilling, and really get somewhere 
with it.

’> p iv! -'i* v .’-'tV V  L  C "1 T i ' f t  £■* • i.lip ' A  • . $ -7-mg' t y  * .>%/*-. ‘ f  -U • f  k: ...

* Prom what little I did hear, I was at a loss to understand 
why the 7 dead men had teen chosen for a discussion of this 
kind, for I imagine that the took is of secondary importance and 
little known andof little interest, - took or author, to the 
rqdio audience.

But it is a great pleasaure to listen to pleasant people, as 
all three discussing the took seemed to te, and the opportunity 
of learning something would have teen welcomed regardless, if too 
many people hadn't teen stirring tout.

At the Madam’s request, I telephoned Sister on Saturday 
night to inquire if the Wenks were "fixin" to come here on 
Sunday, and to tell them, - at the Madam’s suggestion, that 
we had no cook at the moment# Well,; at 8 p.ra*, * Sister didn't 
know if she would come or* not, hut she was sure her husband was 
going to Shreveport. Of course they both came, and brought 
the three cildren and a nurse# hit I nel?er did see any of them, 
as J. H. had asked me to have Sunday dinner with him and Celeste 
over at their house, which I did, and it was delicious and I liked 
it*

So many other things to write, but I have already taken up 
too much of your good time, and accordingly i shall fold at^ 
this point, in actual word transmission, at least* but running 
right along in thought, - and particularly at lux Radio time 
tonight.....
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November 20th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
"We are children of Cod, and as children, we shall 

grow together into maturity#"
That was one line I.liked a lot# But the exquisite pleasure 

of just hearing the L- dy’s voice was enough, regardless of the 
• context#

Immediatly following the termination of the’program, I 
turned the radio off# It was enough to have heard what I had, 
and I was content to be with my thoughts, without the 
clashing of*other thoughts that might come in throu&ythe ether, waves.

Prom my pillow, I could gaze across the white garden, 
marvelously white in a warm softshiramer of moonlight# r:,he 
earth was quiet, there was so much for me to be thankful for# 
and falling off to sleep, I was supremely happy, thinking as I did, 
of another who had just been 1 stening to. the same program, and 
possibly holding as tight to the promise of eventual eofcentnent as 
I.

'The enclosures are of little interest, save to keep you 
abreast with how things turn. in th<: Shreveport area. The Madam has 
suggested that 1 write Miss -^obina, telling her that as ftumbo 
Ya-Ya i no way reflects the old Lyle that she ki ew, she would 
te walsting five dollars to invest in the book. I am 
not sure that I would forego the took on tho e grounds, for 
it appears to contain much data, even though the presentation of 
much of it is quite at variance with my ideas of good taste#

The postman, arriving late yesterday, brought two letters ^rom 
the Clippiner Service and one from Bora. But it was a busy day in 
; hese parts and I could not catch up with »r« Brew until 
Lux Radio time, and so I chose to commune with a kindred soul 
through that Liedium and so reserve the pleasure pf the letters8 
until som time this morning# f 1 • /

With the cook still down with tonsilitis, I din£d with J. H. 
and Celeste yesterday, with celeste sending the Madam a tray • 
to the big house, both for dinner and supper#

Dinner at celeste's is always good, and there is a constant 
addidtional pleasure, aside from what one eats, what with the 
striking comparisons I am forever making as between the hostess and 
Anita, which lots of times introduces an element of humor, funny 
to no one but me, since I am the only one present to sense the 
parallels, but you will eventually re-act, I am sure, even as do i, 
when you notice the similarities#
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j. H. was, f s usual, miles ahead of everybody, in the eating
0 his food. In the m >z»iug, he ha d gone to town, transacted business 
there, and had returned to go over the plantation -from one end to
the other, with one eye on the clock, preparatory to heading out 
for new Orleans or Baton Kooge or some such place at 11:45* Fe 
is whirling through space at such a great rate that 1 feel 
sure he will fall out one of these days. I think he is about 
47 or 46, but already his hair has turned gray, and unless some 
twist of *ate lays hlra’oh the shelf for: a period, i am sure his 
departure for an ther world will be as swift as was his father's.

mhe latest news from Alexnadria indicates that while 
Clyde Claude & duett havi’ * blood count hovers around m, It appears . 
he is *?oing to survive, unless something unforeseen developed.
1 am certainly gl d, both fgr hi and -for his family*

Old fir* Slack has passed around this.way and taken Billy 
Porter to, Jail, but has merely interviewed Roberta nr own."
1 reckon that little trip will result in nothing, -nd that 
all the participants in the frolic will be tack in their 
accustomed’places before long. I often think how enchanted' are the 
lives of people 'on- Qane *'iver, where JLii full da.y or the black of 
night, a white person can go any where with absolute'security, and 
yet how the people of color,.even in the calmest of gatherings, can 
momentarily flirt with death, and as rapidly move back into the 
same security that envelopes their white associates in the general 
path of life*

Some little "iver pebpl-- have passed this way this morning 
to see me, - kin*folk of some o^ those "pecane" men, as the negroes 
on cane reiver are now mockingly referring to those who find themselves 
entangled in the',mesh of the law in reference to that unpleasant 
business. I think I have been ab?e t work out a p? n that w i n  
assist one of th -m at least* We shall see*

* * »V ■ t

3r *ther has been here, too-, to say his rhyrans, and big old 
Peter,, at 19, knowing much less in formal education than Brother, 
has joined in saying "Sing'a song of six pins”*./I think 
I may have remarked to you before what Peter told me once when I 
aSKed him if he had ever been to school. He said he had.
"Once, when I was a b >y," he confided, T,I went up to St*
Mathews, but I didn't like it, much, so i only staid half an 
houri" - leaving him quite a ways from getting a Ph* D.

*  . • ; f  f  j- 4 • 0  ‘ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ * ' J f . '

‘ I* shall fold for the moment, and get this to the office, and 
then tradk down Mr. Brew and so commune with you through your 
reports> • • • • • • •

November 2lst, 1945<

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
. t.n hard to say Ho, and especially when the sugges *ionX find i -j » i< , t nd nv elf confronted with an expressedseems so modest. And yet here X u n a  at

wish whioh I fear I cannot possible accede to - the presence o. a. 
least one tiny mimosa in the gardens of Arentoargi

it will perhaps seem to be crawling out of something which I 
should feel bound to perform, and yet I pray you to sympathise with me 
in this m tter, and when i have explained, - or tried to explain, you 
will perhaps understand in part why 1 must say no to your wish for one 
tiny mimosa*

To come directly to the point: - A tiny mimosa, - there just ain't 
no such animal in Louisiana* , *

jror in these rich river bottoms, the mimosa flourishes with 
abandon* On occasion, where too many find trees have ja been planted as 
seedlings and then have come into maturity, I have wielded the axe 
mightily and cut enormous mimosas to the ground. Figuratively, I have 
gone on about my business of dest uction, and subsequently returned shoitly 
afterward when loi the mimosa would be putting out sprouts madly, and- 
growing again for all it was worth, - and they are worth something, 1 must 
say, for they are lovely, • rid' especially in the spring.

The point I am trying to make, but seem to be floundering around 
about is the fact that" the mimosa does elegantly in these parts, and 
you shall'‘have as fine a mimosa as one will ever run across in a 31 o... 
Louisiana, - if I have any influence with old Mother nature.

After posting my letter to you this morning, I caught up with 
Hr. Brew, and we returned to this house, and I re- d your letters, - and 
DoiaDera' s*

Immediately I concerned myself with the mimosa situation, doing some 
telephoning and some traveling up and down the river* I have located a 
fine specimen,. and if it isn't too 1- ge for successful transplanting, 
it will be the first item, - your tree, that will be at the head of •* 
the developement of the \renb bug gardens. .The one 1 have located is 
about 6 or 1C feet in height, nd its roots will be quite extensive, but 
1 am go n£ to try to mo e the thing, even though it may require half a 
dozen^tractors, and if the season is right and the elements favor, we 
whall have a fine mimosa growing before you know it, and probably within 
a year it will be a tree* - Ho, we can’t have just a tiny'MhtJe mimosa, 
tut I’ll bet you’ll be tickled with the elegant big o'1 d one that wi. . 
bloom at trenbourg just foy you. an m*.«
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I t  was kind of yon to  mention the Kojankovsky item again . ^rank? y 
I have teen  rather h e s ita n t  at out ooepting y ar kind o f f e r  -  there i s  
such a continuous l in e  of requests x am asking ..rora you. But I hone , y 
would t e  enchanted i f  you could f in d  one for Brother, -  the s im p lest  ,he 
t e t t e r ,  and I have a f e e l in g  i t  would t e  something he would t^ eaotire 
m ig h ti ly .  I f  he wouldn’ t l e t  Beulah or E s t e l l e  so much as loo*  a t  my 
shoes which he had taken home to eh ne, I can’ t imagine how he w i l l  
c l in g  to a took , such as you mention, - one th at ie  h is  very own.
I t  was so good o f  you to mention i t  a second time,, ana on Brother ̂
t e h a l f  and my own, 1 say Yes, with no end. of appreciation*

You mention the return  of the lake l e t t e r ,  with the l e t t e r  }e fe r r in g  
to the St. Amand volumes, which I asked a tout subsequently . he ,ak 
l e t t e r  came to hand s a f e ly ,  -  as did la  P ar lan ce’ s in today b p o s t ,  .u t  
in  the case of the Lake l e t t e r ,  I can only .explain  my f a i lu r e  ,o
r e c a l l  the S t. Amand reference to  the fa c t  that p o s s ib ly  some unusua.-.
in terru p tion  may have impelled Hr. Brew to skip a Mne or  ̂ paragraph. -  
and that seems most u n l ik e ly ,  but in such instan ces one c a s ts  about -.or 
anything, regard less  of i t s  im probability .

I t  puts me in  mind of the rose  bush 1 planted in "ront o  ̂ the b ig  
house one l a t e s t  Saturday afternoon l a s t  Spring. The Madam saw me 
planting  i t  from the upper g a l le r y ,  so both of us were a s s u r e d _ t h ^ - 
ju s t  d idn’ t dream about g e t t in g  the thing in  the ground. I_> was m u  

large  and warpped up in  a t i g  old burlap sack which one always p lan ts  
along with the item. But the next day or so , I made a round ,o ~ee 
how the t! ing was doing and oouldn’ t / f  ind i t .  The Iiadam came ou * on 

the g a l le r y  and point the place Out to. me, -  where I had s e t  i t  ou ,.
But she couldn’ t see i t ,  e i th e r .  Then a couple a  gardeners were e 
to work, spading around to  f in d  the burlap that had e n o ^ e d  ,he ^ oo .s ,  
tu t  to no a v a i l ,  from that day to th i s ,  we never have been a'tie 1to ex
p la in  what' happened to the rosebush, the burlap, -  or even ,he P ■' 
where I had s e t  i t  Out*, -  for  not even did the ground at on, ,he 
l o c a l i t y  seemed d istu rb ed . Strange business , as I won. rt remark to

And thanks for t e l l i n g  me about the impending d e c is io n  of the 
Hotel P rize  award for l i t e r a t u r e .  I hadn’ t heard the ,enta , iv e  
l i s t  of p o s s i b i l i t i e s ,  and i t  w i l l  be in te r e s t in g  to see how ,hey 
come ou,t. I think Romains won the award once, -  or am I j i n k in g  o_ ,he 
Gonoourt i W d .  I don’ t know i f  the Hob el award has ever been given  
to  the same person a second time, although i t  seems to me the Gonoourt 
prize  has teen  twice awarded to  the sfame in d iv id u a l on severa  
occasion s . I think l i t t l e  Marcel Proust rece ived  i t  tw ice -  1913 
and 1919, or s xie such, *- tu t  I m yself f e e l  that a p r iz e  i s  a™^ded in  
r eco g n it io n  o f  merit in w r it in g ,  and accordingly  should be extended but 
once to a s in g le  in d iv id u a l .  A fter  a l l ,  one passport in to  Heaven ought 
to  te  s u f f i c i e n t ,  I shou d th ink.

Oh. y e s ,  and while X th ink of i t :  - 'you  ask. concerning the sta tu e  
o f  ms "wradk" and I an d e l ig h ted  to  report that once I rece ived  the 
th in g , I ju st  adjusted i t  to the  place for whiah i t  ne.o intended and 
went ahead ju s t  as though nothing had ever happened, Share i»  *  ' y i e  

su sp ic ion  that one more item nay have to t e  added .o the ^ r e e c o -  
s t l t u t i n g  the o u t f i t ,  t u t  i t  w i l l  t4  t in e  enough to worry at out that
ih  when the occasion demands.
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There was a b r ie f  note from la  b e l le  Essae Mae in S
p o s t . She reported not going ^ .^ V M n ’ nostponed1' -  th is  t in e  u n t i l  too tad th a t L y le 's  took had a a in  te e n  P s t .  Bs the p o l i s h e r s  for

L'eo ember • I couldn k ^ ^ d i s t r i t u t f o n  fo r  o tv io u s ly  th .  th ing i s  some reason a re .h o ld in g  up d is tr ic u t io n ,
tu t  d e f in i t e ly  in p r in t .

She sa id  she was going to Hew Olreane th is
him while th ere . Charles h(. ,WB seeing hyle on Iionday, - I
said in a letter the day before th a . ne w  ' fhg  he WOuld l e t

b e lie v e  Charles' l e t t e r  t  gura^under the c ir cu n sta n o e s ,us Know how he found him. You nay t e  - i r e ,  uim «
that w i l l  t e  a guarded l e t t e r .

I must g e t  o f f  a l in e  to  Dora today, ^ ^ t " / g iv in g
l i t t l e  p o in ts  I want to  cover. I . ^ea d i ly  f in d  e n th u s ia s ts , e ith e r  in  
Clemenoe a Show a t  11 a te  he.., and c a n . e  •/ Roane would te a t  the 

our sid e  or in the w oS d  do a f m c h  for  the
drum for  the Carden Club, . . - n io e  i f  the th in g  could t e
P i l g r i m a g e  crowd, I th in k . I t  w o r n + study that one out,
arranged daring P ilgrim age tim e, t u *' L ^ U o u a l v .  Obviously out of  
so as to  t e  sure i t  is  placed most ^ v a n ta g to u s ly . ^ Y\ ° ' y, or the
towners would te  more en thus la s  co l o - “l  ine to  app reciate
any thing* save'^h e* col or "of th e ° a ? U s t . I and not the co lo r in g  o f the A rt.

There was some other point I wanted to touch^pon.

^  ent^I ik V fk r  lh e  d e ta i ls  and
Tiranon* I am so glad you. l ik e  J  *h sh ortly*  I know
and may some of the plans begin to , » ^  learn  I am s t ir r in g  up
a l l  of the Henrys are going to a l l  out m * , Arenbonrg, for what
some kind o f a puddle between th e B r mate Road and Arenco
w ith a l l  of Cane River running slap  t ’ the p la c e ,
would seem, -  to them, -  that ,ner A .  -por the l i t t l e  moulins
But I th ink water w i l l  make a t h e t h ’in gs we p lan t to  p lant .
w i l?1 thrive*more v ^ U y ^  ^ t  w ith the proxim ity o f a d d itio n a l m oisture.

I th ink  we ought to n ioe ^
and a few Pear tr e e s  fo r  haroh g e i r  h e8e ^ o l l a s .  Anand a few pear tre es  fo r  l.aron. w v l j . Chinese magnolias.
su ccess io n  or oontrast with - P d<[f l o r a  w i l l  t e g in  blooming, and in  
then in A p r i l .  -  ev en tu a lly  the ehSuld move in ,  and
May your "tiny" mimosa. In Jane f 1* V- a+jj th e ir  s i x  month's season* 
July w i l l  see  the b u t t e r f ly  1 J *  throughout the season,

a l l  t h i s t  and so I
s h a l l  break o f f  a t th is  p o in t ..............
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I!oventer 22nd, 1945.
’ieiaorandua to Olippin^j Service; r" • • .  ,

I like the idea Thanksgiving. Bay#

,I’m' not very sure at out its inception, hut I think it 
is generally attributed to the Pilgrim Fathers. In a lot" 
of ways,, they were ba£s, hut as has been before remarked hv 
someone or other: "There is-so much,, had in the best of us,"and 
so much good in the worst-••••••"

: And 01je of fee nice t’ ings .atout the old fellows, I 
think, Was this idea of setting aside a day wherein we may 
pause between the turkey dinner and the turkey sandwich supper, 
a ta-e a. little stocg of some of our blessings and publicly or 
privately ptaise.Qod ^or our blessings.

•  —  -  ,  - . - f r  : .. "  <  ■
And,how many blessings do l have to count this year, and 

yet•curiously enough God seems to haye set a pivotal"point around 
which they seen to swing, - someone who somehow radiates the 
promise of so many blessings in the .form of dreams that are to 
be realized- I don't much go in for public prayers, feeling 
-so often that they are for the most part pretty-much between 
the individual and God, but I don't mind confessing to vqu that 
I am filled with thanksgiving to my Creator because there is 
someone in the world who knows what I am talking about and who 
shares my feelings and enthusiasms for the morrow with me-

• •

fee enclosed circular letter is of not much interest,
I presume, although I haven't read it, but I thought you would 
be interested in seeing the map. You will notice that we. get 
in it, since we are on La Gote Joyeuse at Arenbourg*

•This particular association, i believe, is 
political thing that by some wild stretch of th 
thinks it can put the home.towns of the interes 
the great Washington to Mexico uity trace- Tt

some kind of a 
:e imagination, 
ited parties on

... I _  ̂ ^ i s  sponsored, b ?•a flocx o.. unknowns in Go If ax ~and PI lack, - which are much too 
far South of the original old Natchez tr$ce to-have any claim to

te the old one.
■ hing, and sol eend

being* on the new trace, calc lated to approxina 
3ut ̂ there may be something of interest in the +1 
it along.

feere wasn't much m il today, .only 2nd class things, and 
if I m y  Bay so, it is interesting thatjla&ine hasn't responded 
to ray original letter to her. But I an not impatient about
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r e c e i v i n g  one* A^ter a l l ,  I have e s t a b l i s h e d  the f a c t  t h a t  T 
f e e l  s o r r y  f o r  h e r ,  and have no ranco r  abou t  by-gones ,  and th a t
i s  a l l  I c a red  to  do.

* '
Dan came home from Gamp Polk  abou t  4 : 3 t  y e s t e r d a y  a f t e r n o o n ,  

and as P a t  was- expected  from Baton Rouge about 9 l a s t  n i g h t ,  I 
suppose he i s  here  too .  We have no t  heard from the u l o a t i e r v i l l e  
people  t h i s  week, bu t  -the Had u h a l f  assumes t h a t  they  w i l l  be 
here  in  f o r c e  today, with  much tu rk ey  and a l l  tha t*  i f  th ey  do 
dome, the  'Hadam w i l l  d ine with them.-- I f  they  do no t  come, she 
w i l l  j  in  ( i n t e r r u p t i o n )  -  she w i l l  j o in  the  r e s t  of us a t  
C e l e s t e ’s .  ' ” , ' ^ r . ' ,

I tuned in  on l a  Genet,, b r o a d c a s t in g  from Rome about  
UKRA, bu t  a f t e r  the  f i r s t  minute .or .so, no m at te r  how I ben t  my 
e a r ,  the  v o ice  j u s t  faded away, even as i t  d id  l a s t  week, and 
I ended up no w ise r  b u t  w i th  one s l i g h t l y  d i s l o c a t e d  ear-drum.
I c e r t a i n l y  wish  t h a t  lady  would ge t  on a wave l e n g th  t h a t  

.would come throtigh a  1 i1 1 1 e b e 1 1 e r • o r
■. ... ’ c : .. ' . ? a

" h i s  morning Sam Peace i s  in  the k i t c h e n ,  t r y in g  to  s t i r -  
up some b r e a k f a s t  fo r  the  household ,  - the  Madam, Dan, Pa t  and 
Eugene Jjabespere;  B i l l  *ocque,  nephew a"5 Madam Aubin, and 
b r o th e r  in  law of H i t c h e l ,  the  Axe, b ro u g h t  me some coffee*
He says t h a t  seme o^ the f o l k s ,  mixed,up i n  the Sa tu rday  n ig h t  
f r a c a s ,  a re  heading out  fo r  town t h i s  morning,  - respond ing  to 
a c a l l  from the  S h e r i f f*  B i l l  Rocque i s  d e a f - d e a f ,  and always 
answers a s t o n i s h i n g l y  i r r e l e v e n t l y  to  q u e s t io n s  shouted  a t  him* 
This mron&ng he v o lo n te e re d  the in fo rm a t io n  t h a t  once he had

' "  ‘ " ' o f  the J  aw Jcept
was a - s a y i n ’ , 
on the  f l o o r  j u s ’

had to  go to  see the  S h e r i f f ,  and t h a t  mens 
on a -a s k in g  q u e s t io n s  and l  d idn  t  know what I 
b u t  one t h i n g  I do know my f o o t s  was a*tapping 
l i k e  a telegram*

So th e r e  you have i t ,  one a s p e c t  o^ Melrose  on, Thanksgiving 
Day of 1945, with a b r i l l i a n t  sun o u t s i d e ,  and a f r o s t y  
morning t h a t  -.impelled ray s c h o la r  t h i s  morning to thke 
of"* h i s  ..hoe Immediately  upon h i s  a r r i v a l  and p la c e  h i s  bare  f e e t  
c lo s e  to the  yellow flames t h a t  sh o t  upward i n  ray chimney.

But the  hour i s  running l a t e  and the postman w i l l  make 
an e a r l y  round t h i s  morning, s-ince h w i l l  only have to  
d r iv e  d i r e c t l y  here"from Bermuda t o  drop the mail  and 
pic s up the  o u t -g o in g ,  Snoe on h o l id a y s ,  he does not  have to 
d e l i v e r  mail  t o  the  in d iv id u a l  postboxes a long  the r o u t e . ;  . /

* ' +
I  f a i l e d  to hear  t h i s  m orn ing 's  we th e r  r e p o r t  from 

Bew xork, - an  i tem which X u s u a l ly  l i s t e n  f o r ,  s nee I l i k e
to p i c t u r e  how the  weather i s  in y our ne i ghborhood* But I am 
hoping the day i s  f i n e ,  and no rant t e r  how; i t ;  i f , , l  an hoping • 
t h a t  i t  w i l l  h o l d . a  h ap of  moments o f  s a t i s f a c t i o n  f o r  
you. And w h i le  today i s  a sp e c ia l  one f o r  the g iv ing  of thanks ,  
I s h a l l  s e t  a p o r t i o n  o^ i t  a s id e  f o r  j u s t  t h a t  purpose ,  bu t  I 
have a f e e l i n g  th t  a l i t t l e  s ? i c e  o* every  day through every 
year  has a l i t t l e  b i t  of th an k sg iv in g  in  i t  f o r  me, thanks to  
you and to God• • • • • • *

o

'
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November 23rd,  1945.

Memorandum to  C l ip p in g  s e r v i c e ;  - -  . *._■

The e n c lo s u r e ,  X th in k ,  is  o f  no s p e c i a l  i n t e r e s t ,  bu t  
I thought  you might be i n t e r e s t e d  in  the  mention of the 
Dor non doings and the  r e a c t i o n  from Shrevepor t  o t  one Kane.

Thanksgiv ing  went o f f  v e ry  n i c e ly  in th ese  p a r t s .  I t  
was c r i s p  and c l e a r ,  but  s u f f i c i e n t l y  mild f o r  the Madam to 
walk from the  b ig  house over to  C e l e s t e ' s  to  hqve d inner  
t h e r e  wit; J * H *, Dan, P a t ,  C e l e s t e ,  Eugene Labespere ,  me 
and the Madam h e r s e l f  i n  t h a t  o rd e r .

in  the  a f t e r n o o n ,  the  boys a l l  went to  town, the  Madam 
to  her  room a g a in  and Eugene to  h i s  p l a n t a t i o n  job,  w h i le  I 
took  to the  road  to see how A u re l ia  might be doing.  I 
found he up and abou t ,  bu t  s t i l l  with something of  a co^d.
Her s i s t e r ,  who reminds me o f  a knome or i s  i t  gnome, -  I
was t h in k in g  (0f the  ”IC” in iinipmayer, -  was a t t e n d i n g  A i r e l i a ,
and t h e i r - l i t t l e  mother, who i s  s; i g h t l y  b u t  m i ld ly  b a t s  in  

. the  upper s t o r y  was i n s i d e  the house u n t i l  i  a r r i v e d ,  "hen
she s tep p ed  out on to  the g a l l e r y ,  where she walked up and
d o w n m u m b l i n g  a l l  the  time to  h e r s e l f ,  and someti  mes 
s to p p in g  to  peer  in  the s i x  inch  opening of  the door which s t o o l  
s l i g h t l y  a j a r .  ' Curious  household and c u r io u s  p e o p le ,  and 
I came away, wondering how th ese  peop le ,  - some people ca?l 
them ,M exicans , 'bu t  Uncle 3am c l a s s e s  them as w h i te ,  ever  came 
down from the h i l l s  of Gorham, -  west  o^ Derry ,  - and took 
up l i f e  ih  the  r i v e r  bottoms* I guess lur e l i a  wil? be back 
on the  job about  Sa tu rday .

I t  b e in g  Thursday, and r e g a r d l e s s  of  the h o l id a y ,  Dr* 
knipmayer c a l l e d  as usua l  about 10:30* He s a id  he 
r e a l i z e d  fevy i f  any of h i s  p a t ien ts^  would r e a l i z e  t h a t  today 
was a h o l id a y ,  -  t h a t  i s  Thursday,  and a c c o rd in g ly  he would 
n o t  want them s e t  to  worrying fo r  f e a r  he had f o r g o t t e n  them* 
i  l i k e  h i s  j e n e r  1 d i s p o s i t i o n  toward them*

J u s t  .before  coming to  see us, he had been on the o th e r  
id e  of  cane Ti v e r  to c a l l  on Aga l ize  Barpi ,  and as  he r e 

tu rn ed ,  he s.topped f o r  h moment to t a l k  with s e v e r a l  n eg roes  
s t a n d in g  on the b r i d g e .  He asked then i f  they w e r e n ' t  going

r  om
S ------------------ „  —  ------------------------- —  ------------------------------- -  ------------------- ----------------- v  ---------
have a new b r id g e  when they p u t  the  new highway in 
Montrose to Melrose* They though t  so .  He asked them 
the  new b r id g e  i s  to be in  the same place* (I  would 
l i k e  to know, too ,  s o l  could pass a long the  word as  , 
s h a l l  or s h a l l  no t  see from the t e r r a c e  a t  Arenbourg) *

to

s a i  they  d i d n ' t  know, bu t  t h a t  Mr* j . ‘h * could t e l l  him

to  what 
"hey

we

ygffi

v.
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becau e n r .  J .  H* i s  the Governor of Cane r i v e r  and he always 
g e t s  everything j u s t  the way he wants i t .  I to ld  tha t  one 

the dinner t a b le ,  and the to y s  loved i t ,  - e s p e c i a l l y  Dan, 
who had ranch to say  about the p o in t .

I a l s o  heard something of in te r  s t  a t  t a b l e .  I t  seems 
that when Drew P ierson  raade a couple of s ca th in g  remarks 
about the General r e c e n t ly ,  the Se c re ta ry  of  Tar wrote the 
commentator tpiite a sharp l e t t e r ,  d e c la r in g  that  the job 
Stephen had done was of  the-utmost value and that i f  a r e t r a c t io n  
were not made, a s u i t  f o r  l i b e l  on the p a r t  of  the Department, 
i b e l i e v e ,  would be i n s t i t u t e d  immediately. The r e t r a c t io n  was 
fo r th co in g  without d e lay .

As I was return ng from A u r e l i a ’ s ,  - she l i v e s  down 
the la n e ,  1 ea.din| toward: L i t t l e  K iv e r , i  had n ear !y  
reached home when C e le s te  came along in her car  and asked 
me to r id e  down to' iiagnoi ia  with her. I r e a d i l y  accepted,  
and the more o because T saw she had her camera with her.
There a r e  two horse operated or rathe  horse hower sugar 
g t in d in g  mi2>ls between I lagnolia and e rry ,  s l a p  on the banks 
o f  Cane .River. I wanted to ge t  a couple o^ shots  of  
them in operat ion ,  and the day was f a i r .  We got then, and 
1 s h a l l  send them along when they c orae to hand w it  in a week or 
so .  The o i l d r e n  were op swat ng one m il l  , powered by a 
s in g le  mule, while some d °rk ie :  who ,ver grown-ups, were 
o pera t in g  the other ,  with two mules a t tach e d .  rnhe b o i l in g  
p ro c e s s  was going on in a small cabin, r igged  up, as the dark ies  
s ay ,  fo r  that  p i r p o se .  •‘■ he most f a s c i n a t i n g  thing .about 
the l a t t e r  b u i ld in g  was a p e r f e c t l y  lo v e ly  round chimney 
made o^ mud. I f  only Miss  Pamsey, scheduled for  jjovenber 
16th, would come, one o f  those p ic tu r e s , ,  such as she takes ,  
would be so nice fo r  the l i t t l e  Uane Piver  a r t i c l e .

9 * I
go word from her,  however, and so one j u s t  w ai ts *

1 think I sh a l l  s end her a hurry up on the sugar ,  however, 
even tho gh i t  looks as  tught we have d e f i n i t e l y  l o s t  
much chance a t  fu r th er  cotton ginning p r o c e s se s  th i s  season.

On'Thanksgiving morning even l e s s  se rv an ts  showed up 
than usual ,  but eventual ly  some co f fee  and b r e a k f a s t  of  so r t s  
appeared ,  i t  war brought by Pi 11 Boogie ,  and as I write  that 
name, I r e a l i z e  I must have to ld  you about his  f r i g h t  a t  
being taken to ^ourt  to t e s t i f y ,  whereat, in e x p la in in g  h is  
nermousness to me', 1 think I told  you he s a i d ;  ” 1 was 

- so scared  I -didn’ t knowed what I was a - s a y i n ’ , but my fo o ts  kept 
a - t a p p i n ’ on the f lo o r  j u s ’ l i k e  a te leg ra m .”

You see I am g e t t i n g  c h i ld i sh  or ancient  or something, |
thus repea t in g  uytrelf,  but you w i l l  ' fo rg ive  me for  th i s  time..........

m \
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II ov ember £4th , 1?45.
, '

m  * A-?

Memorandum to C lip p in g  S e rv ic e : 

ha«. W;iS _to fce exp ected ,' the ■ Thanksgiving w4ek end

......A . !

being Triday,  there was 
th i s  way, the g re a te r  number 
to natch z, Miss . being

of p i lg r im s  p a s s in g  
’exas people,  en route

Washington.

I V  r s a a r r i a r  a i r  J h s s f ;  a ™

and the
perhaps s i x  o f the v is i to r

M ‘k ue in  s p h e r in g  pecan es'from  tree s
lo s  + ' f h e i r  1.ihA ? ,ii denSA  "’he“ ® Peoane g a th e re rs  m a t  have 1Q&J -^heir u ndo when thev reached the

as ;ced me. to a s s i s t .  ' "’here were 
who were in te r e s t e d  in the p lace ,

here and “IT*' WViJlcu- pecane groves between
good out t h « e ;  • * P0n0hln3 sh 0 :a '1 have r e a l ly

wav aroimdenoD n n a r r M q l $nd de.P artu r« . 0 perhpas the other
f in ish e d  so 1 p? EBedT ?  the S in , -which i s  about- iim nea so ^ar a s  .,his y e a r 's  cotton  crop woes. "i-vp'irtv
L notoe cows browsing around in  the edges o f  »ome ^ ie ^ d V  «nd

iW ieh  «P th l  r e g m n g g o eo r Sic S nfl
f v  t H i a g e a r ' s  harve t .  •W e y  w iU  nevar m k s  * *

While re tu rn in g  from the g in , I was souyht ou+ hv v*™/*
f  hin maim woijlA l ik e  to see n e A t e r  “  <W *. i t  i  could unite i t .  I could .

n i e . j T A f  a to u t  3  1 headed down' the road toward
th e ‘‘- i r  o r is  h t r 8 i ,a00n.le!iti' nitfht with a myriad o f  s t a r s .  i-e ,_^r cris-p and only an o ccasio n a l s] iv er  o^ l i  <-ht alan+Uv?
out from Closed sh u tte r s  to  in d ic a te  the ^ o a s io n r f  o f l t o .  “

At Glemenc 
up for  the nigh 
p i l lo w  o f  the b 
cheery b laz e  of 
Mary Trance and 
house on each s 
i t  was time to 
middle room whe 
s e t t i n g ,  i  gue 
i a r r iv e d .

e ' s  , l t  was cozy enough. vanJc had a l j .sady folde(, 
an etony head r e s t i n g  on a white-white 

Q-Orner. Grouped about the 
_'.ie ,-i r e  /Plaoe  8'at Glemence, J ack ie  and I .  

i  ̂pUy-6f h 1" ^®d nnd Played a t  making a d o l l  
i<ie o the f i r e  p l a c e ,  until .  Glemence told them 
g }  4o bed, - and they j u s t  went, - i a t o  the 
re  your c u r ta in s  add a decorat ive  note to the 
BS Junior mu t have a l read y  folded up before^

.
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’’’hey talk'
road, and some
is interest Dig__J if X-V H

ISOs

It
worn "otac"» It ft-; always "staiit” or "stob”, - I wouldn't 
know ju t how to spell it. And they use the same word in two 
different meanings. One, of g curse, is to mean the cutting 
or the stabbing of a person with a knife. Uhile the other 
meaning is for'a small stake'or stick, set in the ground.
Well, anyway, Clyde Claude Emmett Davis is slowly recovering 
from Saturday night's "stotbing", and on Th’irsday, when Clemence 
and Jackie were-at the hospital, the doctor tiled to take a 
sample of Clyde's blood for ail hr ter ie, hut after the incision 
was made, -only air came from the tube, so "he ain' t all that 
well yit".

.  )

interruption, - wherein 3rother has had his lesson. ' ' *’ ’
And so ifter a pretty good round regarding local doings, 

Clemence got down to her reason for asking me to drop hyp.
I had thought it was in reference to the receipt of 

the a* plication blank from old Hr. Hosenwald, hut I was wrong.
What she wanted to tell me Whs that she had been con

tacting Regis Hetoye He-mama, and that the hotter wanted to 
see me alone one day this coming week. Could I do that. I could.
’ . You may recall- that a few months hack, the subject of* 
that lady's property was so matter of s erne correspondence between 
Dora and me. The holding comprises some 14 odd acres,* lying 
directly to the south of the Spillway bayou, and I think" 
it is indicated on the map which you and I consult from time 
to time. It hiss s ane past/ure land, some acres that are 
cultivated, and a whole f3.ock o* pecane trees. I think I 
told you that Hr. Bacheli*er thought the parcel an excellent 
investment, figuring th* t normally, the pecanes alone should 
bring at least $200. per g/ear*,* and probably about $,400.
Hhe tilable acres could be rented, and the balance of the 
section could be rented as a camp, - for there is a fairlv rood. 
house. ; - • '1 "*• - ■*

It seems that the* children of Regis' raa.rna have long 
wanted her to sell the property, since none* of them live 
in the nelorse neighborhood, - one oi two daughters living in 
bhrevepo t,-* Regis in Bh^ou Natchez, la., and another son 
in California, '"he latter wants his mama to. go to Califronia 
to 1 ive wi th him. •

J
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near a? * can maice 0ll̂ « reason why she wants to sen «o ;e is because she doubts that she **ould get anvthinr 
from -he adjacent, property holders, since the latter," if they 
-sign ihd i ,._erence, ^eel that sooner or later - and thev 
can afford to wait, the property will drop automatical?v into their laps like a ripened plum.

she hLpU°tnn! ^ hat figure the lady is asking, but I know what
a 00llple °'- ? ars aG°. ^  Hr. Rachelier xo ui, .aat that price was so low that a profit could be

realised immediately if one wished to. re-sell to anyone other 
than the adjacent land holders,* - s to someone, for instance 
like a Texas or Louisiana enthusiast of the Cane River country.

Then there is also the fact that Dora h* s long since 
cast eyes of ye rning at this segemtn of the old Hetoyer holdings. * .h -• J

* * ” f V ; '  \

g * ̂  this wrting, I am q lite on the. fence as to the wisdom 
° aomg anything about the piece. I think Hr. Rachel ier 
would be glad to supply the money, and in the event I should 
find no purchaser, and ^ound that 1 could not hold it 
he coul • take it over, with no-loss' at all to me.

You see the x3°iat about all this Cane River property 
through this region is that no outsfder can get a toe-ho’d 
any ĵ luce. The major portion of the holdings are in the 
hands o_. the b ig holders, - the Prudhommes, Jones. Rertzovs 
Henrys, etc, while the little holders do not want to sell^an

u?fA1 have tec0l;ie B0 invovlved financial], . ̂ h *hei big neighbors that they neyer have a chance. to 
dispose of the little holdings until slid holdings have 
actually dissolved beneath their very feet.

i X  'mv V m  1 v> O  • m * ’ • r -

'"hat is why the rare opportunity hf obtaining a section 
of property on Cane River is snatched at sc readily whenever 
a piece, - or even before a piece, appears on the market.

mhe present instance, •'’or example, is a case in point, 
where the owner prefers to deal with so ..eqne well known in 
.he commun, ty rather than put ting the thing up ^or sale at 
public sale. I suppose if ever such a move has been made 
the owner has bean done out. of a large section of his profit 
by ..the myserterioua doings of the real estate operator who has handled, the ra* tter.

Now there Is another consider- tion, too, that I must 
Rve s une thought to, - what will be the reaction th*
Henrys who. have long waited* for adding this tiny parcel 
°; to their large Acreages? Under the* circumstances,
l, would be -oolingh to excite their envy, and that, of coarse, 
I shall not do. But I would be foolish to let1 such an 
opportunity go by, in the.event there is a determination on 
the part of. thd present owner to dispose ô  the p>*op**rtv 
someone other than the Henrys, who own the land adjacent to 
the south of the strip, - where Clemence lives, - or th the 
Zaffy's, who own the land to the north of the bayou.
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Qn rtairi ? lad  * izno'v t h a t  *J. H. is  t h r e a t e n i n g  to go to
A1' 07* in  the  event  he d o e s » the  t r a n s a c t i o n  might  t e  o one moated dur ing  hi s  absence .  That, tv xild he nbre or

/ p e r e o n a l ^ i i r i e ' t e t w e L " ^  80 *  th o n t

„ i n .P?s se8Bion of  the p r o p e r t y ,  I oou.ll  o#f*r  i t  as
a t r a d  m j  p o i n t  or n l i t t l e  l a r g e  s l i c e  to he added to

0 r , * eo-ild . o ' f e r  i t  to  Dora mho c e r t a i n l y  mould 
l i k e  i t  t ' i t  who may no t  have any money to sming t h e ^ t h i n r  
or 1 could d iv id e  the  t h i n g ,  c a t t i n g  U f  an ac | e o> two"®*
+k0eC ; in“ l or a canp si ''te  and res idence. ,  and s e l l i n yth e  b a la n c e  to  the  Menrys, -  or even to  Mr. B a o h e l i e r .  '

fQT7oa such a 1 ng and involved-.
„ V “ th°"  ,h iE p r o p o s i t i o n ,  -  e ven -befo re  I know any th in g  • 
a s  to  the p r i c e  invol  ed, e t c . ,  e t c ,  -  and y e t  I f e e l  *bat
S e r b r n*” Q‘\ , T ? 8* *2 ! h a r i n S the,ie t .tle fo u n d a t io n s  fo r  A rcn t^u r^ ,  and. I want t o  p r e s e n t  a l l  a n g le s ,  so t h a t  you

k 6 f ? JJer  underE "a l̂d var io iu  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  when I 
may oometie may appea r  l i k e  a t i g h t - r o p e  a r t i s t  in  n e g o t i a t i n g  
oome o ohese p e r s o n a l  m a t t e r s  w ith  those 'who a r e  hound to  be°
our immediate ne ighbors  in  the y e a r s  to come.

- T ■*n ^h r , u ean fj 1 rj e * " “ s h a l l  say no th ing  o f  any o° t h i s  
t  I)ora lIntiiD sorae ^ in a i  husness has been tak e  cane o f .

• , 1 th in k  you wi ‘ 1 agree with me t h a t  i t  i s  ’l u s t  as
wel l  no ,  jo dangle  the  Spi l lway  Bayou b e fo re  him u n t i l  .
to-er^some .h ing  d e f i n i t e  i s  know about what i s  go ing  t o  happen

e b o u t ^ n ^ o - p 111̂ ^ ^ ? 5; i f  yoa have a n y th in g  you war t  to  say 
y *. 'h «s * d o ings ,  you n i g h t  r e f e r  to  th e  Spi l lway

Brew i n  the3"dark! ^  Hanter  H o i d i n g s , ' and t h a t  w i l l  k e e p e r .

t c

f r a n k l y  I s ould be d e l i g h t e d  to  have Dora s e t ap bus ness

walk.
for-.

> V « - - ^ n t e r  H oldings” . ?or that woul i make him a 
At*d°vptr th ith  rai le  tetw een 11S. and a very p leasan t
a * l £ V h' ^ nal  ? 0,ln4r‘ti0 n  for  'Can« Diver resid en ce  
®t- , .  u;t ? l r s t  te  oonsidered , and from a fin a n c ia l
™ ’d°e? * , 5“ M v !-t  t a  ^ U e r  t0  have h i s  share  ‘o f  the up-Jceep 

" t ' t l  r en tou r j i  r a t h e r  than d i s r a t e d  in  a s e p a r a t e
c l io h m en t . I am i n c l i n e d  to  th in k  i t  i  b e t t e r  to  ea rn e r  

a l l  income f o r  the b e n e f i t  \>-enbour*  _ *„•+ + vk s  *
income should  develope  t h a t  would enahje ' ' eVen 80Iae
sepa, a t e  from the Hunter Holdings ,  t h a t , ’
p e r f e c t l y  g rand  for  a l l  c oncerned, -  the  se  a r a t e  e s t a t  ishements.

mama w i l l  be here  and I sh a l l  confer  a t  
and ^hen we s h a l l  s.ee wh t  we • s h a l l  see  
you w i l l  pardon me, I shal!). d i s c u s s  my 
PP s i b i l  ty  with you a t  l e n g t h . . ___ _

v#  ̂ w D U i a r
us to  m ain ta in  Arer.bourg 
of  c w r a e ,  would be

Npxt 
l e n g th  with 
the mean 
thoughts

week Kegis*
her

t i e ,  i f  
on t h i s

In
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November 25th, 1945.

Memorandum t o  C l ip p in g  Serv ice?

So many th in g s  to  t a l k  abou t ,  I know e x a c t l y  what I want to  
say f i r s t .

. Your n ic e  l e t t e r  came t o  hand in  S a tu rd a y ’ s p o s t ,  and I 
he ld  i t ,  a long  with the  two enc losed  from Dora, u n t i l  t h i s  
morning, when mr .  Brew came by f o r  a qu ick  " look-see"#  I 
had b u t  time to read  th e  l e t t e r s ,  and a c c o rd in g ly  I s h a l l  
en joy  your en c lo su re  on the -Ju$el Mansion tomorrow, when T 
s h a l l  a l s o  look a t  the Brownwood c l i p p i n g s  o f  the  Hunter  Show, 
and then I s h a l l  send the  l a t t e r  a lo n g  tb  you.

I am deep ly  a p p r e c i a t i v e  of the  sweet th in g s  you had to 
say in  f i n d i n g  me i n  the  Lux Kadio program, and by c u r io u s  
c o in c id e n c e ,  I e q u a l ly  found you t h e r e  too .  I t  was a p l e a s a n t  
s e n s a t i o n ,  a l t o g e t h e r  p l e a s a n t , ?and I s h a l l  not  enjoy a n o th e r  
performance h a l f  so  much a g a in  u n t i l  they r e - b r o a d c a s t  i t ,  which, 
with a l l  my h e a r t ,  I  wish th e y  would do.

p

I .  am s o r r y  t h a t  th in g s  pi3>e& up so m ig h t i ly  on you a s  
o f  F r id a y ,  the  second l a s t  p a s t ,  and a g a in  i  urge you no t  to  

' w r i t e  when such a s i t u a t i o n  deve lopes .  Your own good h e a l t h  
must cbme b e fo r e  the  p l e a s u r e s  of  correspondence ,  and whenever 
I know qbaut  such c i rcu m s tan ces  in advance or n o t ,  you w i l l  
always r e a l i z e  t h a t  I w i l l  unders tand  the re a so n s  f o r  the  
s i l e n c e .

The e n c lo su re s  concern ing  olemence and' the r e f e r e n c e  t o  
H iss  Cole and the  i n t e r e s t  o f  nr* De ill  1/le in  eventual  l y  doing 
a Natchez th in g  sounds as though the  man who used to  s u p e rv i s e  the  
Lux Kadio i s  on the r i g h t  t rack#  I must w r i t e  Dora a l i n e ,  
making a few sugges t ions ,  in  r e g a rd  to PPIDH WI^TOH? PILLAHS, 
e s p e c i a l l y  in view of the f a c t  t h a t  Mr# De H i l l e  no doubt 
wants to make use of every p i l l a r  i n  Adams County when he g e t s  
ready  to d u s t  o f f  a n te  be l lu ra  Natchez#

As I write* those  l i n e s ,  i t  occurs  to  me t h a t  some u p - t o -  
the minute  producer  might w e l l  use Mrs# Moore*s c a r e e r ,  to  i l l u s t r a t e  
how t h e  p a t r i o t i c  grandmother r e - o r i e n t a t e s  h e r s e l f ^ i n  c i v i l i a n  
l i f e ,  l i f t e r  years  a t  b e in g  a WAC, somehow i n f i l t r a t i n g  the  glamour 
of o ld .N a tchez  i n t o  the  p i c t u r e ,  perhaps  by hav ing  her  t u r n  out 
to  be a g r e a t  and s u c c e s s f u l  p u b l ic  l e c t u r e r ,  her  p in n a c le  o„ 
mid 1945-1950 success  b e in g  the  f i g u r e  around* which* fttidiences the 
n a t i o n  over h a i l s  between a c t s  of  h e r  i l l u s t r a t e d  account  in  
costume o f  Natchez in  the o ld  days# Thus the  contemporary
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scene would he intimately mingled with the pant, and you 
could have an up to the minute subject, not unlike BALIAUm IS 
THE HORD HpR §ARRIS* with some actress of considerable talent 
playing not only'the role of Mrs. Moore but also the heroine 
in the various ante be Hu m  stories which the veteran of the 
1940 - 1945 war unfolds to her audience, revolving about the 
eminent role women played in the history of old Hatches.
Row does that idea sound? Well, good or bad, I guess it wouldn't 
make much difference, unless some personal centact should throw 
one into personal contact with Hollywood, .which seems- not too 
likely at the moment.

I listened to Invitation to hearn^ng this morning, - 
Landor's' Historical Conversations being the subject. I like 
it, and the t , ing was. good because’it rae de me want to read landor. 
But somehow the half hour reminded me of a table h aped with 
marvelous pasteries, - with everything said being so heady that 
it almost constituted that-very 18th century utility which some 
people complain about. Perhaps one of the lines I thought especial! 
good was this one;
"He was not a great thinker, but a man of great thoughts."

n«1 |& JL
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There is the key, I think, and admirably expressed* which 
explains much injhe relations bf certain white people of 
some' cultivation to certain untutored people of the darker race. 
So far as formal training goes, the lowliest’of the negroes nay 
be far from;great-as thinkers, but how often, - soe much more 
often than with half baked white people, do negroes manifest 
themselves as thinkers of great thoughts, - and how b^ten, too, 
are they entirely unmindful of that very wonderful fact.

In view* of today’s enclosures, I had better keep this 
report down to a single page

My old friend, Archillitis Brown, aged 66, dropped by to see 
me. and to listen to Invitatiop to Learning. Hollowing the 
program, we fell to talking about contemporary aspects of 
education and the differences between it and the days when he 
was* a boy. A conservative-darkle,* he expressed his regret at 
girls* being permitted to participate in many of the more ruggid 
sports with, the boys. It seems that he was passing the Ra enwald 
school on Little River during recessS time, when the bigger boys 

irils were playing out of doors basket ball. At that moment . 
the larger girls sprawled on the ground. Raid Archillius;

and
one Ux>f

"Right there she took on the attitude of an umbrella,- 
everything she had that counted went slap over her head."

Obviously pedagogy should' look to bigger and better 
parasols* •••••••• » .

November 27th, 1945*

DMemorandum to Clipping Service;
I ...

The postman was grand but the reader got lost!
f

• Yesterday’s mail brought two copies of Life which I am 
positive came from the Service and at the same time arrived 
smaller parcel containing four elegant rolls of film which 
is going to stand me in good stead in recording the sugar 
industry, now in full swing; and some impending business at 
Arenbourg* May I bless you for all*?

In turning through the copies of Life, I*have marked several 
things I want to know about further, when my reader caries to hand, 
but just Hooking at the beautiful color pages of autumn scenes 
ib sufficienfto make my heart glad. The pictures.of the English 
country houses, too, delights me, and one, at least, I think 
I recognize as Hatfield House, which is altogether delightful because 
of itself and how manyHittle tricks one eoiild do to the architecture 
to * make it take on all kinds of shapes*.. And then there is the 
Hleet in New York and the Eclipse of the Hun in colors and so on 
without end. I am having fun without the aid readers but will 
have it all over again when one turns up.

There was also a letter from Mary Rhodes, but that will 
have to wait a later reading when there is less doing at the 
gin*

• There were a number of letters for the Madam, - one-*or 
two of which I enjoyed reading with her* . iP,he General was able 
to take pen In hand once more and is.scheduled to be up and 
doing by January 9th, according to the experts*

There was, a letter* from Miss Culver’s secretary, Deborah 
Abramson, who is a Baton Rouge number, Lyle’s age and has known 
him.all her life. She says she has read the first 50 pages of 
Gumbo Ya-Ya and is greatly disappointed*

f
There was also a letter from Charles Mazurette, from*New. 

Orleans, saying he had seen Lyle a few days ago, - and that 
h has also seen Gumbo Ya-Ya and will not spend five dollars for 
it. As for Lyle’s situation, Charles says-that he found him 
in good spirits. I don’t know if spirits meant something of 
an alcholic tinge or not. He said there were lots of 
people there and that he accordingly did not stay as long as he
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might have otherwise. He further said that Joe Gilmore confided 
to*him that Lyle had fallen off the wagon while in Dallas. That 
is disappointing tut not at all a surprise, I must say. The line 
atout falling off the wagon suggested that there was something 
to the remark.that had found him in good spirits. I certainly ‘ 
hope he doesn’t pass this w^y to celetrate the holidays in such 
an old role, for it would certainly put a crimp in things 
generally, so far as ray friends go.

On the gayer side of li^e, I have heard nothing that quite 
compares withithe young lady who struck ’’the attitude of an 
umbrella”, tut one little detail about another circumstance 
did somehow suggest a mental picture of a sepia Grapes of TCrath. 
Big King Solomon, papa of the twins, Little King and James, 
drove to Melrose from Los Angeles last week in an old Lord, - 
it being just a social visit after about 8 or 10 years. I 
think I told you that Mrs* Solomon, - ^elma,,had subseq>uently 
married Puny, and that Xing Solomon had re-married, having 
ta.ien the mother of Lotus and Dolfy Dee as his new spouse, after 
parting from 4elma. Well, anyway, the twins were delightedto 
see their papa, and he remained a week in these parts, calling 
on old friends, and looking up. the twins’ older brother, Henry 
Earle Solomon, who is a dreadful boy 19 summers.

Yesterday in his old Ford,'King Solomon'started back to 
his home in California. One of the twins, - now abouf 15, told 
me that he took other company with him aside from Henry Earle, ? 
the party being made up of three other grown folks and five 
children, - 10 niggers in a broken down Ford heading.out for the 
city of the Angels.

In coming East, King Solomon drove straight through, differ
ent companions driving the car when King was too exhausted.
A mental picture of the old Eord, chugging through the waste.lands 
of*Arizona and Hew Mexico, not to mention the far reaches of 
Texas, - and especially through the long hours of the night, is 
really something to conjure up. At least they all ought to 
keep warm,. I should imagine, although, I should imagine they would 
all be so cramped, up that they might readily fold up whenever 
circumstances caused them to halt temporarily from time to 
time to accommodate the'children and all.

t r ,  r *.{, , , .  ; , y+  ' ■
; t y  ' • '• * ~ * I  v *■*■'-*  V j f '  v •' V O C .  • *  • ' ' t  • .

"he static last night was so intense that I gave up trying 
to hear anything on the air, and so this week’s Lux Radio slipped 
by, but I didn’t care iimioh, s nee I knew none of the participants, 
and I don’t car et much atout race horse shows. I am so glad that 
last week’s reception was so perfect and that we both could 
share it together....... . f c j .* , = • j

If*
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Memorandum to Clipping Service:
The enclosure is from one point of view not at all 

interesting, - that is, fro;, Its contents, but it does hold 
one unique place’in yesterday’s post, - it was-the single, 
Solitary•item coming to hand. The old Congressional Record 
which no one ever reads, never ‘‘’ails, - until yesterday, when
on1 y the note from Hiss Robina came through.• J ‘ ’ --

Among the obvious remarks that I scarcely need make 
“ « is the fact that if I don* t round up Hr. Brew to read a

couple of things for me, - and to put a new ribbon on, this 
machine, out-going 'correspondence is likely to.be just as 
thin as.today’s in-coming, - or more so.

"he new cook, T  am ple ased to report, seemed to be 
dandy. She is 35-ish, and her name is Tynlta Mack, and 
her husband is A*C. Mach, and her little girl is Brailee 
and her boy is Y* C. "he ohi?dren, instead of attending 
St. Mathews School, go*to St* Augustine’s School,.on 
Little River. Wynita is tall and rather on the s] im side, 
black as the Ace of Spades and withal good natured. She 
smiles easily and seems to have a plenty of sense, and 
so many virtues all rolled into one cook is 2 eally 
unusual, and especially in these times.

On Monday, Brother didn’t make it for.school time, for 
he had a bad cold, so his papa told me, but* Brother made 
it on "ues lay morning, even though his cold was verray much 
with him* He was shivering when he knocked at the door, 
but a cup of hot chocolate and a nice warm fire got him 
thawed out and we just ran through a eouple o^ Bible 
things and called it a day. * I am, glad to say that in 
practicing his little verses, Brother seems to strive to 
remember the meaning rather* than the actual jingle, which 
is better sense than the other way around, although things 
sometimes do end up a little different than gxpcected*

Saturday he undertook ******
’’Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
If- I should die before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take
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1516Brother does it this way;.

ITow I 1 ay me down to sleep,
I pray the Lord my soul to keep*

\ v ., ,. • ,
If I should die before'I wake,
I pray the Lord He don't turn it loosel

"Amen, Brother", is what I say, and Brother gets on 
about his business* . .

. Last Saturday afternoon, I took a flyer into the planting 
of magnolia seeds, - magnolia grandif&ora. ..^ron Xew Gardens 
.in England, we learned that•to get’then to germinate in non- 
acid soil, - and that is what Cane Liver soil is, one does 
well to soak the seed over night in a lye solution* I 
accordingly soaked a heap o ? then in water in which wood ashes 
had been properly combined. It is asonishing how much grease 
formed around the sides of the pan in which the seeds were 
soaked. Just for .fun* I could the seeds when planting them, - 
73b, to be exact. I thought if^one-seventh or one-fourteenth 
germinated, there would be an abundance. And it certainly 
would, but none of them ever will, for when*I returned from 
the store this morning early, a whole flock of chickens had 
found the nice fresh soil in the box-bed J had planted to 
mightily, and loJ not a magnolia seed was left. I Ijave a 
new batch'of seed soaking at the moraept,.and,I shall 
try my hand at planting again and t lustier bus sing the 
poultry J.f they stage another raid. f . ;

m

*
And speaking of magnolias suggests perfume, ar 

that reminds me that last night we caught a huge o-J 
pole cat 
moment.
in. consequence, 
could compare*

and
t  *;

am writing atJust beyond the gallery where 
He did all that is to be expected of a afcunk, 

all of Araby combined as no scent that

thii
and

, I reckon I shall have to break off at this point.
To my srurpise, Brother has returned, after having It ft 
here s me time back. He asks me if I would mind passing 
him by the Brimmers, which.meaps to go with him beyond where 
two Brahmin bulls are loitering in the road. I know . 
that Gjeorge is one of the two, and George is a nice 
fellow and before we get by, brother will be scratching * 
George’s ear,' - if he can reach that high, and traveling 
on down the road with a big old story to tell Olenence 
when he passes her house.•••••

H I r* t 1517

November £9th, 1945.

Memorandum to Glipping Service:

The enclosures are not of especial interest, I think.

* "he hilarious one , and "jCLotsch-bosse-ish" Lady Lake 
number speaks for itself. I sent it along to Bora, in order 
that he might'have it while the Fort Worth Show is in Progress, 
thinking it might suggest something that he migh , wri that la 
bar would want to copy for the newspapers or magazines -he 
do eh bus ness with, thus providing additional material - or 
the application to be submitted to old Hosenwa.d, - although 
no application blank has ever come to hand.

I think you know that we are using the Cinderella and 
Mrs. Rembrandt inter-chaiigeably, so that the reader is 
readily thrown off the track.

Parenthetically, Little King read this letter from 
Bora to me, as I have not seen'Mr* Brew since Sunday. 
l“ understand Mr. Brew has been driving a truck every day 
this week, so that I don’t catch up with him easily.- .he 
crop is supposed to be finished this week, however, and then 
Mr* Brew will have time on his hands, - I hope.

think
h- ving

I never have read the Lake letter completely, but 
it is of little interest, and so I don*t care about
it back.

"he refer nee on Bora's pert to the ftp ends who came 
from Tulsa and after viewing the pictures, soon.ed the Idea 
that since 'they have friends in the Art-Departaent of the 
Normal they may drive down to visit them, and will come out 
this way to visit the artist. Now that is rather hilarious 
in its possibilities.

At the Normal, - now‘styled North Western Louisiana Colleg 
there are a number of people in the Art department .including 
the sisters Bertha and Hope Haupt. Should they be .he ..rien 
of the people from fulsa, a lot of things could ewefttuate.
Not the least interesting, - aside from the fac, .hat 'be , aupt 
(s) might bring their friends to see the Madam, is .he act 
‘that the sisters Haupt frequently-spend week-ends at 'h®
Kaffy Oamp, which is situated on the point o_ ..and precise.,/
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at the juotion of Cane Fiver and the Spillway bayou, - the 
North side* Across the Spillway lives Jackie, Clemence’s 
daighter, - and a couple of houses down the road, as you 
know, from the Spillway, lives the girl friend herself*

Au^te often, when marching down the road to see Clemence,
I encounter the sisters Faupt, standing on the spillway bridge, 
and I stop and pass a brief time of day with them. Little 
do they suspect, and great will be their surprise, if the 
Tulsa numbers turn out to be their friends, and they learn 
for the first time in theii* lives that mny'a time clenence 
.has been, slap on the same Spillway bridge fishing while they 
have teen standing there as close to her as Ivam to this 
typewriter* I must_re;rmrk upon that possibility to Dora.

f

An item for Arenhourg is in*the making, - a quilt.
I think you will like it, t if and when it is ever done*'

Clif Byrd made the pattern a number of y ars ago, - 
it is the big house at Melrose, with some trees and whatnot 
in the background, and Cane Fiver flowing by in the foreground, 
or at what will eventually be the foot o^ the t ing*

He sketched it out on huge sheets of brown paper, and cut 
out all the pieces, sopie of which, I fear, may h ve been 
lo t, but that doesn't matter so much*

One will sew the pieces’of cloth slap on to the 
pattern, and when the whole business has been completed, 
the paper will be torn off, and therfe will be an extra
ordinary item. Clemence saw the pattern this morning, - 
rescued from some forgotten cabin, the TeHving room, or some 
such, and natrually she is leaping to undertake' it* She 
would 'be. . But she wants Clif to come down to show her where 
to start and then she wj 11 go ahead full tilt. "’He Madam 
has- .already observed tha t it should be a number oor the 
project currently contemplated, and I am all in favor,, 
naturally. * A.' . . 1  * / a ,*'* "A ;

The Natchez paper to hand today says that one Harnett 
Xane was a .distinguished guest in Natchez of Mrs. Balfour 
Hiller last week. He is in the fight company, and naturally
I-was enchanted that it was ̂ la Mill er of the Pilgrimage set 
and not Foan or-Kiss Myra*

■ .There was a funeral at St* Mathew’s today, -grabe 
Collins, father of Nillie Collins, o^'whon I must speakA 
in another sitting. Cube went to Alexandria to see Willie 
arid was killed b a car at a street crossing. rnhe latest 
word from Clyde Claude Smmett Letvis is is.that "he don’t 
•laugh no more and he don’t hardly open his eyes to look 
at you”, - tut i think, - I hope, he is join; to make ti»
Much more to talk about bixt no time at the moment.....

1519
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November 50th, 1945*

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
If you are pressed for time, or if.this ribbon is so faint, 

you can’t make out the wri ting .readily, just skip the wholce 
thing, and you will have missed little or nothing, for nothing 
of importance is at hand to report* , .

t
Yesterday, being Thursday, was Hr* Hnipmayer day, aijd he

arrived on schedule, with his wife, and we chatted for a half 
hour. FA . A:

^he latest news on Cote Joyeuse has to do with nephews of 
Lestan Prudhomme, the lamented diarist. It seems the two of

to have more sense, haven’t 
although they live on 

keator, gives breakfast, 
then takes the meal to

them, now middle aged, and old enough 
teen speaking to each other for years 
the same place. Their sister, a Mrs. 
dinner and supper to one of,them, and 
where ever the brother is staying neartby. '"he boys names are 
Lestan>and Placide Prudhomme. The,family familiarly Qf11s them 
Let and Peck. Imagine turning Placide into an old Peck.

Dr. Knipmayer said that Peter netoyer fainted away in 
town last Saturday. He says he isn’t well and should not 
ever attempt to work again, ""hank the. Lord he has t^ree , 
stalwart sons. f,,here is talk that tfcey are moving to Alexandria
and at the same ti e 
across the road from 
one never knows, but 
long as they move.

that J. H« is going to build them a house 
Arenbourg. A  doubt the latter rumor, but 
it doesn’t matter either way, just so

Nujabour came to see me yesterday. He is anxious to 
get.his tractor and with Ezra, start leveling the,terrace and 
diggin our lake. I am fe-opinj that J. H* will hurry up and 
go to South America so we can finish the thing completely so 
that no interruptions will come along, as well they might, 
should J.‘H* be about and think of pulling a duck out of a 
bayou or seme such. ,

In a round about way comes news from Clyde Claude Tmmette 
Davis. His chances are about 50 - 50* He will never be much 
good for anything but the lightest type of work. It..also 
turns1out that Sara Brown went to see him in the hospital 
in Alexandria, carrying some money with him. His purpose 
was to bribe Clye Claude to swear in Cotu t that Foberta Brown 
was not the person who stabbed him. Slick fellow, that Sam 
Brown, tut Clyde Claude gaspped' No, and' gam Brown came away 
without having accomplished his* purpose^* • * »

A  A l^  J

SIS a

M i .
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I thought of you and your request for "one tiny 

mimosa" yesterday when I visited a little neck of land in the 
river between the bridge and the Melrose store, rather behind 
Tugabou’s house,. The. Madam planted that region perhaps 15*vears 
ago with hundreds of rare and expensive things, - and then went . 
off and forgot about the place* Last year I spent some time 
there, trying to cut through the jungle o^ growth that had' 
sprung up. It was a crime the x way we had to slash down 
fine trees, in order that perhaps 50 could survive where 
hundreds had teen planted# Among other things which had ^al^en ~ 
under the axe were several .mimosas. Luring the summer they had 
put out at the roots, and now they present a most wonderf of 
appearance, great sprays radiating from the trunk, at a.
45 degree angle, and looking precisely like a great circular 
fountain, each spray being .perhaps ,15 or 20 feet iri length.

ihe price mimosa which has been marked for Arentourg and you 
will never present such a spec table, for it will never be mutilated 
in such a manner. I may or may merely had intended to tell you 
that I have located a fine .Specimen for Arenbdurg, - a wood 
healthy looking plant about 6 or 8 feet tall, and it voes without 
sayin; that it will be planted at Arenbourg just as soon as 
the.tractors are finished with their jobs*. At first I had 
in mind to plant it near the entrance, but on second thought I 
think that "ould be unwise, for there are telephone wires along 
the highway, some 20 feet high, and the "tiny" mimosa would 
take th,e$*in its stride before we knew it, or the linemen 
would be whacking away at it before we coufd catch up with 
them, and so we shall seek out some other advantageous spot*

Oh, yes, while I think of it, I must tell you that 
when last I visited Olemence, she asked me if I could eventually 
send you a little do-dad she had itirred up# It will go onward 
this cmong week. In the Sane package, I should like to include 
a li ,tle item which I thought you might like to u$e as a paper- ' 
wei0ht, although it isn't much o*° a one# Last Spring, durinv 
high water, when I first thought of Arenbourg as ĵ n object 
for^ou. mutual consideration as a haven for years to cone on <
La Cote Joyeuse, I found a smooth-smooth stone on the terrace, where 
the river had undermined some of the bank# As you. know there 
are no stone formations in this area, and obviously this one 
had been smoothed out by some forgotten process by possiblv 
the Katahez Indians who once dwelt in this neighborhood# "’his 
however it the first evidence that they actually lived on Arenbourg 
before the^advent of the colonial expansion into this region.
I s oppose it must have lain buried here in the ground for generations,
and somehow i,t has taken on the symbol of the original kevstone
to Arentourg, nothing would be so just as for you to have
it, and noth ng would please me so much as to pass it along to
you, so that whenever.it comes to hand, you will actuallv be 
to chinj the first item that eventually will grow into a 
little kingdom of happiness in* this remote and forgotten 
in the forgotten 18th century that we hnve inherited from 
a God that i so good##.##

r Lee ember 1st, 1945#
■ ■ < ' »■

Memorandum to Clipping Service:. ,
I am a little startled as I write the date line and 

realize how fast we are approaching the end of. 1946#

It is so delightfully like Spring In these parts ... 
too, and all this in contrast to the radio accounts of the 
snowstorms sweeping the Forth and the Hast, but which, I 

. sincerely hope, somehow succeeded in passing you bye*
i ■ , , * . ■ s s, ■■ v ■ "i ■Of the enclosure, practically nothing need be said, 

poor child, - obviously c correspondence is not her forte, and 
-such a communication could scarcely inspire a very heart-felt 
response, - which, - come to think of it, - night 'explain, 
but probably not, the great sJJLencd that obtains prom across 
the water. ’ ' * ,,■. \ ,V

Brother arrived early yesterday mo filing*. He says Jackie 
is back from Alexandria'and that her husband is doing better*
I hope so. . .» * ; 1 ' «

Brother now rattles off his Mother G6ose Thymes pretty 
well now# Ferstarted in this morning on

OS  9 ‘ i i ,  ' o t !  y , ;  '
Little boy Blue, come blow your horn;
"hesheep’s in the meadow, the cow's in the corn,, . * t *■ / ‘ ' j * I -f ' ? f > U , .
only Brother had it this way:

Little boy Blue, come blow your horn*  ̂ .
The sheep's in the mud hole, the cow's in the corn^ -

'which is just as good,-1 • reckon,, since B. other wouldn't 
know so much about a' meadow as a mud hole*

"he postman brought a six page letter to the'Madam from 
la Moore* It contained little news other than her several 
duties as bonne a tons faire, now that she manages the 
household, not.to mention her new grandson* I must eventually 
drop her a line, telling her not to forget to matriculate 
in the Spring session at L* S* U*, where, if it please ^eaven, 
she may eventually become the Colonel's Lady.

At mail time, I saw Lindberg Carpenter at the store, a 
nice boy from way back somewhere between Little Fiver and Ted 
Fiver* He had brought up some pecanes he had been "scrapping" 
as the phrase goes in these prrts. I don't hecal 1 -î  I ever 
spoke to you of Carpenter Village, which isn't a village.at

:

\
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all, tat merely a place where a number of members of the family, 
tearing the name Carpenter live*• It is in about as remote a 
section as I know, and the people there seldom get up to 
Melrose* ilatchitoches, for them, I suppose, must be almost 
on the other side of the globe, and I doubt i" any of them ever 
got as that from there where for generations they have:ar as
first and last seen the light of day*

Perhaps I did tell you that*some strange person once 
turned the Carpenters in to. the federal Bureau of Investigation, 
reportin'/ they were in radio communication with Moscow* It was 
something of a wild goose chase ~por the poor investigator who had 
to look into the matter.* . . .

*hat was several, y ars ago when h* B* I* was investigating 
the voy friend on th’e charge, that he ha d come here to stir up 
racial dissatisfaction on the part :df negro laborers in America* 
What a flock of people must lue .",* 3* I- for mere spite work.

"\h*e latest news, .following the survey of the-Mont rose- 
Melrose lane, .gives the information that the new bridge, to re
place the present structur e, which you nay‘recall irr the 
photograoh, taken from the terrace at Arenb img, will 
place the new unit about 100 feet to the south the old 
bridge* '"his, I think, will eliminate all view any 
o' os sing or° the river ^rom our terrace, so that we will give 
+he impression of being a little more removed fromi ordinary 
t affic, and in a way, the removal of the old bridge,' which 
I real"y rather like, will change the appearance of Cane River 
into whs t will seem to be a Grand Canal* I don11 know whs , Aie 
1945-1946 style in bridgesof this nature may be like, “but 
something tells me that today's designs may not be quite so 
m a n  tic as those in wogue when the current structure was
ere ted. TherCf-ore, I reckon it is as well that whatever
the new replacement may be like, it is as well that it 
be screened, thanks to its new position, and probably nothing 
could be more pleasant for a, prospect than an oninterrupted 
Grand Canal* .... .., . . , .. i ...... . . . .  ....i. . .. . . _

►io my interr ptions in this letter, I 
little account* I must break*off writing, 
of some one in particular*•*••••*

fear it is of 
but not thinking,

1523
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Memorandum to Clipping Service.: Bsc i s mA 1
lo.' - and at long last, my old machine, and a new ribbon, f

Instead of the usual salutation, I nearly began this note with 
Dear I’riend. That, was because of a lot of things coursing through my 
brain since hearing yesterday*s Invitation to Learning, with Seneoa as 
the subject, and with on® of the best lines being that worthy gentle
man* s definition of a friend as being a person to whom one can give his 
best, I think that is a swell definition, and somehow a good definition 
somehow makes one realize the clearer, how muoh a thing or a person really 
means and so somehow adds to the value of the word whioh so neatly 
wraps’up a whole flock of sensations, , r a _

- il . •  . ■
What with this new ribbon, I mueft write to Mrs, Brandon, to whom 

I have long delayed writing because I realized that with her failing 
eyesight, she would sense their weakness the more when confronted by 

t such a faint typed, page.
l - must write to Dqra, too. But not because .of the new ribbon but 

because I passed by ^lemenoe's house last night and in the flicker of 
a somewhat indifferent oil lamp, *1 ,noted her latest efforts, showing 
a deoidedkinfluence, resulting from her recent tjip to the 
Alexandria Charity ^ospital to see Qlyde ^laude mmett Davis,

She has made three or four pictures, typifying the recent doings.
The disagreement that brought abqut the combat, - and those two are 
,not especially different from her usual touch. and then a couple that 
are her idea of first aid to the stricken, and then a scene, depicting 
the details in a hospital ward, - patients in,tbeir beds, little side tables, 
a patient being rolled in on a stretch®*, etc,, etc.. It is all very 
busy but quite quite gay, and -Cora will do handsprings when he sees it.
When I arrived, she was just undertaking one of Clyde Claude mmetft Davis, 
and the general idea will,be a blaok-blaqk man, lyiî g in the bed, w
the-sheets looking awfully white and Clyde looking awfully black, and 
he has on no shirt, but a white-white bandage is bound about his chest, 
and a tell-tale spot of red indicates the place where he was 
"stobbed*1,

Jaokie, Mary Frances, Winnie Mae and Junior were with Clemenoe, 
and we had quite a lot of fpn talking for an hour or so before the 
minature fire.that sissled along on ^he hearth. A quilt, in its frames, 
had been drawn*to the oeiling, for that is the custom in the Cane *iver 
country, and it was all rather like being under a bright canopy, and 
delightful. JJearly every cabin, suoh as Celine's or ^lemenoe 8 has

1 I
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spikes in the rafters at appropriate places, and on these spikes the 
wires or ropes are so attached as "to suspend the quilt, while in 
the making, - that is , whileheing worked upon, so that the ladies 

mas sit in ohairs about the quilt, whioh, of course, takes up most of the 
room. When the day's work is completed, and the thing is to be put 
aside until the morrow* the-whole frame, quilt and all* is drawn up 
to the ceiling, enabling ordinary life to go on beneath its pleasant
handiwork.

I haid started down to “lemenoe's after.dark, and had caught up 
with a figure on the road, going in the same direction. It was her 
son King, who was just going home after a dayVs work, - tired, but. 
happy, being fortified with groceries and having the promise of a 
bath and a good supper on reaching home, where Irene, his wife, and 
her daughter, Beulah, and Estelle and my friend, Brother, would be 
awaiting him. When I left him at '•liamone’s gate, he asked me to 
come "and sit up" with him, as the saying goes here, and so f t,old him 
I would be along in an hour or so.
•: 0 ■ ; - < POO ; • 0 r ■ ■ ■ « 1 ; :  ̂ - « r ;-

And so, after leaving *lemenoe's, I went on down the road to the 
next house. Brother had heard my footsteps in the gravel, so he was ( 
out at the gate to meet me. King had had his supper and was sitting 
by a nice fire in some newly laundried clothes, - all save stocking, for 
he was barefoot. Their, fireplaoe isn't very big, but we all got around it, 
and there was only one little ruffle in the arrangement, and that was when 
some question came up as to the possibility that Sstelle and Beula, occupyi 
ing one chair, might not leave room enough for Brother, in his little chair,
to find a place next to me* ^ell, he got his pl$ce, and we talked, • King 
and I, mostly,'and the children sat as still as mice which is an accomplish 
ment in enduraoe, for children that age, - tthe sitting lasting about an 
hour. Irene served King and me some excellent coffee, rand about when 
I started to push back from the circle , King asked me to taste some 
fine whiskey he had obtained from somewhere. But I demurred, with great 
strength of character, - for 1 really would have enjoyed the whiskey and 
the pleasure of toasting a glass with fcim, but 1 realize that especially 
for negroes in a dry Parish, whiskey is hard to get. And it is expensive, 

too * and what1 s more thay- like i t r~-and so I pleaded- that 1 had eaten so 
much for supper or some such, and so said-good night, and returned home.
It was a pleasant evening all in all* nothing at all exciting, nothing 
at all intellectualand certainly one entirely outfof line with the establish
ed order. But there was the pleasantness of being with kindly human beings 
Whom one likes and who, one.feels, reeiperocates, and after all* I guess 
that is about as pleasant a sensation socially, as one is likely to ex
perience in life. : ® : 1 ** ; - j 'v u . -: 0 —

•Because of the enclosures, I shall write but this single page.
It appears that Mr. Bachelier is actually getting his house built in 
the environs of Natchitoches, and I am glad for,him, I thought

a line in MiSS ^obina's letter might amuse you, in reference to Mr. Byrd's 
entertaining of Anni© Gibson*s sister, Miss Nellie Ragan.###....

mi m l
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December 4th, 1945.'*

Memorandum to Clipping Service s * * i.vi lij. - .i . v -■ ** * J i. tl i.. 3 X8u0-'.
Thrioe blest was I when today's post brought me three reports, 

just like that, dating from the S8th, &9th and 30th,
f - k • •' ' 5 ' r 'L “ 1 f ° X  * ‘ ■ V- ■'?

May I tell you how noble I think you are, and how much I 
appreciate your' devotion to correspondence, and at the same time, 
may I conjure you not to try to exhaust yourself when other matters 
pile up so high as they have during the last week in November. You 
always know I will understand.
c * . *

Thanks, too, for sending along the Dora letter. I thought 
it very, very nice /  and I know that Dora will be delighted when he 
receives the original.

It certainly was nice of Nadine to share her letter with you, hut 
I appreciate your determination not to duplicate her action by a similar 
gesture in her general direction.a

I found it noble, thd way you acoepted the disappointment over 
my inability to grant your request for a tiny mimosa. As for the 
* eventual location of the fine specimen now ready for placing, I shall 
not*attempt to "spot", as the darkies say, the exact position until 
after the tractors have done some of their smoothing about of the 
terrace and are done digging the pool, or whatever the later (latter) 
turns out to be. But of this I am quite sure, there isn't going to 
be anything at Arenbourg that will prevent us from planting anything 
we want to anywhere we want to, I should like to have Arenbourg, 
beautfful, or at least charming, but never must form get beyond the 
realisation of human desires to place anything in any spot that pleases 
regardless of the form involved. At the momeht it would seem to lie that 
the mimosa might find a nice situation soewhere along the entrance 
drive, but all of that will depend on how that business unjoins as the 
traotor pull out and leaVe us a chance to survey the ultimate lay out, 
prior to planting the' first tree, which will be your mimosa.

In today's mail came a leter fiom la belle of the library 
Commission; It is extraordinary how in spite of the faot that she 
says herself she doesn't know the river very well, and in spite of 
the way the river has always re-acted to her evidences of kindliness, 
she appears to feel that she must always take up the defense for 
him, regardless of what is said. At the Madam's request, I had respond
ed in her behalf to la C,'s secretary's letter of recent date, remarking
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at the Madam’s suggestion that for herself, she couldn’t find anything 
of Lyle in Gumbo Ya-Ya# In Miss Culver's letter today, she explains 
the whole business this way: - * lot of people object to the first 
50 pages about the negroes, eto, because it is bawdy, eto. But 
says la C.., some of the book was done by negroes anyway, and it is 
possible that they did that part. And then, she explains, as 
Lyle was sick when the proof reading was being done, - I think she 
said, "as Lyle was ill", • much of the proof reading was done by 
Robert Tallent. But she goes on,'Lyle says he is willing1to assume 
all responsbiliity#

So there you have it,'- if anything is wrong with the book, the 
niggers did it, and if that wasn’t caught, then the failure was Robert 
Tallent’8, and I think I shall tell that to Dora, and he will be 
so hot that the paper will sizzle when he responds to the same.

It was my understanding from Miss *ulver’s secretary that Miss 
Culver journeyed to ^ew Orleans last Wednesday, In any event, Miss 

Culver says she did not see ^yle while in Hew Orleans, and that she 
learned that*he was in New York at that time. It is'quite possible 
that he is, but I shall be amazed if that is really true;

I have always thought, it remarkable the way a dog, no matter 
how he might be kicked about by his master, would continue to wag his ta 
tail whenever the master's name*was so much as mentioned, I must say 
the same thing puzzles me even more when it comes to human beings, 
especially as I know perfectly well that neither individual in this 
strange comedy-tragedy ever meant anything especial to the other, - 
save blind devotion on the one part, - to the point of folly,
• ** w  • ■- ■■■■ '■: 0  • 4 • ‘ f " I

IA lady of far greater mentality, but just as lost as the 
one mentioned above, is the writer of the enolosed ietter. You 
will note the writhing of a soul, insufficient ufato itself, and 
yet, perhaps through an unfortunate personality and a varAty of 
other circumstances, wanders lon§ly through life, not quite able 
to find the friend, as described'by beneoa, "*oe© to whom an individual 
can give his best”, •

I think the individuals mentioned in the letter are all known to 
you, - the Beach Master being young Pierce, and in reading' of him,
I must say my heart goes out to i>r. Butler, whose closing years must
be saddened by the darker viewpoints demonstrated by young
Pierce and Virginia %  Dixon, Did I tell you that his other daughter,
Mary Prances, during the past year, married young Dr, Pugh, of the 
old Louisiana family by that name; I have a feeling that that 
marriage may be something of a solace in anotherwise disappointing 
world,

Iu the case of our correspohdent herself, one recognizes so 
readily the sincere longing for someone who will lend a sympathetic 
ear to one who really has something worth while to say, but whoo lacks 
the personal attributes to cultivate genuine friendship. Her 
wish that someone she knows remain unattached, springs merely from

1 5 2 7

: the'fact that nearly everyone she knows ^s attached, and she makes 
the error of deducing that it is because they are attached that they 
automatically have lost the capacity for friendship, whereas in reality, 
as has been so magnificiently demonstrated to me in one shinning 
example; great souls and sympathetic ones,are in no way robbed or 
or made aloof, by such circumstances.

Although the point may seem a little remote, X believe there is 
much in what the Madam has to say in that old familiar phrase of hers: 
"Only two people can talk", .
* The great trouble with ordinary society is the fact that too freque 
ently people keep themselves "lost* by always keeping themwelves in a 
crowd. By following such a coursef one never gets to know anyone very 
well and confidences, and thoughts of genuine merit', very fre quently 
cannot be discussed in tfce buaa of gatherings. The springs from which 
one might draw strength and refreshment somewho dry up instantly when 
the heat of 'too much heat of conversation, superficial at best, pre- 
vades the atmosphere.

1 have long felt that the t,rue depths of the waters of life are 
best plumbed by but two sympathetic souls. The presence of a third 
party or a thirteenth, somehow muddies the waters, and the visions and 
the values are lost on an uncertain surface, I think our corres
pondent has never discovered that secret.

Once a thought or an idea has been drawn from the depths of 
the universe, they are often enhanced in value and made to shine the 
more clearly by bringing them up for discussion with a group number 
several people, but to discover those fck truths in the beginning, 
and to gain strength in the search for them, the process must be limited 
to not more than two in most instances.

Along that line, I have often felt, as I envision the future of 
Arenbourg, it would be so much more satisfactory andimpregenated with 
happiness for all if in case of guests of quality for dinner or supper, 
number 8, for example, if.two tables of four eaoh might be set on 
the terrace, rather than one big table for 8. And the beet part 
of the whole business would be that between times, there would be an 
even smaller table for but two.

I reckon our correspondent, has so often seen people of 
indifferent depth get lost after becoming attached, that she 
is under the impression that such a transpormation always occurs.
I suppose, in view of the little ciroule in whioh she has lived, such 
a conclusion would be logical, but how little does she comprehend 
that one can have a very special compartment in the heart for one 
human being and still have endless other compartments for the rest of 
humanity.
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Just one <more thing, and then I am done for this sitting, which 
is altogether to lengthy even now.

You may reoall some 7 or 8 years ago that I annunciated a theory 
that men, even as women, are suseptahle to certain cycles, averaging 
about a month for one complete rotation,kwherein their physical 
and mental and spiritual vigor goes from a high level to a low point, 
and so ’aound and ’round. 1 have continued this observation which 

I thought original over a period of years and found it to be borne out 
by continued observations.

I have not read the article yet, but *. h. told me yesterday, 
when I spoke of that theory to him, - what with things rather down 
in his ^enage, and he surprised me by saying that in the December 
Reader*s Digest-there is such a theory set dpwn, following a number of 
years of observation on the part of certain medical athorities. Isn t 
it strange how individual theories, even as in the case of inventions, 
sometimes develops concurrently, without either party thus speculating, 

being aware that another or others are on the same track,
I must skip for the moment, and please for give the length of 

this epistle.

• i W
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December 5th, 1945.

Memorandum to dipping Service:

Your wintery weather of late is a little more comprehensible,- 
just a little, for we have been having some rain, and the'thermometer 
is down around the 30*s this morning. In two or three hours, I 
shall be going to the store and it will be filled with negroes, 
hugging the gas stove and generally delighted that there is 
no work on a day such as this **when God ain't got in mind for folks 
to work when it is like what 'iis**, *

But one man's meat being another man's poison, I profited by 
yesterday's high winds and low temperatures by getting caught up 
on a couple of back items I have been holding until Mr. Brew 
could lay aside his big old truck for a few minutes.

knd so 1 thank you again for sending the perfectly grand 
exerpt regarding Mount Morris which you were so good as to 
copy for me. * » • •

It held a flock of particulars*! didn’t know about, aside from 
the original name,of the country seat itself,
.'vV ., [.J «' . o . . V ’ ' v .  v. J . , • 0 1

* It is curious that I had never learned about the identity of 
Mrs.«Roger Morris until this late date. I had heard much of how 
George Washington had wooed* • or had been wooed some stories have 
it, by la Phillips before his marriage to the widow, Marthat Custis.
And speaking of la Custis recalls to mind that I have long thought 
it would be a good question to submit to Information Please:
What was the maiden name of Martha Washington? And the answer, 
of course, is Martha Dandridge, which the experts might or might 
not recall under the stress of the radio crowds, etc,

I think i have spoken to you of the lovely country place of 
the Phillips girl at.Phillips Manor, hard by Dobbs Perry, As I recall, 
the Yonkers home is much older and much less elegant, while the 
one further ups* the Hudson is really charming. An old friend of 
mine bought a small slice from the old place and l used to go there quite 
often once upon a time. In those years it was the home of some 
people named Kendal, and very charming it was, too. And just 
to think that Madam Morris had two suoh lovely country setfts. - 
Phillips Manor and Mount Morris.

•  t

I especially liked the phrasing of the advertisement when old 
Mr. Carroll sold Mount.Morris, - and especially the part about 
oystering and clamming If one can go fishing, I reckon one might

’u?0?* 5ut#ii certainly seems to sound odd and I can't imagine what kind of oysters Manhattan ever produced.
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I wish I could recall if 1 spoke to you about the quilt which 

we are "calculating" to stir up.

iilver so long ago, Glif Byrd got a huge sheet of heavy brown 
wrapping paper and drew a large picture of Melrose on it, - the 
house perhaps two and a half or three feet wide, overhead he put in 
some clouds, and to the side, - both sides, some trees and bushes 
and in the foreground the blue waters of Cane River. When completely 
Sketched, it was the *size of a bed quilt. P y< ' ■ c . • * / T • ' »

The thing came to mind some time back, and it seemed like a good 
itefa for Arenbourg. After much search, the sketch was found, and 
this afternooon I ’ll bet Glemenca will be on all fours, after finishing
“ J1 * * *® ■ launfry pouring over the design and contriving something in her mind that will be ex raordinary. °

In spite of the high winds yesteray afternoon, I headed out 
for her house with the great roll of paper. But'before getting 
under fuli sail, I stopped off at the store and got a few yards. - 
say 30 or 40, of light wrapping paper.

Arriving at ‘“•lenience's, we figured it out that we could transfer 
the original design onto the thinner paper, on which the various 
pieces of cloth could be sewed, thus leaving the original pattern for 
us to refer to at any old time. p

Somehow 1 have a-feeling that with % .  Byrd's distinctly attractive 
creation as a sketch and Clemence's ability to "rig the thing uu" 
we shall have a really striking item for Arenbourg eventually and 
what with the original sketoh retained, perhaps Clemenoe can such several 
«tra pl.o.8 at the same time she does'the first set, and “  be ablT 
to make the succeeding ones with dispatch, i can think of a few

™??iW^Uld4be have a Cane Riv®r item of this type,
undertakings!6 ^  6° along with SOme of the other Runter

,

Knowing “’lemeiioe as I do, she will be determined to get the thin, 
into production . And I shall be amazed if she really does take time ?ut 
to transfer the design, which I hope she does, but shall be s“ e
about only when I see the quilt Completed.

■ *

i ., 1 have written Madam Sarlange for an explantation in Sombo Ya-Ya 
“hapteronf plantations, it says that a Parlange was Quarter 

Master of . both General Banks and General Taylor in the Red Hiver 
campaign. I can t understand how the same man could be Quarter Master

^ 9S al\d ^ d e r a t e  “ mies at the same time“ b ^  «I find out, I'll surely let you know.

I must apologize for the cumbersome nature of the box going
forward to you today. The item from Glemenoe was difficult to out
into anything small, but once opened the 4 items contained therein
may readily be managed piece meal, once the wadded up newspapers are
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December 6th, 1945.
Memorandum to Clipping Service!

I’m late thismornhng and accordingly this report may be 
a little more sketchy than 'usual..
* It is now nearly 7 o'clock, and\I am a-tingle with crisp morning 

ozone. Up early, I took a gander at the wood yard, for yesterday 
Bill Rocque brought me mountains of fat pine, about an ich thick 
and four feet long and 6 inches wide. It fits my fireplace nicely, 
and burns like mad, but its lasting qualities are not great, and 
so I have had a look at the Christmas log situation, ** any big old 
logs for long burning beling known as Christmas logs to the local 
.darkies.

And using that word, - the last in the foregoing paragraph, reminds 
me of a radio program I heard by chance last night.

I couldn't find anything in particular of interest, ani being 
rather t(ired, I just sank back on my pillows and let the darn thing 
play as it would. It seems that the Sonatra Old Gold outfit was in 
ascendency on the particular wave my dial was tuend ,in on. There was 
some .talk to which I paid little attention about awarding Sonatra some 
printer's or news writer's award for his work in better racial or 
mor toneration understandings, none of which I paid much attention.

f

Then there was some music and the singing of a few bars from 
Old Kentucky Home, - and no further comment about the subject in hand.

If memory serves, Stephen Foster wrote the opening lines of the 
song to go like this:

"The sun shine.s bring on my Old Kentucky home,
'tTis summer, the darkies are gay....." ^

But the way he sang the second line was*
n tTis summer,* the old folks are gay......"

It is my understanding that some negroes object to the word 
darkie , although I have never discussed the point with any of my friends 
on that score. I assume that the existence of such a feeling, plus 
the fact that the singer is being hailed as a champion for better racial 
understanding may be the reason for having changed the words, but it is 

S0 far+vs t?e*n9W substitution is concerned, I think. 
l2?ks«tto.?? a? negroes" could have been substituted for

k su,“ i-as?those
-?e8̂ :n8^ “ t88raev1air^otf::iTlet ^ ^ g t0 * - » « •  * ^ssio ^  anytblng
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Back from the wood yard, * discovered that instead of catching -
another skunk last night, a big fat old oppssum was in the trap,
Sam Peace has ju^t carried him away, and at Yarn's house tonight there 
will he roast 'possum and sweet potatoes, roasted in the askes along 
side, and things will he merry.

Prom my agents, 1 learn that Browsie Peace, now occupying the 
little cahin on the narrow strip of HJ. H. *s land, sandwiched in between 
Arenbourg and Alfred Llorenz, is moving today to the cabin occupied by 
the late lamented Evalena Sasily, Brow(sie having been told by Mr. J. H. 
that I had bought the property on which Browsie's dwelling stands.
•tf that be true, and it may not be, so far as what J. H, told him, I 
am wondering what family is destined for Browsie's vacated house. I 
certainly ;hope not the £etei Mefoyers, since their accumulation of hogs, 
horses and mules would scarcely have breathing space on that little strip, 
find for our point of view, it would be better to have them move 
someplace other than such a tiny strip so close to their former range. 
Well, we shall see.

I think the enclosed letter from Rudolph Puchs is of little 
interest, save for its dating. Written on November 6th, it was 
gotten around t̂o only yesterday, for during the past month, l have 
concentrated only on what seemed more highly valued by myself, what with 
Mr. Brew's time so limited. I think you know that Rudolph is one genera
tion from ^e.rmany, and- is currently at Halloran Hospital on Staten 
Island where'-he has something to do with German prisoners of war.

The postman brought us nothing yesterday, not even the 
Congressional Record, so today we shall probably have a flock of 
2nd Class mail, and I hope that Ciemence may receive her application 
from Bosenwald shortly. I am surprised it has not oome long before 
thisf and in view of the lateness of the# hour, I am wondering if this * 
year s decisions are already in the bag.* <
.. Weil, Brother has come and gone, but will-probably be back.
Yesterday he didn't make it until after the thrid start. The first', 
return was occasioned by "Brimmerst". An the road that frightened him.
I accompanied him part way, until he was beyond the flock. And 

after returning to this keyboard, Lo.' brother appeared again. He 
had enchounteded another flock, and again we started out. If I don*,t 
watch out, i shall be adding ,the, j.ole of companionate conductor as 
well as tutor to my seveal lines of endeavor.

I C i‘,1 1533
Fortune Magazine, November, 1945. 

The Monster of Grammont.
x. 0 0 1 »

8 JM
11. -L-tl

s e t *  *

December, 7th, 1946,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
The above items are something Mrs. Knipmayer mentioned yesterday 

when she dropped by with the doctor, and the Madam told her she 
might be able to locate them through your good offices in Hew York,

The Madam asks me to say to tell you that almost any day now 
she is threatening to take b pen in hand to drop you a line, and 
that she is sending a check for outstanding expenditures, but she 
knows you are not worrying on that score* - <

On my own behalf, relative to the two items, I would ask you 
not to bother about them at all, and certainly not .until well 
into 1946. The November issue of fortune .would not likely appear 
on the Market in several months anyway, and as for the novel, - I assume 
it is a novel, is nothing, l am sure,fthat ^rs. Knipmayer is in 
any hurry for. . She merely s wanted to give it to her son sometime, 
the latter having read a book by that title, and having relinquished 
it to its original owner at some time in the past, says he would 
eventually like to own a copy for himself. There is nothing in 
the Christmas business about all this, and don't let it worry you,^for 
if you should never run across either, it will just be counted off 
as something that was impossible to locate.

And now that that business is out of the way, may we get back 
to ourselves.

The laggardedly postman of day before yesterday made up hand
somely by yesterday's post. There were again letters for neither 
the Ma&am nor for me from any quarter, but the 2nd olass mail, or 
the parcel post department, was truly eleganty The perfectly 
exquisite books in their equally nice wrapping, came safely to 
hand, and if the .eventual recipients are half as crazy about them as 
I $m, then there are going to be some happy hearts along this bend 
of Cane River this Christmas.

The photographic item, Tobe, is going to both gladden and be 
poured over and over from now until Kingdom ^ome, and already I can 
fancy how it is going to be kept in *some special place in some 
particular home, destitute of booK.s, and beome an object of pride 
whenever plenty of people, none of them ever having possessed a 
book, pass that way.
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was truly enohanted at the copy of The Ugly Duckling, and 
strangely enough, I don't recall ever having seen a copy of that story 
in a hook all devoted to just that particular story. As a child, 
and even now, my favorite fairy story is Cinderilla. As a child, 
and equally so now, The Ugly -tickling, was way out ahead in stories 
having to do with animals or our feathered friends. I am not 
sure that too poignant a story usually appeals to a child, hut the 
nicest thing about the buckling tale was the splendid way it turned 
out, and I suppose the promise of happiness in the end, helping 
one to endure the present, just so long as the future can he anticipated 
in part, is the pattern which is likely to spread over the lives 
of many a child, from infancy to old age, so that as a straight 
hit of fiction for younsteijs, it is likely to he as influential as 
almost anything he is likely to run up against in those earlier years, 
and is not likely to he out-done hy anything along similar lines that 
will follow after..

t

4s for the Rojankovsky hook, you already know how much I 
love that, - it is such a treasure of delights on every page, and 
while its artistic merits are likely to exceed the ability of 
those who see ,it in so far as actually appraising its true value 
completely, still, it is awfully nice to realize that having once laid 
•yes on its contents, many of those who view it will .always see lots 
o$ thelliving objects, ^herein depicted, in a fashion henceforth that 
will always he differentia little more special to them, and bubbling 
over 14 their own hearts down through the years, ,as one glance at a 
chicken, for example, as it will pass before them a million times 
in real life* their hearts and memories will instinctively leap hack 
to the lovely gift book that someone from afar brought into their 
lives, even before they knew you to be their friend.

1t all makes mq feel very happy and I know you are joining 
me in-sensing a happier Christmas this year just in the realization 
of the pleasures that your kindness and generosity has afforded us all 
you, me and our Cane River friends. . '

Louisiana has such curious weather that I cannot but remark 
upon the sudden change that developed yesterday. There was a white- 
white frost in the morning, and by noon a delicious south west wind 
was blowing warm-warml By evening the thin orbit of the new moon 
shimmered through a evening s-y that somehow put out a feeling 
of warmth that registered in the thermometers. This morning I 
have a fire going on my hearth, but it is purely decorative, and 
through the open door staggers in .a breath of narcissus in full 
flower that is so heady there is nothing of December in the air but only May.

And speaking of fire^ there was one yesterday that consumed 
a cabin about 11:30 in full sunshine, so that it was consumed almost 
before anyone knew it was on fire.
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The Cabin was occupied as a hpme by Maybelle, King Hunter*s 
former wife, and Brother*s mama, tfhen King and Mafcrbelle parted,
Brother eventually went to live wj.th King, along with Rstelle, while 
Maybelle kept the two other children.

Maybelle is a no - account, lacking even the energy which 
her sister, ^attie, our former cook, used to demonstrate.

The h?ousevwas in the lane in the field, immediately behind the 
house where, * live. It is to the North, and parallels the river road.

Aunt ^aline, Sam Peace’s mama, lives in the first house on the 
lne, just beyond the bamboo hedge at the back o,f the white garden. 
Maybelle and her present "helper** O'licvy, * ppssibly a corruption 
from Clivier, lives in the next cabin, and there is a thrid, temporarily 
untenanted. - , so - ,

, But the thing about Maybelle's house that I liked was the age of
the thing. It was one of the two remaining log cabins, held over 
from slavery days. I had decided some tijne back that 1 would eventually 
take it down and mpve it to Arenbourg, placing it at one end of the 
pond, and that eventually we would have the darkies build us one 
of those unusual round mud chimneys in it* But now, you see, we shall 
have to forego that idea. But sapi Peace tells me that half of his 
house is new and that the other, half is of hogs and dates from 
slavery times, too. Re says he would be glad If I would take the 
original house away from his dwelling, as he has plenty o,f room without, 
that part, and so perhaps something may be worked out along that 
line, so that we shall ha.ve our original slave cabin of longs and our 
unique Cane River round mud chimney, too.

•r; Today I got off a package to Bora, and one that is likely to 
give him great satisfaction, I think. It contained an item similar 
to the one she sent you, - and I should have remarked before this that 
in each case, so ^lemenoe told me, the name of the individual there 
represented in the item sent, is pinned on to the. same. There 
was a shipment of some of ^lenience's latest efforts and some of 
Mary Frances's pairitings, which I should have sent some time back, 
and a third item, - "borrowed", if I may say so, which may or may 
not please ^ora, but which I think probably will. It is a very 
artistic photograph, taken by a rather famous, - quite famous photograph 
er, of Clemenoe some 25 years ago. So far as facial appearance goes, 
it isn't anything, for it might be anyone, since the features are 
scarcely visible. But the figure, - a woman with a hoe, is very 
nicely done, not unlike one of the more humble figures pwrtrajred in 
Millet's pictures. The whole thing is very shadowy, with the figure 
seeming almost to disolve into the duskiness of first dark. But 
since it is a likeness of the individual in question, I think 
he will like it regardless, and I think he should have it. It
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is from an unpublished collection that have been housed here for 
the past quarter of a century, and since the photographer, now dead, 
is famous, I am forever expecting la Grignan to start searching for them, 
and once having met that fate, they would all, white, but especially 

those of the negroes, be in. profane hands and the world would probably 
never seem them, and no one would enjoy them*

I am not even certain of the ownership of these fine creations.
I think they belonged to the photographer, - I just recall the name, - 
Doris ullman, who did so many famous people years ago, and who did,
I think, the illustrations, among other things, for , - and now the 
name of that book eludes me.

As i recall, these photographs were sent to the river a short time 
before her premature -death, and no one seems to know if they were ever
to have been sent back or what. I guess the river might well
claim ownership, • in faot he does, - but for some reason, has never 
carried them away. Some time back he mentioned that probably la 
Grignan would ask for them, if she should remember they are here, and 
he of course would give them to her, for another*s sake, but as
things turn at present, neither he nor anyone else will ever want them,
and I suppose they have forgotten them by now.'

,, Be that, as it may., l have sent along this one, - the only one 
of ylemence, taken so long ago, for 1 can think of no one who would 
treasure it so much, and with it, 1 pointed out that it was merely 
"a borrowed gift**, but between you and me, I .think no one will ever ask 
dor it, and if th;y do not, it can eventually grace Arenbourg, and will 
be rather nice to suppliment some Hunter Show we might eventually 
pu; on there privately for our friends. <

Alors, 1 must skip. How I have run on in this morning*s 
Sitting, and especially at a time when you iflust of necessity have 
so little time even for important things. And yet, somehow it does 
seem important to discuss all these things, for they are the things 
that swing about Arenbourg and, about tomorrow, and -that is terribly 
importantj..... * .

December 7th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

Spring weather, soft and delightful, continues 
in this clime. I wish we might share some of it with 
you, or better still, that you migfct share some of it
with us, <
■ ■ . <i *

I had rather expected a letter from Dora today, 
and one for Glemenee-from ^osenwald, and even one from 
Miss Ramsey, saying that she would be heading in this 
way to catoh a .few interiors of the sugar house to 
photograph the nice round mud chimney, - but there 
wasn’t any first class mail at all, save from little 
MissCaroline Dormon, who is-something of a riot, without 
knowing it, - and that letter was addressed to the Madam.

t •

She reports that "ole” Virginia hasn’t been quite up 
to snuff of late, and that she herself <has been a little 
droopy. I was quite taken a~back when the Madam read that 
both ladies had been suffering, according to Caroline, - 
or could her typewriter have been off the traok, - from , - 
of all things, ititis. Row that may be a very goood word 
and may cover some very interesting female complaint, but 
I don’t get far with it^ Broken down, I suppose it might 
be hyphenated, to read "it - itis*. But, if I 
reoall correctly, •"it* is supposed to be some Hollywood 
phrawe, indicating sex attraction. So what a couple of 
55ish or 60-ish glamour girls of<the briarpatch would 
be sagging from that could be labeled "it-itis", I most 
certainly could not imagine. It will probably turn out 
that both of them merely forgot ‘to fold up their beards the 
other night and got a little frost bitten.

interruption
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I shall turn the page* regardless of the space that may 
still he left at the bottom of the page. Early this 
morning the hulh in my desk lamp blew out. As I removed the 
bulb, a piece of the metal fineal holding the sahde, fell 
down into the socket, and of course the fuse.blew, in 
consequence, I write in the dark, as the sun doewn't rise until 
7:07, and my clock points to 5:45.

Long before this;you have examined the enclosed bit of 
switch cane. After some thought, I have come to the conclusion 
that it provides the best headge possible for the Bermuda 

Boad line along arenbourg.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands of sprays, such as this one, 

grow from the main stalk of switch cane, and when a bunch of 
cane stand together, the screen is opaque. I had long 
considered bamboo as a hedge, but while that stuff grows faster 
and taller, it has the bad habit of putting out runners a foot 
or so ur I should say and inch or so, under ground, and 
then suddenly springing up over night, so that one may 
go to bed with a nice greensward spreading beyond his window, 
only to awaken in the morning to find a forest practically 
pushing up his mattress.

This switch cane increases its stalks, but tight-tight 
to the parent root, so that in not spreading, it merely intensifies 
its thickness, and one doesn't have to spend a life time chasing 
vagrant and meandering sub-surface roots, as qne must in Bamboo.

Switch cane grows rather slowly, and in the case of a 
proldnged freeze, may suffer somewhat, but during the past 
five years, since the big freeze of 1940, it has not suffered 
'from temperatures, although they have sometiews been low, and 
it has attained a height .of about 12 feet, which is sufficient 
to hide the ’h ghway from Arenbourg. I hope you like 
this sample,

I like it, too*, because it is a native oi South 
Louisiana, and accordingly seems appropriafctely planted anywhere 
in this State. 1 think our Arenbourg project will require about 
one thousand bunches, each made up of a dozen stalks or so.
A little later in the winter, I shall out down that many bunches 
leaving only about 3 feetof stalk above the ground. That 
will transplant nicely, and within a couple of years we ought 
to have a thick, 10 foot hedge, green all winter and 
a barrier that will stay hxt put and not go wandering all 
over the place.

' The recent frost has turned the banana plants a delicious pink 
brown, lhanks to your thoughtfulness, I am able to record 
them in photographs, having already taken some shots already.
Eventually, may 1 send you a couple of likenesses of a 
"cooked" banana plant?
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• *
Deoember 9th, 1945.

vJ 'T  O  '

Memorandum to flipping Service:

Your nice long newsy letter to hand on Saturday and 
it is good tothave full particular#.

j My response will be brief, $s I write this rather 
late on Sunday-night, and I shall be arizing early in the 
morning to take Dan back to ^amp Jolk before Monday's dawn.

I am, still, trying to form a picture in my mind of the 
Hew York Public Library, now that she has had her face lifted and 
Lady Bothered. It sound wonderful and well worth a gander in 
that direction.

We are in agreement as to the nicety of Dora, had she 
advised me prior tto or on writing to Mr. De Mine, It is a 
h habit that isn t new, but one that may perhaps be altered eventu
ally. i was first struck by it when a flock of columns were 
stirred up and forwarded without mentioning. They were alright,
I guess, but I should have been delighted if the business had 
been mentioned before they were posted. For the most part,
Dora is remarkably satisfaootry, but how marvelous it is to
know at least one person in the world who seems to coincide without
even foref-thought.

home unexpectedly on Saturday, having driven over 
with someone who was heading further-West or rather East than 
Melrose. He must be back early in the morning, so his stay will be brief. *

This morning about 9:30, A saw him in his Mother's room.
He suggested a little turn in th# road, andr our steps took 

us to Arenbourg, - the first time 1 had been on the terraoe in 
ever so long.

Dan seemed to* like what few ideas I told him 1 had in 
mind to carry out,̂  The places out in by the April high water 

. smallerf and there is so muoh to be done when we take over,
that i shall scarcely know where to begin,, although cleaning up 

x J*10 Yield wherethe pond will be will probably come first. I 
eThink A shall put a couple of my colored friends to pulling 
' cotton stalks this week, so that when we get a ̂ contraption to 
;j di& t*11® pond, we shall not be bothered with cotton stalks, which 
require at least two years of exposure to disintergrate, unless Durn6d •  v i

i j  1 U  . O  T  •••■ a  J. v? * iC" O  W  X  vi Vj, .4 \ J w  V  w C *  * o  “■ M  ^  *• f A  ^  w  w  v  a

H. tells me he is* thinking of making a hurried trip 
down the West coast of ^outh America by air, crossing over to 
Brazil where he will look over the cotton situation there. I shall
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try to ge.t things lined up, so that 1 can do a lot while he - _
is away and before Ban is discharged from the Army. Another 
thing i must keep in mind, however, is the fact that a bulldoozer 
is likely to be secured before long, and that will be helpful in 
leveling the terrace, but of course nothing much can be 
planted in that neighborhood or near the little house until 
the pullina and hauling are taken care of. now many individual 
things it is well to figure out in advance.

After talking a bit with Peter Metoyer, who plans to 
move into Browsie's house until another is built^pn the JSast 
side of the Bermuda Road, with the suggestion thrown in that he 
build a lane for his cattle to the river, - and 1 hope 
to ^eaven he builds it on the Alfred Ilorenz line, - Ban 
and I returned to the garage, - the Briiser Program on Invitation 
to Learning havning long since played out* After talking a bit 

with the boys there, - stimulants*had them all on the merry 
side, - we went to the store where Charles Mazurette had just 
arrived.

1 .have seen Charles alone but for a minute or two* He 
told me .that on the day he called on the river, the latter was 
very much on the tipsy side, although his appearance was better 
than he had ever seen it and that at times his thoughts wever 
as lucid and clear as that of a person quite sober. At 
intervals in between, the alcho (alcohol) was obviously doing 
over time. 1 suppose such a sitatuation may explain why 
la Culver was told he was tin ^ew York when she teleponed from 
the lobby the other day. Well, so much for that, and may 
we not be honored during the holidays. * 1

Mis8 Robina, in a letter arriving Saturday, acknowledged . 
receipt of Gumboy Ya-Ya which the Madam had sent her to read.
She said she had just received it, but had merely‘had an 
opportunity to glance at it. Realizing as she did that it was 
a W P A book, she very neatly inquired as to why, under those 
circumstances, i*yle;s list of hooks should appear in such a 
publication, - and, i think she had a $64.00 question right there. 
There was something else in the letter the Madam wanted to save, a 
and accordingly kept the letter. «hen she writes her reaction, 
i shall try to get it and send it along.

Ahe enclosure is from John ^artin,* and on the strength 
o‘f it, the Madam suggests that he might like to do about $10.00 
worth of transcription for her from fragments of the Isaac Rrwin 
diary. I must write to inquire. To many a modern person, Mr. 
Martin's letters would be too long or two wordy, but for hie, 
perhapn because 1 admire him so much, I find they contain a 
flavor or an essence of pre^Atomio gentility that has ever so 
much to be said in its favor. - Thanks again for the nice, nice 
letter, and please don't try to write when things are so pressing 
as they must be right now.,,.,....
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December 10th, 1945.# 9

meraorandum;to ^lipping Service:
"If has been snowing most of the day in Manhattan,” said 

tonight1s,G0iubmia news round up.
Poor you• Because snow in town is a nuisance, at best.
here it ha$ been quite chill, a cold wage hitting the place 

about 5 a.m., and although the sky has been bright all day, the 
thermometer remained around 40, and tonight, it is said it will 
go down to the upper 20*s, - which doesn t suit me too well.

We had sma oar trouble on our:trip to Camp Bolk, so instead 
of returning aboutf9:30, we arrived abdut 2 in the afternoon.

Santa Claus had arrived during my absence, for at the store I 
found a letter aijd two large packages. And when I say Sant Claus,
I most certainly mean everything that Merry Christmas implies, for 
n<Dt before and probablyrnot for a long time hence are so many 
people going to.be made so happy as this year, thanks to all the 
nice things which a casual glance over the contents of the two packages 
readily fore-tells. 1 haven't had time to examine them well, but 
a mere quick 109k is sufficient. .
„ j • *

It makes my heart warm all over just to think of all the 
joy your generosity \ b  going to put into the hearts of so many 
people, - large and samll, and B bless you in their name*as well 
as my own, even though they might not always select me as their spokesman

■ t

Mr. Brew .was on a tractor-all day, and so accordingly is no 
doubt in bed by now, * 1 write at 9j30 p.m. He may have passed by 
my house, but x remained a little later at the big house than usual, 
and so have missed him. 1 shall therefore have to hold your letter 
until tomorrow morning for absorbing it. There seems to be one from 
someone whom! know not, and one that looks as though it might 
it might be^from Madam ^ake. * shall send them along when x have 
had a chance to read them, - which will be-after yours.

Charles left for Little River before * got back home, and 
I learned to nights from ^eter Batistte that A had one or two colored 
visitors, but Bill Rooque, who is quite deaf, told the latter that 
the cook had told him, that 1 was steppping of my land, - an expression 
used here for measuring one s property. I reckon what the cook really 
aaid was that I had started out with Mr. Dan, which is another way 
Harnett Lane might get some true facts about life.

c
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A side light on Plantation Parade is the number of letters 
coming to hand from unknown individuals, with requests in each 
case, for reservations varying in length from a week end to a week. 
There are a opuple of responses going out in the next mail, headed 
for iexas. One is in response to a teacher of History in some 
college or other who would bring four ladies with her to spend 
the "ew Year1 s week end, - from Friday until Tuesday. Although 
the Madam's name appears in the Eane opus, as I recall, often 
the envelopes read: "To the Propriator of Melrose Plantation".

To each letter I say "No", as poMtely as possible, but 
tell the writer that if they some to Natchitoches and care to 
drive.out to Melrose, l shall be glad to show them ab-out the place.
I do not add the information that the pilgrimage tour will not 
include an exhibit of Miss Gammie, which, perhaps, is the main 
reason why many a bag feels the urge to come. , , .

Two of the latest manifestations of the local Prohibition 
enforcement might be mentioned, just to keep you abreast of how 
things go in that department in this Parish. One day last week —
I believe it was a Saturday night, the Sheriff, dressed in a *

8 vis*ted Kampti, - up Caroline Dormon's way, and
mingling with the negroes, asked first one and then another if they 
couldn t help a poor thirsty soldier get a drink. The negroes, 
unsuspecting the white man's duplicity, accommodated the man whom 
^ f yr1SUPnO80d wa® ^ st2 ack from the wars. and ^  each instance, 
don't6ySu think?1*84 °*f t0 th9 IJatohitooh98 Jail. Charming,

A£d f?„Sun2ay ni6?t* tr* M °rEis. the Sheriff, came down this 
ISs’tMS “omsntarily at the garage where Dan ana I were talkin,and then headed up the Bermuda Hoad, stopping and "Phonsie"
Metoyer s Bouse, which he turned upside down, inside out, other

" and^found nothing. Od course .no Sheriff has a right to
of search °butSlitt?A United Stat:0s without a warrant

Sheriff f «  U a w f t S  antryf ,,ph0nsl9" 9114 start 8alt the

L must ■ ??ld -at this P^nt. And dreams will be
"i U  resolve about Christmas and the female Santa

time onhCâ ! l°vef ° 9 80 many peQple haPP? ^is Christmas
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December 11th, 1945.
w > « o. ;  , j. X  j . i  0 8 -  r ' »0d .1 '

o to ov u)v
Memorandum to ^lipj-ing Service;

J * • •

Again I write at night. 1 -I- ~ '

I have read your two perfectly grand letters, and 
naturally I feel elated to have two such epistles to engrave 
on the heart and the mind, as I cosign them to the flames, - as 
is the fate of all your communications.

. Lt i! §00d of you to keeP me informed of all the doings, and it is good to have a further brief word from Egon, thanks to your 
good offices, and of news concerning Espionage en Espagne, of which 
I would have further particulars, should news come to hand from time to time. <

33 t £' ' 6
It is nice of you to say that you do not*tire of my constant 

talk about -arenbourg, too, , and I reckon you are in* for endless 
communications on that score.

t c -*■' - ■*> ’■* c  ■* v' 1: '■ lO M v. ‘J  I 0  U  , • 0 3  •: L>U

I was at Arenbourg this afternoon, as a matter of fact. Puny 
wanted to walk over the project with me, even though the Peter 
Metoyers have not moved as yet. I laughed to myself when 
our little tour was completed for Puny from*fcis heatt, told me^he 
thought the plans were "grand",'and that he wanted me to get a 
whole flock of "mens" to get to going on the'thing just as soon as 
us - es could, because he wanted to help and he "knowed" I was 
going to be proud when "all us -es" got done.

iJ i- .  .« V vl M 1  X  i  i vJ •;< •'> -- ^  vJ .ii 0  * ■'> I v i .  •  V'/ 'A • 3A

• L don't know how much he.understood of all A explained to him, and after leaving him, i thanked my lucky stars that you weren't 
along beoause i am sure it would have been a great disappoint
ment to you, - *the barrenness of the place as contrasted with 
all the flowery ideas 1 have talked about for so long, a sculptor 
looking at a block of white marble, can readily enthuse over the stone 
because he seens not the rough hewn object but the beautiful 
figure hi8 mind has already fashioned.« A pastry cook, con
fronted by some fine looking apples, some nice fresh butter, 
plenty of sugar and flour, can go into a“vast song and danoe because 
he sees beyond the raw objects and slap through td the finished 
tarts. And so, l fear, it is with Arenbourg. X see it as it 
will eventually look when the trees have grown, - and especially 
the mimosa, - and the Louisiana switch cane has curtained the 
domain, and the pond is unfolding a glory of lovely water lilies, 
and the magnolias are opening their great ivory lamps, and 
la maison de la reine is built, and at the far end of the terrace, 
blotting out Uncle Door-stone's is a delicious little white Greek 
temple, flanked on either side by hedges of green, and we are 
all together having late supper on the gallery, and the world has

j
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sped along, Ignoring the switch cane along the Bermuda Road, 
and we are dwelling pleasantly with our friends in this little 
forgotten segment of an 18t£ century rarnassu8.

In today's cold gray Reoember light, the place was just 
a mess. Perhaps a messy desert would better describe it.
Cotton stalks grow where the lilies will eventually open their 
waxen cups. A couple of mules, a cow or two and some pigs 
pull at the uneven grass where the terrace will unroll its 
velvety green oarpet and a lop-sided coop occupies the spot 
where the little Greek temple will find its emplacement at some 
day in the future, a muddy ditch now presents a murky face where 
a modest drive will ultimately lead the bidden guest from the 
public road to wind itself out of sight where the camelias will 
someday splash their waxy leaves with festoons of white and pink 
and red. The maison de la reine doesn't even exist, but merely 
the shell of the house where the passing nobility of Cane River 
aristocracy of color have dwelt so long.

There's a heap of work to be done, the more difficult because 
one must attempt the basic garden constructions, prior to 
planting anything, without too much assurance that those major 
undertakings, - such as lowering certain levels and straightening 
the edge of the terrace, without a firm decision as to whether it 
be best to accept the situation more or less as it is, - 
geographically, and get on with the planting, t or hold up the 
planting for another season while making an effort to reach 
a basic perfection befoie establishing the primary hedges and 
the magnolia avenue. But that is my business to decide and to

bQSt 1 Gan* since the .materials at hand are within nobody's 
with^such details " an° accordingly 1 worry you no further.

a mo ent tonight. It was the first time cinoe Saturday. He was very nice, and said if I didn't mind,
o ^ efv,a?dT=hls would move into Browsie's house temporarily,and that Browsie s house would be moved across the road, - to the 
hast side of the highway, and did i mind if Reter- constructed a
?SS2't*S2 r  \° the ?iTer,f01 his I asked if thitT alonS Alfred's line. He said it-certainly could.

that arrangement would suit me. After all, it appears
as toJincluL •eTe”t*8lly 0ur lina w i n  be attended soiwc Alfred ® iaolading the little strip adjoin-

4 -Ajrenz 8,^. an^ sometime we shall aoquire that outright, perhaps, - although it isn t important at the moment.

,nll revolvearound Arenbourg. and from'here on out, 1 reckonyou will hear about it almost daily. f
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I don't recall when last a line Game from Dora, but it seems 
ever so long, Rerhaps that is merely because I have h&d so many 
other things in mind. It seems strange to'me, too, that no 
application has come from Chicago for ^lemenoe, but none has.

The enclosed letter from ^ady Rake may or may not contain 
matetial of interest, but 1 suspect not. i iead the thing so 
hurriedly that i can't recall anything she did say, save that 
some pictures of uiemenoe and her paintings might serve as a basis 
for some material in a write up in some magazine or other. I shall 
eventually send the J-ake letter to Dora if you will kindly return 
it at your convenience.
' In the mean time, I continue to pull wires to secure the 
billiard $able, which, up to now, has not come to hand, but which,
I have a feeling, may come to hand before so very long.

On Sunday, as we passed Eatdame Aubin, Aodque's, Dan said 
that he t ought •*. R. was goint to take the old housfe down shortly. 
So passes another old landmark^ of the mulatto civilization. But if 
doomed it is to be, 1 shall make every effort to get as many 
openings as possible, to be incorporated at Arenbourg. It would 
be lovely to have the thing taken down and put up at one end 
t>f the lake, but that, of course, would be accomplished only with 
a thousand dollars or so, and accordingly we shall doe what we can 
to 'save what we can save, and that Will be about the best we can.

At least that matter isn't anything like a quandary, as 
in the case of whether it be hest merely to level'off the terrace 
and plant the magnolias, or hold up the magnolia planting in 
hopes of being able to introduoe a lower level before setting 
them out, * ' * ' ~ - -

You mentions possible transcript of the latest Grignan letter, 
and i would appreciate it, although i wouldn't ask you to take 
time out to make it. There is much talk here of the items of 
jewelry along the lines you mention. She has already extracted 
her grandmothers from the strong box and the latest thing i heard 
about was her determination to have the ears of y her youngest 
child pierced, although that is but second hand news to me as 
I haven’t laid eyes on her for a coupe of ‘weeks or more. It 
is interesting* that* Dan* hasn't even dropped in to see her since 
his return to this region. It is my understanding that she and 
her husband took possession of their Shregeport property last 
Sunday, and are putting his parents in the house until the new 
owners move to that city, - now tentatively set for ^aroh.
Up to the present writing, she has never heard of the arenbourg 
property, but will just about fall out when she learns of it, 
which will most certainly be long before ^arch, i assume, 
i urge you to inconvenienoe yourself in no way for that bag.
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I assume that the current return of physicians from the 
wars may well put a crimp in the rich feild in which they have 
been reaping a harvest without competition during these past few' 
•years. It is said that their patients frequently number as 
many as 300 a day. Sven if that be exaggerated by 100 per cent, 
the income is quite imposing, since the'average charge^ - even 
if nothing more than asperin is given, averages about #3.00.
For ever so long they have been burying their money in fruit jars 
in their garage. Of course that is not to avoid income tax or 
anything like that. Oh, no.

But 1 reckon they had better make all the hay they can while 
the sun shines, for the last time a physicaian came to their 
community, they had no patients whatsoever* The war gave them 
the entire field as exclusively their own. But now the war 
is over and another physician will come along in that place.
And of course in their new location, if and when they move, 
there'will be plenty of of Other physicians, 'and what with 
such h bag on the one hand and such a piece' of baggage as the 
husband has turned out to be, the gravy is bound to be a lot 
thinner. 'But aren't you a little floored by the sheer mathematics 
of the present set up, - 3 times 300 times 365? I am still made 
a* little dizzy even when I dut the thing in half and then cut that 
figure in half and then reduce it some more. And especially when 
one stops to think thaf the dominant factor in the set up is 
shunned by all who don t know her and loathed by all who do,
• " ' 1 ' r. * ' ‘ ' ♦ ’

You spoke of ■uadine, - spoke of her with gentleness, with 
charity and with nobility. Perhaps' one of the most generous things 
anyone does is to sympathize with human frailties, especially when 
they appear in others where only strength is paramount in the finder. 
Was it Tennyson who said that line that is so difficult to 
remember: ”^or God has larger other eyes and makes allowance for 
us all**? Poor Hadine, so strong, so weak. If you really think 
my letters contribute anything to helping her over a difficult time,
I must make an effort to write her again soon, without awaiting her 
response. It is certainly good to know that in my notes to you, 
however, that but one person receives them.

And now I must close for this sitting. 1 must tell you however 
that your two letters to hand have afforded me no end of 
pleasure and that the Cane Biver Christmas packages, arriving in 
yesterday's post, are hiding in my armoir and' are just bursting 

with*impatience to get distributed....... ......
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December 12th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Again I write you «a line at night. Perhaps I had better, 

since Mr. Bachelier came today, and unless I knock off a note 
before going to bed, I shall get none off at all, since he is 
an early visitor in the morning.

There were several letters in today's post. I enclose two.
There was one to me from Madame Parlange, saying that neither she 
nor her husband had the vaguest idea what Lyle could "have been 
up to when he stated in the Parlange article *in the Ya-Ya book when 
he said a *arlange acted as Quarter Master to both the Federal and 
Confederate Armies in the Cane Biver campaign.

The Madam wanted to paste that in her copy of the Ya-Xa thing, 
and so I shall not send it along. Then there was a letter from 
Miss Culver, 4saying that she was heading for Shreveport with a 
friend from Washington, D. C. , and another from California, and that 
she would stop over at Melrose on her return, arriving here Thursday, 
which is tomorrow. In her letter she said she understood Lyle was 
in the hospital.

Then came a letter from Lyle himself, ^e was writing in bed 
from the baptist hospital, - £ "in again for the same old thing".

he spoke in glowing terms of the success of his recent visit 
to ^ew lork, having brought tack enough money to carry him throughout 
t e next year. He says he is going to do a novel, the title being 
a secret, - called Last Island, and that hollywood is already bidding 
for it. You will of course make what you can out of all that.
He also says he is fixing to live on a steamboat and that the 
Madam and I must come and live with him. That would be nice, too.

There you have it, save for the fact that he started off by saying 
that he was pr: ctically alright and that he was coming up to Melrose 
soon. That was a moving bit of information, too.

Well, aside from that there were a few#other pieces of mail, 
but mostly of a non-descript nature, and I must say that for ojie 
morning's post, just the one letter would have been enough to make 
one's head go around in a whirl.
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Of course what I should like to know is if somebody in Hollywood 
is really going to do m Last Island picture, and if there is the 
slightest bit of truth in the fact that smebody k might be casting 
about for a suitable vehicle for that grave disaster.

I may or may not have mentioned that in fixing up Madam Beaumont’s 
opus, we included the Last Isldand storm as a dramatic bit of 
super froth for Hollywood or whatnot. I think I shall tell Lora 
everything that was in the letted and perhaps include a rough draft 
of a letter to Mr. De Mills, suggesting that he might as well get in
on* the "ast Island storm oarly. 5 1• J

Of course £ don’t believe anything about the novel, and yet 
wouldn't it be odd if the decision of Hollywood to do the Last Island 
storm stemmed from the Synopsis submitted to the Le Mills office, and 
somehow the thing, - the casting about for somebody’s opus on that 
big number should have ^sprung up in Hew York while Lyle was there,- 
if, indeed, he was.

v ' ‘ J 1 •+& l  v ' .1. w 1 i X  v- ' v  A.. « .  X * »*.* .i •» JL 1  f -* V* . . i 1 X  v :* i  i i  i  c? i v? v  u  G  .0

It rained here this afternoon, and what with the elements and 
Mr. Bachelier on nry hands; I didn’t do very much. I did, however, 
make arrangements with Little Ling to pull up all the cotton 
stalks on Arenbourg tomorrow, - and that is quite a job, but he will 
do it alright, and with that -accomplished, the tractors will be able 
to get to stirring whenever circumstances warrant. « 7

♦ - v ........  V . . ... , , j U U U . v ;  j. . • U i  : .i H

Miss ^obina sent a supply of blank paper the same length as 
the original paper on which old Isaac Brwin kept his Diary. If 
Mr. Martin does the transcription, the original-and the transcript 
will be bound together, I. think I shall ask him to make the 
tranxript in duplicate, so that we may have a volume of the 
IsaaoBrwin Liary at Arenbourg, since^the duplicate cane quite readily 
be made at the same time. The 300 odd pages are made up of 
fragments, in which the years 1847, 1849, 1853 and 1854 figure 
for the most part. .  ̂ l t

A.*' 0  x v  X v v  |  ‘. v .  i V, i v-' - i w v x  &  . C# i -  v H i  n- • ♦ X -■

The bound copy of the Benjamin Ghase Journal came:from the 
binders yesterday. They did a neat job, the binding being in red 
buckrum and the lettering in gold. The back of the thing carries the 
titlewBenjamin ^hase of-Mantua*, and my name is on the front 
cover. It looks very nice but they certainly made my name large 
enough, but not quite so big as on the old "atchez newspapers, similarly 
contrived. ' . - ••

* • x.’ "1 T X v i, : - - ■ . . . Lx ’ '*-• ' V »iiC L ,

I would ask your opin( nterruption), - I would ask your 
opinion on a matter. Would you recommend that I send the Ghase 
Journal to Lora at the present time. I told him it was still at the 
binders. would you leave tt there a while longer* or give it to him 
to extract the at wheat from the chaff? I shall value your opinion, 
although may not accept it as a decision. **nd thanks a lot for 
either saying yes or no about sending it at this time. ...

December 13th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:,
Again .1 wriate at night.

The Madam was perfectly enchanted with the lovely, 
lovely gift that came in this morning's post,

. r , ~  ! ; •» „  - - 1 ' : -? 4 . ,

The mail was,short, in fact there was only a few newspapers, 
and no letters. cThe gift was the Only thing of Importance and there 
was nothing to prevent it from occupying the center of everything.
After opening the package, and looking at the contents, she 
did not fold it back inio its box, but continued to hold it on her 
lap, fondling between her fingers. That was this morning.
Before -the big house tonight, she opened the package again and
again she held it on her lap. I really think it afforded her muoh 
much pleasure both for itself but primarily because it seemed to bring
damVinGi^sSLfnfiA«3‘e olS*?r yOU 831(1 her» a8 were, * somehow like nLlit L f  8 i?* A e her dauShte* Mary,, - two people almost but almost one. it was really touching and I liked it for you.

I really haven't anything new to-report, and were I to 
refer you to yesterday s letter for,reading, that epistle would

Q2Ter *he 0 8 8 0 and sinc® you wouldn't have-to turn to that - 
of time^16^ ^  r6ad once» you would therebye save a great deal

v~' ’ %

ddsdQt9rgra^i0n that sets in among Gane Liver people 
°? eoen*Jr* lasting through Christmas, has already set in, and accordingly coffee comes sometimes at 6*00

• S i  8?m9tii;?8 at 8*°°. - and sometimes it doesn't come untilit is brought on the breakfast tray with the hot chocolate at any old
time from 7;00 to 8:30* About L'eoember 26th, t$e usual routine of 
S  ef ^ y Lour for coffee and an ordered space between it and 
breakfast will commence again, but until then, one just grabs
S 8*9VS  ~ *1 all» * and is glad that there-are still

in dePartanent that is  very suseptible to the
morning11 *ollQwing Qotton ii®6 and the pick up arriving on Christmas

Q. , S k S0> 1 waited not for coffee this morning, but made a round
S  ‘̂ J S S Ur^ ? 9t7e0nA^awi and 7:46, * ^  sti1^ sot back home before?fi?eaG9 a^ri^ed» After breakfast, - Brother not coming for his 
little round, I took out again before mail time I had expected 
the cotton stalks to be all pulled up today. I was enchanted the 
weather was warm and the ground moist, making the job twice easier.

»
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whatever stalks were pulled, I did the pulling, and that 
wasn't much. Back to the store for the incoming mail, and there I 
found several of my ^ittle River friends with whom 1 chatted for a 
while awaiting the postman, But he failing to arrive early, I 
again tho.ught X would make a round at arenbourg. I took 
Dee-Bee Boy with me, I am crazy about Bee-Bee Boy, » his name is 
really Robert Anthony Senior, - a negro who is sweet, and one who has 
such a raft of children and grandchildren that I don t know half of them 
I think Boreath* is one of his daughters, - she is Ezra's wife, and 
three of his sons are *ttricer Aobert and '̂‘mmett Anthony, and of the 
rest I don t know their names. Well, Robert, senior, familiarly 
known as Bee—^ee *°oy to the grown, ups and Hr.- Bee-Bee Boy to the 
children, - Bee—uee Boy and I made a round at -a-renbourg, and 
he thought it was a fine place and he confided to me that night 
before'(last in his remote cabin on Gan Little River, "us-es was a- 
settin 'rou d before the fire a-talkin' and two of my folks say 
that if ever Mr, Swan, - some of them, can't manage the other pro
nunciation, - gets a-buildin’, us-es is gwine *to give up a-plantin* 
and work for that man".

, r *And i am sure the local Merchant-Planter would Just love that,
, I t •

Back home, and the Knipmayers came, and were gay as usual, with 
some more stories about Let and Peck and some outlandish stories about 
problems coming to their attention druing the past week, and we 
all alughed and ĥ id a good half hour together. k'hen they left 
for ^Iss ^ally's,, and the Madam and * examined the package in today's 
post, and then Mr. Bachelier and 1 went down for dinner, and so 
went the morning.

in the afternoon, *̂ r, Baohelier and I spent three hours on 
Arenbourg, Just looking about the place,«seeing where the sub
surface soil from the botton of the lake could be placed to ad
vantage, and figuring#out how the gouges made by the high water 
along the edge of the terrace could be filled in, - and speculating 
if it would be wisdom to try to out down the terrace a foot, etc., etc.

And in the end, we returned to Meir0Se, where I had a flock of 
little things to attend to, but to which 1 didn't devote nlygelf to 
the greatest concentration because my heart was in Arenbourg, and even 
though it now appears but a barren nothing, A felt persuaded that it 
was going to be the lovliest spot in Louisiana sooner or later.

\ , «
Lo.' an interval of time brings us to 4;30'a,m. , and 

Becember 14th is about to dawn. I was interrupted last night, 
and I was awakened this morning by big Billy Porter, asking me 
to telephone the doctor to come to see Mrs. Elam Brown's 11 year 
old child, describing as frothing at the mouth. And so a new 
day begins and I shall have a look before daylight at what is next 
for Arenbourg. - *
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Becember 17th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Well, at first off, let me report that a package, - Bo. 3, 

arrived in today's post, and it looks as though we have been 
blessed again with Christmas remembrances. X opened the package 
immediately, but as three gifts were wrapped up and labeled, I 
have done a little pinching, and put them back in their package, 
awaiting the advent of Mr. Brew who got stuck with his tractor back 
on -Little Bivex somewhere and the last i heard other tractors were 
back there, still trying to pull him out. I am glad the 
thermometer Jumped from last night’s 28 degree reading to 41 at 
8:45 tonight. I shall have him assist me in determining to whom 
these items are intended on the morrow when he comes this way. ^

And so again you are worthy of our blessings for being so 
kind and so generous to us-es, and I shall speak of particular re
actions when the time comes for the passing out of gifts about a 
week hence.

in the same post came, - at long last, - a fat envelope 
from Julius ^osenwald foundation. I asked the clerk to read it 
to me, - the letter. It was the application for Clemence, together 
with a note to me wherein la ^aygood mentioned that one thing or 
another prevented her from getting to Melrose during the past 
season.. I'll say it did. She also remarked that she and Mr. Embry 
had agreed to, waive the age restrictions in ^lenience's case, - 
and I don't know why they should unless there were a chance of her 
being considered, although 1 didn't know there was any age limit.

But be that as it may,. ! got the thing off to Bora, - and 
least I have the whole outfit sealed and ready to go, along with 
a copy of my acknowledgement of the application and my thanks for 
extending the time limit "a couple of weeks or so", in view of 
its lateness in being forwarded. If I recall, the same thing 
happened last year in my case. Strange doings, 1 must say.

It is now said the °lyde wlaude ^mmett Bavis will not be out 
of the hospital before ^pril or May. It occure to me that I had 
better begin contacting the local Belief Agency, for even after he 
is out of the hospital, wlaude will not be able to do anything much 
it is said„ and after all, Jackie and the- children, - Junior and 
Winnie May, will want to live somehow. The Henrys will Just about
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pass;out if Olemence gets on the ^osenwald outfit and ^ackie on 
belief. None of Glemence’s people, including herself, know of 
all the business that is being stirred up in their direction and 
at the moment tomorrow night’s eclipse must somehow seem more or 
less symbolic of their present economic situation, but it only- 
goes to illustrate again that ’’when night is darkest, dawn is 

nighest".
• ; 7  • - 1 j i . -i i

I saw Celeste this morning, She asked me to show her 
Arenbourg. I did. She was enchanted.< She had never, before 
realized in all these 22 years of Melrose residence that there 
was such a lovely prospect as she saw from the terrace. It was a 
ori?sp morning, but all blue sky and golden sunshine,. She remarked 
upon the beauty of the hills she could see faintly in the 
South West. I couldn’t make them out very well, but 1 was en
chanted to know that they are there and doing business. They will 
somehow form the base* on which many a majestic- sunset pile of 

glorious thunder-heads will rise and lend vertical majesty to our 
immediate horizontal lay-out.

*

The Merchant Planter seems vaguely perturbed these days.
I reckon it is occasioned by winding- up the crop, figuring up the 
income tax, etc., etc. ,gith the Henrys all arriving this week end, 
Pat, Wednesday, "an Friday, Joe Sunday, I reckon it is as 
well to let ^renbourg lie until they have all made their rounds 
and departed. About then I think shall really put the pressure on 
the removal of the Peter Metoyers,- ,

a gone d a minion things have started the dav off 
with much industry. I heard Charles ^aughton in -̂ ady Esther's 
Buggies of ^ed ^ap. It was cut too much to be too good but 
„the best thing, making the half hour worth while was his 
marvelous rendition of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address.

„hri J ^ ^ l meilti£5ni?e that the sent me an elegant
size of t h e n Z ’r  cigarettes,f - 10 in small packs, about the?f tfh® :films you sent, and on which I am working at the 
moment. There were some things that look like socks although 
I haven't opened that package. With all haIt was rsnaTItaT-jI « +-y.0f. Via i _ , , ® ha»_. had to contend withit was remarkable that he should have remembered.

v * enclosed letter is from la ^attison. for whom 1 a«r« nnt
but for whom 1 feel sorry, since she is an eibryo butterflv
the^fae?1 t h a t ??? by iying of regret that in'spitfhof the fact that she devoted all her energies to preeninp her own
fnvnnl ’.S?8 * throueh such selfishness, was Ible to getanyone to admire her. - Aurellia, is worrying me. bhe has lust 
come in, declaring she can keep up with "o - a - t9 alric-ht but*
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December 17th, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping bervioej

On Saturday, the 15th, your two most excellent reports came 
to hand, - those of Monday and Tuesday, the 10th and 11th, and 
a million thanks for all their precious lines.

1 am glad the package came to your true hand at such an 
auspicious moment when herr Direcktor was out, and that you found 
the contents had traveled alright. :

You were much with me in spirit all day Sunday, and especially 
as I carefully went through the two packages which had. arrived 
during the past week. t It fills me with gratitude to you for all the 
joys you have provided for all the people on otpr Cane River list. 
I^can scaroely wait for. the next week end to come when a general 
distribution will begin. 6

I so much enjoyed your resume of the Jones-Aswell article.
Jimmy Aswell.^ of course, did it, and Sam Jtones name appears with 
it to keep the same before the publio eye. >e expects to run again 
for Governor or for Senator,' - it hasn^t been decided which up to 

now. It is said that Senator Overton will not rur* again and may 
resign, and Jones may attempt a rade for that seat. In either 
eveift, if he wins, Jimmy will get a good salary writing articles 
and speeches for the Governor or Senator. During the Jones regime 
last past, Jimmy had a three year fjob at *5,000.00 a year, I think.

I always rather liked Jones, but my enthusiasm was a little 
dampened when I learned from MiSs Guiver that he as adamant about 
killing the library Commission appropriation, which would have 
automatically folded up that institution, and I can’t hardly see how 
economy would be served by suppressing book service in a State which 
next to ississippi, has the greatest number of people who are illitei ate.

_ „ 80 delighted to know that you went to, see and hear the
Red Mill, - and that you liked it." , It has been so many years since 
I saw it that I wonder at; the freshness ,of my memory Jin recalling 
the several pieces you mentioned in your letter. I think they are 
charming and I am hoping that because of this raviral, the radio 
will play all of them frequently,

.. ^ile 1 think,of it, 1 should mention that your review of 
the Aswell article was so excellent that I had two extra readings 
of the same before 1 consigned it to the flames. Just as we 

fi?ish0d reading ’the letter, ^rohillius ^rown came in, and I 
thought he would enjoy hearing of the article, and i asked ^r. Brew 
to read it a second time, fhen, on finishing, another friend came
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to call, and Archillius was delighted when 1 asked Mr. Brew to read 
it a third time. It provided us with much material for.a lengthy 
discussion of migration in general, and the general conclusion 
was that for the «present generation, at least, it would end up 
like the little hoy who was forever seeking the house With fhe Golden 

Windows, - on the hill top just beyond the one to which he had 
journeyed, only to be disappointed to find that it was forever the 
next house beyond, - until he had encircled the globe and discovered 
it was his own home which he had left, that the sun had actually 
gilded.

And that brings us around to invitation to ^earning, and 1 hope 
you may have heard the discussion of Grimm and Anderson Fairy Tales,
I thought Miss Be Gallienne was charming, and if you heard her, 

you can well imagine how well her voice records. I think i told 
you that she read ,the *‘airy Stories of Oscar Wild, - The Birthday 
of the infanta and i'he Nightingale and x‘he Bose so beautifully on 
the heading Machine Records,

frankly i learned much from the programme, - for example, X 
didn't know there were a flock of stories, -many of them humorous, 
by these authors, which have n ver been translated, - from the 
Danish, i imagine, since Miss ^eGallienne said her mother used to 
sit on old Anderson's knee, when a very <small child and listen to 
his tales,

•

And if i recall, both the /brothers ^rimm , and /Mr. Anderson 
were 18th and 19th century numbers, and that puts in mind the fact 
that ^inderilla was mentioned as a popular story from the pens of these 
great writers, * many of which they had created themselves and many 
of which they had taken down from the lips of the peasants, suggest

ing the tales were Scandinavian in origin. Unless my memory is 
playing tricks on me, however, a whole flock of Fairy Stories, included 
in Grimm and And-ersan books, had appeared in print at 'least a hundred 
years before their time. I cite winderilla as a case in point.
Didn't old Dr. Perrualt have much to do about the creation of 
winderilla along about the time of the XlVth Louis, say in the 
middle or third quarter of the 1600's.? I wish time had be adequate 
for the members of the conference to touch on that point and to have 
compared the style and presentation of Perrault's compositions with 
those of Messrs. Grimm and Anderson. *

I shall have to break off at this point, for I have 
four people here, awaiting my services in getting off some 
annual Christmas letters, and writing against their merriment is 
disffiuclt, and besides, I have a suspicion that these days are 
such busy ones for you that brevity in correspondence might be 
aPPreicated.•««•.But there are other points to be covered and I shall 
come back to them later today or early to morrow morning.....

Again my thanks for the two grand packages of last week and for 
the two grand reports arriving last Saturday..-..,
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December 19th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping service: * ' ' ‘

The 5:45 - 5:45 Columbia "ews ^oundup tonight speaks of the 
worst snow storm Dew York has had in 14 years, and Bob Trout gave the 
colorful details. Poor you, well nigh snow-bound, 1 reckon.

t

It is cold here, too, but no snow thank Heavens,* and the sky 
is all light blue with tiny star points and a great big old moon, which 
would have been wonderful, had it been thus polished off for last night's eclipse. . '

For the past couple of nights, the weather being warm and good 
foraging in the front gardens, ’some big old hog got in and routed up • 
no end of bulbs, baby magnolias, - whose roots they adore, and no telling 
how many other precious plants. v. n. was furious and after having 
the ground leveled again, 'for the ‘hogs really dig deep furoughs in 
this lush soil, he passed the news around .that the' next hogs to repeat 
the business would be shot regardless*. This morning, therefore, 1 was

u  heard the, explosion of a blunderbus.not surprised when around 7 a.m. , _______r___  _
^ater « learned that it was a 200'pound hog of Heter Metoyer's, 
which had scurried' toward home but not quite fast enough and had expired 
on the roadside.-

T it was said, was furious and wouldn't "stick" the hog, nor
would he permit any of his people to dress it, 'for had it been cut up 
immediately, it might have been put to some good use, - if nothing more 
tnan for* lard. The Peter Metoyers, - they certainly' are having their 
xa;Fd ?T_̂ ear*  ̂ should say, and yet 1, myself, am so furious when

think that they tore up the entire flooring in the old "raggedy" 
house on ArenHourg and tore out the partitions, just so the shell of the 
house could house their hogs, I don't feel so very sorry for them, - or 
rather, guess i  feel sorry for us,

v . And haying thus arrived at krenbourg, I will 'express my gratitude 
nt once, although it merits twenty five'million expressions of appreciat 
tion, - your lovely, lovely letter, registered*, in today's post. Every
thing tnerein included was somehow such a part of you, such a part of

?USh 811 e*P?ession of 'faith in what is being undertaken an invested, that i know not how to Convey adequately to you a millionth- 
part of my sentiment. » ‘ ~ ^ .

* < '■ ’

' Like that interminable argument that sometime^ gets started oyer 
when a child s first birt day may be, - the day he is born or a year 
later, i can t say for certain if this is Arenbourg's first ^hristmas or 
if n®xt year s will be. -̂ ut regardless of that, I am considering your
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report to be a kind of first Christmas for Arenbourgh and for us all, ■ 
and it is £;oing to be nice treating your report as though this mere the
wav vou see the matter, too.

~nd while on the general subject of holiday considerations, I 
feel extremely noble on my own account, what with the s^ e?gth of 
character I display in keeping my hands off a very lovely looking
red starred package, arriving in p^aJekage *°. 3. * name#
Of late  ̂have contrived a bank of greenery in the living room, 
fashioned from big old limbs of magnolia, whose leaves are so 

elegant, and there, beneath the lower limbs, are stacked the 
items from your packages, - including the gift item for me, 
looking especially prominet because of its contrasting color, and 
on MoSday afternoon? the individual packages mill have all been mrapped, 
and some folks will help me distributed them after nightfal an 
the Hnerys are oradled in their own thoughts, and ostensibly I am in 
bed and asleep. Frankly, it has taken some self control to restrain 
myself from pinching my package a little, but thus far I have kept ' 
my'impulses in hand to the extent of merely giving the package a little 
push now and then, telling myself 1 am doing that merely to jockey 
the item into a more favorable position. But the leaves of the 
calendar had better fly along pretty fast, or shall not be able to 
maintain my nobility for much longer.

1 liked your suggestion for Mr y Brew, and i shall follow that 
line for x know it would please bim much, and 1 think I shall &ive 
his uncle one too, for mgabou would be as proud as a peacock 
to have one of those items too.

Everyone once in a while ± run into ^ugabou in the road, and 
usually he stops his big old truck or tractor and-tosses out some 
idea as to means of proceedure at ^renbourg, showing that he is 
nursing the thought of that undertaking, which in reality he really 
is. Eventually, Fugabou will be one of the pillars of Arenbourg, 
i think, for honesty, industry and a fectioh are some of his 
cardinal virtues, and as elements in.creating and maintaining our 
little kingdom,' those qualities aren t so bad to start with.

a

I must break off at this point and shall skip reference to 
Dora's communication which speaks for itself. I concur with him 
in the opinion expressed regarding the possibility that Mary Frances 
should eventually be groomed for a ^osehwald grant, - in fact, i 
guess 1 scouted the idea in my laht letter to him. If  ̂
remember corectly, however, the Bosenvtfald business is about 
wound up in 1947, and if so, i doubt that ^ary Frances will be 
old enough to quilify. ■

it has occurred to me that your area may be rationed, - or if 
not rationed, at least kept scant on ordinary hand soap. If this 
be true that there is a shortage, f think 1 might be able to lend 
a hand from time to time, should you be pressed. A word from 
you on this point, and f shall undertake to do what 1 can in 
as short a time as possible.

1 5 5 7

December 19th, 1945.

Memorandum to' ^lipping^ervice:
<

/ It’s darker than JSgypt outside.
A heavy blanket of clouds has hung low over the sky all 

day, although the rising moon, shining from behind, made traveling 
easy enough when f headed out toward Regis' maaa s house about 

* 6:30. *°ut the earth's shadow had thrown a double veil across the 
mo oh when r headed back this way, and that business about not being 
able to see your hand before your face was in full operation.

Most of the people in these parts have never seen an eclipse 
of the m'oon, and I am sorry they were not able to do so tonight, 
for what with the fullness of the moon, it should have been a marvelous
show.

fhe enclosed letter from Madam Brandon speaks for itself. I 
am sorry that Madam Phipps has suddenly recalled some photograph 
or other that she seems to have been missing, loi these many 

1 years. x certainly wish she had spoken of it long before this late 
date. Mrs. ^oore tells me that Mrs. nrandon sometimes mis-^ 
places and forgets items, attributing the thing to her declining years. 
Frankly 1 thought i had returned the pfcoto to "rs. Brandon a long 
time ago.* 1 could have handed it to la Fhipps as easily, for 
once I brought the t ing beck here, after taking it to "atchez, only 

' to find "rs. Brandon not yet returned from her annual summering 
in Atlanta, and somehow F had assumed 1 had returned it sub
sequently. Perhaps not. In any event 1 shall eventually dig into 
a mountain of things, praying the lord that the thing may turn up, 
either here or in ^atchez.

As for the balance of the letter, I know you will find it quite 
chamring, and especially the episode transpiring at the -express Office. 
I am sure la F»xandon handled that beautifully.

; ! •£) j  J  O i l  Z  '• . ) ' '  i ,  > }* X  - v  1 *  * ' X  .»• c  x  • t * *■ - ' X

As for the Mayerling revelations, I have enjoyed reading of 
them with avidity, but for -a while yet, I think 1 shall hold /

, to our former conception of 'the tragedy, which seems to have been 
• supported by so many bits of testimony down through the years.
I think one motive for the new type of testimony may be found in 
the fact that "all of Rudolph's associates at the time might have been 
expected to keep him and the young companion from suicide, whereas

an
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if they could point out that the couple were alone and that the 
young lady cracked the ^rchduke over the head with a champagne bottle, 
that attack would have freed the ^apsburgs from anything suggesting 
violence and at the same time would have put the young man's 
associates beyond' the pale of criticism because the attack took place 
when they could scarcely have been in a position to have intervened 
and saved him,

■

ihere seems to me to be something strange, too, about a valet 
shooting down a young lady, even though she might have tapped her 
friend over the head with a bottle. I think it would take quite 
a bottle-blow to have killed a man of the Archduke's physical make up, 
but even though such an attack been committed, it seems to me most 
unlikely that the valet should have attacked the lady with a gun 
before summoning the archduke's friends and companions, As? I 
recall, valets didn't rak high in the political or social ladder 
in Austria in the days of ^ayerling, and while it seems most ’ 
unlikely that the valet should have shot at anyone in the Imperial 
household or even on its fringe, it was nevertheless a very con
venient person on whom to hang the deed, if one wanted to avoid questio s 
as to why Hudolph's associates did not prevent a suicide. In a way, 
there is something about pinning the t ing on the valet that reminds 
me of the old custom of hill-billies always dragging the red herring 
across the road in any crime by shouting "Nigger".

And so I think x shall keep the suicide theory in mind for a 
while at least.

So you have been sniffing at a little package and you think 
you have detected the armoa of bay leaves. Well, you are perfectly 
right about the whole thing, and in speaking of the bay, i am delighted 
hat you went a step farther and mentioned vert-de-vert. Immediately 

upon receipt of your letter, I armed myself with a pickaxe and 
started in on that project. It will have to soak for a day or two, 
to get some of the dirt dissolved away from the roots, and then I 
shall put a package in the mail, i am so pleased that* you have so 
much enjoyed the original shi ment that you find you can use some 
additional bits.

I almost forgot to speak, of ikegis’ mama and my little conference 
with her. ^he is very bitter against the Merchant Planter and says 
he will never get her remaining 6 acres. 1 had thought lie track embrace 
12 or 15, but it seems some sort of a law suit not long since clipped 
her little strip in two. One of her problems is that she has 
six gx children and 25 grandchildren. If she tried to divide 6 
acres into 6 parts or into 31 parts, - children plus grandchildren, 
nobody would have much, and the lawyers would get the whole thing.
I advised her against selling as long as tehe thought she would 
like to retain the last of her paternal heritage, - she is the 
daughter of ^lorival ^etoyer. My advice seemed to please her.
On saying goodnight, she hazarded the thought that 1 might get 
the 6 acres in the end, x told her not to think about that until 
she reached greater maternity, - she is now 74, and I dissolved into 
the dark.

.. December 21st, 1945.

? . . . ... ^ f  . ... ,. .

Memorandum to wliping Service:

What with the uncertainty of a somewhat prolonged week end, 
so far as the office is concerned, I reckon -l would show consideration 
if i'kept the memoranda, written at this time, rather brief, for 
i assume they are likely to pile up along about next Tuesday.

' i  T  : '

I do want to say, however, that the first swell of 
Christmas got under way last night,,so far.as our interests are con
cerned

Passing by this house for a few moments, immediately after supper 
end before joining the Madam for an hour in the uppser chamber, I 
found Fug&bou awaiting me, > I had ask him .to.come .this way before 
Christmas 3ven, especially as he was feeling a little blue after 
a futile attempt to buy some Christmas gifts for his children in 
stores at ‘̂loutierville and Natchitoches. V t r !

I suggested that he pass back this way about 7, which he 
did and we joined forces to wrap up what .Sant Claus had in his 
sack for the house of Fugaboju, It was, of course, an assortment, 
each item of which bore your trademark of goodwill and happiness.

For Junior there were some marbles and a pair of leather slippers 
which senior told me bunion would never get, once papa laid eyes of 
them, <&nd for Billy Jeanne a narrow wool scarf, since .she is 
always carzy about wrapping things around her neck. And for 
both children, the girls, a darling little set of doll furniture, 
which I had originally thought would be nice for Mary Frances and Willie 
“ay* ^^ll discovered that they were slated for. a couple of small 
doll chairs turn another direction. And Fugabou thought the doll 
furniture was 'darlin* , as he ex.pressed it, and he wanted to do 
•something about arraning that set of.furniture when it was dis- 
engaged from his box. ~nd then there was the book of photographs 
for nelen, of which she would be so proud, just to have a book of 
her own-own , - and tox Madam Fugaboux there was a checkered 
SKirt and a little blue trimmed with white fuzzy wool jacket, and 
for Mr. Fug. bou an elegant scarf.

how happy Fugabou was to be assured that his little family 
. £?una things in their stockings when awakening onChristmas morhing.

(
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After getting the t ings all wrapped up, we sat down by the fire, 
and smoked a cigarette or two together and drank a bottle of coca- 
cola, and talked much about a million things, but mostly about Arenbourg 
which is very special in Fugabou s thoughts.

And there was one theory which this bright, good natured 
dependable negro had to express that I hadn’t thought of before, 
but which sounded very plausible, tie thinks that the iJlerchant 
Planter would be rather glad to see the last of the Aeter ^etoyers, as 
they are no especial asset to the place. But being the type of person 
the ^aster is, he would never say or do anything that would suggest 
^o his tenants that he would be happy to see the last of them, but 
rather would put on the squeeze in some round about fashion. According 
ly he will go through the gestures of providing new lumber to add on 
an additional room to Browsie's former house for them, and at the 
same time bow to our wishes to run the line fence in such a manner 
as will leave whoby inadequate space for the cattle and garden which 
the family would need. When,ron seeing that they will not be able 
to make it in that new arrangement, their superior will explain 
that that is the only place available for them at the moment, - which 
will not be true, and there is a possibility that the present owners 
of ^renbourg are difficult people with whom he has no influence, and 
t h e r e f o r e , , .

Supposing that the family was one that was wanted, I had never 
figured out this somewhat perplexing attitude in such a fashion, but 
assuming that they are not particularly wanted, it all seems as 
clear as canfbe, and 1 mut admit ray informant sounded pretty logical.
We shall eventually see. In the mean time, 1 hope they make up 
?their minds not to cut down the bank, for the animals to approach 
the water before they decide not to remain on ^elrose.

Br. Khipmayer came as usual on Thursday. He told me that 
Peter ^etoyer was in an advanced stage of tuberculosis and might not 
live long. He visited him yesterday morning and said they had just 
about torn up .the residence at arenbourg. HUn_„m

' ■ - ^  f ^
About 9:30, his Christinas gifts under his arm, Pugabou headed 

out toward home, The moon was up and as we passed by the big oak 
in from the the bog house, it looked like a great flat basalt fan, 
pressed against the rising moon. I don’t know why I mention it, except 
that it was extraordinary and grand. . '

| I
Borne day l must tell you about a blae-black, skinny deamon (demon)

1 ©nee saw scurrying across the gardens on a wild” bitter cold 
'‘inter's night, seeming to be absconding from nowhere into nowhere 
with a long pinted catherdral window under his arm. The night was so 
wild, the moon so heavily wading through vast bogs of clouds and the 
freezing gale somehow deepened the eeriness of the picture which 
I shall always remember as one of the most strange pictures that ever 
flashed across my sight, that is another story, although the
actors aren t so new, and as it was years ago, L reckon A can wait 
a little while longer to impart the whole business, should the 
cathedral ever arize in the form of a Greek temple at "renbourg.....

December 2&nd, 1945.

Memorandum to dipping Service:
.

I thought you would enjoy seeing the enclosed letter 
from Miss Louise,

If you will kindly return it, I shall be glad.
x think all the references in it are clear, save possibly 

that * to Miss^ucy ^athews. She is the lady who lived so long 
at Oakley, where Audubon taught the beautiful ^iss Pirie .
I t̂ Link there isa sketch of Oakley in Lyle.’s OjLd Louisiana. I 
never cared much for the house* it somehow seems a little gaunt.

According to the Times Picayune, Mr. De Mille is 
in Hew Orleans on business. I’d love to know the 
nature of it. it.would have been as well to have had the 
recent correspondence with his office dated fropi Melrose, since 
that name is not unknown to him, whpt with business he did with 
Dr. filler two or three years back. Being in Louisiana doesn’t 
mean he would drop by here, but it might be that finding 
himself in the neighborhood, he might pause for a moment., 
just to have a heap of Batchez poured in his ear.

It seemed so strange this morning at 5 to hear St. Louis 
broadcasting the weather report, with the thermometer at 
7 above, while it was so warm.on my front gallery that it seemed 
as though the wanning moon must be sending down some borrowed hea 
from the on coming sun. The prediction for this neighborhood 
is warmer with rain, but the sky is as "clear as a 
Christian" as someone has it in these parts,

iSugepe, and Puny drove to Camp Polk and brought Dan 
Henry home yesterday evening, i foresee some little clouds 
on the horizon in the general operation of the plantation 
before the year is out. Dan apd the rest of the boys say 
that Jf H. doesn't pay enough attention to the place, that 
he is always in the road, etc., etc. Thathas always been 
a point of complaint* • and i$ tru®» " Bnt nevertheless it must 
be admit t$<j, . if money isn t made on the plantation, it
seems to roll in from other sources, - at least into , H. s 
pocket. Perhaps that is where th bone of contention lies.
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Beginning Friday afternoon, the spirit of Christmas 
seemed to be abroad, - what with lots of brimmers turned^loose 
in the road* to give the impression that the harvest is fxnished, 
and Semite and some of the others sagging a little as they 
made their uncertain way along the road; It is rather 
amusing to see a slightly intoxicated person, scarced to death 
of a Brahmer, try to negotiate his course along a highway 
too studded with those curiously formed animals. Wine has 
given a bit of courage or nonchalance to the pedestrian but 
the sight of that hump on the animal's back tends to sober 
the celebrant, and the combination of gaiety and fright 
makes for odd doings, which usually ends up by frighten
ing the poor beasts into a stampede that in turn put the fear of 
God into the breast of the individual who unsusectingly has 
caused all the excitement.

I can't recall if I mentioned the death of Mr. Ban 
Dabillon in my last letter. He was a prominent, lawyer in 
Lafayette, Lai, and Chairman of the Board of L. S. U. with 

whom * have carried on quite a pleasant correspondence intermittent
ly over a number of years. His wife was ^ary Swords Dabillion, 
who died five years ago, shortly after I had visited in their 
home. She had developed a’lovely Larden around their modern 
home, and for some time Dr. Ban had been pondering what to do with 
the place, with a view to preserving it. I had corresponded 
with him on the point, and it was his intention to come here 
this Winter to discuss*plans for incorporating the place into 
a series of parks that sb would stretch across lower Louisiana,
, at least that was what we were hoping to do, including in the 
chain Weeks uall's Shadows on the Teoha, and so on up to 
Bile Grove on the Mississippi, But a sudden operation has 
carried him away, and so 1 shall have to discuss the matter generally 
with someone else. It would have been grand to have had him 
handle the matter, however, as he exercised much,influence in 
Baton Rouge.

• s • ■

I must speak briefly of his unique domestic situation.
He and his wife went on a house party one week end, - a party 
also attended by mutual friends, including another man and his 
wife whom the Labillons had known for some time. Buring that 
week end, the husbands among.or between themselves* and the 
wives, between each other, decided that everybody would be 
better matched and happier, if there should be an exchange of 
spouses. And so as a result of that week end part* the change 
was set in motion, and while I know not how the other couple 
found the new arrangement, the new-Mr. and Mrs. Ban Babillon 
lived out their lives as happy as clams.........

Beoember 23rd, 1945.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
What with the program you indicated as.-1a.eing probable for 

Sunday, I assume you may not have heard today's Invitation to ^earni 
ing. - or if indeed you did hear it, the circumstances were not 
most advantageous for so complete absorption as it really merited.

But if you did hear it under the most ideal of conditions, 
as did 1, I feel you will agree with me that it was one of the 
finest programs thus far presented in the series,

Prof. Oats, Father Murray and Borothy Thompson were all and 
each so exquisitely courteous, the one to the other, that the 
resulting harmony provided a fertile field in which one s own 
thoughts might spring up readily, along with the speakers, and 
the absence of any disagreement removed any fear of blight on the unfld 
ing flowers of the minds of .either the speakers or those who listened.

I was impressed by ̂ iss Thompson's question: "Row is it that 
a country so wonderful as is Germqny, so marvelous in its scientific 
perfection and its remarkable developement of fine theqries of social 
relations, that withinnsuch a society such persecution %nd intolerance 
develope concurrently? e

And father Murray's answer:"We live in thoqe times when we 
think we can work out intellectually a perfection in human relations 
that pre-supposes^everything except the individual imitating 
Christ, M the individual man loving God and his neighbor as himself. 
And by sitting bye, and letting the expert .figure out the infallable, 
while we ourselves inclined to get so wrapped up in saving our * 
own souls that we neglect our less fortunate neighbors, then have 
we nothing but the shell of Christianity and noe,of its spirit, and 
without the latter, the former is naught". «

I liked the whole business, and surely learning would be the 
more palatable if it could be dished out more often by such 
a gpup t of savants.

another point I must subscribe to, and then i will be done. How 
futile it is to assume tbat.w® Pan study one subject or another in 
something like water-tight comparatments, disdaining to recognize 
that economy, science, politics, philosophy, all these and all the 
rest, hinge forever, the one upon the other, and all having as their 
base that root of kinship of man to man and man to God.

»
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And something I learned from the Invitation was a line from 
Nietche which 1 did not know before;

.  4 _X. f - i r i ' j M i  <■* . . .  ■ - - -

"Ihe first and last Christian died on the cross, - and 
perhaps that is just as well,”

For myself, 1 must say I find such a statement shocking if one 
pre-supposes that it actually expresses many a man's theory of 
life, - although A am equally puzzled that so many people, ± 
especially in the current industial and labor disputes, wherein there 
appears to be so much pulling and hauling by one side or the other, 
and apparantly little or no desire on the part of anyone to “love his 
nighborh as himself,”

The enolosed letter from Dora is rather more eloquent for 
what it does not say that for what is actually set down, I think.
It seems to me that somehow there is a certain depression running 
through it, possibly creeping closest to the surface in the refer
ence to. an absenoe of personal mail, I reckon he must have had 
a letter from me about the time he posted this one, for I mailed 
him one with the application blank on the 19th I shall try 
to rip off a letter to him today, although at the moment, 1 reckon 
he must be pretty busy working on Ciemence's Rosenwald thing. In 
three or four etters of late l have expressed my regret to him 
that we could not talk*over some of the points to be covered in that 

paper, but as he has not mentioned that point in his responses, it 
may be that he already has the pattern well formed dn his own 
mind. I hope.
interruption.

The break in between here and immediately above is to 
write some Ohritmas letters for local folk to their,sons in 
the far Pacific, Something tells me the: letters will be 
received only after the 25th of this December, but it really 
doesn't matter since to many of them almost everyday is 
Christmas, what with God handing out a new dawn every 24 
tours, plus a maximum of good nature to,so many of them to 
make the most, - as they see it, • of whatever else He has ft 
endowed them and their world, as they cheat the ■ Devil by 
accepting the trials of life with stocism and generally 
speaking laughing with their fellow man A little work, 
a little more play, - with a Godly humor, - their Christmas Day, 
*nd now Pun£ has barged in, bent of cheer, I reckon, and so I 
shall have to fold for now. .....

cy- Christmas Night.
» O i -  * •'

Ilemorandum to Clipping Service:
t * <

tfell, it's all over. And, thanks to you and the.spirit of 
Christmas, it was wonderful.

I left the big house last night about78. As I^turned on the 
light, there was a tapping at my window, from the white garden side, 
opposite to which I had entered. I opened the door, to find Puny 
and Zelma dropping by to make a friendly little call. We had some 
wine.' They sat until 9.

It was warm outside, and although it had rained in the afternoon, 
the sky was now deep blue, spangled with big old stars. I put 
on my boots, took a great big pacakge under my arm, and headed down 
the roadi In a way, it was almost like summer, what with the softness 
of the air and the brilliant flashes of heat-lightning far away to 
toouth, off Alexandria why.

I- saw a light in some of the cabins I passed, and at Temitefc, ther 
was a raiicus sound of merriment mixed with wine.

A light shone under ^lemence's door. I knocked and it opened. 
Yank, that big, friendly, simple negro, looked blqcker than basalt, 

his head resting on a white-white pillow on the bed where he was 
resting, half a-sleep. Sam Peace sa't on one side of the fire place 
where a purely decorative little fire was burning. I was offered 
a chair before the fire, ^lemence sat on the other si&e. The children 
were all in their beds, behind a closed dosr in the next room. An 
occasional cough from that direction indicated that excitement had 
still warded off sleep.

Sam, Ciemence and 1 talked for a little while. Sam had a 
bottle of whiskey from which he aksed me if he might pour me a drink.
I demurred. Sam was quite sober and Ciemence had been too busy to 

give any thought to the stimulant department.

In 10 or 15 minutes, ^am left. I had set my package down by 
the door when I had Entered, and as Sam went out, ^lemence took a swing 
at her black cat who obviously wanted to see what was up Cantata's 
sleeve.

e chatted for a quarter of an hour. She sopke of how much the 
assistance that had c me to her during the past year and this Christmas 
eve meant to her. And she talked of amusing things that had happened, 
and she would bend over in her chair, her head close to hex knees and 
laugh, almost silently, but withal her rather over lean frame.
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In a few minutes came footsteps on th'e gallery, - several foot
steps, ^lemence opened the door. It was Clyde Claude I&nmett lavis, 
come home from the hospital to be with his children and his wife on 
Christmae day. He moved with care and sat down uncertainly as persons 

weakened from a loss of blood do,
iSzra had driven to Alexandria to bring, him home, -During 

Ezra's absence, Doreatha had prepared a fine chicken gumbo, knowing 
that it would be dark *ha when they got back and that the 
children would be in their beds at» ulemence' s.

And so Ezra and Doreatha had given the supper for Clyde and 
his wife, Jackie, and for M n g  ^unter and his wife, irene, and after 
the supper, they had brought Clyde to Clemence s. <

Ana. so it made a nice little reunion all along the way, and 
I was glad to talk with all of them for a-while on this nicest of 
nights.
•7 - ‘T'"'!' •' _ ' { j  O f '  - X  L  - i l  O .1 , - ^  * : ' ' ‘ ‘ t ■ " ' X

And then I said goodnight and left them to be together, King and 
Irene and ^zra, and Doreatha leaving out at the same time.

Un the road back home, it was lovely, for while it was dark, it 
was the darkness of a clear Southern night which is never so dark as 
in the ^orth, B somehow feel, although 1 am not certain that^ am right. 
a million big old stars lay on the surface of °ane River, swiftly washed 
out by a splash of gold, as the heat lightning away off to the ^outh,
continued flashing intermittently.

•  *  .

It was Christmas eve, and l somehow wanted to walked by 
Arenbourg, It was all quiet, and I risked a cotton field to 
go out to the terrace. I didn't feel very much alone, - it was all 
so lovely, and*so definitely nothing unless it was to be shared.

• ■-

• And so back toward ~*elrose and I met a couple of old friends in 
the road, and together $e came silently through the gardens (inter

ruption)
Well, comes *hristmas morning, and the day begins. Little 

King is first on the seen. There were a couple of presents for him, 
including a handsome scarf of black and white to go with his new Sunday 
hat. He was enchanted. And then came old Dave Rachel and Bill 
Rocque and Sam Peaoe and ^itohell Gallien, the Axe. And then came 
Yank and Juanita, bringing me some breakfast. And Juanita got the 
spray of white flowers, which she promptly pinned on her shoulder to set 
off the strange little halo, perhaps three inches in diameter, made up 
of enormous pearls, that sat uncertainly on the top of her frizzled head. 
And according to your suggestion Mr, Brew got a fine scarf, too, - the 
light colored one with the small figures in it. And he took with 
him as he left a fine dark blue house dress or robe, for his Grand
mother.
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And then came Sam Brown, bearing, in lieu of a bouquet from the 
Madam, a single bunch of red nandina berries. I asked him to wait 
while 1 penned her a note, which he delivered to her along with a 
tribute in ki^d, - not nandina p berries, but a particularly 
shrivelled little old green banana from the stalk hanging over my 
desk. Everybody laughed at such an exchanged, and the Madam roared 
when I saw her tabout 9. f

Back home at 9:15, and I found Fugabou and Puny awaiting me.
We had some wine* Fugabou >sald his children;were tickled pink 
at what 'Bantat ^laus had brought them, - 1 think 1 mentioned to you 
the little §et of furniture, a book, some marbles, etc.

As they left, Dee-Dee Boy (Anthony, and his two stalwart sons, 
Attrioe and Robert arrived from kittle River.* Dee-Dee B0y is sweet 
and his boys are very nice. Robert always reminds me of "Big Sam" in 
Margaret ^itchell's Gone “ith The Wind. Attrioe is a sepia rendition 
of “ax Schmellng, and with something of that inate sweetness that 

makes one feel a better person just to have encountered him, - simple- 
simple, of course, and no learning, but honest and good all the way 
through. ' { *

And then came Ezra and ^ing and Davis and Big Six.
The General had sent me some attractive little boxes of 

Chesterfield cigarettes, - tenuin a package, - and there were packages 
for all, and everyone seemed to be intrigued by the new size package.

And when they were gone, came '"'lemenoe, who has been here for a 
couple of days, helping "uanita with the pots and pans;

She said that for once in her life, she.didn't have to awaken 
the children, but she had made them prepare ooffee before d going into 
the front room, df course they spilled the water and waisted the coffee, 
but that was alright, ^he said they told.her they knew Banta had 
come to their house because -they had heard him, ,dell, they eventually 
vfletfe*‘permitted to go into the front room, and according to ciem0noe 
they had just a wonderful time. But ciemence said that she herself 
had been pretty busy, ooking to her own big package from you, and she 
says to tell you many °hristmases and all, because the garment was just 
made for her She says Mary Frances was tickled to have such a lwely 
braoelet. Then she enumerated other presents she had put on the 
tree for tha other children. xt seems to me that Junior got the little 
airplane, and 1 am quite sure that Winnie May got the little iron cradle, 
for Giemen0Q said that nothing ever pleased a child so much, and while s 
she would letter the others look at it, no one was permitted to lay 
holddof it.

So 1 guess it was a big day at their house, and at king's house 
too, for'his children received things from the same generous box and 
Brother was delighted with his ^o^ankovsky book wherein he found so 
many of his old friends w of whomB he had learned so many verse already
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I skipped over to‘say Merry Christmas to J. R. and Celeste and
Madam Regard^ and returning home, after a quick drink, i found 
Brother and ary Frances here to say their ^erry Christmases, 
and ^ary Frances showed me her fine new "bracelet and Brother had 

his ^ojankovsky, which he was carrying under ,his arm, just as 
proud as a peacock, ^nd then some more grownups came hy, and hy 
IE o'clock, ti was dinner time, and joinedfthe white folks, and
we sat thus at table: Aung ^ammie, H., Celeste,. Pat, *oe, Dan,
^rancois, Frances Henry iPaynie's wife), Paynie, and Madam Regard.
And the turkey was good and the conversation colorless, if I may 
use the term.

* l ‘ '

And so back home, and more colored people coming to see me, and 
Peter to put on a bright red sweater that. *hc. Pipes had left here, 
and so on throughout the day,, little Slam, now a big boy, taller 

and his old friend, and so on and so forth.
- • , ‘ •: • / * '■ v  . 7 3' t • ■ w ‘ ‘-'V ■ ■ y -  - ■ '

And now that the day is finished, and I am a-lone, 1 have turned 
to my Christmas package, and I have opened it, and I find it* 
lovely in color and deliciously soft in feeling, and with a warmth 
about it that^ quite surpasses its actual weave.

For 1 have penned these lines in the quifct and the coolness of thi 
house, and although the fire is glowing on-the hearth, I am 
between the window opening on the back gallery and the ' «
‘fire place, and the draft is from the window, and 1 am warm, warm, 
in body, and gloving from within my heart, because I know there is 
a Santa Claus? and there is a Cod, which are the same thing, and 
there is ever so much evidence of Santa Claus and Cod all up and 
down Cane River tonight, - thanks to someone who best I know 
embraces all those things which are good which goes to make others 
happy, and me grateful with all my heart that in silently thinking in 
a very special direction, P find whatever approaches the good side in 
me reflected from afar by something, - someone who is better.... .
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Deoember E7th, 1945.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

kgain I write you at night, ^nly it's different because I 
ammore pleasantly situated, thanks to my nice wooly warm 
sweater. At was good to don it at 5 o'clock this morning, 
and after giving it a breathing spell during the day, I put 

It on again at sun down, and now, at the end of the day, so 
far a's human contacts go, it is pleasant to feel it about me 
as* I hear the rain dripping outside and I recall that this 
morning's leather report predicted a cooler night ahead.
* The spirit of °hristmas lingers on. What with the 
general inclination on the part of the darkies to frolic, 
and what with the! dampness obtaining at the moment, there is 
nothing being done of the plantation this wserk. In consequence,
I continue to receive quite a few callers, - ones who failed to 
arrive on Christmas day, and those who make the rounds again 
and again.

Puny was here early this morning, as he has beeu so 
frequently of late. Today he confided to me that he had seen 
the finest present on the river, - the photographic book which 
Fugabou's nelen received in her stocking. Hp said that he 
and Zelma had been to call on the ^ugabous and that they 
had spent ever so long turning through that book of, which , 
the Fugabous were so proud to own. There's one,star in your 
crown for that good deed.
V  Today was Knipmayer Day, and while we had a pleasant visit 
from them, we didn t learn mucfe news. Last night a car from 
somewhere around here, belonging to the ^riedmans crashed into 
a car full of negroes somewhere on*the road to town, de

molishing both cars, and burning up the one in which the negroes 
were riding. Dr. K didn’t know how badly the people were injured, 
but said when they were taken to the Natchitoches hospital, 
they were turned away because that institution is already 

full and running over. I reckon they probably took them to 
Alexandria. * •

Annette du Chene of,-Baton Rouge, although presently living 
in Spartanburg, South Carolina, drove up from Ra$en Rouge 
this afternoon, to call on the Madam. She brought Mrs.
Wilkinson with her, wife of the head of the L. S. U. Press. 
Annette, a contemporary of Lyle's, spent an hour or so with 
the Madam. Mrs. Wilkinson came over and spent a like amount of 
time with me. ^hey were both very pleasant, and later,
Annette joined us both over here. £>he asked the Madam if she 
could come to Mairose for 5 months to write a book, bringing 
her own cook with her. *he Maaem said yes to the com

<*
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but No on the cook, proposition. That is just talk., however, and I 
know she will nver come to stay.

She came to Louisiana to spend her Christmas holidays, arriving 
via New Orleans. While there, - some three or four days ago, she 
said she learned the river was still in the hospital and that she 
intends oal*llng on him this week end. She also said she learned while 
in thO descent yity that Lyle had recieved ten thousand dollars ad
vance on his Last Island novel, yet to he undertaken. Neither the 
Madam nor I believe that any such amount could have been advanced on 
such a slim prospect. Strange that such a figure should be mentioned, 
but stranger still that Lyle should have declared to us that he did 
receive money on the prospective work when he wrote here following 
his return from the Manhattan jaunt.
, With the usual plantation routine suspended for frolics and 
a week or so of social life, especially among the negroes, it is 
difficult to round up Mr. Brew, and when once captured, it is equally 
difficult to get five minutes alone to run over the mail. In con
sequence I reserve everything for Gipping Reports, and accordingly, too,
I have some leters, still unopened, that came to hand days ago. These 
will be shared at random as circumstances permit a reading.

, To hand in the last mail was you nice, n nice note, concluded 
at the close of the day when the batch of Christmas leterswere finished. 
It was so noble of you to undertake a letter under such circumstances, 
and T do hope you are giving yourself a little breathing space before 
you begin again. It Is nice 'that you have had the aid and comfort of 
such a ood nurse, who, I feel sure, heals not only with a tonic.
So few doctors are made and nurses, always, are born and never otherwise 
oreated. I am so glad* that you have a real one so close to home.

On the morrow, Joe êftry will return from Beaumont, remaining until 
Sunday^ T think. ~lso on the morrow arrives Ars. Desiree Evans of 
Baton Aouge, remain for a day or two. She has something to do about 
L. S. U., and as I recall, she isn't particularly interesting, but 
we shall see. * 1

I have a sliver in the end of three fingers on my left hand which 
makes hitting licks on this machine a little difficult, and so 
I shall content myself with this report herewith, hoping that one 
the morrow i may find some bright eyed person to remove them.. It seems 
to me I.have a card or a ’leter or something to enclose with this 
let er, but nothing which needs be returned. I should have 
acknowledged the receipt of the Lady Lake letter'in your report before 
the last and thank you much.

Again my thanks for such a happy,’happy Christmas, - happy for 
our friends and happy for me, and now I shall sit‘for a little fthile 
before the fire, thinking on lots of things and feeling cosy and warm 
because of the added comfort you have with such thoughtfulness 
afforded me*..,. ' *

i

i

;

I

*
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December 26th, 1945.

Memorandum to '-'lipping Service:
* • -'I  X  V * ' * ''

Today I read the enclosure. It isn't important. At first 
thought, 1 decided not to send it to Dora. A part of it would 

- interest him. Another fpart he might not like. I suspect he is 
depressed at the moment* I shall do what I can to avoid adding to 
his gloom. I do not want this letter back.

I am sorry to-report the death of my friend George (Jack) M.
Lester of ’Yaverly Plantation. He .was a noble man. Our common
enthusiasm in Mississippi and Louisiana lore brought us especially
close, even though we seldom saw each other. But when together, we

made up for lost time. : f

I think I may have described to you his fine study on the second 
floor of Waverly where he and I used to sit, pouring over ancient maps 

, and manuscripts. 3 - ^  ^  * - • -- '
• U X 1 * S •

And now, what of those manuscripts?

If only la belle Essae Mae could have had the understanding of the 
value of these things, another priceless addition might have been made 
to the department of archives, - were one in existence.

And so passes a great man and $ great collection. Mfsere.'
•

You know, one nice thing (at)out Christmas in this remote, - both 
in time and space, - locality, ^or the ante bellum .idea of a pro- 
onged celebration at whristmas time linger* on, and everything remains 
in suspension, so far"as labor goes, so far as new undertakings go, 
so far as anything goes, save renewing old friendships and really 
enjoying the usual contacts, which, during the balance of the year, 
are never so constant as at Christmas time, when a  week is taken off to 
really relish them. .......

And T must say that while there are the disadvantages, there are 
also some virtues in the custom For in more civilized sections, it 
almost seems as though everyone strains to get everything ship-shape 
slap up to the night of the 24th, and then a real bang-up ensues onf the 
25th, and by dawn's early light on the 26th, the whole business is 
finished, and nothing do we have so much in abundance as exhaustion.
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But down this way, - and I suspect it is so only about between 
Derry and Bermuda, things start trickling a little a few days before, 
and somehow one finds time to carry the spirit of the season over 
for three or four days afterward. I reckon this year's holiday season 
will probably come to an end about December 29th, and probably by the 
30th, everyone will be starting the new year, - not with celebrations so 
much as re-fashioning their new lay-out for the impending year, and 
probably everyone will work on January 1st just as though it were any 
other day of the year that is work-a-day.

I can't say that this old plantation system is any better or any 
worse than the contemporary industrial type, for both‘have their ad
vantages and disadvantages. But sometimest being situated where I now 
find myself, I do find some virtue in taking .time enough .out to really 
relish Christmas in a long draught instead of taking the holidays in 
two quick (two quick) and well defined gulps, - as od December 25th, 
and a week later on January 1st. *
. ̂ off - $  K*; £’3 £*-?0.mL * .Ip £v? g if o A*-* ^

But a normal amount of seasonal colds are keeping some people 
from enjoying the holidays, and what feelings of gratitude I have that 

-your most excellent nurse set you straight before things got to going. 
This morning brother came for his lesson# We didn t have much# There 
were too many things he had to tell me about the pictures in his fine 
new book. he said before leaving that his papa was sick in the bed, 
and could he take him an orange. Ke could. ?

Ezra’s children are all down with colds, too, and Fugabou and his 
family, and Jack nelson's family and Heaven knows who else. I pause 
to knock wood, but up to the moment I am feeling; disgustingly healthy.

We had expected Mrs. Desiree Evans during the day, but a telegram, 
signed, - of .all things, "Des", - came at first dark, saying her trip 
from Baton Rouge had been postponed. It seems to me there are a couple 
of peqple scheduled for the week end, but I can't reoall their identity 
for the moment. • ' f .

So things turn as we relax momentarily to gird' up our loins for next 
week's undertakings. I must drop around to see Celeste this morning, and 
see if there is anything definite on the prospective flight down 
'^outh America way. I caja shape up my plans a lot better is I can get one 
good look at the calendar.....

t %
<

December 31st, 1945.

Mamorandu To ^Lipping Service: _
; a  brief note this morning, as the old year 

heads on its way out. It's a perfect opening for 
a busy ending, - with b . , Jeleste and Charles 
Mazurette heading out toward Hew Orleans and Little 
King and me heading into the cotton patch, to pull 
as much as we can of the stalks, so that we can run 
a line of fence posts to determine a dividing line.

I think the enclosure is of little interest, but 
I liked the paragraph about Miss ^va Bcott. You 
will recall that she lives at The Shades, near 
Wilson, Louisiana, and I think you have heard me 
speak of having spent some time there on occasion,

! I know some of her darkies rather well, . 
including Percy Belle, with his 15 head of children.

I think their gesture sweet, in view of 
Hiss Eva*s wish to colleot bells, of which she has 
even more than ^ercy has of little ones. .

? I started listening to Invitation to Learning,- 
Assays of ^azelit, - but didn't get far. It sounded 
very interesting at the beginning, but in the 
midst of things, - I was sitting by the *ranklin 
stove, - when I should have beefc in my own house, 
Charles Mazurette came in with'Frances ^enry, - 
Paynie's wife, - and that of course killed the pro
gram. It is my habit to listen in by myself, but 
the Madam had asked me to linger with her, and in 
consequence A lost the whole thing*. I am going 
to attempt' a new arrangement with the new y ar,

~ The uenrys were ine in force, and we dined 
most* excellently at Celeste’s. Knowing that 
a Hew rleans t?ip was in the cards, I took to the 
road after dinner, going over to see Pugabou about 
some labor on the morrow. But 1 found him in the 
bed, • a terrible cold, - so many of which are 
running around among the ca ins- these days.

!
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But 1 had a nice little visit, and *elan got out 
her fine new photographic book nd read to me a bit 
from it, and everybody seemed happy enough with 
all ‘that Sfenta had sent, via of his secretary off 
yonder in Hew Aork.

I was interested in something ■‘■'an told me 
indicating that the ^enrys are likely to go into the 
Butane gas business in this area shortly. reckon 
you know that Butane is the fuel used for general 
heating purposes in Louisiana, when wood is no 
available. Butane'is a part of the gasoline that 
remains when small cracking plants have;not reduced 
the entire drop to all its several parts. I under
stand that standard Oil in Baton Rouge is the only 
plant in Louisiana that cracks oil completely, so 
there is ample sources of Butane from many different 
sections of the state not located in the Baton Rouge
area.

With R, Pres dent of the Valley Rleotric and 
the Butane scheduled for consideration, it looks as 
though they will go right on rounding up commodities. 
Dan states, and it agrees with my diagnosis that 
at the present breakneck, speed J. n is making, he 
will'probably last about two years, if lucky.
In the m an time his mind jumps from one lucrative 
venture to another and flies from one plaoe to 
another wife all'the dash and go of a fire <̂gine.
Joe and ^an are still complaining about the speed 
J H indulged in when dr ving to town the other day. 
Hitting 80 miles an hour on their return trip, they 

' inquired the reason.for the rush. . • said he had
something*very important awaiting him at elrose. 
it seems that one arriving, there was a pencil that 
needed sharpening, - and the boys are still kidding 
him for hitting 80, what with the pencil languishing 
unsharpened at home.

'Brother got a vacation from school this 
morning; and nttle Bing is already in the cotton 
patch, where i must join him forthwith, and so I 
shall fold up momentarily, hut since I am heading 
out for ^renbourg, 1 really will not be de tat oh m g  
mvself from the telepathetic connection,

December 31st, 1945.

Memorandum to Cippjmg Service:
It’s-.ten thirty at night., and 1 reckon this is the last letter 

I shall write under the 1945 date line.
{ r* &  * ■ <■ ^  ' *v‘ e

It *s been a busy day, as my letter of this morning indicated, 
and as I shall be pretty muoh tangled up at some unearthly ,hour, 1 
write these few lines;tonight. ■

We didn’t accomplish to much today, and yet we made a start and 
a beginning is always something. . «

Things being still a little on* the Crhistmasy side, the people 
haven’t gotten into the full swing quite yet, but in my old role 
of "Patience On A Tombstone Smiling at Grief”, I praise God for what 
advances are made today and look forward to doing more on the morrow, 

j  . \ - V . . .  ; ? . . t ; ■ . ,

We cleared enough rows of cotton stalks to establish a line fenoe, 
and we secured enough posts and barbed wire to run a strand of demark- 
tion* Tomorrow we shall put up the boundary line and do some more 
stalk pulling. %  hands are a-tingle with having exercised them at 
a new undertaking, for the cotton in many places is taller than my head, 
and its sturdy tap-root is correspondingly deep, making each extraction 
something of an experience in the Art of.poise. Only twice did I pull 

with such vim that I sat down quite unexpectedly as the darned stalk 
gave way just before f had anticipated.

Seeing me with one or two helpers thus busily engaged, Alfred 
Llorenze came over from his house, carring an ante bellum instrument 
in his hands with a kind of veneration. It was a stout stick some six 

feet in length. One foot up from the end was a ”V” shaped iron, one 
side of which was attached to the stick and the other projecting.. He 
was kind enough to- show me how it worked, oatching the cotton stalk near 
the ground in the bottom of the "V” , and raising up on the stick, with 
the end on the ground aoting as a lever. It made the work ever so 
much easier, and he asked me to keep it as long as I cared to. It 
was something that the old “*etoyers had always used in slavery times when 
clearing the fields. How the stalks are merely ground up by the 
tractors, but as it takes two years for the stalks to rot down, I 
want to remove them by hand, and so be rid of them once and for all, - 
it will make planting of flowers and plants so much easier.

Alfred is a nice man and after he had instructed us in the use of 
the cotton puller and a couple of ray friends wanted to try the thing, - 
like children with a new toy, I turned it- over to them and showed Alfred 
about ^renbourg, poi ting out changes that might eventually be effected.
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seemed .to like the ideas and remarked that he was proud to have 
himself living so close to such neighbors. (fhier manner of expression 
is always so odd somefche, - but nevertheless sweet. )

We ended up where we had started out, having visited the spot 
next to Uncle ^oorstone last wj  ere 1 suggested we might eventually have 
a little temple or chapel of some such. He liked that. -*nd as he 
said goodbye, s he said he had a simple little thing, but he thought 
perhaps i might like it, and that he would like to give it to me, even 
though it had always been treasured in his family, said it was just 
a piece ofpwood, that once had been inserted in the original Uhuroh, 
buftilt by Grandpere ~ugustin. It seems that in 1858, on Grandpere's 
aeatn, a memorial window had been put in the *hurch, and below it had 
be fashioned a plain stick of wood, wnereon had been carved *In Memory of 
Grandpere ^ugustin" or some such, and the lettering touched in gold.
It seems the gold has long since disappeared, but tne wood and carving 
is still intact, ar̂ d I think it was kind of him to offer it to us.

- t  ‘

There was only second class mail today, and so 1 know little of 
what goes on in the outside world on the personal side. Being a post 
office, however, “"elrose will receive a delivery of mail on January 
1st, ^nd somehow 1 feel we may have a few notes from one point or another 
in that go-round. . ‘ -

1 had expected to hear the -dux program - tonight, although I don't 
know what was being presented. Just before it was time for it, however, 
a couple of different people tapped on my window, having need of some 
letters of a strictly personal nature to be struck off and so I 
accorded myself greater pleasure than listening to Lux and taking 
their dictation.

I think 1 qhall fold up at this point, and something tells me that 
I shall probably not even j&eep awake to hear any news. Y/aat a pleasure :
it is to be a little tired when one .has had both feet well planted on 
Mother Barth and somehow had the feeling all day that here, .indeed, was the 
beginning...*.,.
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